
Sm-i-": lgly orrginnf graphics 
plus classic ,-ircride fun 
gdmcpHy nvikt* up Hex's 
cracking playable demo. 

A5 00Plus Knightmare tweak 
;mg all A500 Plus owners what they wanted 

Sequencer One sound samples 
* f excellent samples for use with your sequencer 

Take to the skies for a flying 
Wtm adventure: or fight by phone! 

totally new ways 

CHECK OUT SCREEN PLAY FOR TOP GAME REVIEWS: The stunning Heart of China, 

a ting Robocop 3, and find out what we think of the No 1, WWF Wrestling! 

PLUS the team behind the classic Rainbow Islands done it again with Realms? 

WANT TO Q£i J^HE SAMPLING? Read our complete guide to the theories and practise 

START**".* GI>T AMIGA? Beginners turn to Page 197 now to get on the way 9 770957 486004 

How CD-based software is set 

to change your Amiga for ever 

The first 45 CD titles reviewed 

» first peek at the A690 

drive for your Amiga 

(?© Piter Cc^pfirtalne 

Your guarantee of value 



ACCOLADE PRESENTS...TH 

AN ABSOLUTELY ENORMOUS SUCCESS AT THE BOX 
OFFICE'NOW SET TO BE JUST AS BIG ON COMPUTER. 

HOME ALONE TM 

‘PY right 19V1 Iritrocora, 
rights reserved. Home AlonelMand 1991 Twentieth 

Century Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved. All 
other trademarks acknowledged. 

HOMEfcALONi 

Now you con ploy eight-year-old Kevin, trying to foil the 

break-in of those two inept burglars, Harry and Marv. 

Armed with imagination and a BB-Gun, you can create a 

wealth of clever contraptions, but time is limited. 

Will you be ready for the Wet Bandit Gang?. 

I_ 
Accolade Europe Ltd; Bowling House, Poi^Pleasc 



WON'T 
YOUR EYES 

AND THE TEMPTRESS. 

S2g»»CCOtA> 

THEY DON'T COME MUCH BIGGER THAN ELVIRA 

UNLESS IT'S ELVIRA II. 

ELVIRA II: THE JAWS OF CERBERUS™ 
The incredible sequel to Elvira: Mistress of the Dark™ 
-last years mega hit. Now five times bigger, you have to 
rescue the Dark Queen herself from the ghastly Cerberus, 
the 60 foot tall, three headed demon who holds her 

captive in the depths of a huge Hollywood film studio. 
Remember -there's nothing bigger than Elvira!. 
Elvira image 1991 Queen" B" Productions. Elvira and Mistress of the Dark are the 

trademark of Queen"B" Productions. The Jaws of Cerberus is a trademark of Accolade, 

Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks ore properties of their respective 
owners. 

trrra \r%r 
andsw 1 PE. Tel: 081-877 0880. The best in entertainment software. 
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ABC 

Under Construction 53 
Team Yankee sequel Pacific Islands: on the way soon 

The next big thing? 54 
Stunning graphics mean Ubisoft's BAT 2 is looking good 

Reviews 56-82 
In a stunning lineup-this month. Sierra's latest graphic 

adventure Heart of China is already making waves: 

Robocop 3 brings a whole new style to Ocean's big-film 
licences: can the team behind Rainbow Islands do it 
again with Realms: and what do we think of the current 

Number One, WWF Wrestling... 

Cheap 'n' Cheerful! 84 
We rate the latest in 'budget' games and compilations 

The facts and the figures 88 
Keep your finger on the pulse of the games world! 

Gamebusters 93 
The best tips section there is arrives on Another World 

REIEWED: 
Heart of China 

Sierra continue 
their subtle 
development of the 
graphic adventure 
ond come up with a 
complete winner! 

IN GAMEBUSTERS 

If you're making 
like a marooned 
spave traveller — 
you're stuck on 
Another World - 
then this is the tips 
section you've been 
waiting for! 

Reviews 
Coming Contraptions 116 
Find out what's new in serious' software and hardware 

Video Director 120 
First of two exciting new departures for the Amiga, this is a 

system that helps you edit your video tapes cleanly! 

The Miracle Piano Tutor 124 
Second of these exciting new ideas is a keyboard that 

connects to your Amiga and teaches you how to play it! 

Stereo Master 126 
You want sound samples? Check out this new sampler 

AMAS 2 132 
If you’re into MIDI, this sampler could be the one for you 

REVIEWED; 
Miracle 

Another amazing 
new idea: learn to 
play keyboards in 
the comfort and 
safety of your 
own Amiga! 

REVIEWED: 
Video Director 

An exciting new idea 
for your Amiga 

brings you the ability 
to edit video tapes 

and create your own 
complete productions 

Regulars 
PD Update 163 
We pick the best from the world of free software 

Workbench 207 
Your problems solved, your questions answered 

Letters 217 
Find out what's making waves with Amiga owners 

Mail Order 192 
We pick out the best and offer it at bargain prices 

Subscriptions 184 
Make it easy on yourself: get your mag delivered! 

IN PUBLIC DOMAIN 

Check out the PD 
demos section to 
see the epic 
Odyssey animation: 
five disks of stun¬ 
ning, atmospheric 
graphic excellence! 
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■pletely 
astating?23 

Compact Disc software is all set 
to change the Amiga for ever. 

Next month should, if all goes 

to plan at Commodore, see the 
release of the A690 CD-ROM 

drive which will enable A500 

owners to run CDTV software. 

The question remains: is it 
going to be worth spending 

£300 to play this software? 
That's why we're taking a look 
at all 45 of the CD titles that are 

currently available, to help you 

form an opinion of whether this 

really is the great step forward 
for the Amiga that we've all 
been expecting... or not! 

New samples for old 142 

Only two issues ago, our massive Christmas special 

issue brought you £90 worth of excellent music 
program, which you can use to construct your own 

songs from sound samples. But how do you go about 
getting new samples to use? Let's take a look... 

Getting to grips 
with Workbench 197 

If you're new to the Amiga, learning how to use the 
Workbench properly can not only be useful for day- 

to-day jobs; it also helps you understand the Amiga. 

Welcome to Amiga Format! 
Hello and welcome to 

Amiga Format, the 

world's best-selling 

magazine for Amiga 

owners! Every month 

we deliver the most 

complete picture of 

the Amiga scene, so 

whether you're new 

to the computer or an old hand, there's sure 

to be plenty in here that you will find useful 

and enjoyable. 

Every month, the magazine is split 

schizophrenically into the frivolous and the 

purposeful. There's news and reviews of 

everything on the games scene as well as in 

the world of hardware and what we call 

serious' software (useful stuff like word 

processors, creative stuff like graphics and 

music programs and useful utilities). Then 

there's PD Update, which picks out the best 

from the latets in free software. 

Special sections of the magazine are set 

aside to helping you with your problems: 

Gamebusters for game cheats and hints. 

Workbench for any other Amiga hassles! 

This month, we've introduced a couple 

of new ideas which I think you might find 

interesting. There's less pages of actual 

game reviews, but we've concentrated on 

the big releases: the ones you've been wait¬ 

ing for, as well as the ones you had no idea 

were on the way but have turned out to be 

total stunners. 

And in Cheap 'n' Cheerful, the new 

budget (or should that be budgie?) games 

section, you’ll find reviews of all the latest 

releases in high-value, low-price games and 

game compilations. 

We’ve also given the 'serious' reviews 

section a bit more of its own identity, with 

a new couple of pages describing new 

releases in software and hardware that are 

now available for sale: a kind of 'previews' 

for the practical part of the magazine. 

And next month will bring another 

exciting new development: but that's secret! 

Find out about it on March 12! 

Damien Noonan, Editor 

A 500 Plus Compatible • A 500 Plus Compatible 

Top Banana 
- .'- I-'--. 

The graphics are weird, hip and completely 
original. The sound effects are weird, hip and 
completely original. But the gameplay is pure 
arcade classic! get a taste of it for yourself in 
this great playable demo from the up-and- 
coming new team Hex. 

COVER Top 
Banana 
Shockingly original graphics 
plus classic arcade fun 
gamepiay make up Hex's 
cracking playable demo. 

A500Plus Knightmare tweak 
Bringing all A500 Plus owners what they wanted 
Sequencer One sound samples 
A set of excellent samples for use with your sequencer 

Air 
Warrior 
Take to the skies for a flying 
adventure: or fight by phone! 

Air Warrior 

Flight sims are one of the most enduringly 
popular kinds of game, but this one adds a 
whole new angle. You'll be able to fly around 
and discover a 3D landscape unfolding before 
you, but if you have a modem you'll be able to 
go on-line with On-line and dogfight against 
other Air Warrior pilots! 

Free samples! 
No, not trial-size new Neon Ultra Biological: 
here's a set of sound samples you can use with 
Sequencer One or any sample-based song¬ 
writing system, courtesy of Gajits. 

Knightmare fix 
If you are an A500 Plus owner disappointed by 
not being able to use last month's Knightmare 
demo, this will cure those non-playing blues! 
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COVERDISK 

DISK 
Top 
Banana 
Shockingly original graphics 
plus classic arcade fun 
gamepfay make up He* s 
cracking payable demo 

ASOOPIui Knightmare twealc 
Brrngjng all A500 Plus owners what they warned 

Sequencer One sound samples 
A set of excellent samples for use with your sequencer 

i»B Air 
Warrior 
Take to the skies for a flying 
acfveniure Of fighi toy phone! 

A 500 Plus Compatible O A 500 Pirn Compatible 

GETTING STARTED 
Turn on your Amiga and put the disk in. After a few 
moments of disk activity, the Control Console front 
end' menu will load. H’s very, very easy to use - just 
move the mouse pointer to Ihe bo* that you want to 
select and click with the left mouse button. 

All right, 512K users who just clicked on Top 
Banana will have noticed that It didn't work. To actually 
play Top Banana with 512K of memory, you need to 
reset (press Control and the two keys either side of the 
space-bar) and hold down Control and 0, When the 
message 'Break - CLI” appears, type in this and press 
Return: 

1 ban an a -Top 

That’s about it really,,. Oh yes. to run Air Warrior you 
just select quit from the menu. The program will load. I 
know this is a little strange, but Air Warrior is a very 
memory intensive program and doesn’t like other pro¬ 

grams like Control Console. 

This is the screen that you should gel offer storting the 

Cover disk. Jest efiefc on the item you wont {512k users 
should reed the Getting Started bo i for information on 

loading Top Banana). 

A LEGEND IS BORN 
Undoubtedly the oddest Amiga release to date. Top 
Banana started off on the Archimedes range oi computers. 
Although ugly as sin, It does at least play well - just 
because you can complete the demo once, don’t think that 
you can complete it every time. It’s more subtle than that. 

For instance, if you start making a real effort to collect 
the hearts that sometimes appear, Ihe game notices your 
efforts and makes them change colour more quickly. To 
collect a full set is therefore a real achievement - you have 
to sort of sneak up on the game, so that it can t tell what 

you’re up to. A tricky game and no mistake. 
The full game lets you change the strange In-game 

sound effects and edit the main game graphics with a pro¬ 
gram like Deluxe Paint Also, you can back the game up 
(although you need the original disk in order for M to run). 
Maybe it s not pretty - but He* Software do at least let you 
do more with Ihelr game than Just play It. The shape of 
games to come? Probably not. 

Coverdisk 
Packed on the piece of plastic this ish is that visual assault on 

your retinas below. Top Banana, strange but fun. Also a flight 

sim for 40 pilots, Knightmare for the Plus and Seq One samples. 

TOP BANANA 
Hex Soft wore PAL/NTSC 

Just what is a Top Banana? The opposite of 
a bottom banana of course, but that’s a fruit 
of a different colour. Actually. Top Banana is 
a fun little platform game that pits you and 
the power of love (ie shooting bad guys with 
heart-shaped sprites) against the onslaught 
of ecological doom. 

The demo on this month’s Coverdisk is 
basically the same as the first level ol the full 
game. It's set In a rainforest, so the bad guys 
are chainsaws, bulldozers and other 
assorted slash n’ bum types. Just plug them 
with a heart and collect the token - if the 
token is a heart and you get a full set (dis¬ 
played at the bottom of the playing area) 
then you’ll get a bonus life. 

Control Is very simple: use a joystick to 
move left and right, up will make you Jump 
and fire releases a heart in the direction 
you're facing. Just bear In mind that the 
hearts don’t go very far - the power of love Is 
obviously not what it used to be. 

Beware of hanging around too Jong, The 
water level rises as the ice caps melt, and 
you can t swim. You only have two lives In 
Ihe demo, so keep moving up towards the 
lop. There are two stationary lethal sprites 
that are detailed on this page - just shoot 
them with a heart before running Into them. 
The tap. by the way, turns the water oft: 
Once you have reached it you can take 
things more easily. 

One thing to beware of is being too 
cocky and edging towards the bad guys. The 
collision detection is really mean - one piaei 
too close and you're history. Personalty I 
found this really frustrating, but then again if 
it was more accurate then the game woutd be 
really easy to complete. 

So play it safe and don t take chances. 
Also, the little beasties are just as lethal as 
the big guys, so treat them with more 
respect, because they re harder to htl. 

That s alt there is to rt really. Once 
you’ve got to the head at the lop. you will fall 
back down the screen. Move left and right to 
collect as many bonus tokens as you can; 
once you've reached the bottom of the level 
again, that's the end of the demo. 

Here ore the two items that you should ovoid in 

the level. Just shoot them, and they'll swell up. 

Then you eon collect them for a bonus. 

This is the complete demo level of Tap Banana. Just hop 
along, going up as quickly as you can, and shoot the 

bod guys. Thot's oil there Is to it really. 



COVER DISK 

SI PERSONIC FLIGHT SIMS suck. There's only so 

many 11mos you can launch a missile at many miles 

ifiance and see a blip vanish from your radar screen, 

\h, to go back to the days of true dogfight mg. when 

* Zoology was measured in horsepower and you had 

to ncc your opponent to score a kill..* 

This is a unique flight sim. Il Ids you fly planes 

from WWf, WWII and the early jet era. as well as sim¬ 

ulating a few vehicles for when you want to attack on 

r ground* Sounds pretty normal? You haven’t heard 

the best pan yet. 

4ir Warrior is a terminal game, w hich means that 

• <>u can play against human opponents via a modem. 

Ip to 40 pilots can play in the skies of a virtual battle- 

field all competing to outfly the opposition and fill 

them with lead. I find that Air Warrior. is played with a 

modem, it is the most satisfying flight sim ever - 

because the opponents are human, rather than dumb 

THROTTLE; this is o slider controlled by pressing the loft 
mouse button and pushing or pulling I he mouse. 

SIDE: shows which country you're flying for (this Is 
only active when playing on-line via n modem). 

STALL LIGHT: when this goes red, your plane has last 

flying speed and will start to dip towards the ground. 

Push the mouse forward, and when the light goes not 

pull back again. 

Air Warrior Kesmai/Online L/NTTSC 

OIL PRESSURE: shows you hew 

much damage that you've 

taken - only used when play’ 
ing with a 

X 

n 

YOKE: this shows you where 
the control yoke is being 

pointed* Useful for when you 
lose your sense of direction and 
wont to level up. 

FUEL: ran oat of this and your 
enginefs) wi cat out! 

M l |K, ~— 

1AM PAD; how much ammunition 

you have* Only relevant when 
ploying through a modem* 

FLAPS: shows how far the flaps 

have deployed. Flaps decrease 

speed, but increase lift (useful 
when taking off or landing). 

GEAR: shows you whether your 
undercarriage is up, down or 
only hdf way. 

AC CL: acceleration in the upward or downward direc¬ 
tions, Measures the Gs acting on you and the plane* 

ROC: rate of climb. 
Useful for landing * it 

should be as dote to 
0 (iff o) as possible. 

ALTIMETER: the height 
your plane is at, The 

big hand measures 

hundreds of feet, the 
little thousands, and 

the red tens. 

SPEED: wise to keep 
a check on how fast 

you're flying. 

Measured m mph. 

CHANNEL shows which 
radio channel you're 

using. Again, only useful 
when playing by modern. 

EXPANDABLE SYSTEM 
Air Warrior looks and sounds pretty dull on the Coverdisk. but It can be prettied up. ft you put sound 
samples with certain names in the AirWar drawer, then they will play instead of the built In droning 
noise. So you can have a different sound for a jet engine, bailing out, guns firing, and so on* 

You can t do this on the Coverdisk itself though, because there isn't any space on It whatsoever. To 
put 4/r Warrior onto a different disk, first load Workbench. Format a blank disk if you haven’t got one 
handy. Double click on its icon - an empty window will open. 

Then put the Coverdisk in, double click on it, and click and drag (hold the left mouse button down) 
the Air War drawer and plonk it into the Empty window* After several disk swaps* the drawer will be 
copied over to the Empty disk. 

To run such a version of Air Warrior, you will have to load Workbench first - but It does give you the 
most space on a disk to use custom sounds In your games. You can also use different plane views, 
although there are none on the Coverdisk and they are not common yet. More details on this can be 
found in the Air Warrior notes on the disk, and we might release plane views on future Cover disks. 

1 :03 

-* on example of a graphic view - the cockpit of o FW190. The mode {graphic resolution) of a picture is very 
important - you can't load in a low resolution picture if your Air Warrior Is set to high resolution* 

COMPASS: very important! Shows your current heading 

[0 - North; 90 = East; 180 = South; 270 = West)* 

computers. Naturally you can chat with them while 

you're trying to blast them out of existence* An odd but 

rewarding experience* 

To load Air from the Coverdisk, just click on 

quit from the menu. Some messages will appear, 

explaining a few ins and outs of the disk - don't worry 

if you can't read it fast enough, because it will reappear 

as you play the game. 

The most important thing to understand at first is 

that there are no opponents unless you connect to the 

mam service at Online via a modem. You cannot shoot, 

and you cannot bomb. This is disappointing, bur unless 

you leant to fly well you haven't a chance against sea¬ 

soned Air Warrior players. Believe me - I’ve been shot 

out of the sky dozens of times. 

Once loaded* the game will display the picture as 

on the Coverdisk label. Press the right mouse button to 

access the menus - quite a few . aren't there? Obviously 

you just want to get airborne, so if you can't wail then 

continue reading the "First flight" panel. 

Every time that you change something on the menus* 

the game attempts to save ihut change back io the disk* 

The best thing to do is to run the game from cold 

(switch your machine off for about five minutes, (hen 

lead as normal) with the game write enabled - you 

can’t see through the hole in the comer. Thai way* il 

can save the changes* and there’s no chance of a virus 

getting onto the disk. 

As set-up on the Coverdisk, Air Warrior will 

respond to the mouse only. The game cannot use a dig¬ 

ital joystick (the conventional switched joystick type 

beloved of computer gamers ihe world over)* 

However* you can plug an analogue joystick in and 

Continued overleaf 
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use (hat, assuming lhai you are lucky enough to own 

one. There is a wiring diagram within Workbench this 

issue I Page 207) to show you how to wire-up a PC ana¬ 

logue joystick to your Amiga - a correct one this time. 

More information on controlling the game can he 

found in the Air Warrior notes contained on the 

Coverdisk (just dick on this option from the Console 

menu). There is a fairly comprehensive listing of all 

the controls in the About menu within ihc game. This 

is well worth a kx>k before you fly. 

To read this, load the game* keep the right mouse but¬ 

ton pressed, and move the joystick up atid to the left (lo 

the Control menu)* Move down to About* and let go of 

the mouse button. When you've finished studying this, 

click on the box in the top left comer of the screen with 

the left button. 

You maybe interested to leum that Air Warrior is 

not a new* game - Mac and PC versions have been 

around for years. However, now Amiga owners have 

the chance to com pel e m the best flight sim ever! 

PLAY FOR REAL! 
To connect to Online s Air Warrior terminal system you will need: a) a modem of at least 1200 1200 
speed; b) a cable to connect the modem to your Amiga; end c) a telephone socket to plug the modem 

into* 
Load Workbench, then put the Coverdisk In and double click on it. Double click on the Alr War 

drawer, and finally on the AirWarrior2.5a icon. After a couple of disk swaps (if you haven't got a second 
drive) the simulator will load as normal. 

Next, go lo the Control menu and select Online mode. Then go to (he Setup menu and select Dial. 
The modem will dial the Air Warrior number (UK only) and you will then connect lo the terminal server. 

Type ' online'' to begin. 
The first thing you have to do is get some credit on ihe sendee, so have your credit card ready. 

Online Air Warrior only costs El.SO plus VAT, which Is pretty good considering how much 0898 numbers 
or full-price disk games cost. After that, the system will guide you through* Oh, and one final thing - 
nearly all Air Warrior players start after 15pm at night, lo save on the phone bills. See you there! 

Here's a view from the 

Online game itieff. A 

Spitfire, piloted by 

Lone WeH, flies past. 

He's just waiting tor 
me to gel airborne*.. In 
romman with nil ex pe¬ 

ri erned pilots. Lone 
Wolf bends over bark- 
wards la help novice 

players (before shoot¬ 

ing them down}. 

FIRST FLIGHT 
The easiest planes to fly are the World War I types 
- a * o«a the Dr I (the Fokker triplane) as the views 
are a ext restricted. The DVll Is much easier to 
cope * th for your first flight. 

To select it, click and hold the right mouse 
D^non -^ove the mouse up and to the left to Ihe 
Transport menu. Then move down to WWI Planes. 

rvgftt and down a bit to the PVIi - let go when 
you ft there 

The page will disappear, being replaced by the 
Coverdcsi message. This happens every time you 
gc t-w -^enu Iron! end’ to the hying bits and 
i<ce versa Don 1 let It bother you* (If you want a 
cfiance to feed the message, just select quit from 
the Control menu.) 

You * end up looking out of the cockpit of 
your airptane Remember, it’s a biplane, so It has 
two sets of wmgs {pretty obvious really). Right, 
let s get airborne. 

First, press the &' key to start your engine. 
Press the 7 key to push the throttle all ihe way 
(you could press the left mouse button and push 
the mouse away from you, but the 'T key is faster 
when taking off). You tl start taxiing very quickly - 
these old planes can lake oft in a very short space, 
so get ready for flying speed. 

How can you tell when you’re at flying speed? 
Easy, just look at the Stall indicator. When this 
changes from red to white, you are able to take oft. 

Wait a couple of seconds to gain some extra 
speed, then pull the mouse gently towards you to 
take off. Don't pull back too sharply or the plane 
will lose speed and crash. And don’t bother trying 
lo raise your undercarriage (the ;* key) because 
ihese planes can't! 

Gain some height before trying anything else 
- It s wise to be at least 10.00 feet above Ihe 
ground before trying anything. You'll be amazed at 
how fast these planes can manoeuvre - their only 
let down is they don't go very fast. 

Places of interest: if you head away from your 
starting point at about 190, you'll come to a fac¬ 
tory* Try flying between the two chimney slacks 
without ploughing into the ground on the other 
side - it's not at alt easy* Or. you could try flying to 
a different airfield and landing - head at about ISO 
from when you take off. 

Once you get bored of wallowing around the 
sky, you can quit flying by pressing the Esc key, 
then E, and finally Return. Or you could allempt to 
get back down to earth again.., 

Reduce speed to about 15 per cent (by keep¬ 
ing the left mouse button pressed and pulling the 
mouse back). To line up for final approach, use the 
rudder: the A key moves the rudder left; the D key 
moves it right; and the S key centres it. Your plane 
must be virtually level and flying slowly to avoid 
crashing. Good luck - It’s difficult! 

KNIGHTMARE FIX 
Tony Crowther PAl/fMSTC 
Many, many new A500 Plus owners were disap¬ 
pointed (hat the Knightm&re demo from last 
month’s Coverdisk did not work on their 
machines. After exhaustive checking, the author 
of the demo (Tony Crowther) lound the reason 
why. One bit (binary digit - an on off switch in 
memory) was flicked Ihe wrong way. 

The Fix on this Coverdisk will change last 
month’s disk to work on all Amigas. Have last 
month's Coverdisk to hand, load this month’s 
disk, click on the Fix option and follow the on¬ 
screen prompts. Just put last month’s disk in 
when asked, the program will change it, and 
then put this month’s disk back in. 

One word of caution: never run the Fix on 
the same disk twice! The reason why is to do 
with Ihe way the Fix works. It takes Ihe old 
Knightmare demo, and adds a little bH to the 
beginning and end, then saves the new. bigger 
file back to last month's disk. 

If you do this again (add a bit to Ihe begin¬ 
ning and the end) then il won t work. Now 
everyone can enjoy the demo! 

This is the new menu for Caverdilk 31. The fix an 
this month s 6hk even changes this so that people 
won't be confused about the Knightmcrt demo 
working on a Flos. 11 wilt new! 

SEQUENCER ONE 
SAMPLES 
Gajfts Music Software PAl/fSfTSC 
Hmm. There was another problem with last 
month s Coverdisk, Although we said It had 
some samples on for the Sequencer One com¬ 
petition, In fact they weren’t actually included 
on the disk! However, they are on Ihis month's 
disk, and we have extended the closing date 
until the March 31 to give you a chance to com¬ 
pose your masterpiece. 

The prizes: one Roland CM300 sound mod¬ 
ule to design your bleeps on, and one Roland 
PC-200 master keyboard to compose your tunes 
on. Both are state-oMhe-art MIDI compatible kit 
- they ve only just gone on the market! 

All you have to do to win is compose a tune 
using at (east one of the 10 samples on the disk 
(they're in a drawer called Samples). You can 
use a selection of your own samples as well: up 
to five can come from somewhere else. Ignore 
the bit in last month's magazine about using 
just the included samples; feel free to experi¬ 
ment so long as one sample came from the 
Samples drawer. 

You haven t got any more samples? Well 
there's a few more to be found in the tBanana 
directory (as used by Top Banana). Mind you, If 
you use (hem, your music is going to sound 
very odd indeed. Have fun. and get your entries 
to us (by March 31) at: 

Sequence Something Simple Competition 

Amiga Format 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath 
AVON 8A1 2AP. 



COVERDISK 

Using Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your disk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy, not the original. This may sound like a compli¬ 

cated task, suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do, just follow 
the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

Backing up your Disk 
There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disk, and this is the 

easy one. Don't be daunted by 

the fact that you need to use 

the Shell or CLI: it's actually a lot 

easier than you might think. 

Just follow these simple steps... 

3. The Amiga will now ask you to insert the 'source' disk. 

It means the dish you wont to copy, so pot the Coverdisk 

■ the drive and press the Return key. 

1_I 

1 Load your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find the icon 
tbot wys Shed Of Oj and do*iUe~<fkk on it. 

4. Wait for a wMe end it will read oil the information off 
fh« Coverdisk, (riling you how for it has got. Then it wiN 

ask you to ■serf the * D-e si motion” Ask. Pvt the Ask you 

want to copy yew Cover Ask onto in the drive and press 

the Retm key. Note that the Ask does not need to be 

formatted already. 

2 Whea the Shtl window appears and the drive fight is 
oat, type in: 

Diakcopy free peOs to DPOi 

and press the Return key. 

5. Pvt the source Ask and destination Ask in □ couple 

more times when Ihe Amiga asks for them. When rt soys 
^ Disk copy Finished" jus! type in: 

eadeli 
to get sot of the She! or CLI. You may have to pot the 

Workbench Ask m ogam. Mow your copy is ready! 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
If you have a problem with the disk - and you're sure the disk is in 
lull working order - then you may need a little help. If you ring us on 
any Tuesday, and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, he will do his best 
to help you* Please understand, giving this sort of advice is time-con¬ 
suming and we are very busy people, so only call if you realty have to 
and do be considerate If we can't talk to you just then. If the problem 
is particularly complex it Is better to send It to us in written detail. It 
will then be dealt with In the Workbench pages of the magazine. 

BE CAREFUL* 
We have done our best to check 
that the programs on the Amiga 
Format Coverdisk are simple to 
use and have no known viruses. 
We cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
(see the Disk Problems? box) and 
we do not accept liability for any 
consequences of using the numer 
ous programs that are on the drsk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless it is specifically stated* the 
programs on the Coverdisk are 
not in the Public Domain and the 
copyright remains with the author 
Of the program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the Coverdisk are not PD. selling 
or distributing them without the 
authors specific permission is 
against the laws of copyright. 

Disk not working? 
■’** :icate over 160,000 disks every month. Out of all those, obviously a few 

: r ’aulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run property, 

may be a problem. Don't panic! 

r$i try using the D/skDoctor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it 

:e* ve sending it off for a replacement. Irvfull details of DiskDoctor can be found 

r me j set's manuaJ that came with your machine. 

^:weverf i your Coverdisk is faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING AN 

1 r a free replacement within a month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format March Disk 
Disk Copy Labs 
Unit A, Westmarch 
London Road 
Daventry 
Northants 
NN11 ASA 

Remember to include that stamped, addressed envelope! 
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"Fast just isn’t the word for this 3D - an excellent game that more 
than lives up to if s name." - ACE 
"Epic is one of the finest products i have played this year, the depth 
of gameplay and graphics are of a truly stunning 
standard... the sheer number of vectors used on the 
screen is incredible with the final battle having 
over 500 independently minded ships." - Games X 

BOTH AVAILABLE FOR ATARI ST 
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"Knocks your socks off... you've never seen 3D as good as this. 
The 3D twist works extremely well and arguably makes Robocop 3 
the best film licence yet." - ACE 'The vectors are super slick and 

smooth, all animations are top notch, giving us 
some of the best vectors around and the screens 
are superbly drawn. This is definitely one of 
the best film licences yet." - GAMES X 

AMIGA - IBM PC & COMPATIBLES 



Ants. You've shared your food ^ your home? ami your planet with them, 
you've stepped on them sprayed them arsed them and bombed them. 
Now you can b| them. / v „ 

CBM AMIGA * APPLE MAC • IBM PC S* COMPATIBLES 

be Electro inic Ant Col ny 



A690 set to go on sale in March 

IV Commodore A690 CD-ROM dirv# ri Hi# key to the success of CD ItHw. H o sigmfkanl portion of Amiga users con V 

added lo tV 10,000 or jo CDTV owner* in Crrloan, tVn CD gome*, and other Nthi, moy wefi take off. 

Commodore UK has promised that the Amiga CD- 

ROM drive is almost here. Their spokesman Andrew 

Ball told Amiga Format "We re working to intro¬ 

duce it in March and w'c're hoping to hit a price-point 

of under £300, We are really looking forw ard lo it". 

The unit, known as the A690, will plug onto the 

side of an Amiga 500 enabling the Amiga to load and 

run CDTV discs, it will come with a separate power 

supply and a "caddy’ into which a CD musl be slotted 

before you put it in the drive. It features an on/off vol¬ 

ume switch and headphone socket on the front, with 

stereo audio-in and audio-out sockets on the back. 

Compact discs offer over 500 Megabytes of data 

storage - the equivalent of 640 normal floppy disks - 

so CD lilies have the potential to include large quanti¬ 

ties of stunning graphics. Sound can also be played 

from proper hi-fi tracks on the disc, so accompanying 

music and sound effects can be better than ever before. 

PROTOTYPES IMPROVED 
Commodore UK received a number of prototypes of 

the A690 before Christmas, which have been put on 

lest at their Maidenhead HQ and circulated lo develop¬ 

ers. The UK arm of the international firm is currently 

exploring the possibility of modifications which would 

suit British users, including a pass-through connector 

of Mime kind to allow an A590 hard drive to be con¬ 

nected ai the same time as the A690, 

Being able to run a hard drive at the same lime as 

the CD drive would mean, for instance, that picture 

files from a CD-based graphics resource library could 

be saved lo hard drive and used in Deluxe Paint. Even 

if the passthrough modification is not made. there is a 

reduced connector available on the A690 similar to the 

one inside a CDTV, to which a SCSI interface could be 

attached, allowing the use of a stand-alone hard drive. 

The prototype A69U will only wrork with machines 

that have a Megabyte of Chip RAM available, A 

major Commodore distributor we spoke to did not see 

this as a problem, if the same were to be irue of the 

final version, "The conversion's very easy ” com¬ 

mented a spokesman fur the distributor, "and we could 

do it at a negligible cost.” A simple circuit board modi¬ 

fication allows a I rap-door RAM expansion lo be used 

as Chip memory for recent 5I2K Amigas, while 

machines a couple of years older would need a change 

of Agnus chip too. 

PRICE CRUCIAL 
If Commodore can keep the price under £300, as 

expected, research suggests that it will sell in droves. 

This research is based entirely on a survey undertaken 

by Amiga Formal in October 1990* some seven 

months before the Amiga CDTV was released and 17 

months before the A690 is due to become available. 

Of people who responded to the survey, 98 per cent 

were interested in upgrading to CDTV specification* 

and 48 per cent said they would be w illing to pay £300 

or more to do so. If. as Commodore estimate* there are 

around a million Amiga users in the UK, this would 

mean a potential base of 480.000 CD users. 

Getting a w ide, installed base of CD user* is crucial 

to the future of CD as a medium for Amiga software. 

With so much data involved in the development of a 

500-Megabyte CD title, a good one is going to be very* 

very expensive to produce. We can only expect to sec 

really impressive titles when software houses know 

they can make the development money back in sales, 

so let's hope Amiga CD takes off. 

In the short term, however, whether Amiga users 

will wanl lo huy a CD drive will depend on the quality 

of the "first generation' of CD titles. Which is why 

Amiga Format assesses the fir*! 45 titles to become 

available as our main feature for this month* Just a 

couple of outstanding titles could be enough to make 

buying a CD title worthwhile* The brave newj world of 

CD softw are starts on Page 23* 

13 

Workbench 2 Is an Amiga portable 
reaches AI 500 on the way? 
The A1500 and 2000 are now 

going on sale with the new 

Workbench 2 fitted. Commodore 

spokesman Andrew Ball com¬ 

ments "It's happening now. 

There's probably a few 1500s still 

in the channel with 1.3 in* but 

we're shipping with 2 now"*. 

As far as Amiga Format 

van establish, the larger Amigas 

will not feature the new Agnus 

whip from the A5Q0 Plus, which 

allows Chip memory to be 

expanded up to 2Mb. but it seems 

hkd> that the new Denise chip 

will be installed* giving access to 

the new display modes for anyone 

who has a multisync monitor. 

Workbench 2 hos arrived, and nor just on the 

Plus, but now also on rts big brothers: the 

AI 500 and the A2O00. 

Last November Amiga Format was contacted by a firm w ith a surprising idea. 

Newer Technologies, of Oregon in the United States, told us that they were considering 

producing a portable Amiga: "We can have ii ready by Christmas." they assured us. 

What did we think? 

It appears that Newer Technologies have developed an extremely compact machine* 

slightly larger than this page and only two-three inches thick, which unfolds lo reveal a 

10-inch colour or mono LCD screen* A high-end version would include a faster 68030 

chip. However, a spokesman for Newer Technologies is quoted as saying* "the company 

is reassessing the product's viability." 

This could be due to the fact that Commodore have complete copyright over the 

Amiga's custom chips, which would be vital to a clone Amiga, Commodore would be 

expected to react hostildy to another company using their design, especially if a rumour 

that Commodore are developing their own portable Amiga should prove to be true* 

If the portable Amiga does appear* it’s likely to be expensive. Lightweight power 

supplies and screens are not cheap American market sees the Amiga as a serious creativ¬ 

ity tool and the portable would be targeted at video svork. in a similar way to Apple's 

Macintosh portable* so the gamer's dream of a portable Amiga games machine is 

unlikely to come true. Well keep you updated as the situation develops. 
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^Tb NEWS 

Editor's Opinion 
Should we worry 
about pornography? 

On Sunday 19-January, The 
Independent On Sunday ran a 
story under the headline 
' Family computer magazines 
advertise hard porn for 99p' 
which revealed' that Public 
Domain disks are available fea¬ 
turing pornographic subjects, 
some of extremely dubious 
taste and legality. 

I’m the editor of Britain's lop-selling ’family com¬ 
puter magazine', and this article left me with mixed 
feelings. I'm pleased that the newspaper has 
atiempled to increase awareness of a thorny subject, 
but I'm afso aggrieved that it should tar all magazines 
with the same brush. 

Pornography of a highly explicit nature does 

exist on the Amiga. Parents should be aware of that, 
and do their best to keep an eye out for It- But it's up 
to the rest of us to make sure that the situation 
improves, and as rapidly as possible, until the 
accepted bounds of taste and appropriateness are no 
longer exceeded. 

Particularly since the arrival of the Channel 4 
computer games programme Gamesmaster. the 
national media are finally realising that computers 
now have a major part in our national culture. The 
computer industry is on the verge of maturity, and 
with It comes a responsibility to behave in a mature 
and professional manner. 

For the Public Domain suppliers, this means 
monitoring what you sell, and who you sell II to. PD Is 
no longer an underground subculture and hard-core 
pornography isn't just a laugh, it's a serious subject. 
Some of it would be illegal in a video, so it's also ille¬ 
gal when put on a floppy disk. 

As for our part In this, Amiga Format addressed 
the issue of pornographic PD a long time ago. One 
PD supplier told me last week, 'We stopped doing 
any kind of porn when Amiga Format started clamp¬ 
ing down on it back in mid-1990". 

This magazine is not acting illegally in carrying 
an advertisement for pornographic material unless 
the ad itself is pornographic, but from our own aware¬ 
ness of our status as a family magazine we 
established a rule that PD companies who carry 
pornographic disks in their catalogues can only stale 
that they have adult material, not mention specific 
titles, and should request proof of age. Our typeset¬ 
ters are briefed to read through advertisements and 
object to anything that sounds dubious. In other 
words, we do not see ourselves as censors; but we 
do have a lot ot younger readers and we feel the mag¬ 
azine should be appropriate for them to read. 

We can control what is advertised, but nol what 
PO libraries actually stock and what they list in Iheir 
catalogues. Anything that would be on the top shelf 
of the newsagent I would consider to be aduM mate¬ 
rial. and anything that the newsagent wouldn't even 
sail should be weeded out carefully. Of course, 
there s a grey area, t don t think we can proscribe pic¬ 
tures of the kind that would be printed on Page 3 of a 
national family newspaper. 

PD suppliers who advertise in the magazine can 
do three things. One. they can join the PD Standards 
Group, who have a laudable charier of standards of 
service including a ban on pornographic material. 
Two, they can stop stocking pornographic material 
and Include a symbol on their advertisements that 
states that they do not carry such material. And three, 
those that do carry adult materia! can make quite sure 
that if only reaches adults. I'd like to see it happen, 
for everybody's peace of mind and the computer 

industry’s good. 

Hie Amiga Format show 
machinenits the road again 

AMIGA 
SHOW 

Following the enormous success of the World of Commodore show last 

November, which was organised by Amiga Format, our sister magazine 

Amiga Shopper are about to steal some of the limelight. 

The Amiga Shopper Show will take place in London at Wembley on 

May 15-17, and will reflect the emphasis of the magazine: it'll be a great 

opportunity to buy all those expansions, widgets and software that Amiga 

Shopper is always recommending. 

Major firms, like primer manufachirer Citizen, are already booked, and will be demonstrating their laiest prod¬ 

ucts. And according to Greg Ingham, publisher of Amiga Format and the show's organiser, there will be 

“toads uf bargs." which is either a misprint for ‘barges' or means you'll be able to buy lots of stuff real cheap, 

Amiga Shopper are organising a number of technical seminars, where technical subjects will be discussed and 

your questions answered by the magazine's experts, "h will be an exciting opportunity to meet our readers and talk 

about programming languages and things." says Amiga Shopper's Deputy Editor Cliff Ramshaw. who is himself 

a dab hand with a C compiler. 

Bui of course we broad-minded Amiga fans can't leave it all to the technically-minded, so our other sister 

Amiga magazine is organising the Amiga Power games arcade, with all the latest games available for you to play 

and competitions for you to take part in. And, of course, the Amiga Format team will be putting their 

oar in wherever possible. 

Entry on the day will cost £6 for adults and 14 for under-14s, but you’d be wise to save yourself a bob or two 

by booking in advance. The credit card hotline for advance bookings is 051-356 5085. See you there! 

An answer to 
the accelerator 
debate? 

New dealer network makes your 
local store stronger 
A national network of local shops might sound like a 

contradiction in terms, but ifs an idea that could lake 

off. The Calculus name will be appearing soon on 

stores nationwide, ihe idea being that customers can 

contact a central phone number to gel details of where 

their local Calculus store is. Telephone operators will 

then supply details of your local shop, or mail order, 

including what each store has in slock. 

Calculus's Franchise Development Manager 

Stephen Rowe comments. "At the lime of speaking, we 

have 74 stores nationwide, growing stronger by the 

day," And because the shops are alt local independents. 

Calculus believe that they will offer a high standard of 

service,“If s their own business: so they want people to 

come back and shop there again." says Stephen. 

The scheme is backed by major distributor ZCL. 

who intend to support the network by supplying it with 

Amiga products nol available through other channels 

and at good prices. Examples? Calculus will be sole 

UK supplier for Microbotics hardware, who are selling 

a new Goldstar TV'monitor ai £199. and will provide a 

'Calculus Megadisc' (the Fred Fish collection) contain¬ 

ing 530 Amiga titles w ith all CDTVs they sell. 

This is how your total Calculus computer general store will 
look, as they go nationwide. 

If you're in the market for an accelerator, it’s 

how much raw power you get for your money 

that counts. While there are now a number of 

68030 accelerator cards on the market at ever* 

lower prices, they currently face competition 

from only two cards equipped with the king of 

the Motorola 68000 range, the 68040. 

No) only how RCS cot the price of o *8040 wwhwtar, hot they've °ne of ,hese is Ihe Husion Fon^ card from 
also improved its MPH as well. RCS m America, who have appointed Analog 

as a technical resource centre' for the card in 

the UK. "All 040 designs w ill align themselves in horsepower it's down to ihe silicon," says Graham Heggie, 

explaining that the firm is committed to competitive pricing to maintain the hoard’s advantage over other 

‘040 cards, even when new ones do appear. The price has dropped to £1.395. And within the limits of the chip, 

■grunt' is greater loo: a tweak to the floating point processing has enabled them to improve the overall perfor¬ 

mance of the card. 

Analog 0203 471 Ilf 



Look out ■ he's batkl 

No window is safe. No fence is too 

high. The paperboy is determined 

to deliver the paper to his 

subscribers any way he can. 

Tossing papers left and right, riding 

in three directions, jumping 

anything, this free-wheeling carrier 

visits more neighbourhoods and 

houses, fates more targets and 

obstacles, in more vivid colours 

than ever before. 

Plus, rad stunt riding and BMX 

tracks in bonus rounds. Choose to 

ride as either Paperboy or 

Papergirl too! 

Copyright 1991 Tengen Inc. 

Paperboy ? is o trademark of lengen Inc, 

All rights reserved 

Far your local dealer, contact Mindscape International Ltd, The Coach House, Hooklands Estate, Scoynes Hill, West Sussex RH17 7NG. Tel: 0444 831 761 
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What's new... 
what's due... 
what's coming 

Checkmate Digital, who came oui with a recased 

A500 called the A1500 before Commodore launched 

their Amiga 1500. have finished development work on 

their latest recase. The HiQ Tower System will take an 

A50O and turn it into a smart under-the-desk tower unit 

with four B2000-style expansion slots, a CPU slot and 

a Video Toaster-compatible full video slot. Pricing 

varies according to the conversion involved, but the 

straightforward system costs £399. 

Checkmate Digital 071 -923 0658 

YisiaPro. the excellent fractal landscape modeller, has 

been enhanced by the release of two new support pack¬ 

ages. MakePath can be used to create a ‘script* for an 

animation, which VistaPro can be left alone to render, 

while Terraform is a way of creating landscapes (DEM 

files, to experienced users) by actually building them 

with the mouse. 

HB Marketing 0753 686000 

TV Paint, the astonishing but highly expensive 

24-bit paint program, has been upgraded once more, 

and the price is now lower. Version L5 of the program, 

which is the ideal software extra to the Harlequin 

32-bit framebuffer, now features real-time anti-alias¬ 

ing, colour ranges, brush wrapping and more - and 

it's still evolving. 

Amiga Centre Scotland 031-557 4242 

If you wont to use Sequencer One (Issue 30) with a MIDI 

keyboard, then this will help hook you up. 

MIDI music fans should look out for a new' MIDI 

■erface from Tecnoplus. It includes one MIDI in, two 

MIDI out and one MIDI thru socket and comes with all 

necessary leads as well as a free copy of the 

^quencing program Music X Junior, For £39.95 ii rep- 

.-vents giKxl value for anyone who has a keyboard and 

- _ is to hook ii up, 

* r. noplus 0604 768711 

vn Department Professional is enhanced by the 

, - of a new Professional Conversion Pack, which 

modules that can read and write in new profes- 

* graphics file formats, New formats are XI1 and 

*hile existing TIFF, Targa and Rendition file 

ng is improved, 

> jea 081-309 1111 

Art Depur intent Professional has also undergone an 

upgrade, intended originally by ASDG to be a small 

update but now a full new release. Version 2.1 will 

include a batch processing system that will help in the 

conversion of a number of files from one type to 

another, and an additional program named FRED, 

which allows you to scripi an animation from a visual 

layout of miniaturised images. 

Silica 081-309 1111 

ICD have announced worldwide price-cuts on their 

range of strikingly well-made, but previously over¬ 

priced hardware. Examples quoted are the Flicker Free 

Video card for the A50Q at US$299 and the Novia 

2Gi internal hard drive for the A5U0 at US$245, 

These prices should be reflected in similar reductions 

in the UK. but these still weren't available at the lime 

of going to press. 

Power Computing 0234 843388 

If you love ihe in stun! appeal of the Polaroid, wort until 

you get your mitt* on this one for your Amiga. 

Polaroid have made thcri world-beating 0-3000 

Digital Palette, a system for the instant printing of 

35mm slides from computer graphics, compatible with 

the Amiga. Polaroid comment that the Auriga is the 

only conventional computer that offers full TV over¬ 

scan graphics. The Cl-3000 plugs in the parallel pon 

and outputs 16-million colour images. It can be driven 

by an enhanced version of Art Department 

Professional costing £ 169.95. 

HB Marketing 0753 686000 

The 16-bil Computer Show takes place again at the 

Wembley Exhibition Centre on February 14*16. 

Covering the Atari ST {if anybody still has one) and 

the PC as well as the Amiga, the show will see the first 

proper showing of the Checkmate Tower System and 

3D modelling program Catigari 2, as well as 

PartDAAL's new DAATAscan software. Entry costs 

£6 for adults and £4 for under J 0s, 

Trilogic have announced substantial cuts in the prices 

of their hard-drive range. The Datafiyer 500 56 Mb 

drive ts down from £349 to £299. the 130 Mb drive 

down from £499 to 449, The Dataflyer 2000 is reduced 

by £70, the 56 Mb version now £229 and the 130 Mb 

one only £379. 

Trilogic 0274 69M15 

Printer buyers, be aware! 
W«'d like la point out to anyone on the look-out for a 

bargain printer that on article beaded 'Weird printers' 

on Page 279 of Amigo Format Issue 30 was not 
□ warning against buying cheap printers. The point we 

were making is that it's very difficult to moke an old, 

obscure, second-hand printer work with an Amigo. Mew 

budget-price printers, particularly the Sei kasha 5 P-1900 

with which we illustrated the article, can he bought in 

confidence. Our apologies to Silica (081-309 1111), 

who supply the Scifcosha, for using the wrong picture. 

Amiga on Hie telly... 
Anyone keen on television Amiga-spotiing who has 

missed the machine's appearances in such top pro¬ 

grams as Neighbours and Bergerac, will be pleased to 

know that a forthcoming episode of Lovejoy features 

an Amiga as co-star. The episode, to be broadcast on 

Sunday 27 February, will see an Amiga used with the 

digitiser Colourpic. though what for is anyone's guess. 

Apparently the BBC are obliged to do things properly, 

so if you don't know what a video digitiser does you’ll 

gel a good lesson. 

JCL are about to release a new Plus version of 

Colourpic, a real-time digitiser which will feature a 

larger RAM buffer, animation facility and a whole host 

of extras. 

JCL 0892 510845 

You on Hie telly...? 

Yes, your chance to be teenage TV star, Look where it got 
Tucker Jenkins! 

Fans of the television series Knightmare will be 

pleased to know that a new series is to be broadcast 

later in the year, and that you have the chance to take 

part. The interactive adventure series, which has just 

been turned into an excellent computer game (demoed 

on the Coverdisk of Last month's Amiga Format \ 
will start shooting in August, so you'll have to be 

under 16 and over 11 ort that date to fake part. 

Interested applicants will need to have three friends 

who fulfil the same criteria and should write, enclosing 

an SAE, for an application form. The address is 

Knightmare, Broadsword TV, Anglia House. Norwich 

NR I 3JG, Do it now, because your application must be 

in by February 29! 

The Amiga 
illustrates a book 

Reckon that you're o brl of on artist on the Amiga? Well 

I hot's what these illustrations were created with. 

A small independent publishing house is breaking new 

ground with the release of a book illustrated with eight 

lovely lull-colour illustrations done entirely on the 

Amiga, It's the first translation of a Chinese story in 

the popular martial arts novel genre - *'a blend of 

chivalry, fantasy, sorcery and martial arts adventure" 

according to the publishers. 

The book costs £8,75 by mail order from the pub¬ 

lishers and sets of four postcards, of the Amiga 

illustrations, are available in a Limited edition of about 

1,000. You should write to Wellsweep, 719 Fulham 

Road. London 5W6 5UL, 
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((s\r ou are setting forth iri^'anotfJ&flace; another time, another -world,"said 

* y Treguard, The Dungeon whsfer. *J%mfzVhat makes you thinkthat you four mere 

mortals unll succeed in the Qui^when so many others have failed?" 

I understood, at that tmrnent, that our mission was going to take all 

our endurance, all our collective skill and, most of all a depth of courage, that I wasn t sure 

we possessed. 

Vs award-winning series hil our screens the world has been waiting challenged to solve complex puzzles logic problems and riddles that reveal a rich 
er game worthy of the name The wait is over evermore rewarding storyline 
rther s amazing re-creation has everything Your journey takes you deep into the dungeons nl Dtiftshelm, to a cataclysmic 
same game system that made Captive adventure game of the meeting with Lord Fear and the untlunkahty horrible FrightKnight 
I. Kmghlmare makes dungeons and dragons games seem Whether ot not the meeting is terminal is up to yon You will need 
lashing around in a muddy puddle wisdom, tenacity, alacrity and. ahove all. courage 
re’ is a sophisticated role-playing adventure where you are But you have all those tilings, don't you ? 

Available tor Amiga & Alan ST 

Kmghrmjre is copyright Anglia Television anti Broadsword Television 
Game copyright 1991 Mmdscape Intel national Limited 

Captive Copyright 1990 1991 Mmdscapc InlernaiMinai limited alNights reset ved 
Written by Tony Growths 

For your local dealer, contact Mindscape International Ltd The Coach House. Hooklands Estate. Scaynes Hill West Sussex RHI7 7NG Tel 0444 831 761 
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Enjoy playing computer adventure 
games? Think about the thrill of 
creating them! Your own 

Magicians, Monsters, Heroes... as 
many games as you can imagine. 
Create your adventure in plain 
English, even sell your adventure 

games-vou don t need Aegis 
Visionary to run your games once 

they are finished. 

This program was designed specifically for the creation 
of text, sound, and animated graphic adventure games. 
Visionary has a memory-efficient high-speed compiler 
and fully interactive debugger. With Aegis Visionary, ' 
you do not need to know the nitty-gritty details of how 
the system works. You can concentrate on the creative 
process of writing your adventure games* Aegis 
Visionary's language is designed Id be as much like 
English as possible. 

Plus: 
Stereo sound 
25 IFF graphic screen buffers 
25 IFF sound buffers 
50 IFF on-screen graphic gadgets 
per screen 
50 prepositions (user declared) 
10 articles (user declared) 
70 powerful programming commands 
19 mathematical operations 
Redefinable function keys 
Larger-than-page scrolling 
Instant image blitting 
Speech output 
Comprehensive user's manual 

Superior Graphic Support 
Aegis Visionary offers more than 20 commands just for 
setting up graphic screens, tendering images into those 
screens, and providing special effects and user 
interaction. The program provides a number of 
facilities for color cycling, fades and wipes for 
professional transitions from screen to screen. Aegis Visionary supports: 

Total mouse-driven adventure games 
HAM (Aegis SpectraColor) 
Standard IFF Images 
Amiga IFF-AXIM format 
Aegis AudioMaster III sequenced sounds 
MED/MIDI Music 
NTSC /PAL compatible 

IN THE BEGINNING 
Yoilr games can have: 
65,000 rooms with 32 attributes per room 
65,000 objects including non-playing 

characters who can interact with players 
32 attributes per object 
65,000 subroutines 
65,000 ACTION blocks 
128,000 variables 

Hold Everything! 
Now Aegis Visionary can make you a top game 
developer overnight Feel the thrill of creating your 
own adventure games. Aegis Visionary makes all this 
possible now with a revolutionary, powerful, easy-to- 
use new language that anyone can use. With Aegis 
Visionary, the Universe is yours! 

You know you have it in you. 
You've always felt you could design incredible 
adventure games, even better than some you bought. 
Aegis Visionary is much easier to use than standard 
programming languages, 

Commodore*Amiga Inc. Aegis SpectraColor and 
Aegis Audio Master III are trademarks of Oxxi, Inc. 

Post Office Box 90309 

Long Beach, CA 90809-0309 U.S.A. 
Phone (213) 427-1227 ■ FAX (213)427*0971 

Made in UJ.A, 

H. B. MARKETING LTD. 
CONCORDE BUILDING 
NEWLANDS DRIVE. C0LNBR00K, BERKS.. SL3 ODX 
DEALER SALES HOTLINE 0753-666000 

CENTRESOFT LTD. 
UNIT 2 4 3 H0LF0RD WAY. H0LF0RD 
BIRMINGHAM 86 7AX 
DEALER SALES HOTLINE 021-625 3399 



It’ll save you serious money 



IMli.anwtUCHl 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 

9.99 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION WHEELS OF FIRE COMPILATION WORLD CUP COMPILATION 

9.99 7.99 7.99 
BEAST % * SKIRT AWESOME 4 SHIRT POWER UP COMP 

12.99 14.99 9.99 
JIMMY WHITE 

13.99 
STEVE DAVIS 

7.99 

PTE FALCON 

11.99 
THUNDERHAWK 

9.99 
HARO DfllVIN 2 

9.99 
SWiV KICK OFF * EXTRA TIME KICK OFF 2 

9.99 4.49 7.99 
KIND WORDS 2 

24.99 
LSR SUIT LARRY 3 

12.99 
LEMMINGS 

13.99 

l 

X 

r 

MEGATRAVELLER 1 TV BASKETBALL 

MIDWINTER 

11.99 
PLAYER MANAGER ELITE 

7.99 * 9.99 
TURRICAN2 POWERWORKS PRINCE OF PERSIA SIM AND POPULOUS SCRABBLE DELUXE COLOSSUS X CHESS 

44.99 9.99 16.99 

SHADOW OF THE BEAST DELUXE PAINT 3 INDY JONES ADV TEE NAQE QUEEN LC.F.T. DESERT JACK NtCttLAUS 

11.49 79.99 6.99 12.99 29.99 8.99 7.99 32.99 10.99 9.99 6.99 
Amiga Software — Games marked (NOP) will not work on the AMIGA A500 PLUS. 

Latest Amigas include Kickstafl 2 and have 1 meg RAM bum in Games marked (NOP) are no! compatible with (he new A500 PLUS machines 

SHOT? HANDLE 
(OFF TOAD RACER, TOTAL 
RECAL, SHADOW WARRIOR| 10 40 
30 CONSTRUCTION KT .3? 99 
3D POOL .,,,,,,,.   r H 

WHEEL DRIVE (LOTUS ESPRIT 
TURBO. TEAM SUZUKI, TOYOTA 

QOMBQ RACER) 10 «9 

. 1699 
AD SPORTS DRIVING . 10 99 
A10 tank killer (i meg) 22 *9 
AscAjR-eus 2e*g 

MASTERS 
{Flfi COMBAT PILOT, ITALY 1SKL 
PQURLE DRAGON ?. TURBO 
OUTRUN. weultris> . IB 98 

DUNGEON MASTER 
YQL2|SSI) 7,00 

ADVANTAGE TENNIS ifl 99 
AFTERBURNER ?« 
AGONY . i«90 
AIR SEA SUPREMACY 

SILENT SERVICE, P*7 
JOTER COMMAND) 10 00 

aja support ... te « 

ALIEN URL60 il mlGI 16 40 
ALIEN STORM 1* 99 
W/NOS 16 90 
AMOS. GAMES CREATOR) 

■ AMOS 30 rWEEOS AMOS, 72 99 
1 AVOS COMPEER iNEEOS AMOS. 19» 
1 another world 

ARKANOID 2 
; ARMALYTE 

I ARMOUR GEDOON 
[ AWESOME WtTh SHIRT 
I BAAL __......_ 
I MfBMlAN 2 (PSyGNOSiS) 
I BARDS TRILOGY 
« BATTLE COMMAND 
I flATTLE fSLi (NOP| 
I BATTLE OF BRITAIN 
I BATTLE SQUADRON 
1 BATTLEQNESS 2 
I BETRAYAL 

[SrPSOFFREY (l MEG 1 
I BLACK CRYPT 

10.W 
7N 

1«» 

1740 
22 40 
1509 
1099 
1009 
m 

17 40 
19 49 
1699 
1049 
IB US 
699 
7» 

10 » 
1699 

l$» 
17 99 
B99 
9 49 

F BLOODWYCH 
BLUE MAX 
BLUES BROTHERS 

e BONANZA BROS 
| BREACH 2 16NHANCEO1 
f HUDOKAN, 
I CADAVER 
• CADAVE R LEVELS - THE FAY Of F 11 OT 
* CAPTAIN PLANET 10 M I'CAPTIVE. 1898 

CARRIER COMMAND 7 99 
CASTLES (1 MEGl iMa 
CELTIC LEGENDS I9 9Q 
CENTURION 
DEFENDER OF ROWE lfl 99 

DEATH KNIGHTS 
OF KHYNN (I MfeQ) \ 5$l| 
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 
oeja vu? . 
Dfc'LUX E MUSIC CONSTR' ST 1 49 99 
CELUXE PAINT 3 
(WITH ANIMATION! 
DELUXE PAINT 4 (1 MEG] 
1 HAM MODE A ANIMATION 1 
DEUTEROS (NOPl 
DEVPAC V2 (ASSEMBLER. 
DISNEY ANIMATION $TUttO M » 
DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL (NOP,. 
DOUBLE DRAGON 3 
DRAGON BREED 
DRAGON WAFfS 
OfSAKKHEN 
DYNASTY WARS (NOP) 
EMOTION 
ELF 
EUT1 ..—..-J 
ELVIRA? JAWS Of 
CERBERUS fl MEG 1 
EFK 
EXILE 
EYE OF TX BEHOLDER 0 UEGI t#« 
F15 STRIKE EaOlE 7 (1 M*G) 71 » 
F l« FALCON fNOPi 
F I# FALCON 
PLUS MISSIONS I A? CHOP! 
Fi| INTERCEPTOR 
F 19 stealth fighter 
F29RETAL1ATOR 
face OFF mOPi 
FERRARI FORMULA 1 
F#LAl BLOW (NOPl 
FINAL tight -nop,, 
first samuri 
fish- [MSCROllSi 
FISTS OF FURY , DYNAMITE DUX 
NINJA WARRIORS. SHlNOOl 
DOUBLE DRAGON ?> |NOP| 
FLAMES OF FREEDOM 
(MIDWINTER?) 
FLIGHT of THE INTRUDER 
FORGOTTEN WORLDS 
FORMULA I GRAND PfliX 
FUU. CONTACT 
FUN SCH0OI ? i?ej 
FUN SCHOOL. ? 16-91 
FUN SCHOOL? IB.) 
FUN SCMOOt 312-5) 
FUN SCHOOL J |S-7) 
FUN SCHOOL J |7* ) 
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-fi) 
FUN SCHOOL 4 IS-7) 
FUN SCHOOL 4 |7*) 
GATEWAY TO THE 
SAVAGE FRONTIER 
GAUNTLET ? 
GAUNTLET 3. 
Of A BASIC V3.Q COMPILER ,. Z7 » 
GFA BASIC V3 0 INTERPRETER 39 99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
(RDBOCOP. GH0STBUSTERS2. 
INDI ANA JONI S BATMAN THE 

II 9ft 
49 09 

MOVIE! 
HOME XCCQUNT S 2 

y.vH 
39 96 

HOME alone 16 49 
29 99 HUDSON HAWK 16 09 

hunter 1849 
57.99 HYBRI5 
1609 IAN 0O1 HAMS CRICKET 19 49 
54 9ft IK* .... 709 
84 99 INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE 899 
72 99 INDY Kf AT 16 99 
1699 INFESTATION 699 
7 99 

<7 49 
t Bt 
2 99 
2 » 

16 49 
9« 

22 » 
ie» 
1599 

119 

649 
■ 2*9 

1699 

1699 
1699 
3» 

19 49 

21 99 
2199 
799 22 W 
999 

1399 
1399 
13 99 
16 99 
1699 
16 99 
1699 
1699 

. 16,99 

19 99 
799 

16.99 

GHENGHI5 KMANN ZOO* MANIC MINER 
CHAMPIONS COOS 1604 MEGA 1.0 MANIA 10 09 
1 MANCHESTER uTO. BOXING GOLDEN AXE 10 W MEGA TWINS 16 90 
MANAGER. J, KHANN SQUASH. 1249 COL f WORLD CLASS MEGATRAVELLER i (I MEO] 11 09 
C HAMPIONS OF KRYNNir-VEGl 19 09 LE ADCRBOAflO 7 00 MENACE (NOP) 699 
CHART ATTACK (LOTUS tSPRrT, GRAHAM GOOCH CRICKET .1790 MERCENARY 3 15 90 
'>hOULS*GH0STS. JAMES PONO GRAVITY 4 00 MERCHANT COLONY 1649 
- E NUS THE FLY TRAP) {NOPl 1949 GUY SPY 1040 MICROPROSE 30 GQtf 22« 

challenge 13 09 

1 ft, 
z

 
>

 900 MiCTOPTOSE soccer 309 
^onoouest? 799 HARPOON 18 40 AUDWNrEP 11 90 
- CK TOCK . 15 W harpoon V\2% ?! t» MiG 20 FULCRUM (NOP) 15 09 
-CKi€EGQ .. 6 99 H€ADQVER HEELS 699 mig ?b super fulcrum i nopi 25 99 
- >:EEGQ2.... 699 HEART OF CH*NA (l MEG) 2299 might a magic ? 699 

* lJGCOMS 3 99 WMNMLL11 MEG) ll«0 monopoly 15*9 
- * CHESS 799 TOQUE ST (GREMLIN) 1600 MONSTER PACK 7 

- ~3H , MISSION 11 09 HE ROQUE ST EXPANSION (KILL ING GAME SHOW, 
*. M SCROLLS) 399 RETURN Of T>* WITCH LORD 1009 AWESOME BEAST ?) 16 99 

. *.F»* LTQ* 22 49 HILL STREET BLUES 1140 MONTY PYTHONS 
- 4 : - * CORPSE 19 99 MTCH HKf RS GUIDE 790 FLYING CIRCUS 6«9 

|; topi 1749 MOONSHINE RACE RS 16 99 

MOONSTONE 
MURDER 
MYSTICAL ~.. 
NEBULUS ? . 
NEVFH MIND 
NITRO .. 
NUCLEAR WAR 
OPERATION STEALTH 
OPERATION WOLF 
OftK. 
OUTRUN EUBOPA |NOP) 
PAPERBOY 2 

19 49 SKYFOX(NOP) 
4 99 SMASH TV 
2 99 SPACE HARRIER 2 (NQP) 

16.99 SPACE QUEST 4 <1 MtG) 
399 SPECIAL FORCES 
6 99 SPanG ALL 
699 SPEEDUALl? 

1699 SPELLBOUND 
799 SPOT 

16 99 STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 
.1899 SUPER CARS{O0H| 

1699 SUPER CARS 2 (NOPl 
99 PAWN \M'SCOOLLS. 799 SUPER HANG ON 

INTERCEPTED RENEQADE 
LDGKSNiSSI) 
«NTEW4A TONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIP ATHLETICS 
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS 
CHALLENGE 
iNTEFtPMASE 
IT CAME FROM 
THE (hSEhTii megi 
jack NlCKLAUS GOLF 
JAMES POND ? TOBOCOO 
JET SET WILLY 

JIMV* WHlTl S SNOOKTH 
JINXTT Fl (M-SC TOLLS! 
JOA MADDENS U S FOOTBALL 
JJOGt DREOO 
KICK OFF . EXTRA TME DftX 
KICK OFF 7|l MfGvfRSJONi 
KICKOFF? ...._J 
WOFF J f F4AL WHISTLE 
k-off ? Giants of Europe 
KOFF ? RETURN TO EuFIOPE 
KASFF 7 WINNING TACTICS 
KioGLOVES 7 
KOSTVPE JUNOR WORD 
PROCESSOR 
KIND WORDS ?(J {WORD 
PROCESSOR! 
KING OF CHICAGO 
KINGSOUf ST MEO 
KL AX 
KNK1HTMAHI 
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG| 2299 
LEANOER 1899 
LtATHt H GODDESSES 1» 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY B <2 99 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 \ 1 UEGl 1 ? 99 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY $ 11 MEG| 7b 99 
LEMMINGS 13 99 
LLMMINCS1MK OHNO1 13 99 
LIFE AND DEATH . 18 99 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY 7 99 
LORD OF THE RINGS 19 48 
LOT US TURBO CHALLENGE 2 10 99 
MAGIC POCKETS 16 99 
MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL t 
(GUILD OF THIEVES. FISH, 
CORRUPTION) 19 99 
MANCHtSTtR UNITED EUROPE 15 49 

699 

1649 

19 49 
2 99 

999 
699 

16 99 
899 

13 99 
399 

449 
999 
799 
799 

799 
16 99 

24 99 
7« 

699 
1949 

PEN PAL WORD PROCESSOR 64 99 SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER IS 99 
PGA TOUR GOLF 16 99 SUPER SPACE INVADERS 
PGA TOUR GOLF COURSE CXSK 1399 SUPFtEMACY 
PIRATES (NQP| ...1699 SUSPICIOUS CARGO 
PtTFlGHTER 16 49 SwlTC>ft_AD£ 2 
PLAYER MANAGER 799 SWV (NOP) 
POOLQFRADcANC£|i MEG| l&« SWORD OF' BOO AN 
POOLS Of DARKNESS (1 MEGS 1999 TNT 
POPULOUS 6 SJM CITY 
POPULOUS?__ 
POWER UP 
{CHASE H O, TURRKCAR 
x<xrr, altered beast 
BAMTOW ISLANDS) (NOP) 
PQWEflDRpFT fNOP’i 
F>OWERMONGEP 
POWEfUONGERWWI DATA 
POWERWORKS 
lUAXIPUW PLUS SRfteA^?SH£ET 
KINO WORDS 2 WVPROCESSOR 
wfOFtlE DATABASE) 44 
PFttNCC OF PERSIA MEG) 
PROTENI^TOL^2 
PURFVE SATURN DAY 
OLCSTRON 2 (SSI) 
RTYPE .. 
R TYPE 2 
race dfmvin 
RAILROAD TYCOON (1 NCG) 99 
HAIMBOW COLLECTION 
(BUBBLE BOBBLE. RAINBOW 
ISLANDS N7EALAND STORY) 9 99 
RBI BASEBALL 2 (NOP) 
REALMS 
RED BARON (1 MEG) 
RICK DANGEROUS 
RISE OF THE DRAGON (l MEG) 25.49 
ROBIN HOOD 18 99 
ROGQCOP? 16 99 
RQBOCQP3    16 99 
ROBQZQNE 16 99 
ROCKET RANGER ? 99 
ROCXAND 16.99 
ROLLING FK3NNY 16 49 

(APB HARO DWW. TOOBW 
19» DRAGON SPWT XVBQTSMNQP) 7 99 

TNT? 

R4YDRA 5KUU 4 CBOGSBOF* 
badlands stun hiam n 

»« HAROORIVW2] 16 49 
3 99 TEENAGE QUEEN 

19 49 iSTSiRPOKjRMNOPl 7» 
1199 TEfWMTQFt? 1699 

TETRIS 1399 
THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION 6 99 
THE GODFATHER (1 MEG I 19 99 
THE SIMPSONS '6 99 
f t*#4D€ l*tAWX 9 99 
TIP OFF 15 99 
T0K1. 16 99 
TOYOTA CELIC4 GT RALLY 16 49 
TRIAD VOL ? 
IMSNACE BAAL. ItlRlSMNOP) 7» 

• 1 
1 u.j 

7 90 

*" 1-4 

' 1 4-i 

., fl 

7 99 

999 
1699 
2 99 
599 

.799 
16 99 
18 TUFWO CUP (NOPj 

TURRICAN 
TURRiCAN t 
TURTLES? 

1« 
. 699 
649 

19 49 

1949 
19 99 

699 

TV SPORTS FOOTBALL (TOP) 7W 
19 49 

1549 
1599 
799 

16.99 

099 

RORKES DRIFT 
RUGBY WORLD CUP 
SCRABBLE DE LUXE 
SECRETOF MONKEY 
ISLAND (1 MEG) . 
SECRET OF MONKEY 

ISLAND ? . 
SECRET OF THE 
SILVER BLADE [l MiG) 
SHADOW DANCER 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 
SHADOW OF THE WILLY BEAAR5M 
BEAST ? WITH SHIRT 12 99 WINGS (1 MEG. 
SHADOW SORCERER 11 MEG) 1699 WOLFCWLD 
shadow warrkjfts i6« wonderland u «eo> 
SMINOBI 6 99 WQRQWORTH WORD 
BLBfrSERVICE ?(1 MEG) (KP| 2IJ» PROCESSOR (i WG| 

TV SPORTS BASEBALL 
TVSPORTSBASKflHAU 
ULTWIAS ...11.4# 
ULTIMA 611 MEG) 20 99 
ULTIMATE PBCH 17 4V 
UMS ? (1 MCG| 19 49 
UTOPIA 19 49 
VthKJANCE OF EXCAL1BUR 10 49 
VIRTUAL REALITY VOLl 
iMIlJWIHTtii. SI UNI CAM I (AC dll 
l«T SOCCER CHALL CARRIER 
COMMAND STABGLIDERJKNOP) I0« 
VIRUS (MOP? S » 
V12 . 1399 
VRQQM 1899 
WAA20NE 13 99 
WARHEAD 899 
WARLORDS (I MEG) 18 99 

1999 WATERLOO 7 99 
WE L tiros 7 99 

19 m WHEELS OF FlFtt (NOP) 
16 99 (HARD DFBVIN, POWERDRIFT 
6 99 chase h q tufto outrun) 199 

22 99 

COMPETITION PRO 
5000 (COLOURS 

MAY VARY) 

7.99 

POWERPLAY 
CRUISER 

10,99 
COMPETITION PRO 

EXTRA JOYSTICK 
(CLEAR BASE) WITH AUTO FIRE 

AND SLOW MOTION 

9.99 

CHEETAH BUG 

13.99 
OUICKJOY 

JET FIGHTER 

12.99 
GUICKSHOT111A 
TURBO 2 

9.99 

STARFSGMTER 
REMOTE WITH 

TWO INFRA 
RED JOYPADS 

29.99 
OUICKSHOT 
PYTHON 

9*99 
outCKSHOTtaeF 

MAVERICK l 

12,99 

QUICKJOY 
MEGASTAR 

19,99 

QUICKJOY 
TOP STAR 

19.99 

5KKWOBM (NOPl 

SMGTY 4 POPULOUS 
Sim arv ancjent cities 
SIM CITY FUTURE WORLDS 
$UJt CITY TERRAIN Eonon 1009 
SIMULATORS PACK 
(666 ATTACK Sue. ACY 500, 
fit INTERGEFTOR) 
5WBAD 

II *9 
144fl 

19*8 

79 06 
15 99 6» WORLD CLASS RUGBY 

1699 WORLD CUP C06*1LAT|QN 
II 99 (TRACKSUIT MANAGER, WT 
1169 SOCCER. KICKOFF) 7 99 

WWF WRESTLING 16 09 
XENOMGRPM 6 99 
XENON 2. MEGABLAST (NOP) 7 96 

M90 ZAK MAKRAkEN 1?98 
799 

NAKSHA MOUSE WITH 
OPERATION 
STEALTH 

24,99 
SOU IK | 

MOUSE I 

15.99 
FOUR PLAYER AMIGA ATARI ST JOYSTICK 
ADAPTOR (FOR KICK OFF 2. LEATHERNECKS 

■ GAUNTLET 2 & TV SPORTS BASKETBALL! 7M 

' ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA OR ST 
(PLUGS MOUSE AND JOYSTICK INTO ONE PORTi 14 99 

0279 600204 



FREE Mams Adaptor and FREE Special Reserve Membership 
LEADER board 19 » BRDERMAAI ?4 W 

19 W SUPER KICK OFF 24 W 
IB 99 SUPER MONACO QP 1AM 

1f99 WONDER BO* lAM 
iflBB WOOD Y PO* 1AM 
l«BB GEAR TO GEAR CARLE 
l« 99 IUNKS TWO C AWE DEARS) i n 
19 99 MAINS ADAPTOR U M 
19 99 WASTE A GEAR CONVERTER 
24 99 [ENABLES USE OF MASTER 

1999 STSTEUGAMES) JAM 

BASEBALL 24 99 
COLUMNS 16 99 
DONALD DOCK 19 99 

DRAGON CRYSTAL i 9 99 
factory panic t9 M 
FANTASY ZONE ?4 99 

r ROGGE P 16W 

G-tOC t* 99 
jOlDEN Axe *H£ BATTLER: 74 99 

h*UEY VYARS 74 99 
.Of MONTANA FOOTBALL 19 99 

Atari Lynx 2 ox ( 
FREE Mams Adaptor O • 1 
FREE Spectal Reserve Membership 

PACLANO 
PAPERBO* 
PCFFfiQHTER 
OIK 
RAMPAGE 
Roeo squash 
ROROTRON71W4 
STUN RUNNER 
SCRAPYARD DOG 
Shanghai 
5LWE WORLD 
STRIDE R? 
T0*1 
TOURNAMENT 
CYBERBALL 

turbo sub 
ultimate chess 
ViKiNG Child 
WAR&ROG 
WORLD CUP SOCCEf 
SENEPHOBE 
JlYBOTS 

ZARLOP MERCENa^ 

APB ___- 
AWESOME <2Xf 
BASEBALL HERO€S 
8ASKETBRAWL 
BILL AND TEDS 
EXCELLENT AOV 
BLOCK OUT 
CHECKERED FLAG 
CHIPS CHALLENGE 
CRYSTAL MINES 2 
DNRTY LARRY 
ELECTRO COP 
GRID RUNNER 
HARO DRJVIN 
HOCKEY 
HYDRA 
HYPERDflOMg 
ISHIDO . 
KLAX 
LYNX CASINO 
MSPACMAN 
NFl SUPER-SOWL 
NINJA GAlOEft 

Gameboy, Tetris. 

batteries, headphones 
and two player lead 
WE Special 
Reserve Membership 
FREE Holsters, Bell and 
cartridge pouch, 

Buy a Gameboy AMD any game and well give you a FREEGamelighl as well, 
\i * watytHnQ in ins pctun above tor about £90) (Please usi All Fffff nem* on Vm order rewm) 

■LLEYWAY 19 99 GREMLINS 2.2--9 SIMPSONS 74 49 
l*LLOO«W !§.#& HYPE RLDOE RUNNER 19 49 SKATE OR DIE 1999 
LAYMAN 24 49 KICKOFF. 23 99 SOLAR STRIKER 19 99 
kOULDEP DASH 2*4$ KUNG FU MASTER 24 49 SPlpERMAf* l9« 
K.'X» l t 24 49 KWIRK 19 99 SUPER MARtO LAND 19 99 
U iBftLE GHOST 19 99 MOTOR CROSS MANIACS 19 49 SUPER FtC PRO AM 74 49 
IuCtS BUNNY 19 99 NAVY SEALS... 19 99 TEENAGE HERO TURTLES 24 49 
tutu? FIGHTER DELUXE i9» NEMESrS 19 99 *£1*1*5 T9 *9 
■AETLEVANIA 24 49 NINTENDO WORLD CUP 19 99 WIZARDS AND WARfi*QR3 T9 99 
KXIBlEOHAGON 19 99 OTHEllO 19 99 WWW SUPERSTARS 24 49 Win £200 to spend at 

Special Reserve 
Members only. See catalogue for details. 

From April '92 our colour magazine 
NRG will double in size and will 

include £30.00 worth of money off 
coupons in every issue. 

So you can save up to a further 
£180 per year off our already 

incredible prices. 
NRG is included in (he price of membership 

JOIN NOW for best ever VALUE 

Philips CM8833 
Mk 2 Monitor 
FREE MEMBERSHIP FREE MONITOR LEAD 

^JTT-Wm Amiga A500 

t rngL'toJ* PLUS1 Me9 
- ^T*5J Cartoon 

. gn ZM_Pack 
1 MEG RAM. LEMMINGS. THE SIMPSONS. 
CAPTAIN PLANET, DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP pJ 

GOLDSTAR 
3.5" OS/DD 

DISK with LABEL 
69p each or 

WE ONLY supply members but you can order as you jo it, 
there IS a SURCHARGE OF SOc PER GAME on TELEPHONED OALfcHS 

iPl EASE PHOT IN BLOCK CAPHAlSl 3,5“ DS DO GOLSTAR DISK 
WITH LABEL ....... 
PACK OF 50 GOLDSTAR 3.5" DS/DD DISK WITH LABELS 
3 5“ DISK HEAD CLEANER . 

DISK BOX 3.5” (ID CAPACITY)..... 
DISK BOX 3 5" £100) DIVIDERS LOCKABLE 
DISK BOX 3 5" (40) LOCKABLE. DIVIDERS 
DISK BOX 3 5" (80) LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS ., 

CITIZEN 120D+ 
SO COLUMN . 9 PIN 

144CPS/2S NLQ 
24 MTH WARRANTY 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 

FREE PRINTER LEAD 

Name 

Postcode 

DELUXE DISK BOX 3.5* (80). LOCKABLE 
DIVIDERS 

10.99 

Machine type CITIZEN SWIFT 9 PRINTER. 00 COLUMN, 
9 PIN, 213 CPS, 24 MTH WARRANTY, 
FREE COLOUR KIT. FREE PRINTER LEAD 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP. 

CITIZEN 224 COLOUR PRINTER. 80 COLUMN, 
24 PIN 192CPS 64LQ, 24 MTH WARRANTY. 
FREE MEMBERSHIP FREE PRINTER LEAD. 
AUTO SHEET FEEDER FOR CITIZEN 224 . 

ribbon icolourj for swift 9 or 224 
RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 224 
ribbon <black> for swift 9 or 1200* 

4590 20 MEG HARD DISK FOR AMIGA (AUTOBOOT WITH 
■ CKSTART SOCKETS FOR 2 MEG OF RAM. SCSI 
INTERFACE FOR PERIPHERALS CONNECTION) . 

AMIGA TO SCART LEAD (GIVES MONITOR QUALITY ON 
TV WITH SC ART,'RGB INPUT)... 

: -EANING KIT FOR COMPUTERS (INCLUDES VACUUM) 

Enter members!^ number (if applicate! or 
Membership fee £6 UK. £8 EEC. £10 World 

ROCTEC 3.5" 
EXTERNAL AMIGA ^ A 
DISKDRIVE 

54,99 
ROCTEC AMIGA 512K RAM EXPANSION WITH CLOCK 29 99 

DU ST COVE R FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTE R (CLEAR PVC) 5 99 
DUST COVER FOR AMIGA (CLEAR FVC). 4 99 
DUST COVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR PVC) 5 49 

AMIGA SOUND ENHANCER 34 99 
TECN0PLUS MIDI CONNECTOR AND 
CABLES WITH MUSIC X JUNIOR .... 39,99 

COMMODORE CDTV, REMOTE CONTROL, WELCOME 
DISK. HUTCHINSONS ENCYCLOPEDIA AND LEMMINGS 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 1-hp—-jh— 

469,99 — 
_' 1 

249.98 
.79.89 

1599 
699 
699 

Cheque P O /Acces$, Mastercard'SwiichA/isa 

Credit card expiry date Swiich Issue Number 

Cheques payable to SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders ■ no emra tn.nyts 
World software orders please add £1,00 per item 

Non.software items please add 10% EEC or 25% Worid 
O verseas orders must Be paid by credit card. 

A501 (WITH BART) AMIGA 512K RAM 
EXPANSION TO 1 MEG 
GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK 

FREE BAFT SIMPSON GAME . 

No obligation to buy 
FREE CATALOGUE 

0279 600204 

NRG colour magazine 
Bi-monthly to members, 

Don't miss it. 

Huge catalogue. Huge discounts. 
Huge stocks. Huge staff. 

Huge membership. 
Biggest Value, Best Service 

No obligation to buy 

C lour 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6,00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10,00 

We only supply members but you can order as you join. 

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES SHOWN 
MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED. 

lnter4ledLates Lid, Reg. Office: 2 South Block. Tt» Mattings. 
Sawbrkigewocih. Heft* CM3i 9PG 



Pick your most powerful 
weapon... 

Your Brain! 
A strategic action-packed simulation 
of elite rapid deployment missions. 

SIMULATION • SOFTWARE 

Special Forces, for IBM PC compatibles, from the creators of Airborne Ranger. Micro Prose Ltd. Unit l, 
Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Tetbury, GIos. 

GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 504 326 



The line-up 

THE CASE OF THE 

CAUTIOUS CONDOR 

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 

SIM CITY 

LEMMINGS 

PSYCHO KILLER 

HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES 

CHAOS IN ANDROMEDA 

WRATH OF THE DEMON 

MIND RUN 

BATTUE STORM 

SNOOPY: THE CASE OF THE 

MISSING BLANKET 

CHILDREN'S STORY- 
BOOKS P30-3 1 

MUD PUDDLE 

CINDERELLA 

A LONG HARD DAY ON THE RANCH 

THOMAS' SNOwsurr 

THE PAPER BAG PRINCESS 

HEATHER HITS HER 

FIRST HOME RUN 

MOVING GIVES ME A 

STOMACH ACHE 

THE TALE OF BENJAMIN BUNNY 

THE TALE OF PETER RABBIT 

A BUN FOR BARNEY 

JAPAN WORLD 

FUN SCHOOL 3: UNDER 5S 

FUN SCHOOL 3: SS TO 7S 

mypajnt 

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 

LEARN FRENCH WITH ASTERIX 

BARNEY BEAR 

GOES TO SCHOOL 

CD SOFTWARE 

Next month, you II be able to buy the 

A690 CD-ROM drive for your Amiga 

and play CDTV discs. But the ^ 

question is, will you want to? The 

only thing that will persuade you to 

part with as much as £300 is 

knowing you'll be able to do 

something pretty special 

once you've spent it: which 
*#, 

is why, for the first time 

anywhere, we're taking 

a look at the first 45 

CD titles to become 

available, and telling 

you how good 

they are. Or aren't... 

INTERACTIVE BOOKS gardsnfax: frutts and 

P36-39 VEGETABLES 

AMERICAN VISTA ATLAS 

WORLD VISTA ATLAS 

THE ILLUSTRATED WORKS Of 

SHAKESPEARE 

TIMETABLE OF HISTORY: BUSINESS, 

POLITICS AND MEDIA 

TIMETABLE OF HISTORY; SCIENCE 

AND INNOVATION 

AMERICAN HERITAGE ILLUSTRATED 

ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

DR WELLMAN 

GARDEN FAX; INDOOR PLANTS 

GARDENFAX: TREES, SHRUBS, 

ROSES AND CONIFERS 

THE ILLUSTRATED HOLY BIBLE 

ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

NEW BASICS ELECTRONIC 

COOKBOOK 

MUSIC MAKER 

CD REMIX 

VOICE MASTER 

WOMEN IN MOTION 

THE FRED FISH COLLECTION 
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CD GAMES <X-, 

THE CASE OF THE CAUTIOUS CONDOR 
£34.99 TIGER MEDIA 

Before you can ploy the game, you need to watch the Prologue, a gorgeous televised graphic novel which fills in all Ihe back 
ground. Towards the end, you learn that one of ihe passengers on the aeroplane with you was responsible for this murder: 

In the first few seconds of watching this, 

you are easily convinced that it's a major 

achievement. The mtro, with its bold, colour¬ 

ful cartoon graphics and a real Sam Spade 

private dick introducing himself on the audio 

soundtrack, is impressive enough. 

But what happens before the game starts 

makes the intro look minimal. You must fill in 

all the background and set the scenario, so you 

watch the Prologue. This is a full 10 minutes 

of what is. in effect, a graphic novel, pre¬ 

sented beautifully in the television medium 

with excellent narration and soundtrack. 

So far. so very, very excellent. And now 

it's time to play the game. You've been 

invited on board a luxury air cruiser, the 

Condor, by a wealthy eccentric in the Howard 

Hughes mould. Your fellow passengers are all 

suspects in a murder, lured there by your host. 

But you have only 30 minutes until the flight 

is. over and you must find the killer before the 

plane lands... 

Sadly, the overwhelming excellence of the 

presentation is let down by the same play. To 

pick up clues to the identity of the murderer* 

you must w ander around the 10 or so rooms 

talking to the suspects. Listening in on their 

conversations and searching for evidence. To 

nail the killer you'll need lo have established 

motive, means and opportunity. 

What this boils down to is clicking on the 

In th* Intro, you ora introduced to the private eye you later 
play: out of whisky, cigarette* and luck. 

The Prologue runs through your history: a* a pilot ace in 
WW1, you laved the life of the Condor's millionaire owner. 

The sadly limited game play involves moving from roam 
to room, picking up clues and talking to the suspects* 

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 
£29,99 CIIMEMAWARE 

This game features 
same very attractive 
?|faphi<s, but this is a 
oil example of the joy* 

slick-waggling 
sub-games, Bang that 
button, boysl 

This is a prime example of an Amiga game 

that has been ported over to CD-ROM* Ifs 

also a very old Amiga game. As you would 

expect. I lie main enhancement is a hi-fi audio 

soundtrack, which means that ihe very pretty 

and pleasant Amiga graphics which made a 

name for this one when it first appeared some 

four years ago are enhanced by some very 

pretty and pleasant music done on a synthe¬ 

siser and sounding just about medieval enough 

to suit the atmosphere of the game. 

There's also some audio by an actor as the 

narrator who comments on your progress 

through the game. This is the voice of an 

American pretending to be English and sounds 

like a cross between an insurance salesman 

and an Australian, 

The game itself is a simple strategy game 

set in Metric England of the medieval knights 

and jousts period, It 's based on building up the 

strength of your army to acquire land and take 

castles until the whole of England falls under 



fTp - CD GAMES 

| room you want to visit, clicking on the 

»eaireb icon occasionally and making sure 

| you’re m ihe right eavesdropping spot at 

tke ngtn lime to waich more excellent 

scenes, In practise, this is 

pmhetically simple, so it's made into a 

challenge by the addition of a tight time 

fcamt - five minutes - and ihe random ele¬ 

ment of finding the right people at die 

ncht time to hear the right tilings. 

You'll play lime and lime again, leam- 

I tag more each time you do, until finally 

>oc can piece the puzzle together within 

the time limit. Unfortunately, this sort of 

fruMr at ion- breeds -eventual - success ga me- 

[ play is far too unsophisticated and 

ultimately unrewarding. 

In terms of presentation. Condor 

authors Tiger Media have nothing ui learn 

from anyone. This disc is worth buying 

just as a vaguely interactive graphic novel 

* it looks and sounds gorgeous - and it’s 

the first true CD game ihere is. If s also 

quite enjoyable. But in terms of game- 

play, the auihors have a lot to learn from 

games like Delphi lie's Cruise for a 

Corpse, which is o very similar concept. 

Wc 79% 

-•*« n described in detail when you arrive* While 

■* for o suspect, hove a quick scorch round. 

• >ur sway. Battles are just commentaries in 

* -;ch you are mid whether you've won or 

’ with only the simplest of decision-tak- 

g involved and no real information on 

which to base decisions. 

This is interspersed with joystick-wag¬ 

gling sessions (taking pan in a joust, 

vwurdftghiing while taking a castle, etc) 

*^ch on CDTV become furious Button A 

>mg sessions and on Amiga CD-ROM 

- be mouse-button bashing sessions. 

To he honest though, there’s not an 

a* *al lot of game here, though w hat there is 

» enjoyable enough. Some of the sialic 

icrcens with CD music are delightful, bui 

oec these get annoying after a while 

** ney hold up the gameplay. But this does 

coinc over as a professional CD presema- 

-*oe that bit 

catra than 

*e Amiga 

■non. 

LEMMINGS 
£34.99 PSYGISJOSIS 

Wc won’t even bother describing this game to you, because 

if you don't know what it’s about by now you must have 

been spending the last year dead for lax reasons. Suffice lo 

say if s a straight port of the Amiga version, which causes 

one small problem: control. Getting the pointer swiftly 

across ihe screen to reach ihe ’Floater’ icon before that 

lemming takes a leap into space, or positioning it accu¬ 

rately enough to start building a bridge just on the lip of 

that chasm, is made more difficult than it needs to be by the 

remote control's lack of responsiveness. That aside, this is 

still a marvellous game on 

any format and is good 

enough to live in anyone's 

living room. 

Look familiar? Oh, come on! You coif t be an Amiga format 
reader and not ever seen Lemmings before! 

lemming i is accompanied by the stunning hot fairly pointless 

Phnetside demo. Will Psygnosh ever develop it into a game? 

£34.99 THE EDGE 

Surprise of all surprises* whai we have here is an old 

Amiga game enhanced by the addition of a hi-fi 

soundtrack. It’s quite a pleasant soundtrack* in the 

mode of the music used on the Snoopy TV cartoons. 

The game itself is terribly simple indeed, aimed 

at younger children. You control Snoopy as he wan¬ 

ders across screen after screen* trying to locate 

objects and use them in an appropriate way in order 

to progress. Eventually he will find Linus's famous 

missing blanket 

On the way to this discovery, though, he’ll prob¬ 

ably get rather bored. The graphics are colourful and 

pleasant enough and the animations are really quite 

good, but the simple puzzles and the timing prob¬ 

lems which make up 

the gameplay just 

don’t add enough 

playing interest. 

Here's a fine 

example of the 

gameplay involved 
in tUf game. 

Snoopy picks up 

tut bawl*** 

...and delivers it 
lo Choke Brown* 

The whole game 
jutt involves 

finding objects 
and working out 

what you should 

do with them* 

In this redeveloped version of an excellent game, you can choase to play in 

different lime zones* This is mediae vol, and we're being attached by o wit chi 

You keep your townspeople happy Zoomed out, you con see where 

by building them facilities, your people ore having problems. 

SIM CITY 
£29.99 INFOGRAMES 

Another Amiga game enhanced, but a very 

excellent Amiga game with some well- 

thought-out enhancements, The in game music 

is full hi-fi audio, and was recorded by a rock 

band in a studio, and it’s very good. 

The game has been tweaked in places with 

the addition of a fancy zoom mode, plus a 

number of modifications to the structure along 

with some new scenarios that weren't on the 

Amiga version. 

This is a classic strategy game in which 

you build a city by catering for the needs of its 

inhabitants. The better the municipal facilities 

that you provide the citizens* the more popular 

you will become and the more likely your 

chances of being re-elected as mayor. And if 

you can handle such natural disasters as 

Godzilla stomping on your city, all the better. 

Much like Lemmings, this really is a top-notch 

Amiga game 

that deserves to 

come into the 

living room. 

Continued overleaf 
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mm mb m plus cartoon 
[classic package including 

ALL THE FOLLOWING... 

| mArttipfflfWSXeytoarirnfftm 
RAHMttm 35'Disk Dm, Mom. 

TV Modulator Louis, Mira's. Wotitencn 
tm«tcmmunttg 

4096 Colours, Dqfot stem Sow? Mum 

Tasting- $mch 3^fftfS(S tMmorc! 

THE SIMPSONS 

CAPTAIN PLANET 

LEMMINGS 

DELUXE PAINT III 

MDREAMIGAS 
1200+ MONO 9PinOoTMatrix £139.90 

SWIFT 9 MONO 9 PinDtf Math^ £189.99 
SWIFT « COLOUR 9 Pin Dot Matrix £219.99 
NEW CITIZEN 224 MONO £219.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360x360 dpi. 160/53cps 

NEW CITIZEN 224 COLOUR £249.99 
Colour Version ol the New 224 Mono above 
NEW CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR £279.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360 dpt. ISQ/BOcps 

PN 46 ♦NOTEBOOK- PORTABLE 1*1 £269.99 

CITIZEN PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
>Zim*Cii1&hMlFe«ter CT4.W 
1240. Swi«*4 Semi aulDSM Frt4*r EU 99 
1240. Swift W* MtoSMFi«*r £94.» 
1240, Swltl W24 Printer Stand £?*.99 
1Z4D. Swift U 32K RAM Ej^mioti £13 M 
M Cards Swift 24 (6 DfflenM Sorts} m 99m 

PLEASE PHONE FOR MODELS NOT LISTED!II 

NEW STWUCZO MONO £139.99 
Replacement for the ever popular LC10. fois new printer is 
25% FASTER ■ iKMSScpt 4 has new push button controls. 
Released lor Europe ipproi 12mrth ago so it s well proven 

1C 200 COLOUR Cl 99 99 
9 Pm Del Matrix, 240 * 240dpi, Iffiflfcps 

LC 24,200 MONO €229 99 
24 Pin Go! Matnx 360 x 360dpi. 22Q/55cp$ 

LC 24 200 COLOUR £269.99 
24 Pm Dot Mamx, 360 x 360dpi, 22QE5cps 

NEW XB 24.760 COLOUR[♦! £379 99 
24 Pm Dot Matrix. 360 x 360dpi, 275/80 eps, 29K Butter, 
exceptional 4x48 pin dpi super letter quality tods, 14x24 pm 
dpi near letter quality forts. DUALITY PRINT ALL THE WAY!1 ! 

NEW XB 24 250 Wide Carr COL £454.99 
Specification as the XB 24/200 above Pul with a massive 76K 
buffer, featuring a wide carnage lor applications that need it 

NEW STARJET SJ-48 Inkjet 1+3 £239.99 
Near silent printer similar to the BJf fe Bubble but with Epson 
10/IBM Propinler emulate. 360dpi, lOOcps, 26K Buffer. 

LASER PRINTER 41*1 £749.99 
Fully HPT IP 4 Epson compatible, 300dpi, TMb memory fexp 
to 5Mb i urialfparaUei, 14 lonts. RISC processor, with a lull 
12 Months on srte mainiainence warranty included. 

USERPR1NTIR4 STARSCRIPT1+ £1069-99 
As above, but with Stars Postscript, 2Mb Mem, 14<35 loots, 
Appletalfc Interface, lyrs on site mamiainence warranty. 

STAR PR INTER ACCESSORIES 

'HILIPS m 8833/It COLOUR MONITOR 
14’ Stereo Colour Monitor wrth 
Gr«n Screen Switch AND... 
FREE LEAD A DUST COVER aaa m, - 

JUHHjJi CADTOCiM CLASSICS 
4 CHUSS Mh II MQhiiOh wMrtCT 

- stm ie no colour pnwrifi ** * 

pTHfA AMI4A COW1IHAT10W PACKS ALSO AVAlLABlf Pft<bn. 

BRAND ICW 151)0 fa* Wtal 
•Pi vKrth h<HT!f WKl t?> ■. «ilil I flj v AU 
Crffrt op ii i CPtn 
'mb sum j1 if nwpv cut* M'i 1 t i'i n i WAuJam 
pum i Ejttwuwi stoTv i Erryr,plf j 111 *y^ 

NEW! PHILIPS TELEVtSlON/MONITORS 
A great atternalive Id a dedicated monitor 

Ural allows you to watch TV programmes too! 
BRAND SEW PHILIPS RANGE QF TV SETS WTTU ALM1ST IKMTOd 
QUALirr OF OUTPUT TOO' CHOOSt FROM THREE MODELS- 
AH with 5-uped) Qirftfty reproductwn when ^sed as a mwiflw or Tin 
2000 Characttr High Dehnttn* F$T spttifiBiNydft*&bed for u$e tel 
bomarwgiiqwMyTVwltnwii^ hMiwo ywwwirtyH' 

PHujPS 03a? - is* rwiMie »e*rw< vtn siecptiiwf rrai eB^TT 
PWIIPSI331 ■ IS", jpet n Jt&MMi Trtftil CZ7? « ^1^YPY, 

PHILIPS 7311 - ir icniw oflbi mi MiTfKM n&MW-1 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES: 
Monitor Dud Cover K.» PHILIPS TilVSwinl Stands... 
AV73DD TV Tuner £71.16 * CM6B33- Mkl £14.95 
IMv.MwiltorSMCltK * CMW33 Mill ff4.ll 

um^wwi'iLlJl.'ftmirTJi £549 « 
>.KiwiK.ammrn?ri«»i mitwiibi ESI 4-99 

mHBH'MLlgfPTlfTJII^I 1-W £779-99 

PHONE FOR OTHER PACKS 

i Prices ln\ 

MANUFACTURERS ORIGINAL GENUINE RIBBONS 

fCPNig 5 Pack 5 Pack 
- Av.:iM Mono Mono Colour Colour 

£4.75 £1995 £5.95 £27 95 
£6 49 £29.95 £12 49 £59 95 
£6 99 £32.99 £12 99 £59.95 
£6 99 £32 99 £12 99 £5995 

Star LC 10/20 
Star LC200 
Star LC 24/200 
Slat XB Printers 

GVP Impact Series II HD& Hard Drives 
GVP's Amiga hard drives have a reputation for quality and 
reliability with an excellent specification Simply plugs mto 
your Amiga A500 or 500 Hus side port. GVP Hard Drives 

can be supplied unpopulated or populated to 2Mb. 4Mb. or 
SMb using a combination ol plugin SIMMS memory chips. 

•GVP 52Mb. Standard Unpopufated£359.99 
•GVP 105MP. Standard UnpnpulateKS49.99 

■ Papulation to 2Mb (2*1 Mb SIMMS) £69.99 

• Papulation to 4Mb (4*1 Mb SIMMS) £139.98 

’ Papulation to 6Mb (2*4Mb SIMMS) £339.99 

GVP PC EMULATOR FOR AMIGA'S 
Frts internal mini-slot ol GVP Senes II52/105MD H/Drives. 
Includes 16MH; 286 CPU and s compatible with MS DOS 
3.2 or later Runs lots ol DOS applications 
software including Windows £269.99 

5 Pack 5 Pack 
Mono Mono Colour Colour 
£4 99 £22.95 
£4 99 £22 95 

£16 45 £76.95 
MERLIN EXPRESS ARE STAR 

REGISTERED DEALERS 

WHIN YOU BUY YOUR PRINTER FROM MERLIN. YOU ALSO GET ITEMS WE 
THINK ARE ESSENTIAL... ABSOLUTELY FREE! CHECK OUR COMPETITORS1 
OFFERS & MAKE SURE YOU GET THE SAME WHEN COMPARING PRICES! 

WTTH EVERY PRINTER (EXCEPT THOSE MARKED WITH AN [*|| YOU WILL GIT THE 

FOLLOWING INCLUDED FREE OF CHARGE 

A FREE QUALITY DUST COVER 
A FREE TWO PART PRINTER STAND 

A FREE LEAD TO YOUR AMIGA 
(Worth over £25 if bought separately) 

(liy printer* martaf [♦] got *4 the same FREE items EXCEPT a du$l cover) 

CHISM STARTER PACK 
Ht-SbetN CwtiJiaOBS Paper, 

Continuuntt Envelop, IN-Cent. 
Arlflrm Libels. 1 AntytfAlaeiST 
Miter Driver IF Diskette 

co qq jLluW.^nrrapi' 
$1756 it pitrtfttsrt setmtrirl 

AMEA STARTER PACK 
MonaKsl Dusl Cover. TenSla^Disb 
ie i Ftistit Library Cm, Good Oiftlih 

?I”^o^DS^S5^nabit.1)t«We Switch, Slim 8&P 
S90K Formutted Capacity, Ho etternal power supply u needed 
Through-port THIS IS ONE Of OUR BEST SELLERS1 
ROCUTE 3,5fcDISK DRIVE. ULTRA SUM 4 LHiHT £59 99 
Available in Ivory or Black, CDTV compah^a twi 
COMMODORE 1011 DRIVE £79.99 
CUMAHA 3.S* CAX 354 DUNE £57 99 
EnaWeTirsaWe switch, 7lucvgnport. taetra Long Cable 
COMMODORE AMO TOMk HARD DISK DRIVES 
Unpopulated £279 9*9 Populated io!Mb£369.99 
Popuiaied to 1 Mt£329 W (CBM memory NC T dieaper u.g i 

C* Commodore ^PRfi5’,V 

...BUT THEN MERLIN WILL INCLUDE 
ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE EITHER... 

Di 88 Key QWERTY Keyboard Worth £49.95! 

OR A 3.5' Floppy Disk Drive Worth £59.95! 

w £49ft" 
A ay dCBtVxas&irm m nowaMg <*m, mm Rw o iHwt mm* 

C > fRQXRO ABKerOWERIY. pAiqS KO A* CD TV i« H 

'Perfect Prices' on a 
Profiision of Peripherals 
That's right - now you've bought your Amiga you can add lots of EXTRAS to make your set up 

complete - Printers, Monitors, Additional Storage Devices, Scanners, Memory Upgrades and 

lots more are all available at Merlin Express... RIGHT NOW and at the RIGHT PRICE TOO! 

CITIZEN 

NEW VERSION WITH ROM 2.04 

Hard Disk Drives, Memory 
Upgrades & Accessories 

J«lt liff phoili air ?4 Hiar flrdir HalMflB Ultftff YiVl AmuWil 
O* 5-WHCfc CiNi. ir, iltiri | itliqHt/pdllll Ntf wllh your 
riqBlrtiiiiE (ftliili, rfillvuy linrin A tfiifllma taliplidit 
iiitfttr [EhtqiM niii Elvira r>c i iilftt Itlftiri by 
llAVRuiliUrin &or:l*lw Mr vniti, 

|fliM| liilly ■Mhln JC 4>yt will fat vulianpai to* 
HEW Etufajail I# ««i#IHa« tick ATlar 31 liyi ini within 1? 
MMthi Iran pircJini, lolly wilt fan nctiilfaf by Iht rpl«yi 
naAifiditifi.' ii|ilr >«>») iM nunntl 1« f«i fay ctulii 
Siltwiti iii tntd Mima firry nHiii wnrtafllltft. pliian i|h fr 

Marlii nra hippy to ivfpi? IfPo iid upon ntikpri i<r wbUh 
VAf 11 itiwpllf iaiittllli dillviry Oirm ypry Irtm HI .nlr 
101. Pi prpiidt «rry UK wirnnElii inly. fa»My ilwwtn pti Ip li 
tplpraii la Hi rite fay »t Cal la fair ini u-illklfT CMrJtt *i 
■tpTr- 

WEW MC MEMORY EXPJUCSiOM FOR AMIGA SOI KUS 

DOtSN 

Ofl JUST £39 M IF PURCHA5E0 WITH AM AMIGA COMPUTE! 
H£« AMIGA SM PLUS ROM SHARER 

INVALIDATES 

Phone lor Amiga Software from 
15% to 25% Discount + Specials! 

U;i0^ft^lKLC24-200LC24-10 XB24-2DG,’250| 

mn l69» i ».# mm 
m E32 99 I urn □2 9? 

m H7.99 1 5499 £2199 

, MTT AMF UOMT G7, TMI VOrtfWALK MO. CfKTlt 

| STATION iOAD. R.IL1STON, { KRIYSHURE 047 SHJL 

j TahphoM: 0002 441441 FAX; Ml 440141 

it ri 
j 0|M| /& 

L H i MAq 

6™?* Vftt M*fit J Vt/j'v II 

Vrrli* 



CD GAMES 

WRATH OF THE DEMON £29,99 
READYSOFT 

This is basically 

your European beat- 

cm-up arcade romp 

extravaganza. So, in 

olher words, it's just 

an Amiga game: and 

again, not a terribly 

good one. It hasn’t 

even got a hi-fi 

soundtrack, but it boasts (Literally, on the cover) over 3Mb of graphics 

data, which is mainly a decent intro animation and some quite nice 

Net ween-level links. But over 3Mb of data on a disk that could hold 500 

Mb is not that impressive. 

The game, if you haven't seen it. has decent graphics but is otherwise 

jninspired. Hack-n-slash on CD is made tricky with the remote control, 

because however much you press the but¬ 

tons. you get dead anyway. This isn't a 

bad Amiga game: it's just a pretty aver¬ 

age one. As a CD it's a disappointment. 

BATTLE STORM 
C29.99 TITUS J Surprise. surprise, 

it's an Amiga arcade 

B game. Yet more 

massive use of the 

potential of CD- 

ROM - I don't think, 

B This is simply an 

omni-directional 

kind of shoot-cm-up 

that is in the mould 

■ of something like 

f\vgnosis‘ recent Amnios, It's not even a particularly good one. and 

vuih absolutely no concessions at all to the medium of CD ii has to 

remain a disappointment. 

Should we even bother describing the gameplay? Well, you whiz 

around the screen shooting things and collecting other things, the graph¬ 

ics are rather nice, there's two different 

control methods and a bunch of levels. 

And that's about ycr lot. Mind you, it 

comes on a very pretty picture CD, 

MIND RUN 
E29.99 CREALUDE 

Weirdness has 

always been some¬ 

thing of a trademark 

of French games and 

though we've never 

actually seen this one 

on the Amiga over 

here I have little 

doubt that it was 

actually an Amiga 

game originally. 

It's a hunch of very peculiar little tests of mental agility, quite similar 

• an animated version of those IQ tests that you see in newspaper 

adverts for MENSA. 

One nice thing about this set of mind teasers is that you can choose 

■ t play in a number of languages, so it's a great way to learn the Spanish 

U* Touch the two pictures that match and are joined by lines". 

Presentation involves some very bizarre 

DaJi-esque graphics and weird syndic- 

vser sound effects. But is it fun? Only 

for a while. 

HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES 
£29.99 ON UNE 

This Is an interactive murder mystery, 
apparently. In actual fact it's more of an 
Interactive storybook, in which the 
story of Sherlock Holmes1 most famous 
case is broken down into smell chunks. 
It’s based on an idea for presenting a 
murder mystery developed by a book 
publisher a number of years ago. You 

are given the book as a kind of crime 
file and you are encouraged to read it 
through event-by-event and try to 
develop your own idea of the solution . 

On CD, this means you must navi¬ 
gate your way through huge wodges of 
on-screen text and look at the odd digi¬ 
tised photograph. It's a terrible way of reading a book and 
It does not add any real element of interactive enjoyment. 
On top of which, the presentation is dire apart from the 
employing of a professional narrator. Buy the book. 

From fbii main screen you can choo&e la listen to a 
narration or read reams of text. Wow! 

PSYCHO KILLER 
£29.99 ON-UNE 

On*Une are one of the few visionaries to 
realise that they can use the Amiga to 
develop real interactive movies, Sadly* they 
have come up with an interactive home 
video. The whole thing Is shot as if it were 
a movie using still photographs which are 
then digitised. 

A narrator unfolds the story as you 
navigate around the Home Counties frying 
not to get killed. Generally it's simply a 
matter of clicking to go right or left but 
occasionally you have to react quickly, 
moving the pointer and clicking to avoid 
certain death and a restart. 

This sort of you died this time but 
you'll get it right nexf time' gameplay is poor. And who 
wants to play a spotty herbert from the suburbs of 
London who drives a Vauxhall Chevette anyway? Not me. 
(So wbaf car is it you drive? - Prod £d) 

Typical gameplay: yoaYe about to traik As Ike 
scene fhch, you must dick on the broke pedal. 

CHAOS IN ANDROMEDA 
£29.99 ON-UNE 

Your mission, should you decide lo accept it ii 
*o have your brain wiped and be a CIA goo** 

Arriving on a planet, you must wander around 
in the email screen and... errnt... do things. 

Again, this Is an Amiga game. It's a large 
adventure game created by a Danish team 
and as such, It has something of an 
enthusiast feel to it: ft's very reminiscent 
of a Public Domain-style game, but on a 
major scale. Rather like Tangerine Dream 
music, if you do like this son of thing and 
have the patience to get into It, It will no 
doubt reward you by absorbing you into Its 
own little world. 

It'S a straightforward enough graphic 
adventure that employs an overhead map 
view. You have to move your character 
around the landscape and Into buildings 
and see who or what you encounter. 

Messages and conversations are 
printed In a message box below the main 
view. This game, though. Is not really 
going to appeal to anyone who is not 
already a bit of a fan of the adventure gam¬ 
ing genre, and even then It's not an 
outstanding 
example of 
this style of 
game. 
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AMIGA 
RAW. 
mouse 

SSs- 
SSS&« 
ssSSS 

;OLOUR MONITORS 

PHILLIPS 3332 15" FST TV/MONITOR 
gh quality FST TV with dedicated monitor output. Complete 
h remote control, sleeptimer. cable and a 2 year guarantee! 

PLUS FREE F19 STEALTH FIGHTER 
All this for the DYNAMITE price of 

£239.99 
PHILLIPS 8833 MKfl DEDICATED STEREO 

MONITOR 
Complete with cabfe 

£229.99 
COMMODORE 1084S STEREO MONITOR 

Complete with cable 

.99 

ART-VIDEO-SOUND 

deluxe paint II - a bargain!. .£19.99 

DELUXE paint III - upgradeable to ..- •.£g g9 

SPRITZ PAINT - joyful to use!..£14.99 

FANTAVISION - special effects generator .£19.99 

COMIC SETTER - create your own colour co -- £gg>95 

RONIBO RGB SPLITTER - Can ^so bo _.£59.M 

COMPLETE^COLOUR SOLUTION • everythino yon £129 m 

IS*PHOTON PAINTII... .£19.95 

MUSIC X JUNIOR - William lor ^ ' £29.95 
Bit icip it JUNIOR - excellent combo. 4 PORT MIDI + MUSIC XJUNlu £49.95 

MUSIC X - latest version tor the proiessiona . 

SCREEN GEMS’ SOFTWARE PACK 

CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE PACK JP1Q QQ 
Bart Simpson ,v. Space Mutants • Lemmings • Captain Planet..* 

• Powerplay ■ RVF Honda ■ Shuffle Pack Cat6 • Soccer • Tower Ot I 

GFA BASIC 3.5 INTERPRETER RRP £49.95. 

lWAncrH\ri\ CIO aa 
Back To The Future II • Nightbreed - Shadow Ot The Beast II ■ Days Ot Thunder |13-99 

OFFICIAL COMMODORE A501 V. Meg Upgrade.. 

ASTRA TEN GAME SOFTWARE PACK RRP £279 

DataStorm • Dungeon Quest • E-Motion • Grand Monster Slam ’Wd Gtores 
nwr lj_u * chimin PaHf r.ate * Soccer * Tower Ol Babel 

£1499 



DYNAMITE HOUSE, 44a STANLEY STREET, BEDFORD 

drives 
iTARTEHK,TW,TH . ^ 

DIRECT A5O0 replacementrf ■ ^ ,0Ckab,e d’Sk bo* 

3Vi EXTERNAL dWe> no ^'cations required. 

PC880A POWER Dfliue t ..£49.99 rCtr..^ 
aM" *st#9 

GVP SERIESII HARO rST*****^. .«*» 

cG!rt,ie!"HM*5a<i,'««-..   199 
n0SU HD6 * 105Mb harddisk..... 

- .. 

accessories 
& extras 

Pack of 10 blank 3 V DSOD disks.... £4.99 

Box of 50 Wank 3V DS/DD disks ..£19 99 

512K RAM expansion 

(Plus compatible). £19 99 

512K RAM expansion with dock... £24.99 

1Mb RAM expansion (upgrades 

P«“S U 2Mb, —.£49 99 

Amiga dustcover + Resolution 101 

9ame.. 

Euromouse (quality replacement 

m°USe)...£12.99 
40 '«*abie disk box.£399 

SO capacity lockable disk box.£5.99 

150 capacity stronghold" box 

(lockab,e>.£17.99 
6mm quality mousepad.£2 99 

.TMVCmZEN PRIN'lLRS 
rriZEN 120D+ RRP V2***!^ £11499 

CPS, 4K Buffer. 2yr guarantee 

TAR LC20 £,lfiji99 
»sa CPS. Multiple Forte'240t2 p __ p* 

'IT17EN SWIFT 9 RRP £2ad*3 „„ xlra# 
Sere.cotourkitepfion.2y-guarantee * 

vssssssssxr £184* 

S214s 

STAR LC24-200 MONO RRPP^ 

7K°Bj5ffe? expandable to £219*9 
39K 
CmZENPms (New) 
Portable A4 notebook rAAQ 
printer with laser quality 

star LC2MOO COLOUR RFWUM* 
22055 cps. 24 P*n £9CQ „ 
noiour. 30K buftei Wh"” 

crnZEN SWIFT 24e RRPM»# 
21&50 cps. colour C9fiflqq 
option. 2 y> guarantee dXMH3i 

accessories 
Parallel Printer Cable..£3.99 

Universal Printer Stand.£39*9 

500 sheets of continuous £A 99 

Colour kit option tor qr 

Swift 9/224/24e...UMn 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 17.5% 

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PHONE THE DYNAMITE HOTLINE 

0234 214212 

HOW TO ORDER 
Call us NOW on WHM 

0234 214212 mmm 
Send cheque or postal order to 

DYNAMITE COMPUTERS 
Dynamite House 

/JMV 44 a Stanley Street 
Bedford MK41 7RW 

N6 PVas# wi«e crwQue guarantee ca«j nurabor on the 
r«v«f» or cheque id knsur* same da* clearance (deques 

without cord number subsea to 10 da* cteaiarx*) 

Call into our showroom for a fast and 

friendly service 

Retail/Gueries 0234 364428 

_ DELIVERY CHARGES* 
£2.95 for orders less than £100 

£4.95 for orders over £100 

w w Next day express service £7,50 

'Charges applicable to UK mainland only 

PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 
Only £19.99! 

Features: *Next day courier delivery 

*30 day exchange for new 

*1 year guarantee giving 

free collection and delivery 

should a fault occur 
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KIDS' STORYBOOKS 
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THE DISCIS CHILDREN'S BOOK SERIES 
C3A.W AMD DISCIS 

- j delightful collection of popular chil- 

, - picture books brought to the television. 

*ne is operated in the same way. so in effect 

-. : deal with them a* one collection. 

The senes is biased towards American books 

^ ith American narrators and American spelling, 

but since the majority of children's television car¬ 

toons are mm American-made, that would only 

be a problem for the fussiest of English parents. It 

jImi goes rise to an interesting feature of the 

venes. in that every book can be read in Spanish, 

America's second language, if you so w ish, 

The format is the same for each book. The 

book is spread open in from of you, with the 

illustrations from the original printed versions 

reproduced in digilised form. And they're nicely 

digitised, too. The words are printed in large, 

friendly test, with never too much to read on one 

page. And there's music playing throughout, too. 

which makes the whole experience very like 

vvaiching Jackartory. 

To move through the book, you dick on the 

dog-cared bottom-right corner to turn the page or 

move a slider at the right-hand side. If you just 

want to listen to the story, you click on the little 

loudspeaker icon at the start of each paragraph 

and the narrator will read, turning the pages, to 

the end of the story. Each sentence is highlighted 

w hile U is read. 

The interactive element is that you can click 

on any word on the page to hear it spoken, or 

hold down the button 10 hear an in context* 

description of the word. You can also click on 

any part of the picture and the word that 

describes whatever you've clicked on will appear 

on the screen and be spoken. 

The only mild problems with ihe control sys¬ 

tem is that the CDTV tends not 10 take input 

when il's doing something else, such as loading 

the next piece of music or narration. Tim means 

that sometimes you dick and nothing will 

happen; which could be just a hit too fussy for 

impatient little fingers. 

The CD hooks are just as likely to become 

treasured possessions for younger children as 

Teal' books do already. They're nicely presented 

to a very high professional standard. Of course, 

different stories will be preferred by different 

people according to the subject matter - we've 

tried to give you an idea of which we preferred 

and why below. 

All in all, the only question you have to ask 

yourself is do you really want to pay that much 

more for a CD than a book? Kids' hooks have 

very few words, which translates into very few 

minutes of CD-watching, which makes them 

expensive at only one story per disc. 

Books have a 'feel' as objects which is 

entirely their own and many parents would prefer 

to get their kids away from the telly to read. On 

the other hand* if it keeps them quiet and encour¬ 

ages the kids of the ^ideo age to pay attention to 

words, it has to he 

good. Your deci¬ 

sion. It s the price 

that really makes 

it seem urt viable. 

MUD ■»! 
It's dn American 

narration of a 
story by a 

Canadian. Pi's a 

story kids con 

empathise with 
about a young girl 

who keeps 

putting on dean 
clothes, but every 

time she goes out 
she gets jumped 

an by o puddle of 

mud. Sweet! 

$<: The sand box 
u?as next to the 
house and hiding 

on top of the 
house there was a 
rood puddle. 

Mud Puddle 

and mirrors so 
large that they 
could see 
themselves from 
h*ad to toe, 
t Sul the poor 
girl had only a 
cold, dark room 
in the attic. 

3. 

The old standard fairytale, in a simplified modern-language version with American narration. Somehow the pictures of the 
characters seem very American and the story loses same of Its antique charm. 

■: They all jumped tp at once behind the coach 
and chmg close together, 

T_i_; 

dakrdlB 

A LONG HARD DAY ON 

4 when we left the train station two 
desperate bandits tried to rob <xr wagon. 

THE RANCH 

Amusing little tale narrated from first person by a young lad who imagines he's spending a day full of adventures an the 
ranch, whereas the reality is more mundane. Pleasantly amusing. 

THOMAS' SNOW SUIT 

t His mother 

nipped if> and 
down and said. 
Thomas, put on 
that snowsuilf 
t And Thomas 

said. Tmrnr 

Jry 
t One day 
Thomas' mother 
boc^t him a nice 
new brown 
szwwstiL 
f When Thomas 
saw that snowsuit 
he said* That is 
the ugliest thing 

Thomas really does not want to wear his snowsuil, and ends up in all sorts of tangles as a result. Kids will Identify with the 
fool-stomping refusals to cathartic effect Amercenishness intrudes slightly* 



KIDS' STORYBOOKS 

< Unfortunately, 
.1 dragon smashed 
tar castle, bur ned 
alt her clothes 
with his fiery 
breath, and 
carried off Prince 
Ronald. 

The Paper Baf Prifiqa* 

Excellent onti-sexist tale of o young princess who is berelt of her nice clothes and nice prince, and leaves to assert herself by 
outwitting a strong but very stupid male dragon. Delightful. 

Knthtr 

vhy her fly balls 
were always 
caught, especially 
beeam the 
fielders seemed 
to drop jxet 
about every 
other fly ball. 

Hntbcr 

< Heather felt a 
little tear in 
each of her eyes, 
4 They tictled 
her face when 
they dripped 
down her chin 

Definitely American story about the lass Heather trying to succeed in a bizarre baseball variant. Lois of stKcess-ethic 

lying this one: a little bit of indoctrination into the American dream. 

[ think I have a 
storoadi acta 
because we're 
moving today. 

-m 
. 

rffc^ When I voice iq? 
were at the 

new house 
i- II was gjtriy 

EafOyubie story of □ young lad reluctantly packing to move house. Plenty of identifkatron with a young boy's quirks (like 
keeping everything under the bed} hut a slight lean towards that irritating American precocious ness. 

r Peter Eebbil 

4' Mr McGregor 
cajw up with a 
sieve, which be 
intended to pop 
Upon the top of 
Peter- but Peter 

DH| leaving hi$ 
jacket behind him 

i 

ST) 

Beatrix Potter classic narrated, thank goodness, by an Englishwoman, Even though the digitised graphics ore of excellent 
y. you can't help but feel they're that much nicer in print. 

THE TALE OF BENJAMIN BUNNY 

i Peter was sitting 
by himself. < 

^ i He looked poorly. 
;£ 1 f * V'i and was dressed in 

i r-flt a red cotton pocket 

£ 
handkerchief 

^ * 

&aa>Aifl &vmy 

f That wood wan 
Full of rabbit holes; 
and in the neatest 
sandiest hole of alb 
lived Benjamin's 
avail and his cousins 
- Flopsy, Mopsy, 

r Uil ana Cotton 
Peter 

U 
less well-known Potter tale. Some narration and presentation, some slight qualms. There's something so nice about 

Ittie pocket-sized hardbacks, isn't there? 

A BUN FOR 
BARNEY 
£04.99 BBC MULTIMEDIA 

This is a combination of a storybook and an 

exploration game. The story of Barney the 

Bear and his iced bun with cherries on is nar¬ 

rated by ex-Doctor Who Tom Baker and 

features gorgeous graphics and animation. 

If you watch it straight through, the whole 

thing will last about 15 minutes, a reasonable 

chunk of w hich, tt has 10 be said, will be made 

up of w aiting for the next screen to appear, but 

whai it lacks in Amiga programming finesse, it 

makes up in multimedia presentation. 

But you’re not really supposed to just sit 

back and watch. As you move the pointer 

around the screen it changes to a magic wand 

over certain points. Press the button over one 

of these points, and something surprising hap¬ 

pens - the frog leaps, the weeping willow 

weeps or the bunnies do a dance. And at any 

time, you can click on the words on the screen 

to hear the individual words spoken. 

It's a lovely storybook in itself, but the 

interactive dement adds immensely to it. 

That's mainly because the things that happen 

when you click on something arc so delightful. 

I can see a kid exploring this and cries of 

"Come and see this!" ringing through the 

house regularly. 

If s lovely. But 

it is a 

expensive. 

Click on the words, and Tom Baker will speak 

them. Click on the bee and he loops the loop! 

ugh. “an 
iced currant bun with jour cherries 
on is beitei-theft o bun with none " 

Click on the rushes and from behind them appears 

a troupe of cavorting bunny rabbits. Aaaohh.** 
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A‘hR'B*U*S 

...has landed. 

o 

developed in cooperation with 

@ Lufthansa and Deutsche Airbus 

For further information call Air Traffic Control on: 021 449 6772 
\ I 



0 CD EDUCATION 

JAPAN WORLD 
£49.99 GLOBAL LEARNING SYSTEMS 

Look daunting? Don't worry, the alpha¬ 

bet is easy to learn using this program. 

Vocabulary Ex ere sc 

mm 
**5d guhart 

toy a bean pastcBtSfu 

globcfish ^|fugu 

i m&q 

The vocabulary e* ceruses leath pronunci¬ 

ation, so at least you won't starve! 

There is even a lesson on techniques and 

etiquette for using chopsticks. 

One of the most useful aspects of Multimedia is the ahility to 

create a totally interactive method for teaching languages. 

Usually language courses rely on a combination of books and 

audio tapes, but this requires you to be able to keep up with the 

tapes while you are reading. Of course, you can pause and 

rewind the tape when you drop behind, but it's much more 

helpful to have everything synchronised to begin with 

Japan World presents just such a package, combining written 

word and visual information with sound to provide a compre¬ 

hensive leaching guide lhat moves at your own pace. The 

lessons are split into sections covering various elements of 

Japanese life, including food and drink, culture, religion, shop¬ 

ping. geography and work. Along with background information 

on each subject (featuring lots of pictures}, there are language 

lessons complete with exercises in the form of puzzles. This 

allows you to test yourself after each lesson by both reading the 

on-screen text and listening to the recorded voices. There are 

even lessons on writing Japanese characters, ranging from the 

history of written Japanese through to the modem day. The 

sound and vision work extremely well on this section in partic¬ 

ular, showing the various characters along with their 

pronunciation, followed by examples and tests to allow you to 

grasp, very quickly, one of the most complex areas of Japanese 

- the Kanfcana alphabet. 

The background information is as good as any olher 

Japanese leaching course you can buy, wiih information on vir¬ 

tually all dements of Japanese life, backed up wiih lots of 

pictures and animations to illustrate the Lessons. The recorded 

Japanese has been spoken by a native, so you actually pick up 

the proper pronunciation, a point which has let many training 

courses down in the past. This combination of in-depth lessons 

and well designed presentation 

goes to make Japan World a 

comprehensive and extremely 

useful teaching tool. 
iferdie: 89% 

Welf there hod la be a Sumo wrestler in there somewhere! 

Japan and its Neighbours 

Just in (as* you didn't know where it was, this mop points out 
the positions of Japan and its surrounding islands. 

FUN SCHOOL 3s UNDEI 
C24.99 EUROPRESS SOFTWARE 

FUN SCHOOL 3s 3 
W EUROPRESS SOFTWARE 

Strug hi Amiga port, this: no enhance¬ 

ments ai all. Ifs a collection of six little 

fames designed to leach basic reading, 

comprehension and maths skills to pre- 

schonL children. The games involve: 

pecking out the capital letter lhat 

ehes the lower-case letter on the 

screen. choosing a word (hop, sit, read 

cfc.i n> make Teddy do the action: 

■ counting a number of objects: connect¬ 

ing a word wiih a picture of the object; 

pxiuhing pairs of shapes; and colouring 

a farming scene. 

It S not the most impressive set of 

in the world, but children do love 

tor - mpheity of these games because 

can deal with them easily on ihcir 

The fact that this does not exploit 

\ capabilities of CD ai all makes this 

smm no news at all for Amiga own* 

who can buy il on floppy: but it 

the category of stuff that it 

I be a shame for CDTV owners to 

ut on. At the same time, it seems 

purely marketing that stops 

ss from pulling all the Fun Schools on one 

The question you should ask yourselves is arc 

lhe:ig ripped off? 

There'i o choice af six simple gomes, testing 

reading, comprehension and counting. 

11 seems overly simple - dick on an action and 

teddy does it - hut kids find it accessible. 

Essentially very similar lo the other 

Fun School title, this is again a straight 

port of the two-year-old Amiga ver¬ 

sion. Because this is for an older age 

group, it involves a couple of more 

challenging concepts in the skills it is 

attempting to reinforce. 

Of ihe six small games, four are 

pretty simple, involving; picking out 

the right object in the toyshop: telling 

the time on a clock with hands; guiding 

the frog to the place identified by a 

word; guiding the frog around the pond 

picking up mathematical symbols and 

numbers to create a correct sum. The 

other two are somewhat more adven¬ 

turous. one testing know ledge of 

simple electrical circuits and the other 

leaching (he basic skills involved in 

using a computer database. 

These differences aside. Ihe same 

app lies for ill is disc as f or the other 

Fun School title. The Fun School 

series, and their well-thought out char¬ 

acters, remain enduringly popular with 

Amiga owners and children lake to them very easily, 

but you can’t help feeling that the asking price is a 

bit too high. 

Of these six games. Electricity and Fuji text 
are unusual and interesting ideas, 

Your average 7-year-old should find this 

easy, but there are increasing difficulty levels. 
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It’s a simple enough idea, but ii makes one of ihc most impressive 

CD lilies yet to appear. Essentially this is just a talking storybook 

of the Asteri* and Son book from the incredibly well‘loved senes. 

And it’s in French. So far, so what? 

Well, for starters it’s narrated. Thi* means that what you get is 

the pictures, digitised so that each screen to appear is just one 

frame; the words written down, in the captions and the speech bub¬ 

bles; and the words spoken, by the narrator. For anyone learning a 

language, reading a favourite and familiar book in that language is 

a great way of developing. Bui when you've also goi the speech, it 

adds a whole extra dimension. 

You can read the story through with pictures, speech and no 

written words; or with pictures, written words and no speech. Or 

you can read it through with all three if you like, in interactive’ 

mode, in which you can replay the speech bit by bit to help you 

understand it properly. 

The coup dc grace, however, is the last hit. If you add 

Microdcal’s Voice Master, which is a microphone with an inter¬ 

face that lets you plug it in the parallel port, you can go through the 

story in another mode. This lets you listen to a sentence, then 

‘record' your own version with the microphone. You can then play 

back your version next to the origi- 

nal. and see where you are going 

wrong. It sounds like a gimmick, 

but it does work surprisingly well! 
Met 84% 

The story ^ Asterii and Son is 
digitised and broken down so 
that each screen is one frame. 

You can simply read it through on 

the screen in French, clicking the 

button to see a new frame. 

I- 

l 

Apart from post reading, you con 

listen (no words appear) or hath 

read aid listen in Inter active'. 

But this is the best bit: listen to 

the french, record yoar own 
speech, then compare the two. 

Realy tins is just □ storybook in French. Bat the woy it has been 
presented makes it on ideal way of learning the language* 

MYPAINT 
£29*99 SADDLEBACK GRAPHICS 

This is a slightly altered Amiga port. It's a simple paini program and colouring book. While the 

Amiga version was ideal for encouraging the creativity of younger aspiring artists, this is ham¬ 

pered by the control method: draw a picture using a remote keypad and it ends up all straight lines 

and horizontals. With this part of the program rendered almost useless, you're left with an on¬ 

screen colouring book. The HXJ or so line drawings which are there 

to be coloured are pretty decent, and numbers and aplhabcts add 

an educational angle. Yes, it’s fun. Bui it's not special, and it’s 

worse than the Amiga original. 

Wlo)0rM3(20l gg 
•o 
om 
•jCj 
G® 
GD 
ir 8® 

%nr~ ~- 
There ore three different 'modes' in which this kids' point program operates: freehand draw, as seen on 

the left, colouring book, » seen on the right, and 'mogit' reveal: a picture appears as you scribble. 

ALL DOGS GO TO 
HEAVEN 
£34.99 MERIT SOFTWARE 

This is an even more mundane colouring book. 

It contains a number oflme drawings of scenes 

from the canine musical movie, each accompa¬ 

nied by a snatch of soundtrack. You move Ihc 

pointer over the colour you want to use and 

click the button, then move the pointer over the 

area you want to paint that colour and click the 

button again, and it fills in. 

BARNEY BEAR 
GOES TO SCHOOL 
£29.99 FREE SPIRIT 

Seldom has Amiga Format seen a more 

appalling educational game. It’s an Amiga port 

with absolutely no iwcaks at all. and even as an 

Amiga game you'd wonder what they'd done 

with the other half of the disk* 

It starts with Barney tucked up in bed, and 

you dick on him to rouse him. Then he goes to 

the wardrobe, and you have to click on his red 

Okie on the colovr you wont at the bottom of the 

screen and then dkk on the area you want la fiH 
You can also listen to the sounds. That's y*r lot. 

One of the three 'interactive' seen* that Barney 

encounters before he gets la sdrooJ. Ones Barney 
want fa eat a hearty breakfast? 

Computer paint books are satisfying in a way 

for young kids, because they can't colour over 

the edges the way they can with crayons, and 

because they can change any colour ai any 

time. This means that they can happily spend a 

few minutes absorbed in the task of getting it 

right - and, of course, none of the changes arc 

saved* so each time the title is restarted there's 

a blank canvas again. 

I'm sure the kids will want to show Mum 

the results: but one of the drawbacks about (his 

colouring book idea is that they can't hang it 

on ihc wail* Go on, be nice to your kids: give 

'em some pow¬ 

der paints and 

lei 'em get l ^1*1 

dirty instead* 

shirt to help him dress. Then you must decide 

whether the dear bear should eat a hearty 

breakfast or skip it As he's too young to have 

a hangover we assume he'd want to stuff his 

face with sugar-coated Weetocrispypops, and 

sure enough we were told a good little bear 

always eats well. Remember, kids: good 

morality is a good diet! 

Then Barney goes to school where there’s a 

blackboard on which you dick to access three 

different games: a 'how many' numbers game, 

a 'pick the letters' spelling game and a colour¬ 

ing book. Wow. Dragsvillc, Look in the Deja 

Vu PI) library 

for some good 

AMOS stuff ^ ki| 

instead, eh? 



STORM MOTn 
INDY HEAT™is fast and furious racing action where a decidedly mean 
streak may just keep you out in front. 

With the money you win, pfan your attack for ten different circuits - 
do you play safe with better brakes or go for it with more engine 
power? Do you boost your turbo or your crew ? - 
the decision is yours. 

a combination of skill, nerve and a few 
running over other teams' pit crewsl) 

SIORM 

wi 

vailable • February. 
Amiga/ST £25.99. 

C64 cassette £11.99, 

disk £15.99. 

The Sales Curve Ltd,The Lombard tutiness Centre, 
» Lombard R<»d.U*Kfe» $W11 35U Teh 071 5SS 3301 

Licensed from the Lelond Cofporotton. 
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WORLD VISTA ATLAS AMERICAN VISTA ATLAS 
£54.99 APPUED OPTICAL MEDIA £54.99 APPLIED OPTICAL MEDIA 

36 

Euck country bai much mure than 
maps: you tan evn hear local mrac! 

Each country h split into several 
areas, each with its own map. 

Digitised images of the landscape and 

the cities give you the feat 

The main thrust of this disk ought to be the 

maps, but really it isn't, The maps themselves 

are nice large-scale colour johs, that have 

been digitised and presented as massive over¬ 

scans which you can scroll around, which is 

reasonably practical, but a room-in feature 

would have been nicer. 

When you select a country, you are 

also offered massive quantities of other types 

of in form a l ion. including lots of geographi¬ 

cal. cultural and political statistics, which 

would make this a good educational tool for 

children. The most interesting options arc the 

images, digitised photos of landscapes and 

people, and the language option* which runs 

though a number of basic phrases in the 

country's native longue. 

There's a lot of good ideas packed into 

this package, and it could happily replace the 

basic atlas in book form in schools and fami¬ 

lies. The photographs, along with speech and 

even music, from the world's nations make 

this a voyage of exploration rather than just a 

dry-as-dust chore. All it really lacks is a few 

extra touches in 

presentation 

and a lower 

price. 

£odi state bos topographical maps 

with a preview af the whole lot. 

DigHised pictures tour the sights, 

from greet man-mode features... 

...to the beauty af the landscape. 

Very similar to the Wnrtd Vista Atlas in its 

presentation as well as in the kind of informa¬ 

tion that it offers, hut tweaked to cover 

a state-by-state survey of the USA. It's 

slightly less fun and rather more information- 

oriented than its partner, with more maps, 

information and statistics. 

You might expect it to he off-putting 

simply because it's about America and wish 

fora UK version: hut in actual fact, the oppo¬ 

site is true. As a Journey of exploration 

around a foreign country it works excellently, 

particularly because of the masses of digitised 

photographs of places of natural, historical, 

architectural or just touristic interest. I've 

already discovered several places l now want 

to go to on holiday! 

A set of these covering different coun¬ 

tries would he a great learning tool. Again, 

the criticism labelled al the disc would he that 

the presentation could be brushed up; less 

selecting from a menu of words or browsing 

through a slideshow of pictures, and more 

zooming in to detailed maps or clicking to 

reveal a photo i - 

And again, it's 

a little over¬ 

priced. 
Me) 75% 

THE GARDENFAX SERIES 

£34.99 EACH RMTERSEARCH SYSTEMS 

Home-grown stuff, this, and perhaps it’s only in the 

UK market that a CD on gardening could take root 

and flourish, never mind three titles. First impressions 

are somewhat off-putting: the graphics appear to have 

been designed by someone who thinks that Blanket}' 

Blank is the sort of thing that makes the BBC lead the 

world in television. Forgive it that - and after all, 

taste is a very personal thing - and you realise this is 

an excellent product. 

The gaudy main screen is a clever way of 'filter¬ 

ing' the index of 200-odd plants that are available for 

you to choose from. You click on an icon to define 

certain criteria - these icons are so effective that hav¬ 

ing used them once you'll never have to think twice 

ahout whal they mean. 

So by clicking on the 'light' option, for example, 

you can choose plants that prefer direct light to ones 

that want shade. Each time you select a particular cri¬ 

terion, the number of plants in the index is honed 

down, and you can go on defining the different crite¬ 

ria until you’ve found the red-flowering plants that 

like sun and a high temperature. This way of search¬ 

ing a list is unique in the CD titles we’ve so far seen 

and works excellently. 

By now. the list is down to only a dozen or so: so 

you pop off and browse through till you see some¬ 

thing you like. Each plant has a description, a picture 

and guides to caring for it. There arc also little Tilm’ 

animations you can watch, that show you tricky oper¬ 

ations tike reporting as a step-by-step sequence. 

The main difference between the different discs is 

that the criteria are changed, but only slightly; so for 

vegetables you might want to choose between a root 

crop or a top, while with trees it may be a leaf colour 

or their that's important. The other change is to the 

films, with appropriate techniques for the different 

kinds of plant. 

This is really aimed at the novice or ihe develop¬ 

ing gardener, lather than the experienced hand: and it 

seems lo offer all the information you need to choose 

suitable plants and care 

for them properly. 

And that's really what 

you need to know. 
fcfdic: 85% 
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TlM ET ABLE OF HISTORY* 
SCIENCE AND INNOVATION 
£39.99 XIPHIAS 

TIMETABLE OF HISTORY* 
BUSINESS, POLITICS AND MEDIA 
£39.99 XIPHIAS 

TW firjl way of finding the infoi motion you wont ii to select a keyword. From the key¬ 

word 'nuclear', oil these different topics can be accessed. 

Historical Tims Line 

loom in on an era lo find what you want. Pictures pop up, but not often enoughs 

Blackout Injuries I $40 

Wartime injuries are numerous 
in England. One Briton in five 
turns up hurt. Some are 
bowled over by careless 
runners; many walk into Air 
Paid Precautions posts; 
dozens stumble off curbs; but 
many ol the more severely 
injured are run over by cars. 

JU_J 

This is typical of the information you discover: it reads much like a newspaper article, 

with no real context. Clicking an the film camera icon brings up a picture. 

Presentation is ideal!cal to the Sd#«i tfsh. The pictures tend lo be rather yawn so me. 

The trouble with this is that it looks like it takes itself far too seriously. The visual 

presentation of the material lets it down immensely; it*s dull and forbidding. There 

arc essentially two ways of accessing a topic: from an index of keywords or from a 

timeline* of historical periods. 

On a casual browse, you can find oui a lot of interesting fads you never knew. A 

v tern that lets you highlight words in any piece of text to find other pieces on the 

me topic leads you on a fascinating wander through a world of information. On 

the other hand, there’s an awful lot of very dull information loo. What ought to 

bring it all to life is the ability to click on an icon to gel photographs, illustrations, 

♦ ti footage* animations* snatches of sound and helpful diagrams. Sadly these are 

fc* and far between - l only came across one film sequence* of the space shuttle 

ruUengcr taking off. And frequently the same illustration pops up time and again, 

>ou realise about the second time that it’s pretty irrelevant to the subject* 

Whether the makers of CD reference books are discovering that 500 Megabytes 

i data is all loo link* or whether they are simply 

being lazy is anyone’s guess, but it's this lack of the 

emcncment that more graphics and sound could bring ' 

tal lets it down. 

P bet look hideously gaudy, but In use this Is the best main scree* yet to be seen in CD 
irfttni. Go round the outside selecting your criteria with the beautifully obvious icons: tap 

•#* s idoE of flower, for instance, and top right is amount of light. When you've set all 

atoeria you woni dick on the eye to view the number of plants that fit the bill* 

The second title in this scries is aimed at the sort of topics and facts that you would 

expect lo find in a general history text book* which blends gradually, as we come 

through the centuries and into recent times, to become a bit more like a potted 

newspaper of the last 50 years or so* 

Each event in modem history is presented very much like a newspaper article* 

which very often means you don’t have a specific context for a piece that you’re 

reading. Even the well-implemented keyword system doesn’t help you out much* 

because clicking on a word brings up a list of similar newspaper reports that are 

equally incomprehensible individually; there is no wray of getting a simple potted 

background to the events being discussed. 

The ill u si rat ions tend to be more reminiscent of newspaper photographs. Some 

arc just black-and-white stills of famous people, while others add background but 

not enough relevant information. The sound clips are also much like the small 

quotes that you get in many newspaper articles. And again, like a newspaper* this is 

also a product of its lime and place: it's prejudice to 

an American view of the world and the way that 

events affected their country. On the whole it’s far 

loo biased a look on the history of the modem world. 

Wo want a flower that can survive in bright sunlight, so we put that an the wish list 

too. With all our criteria established, we can scroll through o list of suitable*. 

All the plants on the list we look through will suit our requirements, so new it's just 

a question of taking a look at the pictures and choosing one that looks nice. 
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E29.99 EACH ANIMATED PIXELS 

Knock me down with □ feather H that's not a typo - the hat- 
tie has been 'one1? This is a mo jar problem with tk«$t disci. 

Pictures appear if you dick on the icon in the row at the bot¬ 

tom af screen. The Bible features such DPoint efforts as this. 

When we first heard that this disc was to be released, we expressed our fears that it won Id be simply composed of on-screen 

text and a few pictures. Ifs been said, mainly by an extremely optimistic Commodore chairman, that CD is the medium of 

the future that will take over from books. But if you use CD simply to present a book, using none of the exciting possibili¬ 

ties that interactivity brings, w hat do you end up with? A book that's hard to read and hurts your eyes. Nice ideal 

Sure enough, our fears have come true. The only real achievement about this disc is that someone has proven that you 

can fit the whole Bible onto a CD. The only real interactive dements are that you can change the typeface, search for a par¬ 

ticular verse or scene and search for a specific word. Nowr the las! two of these are vaguely useful: but they don't really 

make up for an inadequate idea. 

As for the pictures: well, the digitised engravings of the Shakespeare disc are reasonable enough, but the Deluxe Paint 

images from the Bible are really pretty amateurish. And, perhaps most disappointing of all* it 

only takes a few minutes to spot some glaring typing errors. 

Who wants to read Shakespeare on the telly, when a video of the play is much more 

enjoyable? Who wants to read the Bible on the telly, when a book is cheaper and immensely 

more practical? fi*s just not a sensible proposition, 

The mechanic of the system is simple enough. You select the book you want to read from the bookshelf, and it starts at page one. 
You can skip through acts and scenes (or chapters and verses m The Bible). And from time to time there's a picture to sea. 

NEW BASICS ELECTRO 
£39,99 XJPHIAS 

The first thing that hits you about this is the 

smart and sophisticated appearance of the 

screens. The second thing is that this title is 

special in having a way of letting you narrow 

down the number of choices according to cir¬ 

cumstances (similar to that of the Gardenfax 

series* previous page). This is more than just a 

recipe book: if s also a coffee-table book about 

food. But the core of it is recipes, and the 

clever thing about it is that there are several 

ways of accessing those recipes. 

The cleverest of these is the ‘Food Types' 

selection. This lets you pick out a number of 

ingredients - either because that's what you 

have in the house or because you’re a fussy 

eater - and choose from only the recipes that 

contain these ingredients. 

The other ways of discovering particular 

recipes are to use the Meal Types option to 

select from recipes suitable for a particular 

kind of meal (breakfast, for example) and the 

Special Occasions option that picks out 

slightly extravagant ideas for birthdays, panics 

and other festivities. 

Apart from that you can select from the 

complete list of recipes or a list of set menus, 

or you can go via the cookbook itself which 

presents chapters with background and fea¬ 

tures as well as the recipes. It's here that 

i I lustrations are most likely to be involved: 

these are mainly groups of pictures, such as six 

different kinds of bread which pop up at any 

suitable opportunity. 

Recipes start off as a list of ingredients and move 

on to haw you cook the dish in question. 

HUTCHINSON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA 
£49*99 ATTICA CYBERNETICS 

This is one of the (wo discs that come free with the CDTV (the other is Lemmings) and with the pedigree of the book 

from which it is taken, it ought to he a winner. Sadly, it fails to come up with the goods. 

The main problem with it is presentation. The only way to access the information - apart from viewing the pictures in 

a random slideshow - is from a straightforward alphabetical list of all 25.000 entries. This is ameliorated somewhat by 

the fact that you can type in the letters of the word you're looking for, and as you input each letter the index is cut down 

to only the entries that match what you’ve typed - so if you've typed 'ani‘ so far, you'll only be offered entries that start 

with those three three letters - but il's far from an ideal system. Any way of splitting the entries up into groups of subjects 

would definitely be a help. 

The control system is confusing at first, because it's split into two: while (he pointer is on the bottom bar ii works one 

way, and while the pointer is over the main screen it works in a different way. 

But the major problem* in common with a couple of the other CD reference works, is that (be whole thing is lacking in 

excitement. Most of the pictures are dull, many are in black-and-white, there's no animation and the much-vaunted sound 

clips from the BBC archives arc few and far between. The maps are simply pathetic. 

CD should have three advantages over a printed book: first, the pictures can move: second, information can be discov¬ 

ered by (be reader more easily if it is presented in an interlinked, cross-referenced and, above all, enticing way; and third, 

you can listen to it as well as just reading or looking. These are what make it exciting, and 

these are what this disc lacks to any great degree. We don't want gimmicky discs that are 

all flash presentation and no substance: but we don't want ordinary books disguised as a 

new medium, either,. 
Type in o few letters to narrow your (hake, then 

select a topic and read all about if. 

L 
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COOKBOOK 

The main screen offers a number of ways of pick' 

mg out recipes that you're in teres led in. 

Recipes are presented first as a List of ingredi¬ 

ents, which you can modify to different 

quantities for varying numbers of people, and 

secondly as a list of instructions. There are 

several hundred recipes, many of which arc 

interesting and original though they do have a 

Might bias mwards the kinds of exotic ingredi¬ 

ents you might find in an American 

delicatessen, rather than a British supermarket 

This is probably the most successful of the 

Xiphias discs and it scores very well in terms 

of presentation, though the illustrations could 

be more directly tied in with the recipes: there 

are no step-by-step photographic guides. As 

for content, it’s probably not ideal as a basic 

comprehensive cookbook: but it provides an 

excellent source for new ideas, To us Brits, it’s 

almost an American cookbook in the same 

way you have an Indian of a Chinese one, so 

as an exploration 

of a nation's 

culinary cuft 

turc it's great, 

The pictures lend to be unhelpful: this piece of 
breed is to illustrate a section on pina dough. 

of rt>* digitised pictures ere mono, and the 
wt awful: this is all you'll see of Germany. 

DR WELLMAN 
£54.99 EHOTTA MULTIMEDIA 

One notable first was scored by this disc months ago: ii was the very 

first CDTV title wfe sawr pressed and ready for release. If $ a medical 

encyclopaedia for the family, which you navigate through by pick¬ 

ing chapters and sub-chapters from accessible pictorial menus. 

When you've reached the subject you want, the information is 

presented by a series of screens of text and illustration: seldom is 

there just text, which makes the whole thing feel very friendly. A 

narrator with a reassuring, friendly voice reads out the words, too. 

Highlighted keyw ords can be selected for an explanation to appear. 

The only problem with the picture-menu way of rinding a subject 

is thai you're never quite sure what's in w hat chapter, so there's also 

a complete index. This has been very well designed, with an amaz¬ 

ingly rapid fast scroll to let you find the right area of the alphabet 

and a slow scroll to help you pick out the subject you want. 

This is nicely designed and nicely implemented, with excellent 

narration, an excellent information navigation system and attractive 

graphics, all in the same style throughout, giving it a cohesive feel 

The only slight qualm we have is whether it contains all the informa¬ 

tion that you would expect from a home 

medical encyclopaedia: we looked up 

several common ailments aboui 

which there was just no information 

available at all. 

The main screen offers you the diopters to choose 

from. Simply move the box la the one you wont. 

PERSONAL HEALTH 

•i 
J 
w p ii u fk 

ADULT 
HEALTH m 

HEALTH 
assessment 

3 i t* & 
i-EJflDR 

cnrnns 
*0 

Q- . L_ A 
EXT™ HEALTHY ILL? AL TEWS ATI WK 
HEALTH UVim- EXAMINATION MEDICINE 

loth chapter is also divided into sub-chapters, again 
with clear pictures to moke choosing easy. 

XIPHIAS 

The immediate impression of this disc is disappointing, simply because ihe first screen is dull The sole access point 

(and this isn't a criticism, because thaf s all if needs) is a screen showing the letters of the alphabet, from which you 

select the letters that male up your word, or the first few letters if you warn to search for a whole set of words. 

The search then comes up with a list of words which match the letters you've typed in. Select one and you get the 

usual dictionary definition, but with the added plus that you can click on any of the words in the definition to have 

them defined loo. Certain definitions will be accompanied by pictures which you can choose to view, and all can be 

spell out in phonetics and spoken. And that's really all there is to it. 

The major problem with this is not that it’s American - it includes lots of real English too. even quoting some very 

bizarre colloquialisms as 1British, obscure' - but that it has a tendency to use words in the 

definitions which you don't understand and which do not also have a deft nil ion. Most 

unhelpful, and it quickly destroys your confidence in the idea. Apart from that, it has 

no real advantage over a book except that you can hear the words spoken, which 

makes the price seem very high. 

Typing in the four letters 'auto' has produced a list of 

words we can look up. Let's go for 'automobile'. 
This just happens lo be one af the few entries that Is accom¬ 

panied by a picture: the majority of entries have none. 
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FRED FISH 
COLLECTION 
$35 HYPERMEDIA CONCERTS 

For on instant games and utilities collection, check 

out the Fred Fish (olfaction on CD. 

The oilier major possibility for CD is storing 

noi one little Amiga game, but a whole mass 

of Amiga software. If you're new to comput¬ 

ing, you may not be familiar with the name 

Fred Fish. This is actually a compilation of 

over 100 Public Domain disks from the Fred 

Fish library, featuring really useful utilities, 

demos* games, animations and pictures to add 

to your collection, 

A lot of the games and demos are very 

entertaining and the utilities cover a wide 

range of applications, so there's bound to be a 

lot to interest a great number of people. 

Unfortunately, you can only access the disk by 

loading the Amiga Workbench, so only users 

with an Amiga and A690. or CDTV owners 

with an external drive and a Workbench disk 

will be able to use the disk. Still* if you are a 

serious computer user in need of some addi¬ 

tional utilities and you've missed out on the 

Fred Fish series, then this CD will be a verita¬ 

ble Aladdin's 

cave of delights 

(to quote a 

tacky cliche), 

This Mandelbrot pattern generator is fust one of 

the little items available on the Fred Fish CD, 

VOICE MASTER 
E19.99 MICRODEAL 

This is simply a microphone and an interface 

which allows it to be plugged in to the 

CDTVs parallel port. It can be used to make 

the most of the excellent Asterix title, or for a 

number of other forthcoming releases. And it 

works fine. We mention it simply so you know 

of its existence. 

CD REMIX 
£29.99 MICRODEAL 

Being able to control a CD player directly from a com¬ 

puter opens up a very interesting musical possibility. 

Instead of needing expensive sampling and mixing equip¬ 

ment to rehash old records, you can do it with a CD ROM 

drive and a single program. 

CD Remix allows you to combine Amiga samples and 

drum sequences with music from any CD of your choice. 

All you have to do is load up some samples, create a drum 

pattern or two on the drum editor, then use the main 

sequence editor to carry out your remix combining the 

three. You can play any portion of the CD at any point 

and intercut the music with built-in computer sound. 

Although some of the change-overs sound a little 

scrappy in places (youHd need some wonderful studio- 

quality CD equipment for that), and actually producing a 

worthwhile mix of a track takes quite a bit of practice. CD 

Remix is without doubt a great leap forward in the pro¬ 

duction of ‘bedroom music'. Some of the technical quirks 

need tidying up and a few sections of the editing system 

could become a little more user-friendly, but this is the 

First program in a pretty new field for home music. In 

time, after a few more programs come out based on this 

theme, this could be the 

next big thing for amateur 

DJs with high hopes and 

dreams of stardom. 

The drum sequence page has a very nice colourful set of 

LEDs to make the screen look interesting. 

By setting up various sections oa the main sequencing 

page, you cart create some impressive remixes with ease. 

MUSIC MAKER 
£34.99 MUSIC SALES LTD 

Music Maker is a four-sect ion interactive music program. 

The first section is the Jukebox, with various digitised 

images being loaded up as you listen to several dodgy ren¬ 

ditions of hit songs. Next it*5 the Play Along section, 

which allows you to play along using cither a MIDI key¬ 

board or the number keys on the CDTV controller. 

The third section. Drum Along, allows you to select a 

drum kit from a choice of four, then play along with a CD 

of your choice. This sounds good in theory, but in practice 

the drum sounds are just too feeble. Still it's fun for a 

minute or two. The last section is a quiz for between two 

and four players. Various multi-choice questions are called 

up, ranging from naming composers and instruments to 

remembering the years of hit songs. 

Although the idea is good in principal. Music Maker 

doesn't really measure up to the initial expectations. The 

song renditions are pretty appalling and the subsections 

arc lacking in any real enter¬ 

tainment, A case of too 

much novelty and not 

enough content, it seems. 

f NAME THE DRUMMER OF THE MON] KES 

1 aS Wnt f 'tiim 

,,t DAVEV" JONES 
2. MARC ALMOND 
a MICKY DOLENZ 
4. PET® TOOLE 

If you think you know more musical trivia than your mates, 

then you can test out this knowledge in (he Musk Maker quiz. 

EDWIARD MUYBRIDGE 
- WOMEN IN MOTION 
£29.99 OfM-UNE 

With the advance in technology that brought CD ROM, it 

seems strange to have a product based on the work of one 

of the earliest cinematographers. Edweard Muybridge was 

responsible for developing a camera system that could 

capture moving action as a series of still shots - and using 

it, he helped solve the mystery of how a horse gallops. 

This disk features the history of Muybridge's woik. 

nicely presented, with a decent narration to help you 

around, But the main element is lots of rude pictures of 

nude women dancing about, gathered into complete ani¬ 

mations, which can be saved out onto floppy disk to help 

you create your own animations. Using the frames as a 

basis, you can draw figures with realistic movement: it's a 

technique known as ‘rotoscoping’. 

CD is ideal for storing masses of info* and you'll see 

more discs for animators. The problem is that the subject 

here is limited: a similar 

disc with different figures 

rather than just one well- 

built lady would be ideal. 

With a fistful of digitised! images and animations. Women in 

Motion showcases the work of Edweard Muybridge. 



Mail order specialists since 
1983, Dimension Computers 
offer a huge range of PC’s 
and peripherals from the 

World’s leading 
manufacturers at substantial 

savings. 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

DIMENSION 
COMPUTERS 

DIMENSION HOUSE, 
HIGH STREET, 

LEICESTER LEI 4FP. 

Open: Monday - Friday 
9.30am - 5.30pm 
Open: Saturday 

9.00am - 5.30pm 

THE MIDLANDS’ LARGEST COMPUTER DEALER 

AMIGA 
500 + Computer 
Commodore mouse 
TV modulator 
Power supply 
Workbench disk 
Workbench extras disk 
All leads and manuals 
Mouse mat 
Joystick or disk box 

21 Utilities including FINDEX (card style database). SPREAD (spreadsheet). 

TEXT ENGINE (wordprocessor). VIRUS X {checks for/kills viri) complete with full 

operating instructions on disks 

SPECIAL PRICE £349.00 

3 blank disks 
Help sheet 
PD catalogue 
IMb memory 

The Simpsons, 

Lemmings. 
Captain Planet, 
DPaint III 

Plus 16 more games 

Commodore 

vCDTV 
V J IWIOIACTWE 
-- MULTIMEDIA 

Commodore CDTV 

Lemmings. Hutchinsons 

Encyclopedia control pad... 

As above, plus 

eidernai 3 W disk drive. 

As pack 2 plus stereo 

speakers, internal amplifier 

£459.00 
£499.00 
£529.00 

KEYBOARD __£49.95 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

Mavis Beacon Typing. £29.99 
Pen Pal....£74.99 

Kind words 2.  ...£44.99 
Infofile.£44.99 
Deluxe Paint4..... ..£84.99 
Mr Backup Pro...,£27.99 

PHONE FOR COMPLETE RANGE 

AMIGA 1500 BUNDLE 
Includes: 

DELUXE PAINT III 
PLATINUM THE WORKS 
HOME ACCOUNTS - DIGITA 
LEISURE SOFTWARE 

£549.00 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

ZYDEC512K +CLOCK.£29.95 

ZYOEC 512K NO CLOCK.£24.95 

A500 + 1Mb Trapdoor Expansion...POA 

MEMORY CHIPS FOR H/DRIVES: 
256Kx4drams.£9.99 

1Mb x 9 simms..£49.99 

Panasonic 
1170.-...£139.82 

1t24i...£233 82 

1123.    £176.25 

1624.£374.82 

P4450i LASER.£1227 87 

P4420 LASER. .£771.97 

4455 LASER.,...£176132 

Canon 
BJtOEX.(233.82 

BJ300.£421.82 

BJ330.£468 8? 

LBP4 Pius LASER.£750.82 

LBP8 Pius LASER.£1256.07 

Mk ill LASER.£1209.07 

PRINTERS 

SEIKOSHA 

SP2400.£139.82 

SP1900+.£111.62 

SL92.£186.82 

SP2415.£222.07 

LT20 (under laptop).£257.32 

OP104 LASER... £668.57 

rOMruTER MUNTERB 

LC200 COLOUR. £186.82 

LC24/20Q.. £215.02 

LC24/200 COLOUR £284.37 

LC20..£128.07 

LC15.£227.95 

LC24/10.£175.07 

LC24/15.£386.57 

FRIO.£229.12 

FR15..£325.47 

ZA200.£316.07 

ZA250.£410.07 

XB24/200. £386.57 

XB24/250.£464.12 

Starlaser 4 LASER.£692.07 

Stariaser 8 LASER.£821.32 

Starscript 4 LASER £1009.32 

Starscnpt8LASER.£1455 82 

MIRACLE 
Piano Teaching System incs. Professional 

Keyboard designed to work with your 

Nintendo, IBM PC & Compatible computer 

or Commodore/Amiga 

£289.99 

DRIVES 

SUPRA H/Drive 52 Mb + utilities.£339.00 

EXTERNAL 3 V2\ long length lead. 

on/off switch, thru-port..£59.99 

INTERNAL 31/2' replacement drive £69. 

MONITORS 
MONITOR TV’s 

GOLDSTAR MONITOR/TV 
14' remote control TV 4Q programme 
memory capability full 
function on screen display.£189.00 
PHILIPS 8833 MKII (inc lead) £219.00 

ESSENTIAL ITEMS 
QTEC MOUSE. £19.99 

ZYFi STEREO SPEAKERS.£39.95 

DELUXE WORKSTATION (A500).£49.99 

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 

All ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 
ADD £7.00 PER BOX CARRIAGE AND PACKING 

ON ANY ORDER 
GOODS ARE NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 
2 WORKING DAYS OF CLEAREO PAYMENT 8Y 

OVERNIGHT COURIER 
PLEASE ALLOW 7 WORKING DAYS FOR 

CHEQUE CLEARANCE. 

SALES & 
ENQUIRY DESK 

0533 517479 / 621874 

FAX ENQUIRIES 
0533 511638 



31* MEGA GAME 1Mb 
HARWOODS POWERPLAY PACK 1 COMES OF AGE WITH 31* GREAT GAMES & A 
1Mb AMIGA A500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS WITH THE SIMPSONS, LEMMINGS 

AND CAPTAIN PLANET PLUS 28* EXTRA GAMES ONLY FROM HARWOODS!!! 

ALL OUR AMIGAS ARE UNITED 
KINGDOM SPECIFICATION AND 

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING... 

1 Mb. Disk Drive 
1Mb Ram Memory 

TV Modulator 
4096 Colours 
Multi Tasking 

Speech Synthesis 
4 Channel Digital Stereo 

Sound 
Amiga Mouse 

Operation Manuals 
Workbench 2 Disks 

ALL Connecting Cables 

PLUS...All OUR Amigas 
are backed by Harwoods 

Great Service 
lPlease see lull details in our 

Ordering Made Easy ‘ panel linal page! 

THATS RIGHT HARWOODS HAVE PUT TOGETHER THE 
STARTING WITH POWERPLAY PACK 1 WHICH 

Just look at what you gat NOW,,, 
♦AMIGA A500 PLUS COMPUTER WITH A FULL 1Mb. OF MEMORY! 
•THE SIMPSONS. BART vs THE SPACE MUTANTS * Thats right man! 

you can play the computer version of this popular TV cartoon. By Ocean. 
•CAPTAIN PLANET - created from the award winning TV show, now s your chance to save tne 

earths environment with this ultimate adventure... your Eco-Gopter is waiting. By Mindscape. 
•LEMMINGS - Are you as smart as Lemmings are stupid, match your intelligence against their 

lack of It as you play the 140 levels of the most original game of '91 (European Computer Leisure 
Awards Winner). By Psygnosis. 

•EDUCATIONAL BASIC LANGUAGE FOR CREATING YOUR OWN PROGRAMS 
•DELUXE PAINT III GRAPHICS PACKAGE WITH ANIMATION 
•TAILORED DUST CDVER AND MOUSE MAT 
•AND A SUPERB HIGH QUALITY MICRQSWITCHED JOYSTICK, 
•PLUS..,, IB MORE GREAT GAMES, THERE'S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE^ 

BLOODWYCH - Fantasy rote-playing game, great interaction with your computer created environment 
BUBBLE* - Help the dawdling ghost and the soap bubble, escape from the old deserted manor house 
CAPTAIN BLOOD - Astonishing creatures and animated 3D graphics, this is a game you just have to play 
ELIMINATOR ■ A progressive multi stage flying shoot m up, on a long winding course, survive il you caul 
HOSTAGES - You must gel your team and hostages out of the terrorist overrun embassy, without loss of Itte 
JUMPING JACKSON - In a deluge of colour and sound save, the earth from sadness and melacholy music 
KRYPTON EGG ■ A classic Breakout game. 60 screens, separated by 6 combat sequences 
LANCASTER - Your mission is to fly the classic WWI! bomber on its dangerous raids over enemy territory 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY * You drive your 300 bhp Sierra Cosworth through demanding stages of the rally 
PURPLE SATURN DAY - Four arcade games, an exciting high speed trig into total cosmic 3D space 
SAFARI GUNS - Live the African experience in an animal sanctuary, track Hie poachers & ivory traffickers 
STIR CRAZY (Featuring Bobo) - Bobo & bis inmates are planning a stunning trampoline jump prison escape 
SKYCHASE - Airborne combat tor every simulation fan. In this one or two piayer game, battle against your 
MiG flying adversary in your F-16 Falcon 
SKYFOX HI - Skyfox It, the only ship fast enough to cany on the Skyto* legend Rght to blow your federation 
enemies from trie Galaxy, at speeds of 9000 kilometres/second! 
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER - Puts you in the cockpit of one of Bntains most exiting tighter aircraft. Multiple 
skill levels let you progress to become an ace ptoi 
TtNTIN ON THE MOON Wfve been captured by Colonel Jorgen and he's tring to scupper toe moon mission. 
Come on Tinbn. you re the only one who can save us. and be the first on trie moon 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL ~ Strap on your helmet for American football simulation that looks like the real thing, 
XENON 2 MEGABLAST - This time it s war! The Xenltes are back and have thrown time itself into turmoil, 

m mmt itmngto to substitute indfYtiuai software titles or pack item should me need arise. 

**oa inni 
;;ai;n 
.. 
m 
»“«S 

ULTIMATE AMIGA PACKS YET AGAIN. 
INCLUDES 31* GREAT GAMES! 

PACK 1 

* OUR POWERPLAY PACK 1 PREVIOUSLY CONTAINED 21 GREAT GAMES 
BUT, NOW WE RE INCLUDING THESE 10 FANTASTIC BONUS GAMES... 

...BUT ONLY WHILST STOCKS LAST! 
DATASTQRM - The fastest shoot em up of all time! Delender with a vengenceM! 
DUNGEON GUEST Ultimate in multisensory gaming! The BEST graphic mysteries I 
E-MOTION- 50 levels of multi-coloured puzzles. A challenging emotional experience j 
GRAND MONSTER SLAM - Elves. Trolls. Goblins, Ores, Dragons & Knights do battle! j 
RVF HONDA - Formula 1 motorbike racing at 170mph on a Honda RC30 racing bike! | 
DRIVIN1 FORCE - For driving maniacs! 12 competitions day or night with 6 vehicles! 
PIPE MANIA * Classic puzzle arcade game. So addictive you wont want to pul it down! 
ROCK N‘ ROLL - Crazy acton game accompanied by fantastic Rock n Roll sounds! j 
5KWEEK- Paint the town PINK, kilt Scrinpreuls and dominate 99 levels Of Sfcweezland 
TOWER OF 8ABE1 - intricate 3D strategy game. Fantastic lighting & shading effects! ] 

AND HARWOODS ALSO GIVE YOU A SUPERS BROCHURE OFFERING UP TD ti NIGHTS FREE NOTH 
ACCOMODATION HI AN EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF 400 HOTELS AROUND THE UK PLUS NOW A 

SPECIAL BUDGET FRANCE SUPPLEMENT IS INCLUDED TOO! 

Priced at an INCREDIBL 

€399 
Tfofrwv imm ore oioiluble f subnet to status i for most flrukit rrfi'tisc set our ordering pawl at the eikliftbis afctfffor full ih’Uak 



HARWOOD'S GREAT 1Mb 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

MEGA 31* PACK 3 
Thaf s right you get the fantastic 

Amiga SALL THE EXTRAS 
detailed in Harwoods "Mega 31" 
Games Pack 1 (lar left} AND... 

then you also gel., 
THE SUPERB PHILIPS CM8833/H 

STEREOCOLOUR MONITOR 

HARWOOD'S 
BRILLIANT 1Mb 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 
MEGA 31*' 

GAMES PACK 2 
That's right you get 

the fantastic Amiga & 
ALL THE EXTRAS 

detailed in Harwoods 
'Mega 31“ Pack 1 

AND you also get... 
THE PHILIPS 

CM8833/II 
STEREO COLOUR 

MONITOR 

I Or mdnior secftw I 

MdesaSstoyaf 
l ctviceotPhlps 

Momton & tAonftw TVs 

THE SUPER STAR 
LC 200 COLOUR 

printer^ 

A SPECIAL PACK FROM HARWOOD £ 
YOU SEE AND HEAR THOSE GAMES 

WTTH SUPERB CLARTTY 

qu mm sffrtNJn prE pae* $ 
pm M ifcNdufc for your chotce 
* Motm$ 4 Monitor TVS? 

HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 
PRIMARY A JUNIOR PACK A 

Get your children off To flte nghi 
cumpulmg star! witti tins soJtwafe j Jjpu 

team and pty pact. \ 
PROF PLAYS A MEHr SAME ^ ^^1 
PROF LOOKS AT MMDS EDUCATION 
PWf HAKES SEAT!MCES 
PNOt IWHTSHM MADS V 

ITS THE- 
BUSINESS 

A TRULY PROFESSIONAL 
=»CKAGE SPECIFICALLY 

R3R THE BUSINESS 
MINDED AMIGA USER. 

"HIS ONE SHOULD 
FULFILL EVERY AREA 
OF HOME BUSINESS 

YOLTRE LIKELY TO NEED! 

THE BUSINESS PACK 
FROM HARWOODS 
MCLUDESALLTHE 

FOLLOWING... 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

WITH 1Mb. MEMORY 

POWERPRO 
PROFESSIONAL 
PROFESSIONAL 

2* me** cw-sr TntftqHcinhiev’iNlr 
rflbocfc 

A GREAT EDUCnONAl PACK 
TOR YOUfl CHUMEN at a 

FRACTION OF THE NOfWAL COST 

PHILIPS CM 8833/11 Mffi9 
STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 
In Monitor Pir^ on Pig* S Tor Mails 

STAR LC200 9 PIN 
FULL COLOUR PRINTER^ 
Sea Printer Pinalon Paga 5 hr MMi 

HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 
acsero uva pack b 

GCSE txamni&on level studies on your f ff* TIHl. 
Am qj computtr Burt's tunf ■ 

* nr n.i^jf7y^pf \ ifniflm If.' . I,'1 i ... T. ,7. 

PEH PAL VI .3 (Word Processor)...1Mb. 
Super BASE II PERSONAL (Database) 

SUPERPLAN (Spreadsheet)...!Mb. — 
Daasajnn. Own Ferae, ftpe Itana. 

A GREAT TEN o^q»*r<»*#b*e**<* 
T.  J fl y-. -I f Dwc Lf 11*1 ale 

GAMES PACKAGE ~ and Grand Monster Stem. 

WE MEAN BUSINESS AT A GREAT 

PACKAGE PRICE OF JUST.. 

All our packs contain the new 

Amiga A 500 Plus. 

<13 Amigos may still fo> available 

to special order, please enquire.) 

OR„YQU CAN CHOOSE 
A PH0UP5 MONITOR TY 

AT NO EXTRA COST! 
5e#p*g*&tor PULL 

dHnls of lint rrmaftyiWr 

Fart Tert Monitor TV 

OR-YOU CAN CHOOSE 
APHEJPSMOfDTORTV 

AT NO EXTRA COST! 
5h p*g« I for mi 

dHBXsofthtervTLvIubte 

A DO A C UMA N A CAX 354 SECOND DRIVE 
FOR just ho to help bun those 

BUSINESS PACKS KOBE EFFICIENTLY 

ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE 

The Closer you look 
The Better we took. 

tenth atv anuhiNcf subject to wimi for most fmxiiKtS: please see our ordering miel at the end <*f this advert for full details 



SOUND ANg^ON 
fjords M( 

CDTV 

CDTV ACCESSORIES Please c* kf 
latest avafefrfcty 

C01220 KEYBOARD 
C01252 MOUSE 
C01200 TRACKBALL 

CO t400 CADDY 

AN 89 KEY QWERTY KEYBOARD £401 
INFRARED MOUSE WITH BATTERY SAVER £49.95 

INFRARED TRACKBALL WITH THE OPTION £79.95 
OF EXRECT CONNECTION TO EXTEND BATTERY LIFE. 

DUPLICATES FUNCTIONS OF 2 BUTTON MOUSES 
NaUOES TWO 9 PIN PORTS FOR STD JOYSTICKS 
FOR HOLDING CO WITHIN DRIVE £9.95 

CD 1401 MEMORY CARD PERSONAL RAM CARD CONTAINING £79.95 
64K OF MEMORY FOR STORING DATA OR AS A 
BOOKMARK FACILITY WITHIN CDTV 

CD 1405 MEMORY CARD A LARGER PERSONAL RAM CARD £249.95 
CONTAINING 512K OF MEMORY FOR STORING 
DATA OR AS A BOOKMARK FACUTY WITHIN CDTV 

CD 1800 aOPPY DRIVE RACK MOUNTABLE FLOPPY DRIVE WITH £99 95 
B80K CAPACITY. CASING ALLOWS ROOM FOR 

ADDITIONAL HARD DRIVES OR MODEMS ETC. 

PAL BASED VIDEO INTERFACE CARD FOR £149 95 
SUPERIMPOSING CDTV IMAGES OVER A VIDEO SIGNAL 
PROVIDED BY ANY STANDARD VIDEO SOURCE 
CDTV COMPATIBLE AND STYLED IN MATCHING BLACK. 
(Same spec as CAX 35* or page 4 ol this adverltsernent) 

Many Amiga Accessories I Penphenafe {e g. Pnroers. Disk Drwes, Software etc.) are 
compatible #nfi COTV, Rease phone us tor compatabiify information. 

C01301 GENLOCK 

CUM AKA 3 .5- DRIVE 

HARWOODS AMIGA 

PRO-GEN 
NEW LOWER PRICE 

IMAGINE, IF YOU CAN, THE CONCEPT OF 
A NEW, MORE POWERFUL AMIGA... 

..WITH 1 MEGABYTE OF MEMORY. AND A COMPACT DISK DRIVE OF ALMOST INFINITE 
SIZE. A DISK DRIVE SO VAST, IT CAN STORE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DIGITS OF 

DATA, THIS DATA COULD BE, SPEECH, ANIMATED PICTURES, DIGITISED STEREO 
SOUND, COMPUTER IMAGES OR WHOLE ENCYCLOPAEDIAS.... AND MORE. 

IMAGINE THIS. AND YOU CAN START TO GRASP THE CONCEPT OF CDTV. 
THE INTEGRAL COMPACT DISK DRIVE. IS THE KEY TO THE POWER OF COTV ITS STORAGE CAPACITY IS EQUIVALENT 
TO AROUND A QUARTER OF A MILLION FULL PAGES OF TEXT THIS WHEN WTEGRATED WITH THE 1 MB OF INTERNAL 

AMIGA CIRCUITRY, CREATES A SYSTEM, WHICH FROM A CO DISK. CAN GIVE YOU ACCESS TO AN UNIMAGINABLE 

SPECTRUM OF REAL WORLD IMAGES. NEVER SEEN COMBINED BEFORE THESE VIVID IMAGES. WITH WORDS AND 
SOUNDS. GIVE YOU A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION IN HOME EDUCATION. ENTERTAINMENT i INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

AND OONT FORGET. THAT COTV CAN PLAY IN SUPERB QUALITY. ANY NORMAL AUDIO MUSIC CD. AND IT CAN 

ALSO PLAY THE NEW CCUG DISKS. WHICH GIVE DIGITAL SOUND AND ON SCREEN GRAPHICS. 

ON CO DISKS NOW AVAILABLE. THERE ARE EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES, ENCYCLOPAEDIAS PACKED WITH 

REFERENCE INFORMATION. STUNNING GAMES. MUSIC SYSTEMS AND MANY OTHER NEW AND VARIEO 
SUBJECTS. INCLUDING WHOLE WORLD ATLASES OR EVEN THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE, 

EACH ON ONE CD DISK!!' CDTV - NOTHING LESS THAN REVOLUTIONARY 

FREE CDTV STARTER PACK!!! 
WHEN YOU CHOOSE YOUR COTV FROM GORDON HARWOOD, NOT ONLY DO 

YOU GET OUR LEGENDARY SERVICE, BUT WE GIVE YOU A CDTV STARTER PACK, 
TO GET YOU EXPLORING YOUR NEW WORLD ■ STRAIGHTAWAY. 

THIS INCLUDES A SUPERB SELECTION OF CD DISK TITLES INCLUDING THE WELCOME 
TUTORIAL & HUTCHiNSONS ENCYCLOPAEDIA, PLUS... FOUR GAMES, SHERLOCK HOLMES 

& THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES, SIM CITY, CHAOS IN ANDROMEDA, AND THE 
ACCLAIMED LEMMINGS, WORTH IN TOTAL ALMOST £170.00. IN ADDITION IS 

THE INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER, AND ALL THE HARDWARE 
NEEDED TO GET YOU CONNECTED. 

ALL THIS FOR JUST £499.95 
COTV IS TPE SAVE SIZE AND STYLE AS MOST VIDEO RECORDERS. SO IT CAN SIT UNOBTRUSIVELY ABOVE OR BELOW 

YOUR HOME TV ANCHOR HFFI. ANO WITH ITS INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER. (T CAN BE OPERATED FROM YOUR 
ARMCHAIR BUT PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY. IF YOU ARE A COMPUTER ENTHUSIAST. REMEMBER THAT MSlDE 

EVERY CDTV, IS AN AMIGA. JUST WAITING TO BE USED. SO LATER ON. YOUIL BE ABLE TO BUY THE OPTIONAL 

KEYBOARD ANO DISK DRIVE, TO GET WTO THE WORLD Of AMIGA COMPUTING. PRINTERS IMGRTSERS , 

GEMOCKS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES.CAN AU. BE CONNECTED TO GIVE ACCESS TO MANY OTHER EXCITING 

FACILITIES. AND ALSO MANY OF TT€ EXSTWG SOFTWARE PACKAGES AVAILABLE FOR THE AMIGA COMPUTER. 
NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN SO MUCH POTENTIAL FROM ONE NEW STUNNING SYSTEM. PACKED WITH 

TODAYS TECHNOLOGY.! 
CALL IN AND SEE US FOR YOUR PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION, OR PHONE US FOR YOUfi 

FREE DETAILED CD7V INFORMATION PACK 

EN Amiga Genlock DO A f rnUS 
'■» -pm AftAGA Genlock alcwsyou to m* your Airaga cfcspiay wtfi any PAL video 

I • twn a VCR Laser** player or a Camcorder In taa any *em of 
ok tojvmp'v wrtcts outputs a PAL composite video jagnaLGombned wrth fie Amga 

pet you fie tarings d a specs* effects & v*teo Wing suite 
^ yr vts & grve them a professorial look by OVERLAYING TITLES or by 

i - i^QSMG YOUR OWN GRAPHICS created o packages ike Pttoton Part 2.0 
a* &WL PnH3en $ Siepfed *rtlT mcro inserts superb Photon Part 2 0 pack^e 

FREE 
1 Lo-and-ti resolution hold and mocBy (HAM) paint program. overscan 
VSC-PAL anc special effects tor your Amiga Computer mcKidwig al thetofiowng 
Confer Ifcppn?: drapes a brush over a 3D Tandseape' Pixel intensity values deode 
tie Mu and vafeys, vhfe a speoaly developed ray-trabng algorithm maps the rnage 

Strife Uappfeg: around30obje^, bc«hgeomeftKand handdrawn 
Mku, sets fie ktfit source and ntensty, Shadowing a utomaticalfy with control at 
st - me titeer Brush Control: 1w$L Eft, resiie, ip, rotate, bend, adjustable transparency, 
srncr ei: etc PLUS LOTS MORE! A great program aftowng use of 4095 colours. Choice 
* page pnnt, negatives, arti akasng, tittered print, adjustable brtigtness etc. 

STOP PRESS 
PROGEM. NOW WCLUDE5 A YlflV 
VEHSATU nun covcrcwi VKO 
10 GSAOCK DCMCCTVC CAOi Kti 
T>«S ALLOWS PROOEN TO BE 
smummuy wthhqsi popuah 
YC6Q Huww wnw ft* **d 
10 HWT DWW TT€ OTKCT 00(#1 
JCnHGOftiS.TWmCMILSOHE 
ueot to CONKT Nona mvs. 
^VCRTOVCfip; 
• UrTOSTWTYOtOT rWHlFHCll 
MucutifntxiOPENnteax* 

How rt works: 

■ GUM HA 

■jflja ■ 

MSloONLY £99.95 
Mode Switch-box for Genlocks 
Features Include 
-Compatible With The Pro Gen And Rendale 88G2 
Supplied With Genlock Extender Cable Worth £9,96 

-Switch-box Switches Between foreground. Back¬ 
ground, Video And Computer Modes 

£29.95 

'FinancetenuttnvmtiktNe tomtntf fdnw$!prntlnctssfiktmsa*ottrordering fwnela a 1 4 - i*ry inlhkfink 



AMIGA DRIVES & MEMORY 
— 
-V Features Include 
> Long connecting cable 
> 1Mb. (830K Formatted) 

Capacity 
> Enable Disable Switch, 
Jr Throughport 
> Access Light 
> Compatible with Amiga 

500 1000 1 500/2000/3000 
and CDTV 

£57.95 
**+??«*■ 

NOW SUPPLIED 
WITH A 

FREE 
3.5" DISK HEAD 

CLEANER 
for optimum reliability 

BLACK COTV 

COMPATIBLE VERSION 

AVAILABLE NOW!!! 

NEW! IGVP 52-105Mb HARD DISK DRIVE WITH MEMORY EXPANSIONS OF UP TO 8Mb. 

Jk Capacities of 52 or 105Mb available 
> Connects to sidecar bus on \jH side of A500'A500 Plus 
> Autoboots with Kickstan 132 0. toot enable disable switch 
> Sockets lor up to 3 Mb of RAM expansion 
.V SCSI Port allows up to 7 other devices to be connected 
> Supplied with easy to use software 
,V 2 Year Warranty Complete with dedicated PSU 
Jr Mini slot for future expansion capabilities 
Jr PC-AT Emulator planned to be available for 1992 

RAM CAPACITY 
SIZE 52Mb, 1 105Mb. : “ . ■ o ~ 
0Mb. j £359.95 £549.95 

); 4 V) 0 " UJ 
2Mb. £429.95! £629.95 
4Mb. £509.95 £749.95 ocl“ 

U3 
8MtL £699-951 £929.95 

[EDUCATION SOFTWARE 
DONT JUST PLAY GAINES WHEN YOU 

CAN LEARN WITH YOUR AMIGA TOO! 

MICRO MATHS - 24 easy ft tiW progress ^ OCSE (Or £21.95 
Level! revision v sen tmfon 

MEGA MATHS ■ A 9 level slop by step Wton course Ff £21.95 
nr-ahjrfi btgjmefl LA' Level sauches & Micro Maths users 
MICRO PflE NCH - GCSE Frmth luffloA or rwwn course £21 -95 
Covers both spoken a wmten French 

MICRO ENGLISH - A complete prograrw of Sitt-tuitiOO up £21.95 
to GCSE standard 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE Ages 3 lo i? Complete £21.95 
2* PrograrTmeCouraa 

SPELL BOOK ■ Ages 4 to 5. Developed (he heg i £17.95 
PTfntfj ScnooJ Head Teacher so ad spehng iMR 
PROF: Hunts tor Word* m dues kv Ptf and to pug £24.95 
i^encB. ditow can huft tar iwnJS arid oomplrti a story 
stfQf L»iu A words You cM Ptoi epud the screen £24.95 
iearchmg lor letters lo oo«Tspie» trie words 17 lew* d play 
PROF Hikes Sentences CNim help Prof make up £24.95 
winces by ur^umUng sequncts & words ■ greal arwmaDon 
PROF:Ptiyi a New Game- Comes with a story dak, audio £24.95 
■aw i'd an illustrated raiding book. 

HARWOODS AMIGA 
1Mb PRO-RAM PLUS 

ADD MORE POWER TO YOUR AMIGA 500 PLUS 
WITH A FULL 1Mb. MEMORY UPGRADE!!! 

1Mb. RAM expansion for the Amiga 500 Plus 
Gives a total of 2Mb. of RAM 
Easily fitted without any dismantling in 
the trapdoor expansion slot underneath 
Amiga. DOESN'T invalidate your warranty! 
Low power consumption 2 Yr Guarantee! 

A GREAT NEW OFFER FROM HARWOOOS 

H £44.95 
0.5 Mb PRO-RAM 

Compatible with Amiga A50Q and 500 Plus M 
Gives A500 a total of 1Mb Memory + Clock £*}Q QC 
Gives 500 Plus a total of 1.5Mb Memory tX 7.7 J 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 
Pen Pal. 

YVOR|> PROCESSOR/DATABASE 
With Pen Pal you can mix text. Mm 
wkmr graphic1. & doa in wmjt, no tnber 
v.]p can! 1lV hmdlfclg ol grapliio p. 
unsurpar^sed: Pen Pal is tin only word 
ptteciNjr 1 tested Lhul will ^ 
.iiuUHVLicically wrap ** 
text round graphics. 

Vn^i Wuetd, 

Juh w 

Mcnc X The litimate software lor professional MIDI sequencing. The software includes a oonhg- 
jabe librarian and a synthesis# patch editor. All you need to recreate a song can be recalled from | 

one performance file including sequences, MIDI routing, sync setup. Keyboard maps £ synthesiser 
pr onjm machine patch libraries NEW LOW PRICES ■ £54.95 or juil £74.95 wtifi mWUntwrtace1 
MIDI INTERFACE (5 Port): En. Out, Through plus 2 switchabte ftruVout. Includes cable £24.95 
A4IOS: AMOS allows you to access the power cl the Amiga with ease. 500 different commands 
“ate AMOS a sophisticated development language. The AMOS animation language allows you to 
reate complex animation sequences. 300 page manual and over B0 example programs £49.95 

Amo* Add on Modules: (BOTH require Amos prog.) I:IH'f JIIiL-"VJTTTTE J♦ M*1J 
Amos Compiler Amos 3D WiIMYrfrrW 
5^otr0ase 4: Most powerful database available tor the Amiga Combines the ease of use of Super* 
Base 2 with a versatile programming language so that you can tailor your data to your own specific 
'«cs for dub business library records etc. £229.95 
J«c* C: An ideal tod forthe C programmer when# experienced Or a novice. The best way to 

reate applications tor the Amiga Fully supports Motorola chipset. Nearly 300 functions optimised 
r neeme user write the tightest poss&te code, indudes screen editor Most Amiga C books are 
oaseo abound lattice. (Requires either 2 floppy drives OR a hard disk drive) £199 95 

P»wrt rv: Latest version of the Amtgas first, and still the best, paini and animation package, 
-xrisjdmg HAM mode. (1 Mb, minimum memory or more recommended} £79,96 

• : The Complete Colour Solution: Vidi with RGB Splitter, Frame Grabber & Digitiser. Grabs 

-wng cotour video into 16 grey scale frames (up lo 16 tiames in 1 Mb, Amiga} and digitises from 
m colour video source in up to 4096 colours tn less than 1 second! Requires home VC R or video 

for grabbing. Requires video camera or VCR with parted pause for digitising. Now comes 
•- Photon Pant 2.0 ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE!!! £179 95 

uaSTERSOUND: High qualify "mono" sampler {best for sampling instruments etc.) £36.96 
m£4B0l€lSJUSMSWAiiS4*m THOUSANDS Of SERIOUS, EDUCATION AND REGREA DON 

TJ]£SWECANTUST THEM ALL HERE 50 PLEASE CALI US IF YOU CANT$Ei THE PROGRAM YOU REQUIRE, ITS PROBABLY NY STOCK! 

'CS 
£79.95 
PEN PAL complete 

WTTHSJ2K Amiga 
RAM Expansion 

tmh.J99.fS! 

mSA 

AH our pucks contain the new 
Amiga A500 Plus. 

< 1.3 Amigos may still be available 
to special order please enquire. ) 

ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE 

The Closer you look, 
The Better we look. 

tmuuwltihie lsubject fa status) for most products: P4*™ “■» i #ff llw r iwy*.i tS ffl*,' <Tn*- f„M 



WINTERS 
All printers in our range include a standard Centronics/Parallel Port 

for direct connection to Amiga, PC s, Atari SPs, Archimedes etc. 

3 £ £ 3 U 

isjlf 

I <l|£ 
cssf j 
™ £ xu ch g 

issf * 

^ |l |5 

£159.95 

GORDON HARWOOD PRINTER STARTER PACK 
ALL imjj Dot Matrisc Primers are supplied compile with... 

200 Sheets of Continuous Printer Paper 
100 Useful Self Adhesive Continuous Labels 

Amiga Printer Drivers Disk 

CmZEN 1200+ 9 PIN MONO - Up to 120/25 CpS- I C1JQ QI- 
3 Very rebabte tow cm printer with interchangable interfaces tor | £14y. 9g 

Cefrironics/RS23^5erial type (C64 etc. I Fun 2 Year maruiacturefS warranty 

NEW FASTER STAR LC209 PIN MONO - Up to 150/38 cps -— 
Replacement tor wr most popular Mono Dfct-Mairix at a super tow priD& 

_l Multiple tort options easily accessible 3 Simultaneous, continuous and single 
from from panel sheet stationery 

j Excellent paper handling lacrlfaee 3 240 % 240 dpi Graphics 

STAR LC20Q 9 PIN COLOUR PRINTER -185/40 cp*-[£20995 
This is the one in our packs’ L±———- 

3 80 Column Do? Matrix 
3 240 dpi ■ 9 Pin COLOUR 
3 16K Buffer, 3 ReSKtenl Fonts 
3 Push/pull tractor & rear/bcitom leeds 
3 Reverse paper leeds 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 PIN COLOUR -1 S0/40cp»- £219 95 
Mew super high spec 9Pin ootour prinler -—- 

3 SK Buffer 4 Fonts 3 240 x 240 dpi Colour Graphcs 
3 Push and pul! tractor built-in 3 Best text quality to our 9Pin range 
3 Feed lor label&'multi part slalsonery 3 2 Year Citizen warranty 

STAR SJ48 INKJET PRINTER -^24995 
Mew super high quality bubble ink jel printer 

D MNoiztoinkjet Q 
□ Emulates Epson LO and IBM 3 

Proprinler tor toll compatibility 3 
3 Complete with AC adaptor 

3 Micro paper feed. Max, paper width 11T 
3 Supplied with colour & mono ribbons 
3 Paper park with auto single sheet loading 
3 Programmable from Iron! panel 
□ 12 month warranty _ 

Largo 26K Buffer 
360 x 360 dp war laser pnnl quality 
Optional NFCad battery tor mams free 
operation 

STAR LC24/200 24 PIN MONO - 220/55 cps 
Mora version of LC24/200 Cotouf. same spec except for a smaller 7K buffer 

220/55 cps 

£249.95 

STAR LC24/200 24 PIN COLOUR - 
Cotour verson o-f the LC24-2W Mono. 

3 E50 Column Dot Matrix 
U 360 dpi - 24 Pin MQMQ 
3 30K Buffer (expandable) 
3 ID Resident Fonts 
□ Front Panel Pitch Seiecitor 
3 Push,''pull tractor 6 rw4wttom feeds 
3 Reverse paper teed 

£299.95 

3 Paper park with auto single sheet toadmo 
3 Micro paper teed. Max, paper width 11. f 
3 Supplied with mono ribbon 
3 Faster than the old LC24-10 
3 Extra foni canridges availaWe 
3 Program tram from panel, No DfP switches 
3 f 2 month warranty 

£259.95 
NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN 224 COLOUR -160/53 cps 
Brand New. lowest cost colour 24 Pin printer, anywhere! 

3 BO Column Dot Matos wrth 4 Fonts J Push A puff tractor teeds 
3 360 dpi ■ 24 Pin COLOUR 3 Complete paper parking facilities. 
3 6K Gutter expandable to 32K 3 Supplied with mono S oolour riaabocvs 

3 front panel controls □ Full 2 Y 

£319.95 

3 Easy to use (rant pane) controls 3 Full 2 Year Cheer Warranty 

NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR -180/60 cps - 
Brand New. superb specification colour 24 Pin printer, 

3 BO Column Dot Matrix wrth 7 Fonts 3 Push/pull & bottom tractor feeds 
3 360 dpi - 24 Pin COLOUR 3 Complete paper parking facilities. 
3 @K Butler expandable to 32K 3 Supplied with mono & colour ribbons 

a LCD pane! controls D Full 2n Easy to use t 

NEW FASTER STAR XB 24 PIN COLOUR 
RANGE XB24-200 A XB24-250 ■ 275/80 CpS 
These NEW top of the range Stars replace the XB24.10 8 
XB24/15, A otter the best possible quality dot matrix printing 

Year Crfewn Warranty 

£399.95 
24-200 Colour 

£499.95 
24-260 Colour 

3 Exceptional prim quality 
3 4 x 46Pm super letter quality loots 
3 14 x £4Pm near tetter quality fonts 

3 Buffer; 29K. 
3 360x360 dp Colour Graphics 
3 12mth$orr-srte warranty (UK 

S76K (XB 24/250) 
raphics 

12mth$ omsite warranty (UK Mainland} 

£599,95 HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET COLOUR A4 INKJET — 
Our best quality full colour printer at 3 realistic price 

3 ParalleL'Centronics or Sena) RS232 t/F (specify with order. MAC option available) 
3 For presentation graphic&'DTP, CAD and technicaltedentilto applications 
3 A ft! page of colour graphics in 4 minutes (typical) 
3 Non impact printing, 3 Will print transparencies 
3 virtually silent, 43dba 3 12 Months on-sile warranty (UK Mainland} 

STARSCRfPT - 4ppm POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE LASER 
A4 user Printer, will connect to PC, Amiga, Atari ST, Macintosh etc - 

£1099.95 

Upors . 
3 Eradiations me: HP Senes II, Epson 

EX800 IBM Proprinler & Diablo 630 
3 Compete wih "SiarscripT (Stars 

Dostscnpt language emulation) 

-l Sena) and Parallel interlaces 
3 12month on site warranty (UK Mainland) 
3 49 quality fonts buitnn 
3 Appletalk for connection to Macintosh 
3 Every desktop publishers dream 

SEE OUR LIST OF ACCESSORIES FOR BOTH STAR 
AND CITIZEN PRINTERS, ALL AT COMPETITIVE PRICES! 

Ait rrw characters Par Second speeds quoted above are Draft/LQ at iQcpi 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
CITIZEN PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Citizen 120D+ Sheet Feeder £69,95 
Citizen 120D+ Parallel Interface £49.95 
Citizen 12QD+ CBM C64 Serial Interface £49.95 

Citizen 124D32K Buffer £13.95 
Citizen 124D Semi-Auto SheetFeeder £39.95 
Citizen 1240 Automatic Sheet Feeder £79.95 
Citizen 1240 Printer Stand £24.95 

Citizen Swift 9 Semi-Amo SheetFeeder £39.95 
Citizen Swift 9 Automatic Sheet Feeder E79.95 
Citizen Swift 9 Printer Stand £24,95 

Citizen Swift 9X Printer Stand £34,95 
Citizen Swift 9X Automatic Sheet Feeder £139.95 

Citizen Swift 24 32K Printer Butler £13,95 
Citizen Swift 24 Semi-Auto Sheet Feeder £39.95 
Citizen Swift 24 Automatic Sheet Feeder £79.95 
Citizen Swift 24 Printer Stand £24.95 

Citizen Swift 24X Auto Sheet Feeder £139.95 
Citizen Swift 24X Printer Stand £34,95 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET 
PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Hewlett Packard PaintJet 
Slack Ink cartridge £25.95 
Colour ink Cartridge £3149 
Single Sheet Printer Paper £i 7 95 
Z-Fold Printer Paper £15^5 
Transparency Paper: 
Pack of 50 Sheets £52.95 

STAR PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Star LC-2Q Mono Printer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 

Star LC24-10 Mono Printer 
32K Buffer £67.95 
Automatic SheetFeeder 

Star LC-200 Colour Printer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 

£7495 

£67.95 
£74.95 

£74.95 

Star LC 24-200 Mono/Coiour Printers 
32K Printer Buffer £34.95 
Automatic SheetFeeder £74,95 

Slar SJ48 Printer 
Automatic Sheet Feeder £54.95 
Ni-Cad Battery £39.95 

Star X8 24-200 Colour Printer 
Pull Tractor £34.95 
Font Cartridges- 
Styles To Be Announced £29,95 
128K Centronics Printer Suffer £39,95 
Automatic SheetFeeder £114,95 
Dual Sin SheetFeeder £429,9$ 

Star XB 24-250 Colour Printer 
Pull Tractor £34.9$ 
Font Cartridges - 
Styles To Be Announced £29.96 
128K Centronics Printer Butler £89.9$ 
Automatic SheetFeeder £174.95 
Dual Sin SheetFeeder £469,95 

ujSO 
INI lli m 
pom 

o 3 oc 
UJ CL GC 
ZUILU 
= QC h- 

Z EC? 
in < DC 
0^0- 
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CmZEN 120D4 

CmZEN 124 

CFTIZEN SWIFT 9 

SWIFT Z4/24E/224 

STAR LC10/20 

STAR XB RANGE 

STAR $J48 INK 
CARTRIDGE 

BLACK ONLY 

BLACK ONLY 

BUCK/COLOUR 

BLACK/COLOUR 

BLACK/COLOUR 

BLACK/COLOUR 

BLACK/COLOUR 

BLACKS COLOUR 

BUCK ONLY 

£24.95 

£24.95 

£24.95 

1 mn £6.95 ZX9 

£8.95 224 £49.95 Z24 £14,95*z*a 

£8.95 Z24 £49.95 Z24 £14.95 X24CL 

Also connpatlhfp with Apple Stytewtter 
and Cannon 8J10E Bubble jet 

N/A 
£99.95 

£99.95 

£36.50 

£69.95 z*9CL 

£74,95 macl 

£74,95 X2.CL 

E14.95ea. 

BOOK SHOP 

WE ALWAYS CARRY URGE STOCKS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 
ABACUS A OTHER BOOKS.Phon* us for 6*m\$! 

AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS - VOL 1 ABACUS BOOKS, £14.95 
From unpack^ ya* Amga to craai^gyo/ tm icott fibulas first used 
Jaw ana extras NEW re««dver$OTOWflrrigi^^ 13 and 2 

AMIGA BASIC INSIMANO OUT ^ VOL 1 ABACUS BOOKS, £10.95 
Deftnbve step by SW lo progiartvmig ^ basic 
AMJGA MACHINE LANGUAGE ■ VOL * ABACUS BOOKS, £14,95 
Pr&tca guOe to 163™^ SK'X 

AMIGA DOS nm ANOOUT ■ VOL S ABACUS books, £23.45 
CjdetQAr^DOSSCU.NEW'Euwa^ W9?0 (ndudesFr»H^Oi^ 

AMIGA HARDWARE REFERENCEMANUAL-Addiion W«sMy. £21 95 
Wntlen Dy teenrse^ e-jqp^ls- 41 Oo^imoctore Aniga Inc. USA.. pe0O4- #^0 
AsignBdyaurAni^Haftfwffele^ 
We: New revison no* aw :ocuckes 2 

AMIGA BEST OF TftlCKS I TlFS VoL \T, £32.95 
AmvmsMtftncicsMtp&ihatvtBbAByDiibdBlUlOHE 
wihyour Amiga arrf 3S ssmply as posses flrdudas Frw OsA) 

getting the most FROM YOUF AM IGA. £9,95 
From Fukre PuoKhng, produonoi Amga Fomjt Uagazm 
jndtotyupdiiedtoM^Ofi 
avstabie w* 1 HELP DISKS INCLUDED-£13,95 

Y'nv/jV ImtK firr aimlab&p (suhiect to statins 1 for most tend 11 its stv our onbiitw fitnwi at ibi* mid of this /idivrt for fall dpt/iik 



10NIT0RS & MONITOR TV's 
Harwoods stock a complete range of both Monitors & Monitor TV's 

to give you your perfect solution to the type of display to buy. 

PHILIPS CM8833/II 
Stereo Hiqn t 

The ever popular U-mcft Ph*p$ CM 8833 UWt As versatwey m*an$ not only 

g# eiceferi Sotou* (raphes A text paftormancs w£f a wda range cT personal 

computers, bur wtw connected to A VCR, you gri m smai'rfg 600 p*e TV 

pdure.Wth 6833 MMt. Harwoods give you the comp#* stf up, to g« you 

gwng sfcagM away.. Monitor, RGB jxture and StofM Auto Cable*, 

Tailored dust cover, and i. Ml t? Months on site serve* warranty 

jrRGB AO, TTL Composite Video 4 slew audio input* Can be used; as a TV 
with VCR or Tuner Also as a Vhmo Camera display wnKK Retractable stand 
i Twin Stereo Speakers Headphone Jack 
Socket FREEIeed for your computer FREE 
12 on site & 

THE I 
COLOUR MONITOR AVAILABLE 

CBM 1084S STEREO COLOUR MONITOR. 
Commodore's Own Sireo High Resolution Cotour Monitor *r~ 
iflGE ALTTl Compote. Video-Audio inputs Can be used as Tv 
with VC R or luner. Twin Speakers lor 
stereo output Supplied with cables lor 
A500, CGA PC.C16 64 12S. 

et f-Rttieed ter your computer fHtfe 
orih on SUB S«™ warranty P/J AQ QC 

E MOST VERSATILE STEREO 

£269.95 
Its important to remember tm iw&f TV Monitors, ate $W first mb foremost televisions, meaning fha/ thetr average 400 pixel tube display 
50% lower resdubon than a mentor) cannot t» guaranteed to display 90 cakm tear deafly without risking eye strain tfchoosmga Teiewxyi 
Montor ensure ti has Ite ia^ 2Q(X) Ch&a&er tube capability, meaning it can handle the Amigas 80 characters, by 25 hne output deafly 

NEWIt! PHILIPS 15 FASTEXT TELETEXT REMOTE CONTROL 60 CHANNEL MONITOR TV IBRANDNEW 

SUPERB DEFINITION PHILIPS MONITOR TV IDEAL FOR AMIGA OR COTV USERS. GIVING FOR THE FIRST TIME TRUE MONITOR 
QUALITY FROM A FULL FEATURE TELETEXT TV AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!" JUST LOOK AT THE FEATURES . Direct Scad 

Connector lor Amiga. COTV, VCR OR SATELLITE RECEIVER RGB/AD. Composite Video A audio inputs FULL TELETEXT FACILITIES 

FOR THIS FACILITY EXTERNAL AERIAL SHOULD BE U$£D| Headphone Jack Socket FULL TOO YEAR 

GUARANTEE 2000 CHARACTER HIGH DEFINITION FST TUBE SUPPLIED WITH LOOP AERIAL REMOTE ‘ _ _ 

CONTROL F REE lead lor YOUR computer ilF YOU WOULD UKE THE MONITOR TV IN OUR PACKS 2. 3 . AND [*269 95 
POWERPRO AT NO EXTRA COST. TO REPLACE THE 883311. SIMPLY ADVISE US AT THE TIME OF ORDERING) 

HM INTERFACE IS Port) m. OuL Through plus 2 swnchabte thru'Out. Includes cable 
Yidi. The Complete Odour Sokrhorv Wf wrtn RGB Spirtor. Frame Grabber & Orgmset Grabs 

- £24.95 
£149.95 

-ovng colour video «n«o 16 grey scale frames (up to 16 frames in 1Mb. Amiga) and dgitses from $frl cotour video sou-xe m 
jp sc 4096 Dokxirs in M tan 1 second* Requires bene VCR or video camera for grabbing Requires video camera or VCR 

perfect pause fer ogresmq Now comes wm Photon Pam 2 0 FREE!’? (see Proven tare fer M software details) 

KCS POWERBOARD IBM PC EMULATOR iAltows you to run many popular IBM PC compantote software — £219.95 

1 ret ort your Amiga or Amiga A500 Plus Hercules. CGA & Monochrome Video Supper. Supports Both 3.5 Inch & 5,25 inch Diskettes 

*Rte into A50f RAM Stas, 8088 XT Processor. Clock/Caieitdar Included. Ads As 512K RAM Exp. Whan In Amiga Mode., Includes 
MS-DOS 4.01, Shell 6 GW BASIC. DQ&Help. 4 On-Board Memory Supports A590 Hard Drive Mouse Driver Software Included 

KCS POWERBOARD AS ABOVE SUT WTMHJT: MS-DOS 4 01,GW-Basic S-e:_ -£189.95 

NAKSHA 400dpi SCANNER £114.95 
S^MteMMn 200«i an)«tttoi 
>xocts up to 32 yey shades adjustable contrast 

Suopoed w€i EXPRESS-fT' software, image utity allows you to 

save « the format best sum w your fewne package 

SUPRARAM RX 500 (512K to 8Mb. RAM Expansion) 
Tie RAM expansion giving massive memory WITHOUT dismantling 

ou Amiga, thus avowing the possibility of invalidating your warranty. 

Easy connects to sidecar with bus -passthrough for HDs etc. 
2Mb. RAM Version £1991$ 4Mb. RAM Version £329 95 

8Mb RAM Version £549.95 

NAKSHA MICROSWITCHEO MOUSE £24.95 
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE £32-95 

COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK 5000 Black £7.95 
ZIPST1CK JOYSTICK *12.95 
COMPETITION PRO STAR JOYSTICK £14.95 
~~e ONLY oysttcM to obtain a 11X1% fating from a magazine renew1 

3.5 DISK HEAD CLEANER £2.99 

Before you choose from whom to purchase, please phone us. We are always 
happy to discuss your requirements, and answer any queries you may have.,. | 

^ Phone cm Oder Hour* wch your Access Yea. Mastercard. 
M Switch ot Lombard Credacharg# Card quotwig number 8 expay dale fDmore. Currys. 

NASCR and other store c#d$ are Lombard Credncharge and are accepted by us) 
w-y\ Make cheques, bankers buMno society drafts or postal orders 
[X] payable to GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTE RS I PwsonaS'busiwss cheques lake 

?days to dear tnomday of recent whereupon yem order w« be despatched:- Pleas* 
send Name Address, and rrost importantly if posstota. a Daybme Telephone Nuntoer 
along with ytXr order Tequremerts Please check you are ordering Fnyn cne of cm 
■laNrsf adhertoemenb betore posing iphorw i you tegme uHimatort|. Ptejatem 
ember wm fef many SetM?itoer puWcatons appear duing August te*etore 
pncK you see an have dianged (edher up or downf 

— FREE mritan 14 wvkxng d^ys. UK Mau^and only, OR 
teM Add £5.95 per maqor Aem tor nert worteng day delvery. LHC 

" IJi*,«a*rf»ji - ■ • ■■■■ ■■■.. Maryland most regions.. 
. Most items are avertable al TAX FREE PRICES to non UK 

*T residents whan insring export shipment Ptoase contact us tor ordering iricrrnafiOfi 

Vow aril be om ExCtoSive Tedncai Support Phone Number to 
cal should you require any help w advice on any aspect of ihe system you have purchased 

Items proving faiity wUw 30 days d purchase are replaced wrfh 
NEW UNTTS unless otherwise stated For the who* gu-i-'i^ee period warr^ y?tvce *4 tw 
comptoieiy FREE OF CHARGE 

Any computer. nwWor or primer wjumg warranty service can be 
cdectod Iron yoia home FHEE OF CHARGE dunng the guarantee period [UK Itartand onlyf 
and a FAST tom*™** is GUARANTEED by our OWN EfteWEEriSf^ 

Al compilers are tested prior to flespateh, and al items are 
Btopled with mams plug and toads as retpwed ■ MSI conned up and use stra^ri away 

AW listed prices are what YOU PA Y. and there are HO HIDDEN EXTRAS 
VAT and postage ate included, and prices are correct at time of going to 
press (Pack details may vary from time to timel Offers are subject to 
avmiabdity and fo being the latest advertised packs and pricesl Our offers 
are HOT supplied on a trial basisi EWE 

tailored to wd your needs. Written detaiH on request, 
wwood Computers otter tacrtrties to purchaae using our bud^l setourrt scheme 
k Ofirabte|, Avaiibte to moit adtSts ol tighieen years or over subject lo staluf 
me or writo wd m wM sand you wrtttm dMM» Mong with an appHcat ton lonn 
m requmd in arivana. available lo full time U.K. mainland resktents and 
Br**h Iona penormeL Showroom vtiJl wi, please ask fw detaMs ort eur irt- 

n already Hie holder of a Lombard CredH Charge Card you 
e tte lo purchase tram us {subvert to your personal card limit) 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 

Pfease pay us a visit where our full range of advertised products, at 
the SAME QOMPETTT1YE PRICES, ft MORE, is on sale. ALL UNDER 
ONE ROOT, in pleasant surroundings at our purpose built showroom 
(Set note terfow map! ‘ntere's ptenty of FREE parking ckrse fry. 

$.00 until 5,00 Monday to Saturday 
9 00 until t.00 Wednesday. Closed on Sundays 

BLANK DISKS with labels 
10 Genuine SONY 3.5* branded 
50 Genuine SONY 3.5' branded 
10 Unbranded with library case 3.5' oertilied 
200 Unbranded 3.5' certified 



The Digita range ♦ ♦ ♦ 

Ham© Accounts!- 
An advanced version of 

Home Accounts, which is 
limited only by the capacity oF your 

computer. Sophisticated reporting with 
graphics, and special options such as VAT 

and ban calculation facilities. Equally 
suitable for businesses, clubs and charities 

_ f$T and Amiga) £54,99 

k 
v 
H 

i5 

aajj 
Horn© Accounts 
Ideal for home users who want a simple 
bwcost way to plan and manage home 
finances £29,99 

OGCdle 
This fast, simple spreadsheet includes 
many advanced features, including a 

windowing facility, so that you can look at 
different parts of the spreadsheet at the same 

time. £39,99 

Mailshot Plus 
If you ever need to send out mailings or 
print labels, this program is for you 
Animated labels appear on screen as a 
continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll 
backwards and forwards You can search, sort 
and detect duplicate labels, print side by side 
and much mem £49*99 

DGSom 
If you’re looking for fast access to 

information, and the ability to create 
customised reports then this relational 

database is for you ST £49,99 

•00E 

Day-By-Doy 

An excellent way to get organised, You'll 
be reminded of birthdays, meetings and 
appointments It includes month/week/day 
planners and automatic reminders of overdue 
events £29.99 

Personal Tax Planner 
Plan your own tax with ease, This simple 

program will calculate your income tax 
liability, allowing you to perform instant 

'what-if calculations and produce pertinent 
facts about your tax position. A professional 
version is also available for accountants and 

financial ad visits £49*99 

JR 

* t yp, 

Si 
■bob 

E-Type 
Transform your computer into a type* 
writer. Because text is printed instantly, you 
can line up your form, press return and space 
a few tunes to move to the correct place, and 
then start typing Ideal for filling in forms 
and envelopes £39,99 

System 3 
A suite of programs which perform all the basic functions 

for a small business They may be used 
independently or integrated and include 
Cashflow Controller, Stock Control and 

Invoicing and M.r* merits £59.99 

System 3e 
Like System 3, but with extended capacity 

for customer accounts and stock items. 
£79.99 

Cashbook Control ter 

W Sv 
petty cash books In addition to recording 
</ash, bank and VAT transactions, you can 
enter credit sales and purchases, and for all 

these entries the program will automatically 
complete double entry routines, to ensure 

your records are always in hah £59.99 

Final Accounts 
Using the information created with 

Cashbook Controller, this program will 
produce a complete set of accounts, including 

Trial Balance, Trading and Profit and Loss 
Account. Balance Sheet, as well as useful 

v ount £39,99 

Cashbook Combo 
A money *saving combination pack containing Cashbook 

i ' : ■ um> £79*99 

Word worth' 
The graphical nature of Word worth makes 
producing documents faster and easier 

With the enhanced printing fonts, Collins 
Spelling Checker and Thesaurus, no other 

dose (Amiga? £129*99 

The Digita range is available for Commodore Amiga, 

Atari ST and IBM PC unless stated otherwise, and every 

program comes with a seven day money-back guarantee. 

The only way to really appreciate Digita software is to 
use it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information, or write 
to Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EXS 2YZ. All prices 

include VAT, postage and packaging. 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

software thats right 

The Digita range is available to the trade through Columbus, Gem, 
HB Marketing. IBD, La/or Leisure soft. Precision and SDL 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX& l JL ENGLAND Tel 0395 270273 Fax 0395 26B893 
A rwmbet of iHr Dig»U group - 

Digit*, the D»g)ti logo Mom* Accounts! ifni Wonfliworth an regiUrtfed lr*JrTn*rk», and h .' *?t tfidctvw»ri>of Pvgit* Holding) Lni 
AH olKrr 1 r*«irmark» «nd iJhrrr owmrre jrr *cinowl^d|gifd Sold tubful ’ t. *h c»f wir E At Ot 
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GAME REVIEWS 

IttScreenplay 
THE REVIEW CREW 

ihmgs am stranger than an Amiga Format 
reviewer - sausage-handles. woollen stepladders 

tiocolaie shoes come dose - but this loi takes the 

t and covers it in a light methane and steel spike 

. Hud out what makes them tick {and sick) in this 

-up of revelations. Bui be warned - if you meet 

on the streets* cross the road. fast. 

NEIL WEST a 
Ljfces: appearm-g on Games yi 

Master with no trousers on. 

toshhw: public address systems m f, 
wtoch relay his every faux pas. 

Worst Habit: slurping Ready Brek. ® 

taw Came: John Madden s FootbafT m v 

r and influent#, 

t Hwhtt; snoring in church, 

rin: £yv of th* Bvhofder. 

Me dressing up «t a postboK 

I kwtwing on street comers. 

■M*; people stuffing tetters 

I parcels into his mouth, 

nl HsUt ef, mm, dithering... 

m Cmh: interceptor. 

ED RICKETTS 1 
ybK absolutely everything that l 

Fry and Laurie ever did. 

hA««: forgetting the words to 

F 

41 
t fry mnd L+tiri* scripts, 

ret Habit: reciting Fry's lines. 

• Cum: LJamaCron, 

k shouting 'Hey you!', just 

fople step off the kerb, 

kes; not being invited to 

t Openings of Parliament, 

n H ililt imptnoruting Lulu, 

i Camw: Secret of Monkey island 

SAM AHMAD 

t non being asked to 'Go 

r!* at parties, 

few crashing the boss's 

I new tar into a skip, 

it Habit: saying "Excellent!* 

■: Kick OH I. 

: watching Arsenal get 

ed out of the FA Cup. 

w having to take photo- 

s of himself . 

t Habit listens to Metallic*. 

Cm: lotos Turbo Challenge 2. 

Welcome to the new-lciok, ozone-friendly edition of 

Screenplay, the place where you'll find all the latest games 

being put to the test. So put on your special excitement- 

proof Raybans, strap on your best leather-thonged Hi-impact 

shopping trousers and we're away. 

We takeaway a slowboat 
to the very Heart of China, 
to find out whether or 

not it’s all just a load of old junks. 

JM PACE 

■ 56 

PACE 

IJJ 
Robocop 3 - is it a classic 
cast-iron Constable or a 
fair cop for a foul felon? 

GAMES REVIEWED THIS MONTH 

Heart of C hina...... 

Robocop 3 .... ... ....60 

Kid (ikives 2.... ....*,63 

WWF Wrestle mania _ .,...,+,„66 

Merctnan 3...... .,...68 

Realms ,rT.„irrTT„,TT-„1TTT,..ITr„1T -74 

Moonstone 1ir„„r„„„TT„T„„„„.i _____76 

Fate - (rates of Hawn ___78 

The Godfather __..._*«JI1 

1 j^ndrr __„„J| 

Red Baron..... 

Golden Kagle...,.... ......82 

Thunder Burner. .....82 

Steve McQueen... .- ** 

Falling J e w els ... __ _Ji2 

L Itimate Guff 84 

Resolution 101™-- ___84 

Roto*.. ---—- ,„84 

Double Dragon 2.,,... .....84 

Manix.. .♦..85 

Mindbcndcr .... .Jt5 

Mystical.*,.. .*.JU 

Ghouls 'n* Ghosts.. _-M 

Jupiter's Master drive.... , __~_415 

Thnnrlf'rvtHkjv ...__ 

JUST WHAT MAKES SCREENPLAY SO SPECIAL? 
New Screenplay Hd* NciJ Jackson* explains why you can trust only our reviews, 

Well* we lake all the very latest games, as fresh as the moment the program¬ 

mer went ‘pop!’ and play ’em hard to see what breaks. Amiga Format's 
Screenplay reviews are not half-baked or under-cooked; we don't expect you 

to put up with a review on an unfinished game or a demo version. 

Unlike some of our less-scrupulous competitors, we won't be brow 

beaten into reviewing incomplete games just so we can scream “exclusive" at 

you. After all, you want to know what you can actually go out and buy at the 

shops, and so do we. So remember, if isn't in Screenplay, then it isn't ready yet! 

if 
UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 

Storting this 

issue. Under 

Construction 

takes the lid off 

looks more 

closely at the 

teams that are 

trying to make 

them happen. 

The Next Big 

Thing: a full 

page, in-depth 

preview to give 

you the low- 

down on games 

that just might 

make Format 

Gold, if they 

ever gel 

finished. 

Cheap "iV Cheerful, out 

new budget section, picks 

up the latest bergs that 

you can't afford to mill. 
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PREVIEWS /T-, 

Is your money burning a hole in your 

pocket? Find out what's worth saving 

for with these sneak previews. Then 

spend your cash on sweets and fags. 

so 

WORK IN PROGRESS 
Like most pri¬ 

vate detectives, 

you'll end up In 

the pub, tapping 

the locals for 

gossip (and free 
been). But what 

you will get 
with dialogue 

this puerile is 
anybody's 

guess. 

With a cry of "Let's do launch”* those exciting market mg- type 

chappies ai Impressions have created! a new label for their forth¬ 

coming adventure games. Known as Interactive Fantasy Fiction, or 

just IF for short, the label is to kick off with an intriguing graphic 

adventure called Crime City. Set in the present day, Crime City 

puts you in the role of a young chap trying to clear his father's 

name. It seems your papa has been framed for the murder of his 

best pal, and seeing as you're a private mvestigaior (conveniently), 

it makes sense that you should be the one to cleanse his 

besmirched reputation. Get your Jim Rock ford-style onswerphonc 

ready for March and prepare to move your trailer into Crime City. 

Abbot: *So, any¬ 

way, after the 

Intruder had 

kicked the habit 
off my main 

monk. He had 
the bare-faced 

audacity to ask 

me If rd give 

him a hand. Can 
you believe it?* 

Following up Crime City, IF\ next title is The Hand of St James, 

a sort of role-play meets bcat-em-up with adventure thrown in. Set 

in a monastery sometime in the distant past, The Hand of St, 

James h a strange tale of intrigue, skullduggery and, cr, monkey 

business. The head dude at the monastery, a rustic Abbot, has sum¬ 

moned you to find out who wasted one of his silent minions, and 

stole a rather grotesque trophy - the Hand of St James. Quite what 

this hand was for is anybody's guess, but why anyone would want 

to steal it is even stranger food for thought Look out for it in April 

- by then you should be able to smell it a mile off. 

As if all the IF releases weren’t enough, the mob at Impressions 

are working overtime to get a whole host of strategy titles ready for 

the shops. First up is Gettysburg, by the war-game specialist Ken 

Wright, and it promises to be a mammoth mind-stretcher for fans 

of the American Civil War, You choose which side you're on ~ 

both Confederate General Lee and Yankee George Meade await 

your orders. Could you change the course of American history? All 

it lakes is a bit of artificial intelligence, plus some of your own, to 

up the balance. ''March!", said the General - and March is when 

you're most likely to sec the troops coming over the hill. 

Next on the conveyor bell is Warriors of Releyne - a fantasy 

war-game, due sometime in April. You can expect all the usual 

Tolkien-esque baggage - ores, trolls, goblins and the like - in this 

battle for control of the island of Releyne. Priests and witches 

wage war just as violently as the troops, following the orders O 

Coming 
The Adventures of Willy Beamish 
Sierra Expected: March 

A 'big' project? But will this stunning animation adven¬ 

ture suffer the same fat* as Space Are and Dragon's Lain 

What do you get if you cross a Disney 

animator with an Amiga? No, before 

you say it. you don't gel another ver¬ 

sion of Dragon's Lair! Sierra reckon 

they've got what it takes to moke a 

truly interactive ad venture, in the 

shape of Willy Beamish. He's a prank- 

loving cartoon character, dreamt up 

by American games designer Jeff 

Tunnel), and brought to life by Sheri 

Wheeler, who is a cartoon animator 

who previously worked for both 

Disney and Ft I mat ion. 

The pair of them spent months 

working on just the way Willy was 

going to look, eager to get the kind of 

animation qualities that you'd expect 

from real cartoons like Snow White or 

The Little Mermaid. Tunnel! was des¬ 

perate to avoid the chunky, low-grade 

graphics that he thought computers 

were renowned for (he'd obviously 

never owned an Amiga!), 

After enlisting a crack team of ex- 

Hanna Barbcra animators to assist 

him. Tunnel I story-boarded the entire 

adventure - first in rough and then as 

pencil-drawn ‘approved’ scenes for 

the computer artists to use. Finally ihc 

whole caboodle was painted in, and 

then digitised with colour scanners to 

provide the actual in-game artwork. 

Once the main graphics had been 

converted into Amiga-useable chunks, 

the poor uT programmers at Dynamix 

were given the task of turning it all 

into a smooth-flowing, interactive 

experience. More than 40 people were 

required to handle the task, including no less than seven in-house Dynamix animators. 

While all this was going on, Tony and Meryl Pfcrutz, of NBC and Hollywood fame, were 

drafted in lo help write the words and story-line for the adventure. We're talkin’ ‘big project' 

here! And judging from the 12 (yes, you did read that right - 12) disks that make up the finished 

version, it's going to take a big chunk out of your life to play the game. But is it worth it? Ah, 

well - you’re going to have to wail until next month to find out... 

Willy Beamish is no fool. Who wouldn't rather be man¬ 

handled by this buxom stereotype, than be at school? 

Ah, but skipping school for a fondle from Nursie is bound 

to land you in deep troub1. Prepare to do a swallow-dive 

into the headmaster's carpet 

Hostile Breed 
Palace Expected: March 

If you're hacked off with the same old 

hackneyed shoot-cm-up styles, then 

you may find Hostile Breed a bit more 

to your tastes. Palace are pitching this 

para I taxing, real-time mega-blast as 

the "new twist" lo ihc genre. Why? 

Because it docs away with (he 

old level-after-level-after-level pro¬ 

gression lhal arcade games are 

infamous for. Instead, the game takes 

place in a huge research centre which 

has many different areas, all of which can be entered ai any lime. Kinds makes you wonder if 

you're going to be the unlucky sod who meets the ‘end-of-level guardian’ first-time out! 

Is if possible to bring * "new twist* to th* shoot-em-up 

genre? Palace hope to with Hostile Swd 
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Attractions 
Wolff Child 
Core Design Expected: April 

Living proof you shouldn't mess with things 

you find in a research lab- Saul Morrow is the 

WpH Child- A belter arcade adventure, this 

-moonlight mutator is out for revenge against 

the baddies who 'offed' his family. Weapons 

ndudt hand-to-hand oombat and sophisticated 

weapon technology. Wo If re Stalks five levels 

around 300 screens) of 64-colour parallexing 

"sadness to reach the baddies' base. 

Hot Rubber 
Palace Expected: March 

’W fame about safe-sex, despite the title, 

t* fact it s the opposite - unsafe (but still sexy) 

motorbikes are the order of the day. Featuring 

'2 international racing circuits and two-player 

betd-to-head action. Hoi Rubber might be the 

tdkan' equivalent of Lotus Challenge. For the 

toss-skilled riders there's a save-game facility; 

to maybe it's save-sex? You'll hive to wait till 

•urt month to get your leg over this one. 

Harlequin 
Gremlin Expected: April 

r"i no pain like a broken heart, except the 

1 to mend one. In Harlequin, that's 

t you do - find pieces of a heart which 

t been scattered through 23 levels of this 

tow* platform arcade game. It's from the 

I Factory, a new Scottish team, and it has 

e neat graphics and playing tricks. Fluid *ni- 

We and serene special effects make this a 

i game with real appeal. 

Clik Clak 
Idea Expected: April 

Time is a precious gift - or so they say. But a 

busted dock is more likely to make you waste 

time than save it. In Cffifc CM it's your job to 

assemble 12 of these tomapirl timepieces, so 

that some half-witted architect can mount them 

on the fronts of various world monuments. A 

curious puzzle-game this one, and ft looks like a 

computerised version of the wooden cogs' 

game in that Crystal Maze TV show. 

Space Crusade 
Gremlin Expected: March 

Following the success of their earlier Games 

Workshop licence. Gremlin are releasing 

another - Space Crusade. This role-play adven¬ 

ture features the Space Marines, who're 

reminiscent of stormtroopers in SUr Wars. 

You're in charge of a Chapter of Marines while 

your Amiga chucks alien after alien at you. With 

12 levels and the choice of 2D or 2D views, 

you'll never bother with board-games again. 

Conflict: Korea 
US Gold/SSI Expected: Apnl/May 

ITs been said we're going to run out of wars to 

turn into strategy games, but SSI still manage 

to dig up new battles. This time it's back to that 

MASH favourite, Korea. The game features 

mouse-controlled units, maps and a host of 

weapons and machines. You mastermind three 

battles which shaped the original conflict plus 

a hypothetical, modem-day situation which 

puts the Americans back into Korea. 

*=> you issue ofi a 3D battle-screen. And if your bored with the 

landscape, you can create your own, thanks to the construction kit 

that's supplied with the game. 

The trouble with rale- 
pl.lying games h 

they're all so damned 

anachronistic Take 
Dora van's Key. for 

example. Have we been 
transported back four 
years, into 

MicroHlusron's Faery 
Fate, or six years, into 
Gaunffef? 

Also vying for the 4we can get on Ihc role-playing bandwagon loo1 

award, is Gremlin, They’re just putting the finishing touches lo 

their fantasy battler, Daemansgaie I - Darovan's Key. and it 

should be suitably polished in time for an April release. It features 

a detailed continental map, around 3,000 screens big. and it looks 

looks huge. But not just because there's a large play field - there 

arc five major elements to the gameplay. including land and town 

travel, combat, conversation and magic. With each of the seven 

towns rolling in at around IQ.000 screens in size, you're set to have 

a lot of talking and walking to do. 128 non-player characters (not 

including the townsfolk) me scattered around this massive world, 

watting for you to call on them, You'd better arrange to skip work 

or school for the rest of the year if you want to complete this one. 

Mole* combat - you 

Diked for it you got It. 

Now tell me which one 
of the assorted ituf* 

fieri is the one you're 
controlling. Fifty quid 

says if* the one off- 

terpen, running away. 

And finally, the guys who already hold the crown move in to assert 

their authority over this whole role-playing rabble, TSR, the com¬ 

pany known for their Advanced Dungeons and Dragons 

board-games, have teamed up with SSI and US Gold again, this 

time to bring you Treasures of the Savage Frontier. Not expected 

before September this year, this sequel to Gateway to the Savage 

Frontier looks likely to set a few standards - if the hype is to be 

believed. Pitched at youngsters or beginners. Savagr Frontier is 

less complex than many of the fantasy role-playing games that 

abound at the moment and may be just what everyone’s waiting 

for. However, six months is a long lime - and who knows - maybe 

the role-playing craze will be old hat by then.,. 

GAMES UPDATE 
OK. so who missed the boat? The latecomers and slowcoaches of 

the games world please step forward. 

Flag - say hello, wave goodbye - maybe sometime in April? 

Dune - ah, well, MuadMib. it** a long way to Arakis — light 

ybars* in fact. 

Plan 9 train Outer Space - on the pad - planned to 

launch from spring(s). 
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Home Accounts 2 
the best gets better... 

When Home Accounts was launched four years ago we 

had just one goal—to create the best home finance program. 

Over 30.000 of you agreed with us and purchased Home 
Accounts, not only for use in the home, but also for business, 

clubs and charities. 

It seemed like a good idea to let you tell us exactly what 

to put into Home Accounts2® 

Which you did. 

Some of you didn't like the 
restrictions on the number of 
income accounts, expenditure 

types, and transactions. So wc 
removed them. 

Some of you wanted more graphics, so we added pie 
charts, scatter and line graphs. We thought we'd better 
smarten up the bar graphs, so we added 3D effects, stacking 
and overlaying, and we made sure you can print them. 

Many of you wanted to calculate mortgage rate changes, 
loan repayments, retirement planning and so on. So we 
added a pop-up calculator and interest calculator. There's 

also an option to take account of inflation. 

Since nearly half of you use Home Accounts for small 
business bookkeeping, we added options for VAT and 

business style reports. 

Then, our technical people added a tittle... 

Investment accounts, net worth 

statement, password, cheque 
numbering, custom reports, flexible 

year period. And (to save you 
disturbing them on our support 
hotline) an on-line help system, 

should you need it. 

They also added our 
acclaimed Human Interface Protocol® which first appeared in 

Wordworth® As you can see, it sets a new standard in 

speed, style and elegance for Workbench. (It also contains a 

screen saver, Playtime games and a few other goodies.) 

Amiga Format said, "Digita have made great efforts to 

listen to their customer comments and the result is a package 
which will suit any household. Everything the home user 

needs has been included—and more”. 

Home Accounts2 is written by Digita® Which means 

you'll be using a program designed for the way British 

finances work, and you'll know where to come for 
professional support. 

The only way you can really 
appreciate Home Accounts2 is to 

use it. Phone0395 270273 for more 

information or, write to Digita, 
FREEPOST, Exmouth EXg 2YZ. 

Home Accounts2 costs £54.99, 
which includes VAT, postage and packing; and when 

purchased from Digita, comes with a 7 days money-back 

guarantee. 

If you already own a home finance program, for a 

limited period only, you can trade-up for just £29.99 by 
returning your original disks to Digita with your order. 

Amiga Computing concluded, "A completely functional, 
very useful and amazingly easy program 

to use. If you're a wary 
newcomer to accounts 

packages then cast off 

your doubts and splash 

out on Home Accounts!.” 

As it turned out, 

listening to Home Accounts 
users was a pretty good 
way to write software. 

The best just got better. 

Machine support 
Written specifically foe the Amiga 
Fully supports WBl 3 and 2 00 
All medium and high resolution 
modes (mono and colour) •DIGITA* 

INTERNATIONAL 

Home Accounts 2 

•Mia 

software tbats right * 

Home Accounts! is available to the trade through Columbus, Gem 
HB Marketing, 1BD, Lazer, LeisuresofL Precision and SDL 

Digita International ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 IJl. ENGLAND Tel 0395 270273 Fax 0395 268893 
- A ihe Digit l gtcup - 

-u trie P^ttj logo Horn* Account*! I he Horne Account* logo and Worth* orth «<* reg:Mcvrd Iradtrrwrk*. «nd HIP Hum** jViriwu/ and jJmfo *#ki art Erademaekt of Digita Hokfcngs Ltd 
Ail other trademark* and thru owners Mt aLinowkdgni Sold rubfret to standard condrttoro of vik E k OE 



PREVIEWS 

Pacific Islands is the 

brainchild of nuclear 

scientist Dave Pringle. 

There's nothing he likes 

more, after a hard day's 

work splitting plutonium 

in half, than to come 

home and create huge 

battles on the Amiga. 

Weird, or what? N early two years ago. Empire scored a 

big Nil with Team Yankee* the 3D 

lank strategy game inspired by classic 

• author, Tom Clancy. Despite the rave 

however. Empire failed to make the 

filtered heaps of cash on the game and w ere 

Ml a little crest-fallen. This time, they're 

Mummed u> make it even heller than before 

- m> mailer what it takes. 

The an responsible for Team Yankee, 

m: >w Pacific Islands, is Dave Pringle of 

Oitord Digital Enterprises. A strange charac¬ 

ter by all accounts. Dave is actually a nuclear 

LfcysicUt, when he can tear himself aw ay from 

At piles game designs he’s always working 

«*. Nicknamed "The Doc", by the rest of the 

•earn at ODE, Dave relaxes by splitting atoms 

ami toying w ith the kind of high-tech hardw are 

Hkk Amiga-owners would drool over. Who 

to.-- the mad professor stereotype w as dead? 

Man with a mission 
Dr*e' s task on Pacific Islands was to create 

K Buny different scenarios where the action 

ft v> take place. Each tank mission requires 

£bl painstaking planning to get the balance 

replay right - too many enemies and the 

becomes frustrating; too few and it's a 

er Using graph paper and plenty of 

it oil* Dave pored over the layouts for 

-’aide scene. Every single detail had to he 

from scratch: forest, roads, villages 

to importantly, the positions of each 

tom and their expected routes The end result 

1 scribble that makes Einstein's theory 

tivity kmk pretty simple, 

Fm v Islands differs from Team Yankee 

important respect, as far as game- 

ng i'* concerned. In the old game, your 

were dimply repaired and reinstated m- 

i battles, providing you w ith an endless 

/ / *v 
i / 

{3 w 
/b*,f 

m 

A mock-up of the finished g*mc shown all tour of your battle groups rolling towards their target 

The enemy's hiding out there somewhere, but only Dave will know their eic^ct location, Even then, 
sometimes they seem to have a mind of their own. Spooky, huh? 

Pacific Islands 
Empire Expected: April 1992 

Each tank in Pacific 

islands is created in 
OPamf. using piece- 

together frames, like 
these for the Ml 

Abrams. 20 different 

stages are required so 

that the programmer 
can make the tank or 

the turret spin around 

separately. 

source of machinery throughout the game. 

Pacific Islands attempts to put you right imo 

the general's chair land the tank commander'si 

by giving you total control over the battle- 

fleet s purse-strings. Now, in the hrealhing 

spaces between skirmishes, it’s up to you how 

much you spend repairing tanks urn! resupply¬ 

ing ammunition. If the early missions cost you 

loo much, then y our chances of completing the 

whole game dwindle rapidly. Again, this was 

one of the hardesi things to judge. If money's 

no object, there's no sense of realism, but if 

the cash flow dries up too early, it's no fun. 

This curious-looking 

sheet of heiroglyphics 

is either (a) the result 

of explaining the way 
rOiind Milton Keynes 

to a passing motorist, 

lb) what you get 

when you let your 

two-year-old sister 
mess about with your 
Spirograph set or (c) 

Dave the designer s 

map of Level 10 of 
Pacific islands 

Nuclear spacific 
Like most designers, Dave is quick to point oui 

that allhough the design for Pacific Islands is 

his, it’s a team effort. "I’ve just designed the 

scenarios, put the data in. and run the project." 

he said. "1 haven’t done any coding. The peo¬ 

ple w ho’ve done most of the hard work are 

Sieve Green and Kevin Ayre at the Mystery 

Machine." Li seems even nuclear scientists 

can't gel their heads around AmigaDOS. 

It falls to Steve and Kevin to create the 

artwork for the game and combine it all into a 

cohesive lump, A hectic task, involving hours 

of labouring w ith DPaint and weeks of heady 

To giv« you the maximum number of possible 
missions, the map screen is formed from pre- 

drawn segments tike those above. These can be 
positioned in any fashion, rather like a jigsaw. 

In the end product, you won t see the joins. 

As well as the tanks, you'll see a variety of 

everyday objects in Pacific islands. Here's just 
one screen full of the items that are currently 

looking for a home, somewhere in the missions. 

Whether they'll be able to fit them all into the 

final code is still unknown. 

machine-ending. Dave pops in at regular inter¬ 

vals to attempt to destroy their efforts with 

extensive play-testing and last-minute 

redesigns. Will it ever end. thev ask them¬ 

selves. as yet more pages of criticism* and 

comments reiuni from the designer’s desk. 

Empire, for one, are praying that it wilI - and 

soon, because they're waiting in the wings to 

bring the final program to a waiting audience. 

Will ii he Format Gold? Will it make it to 

Number One? The chances are good, but the 

show 's not over Til the fat Jady sings... O 
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One of UBI Soft's biggest 

successes of last year was 

undoubtedly BAT. So, why 

not do it all again? Enter 

BAT 2: bigger, better (per¬ 

haps) and full of odd names. Will this 

be the next big game on the Amiga? 

THE NEXT 
BIG THING 

You can tell you*re a hip and cool fort of guy because you can da that sort of under-tbe-eyebrows 

look that Jack Nicholson did In The Shintnq. 

*W' n 1991 French software house UBI Soft 

I released a game that was, well, a link 

X. different to most, BAT (Bureau of Astral 

Troubleshooters), as well as being a strange 

and compulsive graphic adventure, attracted 

the most a item i on because of a small doohickv 

called the MV-16 sound board that came with 

the game. This provided four channel music 

and sound effects through either your head¬ 

phones or a hi-fi- Now BAT is set to be 

followed by an inevitable sequel with the 

inevitable title - BAT 2. 

Once again you take on the role of an 

agent of the aforementioned bureau. The plot 

revolves around a sinister Maxwell-like char¬ 

acter known as the Koshan, who has a 

complete monopoly over the supply of some¬ 

thing called Ec hi alone 21 on the planet 

Shedishan. Your job is to. er, remove the 

Koshan from his present position of pow er and 

find Sylvia, another BAT agent w ho was pre¬ 

viously cm the case (and who undoubtedly 

provides a little love interest l 

The control system ts identical to that 

developed in the first game. The came takes 

place in the city of Roma 2 (which just hap¬ 

pens to look like Rome about 2,000 years 

ago), and for each location you're presented 

with a full-screen graphic. In a similar way to 

the method in Lucan film games, you can move 

your cursor over the picture and find objects 

and characters of interest. Move it over a 

player* for instance, and you have the chance 

to talk to it. Machines can be manipulated in 

the same way, as can objects, ITs a very intu¬ 

itive system that tends to work well. 

Multi-racial 
The city is packed wiih all sorts of races, and 

you might find you can befriend some of the 

characters you meet, A party of four can be 

taken along with you, or told to go off and find 

something out. You can also arrange meetings 

with specific characters, but just for once their 

memories aren't actually infallible and they 

may forget your appointment, or indeed any¬ 

thing else you tell them. 

Of course, not all of the characters are the 

friendly type. There are plenty of street punks 

and even gladiators who are willing to try their 

luck with you. There are two ways for you to 

Thert *r* tom* 

Strang* roots about 

on Sf*#drihan. tt*s not 

*v*ry day that you 

get into fights with 

android ntonkeys 

{unless of course the 

French know some¬ 

thing w* don't). 

Looks like W* all over 

for you. The strange 

priest* of the city 

carry away your body 

In a futuristic coffin. 

All ft not as It seirm, 

though. Coffins can 

be a useful way of 

hiding from certain 

individual* 

deal with fights: the traditional arcade method, 

on an Operation W aff-sty le game screen, 

where the aim is simply to maim your adver¬ 

sary' as much as you possibly can, by blasting 

aw ay with your gun. Or in a longer, strategical 

bailie, again played on a separate screen and 

with very different rules. Lit her way, if you 

win. you’ll gain some respect and maybe even 

a little money. 

Also making a reappearance from the 

first game is BOB. who is your Bidirectional 

Organic Eiopuier (hooray for dodgy 

acronyms). This handy liitlc device is 

implanted in your arm, moniiors your body 

status at all times and can be programmed by 

using a number of icons and conditions. So 

you get programs along the lines of *tf hungry■: 
get something to cat?’* It can also be used to 

check on the state of your companions or even 

to play one of his four built-in arcade games, 

including a Breakout variant. 

To provide a break from all the trudging about 

the city, you can (and will need to) use the four 

faster forms of transport available. A taxi is the 

only way to reach the business sector* for 

instance, and a spacecraft is invaluable for 

travelling to other planets. All vehicles can be 

piloted automatically or manually. The advan¬ 

tage to automatic pilot is that you can't crash, 

but it costs a bomb. Manually, it's free* but 

you do have to be a good driver. When you're 

in a vehicle, the display switches to a tradi¬ 

tional racing-sim display. 

Proof in the pudding 
So it all sounds very promising, but the game 

appears to have a few faults. The 3D display of 

the *smV sections, while you're travelling 

around, are incredibly slow and jerky. TTris 

makes these parts of the game more of a hassle 

than a pleasure to play, and they destroy the 

atmosphere created in the rest of the game. 

The sound board, which provides different 

tunes according to your location* at first seems 

a great idea. But after two hours of play* and a 

stream of mindless tunes in your ear, you 

begin to wonder if it's all worth it. 

Not surprisingly, though. UBI Soft’s PR 

man Duncan Lowthian thinks that BAT 2 - out 

in March - will be “one of our major products 

for this year; it's going to be a huge seller”. 

It's certainly possible, but only if the program¬ 

ming team. Computer's Dream, have removed 

the first game’s foibles and irritations* and 

included enough new features to make buying 

the sequel worthwhile. As the game stands at 

the moment, this is by no means certain, ^ 
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It's not just in Bond and 

Indiana Jones movies where 

the guy always gets the girl. In 

Dynamix's latest release, you're given 

the chance to play hero and get a 

sweetheart as well. Can't be bad! 

Heart 

The first though! that comes to mind is 

the sheer weight of the whole pack¬ 

age. In fact, ripping it open you'd 

expect to find a massive novel-style adventure 

manual inside that needs reading to get even 

the faintest idea of how to tackle your impend¬ 

ing task. Surprisingly though, there's only a 

small manual and a travel guide (more about 

this later). Oh yes - and the game itself, the 

source of the weight: a massive nine disks! 

Definitely a game for those with two drives, 

preferably four (the maximum you can have), 

bui ideally, of course, a fast hard drive with 

around 7-8Mbs of space. This is a mega game! 

with a very intuitive feel lo it, It's so easy to 

use. yet very pow erful, allow ing you to do just 

about anything a wannabe-hero would want to. 

In the game, the view you take is in the 

first person, ie what you see is what you get. 

unlike The Secret Of Monkey Island where you 

take a second-person perspective view. You 

see the world around you from your eyes, and 

if you want lo pick some thing up, that is what 

This is the girl - Kit* - who is at the centra of 

all the malarky In this revolutionary new adven¬ 

ture game. She isn't feeling too good at the 

moment. But with the help of Ama's (kneeling) 

rejuvenating concoctions she will be In a far 

more lascivious mood by the time you, playing 

the hero Lucky, arrive on the scene. 

rescuing the beautiful Katherine Lomax, due lo 

circumstances out of his control. The man wiih 

the gun at his head is Kate's dad. Eugene 

Adolphous Lomax the Third, a man of great 

wealth and power. Why? Money. In most 

things Jake is lucky, but when it comes to 

finances, he doesn't live up to his name. 

Lucky’s an air pilot by profession. Ai the 

time of Kate's kidnapping by the goons hired 

••The DCD System allows you to do just about 

anything a wanna-be hero would want to.* 

A view to a kill 
Heart Of China is an adventure game, but with 

a difference. It uses a game-playing method, 

like its predecessor Rise Of The Dragon, 

called the Dynamix Game Development 

System (DGDS to Us chums). Bui what does 

this mean to a gaming rookie? The DGDS 

allows you to interact with the background and 

other players as you would in real life. 

The way it works is amazing. An intelli¬ 

gent pointer changes its shape as you move it 

around the screen via the mouse (or a joystick 

and keyboard combination) into various 

shapes indicating what can be done at each 

point. Whether you can exit the scene from 

that point, or push something are all indicated. 

you do. You just point to the object with your 

mouse and drag it towards you (a little effigy 

on the screen). 

Communicating with people is easy. Just 

click on who you want to talk to, and you‘1! 

swiftly find yourself in deep conversation 

(assuming the other party wants to talk to you, 

that is). No typing is required at any stage 

because the whole adventure can be controlled 

entirely by the mouse. Die-hard adventure fans 

needn't worry that this means you have less 

control. On the contrary, the game feels as if 

you really are in ihe thick of the action, and 

quick reactions are needed - which are often 

impossible on your standard text adventure, 

Jake "Lucky" Masters is like any other 

movie hero. He's been forced into the task of 

by the powerful Li Deng. Lucky had been 

operating a shady tour scheme, flying tourists 

around China for a living. Not being a very 

profitable business, he took out loans from EA 

Lomax, to keep it running, Lucky's the kind of 

arrogant person who would keep an operation 

running even if it was costing him. just for the 

sheer fun of it - he loved flying. 

I have a cunning plan.. 
Being one of Lomax's biggest debtors, and 

perhaps the most suited person in Lomax's 

books for I he job. Lucky is given the opportu¬ 

nity to clear his debts and perhaps even cam a 

bit of money and respect. How? By rescuing 

his daughter, Kate, from the dutches of Li 

Deng before he has his way with her. 

ALL TANKED UP 

If you thought that *11 you'd find in He&rt Of Chin* was 

a Hug* bundle of beaut if ully-drawn adventure scream, 

then you'd he wrong. Lurking de«p within the adventure 

Is an entire sub-gam*, bulging with three-dimensional 

vector graphics -the sort you'd expect in a MicroPros*- 

style tank simulation. 

Now you can relive those ancient, archaic war films 

like toe Co/d in Alea and Keffy's H*rp*s - from the driv¬ 

ing seat. But don't expect Tigers or King Panzers - the 

old trudgers you'll he driving make HG Wells' Ironclads 

look positively high-tech. 

This may look like an innocent tittle Oriental farm, but 

what's that you can see peeking out of the barn over 

there, it's certainly not chickens... 

Ah ha! Some kind chappie has carelessly left this tank- 

type thing,y lying around. Now where on earth can I find 

the keys, or maybe I can jump start it. 
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*?ierc your globe-spanning epic journey 

Mb- Don't forget to take with you your 

guide (the little pamphlet in the box) 

k *ou will nm go far wrong, because it con- 

b some facts that might even give you a 

potiHcrs on how to proceed. But do not 

i on it 100 per cent... 

Playing Jake Masters can be an amazingly 

experience. The things you do can lead 

different directions, because the game 

i*t actually have any predetermined 

that has 10 be taken. As you progress, 

. have to be made that affect the rest of 

e. One good point of the DGPS play- 

bod is that the game actually tells you 

you have taken a path in the game that 

have been taken differently. This plot 

if you've been frightfully dreadful to them in 

the past, but they can he most wilting to return 

favours if they are treated well They behave 

just as you would expect them to and have 

their own kind of human nature. Do you trust 

everyone or no-one? Self preservation is the 

key, and sometimes this can be hard. 

Feeling lucky tonight? 
Getting other people to do some of your dirty 

work for you is an essential pan of the game, 

and everyone has a price, but money is not 

always payment enough. In this story, the hero 

doesn't necessarily get the girl. It all depends 

on how you deal with your leading lady as to 

whether or not there is going to be any 

romance in the air. 

fu Man Chu here has 

just run his little socks 

off getting you across 

town to the focal Rose 

and Crown, which is 

coincidentally next 

door to the local 

escort' agency . 

Lucky and Kate have a love-hate, cat-ami-dog 

sort of relationship, and when you're up in the 

skies, flying to a new destination, you can 

check bow well the two are getting on by acti¬ 

vating the ' Romance-o-meter! This shows 

you their inner thoughts about each other and 

depending on the score you can decide 

whether to let Jake try out a bit of seduction. 

Or instead you can break the age old ‘hero- 

always-gcts-lhc-girr tradition and do your 

own thing, if you're that kind of guy. It's up to 

you, such is the beauty of this game - you can 

do what you want (any old time). 

This control is refined m the sections of 

the game where you are actually speaking to 

others. Instead of choosing to say something. 

Continued overleaf 

. sun that angina and you're away. Better 

tn though, especially with ttwia palace 

t pursuit. 

That's a hit more like it step Into gear and you're off! 

ir«. Oh dear. Where's the brake? I'm gonna crash If 1 

don't find It fast... whoops! 

I wish I'd enrolled for some tank-driving lessons! Maybe 

then I'd be able to out manoeuvre li Deng's mere as it is 

they're almost right up my rear end! 

“ft feels as if you really are in the thick of the 

action - quick reactions are needed** 

A LITTLE TROUBLE IN BIG CHINA 

throughout Wearf Of Qfcfria, you face some of the 

■ugliest ninjas (never mind those pansy turtles) and 

bar ds jt henchmen. 

But the emphasis is less on your reflexes - it's 

store go trying to choose the right response during 

Be conversations. 

Can you keep your uncivil tongue in your head * 

m will a Jackie Chan lookalike rip it out for you? 

You’ll need to hold them off Chi, while I get Kate 

down. Hmmire too far to jump though. . 

fee!arc you can sei off on your way lo Li 

Dtngs fortress in Chengdu, you musi enlist 

nmc help. This help comes (if you can per- 

mxte him) from Zhao Chi, the only ninja in 

Oljm ai the lime, who also owes Lomax 

wy. He is given the same opportunity of 

orrihng his debts by aiding Lucky wiih his 

iasA, Be warned (bough - Chi can lake some 

:* _j*iing,,. However, once by your side, this 

indicator doesn't actually tell you what you've 

done, or what could have been done, but just 

that you had the option of doing certain tasks 

differently. This is most clearly indicated by 

how you treat your Kate once (if> you have 

managed to rescue her. 

When you are dealing with anyone il has 

to he done carefully, because all I he characters 

have a long memory. They do not easily forget 

Great! Got Kate, but the guards ate 

after us. Come on! The only way out is 

over the balcony but... 

See it wasn't that bad! 

Kate? Oh dear. But wait! 

Where's Chi? Come on Chi, 

get a move on... 

- 

*B need a rope - where to get one though? 

I one! It'$ not that far! Oh dear, Kate’s gone 

i gooey and girlie._ 

Ah! There you 

are! Here's the... 

Oh you don't 

need the rope. 

Quickly Chi, 

they're after us! 

57 
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L'AMOUR'S IN STORE 

Ifi not *11 rough and tumbl* in downtown Beijing - If 

you Ptay Your Curds right you could end up being 

romantically entwined with Bruce Forsyth* - no, Kate 

Lomu, sorry! 

She'S a feisty young thing, with ideas above her 

station {she lives in a flat over King's Cross) and 

below your navel. But don't despair, Ms Whrtehouse - 

there's nothing too shocking. That kind of thing 

never went on in ancient times, did it? 

So how do you fancy me eh? Emm, ahem, wibble 

wobble, tnr, not bad! 1 never knew you felt that way*** 

Where's the ticket, darling? Whaddya mean you forgot 

to buy one? What b rt with you women? 

Husband??!? 

Whoa! Fast 

moving lady! 

Well of course I 

was always des¬ 

tined to get the 

girt. Sheer 

charm, style, 

etc, always 

wins through,,. 

And they all lived happily ever after. Although I guess 

I coulrfa played my cards differently and not married 

Kate* but of course that's another story. 

you can choose where ihe general flow of ihe 

conversation is going via a simple multiple 

choice selector containing a few different 

responses. Again it doesn't matter which way 

you choose to go {except at certain places)* 

because the game gels itself around the options 

you choose. Although it's probably best not to 

be loo arrogant and generally go with ihe flow. 

You could of course he totally obnoxious or 

sycophantic, it's up to you* You could still fin¬ 

ish, but you just might have a little less money. 

The longer you take, the less of a reward 

you’ll get with money literally flying away at 

a rate of £20.000 a day! 

Every picture.*. 
Hears of China is beautiful. The graphics are 

absolutely superb, they have a painterly 

quality about them* with a combination of 

touched-up digitised graphics and excellent 

hand-drawn backgrounds. From a distance 

they look amazing, and close-up there’s plenty 

of detail that adds an outstanding, realistic feel 

to the whole game. 

It’s not all static graphics though, as one 

would expect from any ordinary adventure, no, 

there are proper animation sequences that are 

spread throughout the game. These take the 

form of excellent ’meanwhile' sequences that 

show you what else is happening around you. 

or as a direct result of some of your actions. 

There are even a couple of arcade sequences in 

the game, with selectable difficulty levels to 

add variety to the game* These can actually be 

skipped if they prove too hard to handle. 

The sounds in the game are something to 

write home about, with an atmospheric sound¬ 

track that fondles your ears and reflects the 

current mood of ihe game, and first-rate 

effects to match* So good in fact, you should 

hear them on a hi-fi in stereo for full benefit. 

In fact everything about the game is so 

slick and lifelike, that you'll often find your¬ 

self writhing with laughter when you do 

something funny that turns out, quite candidly, 

how you expected it to. or disappointed when 

you know you’ve made an erroneous decision 

that doesn't work out the way that you had 

planned it. It’s wise to save your game regu¬ 

larly* It needs at least 1 Mb of memory* but for 

those with more memory, the game fully 

utilises the extra space by loading in better 

samples, and to speed up the game in general, 

keeps as much in memory as possible. 

What a lovely, quaint 

and picturesque town 

here in Istanbul ( te*t 

in dire need of 

refreshment- Let's try 

the local boowr 

All good things must.** 
The ad venlure-without-typing formal is 

becoming really popular with a whole load of 

recent releases (eg Cruise for a Corpse). 

Dynamic have produced an adventure that is a 

dream to play. The story blends together 

around your actions so well, you'd be misled 

into believing that things were meant to 

-. you can meet a lot 

of friendly people as 

you try to rescue the 

loverly Kate, but 

unfortunately this 

isn't one of them* 

Last time 1 come in 

here for a swift half! 

happen the way you choose them to. There is 

not actually much lo fault Heart Of China, it's 

a joy to play. There hasn't been a game lo get 

you hooked like (his for quite a white now. 

The only niggle is its length. The game is 

massive — on nine disks it would have to he! 

Looking in Ihe manual and seeing a List of 

credits for all the characters in the game shows 

you just how big the game is, with you only 

ever seeing a percentage of them in any game. 

The ihing is that a lot of the data is taken 

up with all Ihis* all the multiple scenarios and 

different routes that could be taken, which 

means that the game is not as long as perhaps 

it could have been. It's also a bit too easy to 

complete. This is mainly because of the intu¬ 

itive way that ihe game works, with a lot of 

your options being dead logical and some puz¬ 

zles turning twit to be not very difficult to solve 

due to ihe nature of ihe control system. 

All in all however* it's a thoroughly enjoy¬ 

able romp around ihe world, from China to 

Paris never looking back. Satisfaction guaran¬ 

teed Oh and by the way* 1 did gel the girl. 

(Say no morei - Ed>, 

Asam Ahmad ^ 

Heart of China 
Dynamix/Sierra ■ £34.99 

» Intuitive and fast control system makes play¬ 

ing Ihe game very easy. 

• I he way you can do what you want makes 

l hr game very accessible and fun to play* 

• Very rewarding when things work oat just 

right through all your own derisions* 

• (iood long-term playability, with many 

*whal if?' paths lo go down and explore. 

• You'll want more of the same soon. 

srsuar 
90% 



’s clear from this evidence... 

...that we should he 
playing Sid Meier's Covert Action. ” 

Use your skills in deduction to foil terrorists, spies and 
criminals around the world. 

Simulation • software 

Covert Action, for your IBM PC compatibles. Commodore Amiga and Atari ST 
from the creators of Railroad Tycoon and Civilization. MicroProse Ltd. Unit I, 
Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Tetbury, Glos. GUJ 8DA. 'Iel: 0666 504 326 
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Film conversions, lately, have 

been getting a bad press, but 

here's a movie licence where 

the only thing it shares with the film is 

its name. Third time lucky for Ocean? 

Robots eh’ Like ’em or loathe 'em. hul 

they’ve been gelling hums on seats in 

einemas for about the last M) years or 

so. U wasn't until Robocop hit the big silver 

screen in 1987 though, that the world got the 

first robot with both an attitude and a mission, 

He appealed to people because (like all the 

best machines! he was partly human and thus a 

terribly nice chap underneath all that chrome, 

wiring and spaudex. 
The original Rofwtop film was always 

going to he a likely choice for a licence. It had 

everything which software houses look for in a 

cross-over appeal to kids, technology aplenty, 

wodges of violence and the likelihood of 

sequels. So here we are five years down the 

road with two of the films already consigned 

to ihe £ 1 -a-week shell in the video rental shop 

and the third in the series due for release in 

this country in the summer. 
The first two Robocop games were 

broughi to you by those masters of the game of 

the film. Ocean, They were both boring and 

predictable platform games with a bit of shoot 

ing and a bit of jumping* so it's not surprising 

that nobody expected much from Robocop 3. 
All the more reason then, to he pleased that 

it's actually a wicked game. 

Protect the American way 
There are two ways to play Rohftntp 3, you 

can play it as a movie adventure or as an 

action game. The action game is, in essence, a 

way to practice the different portions of Ihe 

movie game because you cart choose any of 

five different scenarios which make up ihe 

body of the game. 

The first two of these involve walking 

around on foot picking off baddies. The first is 

a hostage situation in which the OCP (Omni 

Consumer Products) building has been taken 

over by a group of terrorists who’ll quite 

When faced with 

robots of this site, 
the best thing to do Is 
a) drop your gun and 

b) run like hell- Hut's 

right EO-atW Kai 

rejoined his old 

buddy Robocop in the 

latest outing for the 

metal lunkhead. 

Robocop 
detuned television. All of this makes it a tad 

harder to zero in on the next enemy and 

unleash a few bullets at his torso. Life is made 

even harder still because the difference 

between a civilian and the enemy is only a pair 

of raised hands, thus making it very easy to 

ruin your efficiency rating. 

Uphold the 
right to wield a gun 

The stalking around corridors with your 

crosshair ready is an extremely atmospheric 

experience. Moody music whispers away in 

the background and your concentration level is 

high because you never know just where the 

next hud guy could he lurking. To make things 

even better, your Robocop moves like the real 

article. If you remember the film, you'll know 

that for Robo to turn to face a target he slowly 

rotates his upper body, then zeros in on (he tar¬ 

get with his head and finally fires, You’ll find 

yourself doing exactly the same kind of thing, 

with Rohoeop’s built-in computer highlighting 

the had guys with a flash of green. 

The different points 

of view enable 

Robocop to pick off 

wodge* of villains, fn 

the main picture, the 

view is a wall camera, 

while the other two 

are Robocop's very 

own budl-in hostage 

detecting view. The 

hostages are black 

shapes just tike the 

terrorists, so t%4% 

advisable to check 

and see if one of 

them has got his 

hands up, or is point¬ 

ing a gun at you. In 

this case Robocop s 

snuffed out quite a 

few hostages, a* his 

efficiency rating is a 

meagre 77% 

happily blow away tonnes of thrusting young 

executives unless they get a billion knickcr in 

ransom. These hostages aren’t loo important, 

so Robocop can wander around the complex 

wasting all the bad guys. The second is pretty 

similar except that you're in the street picking 

off punks and there are no hostages, just some 

innocent bystanders. 

After being briefed by your helmei com¬ 

puter. the view switches to a 3D representation 

of the building with your cross-hairs floating 

on the screen. These are used both to sight 

your gun and to control where you move* 

mainly because wherever you point Robo’s 

Magnum, he*II wander, 

Usually the first sign of trouble is the 

sound of gunfire and a drop in your efficiency 

rating at ihe top left ofthe screen. You start off 

with 99 per cent and depending on how many 

civilians you accidentally bump off and how 

many times you lake a hit, your score drops. 

When it hits zero you’re dead. 

Every time that you take a hit your visor 

display goes a hit dodgy and crackles tike a 
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This feeling of tenseness isn't just restricted to 

the hostage stage. For the third situation you 

luve to hop into a police-car and attempt to 

bring a hall to a rash of GTAs {Grand Theft 

Vutosj, Robe's approach to ail this is a trifle 

OTT because it consists mainly of ramming 

the perps off the road with your patrol car, 

Judge Dredd would be proud of you. 

The 3D graphics in the driving section are 

notch. They're detailed, colourful and 

move extremely quickly, What’s more. 

R hocop's patrol car moves realistically. You 

rr-ilh do gel a feeling of weight from throwing 

4 -Mund comers and the inclusion of a reverse 

gear makes the whole section a real blast to 

Pi*>- lust when you think you've mastered 

ammmg a sports car off the road, y ou find out 

you've got to deal with terrorists firing 

^ at you us well. 

Batman doesn't have all the best toys. Oh 

me no. Robocop's got a few spiffy invert- 

of his own. just ready for a good field 

One of these is the basis of the fourth 

o, the gyropack section. In this game 

op takes to the air and scraps the mili- 

m a very Rocketeer influenced game. This 

ne of the hardest parts of the game to mas- 

you're not going to he able to master the 

k in one day. 

The final scenario pits Robocop against a 

■r-android, This vicious android is actually 

mnjj robot who enjoys nothing better than 

king tired Robcxops with his sabre. In 

to beat this chappy you're going to need 

fc-jgh. lough game plan. 

Serve the mighty dollar 
how do the parts hang together and do they 

well into a whole game? Yes, they do. 

iames will make you concentrate quite as 

. RobfKop 3 does. You see, it's got that 

ally tense feel to it which games like 

Service and Aliens (the American ver- 

i had aplenty . 

It the game gets at all frustrating* then 

fre probably half way to understanding 

R 'hoeop gets so miffed all the lime. The 

Y slash sections on foot are particularly 

because even if you carefully peek 

l the corner of a corridor, you can still 

tee that some guy is going to pepper 

i boll with a few well-chosen rounds of 

i bullets. 

However, even if villains start blowing chunks 

out of your motor don't run any civilians off 

the road. If you do then your efficiency rating 

will drop right down.. 

New, improved 

Robocop has got 

some wonderful toys. 

Here he'i putting his 

brand new rocket 

pack through its 

paces against the mil¬ 

itary's best pilots. 

-OH AUTXYL 

In the driving section 

of the game. Robocop 

goes up against some 

car and van thieves, 

However, in the 

Detroit of the future 

they are likely to 

shoot you off the 

road in order to 

defend their booty,. 

Robocop arrives on the scene doing his 

Rocketeer impression. A rather stroppy-looking 

ED-209 does not seem pleased to dap eyes on 

you. Well, there’s nothing tike a bit of laser 

tracking to help you out? 

LET'S HAVE A LOOK AT YOUR DONGLE! 

Robocop n got a surprise lurking within its box. Inside you will 

encounter a widget which goes by the rather dubious name of a don¬ 

gle. This wonderful device is meant to stop all you naughty punters 

pirating this terrific game 

What happens is you attach the little black device into the joystick 

ports and then load the game, if the dongle isn't present then the 

game won't load. Now, some chaps might try hacking into the game 

and removing the bits of code which search for the dongle. However, 

Ocean tell us that it will take even a good programmer months and 

months to hack all the bits out. 

Life for all the skull-end-crossbones fans isn't going to get any eas¬ 

ier either. Vou see, in the future, programmers will entwine dongle 

code with the actual game code as they write It. This means you will 

have more tuck actually rewriting the game than trying to remove don¬ 

gle-checking code references. 

Let's hop* these security measures stamp out piracy. Then maybe 

all Amiga owners will have to pay tor their games - like the millions of 

cartridge owners already taking over the games market. Stop pirating 

or risk seeing your computer disappear favour of consoles. You have 

been warned, IS seconds to comply. 

••The first games were boring and 

predictable, so it's not surprising 

that nobody expected much from 

Robocop 3. All the more reason 

then, to find it's a wicked game.4* 

If you elect to play the movie game then you'll 

get to see some top-notch animations. These 

link together the sub-games with a plot that's 

actually interesting, which U no mean feat for 

a computer game. They include a flying 

Robocop* a driving Robocop and an and rend 

scrapping Robocop. 

It's u rarity and a joy to write about a film 

licence which actually works as a game. The 

boys at Digital Image Design have done a 

wonderful job for Ocean, despite never actu¬ 

ally seeing the film. Licences am be fun* they 

can be original and most of all they am be 

playable. Miracles can (indeedI happen. 

Andy Hutchinson O 

Similarly, try not to 

let yourself get run 

off the road. If the 

terrorists do get one 

too many shots at 

your vehicle, you’ll 

end up doing a grace¬ 

ful pas de deux onto 

the hard shoulder. 

Robocop 3 
Ocean ■ £39.95 

• Tense and atmospheric scenarios. 

• Guaranteed of a long shelf-Life* 

• Brilliant smooth and rapid 3Dgruphics* 

• Wickedly m»nd} sounds, Crank up that ipl¬ 
ume lo pilch. 

• One of the most nri|>inii] film licences around 
fora (ringlime. 

91% 
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Naksha (UK) Ud.. 29 The Wharf. Warrington WA1 2HT 

Tel: (0925) 56398 Fax: (0925) 574375 

Prct* t*dudt VAT E A Q E Ptm$ to en*ng* wtixM pw ^ 

Trade Mark! and RegaiM Trade Mirks ar« ac-no*>*Oo«3 

Image 
Power 
Atari/Amiga Handheld Scanner 

Available for the Commodore Amiga and the Atan ST range ot 

computers, the Naksha A5G0 Scanner features switchable 

resolution between 200 and 400dpt. 32 grey shades and 

adjustable contrast. 

Every Scanner comes complete with Expcess-IT! Software, an 

image utility which allows you to save images in formats which 

suit your favourite packages. 

£99 or less 
from all good computer shops 

The ultimate games 

machine deserves 

the ultimate 

mouse. 

The Naksha Upgrade 

Mouse is silky smooth, 

operating at a high 280dpi 

resolution. Supplied with Mouse Mat, Pocket and 

FREE Operation Stealth. No cables - no fuss, 

Simply plug in and go. 

ncik^hci 



GAME REVIEW 

held. Arcade-style sub games intersperse the 

action, as the Kid cuts his cutsy swathe 

through some of the sweetest baddies dial you 

ever did see. Kid Gloves 2 contains all the 

essential elements that are needed for a decent, 

culsy platform game, plus a few more thrown 

in for good measure. 

Is there really 
a new Kid in town? 

The whole game looks right, plays good and 

has enough 'extras* (new weapons, collect able 

objects, magic spells and sub-games) to breath 

life into the basic platform-game formula. But 

there's still nothing new' to add to this genre. 

Kid Gloves 2 is basically just a hybrid of 

all the classic, cutsy platform romps of recent 

years. If you liked Rodlands and Mega Twins, 

or if you have fond memories of the original 

Kid Glows, then you won t be disappointed. 

Bui with so many of the classic platform 

games released at budget price (check out the 

Budget Pages 84-85) at the moment, it may be 

worth your while to look there instead. 

Neil West ® 

Kid Gloves 2 

millennium ■ £25.99 

• lt% cute, It's colourful and Tea turn the 
cutest til1 oV baddies yuu ever did see. 

• Takes «!T Hj»h1 from where the original Kid 

(doves ended, with plenty of graphical and 

game-pi a v enhancements 

• Hut isn't ii all just a tad dated? 

• At £25* W it weighs in fairly expensive. 

movement has calmed down (he earft jump 

anywhere near as far) and the whole affair 

looks remarkably like a solo outing of one of 

the Mega Twins, 

Kid is hot on the trail of the evil wizard 

Wievallard* who’s kidnapped (no pun 

■mended) his girlfriend. So our boy, armed 

with only a dagger and a liberal splashing of 

Hero aftershave, gives chase through six 

stages (each one has four levels however) of 

baddie-infested scenery. 

There are loads of devious traps and pit¬ 

falls lurking in Kid's path. On the other hand, 

there are absolutely masses of collectibles just 

scattered around to improve your chances of 

success, Spnrigs, moving platforms and col¬ 

lapsing bodges - all do their dastardly best to 

keep your reflexes stretched and your interest 

The Kid. feeling a bit f lushed for cash, decide* to try and chance his luck 

«rth a fruit-machine. The bandit may be 'armless, but it can still sting you 

far a load of readies. 

This it just on* of the many sub-games that Kid will encounter on fits 

adventure in Kid Gfovts 2. Luckily he picks up cash as he kills baddies, so 

it doesn't matter it you lose a bit here or there* 

only reservations that anyone had about 

game was that the jumping, plaiform and 

t-em-up formula was ever then all a bit 

the dated side. So here we are in brand- 

kmg new 1992. with more of the same 

t another two long years down the line. 

So does this mean Kid Gloves 2 is a u to¬ 

lly doomed lo be past its best-before 

c * Happily, not quite. Why? Well a new 

nrng and design team have dedicated 

to revamping the graphics and souping- 

Ite gameplay* The end resull is that they 

created an entirely new adventure that 

i to hold its cute little head up in 1992. 

beauty of it. though, is that they haven’t 

t spark of the original game. 

The Kid does 
some growing up 

of the Manic Miner-style screen-lo- 

fonnat, the backgrounds now scroll to 

ale the Kid's movement. The 

ire now larger and more detailed, and 

dlv this second-generation Kid is 

superior to his predecessor. The Kid's 

The graphics really 

are OK. As Kid falls, 

clutching his little 

dagger, his hair blows 

behind him and his 

face contorts into a 

'terrified took' that 

even Phil Cool would 

be proud of. But 

there's nothing new 

or exciting about the 

gam# itself 

There are five Islands 

to explore, each with 

different species of 

Kid-hating fiends and 

different coloured 

scenery. It all gets a 

bit repetitive to look 

at but the action 

remains fast and furi¬ 

ous throughout. 

long, long lime ago (well back in 

1990, but that is an aeon ago in the 

fast-moving world of game publish - 

I the kid with (he magic boxing gloves 

aie his debut appearance on the Amiga. He 

t> fasi. he was cute and he was colourful. 

t point th* way, as Kid explores the underworld. Kid 2 is 

t to the original, tn fact, to be honest any connection is in 

tot rf cutsey heroes with a Rod Stewart-style hairdo are 

t vw fire, then give it a try* 

Kid Gloves 2 
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Cartoon classics Superdeal I 
Amiga 500 plus 1 Mb computer. 

featuring: Lemmings 
The Simpsons, Captain 

planet and Delux paint III 
plus: Joystick, A520 Video Adapter, 

Mouse mat and Dust cover 

£333.95 

Cartoon classics Superdeal 
Amiga 500 plus 1 Mb compute 

Commodore I084spt colour 
monitor, featuring: software as 

Superdeal 1, plus: Joystick, 
10 Hit games, PD Spreadshee 

and Data base, Word processir 
10 Disks and additional 

Dust cover. 

£578.95 

inters 

Phillips CM8833 MKII colour £229.00 
Commodore I0845dl colour £219,00 
Commodore 1G63Sp1 colour £219.00 
Commodore 1950 M*sync £586.00 

Star LC20 mono £149.00 
Star LC24*200 mono £235.00 
Star LC24-200 colour £275.00 
Star LC200 9 pin colour £195.00 
Star XB24 £369.95 
HP Desk jet mono £323.00 
HP DeskJet colour £583,00 
HP LaserJet HIP £937.00 
HP Laserjsf ill £1192.00 
HP PaintJet £540,50 

Educational Superdeals 
Maths mania, Better spelling. 

Hooray Henrietta and 
Text plus. 

At a special price of £55.01 
When purchased with any 
of the Classic cartoon 

Superdeals. 

r.» 

all Major 

credit cards 
ACCEPTED 

%ssorl^~ \QAnsuma0i 
Amiga 500 Dust cover £3,99 Printer paper £1299 

Monitor Dust cover £4,99 Disks. 50 unbranded £20,00 

Star LC24-200 Dust cover £4,99 LC2Q0 ribbon mono £5.50 

Star LC200 Dust cover £4.99 LC200 ribbon colour £11.00 

Monitor stand £12,99 LC2420Q ribbon mono £5.00 

Printer stand £7,99 LC24-20G ribbon colour £12*50 

Joystick cable £5.99 
Mouse mat £3,99 
Naksha mouse £24.99 
Squick mouse PC £17.99 ■ 
Squick mouse A500 £24.99 

E A Sega game gear Roboswitch £9.99 £89.99 

Parallel printer lead £10.99 Sega game gear TV tuner £72,99 

Commodore A501 RAM £39.99 Sega master system II £54.99 

Virgo RAM £29.99 Sega mega drive £119.99 

Control centre £44,95 
10 Disk box £3.99 w a 
40 Disk box £4.99 _ 
80 Disk box £7.99 k\ 
120 Disk box £10.99 ^ Ja o 
Rendel genlock P.O.A 

ATARI & IBM 
A full range of Atari and IB1 

software is available from 
our Reading showrooms 

on 
(0734) 505514 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS; OPEN MON TO SAT 9-5.30 OR RII 



READING 

'3!8S 

OT9!>C 
—V5\ tiNQ STfiErr 

IS» Lffrii SMUGOAK 

U tF BUSINESS 
CENTRE 

How to order 
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed before 
3.00pm subject to availiattlity Alternative^ send cheque1 
postal order to Micromail Lid, Unit 9, Smug Oak Centre, 
Lye Lane, Bricketwood, St Albans, AL2 3UG 
Please allow 5 working days tor cheque clearance 
Subject to availability despatch is normally within 
24 hours of receipt of deared payment 
DELIVERY CHARGES; UK Manfrti (notHtftfcwfc) 

Despatched by post, please check 
charges when ordering 
Nexi day coxier sendee £10 00 per box 
Neid day coxier service. £17 50 
Normal rale plus £10 00 + VAT per box 

in addition we have tlx following express service: 

Saturday deliveries Normal rale plus £10 00 + VAT. surch^ge 
7am 9am next day Normal rale pus CIO 00 + VAT surcharge 
am nexi day Normal rate plus CIO 00 + VAT. surcharge 

[the above surcharges are per ben) 
Pnw are sutyad to change wuhen notice £ 40 E 

Small consumables & 

software iiems 

Other nems except lasers 

-aser primers 

Olfshore A rt^iands 

Unit 9 

Smug Oak Business Centre 
Lye lane, Bricketwood. 

St Albans AL2 3UG 

Tel. (0923) 849111-8 lines open 

Fax. (0923) 894143 

8 Queen Victoria Street 
Reading 

Berkshire 

Tel. (0734) 505514 

/R SALES HOT LINE 0923 894111 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 
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GAME REVIEW 

Big, hunky, 3001b chaps in lycra and 

make-up: don't you just love "cm? 

Well yes, it wmjki seem that ihe 

British public do, 1992, the age of the new 

mart' is upon us, and with this (possibly) in 

mind it's now OK to enjoy watching the beefy, 

larger-than-life stars of the American WWF 

strut their baby oil-lubricated stuff. 

Three of the WWF's most infamous gladi¬ 

ators - Hulk Hogan, The British Bulldog and 

The Ultimate Warrior - now come pixillatcd 

and primed for action in Ocean's game of 

Britain's ‘favourite* new sport. Each of these 

three have a special move to master, and you 

can choose to represent any one of them in 

your bid to become the new champ. 

Pummel your way through five baddies', 

and the crown's yours. Each bout lasts five 

minutes, and to win you have to pin your 

opponent to the canvas for a count of three. 

Bui these are slippery customers (not least due 

to the haby oil) so a lot of leaping, punching, 

Into the thick of the 

action as the Hulk 

takes on Mr Perfect 

The background dis¬ 

plays macho pictures 

of the two fighters as 

they do unspeakable 

things to each other's 

bodies, it's enough to 

make you glad you 

took up computer 

gaming instead of the 

real thing. 

66 

lltfWF - Wrestlemania 

grappling and pile-drivering has to he done in 

the pre-victory softening-up process. You anti 

your opponent have an energy bar. and if one 

of them reaches the big zero then it means 

you're cither victorious or canvas-fodder. 

Throbbing 
The action takes place in a ring (a square one) 

and you can walk in four directions. You can 

get really narked and leap out of the ring and 

chuck chairs about, climb up the comer posts 

and leap off or have a go at running and 

bouncing off the ropes to catapult yourself into 

a flying kick. It's all pretty frantic stuff and it 

will soon leave you with your joystick hand 

violently throbbing. 

That's more tike It - a 

pood, unsporting, 

dirty fight. The 

wrestlers have got 20 

seconds to get back in 

the ring before the 

match is declared 

void, nut in the mean¬ 

time you can do what 

you want. The Hulk's 

found a chair and he's 

not a afraid to uS# it. 

Every now and ihcn, the two bulging haulers 

grab hold of each other in a clinch. If s now 

pummel - your-joy st ick-ih rough -1 he-1 able t i me 

as you have to waggle your joystick left and 

right in a race to build up vour grapple-mcler 

faster than your opponent, Whoever gets there 

first (usually your opponent) has the pleasure 

of executing his special' bone-breaking move. 

Your energy meter shrinks a couple of notches 

and you're soon back on your feel. 

Shoot from the lip 
The atmosphere of the whole WWI- experience 

is captured and exploited to the full, and not 

just in the fights themselves, Intrtxlucing each 

bout is a profile of the two wrestlers and the 

chance to participate in a quick slanging 

match. Each wrestler has his favourite quote, 

and you can select which phrase to fire hack at 

your loud-mouthed opponent. Monkey I stand- 

style. All good fun and just like the real thing. 

The graphics are big *n’ brassy, and move 

OK, It soon becomes obvious that you're not 

really controlling your character, hut arc trig¬ 

gering ihe execution of pre-defined animated 

sequences. But this isn't really a problem, 

because there's enough pace and variation to 

keep up the charade. 

Bui the novelty factor wears off fairly 

quickly, and unless you are a real wrestling 

fan. then you'll soon find yourself wanting 

more moves, more opponents and a challenge 

AND FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT... 
are three lumps of f Ipriooily-glistening muscle who are just itching to do your dirty work for you. Simply tike your pick, 

learn each of their individual speciality moves and then get stuck in. Such a pretty bunch of mothers, don't you think? 

Evidently the 

British Bulldog's 

from up north. 

Leeds to be pre¬ 

cise, and he is 

intent on taking a 

“bite out of the 

WWF“, He's got a 

bit of a poncy hair* 

cut, but he's, dead 

tasty in the ring. 

HThe most famous 

grapple r of them 

all, the Hulhster is 

the current world 

champion and a 

bit of a crap film 

star. Bigger mus¬ 

cles than Amie, 

and an Abba 

hairdo to boot. 

Terrifying. 

■ The Llltimate 

Warrior looks tike 

a Guns 'n‘ Roses 

reject with an atti¬ 

tude to match. 

More make-up 

than Cindy 

Crawford, but not 

so nice to spend 

five minutes grap¬ 

pling with. 

that requires a little more of the grey matter 

than joystick-wiggling. 
WWFs life-span is given a much-needed 

shot in ihe arm by ihe inclusion of a practice 

mode where you can work oui all the moves, 

or lake on a buddy in a two-playcr game. 

Unfortunately player two is restricted to taking 

on the role of Mr Perfect, but there's still a lot 

of fun to be had in heating seven shades of 

steroids out of him. 

WWF is a standard one-player Double 

Dragonstyk beai-em-up set in one location. 

This lack of depth may well protect your 

hmised and battered hands front permanent 

damage, but leaves the game lacking. Fast, 

furious, glit/y and exciting hut ultimately a 

shallow facade. Much like the real thing! 

Neil West O 

Tkf Ultimate Warrior 

{you!) gets to grips 

with Mr Ptrftrt. 

Waggle your joystick 

to get your grapple 

o-meter to the top 

before his. 

Unfortunately, your 

opponent usually 

has a head start. 

WWF - Wrestlemania 
Ocean ■ £25.99 

• All tour bin hi Hu characters from Ihe world 

of WWF in Tull effect. 

• More jirips in it than your average Black- 

and-Becker Workbench, 

• Nice* whopping-grat-bfg character sprites 

with smooth uni mat inn. 

• Thcre\ just no real depth In I he me play. 

II Mill leave you unfulfilled and wanting 



n i>a^o DageieoiGiyt 

Moonstone - a remarkable combination of fast, aggressive combat action and 
subtle role-play set in a fantasy world, that uniquely challenges your brain and 
your reflexes - while covering you in gore. 

Oh, by the way, if the sight of so much blood upsets you, don't worry. The 
blood is an option! 

00 (T?acr> fcto 
-qoaxLDie! 

Moonstone features nearly 1,000 frames of incredible animation in 2 

Megabytes of monsters and creatures, over 60 beautifully painted backdrops 
and detailed scenery. Sound effects are high quality digital samples and 

includes a full musical score and stunning full screen animated introductory 
and game complete sequences. 

. wconfoms scenes of sfrgng graphic imagery mihpartKVfor 
- - Athese scenes ore opttonofr rhn product n vofamonty 
etf P&rwra! CurdorKc n recommended for younger ptayen, 

-***^e^ r* Jd not a iegat requirement 

C199f MindHapeirAernotmil titrated A# ngtifs reserved Moondone ts a 
nodemort of M^dnope international t muted Whttenbyfiob Anderson 

MINDSCAPE 

for your. dealer contact: MmdscopeInternational Ltd, The Coach Home, Hooklands [stole, Scaynes Hill, West Sussex RHI7 7NC. Tel: 0444 831 761 
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GAME REVIEW 

Novagen return would-be money 

makers to the Gamma system in a tale 

of cash and political intrigue. Can the 

third game in the Mercenary series live 

up to its Format Gold pedigree? 

Anyone who played Paul Woakes* last 

space epic, Damocles, will remember 

the excitement of the quest to save 

Eris from the mighty comet. The financial 

wheeler-dealings* the seat-of-the-pants flying* 

the geographical and logistical problems of 

constructing a powerful bomb. Ah, what an 

interesting life a mercenary leads! Well now 

Paul Woakes has returned with the next chap¬ 

ter in the Mercenary story - The Dion Crisis* 

Following topical matters (as computer 

games often do), Mercenary /// has a more 

political edge than the previous games in the 

trilogy. President Margaret (no relation) has 

been ousted from the government and a new 

premier is about to be elected. Unfortunately, 

the man leading the polls... well the only cam 

dtdate actually, is a bit of an egomaniac by the 

name of Mr PC Bil. He bullies and oppresses 

people who oppose him to get his own way, 

and his latest venture - an open cast mining 

establishment on the beautiful North Island of 

the planet Dion. 

This would not only ruin the scenery* but 

cause untold damage to the ecological system 

of the planet. The benefits that Bil hopes to 

gain from this venture are purely monetary. 

Many people may argue that this greed for 

power and wealth stem from the suffering he 

underwent during the Milkay War, but to tell 

the truth he's just a rotten bounder! 

This place looks kind 

of familiar* Oh no! 

We've fallen through 

a tram-dimensional 

warp and been myste¬ 

riously transported to 

the Future Publishing 

offices in Bath! No we 

haven't. We're still on 

the planet Eris* 

Mercenary III 

Having entered the 

election, some decent 

exposure is always 

welcome- A talented 

ad agency is what you 

need now. Ah* where 

are we now? In the 

offices of Erts's top 

ad agency! What a 

stroke of luck. 

ON THE BUSES 
Completing the adventure in 

Mercenary tit takes quite a hit of 

travelling, no matter which of the 

six solutions you attempt. In order 

to travel around the various plan¬ 

ets and locations of the Gamma 

system, you'll need to make use of 

a number of types of transport 

Unfortunately there Is no way of 

getting a free ship as in Damocles, 

On this one you either have to get 

enough dash together to buy one 

or use public transport- There are 

five methods for journeying 

between locations: 

BUSES 

A cheaper way of travelling on some 

planets is to nip on the bus. You can 

use your bus pass to get around on 

these, but make sure you pay atten¬ 

tion to the route, otherwise you could 

miss your stop. 

TAXIS 

One of the main methods of getting 

from place to place is by way of the 

local taxi service. To begin with you 

can blag lifts on PC Bit's account, but 

taxis on other planets will quickly nick 

all your cash. 

SHUTTLES 

Pf> Bil lays on a shuttle service for get¬ 

ting between the starting point and 

his HQ on ToIom. but this is a strictly 

limited service. Other trips will sting 

your wallet heavily, not to mention 

taking up a lot of time. 

TRANSPORTERS 

This is by far the cheapest and quick¬ 

est way of travelling between most 

planets. No sooner do you step in than 

you appear at a new location. Watch 

out you don't get lost in the void 

between locations though! 

PLANES 

To visit the different islands on a 

planet, you will more than likely need 

to grab a ride on an executive jet. 

These can be costly, but next to the 

price of a taxi journey this w 

like a minuscule amount. 

Once again, you play the mercenary of the 

title. After rescuing the planet Eris from 

destruction by the comet Damocles (and being 

paid 50,000,000 spondoolicks for your trouble) 

you were arrested for the illegal activities you 

underwent during the mission* such as nicking 

things and flying unauthorised vehicles). 

Rather unfair to a man who single-handedly 

saved the world* but the law is. after alt. the 

law! 

Going straight 
Mercenary /// starts with you being released 

from prison, with a message from PC Bil 

demanding your presence, After a taxi journey 

and fiighl through space to bis headquarters* 

you find out what a beastly chap be is. There's 

only one thing for it* you're going to have to 

try and put a stop to his nefarious plans. 

There arc six ways you can do this, five of 

which are detailed in secret documents 

included with the game. However* these don't 

tell you how to complete every step of the 

adventure - they just give you hints on how to 

complete a certain percentage of the quest. 

The first method is to usurp PC Bil's plans 

by entering yourself in the election, thereby 

stopping Bil from becoming president so eas¬ 

ily. Thai way he wonTt be able to gel the 



STp GAME REVIEW 

A qukk trip on the 

bus Those posters 

reckon that you 

should vote for the 

Charismatic, good' 

looking candidate 

running in the presi¬ 

dential election. 

Oob, a fruit-machine! 

I wonder if I can have 

a go at winning the 

feck pot. More likely 

that the old cash 

supply will diminish 

■ irtremely quickly! 

The unacceptable face of tyranny lies hidden behind a bullet-proof screen. After all, PC Hi I has to 

protect himself from attacks. Right... where did I leave that gun? 

Not sure 1 understand 

these newfangled hal- 
lot papers Maybe this 
choice damn! Voted 

for the wrong person' 

Don't want to be recognised? Well this Groucho Marx disguise will come In useful then. The price is 

a bit over the top though. Seven-and-a-half grand for a mask? Vou must be joking! 

egidation allowing him to start mining on 

Dion passed through. 

Secondly, you could fake the mob- 

method. This involves winning so much 

money in the casino* of Bacchus that BiTs 

empire will not be able to support itself. 

The third way is to arrest him and gel him 

’ocked in a secure prison - w'hich doesn't yet 

cam! For ibis you will need to get one built 

nd actually catch Bil. 

Another way is to go straight to the 

bone's mouth and blow up his enUre mining 

aeration. His lack of insurance money means 

he w ill not be able to continue. 

You could also try bringing the old merec- 

3in warrior tactics into play and take on his 

£ * mg troops. That method ought to shake him 

«p just a little bit! 

The final method is for advanced players 

y This is because the actual course of 

cti is a total mystery, so you will have to 

■ Hir very best Sherlock Holmes delecting 

t on for this one! 

The continuing saga... 
the first game in the Mercenary series 

d, n caused quite a stir thanks to its 

* ire-frame graphics tgosh, how quaint) 

euemive plot. After a long wait, the 

sequel finally appeared on the Amiga to simi¬ 

lar adulation. The same humourous approach 

was there, but the game system had been mas¬ 

sively improved. The graphics were more 

solid. I he playing arena was much bigger 

(ranging over a number of planets rather than 

just on one) and the plot more involved. When 

the release of Mercenary tit approached the 

horizon, people started gelling excited once 

more - and why not? The first two games in 

"Mercenary III gives too much of 

an impression that it should have 

been called Damocles II* 

Ihe scries were si turners, so the third should he 

equally impressive, right? Well.,, er„. 

Now we Hit the crux of the matter. 

Mercenary til is without doubt an impressive 

game. The plot is witty and engrossing, the 3D 

graphics are smooth and solid and ihe game's 

scope is huge. But... 

The main problem is that the whole atmo¬ 

sphere is very' similar to Damocles. Sure, there 

are new tasks to complete, and the addition of 

other characters makes the game have a more 

human feel. However, there ts no real interac¬ 

tion between yourself and the characters you 

meet. It's as if you're travelling around a solar 

sy stem populated by automatons. If there had 

been more of a feeling of actually conversing 

with the other people you come across, then 

maybe there would have been more to keep 

you interested. As it stands (hough. Mercenary 

HI gives too much of an impression that it 

should have been called Damocles ft. 

Comparing the differences between this and 

Damoc tes with ihe leap from ihe first game to 

the sequel is like putting a ping pong hall next 

to a hot-air balloon. 

For those of you lhat haven't played any 

of the other games in the series, then this will 

make an excellent space adventure. If, on the 

other hand, you've played the others to death 

and are expecting something new to present a 

challenge, prepare to he slightly disappointed. 

You've been there many times before, 

rviaff Evans O 

Mercenary III 
Novagen ■ £29.99 

• (ichhJ 3D animate* nnootitty arid gives a 
proper feeling of depth. 

• The puzzles are intuited enough to keep you 

scratching your head for a while. 

• A rather surreal sense of humour keeps 

things ticking along nicely, 

• The interaction between (he player and 

Other characters could be more involved. 

• A decent spate adventure which is just that 

little hit too much like ils predecessor. 
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ENTER THE WORLD OF FANTASIA WITH COMMODORE 

AMIGA 500 + 
CARTOON 

CLASSICS PACK 
RRP. £399.00 

| FANTASIA’S Price 

£359.00 
Advanced home computer with powerful Irrvg RAM. Professional style 
keyboard and mouse. T.V, modulator and built-in disc drive for 3!4 
disc. Pack includes 3 cartoon games, "The Simpsons", "Lemmings" and 
"Captain Planet" and “Delux Paint II" to create your own cartoons. 

AMIGA 500 + CARTOON 
CLASSIC S XTRA PACK 1. 

Top Quality joystick + The 
Simpsons, Lemmings, 
Captain Planet, DP2 + 
Gremlins 2, Interceptor, 
Nebulos, Football Manager, 
Las Vegas, Star Ray, 
Quadralien, Eyes of Horos, 
Star Goose, Battle Valley 

de*l?sia£385.00! 

AMIGA 500 + CARTOON 
CLASSIC'S XTRA PACK 2. 
Top Quality joystick + The 
Simpsons, Lemmings, 
Captain Planet, D Paint 2 + 
Oatastorm, Dungeon Quest, 
E-motion, Grand Monster 
Slam, Kid Gloves, 
Powerplay, RVF Honda, 
Shuffle Puck Cafe, Soccer 
and Tower of Babel 

de*lasia£385.00! 
All Amiga 500’s are the new 500 Plus models with tMB 
FIAM, work bench 2.04 + enhanced chips for improved 

.graphics. 

£304.99 
SEE FANTASIA 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Atari 520 ST Discovery Pack Inc: 
3’/a”Floppy 512K RAM TV modulator 
Midi parts 4096 colours. Free Joysticks 

Anarchy Control ACC 
Oragont Breath Em utator ACC 
Indiana Jones first Basic 
Super cycle Neochrome 

St Toll 

AMIGA MONITOR AMIGA MONITOR 

Philips CM8832/11 Stereo Colder 
Monitor All our monitors are of UK 
specification are covered by a 12 
month warranty and come with a 
connection cable. £219.99 

Atari SC 1435 Colour Monitor 
Atari medium resolution colour 
monitor. Compatible with all 
Ataris. Connection lead included. 

£249.99 

COMMODORE CDTV 
Package indudes: 
* CDTV player 
■ Remote control handset with batteries 
* Welcome - A guide to CDTV4 disk 
with Caddy 
* Instruction manual 
* Connecti ng cables to RF input & to aud io 
■ One year warranty ‘return to base' 
Plus two other titles 
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia - 25r000 
entries, 7,000 biographies and 250 tables 

, FantastauJeai: £465.00 

AMIGA 1500 Pack 
Includes: 
Battle Chess 
Populous & Promised Lands 
Sin City & Terrain editor 
The works - Platinum editor 
Their Finest Hour 
Delux Paint III 
Fantasia deal: £675.00 

A500 Class Of 90S.£459.99 
A500 512K RAM exp .£44,99 
A590 20 meg HD 0MB RAM.£279.99 
A590 20 meg HD 1MB RAM.£329 99 
A590 20 meg HD 2MB RAM_£379 99 
Cummana ext drive Amiga.£59.99 
Atari ext drive inc Free Software . £74.99 
Atari Family Curriculum 
(Call for details}.£339.99 
Quick Joy Turbo Joystick.. ., ,£8,95 
Atari or Amiga 

PRINTERS 
Clfe«iS«tft9 . £199 99 
Citizen 120D. £14999 
Citizen Swift 24tiwcps).. £299 99 
Citizen 1240 iimcfsj_ £21000 
Star LC10 Mono. .Ecall 
Star LC24/10 Mono — . .£call 
Star LC 200 Colour ., ...Ecall 
Star LC 24/200 Mono . 
Star LC24/2CM3 Colour, . . Ecall J 

MAIL ORDERS 
SALES & ENQUIRIES DESK 

0202 514533 
FAX: (0202) 293456 

FANTASIA ENTERTAINMENTS & LEISURE 
18 MAGNOLIA HOUSE • RED HILL DRIVE 

BOURNEMOUTH • DORSET 
OPEN SIX DA VS A WEEK - MON-SAT 9-5.30 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. 

Delivery charges UK Mainland 
HARDWARE: £8.00 + VAT per box 

SOFTWARE: Postage paid 

All pnc* arc manufacturer s speahcatm are subject ft change mthoul noheo 
ftL*aDN*y w*t\ me manufacfuers before ordering: Goode are no* onered on maf bwm 
jdMS are offered for wde subject to Our Marvt&rd oondrtjons of sale - available on request 

Subject la eveiCainlriy 
despatch it nprmsHy 
• Heeled witbiii 2 days 
tram receipt pi cleared 
payment Pi*eft allow S 
worfcrfig days cheque 
dterence AH orders writ 
be futfM up to 29 days 
unless otherwise nctrhed 



GIANT SPRING 
PREVIEW ISSUE 

OUT NOW! 
It’s the place to come if you want to know about the new season’s big games. 
^--- _ Plus! There’s the groovy March issue on sale 

in a couple of weeks too! 

G4g|N 4MY 0TH« Si 

770961 '731 

from the makers 

4 —A m«<*Z'ne w,th IT 

STRANGE 
BUT TRUE! 

men wrote the best 
game of ail 

aawga power 

KNOW MORE THEN? THEN FLICK 

arcade 

Moreen, 
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ized sound Effects 
pONTROL FOR BATTING 

■CT AND CHANGE BATSMI 

IE batsmenJ 

CONTROLROR BOWLII 

SEItCT AND CH/*E BOWLERSj 

:R 430 differBt BOV»^^—_ 

IGE FIELD \YOUTJ 

OfUClAij* 

■,J AVAILABLE 
AMIGA ONLY 

1 MEG 
R.R.P. £30.99 
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* % 
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" Unit 12 A, 'N 
Millmead Business Centre, 

Millmead Road, 
London N17 9QU 
Tel: 081-365 1151 

Fax: 081-885 1953 

AMIGA PACKS 
SCREEN GEMS PACK, inc: Shadow/Beast II, Back/Future II, Nightbrecd, Days of Thunder, Dpaint II...*...£359.00 

AMIGA A500, mouse, modulator, power supply, Workbench 1.3, Basic Tutorial and manuals.......£309.00 

CARTOON CLASSICS inc: 1Mb Ram, Lemmings, Simpsons, Captain Planet, Deluxe Paint 3..—.......,£369.00 

CLASS OF THE 90 s FIRST STEPS inc: Extra 512k, ProWrite, Info File, DPainl & DPrint U etc .........£616.00 

CLASS OF THE 90fS inc. Extra 512k, Publishers Choree. Maxiplan. BBC Emulator, Midi Int* etc  .......£515.00 

AMIGA CREATIVITY PACK: with Word Processor, Music and paint packages. 3 games + Tutorial video......£419.00 

ALL AMIGA ASOO’s supplied with mouse, modulator, manuals, workbench Basic + Tutorial. 

AT ONCE AMIGA 
PC 286 AT Emulator 

FOR THE A500 

ONLY £169.00 

PHILIPS 8833 
MKII STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including free lead 

ONLY £229.00 

AMIGA I50( ) - 2 PACKS 
Amiga 1500 Base 

Pack 

The Amigo 1500 is an Amiga 2000 

with 2 floppy drives instead of the 

usual one. The big advantage of 

(he 1500/2000 over the A500 is its 

ability to take expansion internally 

with ease. The Base Pack comes 

complete with 2 floppy drives. 

Workbench 1.3, mouse, manuals, 

and a separate keyboard 

only £579.99 

Amiga 1500 
Business and 

Classic Software Pack 

as as the base pack but with 

Deluxe Paint 3* Platinum Works 

Uhc best integrated pack available 

for the Amiga). Their finest Hour. 

Sim City and Terrain Editor, 

Populous and Promised Lands, 

Baltic Chess and Amiga Format 

Tips Book. 

only £679.99 

Amiga 1500 Base 
Pack with 

Commodore 1084SD 
Same as the base pack but with 
the Commodore 1084SD Monitor. 

only £819.99 

Amiga 1500 Business 
and Classic Software 

Pack with 
Commodore I084SD 

Same as the 1500 base pack but 
with Commodore 1084SD and the 
utility and entertainment pack. 

only £869.99 

Golden Image Mouse... RO.A 
Gasteiner Mouse....£14.95 
Alfa Data Mouse ...*,......£19.95 
Golden Image Optical...£29.95 
Golden Image Scanner .. £149,95 
Bai lie Mouse.,......£24.95 
Tack Ball (dick and hold),........£39.95 
Track Ball.......    £24,95 
Internal Pow*cr Supply for ST.*..,£29,00 
External 1 Meg Disk Drives......,,,£55,00 
ID x Sony Disks..  £9.95 

L ST Clock....£19.95^ 

CDTV 
Commodore 

Dynamic Total Vision 

Whal is CDTV? 
CDTV combines a professional audio system, 

advanced Amiga technology and remote 
control, thus creating a system with superior 
sound and graphics. We have a large selection 

of software available at discount prices, 

only £499.00 

VIDI AMIGA 
VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 

Vidi Colour package. Including 
Vidi Digitiser, Vidi chrome and 
Photon Paint. 

PRICE £95.00 

RGB SPLITTER - for use 
with Vidichmme or Digtview. 

(includes PSU) 

PRICE £59.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR 
SOLUTION 

Package includes Vidi-Amiga, 
vidichmme and the RGB Splitter 
for a complete colour digitising 

outfit, NOTE: for best colour pic¬ 
tures you require a video camera 

or perfect still Frame VCR 

PRICE £139.95 

UPGRADE YOUR 
AMIGA TO l MEG 

} Meg Upgrade - £24.99 

? Meg Upgrade + Clock £26.99 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC -JO mono PRINTER me. Lead............£ 159 DO 
STAR LC-200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead...,....,.,,£209.00 
STAR LC 24/200 MONO PRINTER inc. Lead,.........,,,£249 00 
STAR LC 24/200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead..—......£297.00 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 MONO inc. Lead ......-...—.£279.0O 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR inc. Lead............,.£275.00 
CITIZEN I24D 24 Pin Mono inc. Lead......,.,......,.£195 00 
CITIZEN I20D 9 Pin Mono inc. Lead------------£139.00 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR inc, Lead....,„.£179.00 
CANON BJ10E Bubblejel inc Lead .......£269.00 

HARDWARE 
COMMODORE A390 20Mb HARD DISK UNPOPULATED .£285,00 
COMMODORE A590 20Mb HARD DISK * 2Mb RAM...,,,, £339.00 
FRAME GRABBER PAL,...........£449,00 
RENDALE 8802 Genlock. A500/B2000......£185 00 
AUDIO ENGINEER Sampling hard warc/wft ware    XI69.00 
SOPH US 55 Professional Stereo Sampler., *,,,.£49,00 
KCS POWERBOARD, PC Emulation (A500) with MS DOS.,,..,£215.00 
AMIGA compatibleexternal disk drive switch plus thru port.,..,,,£57.50 
GVP 52Mb SCSI Hard Drive & RM RAM Boaid for AS0Q„...099 00 
GVP 52Mb SCSI Drive plus g Meg RAM Board for J50O/2OOO,...£379,00 
GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER with software plus 
Photon Paint ...£169.00 
NAKSHA CLONE MOUSE.......£19,95 

SOFTWARE & DISKS 
3D PROFESSIONAL..£209,00 
AMOS * EXTRAS DISK...G2.O0 
BROADCAST TTTLER LI..1169.00 
VIDEO EASE...  05.00 
DIGTVIEW GOLD V4,*„*.£95 00 
LATTICE C V5.I...  ,£149.00 
PAGESETTER V2, DTP.,£47.QQ 
PAGESTREAM 
New Version 2.1_ ,£129.00 
PAGESTREAM FONTS.£49.00 
TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL.£79.00 

PIXEL 3D..£49.00 
PRO-VIDEO POST™.,,,.£159,00 
PRO-WRITE V3.1 ..,,.,£85.00 
EXCELLENCE V2,.*_,£89,00 
TITLE PAGE ......,,,.£109.00 
PRO PAGE V2.£109,00 
VIDEO EFFECTS 3D,,..,.£109.00 
X-CAD DESIGNER U meg}.,£69.00 
X-CAD PROFESSIONAL.,.£129.00 
WORDWORTH ,,.,£85.0O 

CROSS-DOS, Multi-Format file transfer,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
HITACHI 720 VIDEO CAMERA , Ideal for Digivlew 
PEN PAL. Excellent Word Processor (1 Meg) 
IMAGINE 3D Animation and Rendering Software. 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL ...... 
ALL IN ONE. Art package. Word Pro + Music Package.. 
TV SHOW. Video wipe*, fitting package 
PHOTON FAINT II. HAM, Art - Animation, .. 
AMOS COMPILER.......... 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package...... 
AMIGA VISION. Authoring Software ,,,,,.*. 
DOS 2 DOS Mill Li-formal file transfer.............. 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO 0 meg).. 
SPECTRA COLOUR............... 
FUTILITIES,,,.......... 

,£23,O0 
£199.00 
,£59.00 
£169.00 
£119.00 
£119.00 
,£55.00 
,£25.00 
-£23.00 
-£62.00 
, ES9.00 
-£33.00 
,£69,00 
..£55.00 
,£34.0O 

El ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. DELIVERY EXTRA overflight £10) 
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"Realms - there can only be one," 

screams the blurb. The thing is, not 

only does it resemble another game, 

but wouldn't 'Realm' be a more 

appropriate title? The goal in this war- 

strategy game is total world 

domination: is it worth the effort? 

Realm 
You need to keep an eye on your cities. While you're off sieging the enemy's capital your towns 

could be fading away from famine or plague. A nice touch is that the picture of the cities does 

change: if you build stone walls, then they will appear around the city the neat time you look. 

T| rying to become the ultimate ruler of 

the known world is a tricky business. 

There’s an awful lot of blood, sweat 

and even a few tears involved, not to mention 

having to calculate ihc fiscal projections for 

the next five years. 

Still, that's your ultimate goal in Virgin*s 

attempt at a strategy game. You are the leader 

of one of the empires that are battling it out for 

supremacy in a mythical world. There are 

eight of these strange worlds for you to plough 

your way ihrough. Each scenario gels harder 

ihan the last one, and up to seven different 

races (elves, ores and so on) can have realms 

in one world. 

Completing a scenario is easy, in theory 

that is. Each realm is made up of a number of 

cities, including the capital. All you have to do 

is try and lake over or destroy the capital of 

each rival realm and Robert is trucly your 

close relative. 

At the beginning of the game you should 

be thinking more about improving your own 

cities than attacking the enemy's. Apart from 

your capital, most of them are just small two- 

hut affairs thai are out in the sticks lhai need 

careful nurturing if ihey’re to grew. You have 

Travailing over water 

It pofilbl* and indeed 

necesiery, particu¬ 

larly in th« later 

Kenerioi where ships 

ere the only means of 

reaching far-flung 

archipelagos. Thing is, 

the captains are a bit 

dim and can only fol¬ 

low the coastlines. 

Training up an army is 

done from here. The 

rather unfortunate 

character on the left 

becomes your clothes- 

horse as you mi* 'ft* 

match the unit's 

armour arid weaponry 

using the icons. Ooh 

no, the bronie shield 

|ust doesn't go with 

that spear... 

lo allocate the available money from the trea¬ 

sury wisely: if a city's small, you could spend 

it on clearing land so it can expand. If ihc peo¬ 

ple arc starving, your first priority is lo buy 

them more grain. 

The treasury money comes from the tax 

that your citizens pay. the amount governed by 

the rate you sei. Raising ihc rate obviously 

brings in more cash, hut beware because that 

won’t please your fair subjects, who may rebel 

and join the other side. 

Assuming they get there without being 

attacked on the way, ihcy Jay siege to the city* 

and may draw out Ihe enemy. Any minor skir¬ 

mishes are handled automatically, with the 

relative strengths and weaknesses of the two 

sides taken into account, hut large battles take 

place on a separate screen and are left entirely 

in your hands. 

While you’re off gallivanting around it's 

important for you not to forget your own cities, 

particularly the more remote ones. The enemy 

“There's not much wrong with Realms, but it 

seems to be hidden under a garb of 'sophisti¬ 

cation' that seems superfluous.** 

Once a city is in a fairly stable state, then 

you can think about training an army or cav¬ 

alry there. This, loo* costs money. The more 

wages that an anny unit gets, the more loyal it 

will be to you, And of course (he best armour 

and weapons don’t come cheap. 

When you've managed to gather a reason¬ 

able-sized army together, send it off to an 

enemy city. Units are targeted simply by 

clicking on them and (hen on their destination. 

is doing just ihe same as you, and it's very 

easy to be hashing away at the enemy’s capital 

and find that it’s Game Over because you for- 

got your own. 

Most of the lime you play on an isometric 

three dimensional representation of the land¬ 

scape, which will have you jumping up and 

down and shouting 'Populous'" as soon as you 

see it. U's undoubtedly, er, influenced by that 

game, though if anything the landscape in 



(J) GAME REVIEW 

THIS IS NO WOMAN'S REALM. SO TRY YOUR BEST AND USE ALL YOUR OPTIONS... 

The first screen to confront you, the view from inside your fortress Here you on get an 

overall look at the world - see where your armies are, check the tax routes (to ensure all 

tax is reaching the capital), and after the tax rate. Then click on the magnifying glass and 

a city on the map to enter the main playing screen. 

The battle screen. The opposing sides arrange themselves on either side of the 

screen, hut won't attack until given the order. You can change the formation of a 

unit, tell it to use its missiles and give them orders on which enemy unit to attack. 

Finally, click on Attack and hope the best man (ie you) wins. 

World map. 

Read a message when the hall flashes 

View units - cycle through each of 

your currently active armies in turn. 

Return to fortress screen. 

Focus - get more detailed information 

from something on the landscape. 

Select the last unit used. 

The main playing 

screen. Most of the 

game is played from 

hare. Cities, your men, 

boats and so on are all 

visible on the 3D land¬ 

scape. To move a unit, 

click on it and then on 

Its destination. If a unit 

gets into a serious 

f ight you're taken to 

the battle screen. 

75 

Realms is less impressive, The problem is thai 

everything is just so small: the cities are repre¬ 

sented by a single feeble tower; units which 

consist of a thousand cavalry by one little 

bloke on a horse. There are no trees, no rocks, 

no atmospheric' graphics, just the rolling 

brown and green landscape (oh, with the 

occasional bit of white for snow). Sadly 

there's just never any of the hectic full-screen 

chaos that you can experience in the superior 

Populous 2, for instance. 

The same is true of the battle screen. 

Although there's a little more action to be had, 

tbe graphics are still disappointing. Rights of 

arrows disappear in mid-air Just before they hit 

their target, and a killed unil sort of suddenly 

appears on the floor and tries not to get in the 

way. At least the sound effects manage 

io buoy things up a bit though - there's a suit¬ 

ably battle-like and vaguely Jean Michel 

Jarre-ish little ditty that accompanies your 

every effort, with some extra spot effects 

thrown in here and there. 

Realms is a war-game that seems to be 

acre encumbered by its god-game-tike 

^jpearanee rather than helped by it. It gains 

eothing from having a 3D view as opposed to 

a conventional overhead one. it just makes 

finding your units and cities far more compli¬ 

cated. It's a hit tike playing Battleships with 

real 3D cardboard models - rather pointless. If 

Graft go Id, the games programmers, had gone 

all the way and done a full-blown 3D land¬ 

scape it la Powermonger with some decent 

graphics and animation, then the effort might 

have been w orth it 

There's nothing much wrong with the con¬ 

tent of Realms but it seems to be hidden under 

a garb of * sophistication' that just seems to be 

C*tl them barbarian}?1 

Bunch of big girl's 

pair of punts 

mor* lik* It. 

superfluous. When you conic down to the 

basic nitty gritty of the game it’s really quite a 

simple mix of the look-after-your-village type 

of management game and the attack-every-sin- 

gle-thing-in-your-sight war-game. So why on 

earth try to hide it? 

Ed Ricketts & 
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With the spring solstice upon us, the 

time is right for tales of mystical 

Stonehenge - but did Mindscape really 

have to re-enact the Beanfield 

Remember when computer games used 

to make headlines because of the gore 

and splatter instead of just the sex'? A 

few years back, the mere sight of a couple of 

red pixels was enough to bring out the whole 

‘computers-are-bad-for-you* brigade, decry ing 

all progress as heresy. Palace's Barba nan 

even got banned in Germany because of the 

sheer bloody violence, involving lots of 

splashing claret and bouncing heads. 

But Mindscape aren't worried about that 

son of thing happening 10 their new beat-'em- 

up adventure. Moonstone. Featuring some of 

the most glorious gut*spilling action you've 

ever seen, it could be considered a bit of a 

'nasty' by people who don't understand what 

'escapism' means. That's why Mindscape 

have voluntarily rated Moonstone as a 12* 

using the cinema censorship system. If you 

like action - but not gore - there's an icon to 

click on that selects more tasteful less blood- 

soaked animation. But for the blood-hungry 

maniacs, no taste-level is spared in this charm¬ 

ingly visceral videogame. 

What? A load of baloks? 
The plot (for what it's worth) b nothing partic¬ 

ularly innovative. You're a knight, and, 

working against three other knights, you have 

to retrieve one of the magic and mystical 

moonstones. When you've found one, you can 

offer it up to the gods and become champion 

of the quest. All this is made more difficult by 

the fact that the moonstones are locked away 

[and heavily guardedi in a place called the 

Valley of the Gods. You can't even get into 

here until you've found four secret keys and 

these - yes, you've guessed it - arc slashed 

away in various locations around a huge map. 

The sights and sounds of the goings-on at Stonehenge are enough to make your toes curl up. Burt 

when the slaughter begins in earnest. Moonstone will have you reaching for the chuck-bucket. 

As if that wasn't enough, the keys arc them¬ 

selves guarded by a variety of disgustingly 

violent creatures - baloks that crush you in 

their huge hands, Irolls that thump you over 

the head and niudmen that drag you underwa¬ 

ter. Each lair (there arc 24 in all) contains a 

treasure chest, which may, if you're lucky, 

contain one of the four keys. But you need to 

lay waste to the monsters in that lair before 

you can find out what your reward is. You 

have a one-in-six chance of coming up lucky, 

but it s odds on you'll die for nothing, 

"The most glorious gut-spilling 

action you've ever seen, it could 

be considered a bit of a 'nasty'" 

The most-used screen 

in Moons tone is this 

one - the map. here, 

you guide your knight 

around the kingdom, 

when it’s your turn to 

move. The land if 

divided in to quarters, 

each one containing 

tie lairs (the bench- 

like icons} where you 

go heads-up with the 

monsters. 

To supplement the Barbarian’style action, 

there are a number of other places lo visit. 

There are cities where you can buy the atten¬ 

tions of a mystic medic, or go gambling when 

you're greedy. There are also a couple of 

magic locations where you may end up with a 

few nice surprises in the form of free cash or 

extra lives. But you've got to get to them first. 

No joy, plenty of stick 
Moonstone has the potential to be excellent 

but doesn't quite make it for a number of rea¬ 

sons, This vuperb-looking development of the 

Barbarian theme has a host of pluses: the 

sound effects are terrifying, thanks to the sam¬ 

pled screams, roars, lightning and squelching 

flesh sounds. The intro and in-game music is 

high m atmosphere (even if some of the sam¬ 

ples arc a bit rough at the edges I and there are 

many stirring tunes and mystery-filled 

melodies to make the seemingly endless load¬ 

ing at least partially worthw hile- 

The graphics are gory, but gorgeous. 

Together with the sound, they make 

Moonstone look like a really polished pro¬ 

gram. It's not until you start playing that things 

look different. For a start, the two-player prac¬ 

tice mode, which enables you to practice your 

sword-fighting moves against a friend, is 

fatally flawed. Plug in an extra joystick iso 

that vour opponent can actually dodge your 

blows) and start righting- Everything's fine 

until both players simultaneous hit their fire* 

buttons - then your Amiga resets and you sit 

there looking blankly at the machine. One 

potentially brilliant sub-game totally ruined. 

Just as annoying is the multi-player mode 

in the main game lup to four players can play 

at once}. Despite the use of two joysticks in 

the practice mode, a two-player main game 

uses only the one. passed from player to player 

between goes. Except, that is. when your 

knight happens to bump into another human- 

control led knight and starts a head-to-head 

fight. Then there's no warning to plug in the 

second joystick, and this can give an unscrupu¬ 

lous opponent an unfair advantage. He can 

hack the hapless knight to bits while the other 

player's looking for (he joystick. 

Howling at the moon 
Even assuming you're not playing against sly 

cheats, there are still more problems with the 

multi-player mode; when one player's turn 

ends, the control passes immediately to the 

next player s knight. If the first player is slow 

to realise his mm has ended, he may move the 

next knight (unintentionally) before passing 

the stick. Very poor! 

Yet worse is the way the game can lock up 

completely if you leave it displaying the inven¬ 

tory screen while you're having your 

tea-break. With no save-game option (an 

appalling oversight) it's really, really frustrat¬ 

ing to lose a four hour, four-player game just 

because you warn a short break. 

Moonstone, for all its plush graphics, 

smooth sonics and enchanting entertainment. 

When the pressure gets too much, you un 

retire to the pub Get a drink, sit down and 

gamble the knight away playing dragon-dice* 



Recreate your 
favourite moment* 
from Monty PythOrt'i 

Holy Grtil, in the pri¬ 

vacy of your own 

home- It'* more inter- 
active, you can add 

your own dialogue, 

and there are no 

unsightly stains to 
clear up. 

"Anyway, SO I Said to 

Sir Gilbert,, 'I can do 
you Thursday, if It's 

the full perm and 
blow-wave that 

you're after’, and he 
never rang me back. 

Rude, I say. 
Is that all right sir? 

Would you like to see 

the back now? i’ll just 

get a mirror , and the 

mop Back in a tick," 

rather smacks of a cynical rush job. There are 

some fluky oversights in playability. testing 

and even the plot. The desperate attempt at 

creating a suitably ‘fantasy-style* scenario 

even stretches to nicking place-names from 

other games' mythos: lake the city of 

Waterdeep - this beauty 's definitely in the Eye 

*>t the Beholder1. 

A potentially great game gone sour, 

Moonstone is very close to being quite 

brilhanu and abominable at the same time, It’s 

probably more annoying to see a good game 

tasted than it h to see an out-and-out crap 

ne. Avoid, unless you*ft into frustration in a 

very big way. 

Neil Jackson O 

Temp re 

Moonstone 
Mindscape ■ £10.99 

• Some great graphics and sound create a 
mystical atmosphere. 

• 1 uitknt Imiutm-up action, complete1 with 

gory effects, 

• No **anr panic' makes it virtually impossible 

(n cum pie tc. 

• Some appalling oversights and annoying 

hups wreck this potential Kurniat Gold 

winner's chances. 

Bright light*, big city 
There'* everything 

you need, just a day's 

trek away from any¬ 
where in the whole 
Moon&tone kingdom. 

You can buy 

weapon*, get a drink, 
fix yourself up, and 

then repent at leisure. 
You’ll never stop over 

in a viltage again. 

Me! 59% 
ESBfft?' 
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The mixing of role-playing games and 

computers has been cited as the best 

move for both. Is it just a marriage of 

convenience, and will it end in 

divorce? Could it all be down to Fate? 

Fate: 

78 

Gates of 
Computer dungeoneeririg has conic 

Mime way over the past few years - 

the superlative Dungeon Muster start¬ 

ing a somewhat astonishing revival with a 

simple to use, hut more than effective user 

interface, excellent audiovisuals and an atmo¬ 

sphere which gave the player the feeling of 

actually wandering around a dank, murky dun¬ 

geon, casting spells and slaughtering all sorts 

of demonic he 11 spawn. 

SSI's 'sequel1, the AD&D-based Eye of 

the Beholder {and its upcoming sequel. 

Legend of Dark moon) also used the same style 

of play, hut improving on the feel somewhat - 

the argument still rages between DM and 

EOTB fans about which of the two is the supe¬ 

rior! Other software houses have tried to jump 

on the bandwagon, some coming close, but 

just missing the mark (with the likes of 

Gatdregons'x Domain springing to mind), 

whereas others have shot totally w ide* releas¬ 

ing titles (mention no names!) that are 

enjoyable for all of five minutes before the 

hand reaches for the OFF switch* Nowr Swiss 

software house re Line have entered the fray* 

hut how will Gates of Dawn compare to the 

big guns of the FRFG genre? 

A nightmare on Fifth Street 
The game revolves around a guy by the name 

of Win wood, the proud owner of a noi-overly- 

Occasionalty, you 

meet a robber or two 
as you pass from 

place to place. Don't 

take arty nonsense 
and duff them up 

fast, and you might 

end up with his III* 

gotten gains. 

Go wild in the coun¬ 

try, but watch out for 

the snakes in the 
grass. They're not too 

tough, but there are 
plenty of them. And 

the outbreaks of 

sudden weather 

make spotting foes 
much harder, too. 

After trudging 

through the wilder¬ 

ness in the rain, the 

doors to the town of 

Larvin are a welcome 
sight indeed. 

Su£»B|gsrj h<j tan i -Jammu, 

Dawn 
Don't jump to conclusions - just because this 
young lady is well, padded, it doesn't mean she 
can't thwack your head off with a single blow, 
ff you like her that much, why don't you try 

talking to her - she may even join you on your 

quest. Didn't your mother ever tell you never 
to tempt Fate? 

successful record shop on Fifth Street, One 

afternoon, feeling a little tired and under the 

weather. Win wood decides to take a small nap, 

hut ends up being catapulted into an alternative 

earth by a rather nasty piece of work by the 

name of Thardam This twisted mage knows 

that our hem is the only one who can put pid 

to his evil schemes* and so has dragged him 

into this world where magic rules in order to 

bump him off. 

Something went wrong somewhere* and 

instead of ending up in chains in Thardan s 

dungeons, Winwood ends up a free, hut totally 

bew ildered man. now fighting to save his life 

and end Thardan's reign once and for ath All 

the while. Thardan's henchmen will be doing 

their diabolical utmost to remove Winwood s 

head from its rightful place au>p his shoulders? 

OK. so much for the scenario, how does the 

game itself play? 

The game area itself is seen from 

Win wood's point of view' <a la Dungeon 

Master et al], with the obligatory compass 

directions (forward, turn left/right, step 

left/right, turn around I8f) degrees) enabling 

Winwood to get from A to B, w ith additional 

options appearing should Winwood encounter 

one of the world’s many occupants. Some will 

actually stop and talk to you (although more 

often than not the player has to make the Hirst 

move by instigating a conversation), others 

will just try and remove you from the picture 

altogether, so procuring a weapon somewhere 

along the line is definitely a good move. Some 

of the "people1 you come across can he 

coerced into joining the quest, should proper 

motivation be provided - some may need a 

touch more motivation than others? 

The player can have up to four parties of 

seven individual characters. Each character has 

various attributes, including hit points {obvi¬ 

ously how many hits a character can take 

before he/she dies), mage points (how many 

spells a mage can cast before they need to 

rest), strength* stamina* skill, dexterity, intelli¬ 

gence, wisdom, charisma and experience. 

While one party of adventurers is in use* 

however, the other three groups are inactive, 

and don’t gel involved in combat or encounters 

* however, all groups suffer from hunger and 

tiredness, and must he dealt with accordingly* 

If one party gains in experience, all the groups 

profit from it. but if one group commits a 

crime, such as needlessly slaughtering inno- , 

cent bystanders, then all the panics will be 

tarred w ith the same brush? Simple - l think... 

We're on a road to nowhere 
Unfortunately* Fate: Gates of Dann is another 

of those in the category' of ‘just missed the 

mark’ as far us this style of game is concerned. 

Graphically, it's all a touch ragged around the 

edges, compared lo the v isuals of* say. Eye on 

the Beholder (which doesn’t help the overall 

atmosphere of the garnet, and the myriad of 

characters the player comes across during the 

course of play are poorly draw n and somewhat 

deformed. Sorties are somewhat limited, 

depending on how much memory the machine j 

you’re running the game on has - a bog-stan¬ 

dard A500 will remain almost silent for the 

vast majority of time, but an upgraded 



machine will blast out the odd sample here or 

there* but nothing loo impressive* 

The main problem with Fate; Gates of 

Pawn lies in the playability - it's all too frus¬ 

trating to get anywhere from scratch, this is 

because mapping the massi\e wooded area 

where Winwood starts from is nigh-on impos¬ 

sible* Also, the options presented upon an 

encounter seem to be copious enough, but 

most of them are particularly ineffective at 

getting the results you warn. 

The overall control of the characters tv 

sluggish at the best of times, and when you'a* 

confronted with half-a-do/*en slavering beast* 

ics determined on turning you into something 

resembling a large doner kebab fwith chilli 

If you're truly lost, 

there's one thing that 

might help you. At 
the start of the quest, 

you're given a magic 
jewel which can he 

used to display a map 

of the area. Use it 
Sparingly though, 

because it's a one* 
shot affair* 

••You're confronted with slavering 

beasties determined on turning 

you into a large doner kebab.4* 

On your travels you 
meet many unassum¬ 

ing characters tike 

this wizard, who look 

tame, hut are as hard 
as npils. Moments 
after this, the wiz 

launched the equiva¬ 

lent of a large-scale 

pocket nuclear attack 
on our party, with 
disastrous results. 

sauce), the game doesn't react to player 

choices quickly enough to he of much use. 

Nmv. it you're under ihe impression that I 

don’t like this game very much* you wouldn't 

be far wrong. Not that it's a total failure - fur 

from it. hut if s just that when you compare 

this to the ageing Dungeon Master and Eye of 

the Beholder* Fate: Gates of Dawn jusi 

doesn't have the brass balls to join the same 

league as ihe aforementioned classics. In all 

honesty. you'd be better off leaving this on the 

shelf, and saving your money for Legend of 

Darkmomt: a far more classier and entertain¬ 

ing product. Nice try, reLine, but no cigar 

Robert Swan O 

Fate: Cates of Dawn 
reLine ■ £25.99 

• Poor graphics limit the atmosphere consid¬ 

erably. 

• Tim much disk-swapping for machine*- with 

limited memory. 

• Stiifiiiish control and ineffective option*- cre¬ 

ate a feeling of annoyance, rather than 

umi tier merit and awe, 

• Part*-switching is a nice idea, hut rather Uni 

confusing* 

• Nol one of Ihe best (amass rote-placing 

games around, consider inn the price. 



directory 

is* 

Take it from "Dad"... 
"Of all the directory utilities I have experiencedDirectory Opus is the 
easiest to configure and use, with the most useful and timesaving features." 

If you don't think directory utilities are 
very exciting, then it’s time to look at 
Directory . But you don’t have to 
listen to us: take it from The Padre! 

Standard Dir Utii Features 

•copy, move, rename, delete, and archive fifes 
•create new directories 
•copy, format, and install disks 
•read and print text files 

Spacis! Features 

•Over 100 configurable buttons and menus 
•Easy to configure: NO SCRIPTING REQUIRED 
• Runs programs * Launches CanDo decks 
• Shows pictures, brushes (and fonts and icons) 
•Shows ANIMs and AnimBrushes 
• Plays 8SVX sounds and SoundTracker files 
• Memory resident w/hot key access/iconifiable 
•Complete directory tree and history 
•Online help for all Opus features 
• Complete ARexx support 
• Support for all 2.0 screen modes 
• Automatic PowerPacker support 
•TOO MUCH MORE TO LIST! 

-Jay Miner, Father of the Amiga 

i 

1 
i 

Take a good look at the most usefuI program a 1 

INOVAtronics 
8499 Greenville Avenue, #209B 
Dallas,Tx 75231 Phone:214/340-4991 
FAX: 214/340-8514 

Directory Opus is exclusively distributed in the U.K. by Chec-kmutc DiqiU;!,, I 
and is available at these fine dealers... (Dealers call 071 923 0658 lor i: 

First Choice Digital Disks 
0532 637988 0602 47 5166 

SDL HB Marketing 
081 309 5504 0753 686000 

Merlin Computers City Beat 
0602 441442 0234 855666 

Hobbyte Zone Distribution 
0582 45 7195 081 766 6564 

Silica Systems Power Computing i 
081 309 1111 0234 843388 
Gordon Harwood Centre Soft 

0773 856781 021 625 3388 i 

...and other leadino Amiaa dealers 
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It's one of the hardest things in the worJd 

to do* you know. Turning a great movie 

into a classic computer game. For 

starters, you need plenty of atmosphere from 

the original film, and the Godfather's goi 

pleniy of scintillating sound effects and sound- 

track-style music. You also need plenty of 

stunning scenes that capture the magic of the 

movie-screen, and again. The Gmifather uses 

pleniy of clever camera work 10 show off its 

gorgeous multi-screen backdrops, 

Bui perhaps the most important thing 

about all movie tie-ins is that they should 

remember that they're still a game and, as 

such, they should he playable and entertaining, 

Bntcrlaining it may be, but playable is not the 

word to describe it. Sadly, The Godfather is 

about as playable as its creators' earlier effort. 

ESWAT, and only marginally better animated. 

Consequently, the stunning effects are totally 

wasted, because you spend most of your time 

cursing the pernickety, yet clumsy action. 

Level after level of beautifully drawn 

backdrops, ranging from Newr York and Las 

Vegas street scenes, to barber shops, casinos 

and bars, scroll gently past your eyes. Laid 

over the top, about as subtly as a Comic-Relief 

nose on the Mona Lisa, arc the sprites which 

trundle about the screen like a set of Captain 

Pug wash characters. 

Actually making your Corlcone alter-ego 

aim his gun and walk around is even more dif¬ 

ficult than you might first think. Lining 

yourself up with the multitudes of hit-men that 

appear is a tedious and frustrating task, If they 

The Godfather 

No, it1! not a scene from Oliver Stone's JFK. but it might as well be. The 

chap in the tight raincoat is your typical Mafia hood, out to change the 
colour of the pavement with your vital fluids. Meanwhile, from the grassy 

knoll opposite, another hitman eyes you up along the barrel of his gun. 

As a prelude to 

The Godfather's 

predictable shoot- 
em up action, there's 

a long, beautifully- 
presented intro 

sequence, ft features 

some massive back¬ 
drops, all parallaaing, 

and musk that'd 

make you think you 

were in the cinema. 

can fire in more than eight directions, why 

can t you? S'noi fair! You'll be lucky if you 

even make it off the first level, and there are 

no less than six disks (full of even more beau¬ 

tiful backdrops and tunes) in the package. 

It’s a pity that US Gold have failed, yet 

□gain, to make something of their high-profile 

movie licences and produced another barely 

average shoot-em-up. To make poor quality 

action games is bad enough - but to ruin per¬ 

fectly excellent music and graphics while 

doing so. is unforgivable. Surely the gameplay 

comes first? Better watch out for the Dons. US 

Gold - they may want a word with you, 

More of th# urn* from hygrwiii - the piayibl* 

but unoriginal platform game that if leander. 

Psygnosis ■ £25.99 
A mythical talc of Oriental mis-decds and epic dragon-slaying battles, Leander is 

just what we’ve come to expect from Psygnosis. An almost feature-length intro 

sequence, with graphics and sounds to match, sets the scene for what is, essentially, 

yet another platform-game. 

Leander is well-polished: fluid character animation, coupled with easy controls 

and a gallery full of classy graphics. But U*s as derivative as they come — if you've 

seen St rider, then you know the story already. 

However, what Leander lacks in originality, it more than makes up for in game- 

play. li may be a bit of a ‘pattern-learning* experience, but it's one you can get your 

teeth into straightaway, getting better with every go. And on your way you'll meet 

some stunning sprites - both friendly and dangerous - set against huge backdrops 

that carry on the Roger Dean-style tradition that Psygnosis are renowned for. 

If you’re looking for a bit of sparkle* and you're 

not bothered about going over the same ground a 

few times* Leander is definitely a platform game 

worth leaping for. 

Red Baron 
Dynamix/Sierra ■ £34,99 

There'* * bug* choice of viewpoints in 

Red Baront but they're *» v*ry slow. 

Those magnificent men and their flight sims, eh? They go up-tiddly-up-up with 

every new launch - and the quality goes down-diddly-down, down. Red Baron is 

Dynamics latest airborne effort, and unfortunately it's about as airworthy as an 

Airbus running Spectrum software. 

The Lush package - another huge block of equatorial rain-forest - contains 

absolutely everything you ever warned to know about the First World War* the 

Baron von Richihoven, and how to make a canvas-coated balsa aeroplane go 

loopety-loop. But it doesn't explain why on earth (or indeed above it) Red Baron is 

so tediously SLOW, 

Fair enough, with complex 3D graphics, you can't expect frame-updates in real¬ 

time. But with Red Baron, you practically have to make an appointment to see each 

screen - and that 's with the lowest level of detail selected. 

It's a shame, but for all its presentation, Red 

Baron is a dog. Unless you've got an accelerated 

Amiga, you'll be screaming at the screen, demand¬ 

ing to know why you can’t do anything. 
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If you've got money to burn and you need a 
laugh. Founder Burner will make you scream. 

Burner Loriciei ■ £19.99 

Falling 
Jewels 

Take a famous Russian game, add a few back 

drops and you have Failing Jtwrh. Snore... 

Soft and Easy ■ £25 

82 

What do you get if you cross Afterburner with Thunderblade} Look no further 

because it's at! here. Thunder Burner takes the forward-scrolling, imo-the-screen 

system that both these old chestnuts used, and mixes it with a bit of Space Horner, 

just to rub salt in the wound. Hackneyed, unoriginal, and totally boring. 

Such harsh words are reserved only for the very worst games - so what does 

Thunder Burner do that makes it so bad? Well, for starters, the unappealing graphics 

are blocky. poorly animated and thoroughly second-rate. Then there's the action — 

12 levels of continuous, utterly predictable forward motion, accompanied by the 

occasional dodge and blast. And guess what? Between 

each level there's a tough end-of-level guardian - 

wow! Now there's unexciting new idea. 

Probably the most dreadful shoot-cm-up ever. 

Steve 
McQueen 

Four million quid to the first person who can 

positively identity Steve McQueen in this game. 

Loriciei ■ £26.99 

If you're looking for a movie lie-in with the great cowboy himself, forget it. This 

game pays as much homage to Steve McQueen as Populous did to Esther Ranuen. 

There's a small biography inside the manual complete with a variety of highly 

interesting but irrelevant photos of the great Western star - but that's it. 

The game is a rather poor attempt at an Operation Wolf-style shoot-em-up, in 

which hordes of Stetson-hatted weirdos pop up and shoot at you. Using the mouse, 

or your (separately-purchased) Trojan Hghtphascr, you aim and return fire as often 

as you can. Crap graphics come and go in the form of an endless procession of 

unfunny cartoon characters - girls in bikinis, Mexicans in sombreros and fat sheriffs 

in barrels - all tediously un fulfilling stuff. 

If you want all the fun of the fair - including the duck shoot - go to the 

bloomin' fair. As Steve himself might say: "Fer cry- 

ing out loud, kid. Yer dam money's too good to 

waste on doggone pap like this. Now git, afore I run 

ya outia town'1. 
ferdic: 26% 

An odd 'un« this, and no mistake. Fatting Jewels is very nearly totally awful, but 

strangely addictive too. It's basically a rip-off of the now-ancient Tetris theme, but 

it captures the original's zest and flavour. If you can stand the intro-screens, which 

would make even a total newcomer to computer graphics wince, there's actually a 

very absorbing game inside. 

It's the usual story: objects appear at the lop of the screen and are dropped to 

the bottom. Your job is to stack up the jewels - make a line of three or more and 

they disappear, leaving you more space for the next lot. Fluff it, and the game ends. 

For all its amateurish beginnings, Falling Jewels 

actually improves the more you play it. As the levels 

go by, the pictures get better and become rather 

tasteful scenes. It's just a shame they've been buried 

under so much initial clutter. 

Golden 
Eagle 

If s hardly Another World, but Gotten f*g/e Is 

still entertaining and good fun for a few hours. 

Loriciei ■ £28.99 

Another offering from the French software publishers. Golden Eagle is markedly 

better than their other attempts at entertainment. An Impossible Mission clone, this 

epic adventure also has you running about all over a giant underground base. You're 

searching for the various parts of a Golden Eagle, which has a brainwashing effect 

over the local population, Jf you can gather them all, you may just save everyone. 

Featuring some atmospheric and mood-enhancing music, plus reasonable ani¬ 

mation and gameplay, Golden Eagle is a fair game. Its themes have all been done to 

death a thousand times before, but it's still a well-polished piece of software. 

A nice touch is the do-ii-yourself map which accompanies the disk and manual. 

This rather neat invention is simply a large piece of paper with the layout of the 

base drawn onto it. To indicate where you've been and what you've found, there are 

two sheets of stickers included, which you fix onto 

the map as you go, so you don't blow the whole plot / 

at once. Fun, and reasonably exciting too, but don't I i *1 

lie awake at night wishing for it. 
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For further information on Mindscape products and your local Dealer, contact 
Mindscape International Limited. PO Box 1019. Lewes, East Sussex BN8 4D W. 

Tel. 0444 86 545/547. 

Celebrating the 10 Year 
Anniversary of ULTIMA! 

The first Ultima 
developed on and lor 
IBM Tandy compatible 
computers! 

Watch for the 
deluxe, limited-edition 
of Ultima VI. 

Available in 
all major 16 bit 
formats. 
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We create worlds. 
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' Cheerful 
n't worry, our new budget game section 

won't impair your view of the game's performance. So let us be your guide to what are the 

bargains in the basement, but if it's not worth the reduced cost, we'll spell it out for you... 

Cheap 'n 
Welcome to the cheao seats... but do 

Greg 'the Bear" Norman 

tw* off in fine style at 

the Patchwork Quit! 

Open, With his unerring 

eye he aims at the pin 

not quite visible in this 

picture though. 

Ultimate Golf 
GBH ■ £9.99 

Described in Amiga f ormat 12 as "the most inirigumg golf simulation since 

Leaderbonrd. Gremlin's Ultimate Golfis si ill stylish and fun to play. Every1 aspect 

you can think of is covered, even down lo the amount of spin you put on the ball. 

Maybe the graphics look a little older, bui they're still quick, pleasing to the eye 

and present you with all the information you need to know. The only thing wrong 

with it is the sound. The simulated effects of bulls dropping into holes and clubs 

swooshing through the air are preity dire, Tweak the volume dowm (the simplest 

answer) and you can enjoy whin is still a damn good game. 

Plenty of options make it flexible, and 

you'll need a bit of skill to become proficient. 

The courses are littered with tough obstacles 

and fiendish putting greens loo, so you're 

virtually guaranteed of a frustrating and 

addictive time. 

Resolution 101 

The metai-eyed guy is 

one of the reprobates 

you've got to track 

down and terminate. 

Wait til he crosses the 

street and run him 

down with your hover- 

car. That'll take the 

least effort- 

G8H ■ £7,99 
Forget the United Nations for a moment. Resolution 101 is simply a futuristic gel* 

out-of-jail-free card, You're a criminal, you see, who has been given the chance to 

avoid Old Sparky by going nut onto the streets to murder a worse criminal than 

yourself. It's a bad situation to be in. 

Along with your licence to kill, you've been given a posh hover-car tiling and 

the addresses of four drug barons in the city. Off you go, and the scene is set for a 

3D ehase-em-up around the city. 

It's fast and very good-looking (especially when it was out first time), and if 

you're into 3D auto-geddon type destruction, it's got to be worth considering now. 

The only criticism is lhat it could do with more variety. The plot's strong and the 

graphics are atmospheric, but ultimately it's the same 

every time you play (and what's more, whenever 

you die, you start right back at the beginning of your 

current level* even if you've nearly finished it). 
82% 

my helicopter! I 

saw it first! til fight 

y«u for it!' Billy and 

Jimmy get alt posses¬ 

sive about their 

chopper and violence 

soon ensues. 

Double Dragon II 
~ronix ■ £9,99 

* should really be sub-titled ‘Billy and Jimmy break heads' because that's what 

aN>ui* The plot is a load of nonsense about kidnappings and vengeance, but 

:■ what matters is that you (and a friend* if you want) wander from left to right, 

-. thing, kicking, maiming and puree-ing anyone foolish enough not to get out of 

the way quickly. 

Adding to the unbearable excitement is your ability to collect weapons such as I 

oil drums and crates to throw at your co-fighters. 

D 'able Dragon // is a pretty good bcat-em-up. It's got everything you need, a I 
which plays on jauntily while the violence continues, unabated. Of course it's I 

• sing its age now, but if you haven't got a fighting 

e and you can't be bothered lo fork out £25, this 

.vht happily punch its way into your collection. 

Only thing is* you might find it all a bit easy 

especially in the more fun two-player mode). 

That's a vertical view 

of your good self - a 

reconstituted droid 

with an all-encompass¬ 

ing mission to destroy 

anything that bleeps, 

Scrolls or is made of 

pixels. Sounds clear 

enough eh? So get 

blasting away. 

Rotox 
-n o" Sixteen ■ £9.99 
- --* 2 to the 22nd Century once more. This time you play a rebuilt droidy- 

<. ■. - with the brain of a ZX81 and the armament of an A10. But that isn't 

- W \si matters is that you're looking down on your little mutant form as 

- . _.sjy at everything in sight. And what’s more there are 10 levels (each 

up of nine sectors) of this. 

- - wander from sector to sector, indiscriminately kilting, you become 

- - - - ' things One: the graphics are pretty good (but not great) and two* the 

. :>*or V well us the violencc. you'll also be faced with a fewp puz- 

V between the later sectors isn't easy. There arc thinner walkways to gel 

:. . -e.i hiding, revolving and vanishing platforms. To balance it all up* you can 

1 impressive weaponry on later levels, 

kfKtk missile launchers, dibbers, it's all here, 

0*e7*ZL Rmoi is a good mix of shooting and puz- 

rfcsz h > a Ng and challenging game. 

(ferdic! 73% 



BUDGET GAMES 

Bump those vehicles! 
Jupiter's Masterdrive if set 

in A weird French future, 

but It doesn't matter. All 

you've got to do is drive 
better then anyone else 
and win. A bit like the 

M2 5, really. 

Jupiter's Masterdrive 
Action Sixteen ■ £7,99 
Forget plot; forget any scene-setting. Jupiter's Masterdrive is an unashamed racing 

game in the manner of Super sprint or, more accurately, the old coin-op Mot Roti. 

You view your vehicle from above, and it stays central in the screen whilst the 

track and other competitors whizz round it at all angles. 

As well as racing round, you can pick up weapons 

and armour to start gaining unfair advantages over 

your foe (human and computer). JM is fast, smooth, 

tense and exciting. At this price it's a real steal. 

1 000080 IS + oooooo 
* * Sk. 4Bfc * 
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Manix may look like the 

study of a disordered mind, 

but It's actually a bouncy 
ball game in which you've 
got to change the colours 
and patterns. It’s very suit¬ 

able for people with 

disordered minds, though. 

Manix 
GBH ■ £7.99 

The characters you meet in 

Mystical are designed to 
have you rolling with mirth 
in front of your Amiga. 
And it's true. Some are 

indeed slightly humourous. 

Mystical 
Action Sixteen ■ £9.99 
Owing to same unimportant silliness, you llnd yourself trekking through lour levels 

of nasties in search of spell v scrolls and potions for your annoyed master. The game 

is played from top v iew and you wander along meeting, greeting and beating way¬ 

farers you come across. Using the power you're 

accruing, you must destroy harder and harder baddies 

( a friend may join in too, as a sidekick l A hybrid of 

a shooi-em-up and an animated adventure quest. 

Too slow for blasting and too shallow for questing. 
60% 

Fly over a futuristic planet, 

meet sum* strange and 
wonderful new races and 
kill them. Boring? Wot if 

you can do it On prime¬ 
time TV it isn't, 

Thunderstrike 
GBH ■ £7.99 

85 

Filbert, a yellow blab, must bounce around the world putting everything back to its 

correct colour. Fun, huh? It's an isometric 3D affair, with the skill lying in sour 

ability to control his bounces. Objects appear while you're bouncing, which cither 

help or hinder you, and it gets tougher the more squares you bounce correctly on 

Manix has 128 screens, a bouncy (ahem) soundtrack 

and an exciting two-player option. Sadly, none of - n5| 

these make it the game it should be. li just doesn't 

have the all-important hook that puzzle games 

require. Pity, because it's as surreal as a trechouse. 

Mi 63% 

Attack of the futuristic game shows! Yes, you see the rear view of your spacecraft as 

you pilot it against drone-ships and other assorted nasties. It's an exciting 3D shooi- 

em-up. controlled by mouse, where you blast around neatly, acquiring ihe combat 

skills y ou'll need on later levels. All this in ihe pursuit of ratings far the show. 

The 3D world sometimes outwits your tracking cam¬ 

era - ihe graphics aren't quite quick enough to keep 

up with the action. Sadly, the addictiveness wanes 

more quickly than U should It just hasn't got long¬ 

term appeal, but it's a fun game. Confusing, isn't it? 

M) 73% 

Our hero clanks his w*y 

onto a rickety bridge-like 

structure to avoid the noi¬ 

some undead that have 
really started to plague him 
in middle age. Luckily he's 

got an endless supply of 

throwing-knives to help 

him dispel them. Phew. 

tifir, ] c 
iPt-LL 

HIT 

I mirr'in 

FLOY 
IT 

nernn Warp those grey cells with 
Mimfbender. The plot accu¬ 

rately mimics real life, with 
magic laser-beams bounc¬ 

ing off mirrors and onto 

cauldrons containing 

spells. 

Mindbender Ghouls 'nr Ghosts 
Kixx ■ £7.99 
Prepare for a terrifying trip into the realms of the undead- Or. if you prefer, play this 

horizontal scroller in which you wander along blasting knives (and other weapons 

as vau find (hem) ai ghosts, goblins and vultures. 

It’s getting on a bit, but it's still fun for the odd blast, and if you persevere 

through the five levels, you'll gain a lot of satisfaction (because you'll have won). 

The thing is, Amiga games have progressed so for 

that you're bound to have similar games with better 

graphics and sound. It's a classic (because of its 

age i. hut you won't be impressed nowadays. 

GBH ■ £7.99 
Beware - this game will do its best to bend your mind. The idea is that you're u 

magician of sorts, and you collect the coloured balls (or cauldrons, as the manual 

calls them). You must hit them w ith a beam of magic laser energy, bounced off a 

series of carefully placed mirrors. Once you've hit them all, you will have com¬ 

pleted a spell and the magic doors w ill be opened. 

Other objects either gel in ihe way or help you, 

and the whole thing is just a mad dash to hit all the 

cauldrons and avoid blasting both yourself and 

the laser itself, 
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X-BACKUP 
PROFESSIONAL 

The essential package far all your BACK-UP needs! 
Now includes HARD DISK BACKUP & FILE BACKUP* 

*The most comprehensive back up utility ^includes floppy disk 
backup, hard disk backup and file backup. *Also backs up ST, 
IBM etc disks. ^Checks disks for errors. *Opt imises data for 
faster loading. *Fast formatting. ^Copies up to 4 disks in 48 
seconds. *Full update service availa ble. 

AVAILABLE NOW ONLY £39.99 PLUS £1.00 POSTAGE AND PACKING 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. Siren Software neither condones nor authorises the 
use of its software for the reproduction of copyrighted software. The facilities offered by 
X-BACKUP Pro are intended to back up users own software, PD Software & other such 
programs where permission had been given. It is illegal to make copies of copyrighted 
material without the permission of the copyright holder. 

X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL IS THE BEST, GUARANTEED 
OUR GUARANTEE:- At time off purchase, iff you can find a program that 

is more powerful than X-BACKUP PRO we will refund your money. 

Address. 

Ordering X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL Name 
Access/Visa orders can be placed by telephoning 

061 724 7572. For mail order, fill in the order 

form and send with a cheque or postal order \o> 

Siren Software, Wilton House, Bury Rd., Radcliffe, 

Manchester M26 9UR, VfSA 
mmtmm 
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Wo wee! A mag 

all about 

Nintendo - and 

nothing else! It s 

fab ‘n* brill *r\' 

wonderful (and 

it's got me in it!) 

Got an NES or a Game Boy? 

This is the only mag for youf 

because it's the only mag 

dedicated to Nintendo games 

(And cos it’s brill too!) 
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CHART ATTACK 0 

The fullest guide you'll ever find to all 

the latest games for your Amiga. Use 

the scores to pick the goodies, but 

remember if it ain't high, don't buy! 

The Magical 
History Scores 

THIS MONTH'S SCORES 
Your at-a-glance guide to the runners and riders that passed the post this 

issue. But will today's high-scorers be tomorrow's chart-toppers? 

Game of the Month 

this issue is the iriim- 
i table Robocop 3 from 

Ocean, For once a 

movie licence pays 

off, thanks to the lads 

at Digital Image 
Design, who've 

managed to create a 

real masterpiece of a 
game .Get yourself 

down to your soft¬ 

ware shop and grab 

a copy. You have JO 
seconds to comply... 

Robocou 3.. .91% 

Heart Of China.....—• ..90% 

Mercenary 3............ ...».87% 

Kid Gloves 2............ ...79% 

Leander ...•••••■••• .....»... * ......i....... Psygriosis. .....78% 

Fate: Cates of Dawn .....77% 

WWF W rest 1 ema n la .72% 

Realms.. .69% 

Golden Eagle... ..59% 

Moonstone ... ...59% 

The f.ndfather. .Gold. .46% 

Red Baron.. .39% 

Falling Jewels. ...38% 

Steve McQueen ....... .26% 

Thunder Burner. .22% 

ISSUE 30'S SCORES 
Two months on, and many of these are still cruising high 

in the charts Better snatch 'em up fast before they all go. 

Populous 2 ... ...Electronic Arts. ...95% 

Formula 1 CP... ...MicroPros*.. ,92% 

MicroPros^ Cotf.. —MicroPros* .90% 
Populous ... ...Star Performer . .89% 

Stunt Car Racer.. —Kikx .... ,89% 

Birds of Prey .. ...Electronic Arts.. .88% 

Celtic Legends ............. ...UBISoft. .85% 
Devious Designs .. ...Image Works. . .83% 
Rugby - The World Cup ...Domark .. .82% 

Fuzaeball. ...System 3.. .80% 
Strike Fleet . ...Electronic Arts. ...80% 
Covert Action....... ... MicroProse .79% 

4D Sports Boxing... —Mind scape . -79% 

The Dizzy Collection....* ...Codemasters.. .78% 

Shadow Sorcerer......... ...US Gold. .74% 

Titanic Blinky. ...Zeppehn . ,,74% 

Air, Land and Sea .. ...Electronic Arts. ..73% 

Supapfiex. ...Dream factory. . .73% 

Lord of the Rings. ...Electronic Arts.. ...72% 

Deathbrlnger.... ....Empire.. .71% 

Fort Apache... ...Impressions. 68% 
Cisco Heat... ...Image Works.. .62% 
Amnios.... ...Psygnosis. .61% 
Hagar the Horrible....... Kingsoft... ...59% 
Baby Jo. >—Loridel.. 58% 

Robozone ..... ....Image Works. .52% 

Under Pressure............ ....Electronic Zoo. 45% 

Final Blow. ....Storm ...... ...43% 

Wild Wheels. ....Ocean. 41% 

Illftf ronom.. . ... J inel . 73% 
i_:- --i 

LAST YEAR'S SCORES 
This time last year, there were more Format Golds - does 

this mean the softies aren't trying hard enough? 

Speedball 2... ....Mirror soft ... 94% 
Lemmings 92% 
MiG-29...... i # b ■ >p ■ .Doma rk ..90% 
Prince of Persia ........... .... 88% 
Team Suzuki ............... 88% 
Hunter... 86% 
QhHii....... ..Psygnosis. .81% 
Turrican 2..... 80% 
World Champ Soccer ... -.Elite.. .60% 
J u piter' i M aste rdrfve... .........UBI Soft 79% 
Total Recall. .Ocean 77% 
Zarathr usta. .71% 
Tournament Goff......... ....•••.•Elite . . 70% 
Ancient Battles ........... 69% 
Dragon's Lair 2.. .Readysoft ... .... 65% 
Exterm I nator ,........ ■ vi ivi A u iC . 64% 
marc.. .........Ocean , 63% 
Mighty Bomb Jack....... ..Elite .. .60% 
Gazxa 2.___............ 51% 
i urine Dredd... ..VirOin . .44% 

I_____i 

LAST MONTH'S SCORES 
Here's what was turning heads and rocking boats last month. Most of these 

should still be around in abundance, but don't leave it too long 

Starglider 2 .. . 88% 

K nightmare . ... .■••■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■Mindscape . 85% 
Aiuidipr World. ........82% 
Oh Mo! More Lemmings- 

_____ 

..82% 
Abandoned P|bcm.. .80% 

Populous World Editor. .80% 
Softer Star*___ ...■Empire... .. .79% 

A32Q Airbus_ _ .78% 
Barbarian 2 .... ..73% 
RnrtAriyA ftm« . . ■ ititiltntltFI-t ltt-*US Gold .... ..70% 

Champions.-... .70% 

World Cup Rugby. •••Autiiogemc..... 68% 
Wild West World .. .T„„.TTTTT_T_ns cfa\d ._64% 

TV ..... ..61% 

Alien Stonw_ .•••US Gold 59% 
QjiAre 1BH9.... •••Empire 59% 

Tip Off. * •■•■•*••••••••■• •■Anco. .so% 
Fantastic Voyage....» 49% 
raprfiaHH__......... ..-__Electronic Zoo.. .25% 



0 CHART ATTACK 

TOP TEN AMIGA 
BUDGET PRICE CHART 

*8) Nw Zealand Story 
Hit Squad £7.99 

*3! Bubble Babble 
Hit Squad £7.99 

3(6) Lombard RAC Rally 
Hit Squad £7 99 

*w Scooby Doo 
Hitec Software £7.99 

5W Batman - The Movie 
Hit Squad £7.99 

6(5) Return to Europe 
Anco £7.99 

nio) Chase HQ 
Hit Squad £7.99 

m-> Double Dragon 2 
Tronix £9.99 

9(9) Wacky Races 
Hrtec Software £7.99 

*Xi) Shadow of the Beast 

Sizzlers £7.99 

LAST YEAR'S TOP 
TEN FULL PRICE CHART 

1 Teenage M H Turtles 
Mirrorsoft 

2 
Electronic Arts 

3 Rebocep 2 
Ocean 

4 F-19 Stealth Fighter 
MicroPros 

5 Lotus Turbo Challenge 
Gremlin Graphics 

6 Hollywood Collection 
Ocean 

7 Toyota Cel lea Rally 
Gremlin Graphics 

8 SO 
Ocean 

9 Indy SOO 
Electronic Arts 

in Power Pack 
Beau Jolly 

Chart Chatter 
Christmas cairn* the goose goi fai, and Ocean 

managed to hold the charts m a half-nelson 

with WWF Wrestiemania the whole time. How 

do they do ii? Check out the review on Page 

66 to see whether we thought it deserved the 

Golden Jockstrap or a public warning. 

Com* htrt, young Fopuloan. Th* top of the 

chart eludes me - and I want a word with you,.. 

Electronic Arts drop-kicked Heimdall and 

Jtimes Pond 2 out of contention with Populous 

2 and Birds of Prey - that 's two years in a row 

that the Artful dodgers have wrangled them¬ 

selves into the almost-made-it category. 

Maybe next year, eh? 

Hefting overnight «t the mid-chart motet you'll 

find the Bakelit* Bill, warting for Mi chance. 

But Ocean's tag-team includes the inimitable 

Robocop j - and it looks like ihey're coining 

at EA from all sides. Let's face it - who'd like 

to be stuck in between the Hulkster and (he 

Detroit Dude? P’raps EA can make a getaway 

in the waiting Lulus Esprit* where lames Pond 

is sitting with this foot on the throttle and the 

gearshift in reverse. 

Destined to ip*f>d tf>* rift of th* y**r it th* 

tuck of th* cu*7 Jimmy Whit* ain't budging! 

In the back room, you'll find a more sedate 

sport. Jimmy White's game of snooker hasn't 

moved since last month - and you can't get 

much more sedate than standing still Maybe 

he'll start moving when he sees the 

approaching Leander — stampeding Japanese 

swordsmen tend to have lhal effect on people, 

especially when they're busy clambering all 

over Norse gods on their way to the top. 

H*'i been high, but hc'i about to drop! Sort 

g**t» his comt-uppincF on th* way down. 

But surprise of surprises* who's living at 

Number 10 this month? None other than the 

misfit family of the century (no, not the 

Majors)* the Simpsons. But heyl Don't have a 

cow, man. Things can go up as well as down - 

just ask Norman Lament. {Who he? - Ed.) 

Don't bank on il though! 

THE TOP 30 AMIGA 
FULL PRICE CHART 

«i> ■ WWF Wrestiemania 
Ocean £25,99 72% 

2(-) 1 Rkw Populous 2 
Electronic Arts £29.99 FG95% 

3H 1 Mew Birds of Prey 
Electronic Arts £34.99 88% 

*(-) 1 Mew Robocop 2 
Ocean £25.99 FG91% 

S<4) ▼ Lotus Turbo Chalteng 
Gremlin Graphics £25.99 89% 

6(3) ▼ lames Pond 2 - Robocod 
Millennium £25,99 FG91% 

7(7) M Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker 
Virgin 29.99 FG91% 

8(22) 4 Leander 
Psygnosis £25,99 THIS ISSUE | 

9(2) ▼ Heimdall 
Core Design £34.99 88% 

*><5) T The Simpsons 
Ocean £25.99 81% 

t1(Z3) A Oh No! More Lemmir igs 
Psygnosis £19 99 82% 

1»-) 1 Mow Dizzy Collection 
Code Masters £24.99 Comp 

13(6) ▼ Alien Breed 
Team 17 £24.99 74% 

14(9) ▼ Terminator 2 
Ocean £25,99 60% 

15(21) A MicroPros* Coif 
MicroPros* £34.99 FG90% 

16(25) A Manchester United Europe 
Krisalis £25.99 80% 

17(14) ▼ PGA Tour Golf 
Electronic Arts £25.99 FG90% 

18(10) ▼ First Samurai 
Mirrorsoft £30.99 FG91 % 

19(-) 1 Mew Powervnoncjer Data Disk 
Electronic Arts £14.99 86% 

20(8) * Mega-lo-Mania 
Mirrorsoft £30,99 FG90% 

21(18) ▼ Board Genius 
Beau Jolly £29,99 Comp 

22(-) 1 Mew Soccer Stars Compilation 
Empire £2599 Comp 

23<-) 1 New Football Crazy Challenge 
Anco £25,99 Comp 

24(-) 1 Maw The Godfather 
US Gold £30.99 THIS ISSUE | 

2S(-) 1 New Knightmare 

Mindscape £30.99 85% 

26(28) 4 Battle Isle 
UBI Soft £30,99 FG90% 

27H 1 New Tip Off 
Anco £25.99 50% 

28(20) ▼ Fun School 4 (7-TI) 
Europress Software £24,99 Education 

29(-) 1 Mew 4-Wheel Drive Compilation 
Gremlin Graphics £29 99 Comp 

30(13) ▼ Final Fight 
US Gold £2599 60% 

Chart coiapWed by f LU Q ttU lureyean Uttwan PvMMwn Ah«u8h 
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r THE ALL NEW.. 

A500P GALACTIC PLUS PACK 
• A500 PLUS COMPUTER WITH 

1 MEG RAM 
Latest enhanced Amiga from 
Commodore featuring Super Agnes, 
Kickstart V.2, Workbench V.2.04 

I • CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE 
Bart Simpson, Lemmings, Captain 
Planet, Deluxe Paint III 

• ADDICTIVE HITS SOFTWARE 
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble 
New Zealand Story. 

• WICKED 30 GAME PACK 
30 great gomes to get you going! 

All this for an unbelievable 

CALL 

COMMODORE CDTV SCOOP 
• CDTV Player With Remote Control Handset • Lemmings 
• "Welcome" - A Guide To CDTV Disk with Caddy m ** /%/ 

• Hutchinsons Encyclopedia LT{Ai\¥j 

PACK 1 
PROTAR SJ2K RAM Upgrade with dock* 40 

capacity lockable disk box*20 3.5" DS/OD 

disks with labels *3i" disk drive [leaner kit 

l all for just £32:95 

PACK 2 j 

PC B8DB intelligent disk drive * Protar 512K RAM upgrade I j 
with dock * 40 cap Deity lockable disk box * 20 35' DS/DD | j 

disks with labels * 35h disk drive deane r kit ji 

all for just £9“':?5 
UP TO 

m 50° a 0F: 
SOFTWAfl 

E rADUCD I 

ALL PRILLS INCLUDE COURIER DELIVER! 12 TEAR GUARANTEE 

CONSOLE SYSTEMS COLOUR PORTABLES 
Sega Master System..„„S59.95 Atori Lynx,   

Sega Master System Plus.. Ej3p Sega Game gear. 

We slock a wide range of software and peripherals lor oil of the above ring for details 

computers 



PLUS A COMPREHENSIVE 2 YEAR GUARANTEE! - 

PRINTERS 
All printers tome with connecting cobles tree of charge 

STAR 
GOLD STAR DEALER 

LC-20 MONO 9 pin Dot Moira, 1 BO/45 cps. 

£ I 

LC 200 COLOUR 9 pin Oat Motrin, 1B5/45 q». 

LC-24/200 MONO 24pm Osl Morw, 220/55 cps 

£2J&J9S 

LC 24/200 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Motrin, 220/55 cps 

£3H.9S 

CITIZEN 
PREMIER SUPER DEALER 

1200+ MONO 9ptn Dot Motrin, 120/25cps. 

SWIFT COLOUR 9 pin Dot Motrin, 160/40 cps. 

£21-95 

1240 MONO 24pin Dot Matrix, 144/48 cpi 

£2m»5 

SWIFT 24 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Motrin, 160/50 tps. 

£3M.9J 

PRINTER STARTER PACK 
•UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND • QUALITY DUST COVER * 200 SHEETS Of PAPER 

All for only £Tc*5S ’ 
X CALL NOW 

AND PICK 
A 8ARGAIN 

POWER DISK DRIVE STARTER PACKS 

BEGINNERS PACK 
PC880A Disk Drive 

features Anti-Click, thru port 

Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks 

40 Capacity lockable disk 

box 

3.5" disk drive cleaner kit 

£63*95 

ADVANCED PACK 
New PC880B Intelligent Drive 

features Virus hardware, Blitz 

hardware 

Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks 

40 Capacity lockable disk box 

3.5* disk drive cleaner kit 

* # ^ 
' CALL NOW 
FOR SUPER 

LOW PRICES , 
W 

STEREO COLOUR MONITORS 
PHILIPS 8833/Mk2 CBM 1084S 

£2e*AP 5* £2J*I‘.P5' 
"Free FI 9 Stealth Fighter "Free Silent Service II 

YOUR NEAREST STORE 

VISA I 
BY PHONE t-XJ il 
Simply toll our Head Office quoting your Access/Visa number on 

0234 218040 (5 lines) hBY CALLING PERSONALLY 
Simply call into your nearest FutureWorld store where our fully 
trained personnel will be more Ilian happy to deal with your 

Ta requirement; 

W BY POST 
Make cheques, Building Society drafts or Postal Orders payable 

IBB FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD 
■■ UNITS 25-77 SERGEANTS WAV 

ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
BEDFORD MK41 0EH 

Please wnfe cheque guarantee cord number on reverse of cheque lo ensure 
same day (tearanee 

REMEMBER 

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT A COURIER D€ OVERT* 

* UK MAINLAND ONLY 

FINANCE 
Finance available to suit your specific needs. Written details on request. 
Instant credit is available in alJ FutureWodd stores. 
PREMIER GOLD CARD 
* 7 day money bock guarantee rf not completely satisfied 
* 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
*tfm guarantee giving free collection and delivery service should a fault 
occur 
* Exclusive Premier Gold Cord with Personal Membership Number enftiling 
you to special offers 
* All this for only El 9 95 per item purchased 
I YEAR GUARANTEE 
For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be completely free of 
charge 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, COMMODORE £ STAR, we 
are equipped lo deal with the majority of queries 
FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM 
This enables our telesales staff to provide up-UHhe-minule stock 
information coupled wilh efficient dispatch 
FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
AIE computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining our motto 

QSv 
f* 

A 

_ A 

70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070 

NORTHAMPTON 
1-7 College Street Northampton Tel: 0604 33996 

WELWYN GARDEN CITY 
16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel: 0707 390029 

SA
LE NOW

 ON * SA
V

E ££'S * CALL INTO Y
O

U
R N

EA
REST STO

RE 



Amiga 
Repairs 

If something is wrong with your Amiga 

500 or C64. who better to turn to than 

The National Repair Centre. 

For all repairs to your computer, one low 

payment covers diagnosis, repair 

(including parts and labour) and delivery 

back to you. 

The experience and expertise of our 

technicians ensures that your computer 

is repaired to a high standard at a low 

cost. And most repairs will be carried out 

within 12 working days! 

To schedule a repair, simply call Michelle 

or Julie on 0733 391234. 

Please be ready to give your name, 

address, computer type, serial number 

and the type of fault. 

The cost is £57.45 for an Amiga 500 

and £47.45 for a C64. Payment can be 

made by cheque, postal order or credit 

card. 

THE 
NATIONAL 

REPAIR CENTRE 

0733 391234 

FMG House 
Newcombe Way, Orton Southgate 

Peterborough PE2 0SF 

£57.45 
COVERS 

ANY 
REPAIRS 



GAME TIPS 

THE LUCKY BEGGARS 
Seeing as most of this issue’s Gamebusters is taken up by the 

Another World solution (written by dear old Maff himself), there are 

no big prize winners this time around. However, there are still a cou¬ 

ple of £25 vouchers winging Ibeir way out to the lucky Helping 

Hand winners. And those two chaps are Phillip Mil ward and Guy 

Badman. Well done. 

If you’ve got some hints, cheats, maps or solutions, then why 

not send them in to us at GAMEBUSTERS, Amiga Format, 50 

Mmimouth Street Bath BAI 2BW You could win yourself a mail¬ 

order voucher. Deluxe Point maps on disk are appreciated, but we 

can't promise to return any disks - the time taken up by this alone 

would be massive! 

We're still getting people who are asking for personal replies on 

tips - and sometimes even photocopies of solutions and maps! Well 

we're very sorry, but we just can’t deal with enquiries like this - we 

just haven't got the time. If you want any extensive lips, then it may 

be worth checking out the Screenplay books uum to Page 1011. Oh 

and one Iasi point. We also can’t handle any tips over the phone, so 

PLEASE could you send any hints or qucics io us by post ONLY! 

Bye for now! Keep bustin'. 

Game 
Busters 
Once more unto the screen, dear friends! What do 

you mean, you're scared? You can't beat Another 

World or Lemmings? Let Maff Evans' mighty 

blade free you from your demonic troubles in these 

overdramatised pages of maps, tips and game hints. 

ROLLING RONNY 

Avoid coming a cropper like this with some Rolling Ronny advice. 

This colourful little action game wasn't quite compelling enough 
to make the top grade in Amiga Format but it is fun for a 
while. That is if you can play it, If all those obstacles are too 
much for you to handle, then try this little cheat. 

Start Ihe game as you would normally, then hit C during the 

gameplay. This should make Rormy immune to gravity. In other 

words, he w ill be able io fly! 

Guv H indie, 

Sutton timid field, West Midlands 

HUDSON HAWK 
Seeing as the film of this name didn't fare to well on the old sil¬ 
ver screen, it's little wonder that the game conversion failed to 
take off tn huge numbers. Still, if you bought the game and are 
having trouble breaking through the guards, then try this. 

Once the game has loaded, simply type in SC1ENCEFICT10N. 

You should now be able to start the mayhem wfith infinite lives. If 

that little cheat isn’t enough, and the action still gets too hoi for you, 

pressing Del wilt allow you to skip levels. 

Muss Vlokiii. 

Bradford 

OH NO! MORE LEMMINGS 
Despite having a few flaws, this extension to the original hit puzzle game has still proved 
very popular, A lot of people have sent in lists of codes, for those of you still having trou¬ 
ble, here they are in all their glory 

Tame 

1 No Code 

2 IHRTENCCAD 

3 LRTDLCAQAO 

4 RTDLCILEAH 

5 TDLCAITFAP 

6 DLCIHVTGAJ 

7 LCALVTDHAG 

8 CILVTDLIAP 

9 CAHRVDUAR 

10 1HRUDLCKAK 

11 LRUDLCALAH 

12 RUDLCILKftQ 

13 UDICAHVNAJ 

14 DLCIHVUOAS 

15 EjCALVUDPAP 

16 CILVUDLQAI 

17 CAHRTFLBLL 

18 IHRTFLCCBE 

19 LR7FLCADBR 

20 RTFLCILEBK 

Crazy 

1 TFUCAHVFBO 

2 FLCXHU7GBL. 

3 DCCLVTFHBL 

4 CILTTGLIBR 

5 CAHRUGLJBF 

6 KHRUFLCKBP 

7 LRUFNCCLBO 

8 RUGNCILMBG 

9 UFNCAHUNHN 

10 GNCIHWU0BJ 

11 LCAMTUFPBR 

12 BKMTUNLQBP 

13 CAIPTEMBCL 

14 IHRTD0CCCG 

15 LPTCMCCDCR 

16 QTEMCKLECM 

17 TEOCAHWFCH 

18 D0CIITTGCN 

19 ICCLWLHCR 

20 CKMUVMIICL 

Wild 

1 BCIPUUOJOO 

2 IHSUDMCKCO 

3 MCWMKCELCH 

4 PUEMCMLMCG 

5 UCHCCHVNCO 

6 LICIIUW0CL 

7 0CALWUDPCF 

8 C1LWUEMQCN 

9 CCHSTFMBDR 

10 IHRTGOCCDK 

11 LPTGMCGDOJ 

12 S7G0CILEDR 

13 VOICAHUFDM 

14 NKCMIWGDM 

15 MCCLUTFHDN 

16 C1MTT0IIDJ 

17 CAHSUFOJDK 

IS IHRUGMCKDR 

19 MPUOICALDR 

20 QUFMCIMKDG 

Wicked 

1 UOECHTODQ 

2 OlCKIUWODR 

3 MCCLWUGPQJ 

4 CILWUFOQDR 

5 GCIQTMHBEH 

6 IHSTDNGCEM 

7 LPVDLFEDEJ 

8 PVMHGMMEEJ 

9 VLHQCHVFB0 

10 DLGKHTTGER 

l! IjGCLUTEMBO 

12 GIMTVLJIBO 

13 GEHPUDLJEL 

14 MISWMJGKER 

15 MPUDLGCLBQ 

16 QUMJGXMMEP 

17 UMJGGITOEK 

18 ELGIHUUOEK 

19 HGGLVNMPEE 

20 GKLVWUJQEK 

Havoc 

1 GEHPTGNBFI 

2 MHPTGLGCFP 

3 LPTGLGCDFK 

4 RTGNGILEFF 
5 TGLGCHWFFP 

6 FNG1HWTGFH 

7 LGCLVTFHFD 

8 QWTVGJIFO 

9 GCHRUGLJFP 

10 IHRUFNGKFH 

11 HRWFHFALPQ 

12 RUFNGKLHFP 

13 UGLGAHVNFF 

14 OHGOIVWDFL 

15 LGCLVUFPFW 

16 GKLTUNHQFH 
17 GAHQTDOBGE 

18 OHQTDOGCGD 

19 KPTEMGADGJ 

20 RTEMGKLBGF 
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GAME TIPS fTz 

Another 
This game had some of the best 

presentation yet seen in an arcade 

adventure. Judging by the number of 

solutions sent in, a lot of people have 

finished it. If, though, you're having 

trouble adapting to the alien 

atmosphere, follow this guide. World 

94 

Section 1: 
The Mountains - code EDJ1 

When you appear after ihc experiment, you are 

hcneaih a lake, so push up to swim to the sur¬ 

face. When you reach the top, walk right onto 

the next screen before the creature pulls you 

back into the water. On the next two screens, 

deadly slugs fall from the ceiling and crawl 

towards you, so finish them aJl off with low 

kicks (the black bug is harmless). 

When you reach the end screen, walk right 

until ihc black bear/1 ion/panlher or whatever it 

is appears, at which point you should nun like 

the wind to the left. Keep running as fast as 

you can until you reach the rock overhang next 

to a vine. Leap onto the vine in order to escape 

from the creature. When the vine breaks it will 

drop you off to the right, run right as fast as 

possible until you are knocked down. Two 

strange guards will come on, shoot the lion 

and then take you prisoner, 

That terrifying beast 

is a bit less of a threat 

white you are safe on 

this vine. Don't gat 

too comfortable 

though, otherwise 

something nasty Is 

bound to happen. 

Now that you've got the guards' attention* you 

need to clout him with the cage to break free. 

Go to the left and shoot the power switch on 

the wall, then go hack to the lift. Wait for your 

friend and go up one floor. Go left and blast 

the door with a big beam, then drop down 

through the teleport panel. Walk onto the next 

screen and wail for your male. When he 

appears, go up through the teleport and walk 

left. When he catches up, your friend will open 

the sewer, ai which point you should drop 

down and roll off the bottom of the screen. The 

sewer pipes are dark, with only your immedi¬ 

ate vicinity being lit at all, meaning that a 

nasty fall could occur, so check the SEWER 

MAP to find the way out. 

When you drop into the next corridor, go 

left into the Gun Charging Room. Go to the 

right and blast away the three shield doors 

with big beams. Recharge your gun once more 

then run to the right. Go through the tunnel 

towards the daylight, and as soon as you come 

oui of the doorway, blast the guard. Carry on 

to the right and stop on the very- end of the 

Section 2: 
The Prison - code HICI 

You w ill now wake up in a cage with the alien 

that saved you from the lion-type thing. When 

the view pulls back, push the joystick left and 

right in lime with the swinging to cause the 

cage to rock from side to side- Eventually, the 

rope will break and the cage will fall onto the 

guard. Wfhen your new' friend runs away, bend 

down to pick up the gun then run after him. It 

may be an idea lo lake note of the ‘USING 

WEAPONRY* box to find out how the gun 

works at this point. 

Shoot the guard, then follow your friend 

left. Run back to the righi until your mate 

starts trying to unlock the door. Face left and 

put up a shield, then keep blasting away at the 

guards until the door is open. Put up a final 

shield, then run right When you are both on 

the lift, go ail the way down to the bottom of 

the shaft (you could go 10 (he lop and look at 

the view first if you want ). 

SEWER MAP 

To find your way through the sewers, roll left and right to the junc¬ 

tions. Follow the yellow route to get through safely. 

broken bridge. Leap as far as you can to the 

right to try and land on the ledge below. If you 

fail and land on the spikes, then you'll have to 

try' and get closer to the edge of the bridge. 

When you land, blast a hole m the wall on the 

right and walk into the caves. 

Section 3: 
The Caves - code CCAL 

Walk right and drop down the shaft, then drop 

down the next hole on the right. Walk off the 

right-hand side of the T-shaped rock and con¬ 

tinue to the right. Jump off the ledge. OVER 

Ihc spikes and run halfway onto the next 

screen. Quickly run a short way back to the 

left, then judge the timing to gel safely past the 

first rock. Wail until you can rush under the 

second rock fall. then run onto the next screen 

until you are hidden behind the big rock. 

Wait until the next two rocks hit the floor 

at the same time, then run u> the middle of the 

screen. Watch the timing of the next rock, then 

run underneath. Remember to look out for the 

tentacle monster and run left about halfway up 

the slope. Turn around and get a big beam 

ready. When the tentacle monster comes back 

down, blast it into smithereens. Go right, run 

past the tentacles and jump over the mouths 

that are in the floor 

Head to the right, kill all the tentacles with 

big beams and jump over the mouths. When 

you reach the shaft, do two small jumps to get 

past the hole and the mouth, then run right 

until you reach a walk Blast the wall away 

then head hack to the left, watching out for 

mouths and tentacles, until you reach the 

falling rocks once more. Run up the slope and 

continue to the top of the slope on the next 

screen. Turn off to the right and fire at the 

pterodactyl. He should then wake up and start 

flying around. 

Go left and jump across onto the stalac¬ 

tites, Keep jumping from one to the next until 

you are on the one next to the tentacle monster. 

When the pterodactyl is drawn up hy the crea¬ 

ture, jump across to the remaining stalactites 

Stick to the stalactites until that poor ptero¬ 

dactyl get* munched, Better him than you! 
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and jump off the left-hand side of the screen. 

You should now be tin the top of the T-shaped 

rock. Run off the left-hand side, then face the 

right and blow the support away, Run up the 

slope to the upper cave. 

Go to the right, jumping all the holes until 

you reach a cave w ith a load of water above. 

Stand on the far left and blow the supporting 

rocks away. Quickly run to the left, jumping 

the holes as you go (tricky> until you are 

standing on the stone panel to the left. The 

water should blast you up to safety . Run up the 

slope to the right and blow the door away, then 

run right past the waterfall. 

Section 4: 
The Temple - code KCIJ 

You should now be in a room with a tunnel 

beneath, where your friend is crawling. Walk 

down the steps on the next screen and put up a 

shield. Blasi the guard that appears then run 

The only way to get 

to the tower caves is 

to Swim for it. But 

what cart you do 

water? try breaking 

this lot out for a start, 

but get ready to run 

for tt otherwise 

you'll drown. 

• m 

K 
> 
V ■ * 

This vicious chap launches energy bombs H you try and tackle him with a shield. Close the doors to 

get his shots to bounce back towards him. That should bring the opposition into line. 

right. Jump over ihc stairwell and continue 

right until you reach three security doors with 

a guard behind them. Walk forward bui 

DONT open the doors? Put up a shield, then 

take a step towards the doors to open them. As 

soon as the guard launches a bomb, walk left 

so that the doors dose. The bomb will bounce 

off the doors and kill the guard. Once he’s 

dead, run to the right and blast the door away. 

Go right and up through the teleport. 

Recharge your gun in the chamber* then go 

back through the teleport and off to the right. 

Crouch down and wait. Watch the reflection in 

the glass orb, then wait until the guard has 

slopped walking and is directly beneath the 

orb. Shoot the rope front a crouch and listen to 

make sure that it hits him. If it doesn't, he'll 

start shooting at you, so go left and re-enter 

the screen to try again. 

Go back to the left and go down the first 

set of steps. Drop through the teleport and face 

left. Don't, whatever you do, go righl! Rut up a 

shield and kill the guard that appears, then 

head left until you reach a large chamber with 

steps on the left. Go to the top of the steps and 

face right. Shoot ihe rope so that the lights fall 

down, then go back to the right. 

Continued overleaf 

The gun can he used In three main ways: 

1. Single Shut 

Press and quickly 

release the fire4>ut- 

ton. so that a single 

laser blast i* fired* 

This is useful for 

breaking ropes, 

power cables and 

destroying enemy 

ANOTHER DAY. ANOTHER WEAPONS CLASS 

trtt 
4U 

2. Shield Walt 

Hold down th* fire butt on until an energy 

ball appears, then release the button, this 

causes a shield to be pvt up, which will only 

stop Laser Shots (including your own), 

allowing guards and bombs to pass 

on through. 

4^ 4^° 4^.^ 
Hold down tf 

‘ jA { i\ I I i\ bell swells at 

li fi li li 

Close Combat 

When fighting guards, try to put a shield up before entering combat. You will also, 

more than likely, be safer if you crouch down while fighting. Enemy guards will tend 

to use a lot of shields, so master the use of the Big Beam to destroy them. 

The key is this: crouch down, put up a shield, use a big beam to destroy their 

she ids and fire a quick volley of laser blasts to finish them off. If your shield begins 

to thin out when you are still under attack, put up another one quickly. 

Hold down the fire-tHittOfi so that the energy 

ball swells and begins to hum, then release 

the button which causes a big beam to be 

firad. Useful for destroying doors, some walls 

and enemy energy shields. 
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AMEAGRE PRICES FOR 
AMIGA USERS 

GAME PRICE GAME PRICE 
2 Hot 2 Handle (Comp] . 20 95 Full Blast (Comp). .... ........ 20 95 

20 95 FUR Contact (NOT*)...—. 7 95 
3D Con|irtFJrTi<jn KtE 33 Fun School 4 (5-7). 1745 

20 95 Fun School 4 (Over T's) . 17 45 
. 17 45 Fun School 4 (Under 6‘a)...... 1745 
. 20.95 Fuzzball... .. . .13.95 

1745 Q-Loc, ..... 17.45 
AMOS 3D 23 95 Gateway To Savage Frontier _ .. 20 95 

20 95 •Gauntlet U ...... 6 95 
33 95 Gauntlet IP ..........._ 17 45 

... 20 95 Geisha....«,„» 17.45 
19 95 German Master 13.95 

5 95 God Father - Action Game . . 20 95 
Agony...... ] 7 45 Goda. . . . .17 45 

20 95 Golden Axe. . 17 45 
Afr.l-fthri.-CAA (Crnnp) (&BB NOT+) 23 95 Graeme Sounesss Soccer.._. 17 45 

17 46 Grandstand (Comp) ..... .. 20 9F 
17 45 Hagar The Homble 17.45 
20 95 Halla Of Montezuma 17 45 

. .17.45 Hard Nova..... .17 45 
.17.45 Head Over Heels. .6,96 
,23 95 HeimdaU (1Mb) ... ... ...23 95 

6 96 Henriettas Book Of Spells.. ^ 17 45 
17 45 Heroes Of The Lance ...... 6% 
1745 Her oquesl.... 17 45 

BAby Jo 17 45 Hili Street Blues..... 1745 
.17.45 Hitchikets Guide to The Galaxy. 7 95 

Batman - Gaped Crusader. .6.96 Hollywood Collection (Comp). .. 20.95 
Batman The Movie. , .. 6 96 Home Alone (NOT+). 17 45 

17 45 Hudson Hawk .... ... 17.45 
RrttlJe Chess R (NOT *). 1745 Hunt For Fed October . 17.45 

20 95 Hunter . 20,95 
1745 6 96 
19 95 Impossamole. ..... 696 
19 95 Indiana J. & L Cnisade (Act) .. 6.96 
17 45 Indianapolis 5M. .17.45 
1745 Iron Lord .. .. . ..7.95 

Birds Of Pit-y (1Mb) 23 95 Ivanhoo.... 6 96 
Blade Warrior 1745 Jack Nicklaus Uni Golf \ 1Mb) 20 95 
Blues Brothers (NOT-) 1745 James Bond CbflectKm .. 17 46 

20 95 Jimmy White’s Snooker . IV 95 
17 45 Jupiter’s Masterdnve .. 6.96 

Bouton Bomb Club .... . .. .17.45 Kick Off H .. 13 95 
Btides of Dtflculfl 17 45 Kick Off II (1Mb). .17.45 
Bubble Bobble (NOT+) ...6,95 Kick Qlf P (Ret. To Euope).... 6 96 
Cadaver 1745 Knightmare. 20 95 
Cadaver - The Payoff 11 95 Knights Of The Sky (1Mb)... 23 95 
Capcom CoilectKm 20 95 Kwik Snax. 6 96 
CardLaxx __„_,__ . 17.45 Last Ninia D........ 696 
Cudinsi Of The Kremlin . ,17.45 Last Minis El.. .17 45 
Gamer Command. . .7.96 Leander....... 

Casino..... .17 45 Leather Goddess Of Phoboa. .7.95 
Castles . . . ..20.95 Lemmings . 1745 
Celtic Legends 20 95 Lemmings Levels (Data Disk)... 13 95 
Challengers (Comp) 20 95 Lemmings Levels (Stand Alone) 1745 
Chart Attack • Vol 1 (Comp) 20 95 Life And Death .. 1745 
Chase HQ 6 96 Little Puff. ... .... . 6 96 
Chase HQ D 17,45 Lombard RAC Rally. .6.96 
Chips Challenge.... 17 45 Lord Of The Rings 17 45 
Chuck Rock . .. 17.45 Lotus Turbo ChaUenge E... 17.45 
Cisco Heat 17 45 Ml Tank Platoon . 20.95 
Cruise Rot A Corpse 19.95 MAXI Comp). 20 95 
Cyber oon ID 17 45 Maddog WflHama _*.. 20 95 
D T Olympic Challenge 596 Magic Carden 17 45 
Darkmnn.. . 17 45 Magic Maths (4-6).... 19.95 
Das Root . 20.95 Magic Pockets. .17.45 
Death Knights Of Krynn (1 Mh]. ... 20,95 Magic Storybook (1Mb) . ., 2095 
Defender Of The Crown .7.95 Magnetic Scrolls Collection. 2D 95 
Defenders Of The Earth . 6 96 Manchester United Europe 17 45 
Deluxe Paint IV 69 96 Maths Mama (B-12) .... 1995 
Deuterps_x._.____■, 20 95 Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing 20 95 
Devious Designs .... 17 45 Mega Maths..... ..... . 1995 
Dizzy Collection ■ m,,,,,,,,™™..*."-. 17 45 Mega Twins_____ 1745 
Double Dragon .7.95 Mega-Lo-Mama.. .. 
Double Dragon n 7 95 Megaliaveller 1 (1Mb).. .20.&5 
Double Dragon HI... .. .,17.45 Mercenary 3 ... 20 95 
Dragon Nioji 696 Mercs . 1745 
Dungeon Master (1Mb)... 1745 Micro English. 13 95 
Elf . 17 45 Micr opt tree Golf (1Mb) . .. 23 95 
E3vua I (1Mb) (NOT *\..... . .20.95 Midwinter n (1Mb) 23 95 
Executioner. 1745 Mig 29M Super Fulcrum (NOT*). 26 95 
Exile 17 45 Moonbaae (1Mb), . . .23.95 
Exodus 3010 . . .20 95 Moonstone.. .20.95 
Eye Of The Beholder (1Mb) 20 95 Moonwalket (NOT+). .6.96 
F-15 Strike Eagle 0 (1 Mb).. 23 95 Movie Premier Collection 20 95 
FT6 Combat Pilot ,.,.17 45 Mystical______*.. 7.95 
F-19 Stealth Fighter..«, . 20 95 Myth 17.45 
F 29 Retaliate! (NOT*).,,.... 17 45 Nebuhis 2 . .17.45 
Face Off. H^ifey (NOT+). .,17 45 New Zealand Story. . 6,96 
Fantasy World Dizzy (NOT+) 5,96 Ninja Collection. 1395 
Fast Food (NOT*) .5.95 Ninja Ramut. .. 17.45 
Final Blow ....... 17 45 Ninja Warriors. ... . 7 95 
Final Fight (NOT-) 17 45 Nitre....... 6 96 
First Samurai „ 20 95 North & South 6 96 
Fists Of Fury (NOT +). .. 17 45 Operation Wolf (NOT* ). 6.96 
Flight Of The Intruder . 23.95 Grk ......... ,, .17.45 
Flood. ..8.96 Outrun Europa (NOT*).. .17.45 
Floor 13..... ,23.95 PGA Tour Goll... .17.45 
Football Crazy (Comp) „ ,17.45 Papeiboy2.. 17 45 
Football Director 2 17 45 Pegasus , . .. . 17 45 
Formula One Grand Prur 23 95 Pirates...... 17 45 
PmnMir ...... .17 45 Pn Ficrhter 17 45 

Robocop ID. ..... .. 17.45 
Rocket Ranger ........... r, .,,..,.7,95 
Rod-Land 17 45 
Rolling Ronny.. .... 
Rolox.... 
Rugby ■ The World Cup. ... 

..,..,.17.45 

.17.45 
SWTV (NOT+j ... .+..,,17.45 
Sarakon 13 95 
Soooby-Doo k Scrabby-Doo, -....8.96 
SnRhhlfl DpIutr ... .13.&5 
Secret Of Monkey 
island (1Mb NQT+).. ..17.45 
Secret Of The Silver Blades 
Shadow Of The Beast .... ...7.95 
Shadow Of The Boast E.. 
Shadow Sorceior (NOT*) . ...19.95 

CAME 
Platinum (Comp) ....,__..... 
Populous 2 (1Mb) . 
Power Pack (Comp) ... 
Power Up (Comp). 
Powemonger.. 
Power monger Data Disk (WW1) 
Prince Qf Persia (NOT*).. 
Pro Tennis...„ 
Pro Tennis Torn 2 . 
Proflight, 
Quest k Glory (Comp).,... 
Quest For Adventure (Comp).. 
Quest For Glory______ 
R Type D (NOT+). 
RBI Baseball 2 (NOT+).... 
Race Drivuf—... 
Railroad Tycoon (1Mb) ...—, 
Rainbow CoUecbon (NOT *)... 
Realms-- -.. 
Rick Dangerous H. 
Rise Of The Dragon ... 
Risk ...... 
Robin Hood... 

PRICE 
17.45 
209$ 

, .17,45 
20 95 

... 20 95 
11.95 
17.45 

.4 49 
17.45 
2945 
20 95 
23-95 
26.95 
17.45 
20.95 
17 45 
23 % 
13 95 
20 95 
1745 
26.95 

.1395 
1745 

Sherman M4 
Shinobi ... 
Shufflepuck Cafe 
Silent Service II (1Mb) 
Silkworm.... 
Sim City/Popailoua 
Sim Earth.—___ 
Simpsons... 
Six Fred 
Smash TV...... 
Soccer Manager Multi Player. 
Soceci Slats (Comp) .. 
Space 1889... 
Space Ace D.... 
Speodbail D...... 
Spirit Of 
Spot ....... 
Star Collection.... 
Slargllder D.... 
Steve Davis Snooker .,„..H 
Stratogo ..... 
Super Sega (Comp) .. 
Super Sun Pack (Comp) .. 
Super Space Invaders (NOT*) ^ 
Snpeicers D .. 
Super heroes (Comp) .. 
Su premacy............ ........ 
Suspicious Cargo.. 
Switchblade □.. 
Terminator □... 
Test Dnve U CoUeclwn-- 
Thunderhawk . ....... 
Thunden a ws..... 
Tm Tin On The Moon .............. 
T)p Off... 
Toki (NOT+K... 
Top Banana 
Top League (Comp)----- 
Treasure Island Dtay 
Turbo Charge 
Turncan E_____........... 
U.M.S E ........ 
Ultima V...... 
Ultima VI...,..*... 
Under Pressure ..,... 
Utopia .«... .,i.+TM + .hi + hi. ir.iTrritl.i.Tr,, 

Video Kid .,. 
Virtual Reality 1 (CiXbP) 
Virtual Worlds (Comp) . 
Vis........ 
Worsone... ...... 
Waterloo..... 
Wheels Of Fire (Comp). 
Wings (1Mb).... 
Wottidubd....,.... 
Wonderland (1)-- 
WordworthV! i....... 
World Class Le&dei board... 
World Class Rugby... 
WiesUemama ■ WWF.... 
X Out.... 
Xybols...... 
ZOut..—..... 

.6.96 
..7.95 
.6 95 

... 23.95 
7 95 

.2095 

..2095 
.17.45 
..6.96 

,1746 
.17 45 
......17.46 
.20 95 
.2395 
......17,45 
.-20.95 
.13.95 
.1745 
........795 

6 95 
1745 
20 95 

..19.95 
17.45 

..17 45 
20 95 

. 20.95 
17 45 

.17.45 

.17 45 

.......20.95 

..... 20.96 

......17.45 

....... J.96 

...... 17,46 
. ,17.45 

.17.45 

... . 2095 
.449 

.17.46 
.17,45 
.20 95 
.20 95 

20 95 
17.45 

-20-95 
.17.45 
.-2395 

, 20.95 
.13 95 
.13.95 
...7-95 
.20.95 
.-2096 
......1745 
.20 95 
.83 95 
..6.96 
.17.45 
,,...,17,46 
..6,96 
........6,96 
.1395 

Double Sided 
Double Density 

QUANTITY PRICE 
10...... ...£4.75 
20. .£9.25 
25.. ..,..£11.30 
30.. ..£13.25 
35. ..£15.10 
40 ... ...£16.90 
45.. .£18.80 
50 ..... .£20.50 
80..,. ..£32.45 
100. .£36.90 
120. .£43.70 
150... .£53.85 
200. .£68.95 
300. .£103,45 
400...... .£135.95 
500. ...... ....£167.50 

FULL NO QUIBBLE 
REPLACEMENT 

GUARANTEE 

100% ERROR 
FREE 

WITH 
LABELS 

BOXES 
(with keys & dividers) 

10 
£0.94 

40 
£4.95 

50 
£5.60 

80 
£6.30 

100 
£6.80 

120 
£8.75 

Cumana CAX354 External 

Disk Drive...,.£57.95 

Zydec 1/2 Meg Memory 

Upgrade with clock.£29.95 

Zydec 1/2 Meg Memory 

Upgrade without clock ....£26.95 

Mouse Mat..£2.95 
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Continue right under the leLepon. at which 

point a guard will come on and punch you in 

the face. When he picks you up and slam talk' 

ing. Push left and press fire. He will then drop 

you, so run left and pull down to perform a 

stunt roll and pick up the gun. Keep pulling 

down and press lire when you get into a 

crouch to kill the guard. 

Run onto the next screen until you arc in 

the second archway. Put up a shield to your 

left then quickly put one up to the right. Blast 

both the guards (this isn't easy, so be patient), 

then go right to the pool of water. Swim down 

to the boitoni of ihe pit and go left into the 

cave. Keep swimming left until you reach a 

cave with two shafts above. Swim up the left- 

hand shaft to get some air, then swim down to 

the lower shaft into another cave. Climb onto 

the ledge on the right and shoot the power 

cable. Now swim back up to the top of Ihe pit 

where you dived in. Go to the right and climb 

out of the water, 

Go right, past the concussed guard and 

drop down the shaft. As soon as you hit the 

floor, face right and blast the door away, then 

kg it! Keep running through the doors uniil 

you reach a dead end. Face left and put up a 

diield, making sure lhat it’s to the left of the 

trap-door in the ceiling. Blast the guards that 

come In and make sure your shield doesn't run 

out. Eventually, your mate will reach down 

and grab you, pulling you to safety. 

When you are in the upper room, wait for 

the ceiling to crumble so lhat the rocks fall on 

the guards below, then go right into the black 

tank. After the tank has rolled out into the 

arena, a window will appear in the top left of 

the screen. Hit the bottom button to call up 

mom controls, then hit the bottom left bution, 

then the lop green button to the left of the red 

j • ne. The escape pods will then be launched. 

A carefully placed 

shot could give the 

guard marching 

below lame thing to 

think about. Get the 

timing right other¬ 

wise you'II find 

yourself under attack. 

Get the right key 

sequence to launch 

the escape pods from 

the tank, otherwise 

you'll get caught up 

in the wild antics of 

the gladiator battles. 

Section 5: 
The Tower - code LFEK 

As soon as the pod has landed and you jump 

oul, run quickly to the right. After you come 

out of Ihe doorway, put up a shield and kill the 

four guards that come on. then run to the right. 

Koep running right, past the window that vour 

friend bursts through, until the ground is 

blown from beneath you. A guard will catch 

you and fling you against the wall. After he 

has kicked you onto the next screen, quickly 

crawl right by pushing the joystick to the right. 

Don't touch the fire-button yet! After a strug¬ 

gle, the guard will throw your friend oft the 

ledge, leaving him dangling by his fingertips. 

When the guard reaches the middle of the 

screen, press fire and push right to pull the 

lever. The guard will then be destroyed. Press 

fue and right to pull another lever, then 

quickly crawl to the left. When you reach the 

shaft of light you will be transported to the 

roof and pass out with exhaustion. Your friend 

will then appear and whisk you oft lo safely on 

the back of a giant prehistoric bird. 

That shaft of light is pretty deadly, so that 

guard isn't going to last long standing there. 

Pretty good job really, since you don't have the 

strength to put up a fight at this point. 

THE CODES 

if you just want to have a creek at a later 

section without using the solution, then try 

these codes; 

Code Position 

EDJI In the lake 

HfCI In the prison 

FLLD In the sewers 

LIBC Next to first recharger 

CCAL In the caves 

ED1L At Ihe end of the caves 

FADK Standing on T-shaped rook 

KCU At temple entrance 

ICAH By the pool 

FI El At pool with powerline down 

LALD At the stan of the blast run 

LFEK in the tower baths 

SWITCHBLADE II - CHROME GAME 
tt seems as though the hidden game access code given for this one has proved extremely 
popular. Quite a few people must have played the sub-game pretty extensively, since 
we’ve had a lot of letters listing the access codes for all the levels. For those of you that 
missed it, here is a run down of the crack. 

When ihe title screen appears, type in LEVEL and the number of the level you want to see 

to jump straight there. Typing in CHROME will lake you into the sub-game. You can then use 

these codes to access the levels of the secret game: 

1 No Code 

2 TRUTH 

3 JELLY 

4 STORY 

5 CLOUD 

6 MOUSE 

7 HUMAN 

9 PAPER 

10 EARTH 

11 SPACE 

12 GENAM 

13 APPLE 

14 JUICE 

15 CHESS 

16 WORLD 

17 AUDIO 

18 LOGIC 

Fly your weird spherical craft across the dangerous landscape in this 

20 VENUS 5witd>6i«dc ft sub-game. If It's too tough then try using the codes. 
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GAME TIPS KT3 

Helping Hand 
The night is dark and the air is filled with the plaintive cries of the lost. 

What are they saying? 'Haaave youuuu got anyyyy tiiips?' Fear no more, weary traveller! Here 

is Helping Hand to save the day (Flounce off stage right under hail of rotten tomatoes). 

Fish and Chips 
Could you please let me Know if there is a cheat for 

infinite lives on James Pond II Rohocod? This game is 

annoying me intensely! 

Darren Smith, 

Potters Bar* Hertfordshire 

Annoying you? This wonderful little game? Nah! As 

for your question about an infinite lives cheat. the sim¬ 

ple answer is no. The more complicated answer is that 

there is a cheat for an infinite shield This can he 

accessed in r«'o ways. First* the fun way. Walk along to 

the right for a little hit , then jump up onto the roof to 

the left of the castle. There should he five objects there 

- a cake, a hammer, an earth globe, an apple and a 

tap. Collect the items in the order listed {their first let¬ 

ters spelling CHEAT\ and the shield will he activated 

Alternatively, you could try collecting this 

sequence of items: Ups. ice cream, violin, earth and 

snowman - spelling out LIVES- This will give you infi¬ 

nite supply of Rohocods. 

If all that collecting is too much bother for you. 

just hold down the Control key and hit Return to 

achieve the same effect. If the shield runs out at any 

point (by collecting a shield during the game) just 

press the two keys once more. This cheat will also 

allow you to access any of the usually locked doors. 

Thuffering Thuccotash 
i relent I y purchathcd a copy of Deuteroth and have 

played it conthtantly. 1 have thuctheeded in conquering 

the ihotar thythicm and have thucthethfully Slaugh¬ 

tered all the Meihannidth in ihith thector. 

I have alt ho thcl up thpathc thiationih in 

Proxthima 1 have acquired the hyper-light drive and 

have dithcovcred an alien artifact which my thientithith 

can only relhearch to 12 perthent. The Matter 

Tranth porter and the If dcibimct thythtemth are gained 

by thimply docking with a defeated Methanoid bathe 

and clicking on the icon marked ‘Panic’, At thilh 

thiage the Mcthanoidth thimply keep attacking from 

eithcwhere until I cannot produthe enough fortheth to 

defend my pot hith ion, How the thuffering thuccotash 

do I get onto the ncxthf tillage. 

Sylvester the Cat* 

Sunderland* Tyne and Wear 

Honestly, we haven't made this one upl 

It was realty sent to us like this! We're 

not exactly sure about how to overcome this specific 

situation, hut here is a bit of advice from Phillip 

Mdiward in Leicester, 

When you are about to be taken over by a 

Methanoid fleet. keep to the screen where the picture 

of an Orbital Factory fills the screen Advance time 

until the picture of the factory disappears, then go to 

the square where the self-destruct mechanism is. Click 

on the square. activate the self destruct and immedi¬ 

ately turn it off. You should find that you have your 

colony back and no less than 50 IQS drones Hope 

thafs of some help! 

Sweet Surrender 
1 need help! I’m stuck on the second level of Bart 

Simpson Tj The Space Mutants. I’ve collected all the 

goals but I can t gel past the sweet platforms. In 

Gamebustcrs it said that Ban could create ‘a special 

effect to sail past the obstacle*. That’s all very well, 

but how do you create it? Please tell me! 

Lucy Pink si one. 

Ponlypool* Gwent 

Help you ask for and help you get! Guy 

Badman is the first across the line with 

a solution to this problem. Start the sec¬ 

ond level and carry on as normal, When you get to the 

sweet platforms, jump onto the second platform and 

jump on it three limes. It should then turn white and 

carry you across to the other side of the cement, A 

hearty voucher is on its way to you, Guv! 

I Carn't Spel 
Oh dear! It looks as though 1 have incurred the wrath 

of the Amiga Format readers by giving Chris 

Ahberton a voucher for his Shadow of the Beast II 

password hint that doesn’t seem to work. I have to say* 

though* that this isn’t Chris’s fault! L. cr... mis-typed 

the code and primed SUNSTOVE instead of SUN- 

STONE, My fault! I apologise! 

However, this isn't the end of the problem. There are 

(as it has been pointed out to me by many readers) a 

number of different passwords. In order to find the 

right one, follow this advice. 

Go to the left of the starting position and kill the 

gargoyle that is trying to abduct a man. When he is 

free* ask him about TRAPS, remembering whether he 

says upper or lower switch. Continue down (he chasm 

and to the left, killing the gargoyle and the man push* 

ing the spiked block (by luring him to the edge of the 

chasm). Cany on and kill the next gargoyle to get a 

key. Climb the vine above the sec-saw and open the 

door using the key, To the right you should find a cou¬ 

ple of sw-itches* so bit the one the man told you about. 

Ride the lift and walk across, but don’t climb down the 

vine yet. lump across, release the beast from the cage 

and use the switch to go back down on the lift. Go left 

and use the crane lo drop the rock on the other side of 

the acid, then push it onto the see-saw, 

lump from the vine onto the seesaw, then run 

across to the lift. Battle wiih the dragon that you are 

taken to and knock down the sack. The man freed will 

then give you the password* which could he one of the 

following: SUNSTONE. NECROPOLIS* OBERON or 

ETERNITY. The only way to make sure which of the 

passwords is valid in that game is to free the man in 

the sack* so always free him! 

Kickback 
Back in issue 30 of Amiga Format. Tom Hughes 

from Oxfordshire asked for a hint to help him beat the 

opponents he was having trouble with in Full Contact. 

Well thank you dear readers, the Helping Hand post 

bag has been absolutely innundated with answers to 

this plea for help. 

Start the game as normal and while playing press 

all ihe letter keys starling with Q, going down the 

columns and across to the right. Don't hit the S key 

though! This means that you should hit this sequence: 

QAZWXEDCRFVTGBYHNUJMIKOLP, Doing this 

causes your opponent to simply keel over and die. That 

should make things easier. 

Well, that about wraps it up for this month. If you want 

a bit more complex help lhan a simple cheat, then why 

not check out the Screenplay books (Page 101). These 

two lovingly-created tomes contain hints* cheats, maps 

and mini-reviews of over 200 games. Get your orders 

in and you could get all this help in iwo volumes at a 

special price. If these two books still can't help you 

then bung your query in to Helping Hand, and we'll try 

and help you out. 

tf you're stuck on a particular game or have a solution to a letter printed in the 

magazine, then write it down and send it in to us at HELPING HAND 

Amiga Format# 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BAt 2BW 



QUICKJiOYl 

At last a range of Joysticks with and performance that come straight 
starting fr$m as little as £14.99, they are 

muscles of an Iron-pumper 

SV132 
HYPERSTAR 

Steel Shaft 
Six Heavy-duty 

MEGASTAR 

Microswitches 

t SV131 
SUPERSTAR 

Six Heavy-duty 

gPECTpAVIDEO. UNIf 27 NOFITHRELD INI 
TELEPHONE 081 900 0024 - 



ALL-NEW GAME 
TAG TEAM 

CHALLENGE 

PLUS PLAY 
BATTLE 

ROYAL!! 

f ITS > 
wrestle 
vMAHIA , 

ALSO FEATURING 
★ BIG BOSS MAN 
★ THE MILLION DOLLAR 

MAN-TED 01BIASE 
★ MR PERFECT 
★ HAWK OF THE 

LEGION OF DOOM 
★ ULTIMATE WARRIOR 

FEATURING 
★ HULK HOGAN 
★ ‘JAKE THE SNAKE' 

ROBERTS 
★ SGT SLAUGHTER 
★ ANIMAL OF THE 

LEGION OF DOOM 
★ EARTHQUAKE 

0839-6S4316TO 

■fei 
1 M | \M jaJH 

CALLS COST 36p (CHEAP RATE) AND «p (AT ALL OTHER TIMES) PER MIN INC. VAT. MEGAFONE LTD M0RECAM8E LAS IDG. PLEASE ASK PERMISSION BEFORE YOU CALL 



The ultimate games guide 
is back by popular 

demand! 

OVER lOO 
GAMES REVIEWED 

Want to know the top games on the 
Amiga, both new and ofd? Find out here! 

180 PAGES OF TIPS 
The biggest collection of maps, solutions, 
cheats and tips ever assembled in one place. 

MORE MAPS AND SOLUTIONS! 
Screen Play 2 features more full game guides than 
any book ever has before, with 12 games mapped. 

ALL THESE GAMES 
REVIEWED AND TIPPED: 

Archipelagos, Atomic Robokid. Awesome, 

Back to the future II and III, Car-Vup, Chip s Challenge, 
Chuck Rock, Crackdown. Drivin Force, Dynamite Dux, 
E-Motion, Empire Strikes Back, ESWAT, Ghostbusters 2, 
Ghosts n' Goblins, Gremlins 2, Hammenfist, 

Horror Zomb»es, The Immortal, (vanhoe. Kid Gloves, 

Killing Game Show, LED Storm, Line of Fire Lfamatron, 

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge. Manic Miner, 

Mrdnight Resistance. Monty Python's Flying Circus, 

Marc. Ninja Spirit, Nitro, Operation Thunderbolt, 

Predator 2. Robocop 2* Saint Dragon, SCI, 

Shadow Warriors. Skrdz, Spherical, Spy Who Loved Me, 

SWIV, Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, Toki, Turrican, 

Tunrican 2, Virus, Viz. 2-Out, 

1"Ye‘dO«er! 

.45 
for only *• 

Costing only £9.95 The ultimate guide 

to Amiga games has been succeeded by an heir. 

Maff Evans has spent months putting together a brand new 

collection of top tips, helpful hints and informative reviews. 

ORDER FORM 

( would like to order_copy/copies of 

Name. 

PLUS FULL SOLUTIONS FOR: 

Cruise for a Corpse, Dragons Lair II, Fantasy World 

Ditty, Indiana Jones III, Leisure Suit Larry, Maniac 
Mansion, Rtck Dangerous Z, R*se of the Dragon, 
Search for the King, Secret of Monkey Island. 
Time Machine, Treasure Island Dizzy. Wonderland 

AND ALSO EXTENSIVE 
PLAYERS’ GUIDES FOR: 

-rmour-Geddon, Battle Command, Captive, 
Carrier Command, Deuteros, Dragons Breath, 

t^e of the Beholder. Full Contact, Gods, Hero Quest, 

irxSsanapokS 500 James Pond, Lemmings. Mean Streets, 

“ang, Prince of Persia, Speedbali 2 Spindizzy Worlds, 

: -percars 2, Warhead 

j SCREENPLAY 2 

at the price of £9.95 f+T ,45 per copy P&Pf 

I would like to order_copy/copies of 

! or SPECIAL LIMITED PERIOD OFFER 

| both SCREENPLAY] and SCREENPLAY 2 

! at the price of £17.40 (*t .45 per copy P&P) 

: Please send payment with this order form in a 
I 
: sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT SCREENPLAY 2 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

No tump required rf potted jn The U K 

! PliM4e allow 2S dayl for delivery 

Address 

Telephone 

Post Code 

I enclose cheque/PO for £_ 

Please debit my AccessA/jsa card:«**«*« 

My card no. is _ 

Expiry date___ 

Signature_ 

OR Phone our credit card hotfine 0458 74011 



AMIGA SOFTMACHINE AMIGA 

COMMODORE HARDWARE 

A5O0....£324 09 
A50Q+ Cartoon Classics.£340.90 
A50D First Steps.£459.99 
A1500 or A2000 with m2...£569.99 
A2000 WB2 «■ AT Bridgoboard , £829.99 
A2D00 W82 + 105Mb HD.. .£050,00 
A3000 25M1U + 93Mb HD.£2740.99 
A3000 25Mhz + 105Mb HD.£3024.00 
A1O04S Colour Monitor...£254,99 
A195G Multisync ...  £430,00 
A590 20Mb HD. £204.99 
A1011 1Mb 3.5'Drive .£70,09 
A501 9am Expanjtotn/Clock.£44.99 
ASM TV Modulator..,. .£29.99 

GVP SERIES II HD6+ AS00 

• $2Mb or 106Mb Options 
• Tims Access 
• Internal RAM expansion 

up to 3Mb 
• Gome 'Disable' switch 
• Minmot for future expansion 
• Supplied with PSU 

105Mb 

Microbotics Ram Expansion 

• Microbotics M50ls 512k fast ram expansion 
• Expand your Amiga 500s memory to 1 

megabyte Internally 
• Battery backed clock 

with calendar 
• On/Off switch 
0 Comparable to Commodore 

A501 

• OrVy 

SupraRAM 500RX 

• Suproftom 500RX for Amiga 500 Computers 
0 Options of 0 5 1&2MD using 256k Zip Rom 
• Options of 2.4, & 8Mb using 1Mb Zip Ram 
t Zero won states & hidden refresh 
• Auto configuring 
• Amiga bus paw-through 

> Options from £109 99 
12Mb option using 

2Mb of 1Mb ap RAM 
chips 

THATS A MOUSE 

• Operates In a small 

desktop area ■ 70% less 
than Commodore 
equivalent. 

• Offers 290 dpi resolution 
& genuine mlcfQJWftched 
buttons 
• 12 month warranty 

CUMANA 3.5" DISK DRIVE 

Cumona CAX354 3.5+ drive 
• High speed access 
• Low power consumption 
0 Through port 

0 Encsbte/dsobte 
switch 

0 Capacity 8BQK 
formatted 

Microbotics RAM 

Expansions 

0 M502 1Mb RAM 
expansion for A5O0 
Pius 

0 Expand your ASOO Pius 
chip memory to 2Mb 

0 Functionally and elec¬ 
tronically Identical to 
the equivalent 
Commodore part 

Microbotics VXL30 

68030Accelerator 

♦ Tixeochorge you 
A500/1500/2000 with 
thU 32-Bit 68030 
based accesefcrror 

0 25Mhx version any 
£24999 

# 40Mhx version only 
£39499 

0 Optional 68861/2 
FPU £130.00 

0 2 & 8Mb 32-BJt nwn- 
ory TBA 

Philips M33/II 

SOFTWARE 

0 1 year on-sfte warranty 
0 14' colour monitor 
0 640 x200pfe&i on RGB Input 

— 0 Supplied 
complete 
with cobles 
Optional 
titt/swfvel 

base 
dvaikabe 
free f-19 
Stealth Fighter 

WORDPROCESSORS SPREADSHEETS 

Excellence 2 . .......£69,95 
landwards 2.   £36.95 
Pen Pol .   £59.95 
Protext v4 3..... .  ..£49,95 
Pretext v5 5 .  £102 96 
Pro Write v3 2. £102.95 
Oufekwnte.   £42 95 
Scribble PtelWum.  £42.95 
Transwriie 2.   £34 95 
Word Perfect.  £192,95 
Wordworth vl 1 £8995 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Gold Do* Type.each £31 95 
Outme Fonts. .£99.9$ 
Pqpwotfofl..... .£46-95 
Pagestreom v2.1... .£164.95 
Proclips.,.. .£2195 
Professional Page v2.1..... —£199.95 

DATABASES 

Home Base. .£2495 
K-Data... .£37 95 
Prodata.. £67.95 
Superbase Personal 2.. .£3495 
Superbase Professional4........ .£16495 

UTILITIES 

Cross DOS... ....£24.95 
Con Do ____ .£8995 
GB Route... .£27 95 
GB Route Plus .. .££9,95 
K-Comm2. ... ... . .£37 95 
Quarterback. .£39.95 
Quarterback Tools ... .£59.95 

EFFECTS/PRESENTATION/TITLING 

Big Aft Scroller. .£42.05 
Broadcast Titter 2. .£169,95 
Horn© ntier.. . £34.95 
HyperSook.. £5495 
Pro Titter .. ....£126.95 
Scata 500.. £94.95 
Seal a 1Mb £199 95 
Title Page £134 95 
TV Show v2.. ......... .£56,95 
TV Text Professional £94 95 
Video Titter 3D .£7895 

AUDIO MUSIC 

Audlomoster IV...£46,95 
Audition 4...... £4295 
Bars A Pipes Prof.....£222,95 
Dr TsCopytst App ..£9495 
Df T% Copyist DTP.,..£219.95 
DfTsKCS Level 113 5.  £26495 
Dr Ts Phantom . £21995 
Dr Ts Tiger Cub..£94 95 
Df fs X-OR....£209 95 
Jam... ,.,£8995 
Music X £99 95 
Quartet .    £36 95 

Advantage,, 
DG Calc ...... . 
K-Spread 4. . 
Moxlplan Plus 
Pro Calc. 

..^,.....£76.95 
...£27 95 
.,,£75.95 
...£51.95 
.£164,95 

ACCOUNTS 

Cashbook Combo.. .£54.95 
Cashbook Controller.. .£34.95 
Home Accounts 2 . .£37.95 
Home Accounts.,. £21.95 
Personal Finance Manager... . £22.95 
System 3.. .£34 95 

ASSEMBLERS/COMPILERS/ 

LANGUAGES 

AMOS. ..... .£34.95 
AMOS 3D.... £2499 
AMOS Compiler. ..£2195 
Devpac 3.. .£49.95 
GFA Bask: Compiler... .£22.95 
GFA Sasic interpreter.,,.,, .£39.95 
tfljoft Basic. .£52.95 
Hisoft Extend.... .£14.95 
Highspeed Pascal... 
K*5ekq Assembler.. 

.£74.95 

.£37.95 
Lattice CvS.Ol,.,.,... .£174.95 

30/ANIMATION. CAD/GRAPHICS 

Amiga Vuton.  £95.95 
Art Department .£55,95 
Art Department Pro,,.£134.95 
Deluxe Point IV £64 95 
Deluxe Prtnt I ...£39.95 
Deluxe Video III.. £69 95 
Design Works...... ..£84.95 
0mr2^.......... £97.95 
Disney Animation Studio .£84,95 
DrawdD..   £149.95 
imagine. ..,£194.95 
PlXmate. £33,95 
Professional Draw v2...,£99 95 
Red 3D Beginners ..£127.95 
Real 3D Pro Turbo.£359.95 
SpectTacotouf..    £53.95 
Take 2 . £84.95 

EDUCATIONAL 

Better Maths 12 16yrs __£19 95 
Better Spelling Over 8.£19.95 
Fun School 2 Under 6.£14.95 
Fun School 2 && £14.95 
Fun School 2 Over 8.£14 .95 
fun School 3 or 4 Under 5 .£17 95 
Fun School 3 or 4 5-7.£17 95 
Fun School 3 or 4 Over 7.£17 95 
Kids Type .£12 95 
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs £19.95 
Maths Mania @12 yr$ £19 95 
M Beacon Teaches Typing.£22 95 
Mega Maths A-ievel.£20.95 
Micro English GCSE..£20.95 
Micro French GCSE.£20.95 
Micro Maths GCSE £20 95 
Primary Maths 3-12 yrs .£20.95 
The Three Bears ... ,£19 95 
The French Mistress. . £14.95 
The German Master .£14.95 
The Italian Tutor...£14.95 
The Spanish Tuto r £14 95 

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS 
Citizen 120D+...   £124 99 
Citizen 224 colour £249 99 
Otfeen Swift 9 colour .£194.99 
Citizen Swift 24a odour. £284.99 
HP DeskJet 500.  £379.99 
HP DeskJet 500 colour £614 99 
Started . .. . £144.99 
Star LC-24-1Q.    £194.99 
Star LC200 colour...,£199.99 
Star LC24-2G0 ..£234.99 
StarIC24^200odour .. £299 99 
Supra 500XP 52HD A500.£324 99 
AT Once Plus...  £209.99 
Mediostatlon.  ,,.£144.99 
Rocgen.....   .£89.99 
Rocgen Plus Genlock.. £139.99 
Rodrie 1Mb 3,5r drive.....£59.99 
Supra 2400 Plus Modem ...... £169 99 
Supra 2400 Modem.£114.99 
Audio Engineer 2 Plus..£179.99 

STe^eomasT©' £29 99 
Perfect Sound  £4999 
Technosound Turbo £29 99 
SOLndmaster £10999 
Nafcjha Mouse .£24.99 
That ! a Mouse  .£14.99 
Universal Monitor Stand.£11.99 
Universal Printer Stand .. ... .£699 
Centronics Printer Cable .  .£4.99 
Midi Connector + cables ..£24.99 
R5232 Cable..    £9.99 
Scart Cable..  £10.99 
3.5' 40 Capacity Sox. £4.99 
3,5* SO Capacity Sox...£6.99 
3.6' 150 Capacity Posso Box .£19.99 
10 x Sony Bulk 3.6’.£5.99 
10 x Sony MFD2DD 3.5’ DS/DD..£7.99 
10 k TDK MF2DD 3/6' DS/DD £7 99 
50 x Sony B ulk 3 , 5 £24 99 
100 x Sony Bulk 3 ,5 .£44 99 

Please make cheques/potfai orders payable to SOFTMACHINE AH items subject to ovaflatoity 
AI prices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice 
Afl prices Include VAT and UK defrery E & 0£ AI trademarks odmowtedged 

B SOFTMACHINE 
Dept AMF 3.20 Bridge House. Bridge Street. Sunderland. SRI ITE 

Sates Tel: (091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel; (091) 5102777 Fax: (091) 564 1960 
Goods are not offered on a trial basis. Goods are offered tor $de subject to out conditions of sole 

Pleas© call u$ for a price 
on any hardware, 

software or peripherals 
you may require but 

cant see listed 

Callers welcome. 
Our hours of business are 

9.30am hit 5.30pm 
Monday to Saturday 



THE NEW WINDOW 

IN THE WORLD OF COMPUTER SHOPPING! 

With over 70 stores nationwide. Calculus is the largest Independent Computer 
Multiple in the UK. Each store is independently owned guaranteeing you a high 

level of service and support. 
Calculus offers you the advantage of discussing your purchasing decision with 
a real specialist who can advise you before you buy and, more importantly, will 

be there to assist you later if you need support or guidance. 

CALCULUS STORES THROUGHOUT THE UK. 

• BELFAST • BARNOLDSWICK •FELIXSTOWE •IPSWICH • KINGS LYNN 
• CARDIFF •LEICESTER •ROSSENDALE •BOLTON • RAMSGATE 
• BEXHILL • EASTBOURNE •SOUTHPORT • MORDEN •HULL •WHITBY 
• CLEVELEYS • LYTHAM ST ANNE'S • BLACKPOOL • FORRES • RHYL 
• MANCHESTER •MACCLESFIELD •BECKENHAM •GATESHEAD 
• NORTHAMPTON •ACCRINGTON •CHALFONT ST PETER •UXBRIDGE 
• WEYBRIDGE *SLOUGH •STOCKTON «YORK •ABERDEEN • LEEDS 
• ENNISKILLEN •BIRMINGHAM •STROUD •GUILDFORD • GLOUCESTER 
• BRISTOL • PLYMOUTH •WORCESTER •CARDIFF •SWINDON 
• GRANTHAM •READING •BRIDPORT • EDINBURGH • DUNDEE • DERBY 
• NORTHWICH • EXMOUTH •DUNFERMLINE •WOLVERHAMPTON 
• MANSFIELD •LANCASTER • LEEDS •NORTHALLERTON • FAREHAM 
• GOSPORT •CHESTERFIELD •BRIGHTON •SWANSEA • BRIGHTLINGSEA 

• COLCHESTER • STAMFORD 

PHOIME NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
YOUR LOCAL CALCULUS STORE 

0543 251275 

[COMPUTER STORES 



AMIGA 

Amiga COTV is a revolutionary new concept in home entertainment and education, 
representing leading edge technology. The CDHTV player combines a high quality perfor¬ 
mance CD audio system, advanced Amiga technology featuring the new Kickstart 2 
ROM and infrared remote control to offer a huge range of interactive applications, 
from Mega games to music and educational applications, e.g. languages (French, 
German and Spanish). 
The integration of CD audio, graphics, animation, video and text gives you true multi media for corporate and business 
presentations. Each CD-ROM disk can store an incredible 540MB of data, equivalent to a quarter of a million pages of text. 
The Amiga CDTV connects to a standard television in the same way as a video recorder and can be connected 
to a hi-fi system for high quality audio sound. 

_ ^ Commodore 

CDTV 
J IMTtftACTIVI 

MULTIMEDIA 

rilGA CDTV STARTER PACK 

The starter pack gives you a full 1MB Amiga Plus compatible 

system featuring: 
• Amiga CDTV player 

• CDTV Amiga keyboard 

• Cumarta3,5" CDTV external black drive 

• Software;- ► Welcome disk 
► Lemmings ► Hutchinsons encyclopedia 

RRP - £$99.99 

CALCULUS PRICE 

MEGADISC 
530 TITLES ON 

THIS ONE CDTV DISK 
FREE WITH THIS 

PACKAGE!! f 

mtm 

AMIGA CDTV UPGRADE PACK 

The CDTV Amiga Upgrade Pack allows existing CDTV owners to tap 
into the massive base of Amiga 3.5" games software 

Upgrade Rack contains:- 
• CDTV Amiga keyboard 
• 3.5 CDTV Amiga external 

black drive 

MEGADISC 
530 TITLES ON 

THIS ONE CDTV DISK 
FREE WITH THIS 

PACKAGE!!! 

GOLDSTAR COLOUR MONITOR/TV inc 

REMOTE CONTROL 

14" colour TV/IVIonitor, 
with remote control 
and 40 channels. 
Amiga Scart lead included. 

AMIGA CDTV GAMES PACK 
THE ULTIMATE GAMES 
SYSTEM FEATURING:- 
• Amiga CDTV player 
• Amiga CDTV Keyboard 
• Goldstar 14" monitor/ 

TV complete with 

remote control and 
Amiga lead 

• Amplified Stereo 
speakers 

• Software:- 

► Welcome disk 

►lemmings 
►Hufchinsons Encyclopedia 
►XENON 2 FALCON 16 

XENON 2 
The ultimate 

arcade action 
game featuring 

top chart stereo 
sounds and artist history 

FALCON 
F16 
The complete 
combat flight 

simulator with 
full pre-flight briefing 

including animation and 
in-flight voice communications 

RRP - £839 90 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 7 £749-22 

PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE 

CDTV keyboard 

CDTV Tracker Ball 
(infrared! 

CDTV Genlock 

£49.99 

£79.99 

£149.99 

CDTV 3.5" Amiga External 
Floppy Drive £79.99 

Top Ten Software Titles 
Word Vista Alias Moving Stomach Ache 
Tales of Peter Rabbrt Long Hard Day At The 
Ranch Wrath of the Damon - Sim City - ■ 
Defender of the Crown Snoopy Xenon 
Falcon F16 _ 

SOFTWARE Top Tan Software Tftia* 
with 10% off RRP (Off* open 31/3*2) 

PHONE 0843 281278... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 281278.. 



AMIGA 

Complete with the following:- 

• Amiga 500 + computer 
with 1Mb RAM 

• A520 TV Modulator 

• 1352 2 Button Mouse 

• Workbench 2 Disks 

LEMMINGS 
Are you as smart as 
Lemmings are stupid? 
Match your intelligence 
against their lack of it as 
you play the most 
original game of 1991. 

THE SIMPSONS - 
BART v*THE 

SPACE MUTANTS 
Hello fellow humans! 
Bartholomew J Simpson 
herA with a very 
important secret: 
SPACE MUTANTS ARE 

INVADING 
SPRINGFIELD, 

CAPTAIN PLANET 
ANDTHE 
PLANETEEHS 
Captain Planet and the 
Planeteers has turned 
saving the Earth's 
environment into the 
ultimate adventure 

□ PAINT III 
The program that sets 
the Standard for 
computer painting now 
with animation. 

FREE!!! £50 VOUCHER 
WITH EVERY "CARTOON 
CLASSICS" PURCHASE 

AMIGA 500 and 500 PLUS PERIPHERALS 
n.RP 

Cftteulut 
Price RHP 

Calculus 
Prtc# 

COMMODORE 1011 
3.5* 880K EXTERNAL £99,99 £59.99 
FLOPPY DRIVE 

COMMODORE MPS 1270 
INKJET PRINTER 

£149.99 £129.99 

MICROBOTICS 
M501 
512K BATTERY 
BACKED RAM 
FOR 500/500 
PLUS £29,99 £25,99 

COMMODORE MPS 1230 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

MICROBOTICS M502 
£169,99 £139,99 1Mb RAM BOARD FOR THE 

AMIGA 500 PLUS £49.99 £45.99 

COMMODORE 10840 
14" COLOUR MONITOR £259,99 £169.99 
(MONO SOUND! 

SUPRA 
500 XP 
52Mb 
EXTERNAL 
HARD DRIVE 
(OPTIONAL 

RAMI £393,99 £339 99 

SUPRA 500 XP 
105Mb EXTERNAL HARO DRIVE 
(OPTIONAL RAMI £499,99 £449 99 

MICROBOTICS 
VXL3G-25 
MHZ 
68030 
ACCELERATOR 
BOARD £351.32 £249.99 

MICROBOTICS VXL 30-40 MHZ 
68030 ACCELERATOR BOARD £457,07 £399,99 

BODEGA BAY 
AMIGA 
500/500 + 
EXTERNAL 
EXPANSION 
BOX £299.99 £249,99 

SUPTRA XR 
8Mb 
EXTERNAL 
RAM WITH 
2Mb RAM 

AVAILABLE 
WITH EXTRA 

RAM BOARD £199.99 £149,99 

CAX345 
CUMANA 3,5* DRIVE £79.99 £59.99 

ZIPSTICK JOYSTICK £14.99 £12.99 

MAVERICK QS128F JOYSTICK £15.99 £12.99 

OS 102 AMIGA JOYSTICK £6.99 £5,99 

YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0S43 251875... FOR YOU 

n ONLY VALID WITH THE PURCHASE OF 
AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS AT £39* ** 

Can be redeemed against any product* 
featured in this advert 

'Excfcrfai COTV Sottwar* Promotion 
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THE NEW 

Pack contents as with 
Amiga 1500 

Calculus' Starter f^ck 
pru$ the following 
A 520 TV Modulator A 
Tw Adaptor that allows 
t-ou to use the Amiga 
* 500 cm a colour 
te*evisKjn 

HRP - £729 99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

AMIGA 1500 and 

A520 MODULATOR 

BEGINNERS PACK 

> £599-221") I 

The Amiga 1500 system offers total compatibility with the Amiga 500, 
of internal expansion options. 
All our Amiga 1500's featured in our advertising, are the latest version, 
featuring Kickstart 2 ROM and Workbench 2, offering significant 
enhancements over the previous model. 

with an unbelievable level 

ftfip - £699.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE / £579-221 I4S3.60 

Ex VAT 

• AMIGA 1500 CALCULUS STARTER PACK Amiga 1500Dual Drive. 
’Mo RAM Mouse, Manuals and Amiga DOS. 

* THE WORKS - PLATINUM EDITION A lull integrated software package 
a —I Word Processor tine English Dictionary| Spreadsheet and Database Package 

♦ DELUXE PAINT III Probably the best paint package available, allowing you to 
your hidden talents. This award winning software allows you to paint design 

• HOME ACCOUNTS Home accounts with budgeting, forecasting and 
graphics 

• ELF - >t>u will encounter Cornelius the Elf on your travels in the mystical lands of 
Cooks and Gobims, Weird villainous creatures and devious puzzles test your 
jarmepLay techniques and gnostic powers. 

• TDK I - The arcade sensation that swept the world. Toki has been transformed 
- to a monkey by the evil wizard. He must now try to regain his manhood and rescue 
ns oe-oved princess Miha Join Toki on his mythical advemura full of demons and 
3eadv witchcraft. 

* PU22 NIC - A puzzle game to top them all. It's fast, furious and devilishly 
•OOctTve With 144 levels, the action never stops. 

AMIGA 1500 HD 

PROFESSIONAL PACK 
Amiga 1500 Dual Drive with 52Mb 
Quantum Fast Access SCSI Hard Drive 
Upgrade and Controller Card. 

Plus other 
contents 
as in the 
Amiga 1500 
'Calculus' Starter 
Pack. 

RRP - £1027.00 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £829-221 £706.37 

Ex VAT 

ON-SITE SERVICE 
For total peace of mind - why not take out a 12 months on-site 

warranty on your new Amiga 1500/2000 system. 

** • zor'exits include the Amiga 1500 'Calculus' Starter Pack plus 
*oto*ing 1084 14" Colour Amiga Monitor 
Amiga Cable 

£729-22 M 
PHONE 0843 881878... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 881878 



PROFESSIONA^RANGE 
The Amiga 2000 has been designed as a basic system expandible to satisfy 
the needs of the home, business or professional user. 
Our Amiga 2000 XT/AT Emulations offer the very best of both worlds. 
A combination of the Amiga's amazing sound, graphics, speech and video 
with the ability to use industry standard MS-DOS business applications. 
An Amiga 2000 and IBM compatible PC in one box. 

FEATURES 
Amiga 2000 Dual Drive with 
the A2088 XT Bridge Board 
and 36GK 5,28" MS-DOS 
Floppy Drive 
Complete with MS-DOS 
Operating System 
Features NEW Kickstart 2 and 
Workbench operating system. 
Optional Hard Drive available RRP - £1229.00 

CALCULUS 
PRICE ^ £699-32 £595741 

Ex VAT 

AMIGA 2000 AT MS-DOS EMULATION 
FEATURES 
Amiga 2000 Dual Drive with 
the A2286 AT286 Bridge 
Board and 12Mb 5,25" 
MS-DOS Floppy Drive 
Complete with MS-DOS 
Operating System 
Features NEW Kickstart 2 
and Workbench 2 operating 
system. 
Optional Hard Drive available 

? £899-22 £7G6.DO 
Ex VAT 

S 
AMIGA 2000 PVP 

IDEO PRESENTATION 

SYSTEM 

FEATURES: 
Amiga 2000 Dual Drive with 
• 52Mb Quantum Fast Access 
SCSI Hard Drive • SCSI High 
Speed Controller • A 2300 Internal 
Genlock * Deluxe Paint III • Scala 
Present a tion Soft ware • Video 
Cables and Presentation Video 

RRP - £1299.00 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 7 £1049-221 {693.60 

Ex VAT 

AMIGA 2000 SYSTEM FEATURES 
• Dual 3.5" 80OK Floppy Drive 
• 1Mb Chip RAM • 1352 Amiga Mouse 
• NEW WORKBENCH 2 discs and Manuals 
• Rower Cable • Amiga Keyboard 

if you require an Amiga 
2000 configuration not 
listed, please contact your 
Calculus dealer for an 
unbeatable price quotation. 

AMIGA 2000 

PERIPHERALS 
52 Mb Quantum Fast Access SCSI Herd 
Drive with SCSI High Speed Controller 

E24S.S-9 012-00 ex VAT) 
NEW! 120Mb Quantum Fa$t Access 
SCSI Herd Drive with SCSI High Speed 
Controller 

£369.99 (£314,80 ex VATI 
NEW! 24QMb Quantum Feat Access 
SCSI Hard Drive with SCSI High Speed 
Controller 

£739.99 {£629 77ex VAT] 
8Mb Micmbotics SUP DIP RAM Board 
with 2Mb RAM 

£169,99 (£144.69 ex VATI 
2Mb Additional RAM for MtOOfcOtiCS 
8UPDIP 

£69.99 (£59 56 ex VAT] 
NEW* 2Mb Microbotics VXL-32 RAM 
Board for VXt 30 Board 

£199.99 (£170.20 ex VAT) 
2SMhz MicrobOtiCS VXL-30030 
Accelerator Board 

£269.99 (£229.78 ex VAT} 
40Mhi MicrobotiCS VXL30030 
Accelerator Board 

£399.99 (£340.00 ex VAT) 
68881 FPU Co Processor for 
MicroboUcs VXL30 Board 

£69.99 |£S9,S7ex VAT} 
68882 FPU Co-Processor for 
Mia oboi i c $ V X130 Board 

£129-99 {£110.63 ex VATI 
A 2088 XT Bodge Board with 360K 
5.25" Floppy Drive 

£129 99 (£110.63 ex VATI 
A22B6 AT Bridge Board with 1 2M 
5.25" Floppy Drive 

£329 99 (£280 84 ex VAT) 

FREE AMIGA 
VISION SOFTWARE 
WITH ALL AMIGA 
2000SYSTEMS 
Amiga Vision Authoring System 
Amiga Vision tai* you create mul 
present at ion ■ and course ware which 
combines graphics, chans, motion video 
and sound. Normal Retail Phce £110.33 

Mil 
YOUR LOCAL 

CALCULUS 
STORE FOB 

A FREE 

OVER SEVENTY 

STORES THROUGHOUT 

THE U.K. 

FOR MORE 

INFORMATION AND 

THE LOCATION 

OF YOUR LOCAL 

CALCULUS STORE 

PHONE 

0543 
251275 

COMPUTER DATABASE 

OF CALCULUS STORES 

ITEMS HELD IN STOCK MAY 
VARY FROM STORE TO STORE 

_ I 

COMPUTER STORES 

YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 281278... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... 



From the makers of Mountain Biking UK 

The ultimate cycling accessory 

The new 
magazine 
that shows 
you how to... 

PARK TIRE 
CHAINGER 
WORTH £2.95 
The invaluable 
3-1 n-1 tool from Park. 

• Removes your tyre 
• Rerails your chain 
• Loops your chain for tension relief 

And it snugly fits your seat post so you 
need never be without It. 

Yours free with Issue 2 of Cycling Plus. Make 
sure of your copy today by ordering it from your 
local newsagent or call 0458 74011 for details 
of our special subscription offer. 

...buy a better bike 
Cycling Plus contains the ultimate in bicycle tests, Read 
the essential head-to-head reviews of NEW road bikes, 
mountain bikes, tourers, tandems, time-trial bikes and 
more. Don't buy a bike - or any cycling accessory - 
without reading Cycling Plus first. 

...ride faster 
Cycling Plus is packed with tips and techniques that will 
improve your performance. Whether you want to beat a 
25-mile personal best or climb 
quickly off-road, we have 
the answers* 

...get fitter 
On a bike, you are the engine. 
Find out how to fine-tune your 
body to peak performance. How 
to go faster and ride further. Learn from 
the pros - and the men who train the pros. 

...fix your bike 
Maintenance as you've never seen it before. Practical easy- 
to-follow advice on how to keep your bike running smoothly 
and efficiently. Discover the secrets of successful 
maintenance in our step-by-step format - secrets that will 
save you time and money. 

...discover new rides 
Whether you ride off-road or on, Cycling Plus has the 
routes. Clearly laid out with maps, pics, facts, gradient 
profiles and even suggested gear ratios. From the short, 
sharp shock to the long-distance tour, you'll have the ride 
of a lifetime in Cycling P/us. 

...keep up-to-date 
We guarantee to have more tests of new cycling products 
than any other magazine. We'll tell you what to buy and 
what to avoid. Our definitive product round-ups will give 
you the full facts on a whole range of gear, from pedals to 
pumps, from handlebar tape to aerobars. 

ISSUE 2 ON SALE 
FEBRUARY 13th 



Telephone: 
(0543) 473131 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
A 500 

512K no clock 16 chip.£19 99 
4 chip ..£23.95 

512K with clock 16 chip.£24.99 
4 chip .**.,**..£27.95 

1 Mb thru board .......£59.95 
(To use with 512K upgrade 

to give 1.5Mb upgrade) 
1,5Mb with dock.£69 95 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
A500 PLUS 

1 Mb (Populated to 1/2Mb), .,£39.99 
1 Mb (Fully populated).£59.95 

ROM SHARER 2-04—► 1-3 

ROM Sharer.£29.99 
Enables A500 Plus owners 

to run A500 compatible software. 
Will need 1.3 Kickstart.£39.00 

DISKS 

3.5" DS/DD 100+.only 33p 
50+....only 36p 
1+.only 39p 

ACCESSORIES 

Mouse ST/Amiga replacement.£18,00 
20 cap disk box 3.5*.....£2,99 
40 cap. lockable disk box 3.5*,...£4,50 
80 cap lockable disk box 3.5*.£5.99 
100 cap lockable disk box 3.5".£6.99 
Dust covers Am/ST.£3.99 
Dust covers primer/monitor....from £5.99 
Mouse mat 6mm.....£2.99 
Mouse mat 8mm..*.ttll.£3.99 

Leads and ribbons ■ most requirements can be 

supplied - please telephone for quote 

SERVICES 

Fitting and repair .............. £P.O, A. 

SIMMS 

Amazing pricing on the following. 

256Kx 8/9(1 4Mb).Only £1000 
1 Mb x 8/9 (1Mb).,.....Only £30.00 
4Mb x 9 (4Mb)....Only £120.00 

256Kx1 DRAM. ...90p 
256K x 4 DRAM. .£3,95 
1Mb x 1 ORAM. .£3.95 
1Mb x 4 DRAM. .£25.00 
4Mbxl DRAM....,. .£25.00 

8372A Fatter Agnus.... .......P.Q.A. 
1-3 Kickstart.. .......£39.00 

1 SUPRA 500 RX EXTERNAL 
'V MEMORY EXPANSION 

500 RX 1Mb. .Only £145.00 
2Mb. .Only £185.00 
4Mb. .Only £269.00 
8Mb. .Only £419.00 

Only 1" wide. Plugs directly onto the side 
of your Amiga - it only takes a tew 

moments to fit. 
Phone now tor your best deal around. 

FLOPPY 
DRIVES 

3.5* DS/DD external drive.*£49*99 
3.5" DS/DD internal replacement,£44.00 

Quiet, slim, high quality mechanisms. 

Telephone: 
(0543) 473131 

HARD DRIVES 

As we supply nearly all makes please 
state the make and model on your 
enquiry/order and we will supply at "The 
market price". Please call for 
confirmation of price and delivery. 

SUPRA 
MODEMS 

Get to those software bill boards; or 
anything you want down the phone - 
ready to go on line. 
Supra 2400...£119.00 
Supra 2400+...........£174.00 
2400+ has error correction and data 
compression. Both include; 
* RS232 interface 
* Internal diagnostics 
* Programmable number storage 
* Tone pulse autodial/answer 
* 100% Hayes compatible 

QUALITY 
GUARANTEE 

All products are made using leading 

edge technology to the highest 

standards and are fully guaranteed. 

Prices include VAT. P&P EXTRA please enquire when ordering. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E. & O.E. 

GLOBAL COMPUTING 
Yoxall, Burton-upon-Trent, Staffs, DEI3 8NR 

Telephone: (0543) 473131 
VISA 

MEDIA 
DIRECT 

Medio Direct Computer Supplies Limited, 

Unit 3, Roil way Enterprise Centre, 

Shelton New Rood, 

Stoke-on-Trent $T4 7$H 

Tel: 0782 208228 

Fox: 0782 281506 

Well you just have. It's colled 'Blit-a-copy'. 
'Blit-a-copy' is a software and hardware-based 
intelligent back-up system manufactured and 
distributed under license here in the UK by 
Med ia Direct. 

And, at just £34.95 inc VAT, it's being 
sold at a price that no-one can 
reproduce! 

Alternatively, purchase the Cumana 
CAX354 external drive together with 
Blit-a-copy for a combined price of 
£87.95 

Trade enquiries welcome. 

Please add £3.35 post and packing or £6.95 for 
a two day delivery service or £9.00 for a 24hour 
service. 
Medio Direct Computer Supplies Limited does not condone or encourage the reproduction of copyrighted software. 

As every Amiga A500 owner knows, to back-up software 
from one disk to another is not the easiest of things to do. 
Unless you have the right utility. 

The trouble is finding one for the right money. 



There will be everything a discerning Amiga 
owner could want at this spring’s Amiga 
Shopper Show. 

For a start, dozens of software companies will 
be showing off their unmissable new 
products; it’s your chance to try them out for 
yourself. 

Then there are all the hardware manufacturers 
keen to demonstrate just how powerful it’s 
possible to make an Amiga. Commodore itself 
will be there, displaying its latest range 
including the new A690 CD-ROM player. 

YES! I would like to order advance tickets to the Amiga Shopper Show and save £1.05 a ticket. 

Please send me_ adult tickets at the special discount price of £4.95. 
Please send me_ under-14 tickets at the special discount price of £2.95. 

Total payment: £. 

Method of payment (please circle) Access/Mastercard Visa Cheque PO 

Credit card number...■_■_i_■ i_i_i_i_i »- ».—■_u_j Expiry date i_,_i_,_, 
Please make all cheques payable to AMIGA SHOPPER SHOW 

Name... 

Address 

Postcode AF03 

Send this form to: 
AMIGA SHOPPER SHOW 
PO Box 2 
Ellesmere Port 
South Wlrral 
L65 3EA 
This offer closes on May 8th. 

j 



SOFTWARE 

Ring our ticket credit 
card hotline on: 

The Amiga Shopper Show is being held in 
the Wembley Exhibition Centre, London, from 
Friday 15th to Sunday 17th May. Doors open 
9am. 

You can’t afford to miss it, so book your 
tickets now and save even more money with 
our special early booking discount Instead 
of £6 you pay £4.95 - ring the credit card 
hotline on 051-356 5085, or return the form 
straight way. 

For enthusiasts and beginners alike there 
will be a series of Amiga Shopper seminars 
and question-and-answer sessions run by 
experts in every field. 

Games players will be treated to the very 
best in brand-new leisure software, courtesy 
of Amiga Power. 

And of course there's the main attraction: 
the chance to buy software and hardware at 
incredible prices. Think of it - the biggest 
choice you're ever likely to see, and prices 
to match. 
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AMIGA 
SHOW 

051-356 5085 It’ll save you serious money 
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Supplied with colour and 
mono rjbbons 
Front panel programmable 
Extra font cartridges 
available E2M.S 

Ciiztft 1200 + 

A very popular low cost 
mono printer centronics/ 
RS232/CBM 64 serial 
Please specify inierface 
when ordering (two year 
warranty) £144. 

Citizen 124D 24 pin Mono 

Printer 

0K buffer expandable 
Push and pull tractor feeds 
3 fonts with excellent 
letter quality 
(two year warranty) C204.f 

Citizen Swift 9 pin Colour 
Pnnier 
8 K buffer 
240x240 DPI colour 
graphics 
Push and pull tractor feeds 
Excellent print quality 
(two year warranty) 

Citizen Swift 24 pin Colour 
Printer 

European Printer of the 
Year 1990 
24 pin version of the 9 pm 
COtour printer 
360x360 DPI colour 
graphics 
Push and pull tractor feed £314.9 

PERIPHERALS 

We stock a large 
range ol peripherals, all ol 
the highest quality If you 
can t see the one you 
require please give us a 
call lo see tf we sock it 

USE 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOIW 

All our Amiga’s are 
UK specification and come 
complete with Ihe 
fof lowing — 

Amiga Pack 1 (Ctost Pick) 
512K random access 
memory 
Built-in disk drive 
4096 colour graphics 
4 channel stereo sound 
Kickstart 1 3 
Workbench 13 
Extras 1.3 and tutorial disk 
Amiga mouse 
TV modulator 
Power supply unit 
A500 keyboard 

Bart Simpson 
Captain Planet 
Deluxe Pamt Ul 
and game of the year' 
Lemmings 

We also give you:- 
Mouse mat and pocket s 
dust cover, 10 blank disks 
and box, Quickshot 
Pythonf 1 joystick 

Plus 

10 more Grea t Games 
Football Manager 
Hotshot 
Las Vegas 
Flight Path 737 
Firebtaster 
Karting Grand Prix 
Thai Boxing 
Seconds’Out 
Mouse Trap 
Piutos 

Now includes free 0,5 Mb up-grade 
Excellent value ai only £399 M 

Amiga Pack 2 
(Classic Pack Pius) 
As Pack i but also 
includes the Cumana 
CAX354 external disk 
drive 

* * 

Amiga Pack 3 
(Classic Printer Pack} 
As Pack 1 but includes the 
Star LC200 full colour 
printer 

Amiga Pack 4 

(The Lteate Pack} 
As Pack 1 but mdudes 
Star LC200 colour printer 
plus Philips CM8833/II 
stereo colour monitor 

Amiga Pack 5 
(FdutttonaJflsdfj 
As Pack i but includes a 
selection of educational 
software — 
Spell Book (ages 4 9) 
Things to do with wor ds 
(ages 5-12) 
Things to do with numbers 
(ages 5-10) 
Lei's spell at ihe shops 
(ages 4-10) 
Let's spell at home 
(ages 4 10) 
Let's spell out and about 
(ages 4-10) 
Puzzle Book y (S to adult) 
Puzzle Book 2 (5 to adult) 

Amiga Pack G (Gamers Pack) 
A$ Pack 1 but also 
indudes some of the 
hottest games ~ 
F29 Reiahator 
F19 Stealth fighter, 
Lotus Esprit Turbo 
Challenge. 
Swtv [Silkworm II). 
Flight of ihe Intruder 

AN our printers are UK 
specification and are 
covered by a 12 months 
warranty - All the prices 
include a printer lead and 
a tailored dust cover 

Mice and Trackballs 

Naksha Upgrade Mouse 
Amiga/Atari switchable 
Simply the best 
280 DPI resolution 
Ergonomic design 
Smooth precise operation 
2 years guarantee 
Free mouse mat 
Free mouse pocket 
Now indudes 
Operation Stealth from US 
Gold Only 

Star IC-2C A popular bw cost 
MonoPrnm 
Multiple font options from 
front panel 
Excellent paper handling 
facilities 
Simultaneous, continuous 
and single sheet stationery 
240x240 DPI graphics £149.35 

Star 1C 24-10 
24 Pin Version ol LOW 
Excellent letter quality print 
360x360 DPI graphics 
8 resident fonts 
Additional font cartridges 
available £214.95 

Star LC200 Colour Printer 
An excellent value for money 
Colour Printer 
240 DPI 9 pin colour 
Front panel pitch selection 
Push/pmi tractor feeds 
Reverse paper feeds 
16K buHer 
0 resident fonts 
Supplied with colour and 
mono ribbons 
Front panel programmable 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading £204.95 

Star LC24-200 Colour Printer 

360 DPI 24 pm colour 
punier 
30K buffer expandable lo 
62K 
10 resident tonis 
f 'Ont pane pitch selection 
Reverse paper teed 
Pape* park with auto 
single sheet loading £22.* 

Star LC24-200 Mono Printer 
80 column doi matrix 
printer 
7K buffer expandable to 
39K 
10 resident fonts 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading 
Supplied with mono ribbon 
faster than LC24-10 
Extra font cartridges 
available 
front panel pitch selection 
Programmable Irom front 
panel £249.95 

AMIGA 500 PACKS PRINTERS 

Media Direct 0782 208228 



MEDIA DIRECT — THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

Mega Deals, Multi-Choice 
Squik Mouse 

Low cost Armga'Aiart 
I Replacement mouse 
p&G DP) resolution 
pwscth Slick operation 
” tty 

A'niga Trackball by Alfa 
Lata 
5-v[enable between Atan 

^d Amiga with The third 
jtton 

'■’is must be me best 
rje trackball available 
only £29,95 

e Naksha Scanner 
the Amiga A500 
OP! 32 grey shade 

■andheid scanner 
cfrtg# includes 
ksha hand scanner 
00 interface 

0«ver supply unit 
3ta Scan professional 

ware The Ultimate 
scanner Software 
PNy 

A-nga ASOO 0,5 Mb RAM 
mansion board 

creases memory to i Mb 
R Bit lechnotogy 

R-ciacement tor A501 
- mansion 

Ft m minutes 
off switch 

Cock Version 

£89.95 

-AM Expansion Soards 

£26.95 

£29.95 

t Amiga 1,5 Mb RAM 
mansion 

* /ou need more memory 
phen this board IS for you 
*:os an extra t 5 Mb of 
F-m to your machine 
'P. ng a total of 2 MEGS 

1 mplete with dock/ 
calendar. Uses me latest 
eernoiogy DRAMS for low 
power consumption 12 

:nths guarantee 
;uires Kickstart l 3 or 
r Easily fitted rno me 
under your A500 

Requires no soldering (the C.er of your A500 
-amoved for fitting the 
ug Ini” Connector) 

£79.95 

■ - ng service avaiabte 
P ;-e for details 

Bum RAM 500 RX 
(memory expansion 
|5 ^ 2. 4 orS Mb fast 
PM tor Amiga 500 r 

Easily plugs into AS00 
expansion port 
Amiga bus through port 
Easily expandable zero 
wail states and 
hidden refresh lets you run 
larger and more 
sophisticated programs 
Allows creation oi large 
and very fast RAM disks 
Test mode and software 
simplify troubleshooting 
On/Dfl switch 

Supraram 50QRX 2Mb 
Supraram 500RX 4Mb 
Supraram 600RX 8Mb 

£195.00 
£270.00 
£420.00 

Eternal Disk Drim 

[<P~* 

Cumana C AX 354 

Very quiet Slimline 
design Through port 
connector On/off swiich 
on rear Long connecting 
cable 6B0K formatted 
capacily Fits all Amigas 

ONLY £54 95 

Supradnve for Amiga 
ASOO 
Using stale of the art 
technology. These drives 
use the same amouni of 
power as a floppy d*sk 
drive These drives are 
shipped formatted and 
ready to use so you can 
simply plug in your drive 
turn on your compuier and 
Ihe system is ready to use 
The dnve can be 
configured as autobooi or 
non auioboot it can have 
upto 8Mb of Ram and as 
many as six SCSI drives 
can be connected 
together The drives also 
come with express 
copy" hard disk backup 
software, 'superbooi and 

' supehools" , file 
management and 
formatting programs 

52Mb Hard dove 
with 05Mb Ram 
52Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 
80Mb Haro drive 
with 0 SMb Ram 
SOMb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 
105Mb Hard drive 
with 0 SMb Ram 
105Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 

£449,00 

£509.00 

£549,00 

£599.00 

£599,00 

£659.00 

We also stock the range of 
Supra modems, phone for 
details 

Zydec External Drive 
Very quiet 
Slimline design 
Qualrty citizen drive 
mechanism 
Qn/off switch on rear 
Long connecting cable 
880K formatted capacity 
Fits all Amigas Only 

Master Sound — 
Mono Sound Sampler 
A low cost high features 
sound sampler package 
indudes hardware and 
software with a host of 
features to sample and 
edrt music live onto your 
Amiga Only 

Miscellaneous 

Midi Master — Midi 
Interface for the Amiga 
Midi in — 3X Midi out amjJ 
Midi through 
Compatible with all leading 
midi software 
Fully OPTO isolated 
fndudes two free midi 
cables 
Please slate ASOO/1000/ 
2000 when ordering. Only 

Action Replay MKfl by 
Datel 
A whole host of features 
including Freeze*rame 
Boot Select or Virus 
Detection and much much 
more Only 

Replacement Amiga A50C 
power supply 
Replacement internal disk 
drive for Amiga ASOO 
(original Commodore one 
— no modification 
required) 

£49.95 

£34.95 

£26.95 

£57.95 

£39.95 

£69.95 

Soundblaster 

The amazing Sound Waster 
adds a new dimension to 
your games Blasting out 
stereo sound at 5 watts 
per channel into two high 
qualify 50 watt 3 way 
speakers The pack comes 
complete with an AC 
power supply and as an 
added bonus there is a 
pair of free stereo 
headphones 

ONLY £44 95 

DISKETTES 

Amaztm Offers W 

3,5" DSDD KAO BULK 

DISKETTES 
25 DSDD 135 ipi £11:95 
50 DSDD 135 ipi £21.95 
75 DSDD 135 Ip £31.95 
100 DSDD 135 tp £37.95 
200 DSDD 135 tp £71,95 
500 DSDD 135 tp £169.95 
1000 DSDD 135 tp £309.95 

All 3,5" disks are 
supplied with labels and 
are 100% error free 
2 lor 1 guarantee 

Rainbow Diskettes 
Red. green, yeitow. 

orange, black, white 
Colours and quantity of 
your choice 

M* DSDD Disks 

25 DSDD 133 tp . £13.75 
50 DSDD 135 tp £26.45 
100 DSDD 135 tp £44.95 
200 DSDD 135.ip £84.95 

3,5' DSDD SONY BULK 

DISKETTES 

25 DSDD 135 ip £13,45 
50 DSDD 135 Ipi £23.95 
100 DSDO 135 ip £42.95 
200 DSDD 135 Ip £81,95 
500 DSDD 135 Ip £189.95 
1000 DSDD 135 tp £349.95 

Remember*! Remember!! Remember!! 

We only supply top quality l 
diskettes Our 3,5* diskettes are 
manufactured by KAO and our 
5 25* diskettes are manufactured 
by ATHANA 

We do not sell substandard 
diskettes from the Far East 

MONITORS 

Philips CM8833/11 
Stereo Colour Monitor 
All our monitors are of UK 
specification, are covered 
by a 12 month warranty 
and come complete with a 
connectrng lead £244.95 

Mecfia Direct Computer Supplies Ltd 
Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 

Shelton New Road Stoke on Trent 
Staffordshire ST4 7$H 
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Media Direct 0782 208228 
DISKETTE 

STORAGE BOXES 

1 £9.00 
3 + £5,50 
5 + £5.00 

JOYSTICKS 

Speed king Standard £9.95 
Speedkmg Autofire £19.95 
Speeding Sega 
Megadnve £10.95 
Navigator £13.95 
Stmg Ray Standard £14.95 
Stmg Ray Autofire £15.95 
Srmg Pay Sega Megadrive £ , 
Manta Ray Standard £12.95 
Manta Ray Autofire £14.95 
Manta Ray Sega 
Megadnve £14.95 
Zipstick Standard £11.95 
ZipStiCk Aulofire £1395 

All our storage boxes 
come with anti static fid. 
two keys and dividers 
where applicable 

5 25" of 3 5" 
10 capacity boxes 
1 

5 
10 

Stackable Storage Boxes 
These boxes are ideal 

for the person who 
requires an alter native to 
the standard style box or 
who has a large number 
ol disks to store 

£16.45 

£22.95 
£21.95 
£20.95 

Ban* Box 
Stacks horizontally and 
vertically and can hdd 
upto 90 3 5" diskettes 

3 5" 100 capacity box 
3 5" 60 capacity box 
3 5" 50 capacity box 
3 5" 40 capacity box 
5 25" TOO capacity box 
5 25M 50 capacity box 

Offer 
Deduct £1 00 from above 
box price it purchasing a 
qua nitty of diskettes 
(Min 25 disks) 

Posso Box 
The Posso box holds 
150 3 5W diskettes or 
70 5 25" diskettes and 
can be stacked 
horizontally or vertically 

Please stale 3 5" or 5 25" 
version when ordering 

Bulk Storage Box 
Ideal tor bulk slorage of 
diskettes, each box can 
hofd upto 250 3 5* 
diskettes 

Competition Pro 5000 
Black £11.95 
Compel it ion P ro 5000 
Clear £11,95 
Competition Pro Glo Extra £13.95 
Competition Pro Extra £13.95 
Competition Pro Star £13.95 
Python 1 Turbo III 
(QS137F) £9.95 
Python 3 Sega Megadnve £9,95 
Apache 1 (QS131) £6,95 
Flightgnp 1 (QS129F) £5.95 
Maverick 1 (QS13BR £13.95 
Chimera 3 Sega 
Megadnve (QS140) TBA 
intruder 1 (OS 149) TBA 
intruder 3 Sega Megadnve 
(QS15Q) TBA 
Aviator 1 (OS 155) TBA 
Aviator 3 Sega Megadnve 
(GS156) TBA 

ACCESSORIES 
All our accessories are 

Of the highest quality 

General 
Mouse mat £2.SO 
Mouse pocket £1,50 
3 5* disk drive Cleaner £1,95 
6 25* disk drive cleaner fc £*.95 

£0.95 
£4.50 
£7.95 

£5.95 
£5.45 
£4.95 
£4.45 
£5.95 
£4.95 

Atari dust cover 
Amiga dust cover 
Star LClO dust cover 
Star LC24-10 dust cover 
Star LC200 dust Cover 
Star LC24-200 dust cover 
2 piece printer stand 
Tilt TV I ur n monitor stand 
Monitor plynth 

Switches and Cables 

Monitor Cables 
Amiga to CBM 1Q84S 
monitor cable 
Amiga to Philips CM8633 
cable 
Amiga to scad cable 
Amiga to Hitaehi/Granada 
7 pin dm 
Amiga to multisync 15 pm 
3 row plug 
Amiga to mullisync 15 pih 

£3.95 
£3.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 

£*2.95 
£19,95 

£9,95 

£9.95 
£9,95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

Data/Prmter Cables 
Parallel primer cable £7.95 
36 way to 36 way 
centronics cable £7.95 
25 way D type mafefmale 
cable £7,95 
25 way DType 
male/female cable £7.95 
25 way 0 type fem/fem 
cable £7.95 

Data Switches 
2 way parallel data switch £12.95 
2 way serial data switch £12.95 
3 way parallel data switch £17,95 
4 -way parallel data switch £22,95 

Miscellaneous 
Amiga 4 player adapter £6.95 
Atan 4 player adapter £6.95 
Mouse/joystic’' Switcher £12.95 
Mouse/joystick extender 
cable £5.55 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
We stock a large 

range of ribbons. If you 
can't see your particular 
type listed then please 
phone us for a quote 

Star 
LC10 mono 
LC10 colour 
LC24 10 mono 
LC2GG mono 
LC200 colour 
LC24 200 mono 
LC24 200 colour 

Citizen 1200 
Mono 
Citizen Swift 24 
mono 
Citizen Swift 9 
mono 
Citizen Swift 24 
colour 
Citizen Swift 9 
colour 

1 5 
£2.95 £13.25 
£5.95 £26,75 
£4.95 £22,25 
£5.50 £24.75 

£10.95 £49.25 
£4,95 £22.25 

£11,95 £53,75 

£329 £14.80 

£3.29 £14.80 

£3.29 £14.80 

£11.95 £53,75 

£11,95 £53.75 

EDUCATIONAL 

SOFTWARE 

Sped Book (ages 4 9) £17.95 
Things to do with words 
(ages 5-12} £17,95 
Things to do with numbers 
(ages 5*10) £17.95 
Let's spell at the shops 
(ages 4 10) £17.95 
Let s spell at home (ages 
410) £17.95 
Let's soen out and about 
(ages 4 10) £17.95 
Puzzle Book \ (ages 
5-adult) £17.95 
Puzzle Book 2 (ages 
5-adult) £17.95 

BOOKS 

We stock a large 
range of Abacus books 
suitable for advanced 
programmers as well as 
beginners 

Advanced system I 
programmers guide £32,45 
Amiga 3D graohres basic 
programming £16.45 
Am«ga basic inside 
and out £18 95 
Amiga C advanced 
programmers guide £32.45 
Amiga C for beginners £18.45 
Amiga DOS inside and out £18.45 
Amiga DOS quick 
reference £8,95 
Amiga desktop video 
guide £18,45 
Amiga disk drives inside 
and out £27,95 
Amiga for beginners £12,95 
Amiga machine language £14.95 
Amiga printers made 
ana out £32.95 
Amiga system 
programmers guide £32.95 
Best Amiga tricks and f'DS £27.45 
Making music on 
the Amiga £32 95 | 



Quality and Value Direct to You 
CONSOLES Sega Game Gear 

ONLY £119.95 

OHiciaf UK Version 
including ANered Beast 
and Joy pad 

Official UK Version 

ONLY £94.95 
mffir mpiji 

i*gadrive Software 
-“erburner II £27.95 
Altered Beast £27.95 
A ex Kidd £24.45 
Arnold Palmer Golf £27.95 
-"ow Rash £27.95 
Battle Squadron £31,45 
Budocan £31.45 
polumns £24.45 
backdown £27.95 
: rberbaii £27.95 
Cck Tracey £31.45 
Dynamite Duke £27.95 
Eswat £27.95 
r:f gotten Worlds £27.95 
3am Ground £27.95 
Gnostbusters £27.95 
Gnouls 'n' Ghosts £35.45 
Golden Axe £27.96 
herzog Zwe £27.95 
* -.Ties Pond ■ £31.45 
. r Douglas Boxing £27,95 
Licnn Madden U S Football £31.45 
Last Battle £27.95 
M ckey Mouse £31.45 
Monster Lair 
h'ionderboy III) £27.95 
Moon walker £27.95 
L'/StiC Defender £27.95 
PGA Golf Tour £31.45 
Phantasy Star II £46.95 
Populus £31.45 
pimbo III £24,45 
Pevange of Shinobi £27.95 

adow Dancer £27.95 
S nic the Hedgehog 
E ace Harrier 11 

TBA 
£27.95 

Bnoer £34.95 
E„per Hang On £27.95 
E oer League Baseball £27.95 
S ,oer Monaco G P 
pjper Real Basketball 

£27.95 
£27*95 

E -per Thunder blade 
E word of Sedan 

£27,95 
£31.45 

Eword of Vermiifron £39.45 
r-underfbroe II 
i * n Hawk 
V* :f d Cup Italia 90 

£27.95 
£27.95 
£24.45 

bny Golf £31.45 
fom 
fantasia 

£24.45 
TBA 

p^berman £31.45 

Game Gear Software 
Columns £16-95 
PengO £16.95 
Psychic World £16.95 
Putter Golf £16.95 
Super Monaco G P £16.95 
Wonder Boy £16.95 
Woody Pop £16.95 
Dragon Crystal £19,95 
Donald Duck £19-95 
G. Loc £19-95 
Golden Axe £19.95 
Mickey Mouse £19,95 
Ninia Gaiden £19,95 
Outrun £19.95 
Space Harrier £19.95 
Shinobi £19,95 
Baseball " TBA 
Frogger TBA 
Joe Mont anna Football TBA 
Kinetic Connection ISA 
Talot TBA 

Game Gear Accessories 
AC mains adaptor TBA 
AV cable TBA 
Car lighter adaptor TBA 
Game Gear to Game Gear 
cable TBA 
Game Gear TV tuner TBA 
Rechargabie battery pack TBA 

Atari Lynx 
Atari Lynx Console with 
mams adaptor and 
California Games £119,95 

Big ad rive Accessori es 
U :ade power stick £32.95 
U jOio/video cable £6.95 
Control pad £12.95 
■r ;Aer base converter £27.95 

Atari Lynx Console with 
mains adaptor £94.95 

Atari Lynx Console £74.95 

Atari Lynx Software 
A.P.B, £23.95 
Blackout £23.95 
Blue Lightening £23.95 
California Games £23.95 
Chess Challenge £23.95 
Chips Challenge £23.95 
Electrooop £23.95 
Gates ol Zendocon £23.95 
Gaunllet 111 £27*95 
Klax £23.95 
MS Paoman £23.95 
Ninja Gaiden £23.95 
Pacland £23.95 
Paperboy £23.95 
Rampage £27.95 
Road Blasters £23,95 
Robo Squash £23*95 
Rygar £23.95 
Shanghai £23.95 
Slime World £23.95 
Turbo Sub £23.95 
War birds £23.95 
Xenophobe £23.95 
Zayfor Mercenary £23,95 

Atari Lynx Accessories 
Car Lighter Adaptor £9.95 
Sun Screen £6*95 
Carry Pouch £9*95 
Kit Bag £14*95 
Mains Adaptor £12*95 

ft's not possible to Hsi 
all Console Software as 
we hold large stocks. 
Please ring for latest 
releases and prices. 

THIS MONTHS 

SPECIALS 

HOW TO ORDER 

S 0782 208228 

BY POST 
Make cheques and postal orders Payable 
to MEDIA DIRECT, Please send this 
together with your name and address, 
daytime telephone number if possible 
and your order requirements, lo 

MEDIA DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LIMITED 
DEPARTMENT 650297 
UNIT 3t RAILWAY ENTERPRISE CENTRE 
SHELTON NEW ROAD, STOKE ON TRENT 
STAFFORDSHIRE ST4 7SH 

FAX: 0762 261505 

Carriage charges 
Ptease add £3.35 per order for postage 
and packing, 
£5 00 for orders over £150.00 
Software and cartridges £1.25 per item 
Guaranteed TWO Day delivery £6 95 
Guaranteed NEXT Day delivery £9 00 

Remember!!! Remember!’! Remember!!! 
Media Direct are a well established 
company with a reputation tor its 
quality and service A point to 
consider before purchasing your 
computer goods. So why not buy 
from us and put our reputation to 
the test. 

An slocks are subject io availably ana to 
being ihe latest advertised packs and prices 

(Pack details may vary from time lo lime) E&QE 

0«* 

ej-v* 

or 

W 

o*' 

Come and visit our showroom where these 
and many other products are on display 

CNRICT 
Media Direct Computer Supplies Ltd 

Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 
Shelton New Road, Stoke on Trent 

Staffordshire ST4 7SH 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 
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'SERIOUS' PREVIEWS 0 

116 

Book corner 

USING 

AREXX ON 

THE AMIGA 

£33.01 

COMPUTER MANUALS 

021-706 6000 

First of two new additions to 
the enormous Abacus range 
of American Amiga advice 
books. Both come with a disk 
of examples and PD pro¬ 
grams. This one covers alt the 
sticky details of the very use¬ 
ful applications macro 
programming system now 
included with Workbench 2. 

AMIGA 

DESKTOP 

VIDEO POWER 

£27.93 

COMPUTER MANUALS 

021-706 6000 

Just updated to include infor¬ 
mation on the latest graphics 
technology, such as the Video 
Toaster and DCTV. inevitably 
it's less appropriate to the UK, 
where the software and hard¬ 
ware is slightly different, but 
much of the conceptual stuff 
and video jargon is invaluable 
to video novices. 

THE IMAGINE COMPANION 

US$35-95 fine air mail} 

MOTION BLUR PUBLISHING, 

91 5A STAMBAUGH ST, 

REDWOOD CITY, CA 94063 USA 

Aimed at users of Impulse s top-class 
ray-tracing program who know the basics 
but are finding It troublesome to get any 
further. Of the two sections, the first 
contains detailed notes on the use of the 
program's modules, the second offers 

twelve step-by-step tutorials, A disk is included with examples 
for working through the tutorials. 

PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

£16.95 KUMA COMPUTERS 

0734 844335 

Written by occasional Amiga Format 
contributor Paul Overaa. it s not intended 
to leach coding, but explains standard 
techniques for program design, pseudo¬ 
code and flow diagrams, structures and 
standards, It includes many Amiga 
techniques such as Copper lists. 

THE COMMERCIAL GAMES 

PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE 

£11 .95 COMPUTER MANUALS 

021 -706 6000 

The author wrote this after being frus¬ 
trated to find that there was no 
Information for beginners about how to 
get involved In professional program* 
ming. it’s not highly professional, but it 
includes a number of useful insights into 
the demands of designing and coding 
games for profit. 

Coming co 
Reach not yet for thy cheque-book, sirrah, for verily I say 

unto ye there may be something new in the way of 

hardware or software that will claim thy attention, as 

previewed by Damien Noonan. 

Latest ve Hi ion of the utility tliut converts 

bitmap images into object* that can be used 

by 3D and ray-tracing programs, It now ban* 

dies many different flic formats specific to 

3D programs, but most important is a feature 

that cuts out unnecessary points, saving lots 

of lime for the user. 

£79.95 ISIEW HORIZONS 

via SILICA 081-309 1111 

An unusual program, this is described as an 

“idea processor". Essentially if s intended to 

help you organise thoughts into a coherent 

and logical patiem when you're writing, 

designing or organising something. Ii sounds 

odd, but if you've ever written a long piece 

from notes you'll see the idea. 

Education Software 

5PEUBOUNO! 
£25.99 LANDER 041-357 1659 

“Edutainment' is the phrase coined by 
Lander to describe their latest educational 
release, and It's a fair description. The 
idea is to sneak learning in the back way 
by hiding it in the fun of a series of five 
arcade games, with attractive graphics 
and presentation. Looks a winner. 

COUNT AND ADD 

£25-99 LANDER 041-357 1659 

More normal under*$evens Maths 
program, with traditional line-up of five 
little learning games spiced up by some 
clever tweaks. Has potential. 

£25.99 GREMLIN 0742 753423 

Marrying the seversMittle*games-in-one- 
package approach of market leader Fun 
School with the kids1 TV characters, this 
has the right credentials. It's very nicely 
presented, with colourful graphics and 
simple point-a nd-c lick operation. Shows 
definite promise. 

PICTURE ROOK 

£19.95 TRIPLE R 0742 769950 

Cleverly introducing the use of thin plastic 
keyboard overlays to make this set of four 
colourful and entertaining programs 
accessible to young children. With an 
alphabet book, spelling gam®, counting 
game and an educational Snap! game, 

SHAPES A COLOURS 
FIRST LETTERS 

£7.99 RAINBOW SOFTWARE 

0392 77369 

Bargain prices for two promising little 
packages put together by enthusiasts, 
again in the popular mode of lots of little 
games in one set. 



ntraptions 
£99.95 DIGITAL VISION 

vie. SILICA 081 -309 1111 

Cui-down version of the highly-res pec ted 

presentation package aimed at 5I2K users 

and targeted more specifically at video 

titling. It's know n for ease of use. but really 

it*s the quality of the modem typefaces and 

the colourful graphics, all supplied, which 

make it easy to get good results. 

£29.95 HELIOS SOFTWARE 

0623 516122 

Terribly simple novices' database that has 

been designed and programmed in the UK. 

As the name implies, il concentrates on pro¬ 

viding an accessible card index database 

system that will make it easy to set up a cata¬ 

logue of videos, books or anything else 

around the home. 

£69.95 (UPGRADE £54,95) 

HISOFT 0525 718181 

Updated version of the Amiga assembly lan¬ 

guage that anyone who programs on the 

Amiga uses, with improvements in speed tup 

to 40 per cent increase) and handling of all 

68000 series processors, The editor is now 

Workbench 2 compatible and many tweaks 

include source level debugging. 

PHOENIX ASOO PLUS UPGRADES 
FCC DISTRIBUTION 0532 311932 

Manufactured in the UK and boasting 
a full two-year warranty {probably the 
longest you'll ever get on computer 
equipment) this new range of memory 
expansions is directed at ASOO Plus 
owners who are fortunate in being 
able to have 2Mb of memory config¬ 
ured as Chip RAM. 

If you’re not au fall with the two 
types of RAM, Chip RAM is great for 
graphics, animation and sound sam¬ 
pling work, but some older programs 
written for a megabyte or more expect 
to find Fast memory. Anything over 
512K on an old ASOO is Fast, anything 
over 2Mb on a Plus Is Fast. 

The Phoenix range includes a 512K expansion to give you 1.5Mb total {£34.09} and a 

1Mb expansion to give 2Mb total (£49,99), though the 512K board has space on It for 
chips lo be added to the full 1Mb later. Third item In Ihe range is a ROM sharer (£24.99 
plus £29.99 for the Kiekstart 1.3 ROM if you don't have one) which allows you to switch lo 
Workbench 1,3 instead, thereby avoiding many compatibility' problems where older soft¬ 
ware won't run on a Plus. 

'Serious' 
reviews 

Not necessarily as serious as alf that - there's fun to 
be had here too) - this is the section of the maga¬ 
zine dedicated to bringing you honest and 
intelligent reviews of the latest releases in hardware 
and software that have nothing to do with games. 

From expansions such as extra memory and hard drives 
through useful, practical utilities to the tales) In productivity' 
(word processing, DTP, databases) and creativity' (paint, ank 
mation. 3D and music} software, It s all In here. 

Two years running, Amiga Format has been voted by com¬ 
puter retailers as the magazine that they most trust when 
they're deciding what to stock, so you can see that we re the 
people best placed to advise you on what to buy. With our 
expert knowledge, we know what's the best program to date 
for any particular kind of job, and we'll see how anything new 
stacks up against the best in the business. 

We also carry round-ups' which compare all the programs 
that are available of a particular kind and pick out the best for 
your needs. We ve covered hard drives, disk drives, sound 
samplers, video digitisers, word processors, word processors 
with graphics and more in recent issues, but If you're trying lo 
decide what to buy do write in and ask us to do a comparison. 

Contents 
A smallish section this month, with so much going on on the 
non-game side on compact disc. But we've got two exciting 
new ideas for you... 

VIDEO DIRECTOR___1 20 

Extraordinary new idea number one: a way of using your Amiga 
to control the editing of video-tape in your own home. 

THE MIRACLE PIANO TUTOR_~1 24 

Extraordinary new idea number two: connect your Amiga up to 
a keyboard and it can teach you to play pranof Check it outf 

STEREO MASTER 126 

There's an awful lot happening on the sound sampling scene at 
the moment: thjs is the first of two updated packages. 

AMAS 2____1 32 

Sound sampling freaks get another bite of the cherry with a look 
at the update of a popular MIDI-related sampling system 

How the Ratings System works 

SPEED (marksd out of 5| t I • • I 
Tremendously important lor both hardware and software: there's 

nothing more annoying than wailing. A purely intuitive judgement. 

DOCUMENTATION (out of 5) fit •• 
< Although there are tome packages that are so simple no manual is 

needed, complex Hems benefit hugely from a good explanation, 

ACCESSIBILITY (out of 5) » » ♦ » ♦ 
The target for all good software should be powerful but simple: this 
rating assesses how easy it ia to get to grips with the Item. 

FEATURES (out off 51 • * * • • 
Does H do what you want ft to do? How well does It do it? And does 
It also do lots of other things that you’d never have thought of? 

VALUE (out off 5) • t iff I 
A pretty important rating, this one: If a package does everything you 

could wish for, Ifs no use to you unless you can afford lo buy it 

The Verdict, our al-a-glanca overall rating. 

Is a percentage: it’s based on sheer quality 

but with the price taken Into account, so 

that you know what kind of * deal you get. 
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QUALITY 
SERVICE 

QUALITY 
PRODUCTS 

ROCUTE 3.5 SLIMLINE DRIVE 

Amiga Format soys 
'beautifully made 
riming drive , quick and 
quiet with oil the extras 
- 05%* 
+ 3,5' 860KB External 

Drive 
+ Access time: 3ms 

track to track 
♦ O.r high 
+ Enable/disable switch 
+ 23 psn poss through 

socket 
+■ Allows connection to 

a 3rd drive 

£54.95 

ROCHARD EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE 

+ External hard drive for 
Amigo 50D 

♦ Built in Autobooting 
+ On board Ram option 

up to 8Mb 
♦ IDE/SCSI harddisk 

drive of capacity 
52Mb 

| + External SCSI Port 
♦ Beginner friendly on* 

line help 
+ A super-fast, high 

capacity hard drive 
mat leaves others in 
its wake 

£349.00 

ROCGEN PLUS GENLOCK ROCTEC MOUSE 

♦ User friendly design. 
easy installation 

♦ Video-Thru A RGB * 
Thru Ports 

+ Variable fading 
effect: inversion of 
overlay function 

♦ Key-in port for expan¬ 
sion with external 
keying device 

+ Compatible with all 
Amiga models A 
Commodore CDIV 

£149.00 

• IU 

EXTERNAL AMIGADRIVES 

For AMIGA 500 .,....£54 95 
For AMIGA 2000. £54.95 
For AMIGA ASQC  £54.95 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS CMS&33/11 STEREO 14' COLOUR MONITOR. Covered 
by a 12 month warranty Includes connecting cable, green 

screen switch UK specification 
FREE F-19 Stealth Fighter Game. 

£244.95 

MITSUBISHI 
DISKETTES 

MF-2DD 3-5* DSDD I M B 
10 SO 100 

£550 £2900 £47,00 

MF-2HD 3,5‘ DSHD 2M& 
10 50 100 

£13 30 £54 00 £101.25 
* Our diskettes a^ 100% error free 
and carry a Irfetime guarantee 

We only sell top quality products! 

ADD UP STARTER PACK 
Include* + DUSTCOVER. + MOUSE MAT 

+ 3.5-CLEANING KIT + 5 x 3.5' DISKETTES £9.95 

NO APOLOGIES JUST QUALITY! 
QUALITY DISKS! QUALITY VALUE! FREE STORAGE BOX! 

3r" DISKS MITSUBISHI 

m 
DSOD 1Mb.£27.20.£46.40 ..,..£5640 
DSHD 2Mb. £48.55.£86.50.£121.50 

3 ’ DISKS UNBRANDED 

40 

DSDD 1Mb...£19.95.. 
DSHD 2Mb..£31.25, 

,£32,69, 
£63.35, 

m 
..£45.60 
..£76.30 

SPECIAL DISK OFFER 
+ + + -§- FREE LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX WITH EACH PURCHASE OF 40+ DISKETTES + + + + 

brother 

+ DOT MATRIX 

1018 80 Column 18 pin,..,,,£329.95 
1918 136 Column 18 pin.£395.00 
M2518 COlOur/mono..£550.00 
M1924L 24 pin 136 column.£495.00 
Ml 209 9 pin 80 column.£149.95 

-I- LASER PRINTERS 

HL-4V 4 poges/minute.£895.00 
HL-8E 8 poge$/minuie.£99500 
HL-0OS 0 pages/minute . .£1995.00 
HL-6V 8 pages/minute.£995.00 

’ SPECIAL EX-SHOWROOM STOCK 

♦ INK-JET PRINTERS 

Brother HJ 100 
Mains or Battery PORTABLE ,£245.00 
■ Special ex-showroom stocks 12 
months on-site maintenance 

♦ FREE CONNECTING CABLEI 

* JOYSTICKS 

Maverick 1 ©S138F. £1295 
FBghtgrip 1 Q5129F.  £895 
Python 1 QS137F.£9.95 
Guickshot Turbo II.£6.95 
Starfighter 1 remote control.£22.95 

* MICE & SCANNER 

ROCTEC MOUSE 
Superbly styled, ergonomic design 
Smooth precise operation! ,,,.£12.95 

'Wr 

NAK5HA SCANNER 
for Amigo 500. .£89.95 

3,5' 

♦ LOCKABLE 
STORAGE BOXES 

120 Capacity.,...£5.95 
80 Capacity.£5.45 
40 Capacity.,..,..,,£4.45 

4* ACCESSORIES 

Mouse Mat...,.  ,.£2.45 
Mouse Pocket...„.,.£1.50 
Amigo Dust Covers,,-..£3.95 
2 piece Universal Printer Stand,£5.95 
Monitor Stand, tlit/swivel.£12,95 
3.5* Cleaning Kit.  £5.95 
14* Colour Screen Filter,,,,,..,£9,95 
Monitor Ptynth,*,,.„„„..,£19.95 

Monitor Cables,,,,,,,. £9,95 
Data/Printer Cables...,.,,,£7,95 
Data Switches 
2 way parallel..£12.95 
2 way serial ..£12.95 
4 way parallel .£22.95 

HOW TO ORDER 

BY PHONE 

0446 421316 
BY FAX 

0446 420404 
BY POST 

316 SUPPLIES LTD 

7/8 TY VERLON 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BARRY, 

SOUTH GLAMORGAN 
CF6 3BE 

Make cheques and postal orders 
payable to 316 Supplies Ltd. Please 
send this together with your name 
and address and daytime tele¬ 
phone number if possible and your 
order requirements to our address 
above. 

es 
CARRIAGE CHARGES 
Please add £3.35 per order for 
postage 3t packing 
£5.00 for orders over £150. Diskettes 
£1 25 per pack 
Guaranteed 2 day delivery £6 95 
Guaranteed NEXT day delivery 
£9.00 

Subject to availability despatch \s nor¬ 
mally effected within 2 days from 
receipt of cleared payment. Please 
allow 7 working days for cheque 
clearance. All orders will be fulfilled 
within 28 days unless otherwise 
notified. 

Prices and manufacturers specifica¬ 
tions subject to change, E&OE, 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

BEST BUYS 
SAVE £ £ £ '$ 

ROCTEC MOUSE 
QUICKSHOT 
TURBO JOYSTICK 
ADD UP STARTER PACK 

£3+r85' 
OUR 

PRICE £25.95 
QUALITY MOUSE 
MAT. AMIGA DUST 
COVER, QUICKSHOT 

TURBO II JOYSTICK. 10 
3.6‘ DSDD DISKS IN PLASTIC BOX 

£20-84“ pftVce £17.50 
ROCTEC MOUSE 
MOUSE MAT 
MOUSE POCKET 

£J^9tT £14.50 

DEAL 
4 

ROCTEC 3.5* 
SLIMLINE DRIVE 
10 3,5* DISKS IN 
PLASTIC BOX 

3.5* CLEANING KIT. 40 CAPACITY 
LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX 

£7A?2T OUR 
(■nice £67.95 

PRINTER STARTER 
PACK. UNIVERSAL 
PRINTER STAND. 
QUALITY DUST COVER. 

200 SHEETS OF A4 PAPER. 

£13*5" PRICE £9.95 
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VISA 

Dept AMFSC7, Unit 8A, 

ORDER HOTLIN1 

A <WO: 

Jusiness Centre, Cublington 

0296 682277 GENERAL OFFI 

OT SO'F'TWJVR'E 

Leighton Buzzard. Beds 

682248 TFAX: 0! 

rOWR k'MlGA 

6#tter SfT*) 
Better Spe^mg 0 14 jrr»‘ 
Count 9 AIM .Mr ft I 
Fun Sdxo* 2 -.under 8 

School :6«. 
Fun Schoo* 2 •; M< 8 
F jfi Seta* 3 MM 5) 
Fir Scfm 3 5-7i 
Fur Sc#W 3 \<n+ 7 
Fun Schott * under S 
Fi/ Stroc * (5-7) 
f jr ScTxw 4 7*11 ■ 

KKjr^ For M*nn*rr« 
Kotmos Answer Back JuNV AM 
KofirrxB Fart Fitf Anffvnatc ftH 
Kotnxtt Fact Rie $0*^ Ik-1 l) 
Kwmos Answer B*dt Saw 02 Amos., / 

Amos 3D 
Amos ComtM 

Pagesener 2. 
Pagestream 22 
Prof Page V2.1 Art Depawent Prof 2 . 

Digiview r,^3dia Station , contains 
Digspamt J+ Elan Performer - 

: - . - P i ht 4 
Photon Pant 2. 
Spectra (pour,. 

Juiwr Typct (5-10) —— 
M A1 Hpm* > * 10 

Maxiplan Flys ■14yr*f 
Superplan 
loierspread 

HOW TO ORDER 
ORDER BY PHONE: Phone our 24 hour ordsr njB 
AonssAflu card quoting card number, name dt 

ORDER BY POST: cheques or postal orders payatF 
INTERNATIONAL" Please saod name, address an 

UK POSTAL DELIVERY tor all orders over £25 rod 
tofcjjooi1 to door courier service available from £3! 

DTP PACKAGES 

ACCOUNTS EDUCATIONAL MUSIC/SOUND 
i Cashbook Combo,**-.45.99 

pme Accounts 1 .♦*..19.99 
Accounts 2. .39.99 

Ip Finance Manager 2. 24,99 
Sytem 3 (3 simpie steps to 

tcomputerise your business).31,99 
ita Sysiem 3E *...45 99 

DATABASES 
Superbase Personal 2...... .*.*.34.99 
Superbase Professional 4 .199 99 
tnterbase.....*.29,99 

Pen 

1(30 29 99 
Crate . 39 
D4VAIK3 
GBRout* 3299 n\j* 59 99 

free Opereuon .24:99 24 99 
21,95 

119.99 

Scribble.,,,*****., 
Transwrite 
Wordworth (New 

GRAPHICS/ANIMATION 

S995 

BUNDLES 
Personal 2 * 512K Upgrade 49 99 

iePi2KUpgrade .79 99 
“Superbase 2.. . 84 99 

s Platinum (Wctoprocessor. Spieedsheei, 
o Communioaition Package] ,,,....., 79 99 

Disk Office (Wordbraoessor Spreadsheet, 

" Protect not fit «wlc«*c4. AU prtcn Include VAT, 
All food* iubjcrt t* imllebiUtj. Flrteef Bufajcet tp 

1150 

Hratuse. DTP).... . 
Paperworks (Infofito, KindwqrdS 2, 
r Max'S>'an Plus) .. 

89 99 

599<i 
educational bundle 
CompcndMn Six (Kids lype. Weather Watcher, 
Calendar Qua Words & Numbers. Game. Set & 
March, Wbu * r>. Where * *?)_.32 99 

VIDEO 
Bag Alternative Scroller >.__ 4295 
Broadcast Tntor 2. ... 168 99 
TV Shew v2.,..... 5699 
TV Tesrl Professional. .9495 

Commodore Amiga Cartoon 
Classics Pack 

3 Great Games 
Lemrrwigs (Psygnosis Smash Hit) 

The Sanpsons «rsus the Space Mutants 
Captain Planet and the Ptaneteers 

Also Deluxe Paert i (Electrons: Arts Superb Art Package) 
and Commodore S A50I 512K Ram Expansion 

£359.99 

Commodore Amiga 1500 
1 Megabyte of memory, two 3.5" disk dfrves 

and the toiowrig software: 
Tokit ELF, Puzzroe. Home Accounts 

and The Works (Integrated word processor 
spreadsheet and database) 

£659.99 
With Philips CM8833 Mk2 Colour Monitor 

£889,99 

MONITORS 
Commodore 1084S.£259.99 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 (inc. cable, free copy 

of FI 9 and one year on site 

maintenance).£244.99 

PRINTERS, (all printers include cable) 
Citizen 120D+....£134.99 

Citizen 124D.  £194.99 

Citizen Swift 9.  £194.99 

Citizen Swift 24...£284.99 

Optional Colour Kit for Swift printers...£34.99 

Seikosha SP1900AI (9 pin Dot Matrix).£124.99 

Canon BJ10E. £264.99 

Star LC20.£154.99 

Star LC200 colour. £229.99 

Star LC24-200 mono.£259.99 

Star LC24-200 colour.£299.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Cumana CAX354 External Disk Drive.£59.99 

512K memory upgrade with clock.£31.99 

Squick Replacement Mouse..£14.99 
Naksha Mouse with Operation Stealth.£26.99 
Golden Image Optical Mouse.....£36.99 

Commodore A590 20Mb Hard Drive.£289.99 

Dataflyer 500 fitted with 52Mb Hard Drive..£329.99 
Please phone for pricing of 105Mb, 210Mb and 
420Mb hard drives. 

VXL030 25MHz Accelerator Board for Amiga 
500. 1500 4,2000.£259.99 
VXL030 40MHz Accelerator Board for Amiga....P0A 
Maths-Processor (FPU) upgrades and up to 8Mb of 
32 bit memory also available for VXL030. 

KCS PC Emulator.£224.99 

Many other products available. Please phone for a 
price on your specific requirement. 

All prices include 

17.5% VAT and 
Next Day Delivery 

on hardware 

TECHNOMANIA, 
13 WELLBURN STREET 

DUNDEE, TAYSIDE DD2 2RR, 
PHONE: 0382 22323 FAX: 0382 400444 

Please allow five working days 

for cheque clearance* Prices are 
subject to change without 

prior notice* Orders received 

by 3pm despatched same day* 
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DESKTOP VIDEO 

smgk 
To make your home videos realty smart and 

impressive, you need to do two things. 

The first, putting on titles, is easy: but the j 
second, editing out unwanted bits, is tricky. ' 

Let Jason Holborn show you how to do it. 

120 

With your leads in place, the first thing you 

have to do is tell Video Director how it can 

communicate with the source and destination 

decks. You do this by choosing an appropriate 

'driver' foT each from (he list on the Amiga's 

screen. Don’t worry if you don’t own a 

LANC-equipped camcorder or a VCR that can 

be controlled with a remote control - if the 

worst comes to the worst. Video Director can 

still be used in manual mode* which means 

you have to do all the pressing of buttons. 

The heart of Video Director is an ‘event list' 

that is very similar to the Edit Decision’ lists 

used by professional video editing systems. 

The event list is basically a sequential list of 

in si ructions that tells Video Director how your 

video production is constructed. Think of ii as 

a sort of mini programming language that is 

generated by Video Director for its owti use. 

FOR MANY AMIGA OWNERS, the phrase 

‘desktop video’ means only one thing - video 

titling. With a genlock* a video titling package 

and a couple of video players* you can produce 

captions and titles that would have turned 

BBC video engineers green wilh envy little 

more than a few years back. It makes a world 

of difference to the look of your videos. 

But there is a second stage that many 

home-video producers ignore: editing. Fact is. 

when you're busily popping around with your 

camcorder you often find that a lot of what 

you've captured on tape isrc’i very good. So 

you wfant to pick out the best bits. 

Unfortunately, this isn't too easy to do at 

home. Video editing* even the way the BBC 

do it* is a simple enough process: you just play 

the original tape (the ‘source’} and record bits 

you wan* on a second deck (the ‘destination’). 

Now this is easy enough to do at home: 

you can use the camcorder as your source and 

your video recorder as the destination. Bui ihc 

problem is, you tend not tp be able to do it 

accurately enough the professionals use 

expensive video decks with perfect frame-by- 

frame stop-start and you end up with messy 

cuts where you’ve stopped and started ihc tape 

you’re recording onto. 

Easy video editing ■ £149.95 ■ Gold Disk 

Home video editing is 

now ot your fingertips, 

courtesy of the Amigo 

and Video Difttlot. 
All you need ii two 

video recorders or o 

video and a camcorder 
then you will be able 

lo pick out the best 

bits (if there ore any!} 
from all your holiday 

videos and bung them 

onto one tape* 

VIDEO DIRECTOR 

is available from 

Silka Systems, 

081*309 1 1 11 

The source lead connects to the Amiga via the 

serial port and will allow Video Director to 

directly control any camcorder or VCR w hich 

supports the Sony LANC standard (sec 

Camcorders and the Amiga). Other remote 

protocols are supported, but you’ll have to get 

an appropriate lead made up. 

The second lead, for the destination video* 

doesn’t actually corrncc* to the video. In fact, it 

doesn’t connect to anything! Instead, it ends in 

a kind of universal infa-red remote control unit 

which you program to work your video. 

All you have to do is teach Video Director 

how your own infa-red remote control unit 

communicates by pointing the remote at the 

two sensors situated at the end of the lead. 

These sensors then “sample' the signals sent 

out by your remote, allowing your Amiga to 

mimic the remote control later on by replaying 

the signals that the sensors captured. 

What we've all been crying out for, of 

course, is a video-editing system that is cheap* 

w ill work with most domestic video recorders 

and camcorders, yet it is still powerful enough 

to pruvide clean-cut and frame-accurate edit¬ 

ing. Sony and other video manufacturers now 

make little ‘editing suite' controllers to help 

the process; but Gold Disk have gone one step 

further by Letting you use your Amiga lo con¬ 

trol the editing process. 

So what can Video Director do for you? 

Weil* if you’re the owner of a camcorder or 

two video decks, it will help you to compile 

video footage spread across several source 

tapes into a seamless video production* Whafs 

more, it's aimed specifically at home use, so 

it's designed to get the best out of ordinary 

domestic video recorders. 

What really makes it interesting, though* is 

its ability to directly control the operations of 

certain camcorders and VCRs. It works like 

this. Two leads are supplied - one for the 

source deck and another for the destination. 

CAMCORDERS AND THE AMIGA 

This (oifKorder it compatible with Video Director, 

but check that yours is before you buy. 

Most modern camcorders already have the ability to interlace with a 
video editing suite via a LANC connector, although getting your cam¬ 
corder to talk to Video Director isn’t quite as simple as you may think* 
However. LANC support doesn’t necessarily guarantee that your cam¬ 
corder will work with Video Director. The thing Is, Ihere are so many 
different LANC protocols doing the rounds these days that it would be 
almost impossible to cover them all. 

LANC was originally developed by Sony to allow their cam¬ 
corders to be controlled by external devices. Unfortunately, LANC has 
been chopped and changed so much that even camcorders produced 
toy the same manufacturer are often Incompatible. It you're In doubt 
whether your camcorder will work, it's best to check with your local 
camera stockist and Silica before shelling out £150 for Video Director. 
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The event list can contain three basic elements 

- clips, overlays and comments. Comments 

are really nothing more than reminders {a bit 

the 'REM' statements used in Basic or any 

comment line in programming). The two 

events which really make things happen are 

clips and overlays* 

Overlays allow you to add titles and logos 

in to your production. Video Director doesn't 

have its own video-tilling facility, so all your 

titles must be created using a separate video 

titling or paint package, and you'll need to 

have a genlock. If you have, your titles and 

graphics will automatically be overlayed onto 

the video footage that is currently playing. 

The most important clement is the dip. 

which defines a single segment of video 

footage. Before you can define a clip, though, 

you must first tell Video Director which tape 

the footage is recorded on. 

Obviously it wori'i automatically load the 

tape into your source deck when you finally 

record your presentation onio the output deck, 

but it acts as a reference which allows you to 

keep track of clips when your video footage is 

spread across several tapes. 

The next step is to tell it where on the tape 

the clip can be found by defining the Man and 

ending points of the footage. If you're working 

in manual mode, you'll have to work this out 

for yourself by taking a reading from the 

source deck's timer, but LANC user* can 

locale the start of the footage using the on¬ 

screen gadgets. Same goes for the end time. 

HOW IT WORKS, FROM START TO FINISH 

Bufaru you can turn hours of video footage Into o 
finished video production, you need to get your hands 
on two video docks - one for the uncut sourco tape 
and another to record your final video production. 
A camcorder, equipped with a compatible LANC 
interface. Is the best bet for the source deck, but just 
about any home VCR equipped with a steady pause 
facility and remote control can be used for Hie 
destination deck* Those must then be connected to tbe 
Amiga via tbe leads supplied with Video Director* 

The next step is to tell 
Video Director what 
type of source deck 
you're using. A range 
of drivers is Included 
which cover a wide 
selection of LANC- 
equipped camcorders 
and VCRs, but you can 

also switch to manual operation if your source deck is 
not capable of remote control. 

Once the source deck 
has been configured, 
you must then 'teach' 
Video Director to 
communicate with 
your output deck 
using the LID lead 
supplied. This is 
achieved hy pointing 

your VCR's infa-red control at the Video Director LED 
lead* The Tralnffemote program then 'samples' the 
infa-red signals produced fay your remote control and 
then aHaches these to the functions of your VCR - one 
for record, one for play, another for pause etc. 

Switching to your 
Amiga, you Isolate the 
sections you want 
from the footage you 
have recorded by 
telling Video Director 
where on your source 
tapes the sections you 
want are* Each 'clip' 

defines a single section of video footage complete 
with information on which tape it's on, where the dip 
starts and ends. If you're using a manual deck, you'll 
have to enter these start and stop vaiuos by hand 
using the counter positions on the front of your VCR, 
but LANC-equipped devices can be controlled directly 
by the Amiga, allowing for more precise control* 

Once all the clips that 
make up your 
production have been 
defined. Hie next step 
is to enter 'assembly' 
mode which takes all 
your dips and records 
the individual sections 
of video footage that 
they define Into a 

seamless whole* When a LANC-equipped device is 
used, the process of searching forward and backwards 
through a tape is handled automatically, although 
Video Director will still prompt you to Insert m new 
tape each time if is required* 

Once a dip is defined. Video Director will 

remember it until you decide to delete it from 

the clip library. If you've got video footage 

that you may want to use over and over again 

ta credit sequence for your video production 

company, for example)* the clip library facility 

will prove to be a real time saver because it 

gives you in stum access to predefined dips 

every'' lime Video Direct*tr is hooted up, 

file final stage in video editing is to assemble 

tile clips that you have arranged into a finished 

video production: basically the recording 

stage. Video Director goes through the event 

list, asking you to pul the right tape in. trans¬ 

ferring the video footage for each clip to the 

destination deck, slopping and starting the two 

decks as it goes along. 

In manual mode* it will prompt you to 

search for each clip yourself. However, when 

LANC-eompatible decks are used, tape assem¬ 

bly is made virtually automatic apart from the 

occasional swapping of source tapes. 

Inevitably, this means lhat if you're forced 

to work in manual mode* the value of the 

Video Director system is considerably 

reduced. You're essentially using the event list 

as a means of planning your production and 

keeping tabs on the recording as you go along, 

with all the fiddly button-pressing work left to 

you. All the same* Gold Disk have done alt 

ihey can to give you more control over an 

undoubtedly very fiddly process. 

Bui the Video Director idea really comes 

mio iis own when you are using it to control 

LANC-equipped decks. Thanks to the high 

degree of automation that the system offers, 

the process of assembling footage has never 

been so easy. What's more, if your video 

decks offer a decent freeze-frame, the cuts 

between footage are virtually seamless. 

Video Director is an exciting first* putting 

home video editing under the control of your 

computer. It makes compiling video footage a 

breeze and the results are more than satisfac¬ 

tory considering its relatively low price. It’s a 

great idea that should appeal to anyone who's 

keen on making their home videos look good 

and brings real desktop video to the masses*© 

Video Director 

• •• 
Manual mode Is a little fiddly, but compiling 
your video using LANC is an absolute breeze, 

DOCUMENTATION Hill 
Video Director $ manual Is top notch, with step- 

by-step instructions and a good index, 

ACCESSIBILITY M i • 
Video editing has never been so easy, and with 
pro I ess tonal- looking result a too! 

FEATURES # * • • 
Video Director is aimed at home use, so she 

fealures it offers are more than enough. 

VALUE t»lj 
It brings you almost professlonal-quality results 

at a price the amateur can afford. 

91% 
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% £ 100,000 

off items must go! 
We have the following computer products for 

before Easter DISPOSAL 
BULK 3" DISKS 

SONYf MITSUBISHI DSDD BULK DSDD Large or small users - we 
50's. .£22.50 50's 37p each. .£18.50 have the prices for youl 
100'S. .£43 00 100'S. .£3600 
400 s. .£164 00 400's .33p each. ......£13200 3:" DSHD Konice made In 
800's 39p each . £312.00 800's _30p each, .,.. .£240.00 Japan from 6Op. 
1000 s. .37p each, ... .£370-00 1200's... 29p each .£348 00 

Ail disks are PIN numbered and carry a 100% quality control no quibble guarantee. Disk labels supplied 

BRANDED 3?" DISKS 
Sony DSDD 135 TPA ...£7.00 per box 
Sony DSHD 135 TPA...£16.00 per box 

Phone for price on larger quantities 

ACCESSORIES 
STORAGE BOXES 

3.5' CTO capacity bo*) "Slimpok* 
(New scc-through "Sliittpak1)..,»»»**.£0.95 each 
3.5' £10 capacity boat) see through "Vision 10* .XI .00 each 
3,5' (40 capacity box.) lockable disk 
storage box .......£3.50 each 
3,5' (50 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box......£3.95 each 
3.5“ (80 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box........£4,30 each 
3,5' (100 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box........£4.95 each 

STACKABLE BOXES 
3.5' "PQ5SOp stackable box (holds 150)..£15.99 
3,5" "BANXF lockable stackable (holds BO). £8 95 
3.5* (250 capacity) lockable/stackable box.£24.95 

All disk boxes are anti static, Amiga beige, contain keys, 
dividers and rubber feet (with the exception of I0ps) 

IIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS 
_ 

EE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 

WITH AMY ORDERS OVER £15.00 FREE 10 
CAPACITY LIBRARY BOX 

s 
UJ 

WITH AMY ORDERS OVER £25.00 FREE 
UNIVERSAL DUST COVER 

£ FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 

Philips CM833/1O04 dust cover .....£4.95 
Printer stands (80 col)...... ,£5-50 
Printer stand with bay (80 col. 13® col.).......£6.95 
4 Player adaptor........£4.95 
Data switches £2-way serial or parallel) .£12 95 
Mouse joystick extension.....£3.95 
A4 desk top holder .....£7,90 

DISKETTE BOX OFFERS 
3.5‘ +0 cap box comes with 25 3.5* diskettes.£12.50 
3,5" IDO cap box comes with 50 3.5H diskettes ...£22.95 

3.5" DISK LABELS 
Roll of 1000 3 5* labels.£6.95 per roll 
Roll of 1000 3,5* Tractor Feed labels.8.95 
Roll of 1000 3.5* multicolour (4) labels.£7.95 

MICE/SCANNERS 
Amiga mouse, two button fully compatible 
as replacement .......,,£1395 
Naksha mouse ino. 2 year warranty, mouse mat 
and mouse bracket Operation Stealth 
[worth £24.99) Free . ..... £24,95 
Naksha scanner -........£99.00 

DISK DRIVES 
3.5‘ ext disk drive, throughpott connector, orvofl switch, 
1 year guarantee, slimmest dive In the world £50.00 

While stocks last 
CUMANA DISK DRIVE 3 5" ext. disk drive, throughpott 
connector, on/off Switch, 1 year warranty.£54.95 

Telephone for hard drive prices 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
Qty 1 Qty 5 Qty 10 

Star LC24-10 Mono. £3.90. £3 70 .. .£3.20 
Amstrad dmp 2000 3000. ...£2„90. ..£2.50 . .£2.20 
Amstrad DMP 4000. £3 90 £3.60.. .£3.20 
Amstrad PCW 8256/8512,, ...£3.50. .£3.20. .£3.00 
Amstrad PCW 9512. , £2.90. .£2.60.. .£2,20 
Brother HR15/20/25/35,..., £2 50 . £2-30- .£2.15 
Brother Ml 002/1109. ...£3.90. ..£3.60... .£3.20 
Citizen IfiQO/LSPlO...,.. ..,£2,90. £2,70 ,£2,40 
Citizen Swift 8/24 mono,,.. .. £3.90. £3.50.. .£320 
Commodore MP3803. £2-90. £2 70 £2 20 
Commodore MP51500/1200E5-50. ,.£5.20.., .£4,90 
Commodore MPS1230 .£4.90 £4.50. .£4-10 
Epson LQ400/500/800. -£3 90. -£3 50... .£3 20 
Epson MX FX80. 85 800. . .£2.90. .£2 70 ,, .£2 40 
Epson FX100.105.1000. ...£3.60. -£3,40.. ,,,..£3.10 
Epson LX80. 88 -,£2.90 .££70, £2.30 
Panasonic KXP1124. .£3.90. ...£3.50.. .£3 20 
Panasonic KXP 1080. B1/82-X3.90.. ,.,£3.70,, .£3 20 
Star LC10. ....£2.90. ...£2,70... £2 40 
Star LOO 4 colour.. ......... ...£5.90 £5.30. £5 00 
Star LC94-2O0 mono £3 00 £3 70 £390 

Please note that this is just a small selection 
of our large range 

Telephone (0827) 50000 for pricing on other ribbons 1 
not listed 

Mouse mats red, bh>e, grey deluxe......£2.00 
2 metre joystick extension.........£3.95 
Mouse brackets ......£i .95 
Amiga printer leads.....£4.95 
3.5" cleaning kits........,£i .95 
Amiga dust covers...«........£2.95 
Star LC10/2410/24 200 dust cover..........£4 95 
Gnp Clip copy holder______£3.95 
Copy holder metal arm ......£9.95 
14' monitor stand (tilt 'n“ turn)....„.£9 95 
Ribbon Re-ink  ....£12 95 
Monitor Cables (any type).....£9.50 

STARTER PACKS 
Pack comprises of mouse mat, dust cover, mouse bracket, I 

3,5" cleaning kit, 10 capacity library box 

ONLY £9.95 

AMIGAS 
Cartoon Classics 1Mb (500+). ..,.,, £349,95 
A1500...ONLY £575.00 

Ask about starter pecks 

M MMI( MONITORS 
Philips S833 II....,. 
Commodore 10S4S monitor.. 
Philips 15’TV/Monitor... 

£224 95 
.£239.95 

..£249.95 

PRINTERS 
Star LC20 .   ...£139.95 
Star LC200 colour. .  ,,..£189.95 
Star LC24/200 colour..   £269.95 
Citizen 1B0D...  ..,£11995 
Citizen Swift 9 colour.....,.—.£175,00 
Citizen Swift 24 colour ..... ,.£269 95 

BAGS 
Sega Megadnve bag.......£ 19.99 
Atari Lynx bag ..........£11 99 | 
Game Boy bag........£9 s 
Game Gear & PC Engine bag......£t0.^ 

JOYSTICKS 
Quickshot Apache ..    £5.99 
Quickshot III Turbo new microswitch...£8.95 
Quickshot 128F Maverick new microswitch..£12 99 
Quickjoy Supercharger microswitch...........£9.95 
Quickjoy Megastac ..     ,,£18.95 
Quickshot II Turbo.......£7.95 
Quickshot III Turbo...... £8.95 
Competition Pro Colour ......£9-95 
Quickjoy Topstar.     £23.95 
Quickjoy Je tighter......£13 99 I 
Cheetah 125+ .........£S-S5 
Quickshot 127 infra red remote,.......£29 95 I 
Quickshot flightgrip .....£7.99 | 
Zipstick Autofire .........£10.99 

LISTING PAPER 
11 x 9.5 single part plain micro perf. 

500 sheets.,........-£4,95 
1000 she ets.......£8.95 
2000 sheets.......£16.95 
4000 sheets.....,,£30,00 

Please call for multi part, pre printed and fax rolls 

BOOKS 
TOP TEN AMIGA TITUS 

Amiga Format Bk Dk Package.£13-95 + v.a.t = £14.52 
Amiga Format Get Most From....£9 95 
Screen Play Amiga Format .....,,...£9 95 
Amiga For Beginners.......£15,45 
Amiga BASIC Inside * Out.....,,£22.95 
Amiga Machine language  ..-£18.45 
Amiga DOS ..... .£14.95 
Best Amiga Tips & Tricks Bk, & Dk....£27.45 + VAT - £27.93 
Master Amiga DOS 2 vol. l ......£21.95 
Mastering AmigaC........£19.95 

ANY OTHER TITLES NOT LISTED CAN BE ORDERED, 

Dept. AF; 12 Amber Business Village, Amber Close, Tamworth, Staffs, B77 4RP. 

Fax for Instant response on: (0827) 60976 
or ring (0831) 471312 (mobile after 6pm) 

To order make cheques/P.O.'s payable to E.M.D. Ltd and send to above address. {Cheques will be held for clearance 
and prices may charge without notice). Corporate, education and trade accounts welcome 

All prices include 1 7.5% VAT 
f2 04 . IJFYT BAY CADDIED (ft 04 VISA 



Q. I'm having problems getting my DTP 
software to layout the VIDEO grabs 
I touched up in my GRAPHICS package 
from the MIDI application I've been 
PROGRAMMING in C. Do I need more 
MEMORY, should I be looking at other 
HARD DRIVES and PRINTERS or should I 
just plug myself into the mains? 

A. No problem, just UPGRADE your magazine. 

When the going gets tough... 
...the tough go shopping 

LATEST ISSUE OUT NOW V.jjj 
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LEARN TO PLAY... £p 

124 

I 

Yes, you can use your Amiga to make 

music, and good music. But you've 

not been able to learn to read music, 

understand chords or play an instrument: 

until now. Damien Noonan finds out 

how this exciting new idea works. 

The Mirad 
Keyboard T 

Learn to play piano! ■ £299 Software Toolworks 

THE COMPUTER HAS been a boon lo 

musical incompetents the world over, letting 

even the most tone-deaf pul together a pleas¬ 

ing tune, and die music charts arc full of ihe 

evidence: hits made up of synthesised and 

sampled sounds, pul together using a computer 

to build up the song. Very often ITs only the 

vocals that are recorded traditionally in a stu¬ 

dio: sometimes noi even that. 

You. too. can make music: if you have an 

Amiga already, ii can cost you as little as £35 

to set up a decent song-writing system. Just gel 

your hands on a sampler U> let you grab new 

noises (the cheap but effective Technasotmd 

Turbo* as advertised by our Special Otlers 

department on Page 192, is very popular)* and 

a sequencer to actually construct ihe music 

(we gave away ihe excellent beginners' pro* 

gram Sequencer One on ihe Coverdi sk of Issue 

30. and hack issues are still available for £5 

from Back Issues on Page I84 

Keen computer musos wall then get a MIDI 

keyboard, which can be hooked up to Ihe 

Amiga so that anything you play on ii can be 

‘recorded* by your sequencer program and, 

equally, tunes you write on your sequencer can 

actually play the keyboard. 

But the one thing the Amiga hasn't been 

able to do is teach you to read music and play 

an instrument. Until now ... 

The first thing sou'll need, of course, is a 

piano to play. The Miracle system includes a 

full MIDI keyboard, with 12k preset 'patches' 

<that's different noises you can make with it) 

vary ing from grand piano and church organ to 

drums and quacking ducks. 

It's also a 'touch sensitive* keyboard, 

which simply means that the harder you hit a 

key. the louder the note thai is played. The 

keyboard comes with its own power supply, 

has a simple foot pedal which plugs into ihe 

back, and features stereo speakers. You can 

happily use it on its own without plugging it 

into the Amiga, and il makes a gix>d noise. 

The Miracle keyboard connects with a spe¬ 

cial lead to the serial port of ihe Amiga, which 

means you don't need to buy a MIDI interface. 

Once you're hooked up, you're ready to run 

the software, which comes on three disks. A 

minimum Amiga set-up is dearly labelled on 

ihe outside of the box: you'll need at least a 

Megabyte of memory, and having either an 

external floppy disk drive or a hard drive is 

strongly recommended. 

It has to be said that there's no point using 

the Miracle if you don't have a second disk 

drive: you have to swap disks so often that the 

thing becomes barely useable, Wiih two disk 

drives if s not too bad, but ihe system rcwilly 

comes into m own when you're running il 

from a hard drive. 

Hard disk installation is simplicity itself: 

put the mam disk in the drive, double-click the 

install icon, name where you want it to go. put 

in the second and third disks when you're 

asked to, and it's done. 

Switch the keyboard on, double-click to start 

the program and the music that accompanies 

the title screen is actually played on the 

Miracle keyboard. A jolly little introduction. 

Click the mouse and the main screen of the 

program appears, overlaid with a w indow- in 

w hich you register as a user. Anyone w ho uses 

the program can put their name on the list in 

this window, and the Miracle software keeps a 

constant track of where each user has got lo in 

his or her lessons, and how well they have per¬ 

formed to dale: so you don't need to remember 

where you left off. 

Once you've logged in, you can get 

straight on w ith your lessons, or go insicad to 

the main screen. This is split into six sections. 

MIRACLE 
is available front 

Mindscape 

0444 246133 

It's a simple enough 
system: a good key¬ 

board connected by a 
special cable to the 

Amiga, on which you 

run the program. 

The way the two 
combine Is clever. 

The main screen of the 
program is o graphic 

menu: just click on the 

appropriate room to 
enter the part of the 

program you want- 
Here we're in Admin, 

where we can check on 

our progress in the 
lessons and print certi¬ 

ficates we've earned. 

The Stadia is the only one of 
the six sections not also 

involved in the lei sons. Here 

you can record a tune with 

seven instruments, each 
chosen from Ihe list of 128. 

You record one at a time and 

can listen to the ones you've 

done playing white you do it. 

In the Arcade □ menu (inset) gives access to the three musical games from 
the lessons, and also to the Jukebox. Here you can moke the Miracle key¬ 

board play a tune for you simply by choosing it from the menu. 



LEARN TO PLAY... 

ARE YOU REAOY FOR YOUR FIRST PIANO LESSON? 
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of which ihe key one is top left, the 

Classroom. For the most part, everything you 

can access from the main screen is also incor- 

poraicd into the lessons, the only real 

exception being the Studio, but it's useful to 

be able to play with them when you're not 

having a lesson. 

Ready for your first lesson? The idea that a 

computer can teach you to play just as well as 

a human tutor could may seem bizarre or even 

faintly sinister, but it's a beautiful idea in that 

ii uses the computer to the full. 

Simply enough, you follow the lesson 

through on the Amiga's screen in the form of 

text and pictures. You start with a little bit of 

familiarisation with the keyboard, helped by 

pictures that describe how \o locate the C keys 

and find middle C. Then you'll be told how 

the notes D, E. F and G relate to it and which 

fingers to use. Then it's lime to ir> a tunc. 

With the five notes you've just leami. the 

keyboard plays a little melody. You then learn 

the notes of the melody, phrase by phrase. A 

little game called Shoot the Ducks makes sure 

you're hitting the right notes, then you get a 

chance to play the melody. 

Next step is to play the notes in time, so a 

metronome is introduced. Before long you've 

loami to read the notes on a musical stave, find 

them on the keyboard, recognise how long 

each note should be played for and play the 

melody. All the way along the computer lis¬ 

tens to what you're playing, tells you where 

you're going wrong, praises you for getting 

things right and tells you how to improve. 

l*Vl*l iE hi i 
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First, you're told the 
aims of the lessen: in 
this first step for 
beginners, we 'll learn 
three notes and 
already well be able 
to play a Beethoven 
tone! Click to go on. 

The little Eton at bet* 
tom left of the screen 
tells you what you're 
expected to do. 
First job is slomply to 
listen to the tune as it 
is played by the 
Miracle keyboard. 

At any time, you can 
dick on a highlighted 
word to be told mere 
about It. We've 
clicked on Beethoven, 
so we find out a hit 
about his life and his 
works. It's useful. 

As the tune plays, 
you can follow the 
notes being played 
on the musical stave 
at the top, as well as 
watching the keys 
move on the picture 
of the keyboard. 

Now it's your turn* 
You'll need to know 
what koys to press, 
so you'ra shown how 
to find oil tho Ct, Ds 
and Es on the key¬ 
board and where 
middle C belongs. 

To help you match up 
notes with keys, you 
have a bash at the 
Ducks game. Later 
lessens bring in the 
games Ripchord and 
Aliens to teach other 
concepts the tun way. 

If s this monitoring of your progress that’s the 

clever bit. As you play on the keyboard, the 

computer can read in what you're playing as 

MIDI data. It then compares this with the 

MIDI data tl has for ihe 'correct' way of play¬ 

ing the tunc, and tells you where you're going 

wrong. Simple and effective. 

The lesson ends with a performance. You've 

learnt your melody and you're all ready to take 

ihe stage in the concert hall. The Wirarlf plays 

the backing instruments while you perform 

your melody over the top, and even the most 

cynical novice wilt feel a sense of achievement 

in the first full performance. Then, over in 

administration, a certificate that says you've 

passed the first lesson is printed for you, and 

you're ready to move on to the next lesson. 

As you go on through the lessons you're 

quickly introduced to chords, then using your 

left hand to play accompaniment to the main 

melody, and so on. The satisfaction of being 

able to play a piece properly is almost immedi¬ 

ate. and even if you don't really care to print 

out a certificate for yourself, getting immedi¬ 

ate results is a buzz. 

It's an excellent system. Of course, you won't 

become an instant genius: you'll have to gel 

used to the idea of regular practice and steady 

improvement, just as you would with any 

other way of learning to play piano. 

The price seem expensive, but when you 

consider that it includes a pretty decent key¬ 

board, and then compare it to the cosi of a few 

months of weekly piano lessons, it begins to 

seem very good value. 

Above all. perhaps, you don't have any of 

(he intimidation that puts off all too many 

potential piano players. For anyone who finds 

the idea of weekly visits from Mrs Piano 

Teacher too formal or expensive, it's a winner. 

And that’s before you add in all the other 

extras. You've got a keyboard that makes lots 

of different noises* you've got a simple 

sequencing (music recording) program and a 

heap of ready-written tunes in Ihe Jukebox 

section that you can let the keyboard play at 

any time. It's a fine idea, solidly and thought¬ 

fully created and. despite the high price, 

excellent value for money. 

Oh, yeah. And it's a lot of fun, too! O 

The Miracle Piano Tutor 

Ifa T* H To ploy your SPEED a•a 

* M prMflF E*NM ( Beethoven, you'll Unuseable with one disk drive, reasonable rf you 

• w.xt:— need to use all five have two, brilliant from hard drive. 

E£3 fingers of your right 
hand on the correct 

DOCUMENTATION • • • • 
Slightly Odd layout, but there's everything you 

Iwlk (■*** m ** tin Ii#** fm *■ ph. r* >■ *f hh >w nm ft A# *1 Mi Hw 

lip* *■« MPH HI lH«* H i rm *( nkl ifalp *M* 
five koys, so hore 
you're preparing. 
Now you're ready. 

need lo know end it's eety to use anyway. 

ACCESSIBILITY A A • • • 

_ w* -■ <*t* 1* ft* , Very friendly, welt thought-out end enjoyable 

In two stages, you learn to play the melody ol the 
Ode to Joy using your right hand. As soon as you'ra 
playing well, you're ready to play It right through In 
the Practice room* Then you're ready to go and 
poform the tune In the Performance room: a 
metronome helps you keep time, and Miracle plays 
accompaniment to your melody* Now go to Admin for 
your certificate: you've finished Lesson One! 

I really can t think ol anything aloe you'd want. 

value m o 
H s expensive, sure, but to boy any instrument 

and have lessons costs a lot. Great value. 

93% 
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SAMPLER REVIEW 0 

126 

If you flip your way to Page 142, you'll 

find out about the wonderful world of 

Amiga sound sampling. After reading 

about it you'll want to get stuck in your* 

self. Maff Evans checks out one of the 

many possible starting points available. 

By colling up a tperiol 

control panel, you can 

edit a serial of effects 

and store them in o 

bank. Using this screen 
you con refine echo, 

phase or pitch shifting 

effects to your own 

requirements. 

Stereo Master 
Sampling package ■ £39.95 ■ Microdeal 

A FEW YEARS ago, getting hold of a sam¬ 

pling package for your Amiga meant shelling 

out quite a lot of cash. These days the picture 

is somewhat different. More and more pack¬ 

ages are being released within Ihe £50 bracket, 

one of the latest being Stereo Master, 

MicrodcnFs successor to Mastcrsound. 

The hardware is smaller than the original 

Master&ound cartridge, so it doesn't hang out 

of the back of your Amiga so far? On the input 

side, things haven't improved. The only socket 

is a single stereo mini-jack input, so there are 

no balanced phone line inputs or calibrated 

microphone capabilities - you just have to 

hope your sound source has the right output. 

After a demo sample and a menacing skull 

picture, the main work screen appears. The 

basic style is the same, with grey bas-relief 

buttons and blue LED read-outs, but the soft¬ 

ware has been changed since Mastcrsound. 

The icon system uses the same symbols, but 

the screen has been reorganised so that the 

options are more easily accessible. 

The top of the screen is still taken up by 

the waveform, but this is now split into two - 

one for each of Ihe stereo channels. Across the 

bottom of the screen, there arc two rows of 

icons to control the main editing and effects 

functions. The main controls arc also available 

from a series of pull-down menus at the top of 

the screen. This makes the more frequently 

used options, cutting and pasting, easier to 

find, since you don't have to hunt through the 

confusing little pictures to find them! 

The sampling and moniioring controls 

have been moved to occupy their own box in 

the middle of the display, flanked by two 

oscilloscopes to help you find the optimum 

input level. Unfortunately, these can't be used 

when recording or monitoring a sound, so 

there is still a degree of guesswork required to 

get the level of the section you wish to sample. 

The sample sequencer has also been drasti¬ 

cally changed, On Mastersound, this was 

basically a ‘rhythm programmer', allowing 

you to select samples and record them on a 

single track. This has been reorganised to give 

you freedom to produce simple sequences. Up 

to 18 samples can be allocated to keys on the 

Amiga's keypad (depending on the amount of 

free memory) then called up and recorded into 

a sequence. Both stereo and mono samples can 

be used, but you have to take into account the 

fact only one stereo sample can be played at a 

time! The main problem with the sequencer is 

that you can only record in realtime, and the 

lack of a metronome makes getting things in 

lime extremely difficult. 

Want to know exactly 

haw mudt bars or tre¬ 
ble there is In yaur 

sound? Well now you 

can find out by using 
the built-in spectrum 

analyser. This gives o 
bar-graph display af 

the frequencies af yaur 
sound source. 

There are a few more features that have been 

added. One extensive tool is the greatly 

improved effects section. As wfel) as giving 

you the normal echo and reverb effects, there 

are also more strange options such as pitch 

ramping (making the sound speed up and slow 

down in realtime), pitch conversion (deepen 

your voice) and modulation (Dalek effects). 

These can be edited to your requirements and 

stored, ready to be called up at the touch of a 

button. Many of the sounds can be used to 

affect a live input or change the sample in 

memory* though there are restrictions on what 

can actually be done to a recorded sample. 

One or two of the options are pretty use¬ 

less, k the 3D FFT display. This prints up a 

nice three dimensional view of a waveform, 

showing the frequencies of the wave at partic¬ 

ular times. This seems to be an attempt to 

compare with the classic Fair Light series of 

STEREO MASTER 

is Dvoilabla 
from Microdeal 

0762 69692 

samplers, but there is one problem. The 

Fairlight allowed you to edit the waveforms on 

this display to synthesise interesting new 

sounds, whereas the FFT function on Stereo 

Master is basically just window dressing. 

Stereo Master is fairly low priced, but you 

can achieve some good results with little trou¬ 

ble. The hardware records well (even with 

other programs - an area where Mastersound 

fell short). To get dear sounds using the 

Stereo Master software, can only really be 

achieved by pushing the rate right up. 

Although this is easy to do, it means any sam¬ 

ples recorded take up a lot more memory. 

The added extras, such as the excellent 

effects section make up for this, since you can 

improve sounds by adding some extra ambi¬ 

ence, Editing is easier than Microdeal's earlier 

packages too, thanks to a decent zoom mode. 

The fact that you can only edit, record and 

play sounds within the single pair of cursors 

takes some getting used to - not to mention a 

great deal of patience, but ihose new to sam¬ 

pling won't find ihis too much of a problem. 

One point to note is that the included soft¬ 

ware is almost exactly the same as the disk 

bundled with Microdeal's other sampler, 

AMAS 2. The only differences are AMAS 2 

has a different loading screen, sampler and the 

ability to use a MIDI device to record on the 

sequencer. The thing is that Stereo Master 

costs £50 less than AMAS 2. When you think 

that you can get Stereo Master, a five-socket 

MIDI interface and a copy of OctaMED, but 

still have change from the price of AMA$ 2,.. 

well which w ould you choose? ® 

Stereo Master 

SPEED fll 
Mott things are quick, hut occasionally the pro¬ 

gram takes Iti nme to carry out operations 

DOCUMENTATION 
The lunctlona are explained fairly wall, but some 

of the tut oriels use a bit too much jargon. 

ACCESSIBILITY If 
As wlih Maste mound, the Icon system has some 

obscure pictures, but the menu eystam helps 

FEATURES _fll 

The usual selling functions are there. along with 

a sequencer and an ax tensive effects section, 

VALUE III! 
Pretty good, but moil users wfM want to 
upgrade Ihe software to ihe latest Audiomaster, 

W 4MIG^ 

(ferdicl 81% 



Wm thr mosl amazing piano ever. The first-ever piano that actually teaches you how to play me. /] In fact i undertake to make a proficient 

player of any child or adult who follows my unique system of progressive lessons. Devised and written by professional music 

educators. f] Vly secret: video games technology to make the whole thing fun. fast and enjoyable. Using mv Artificial Intelligence Technology 

to monitor each lesson to build a series of personalised exercises - just for you. /] Not to mention my Stale of the Art stereophonic sound 

with over 100 instruments, sounds and effects. And I'm Midi compatible - naturally./]Then tbere's my unique sensitive professional 

keyboard with full-sized keys that respond to your touch just like a piano. My musical repertoire of over 50 pieces. /] Experience a 

demonstration of my superb teaching and performing powers at selected stores. I'm not so much a present - I’m a lifetime's gift,9 

For Qse with Nintendo, Commodore Amiga and P.C. formats. From £249.00. 

The first piano that teaches you how to play it. 



LAZER 
SOFTWARE 

FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS, 
CHISWICK, LONDON, W4 2EQ 
Telephone: 081-747 9344 
Fax: 081-995 1325 
Hours of opening: Mon-Sat 10.00am - 6.00pm 

3D Construction Kit £26 99 
3D Golf.£23 99 
4 D Sports Boxing £ 16 99 
686 Sub Attack £16 99 
AlOTonfe Killer £22 99 

Addidas Golden Shoe * £ 15 99 

Alrika Corpse* .£ 16.99 
Agony ..£18 99 
Air Support £18 99 
Atcoirci* .**.£16 99 
Alpha Waves*.......... £16-99 
Atomic Robo Kid.£15,99 
Baby Jo...........£15 99 
Barbarian II (Psygnoni] £16,99 
Bard Tale III..£16 99 

Battle Command £14,99 
Bottle bb ... . ..£19 99 
Battle Chen.£14 99 

Battle Chess II ,£U99 
BottfeMoiter £16 99 
Beosf&ujsers .*... ,£13 99 
Bill Efiab Noioor Racing*! 16 99 
Billy The Kid*..115 99 
Bbde Warrior.£ 15 99 
Blues Brothers .£1899 
Blue Mo*.  £18 99 

Bomber Bob ..£15.99 
Bonanza Bros .  £16 99 
Bouton Bomb Club £ 16 99 
Brain Blaster.£16.99 

Cadaver .... £16 99 
Cadaver Pay 08 Level* £10.99 
Capiom Planei* £16 99 
Carve Up.£14.99 

Centurion.£1699 
Cho*eH Q II ..£15.99 
Chuck Rock £12 99 
Chuck Yeagers A.T.f , .£ 16.99 

Cisco Heat- .£16.99 
Coldiiz.£18.99 
Corporation £9 99 

Cruise lor the Corpse. .£16.99 
Cybercon III.,..£16.99 
Cyber Fight.£15.99 
Death Bring*.£16.99 
Deuteroui.£16.99 
Dick Tracey.£15.99 
Disc*.*.* £15 99 
Double Dragon III 
The Rosetta' ..£16 99 
Dragons Loir..£26 99 
Dragon* Lou It {TimeworpJ £26 99 
El.... £14 99 
Ehxo MhSt*m of Darkness £21.99 

Epic*........£1599 
Eye of the Beholder ..£18.99 
FI 5 Strike Eagle It .,£23 99 
f 19 Stealth Fighter £19 99 
F29 Retdiator .£14 99 
F117A...,...*.£21 99 

Foce Off Ice Hockey £15 99 
Feudal Lords ............ £16 99 
Final Blow £16 99 

Final Conflict .£16 99 
Final WhisH* . £8 99 

Order Form 

Final Fight.£16.99 
Flight of the Intruder £19 99 
Formula One 
Grand Prix (Mkiro|* £23.99 

Formula One 3D £16 99 
Fori Apache .. .£15,99 
Gauntlet 111*.  £16.99 
God*.....£15 99 
Gunihip 2000* £21 99 
Hard Drrvm II..............£14 99 
Harpoon (1Mb) £21 99 
H.ll Street Blue* £15 99 

Home Abne* .......£16.99 
Hudson Hawk* .£14.99 
Hunter... ..... £10 90 

kin Bothom'i Cricket.£18 99 
Impenum...... ,E 16.99 
Indy 5CO ... £16 99 
Jahangir Khon .£16 99 
James Pond £14 99 
James Pond 2. £15 99 
Jimmy While Snooker . .£18.99 
Kick 08 8 [half Mb) £12 99 
Kick 08 H |lMb] ..£15 99 
Killing Claud £15 99 

Knighlmare.£ I B 99 
Lost Ninja III*.,£15 99 
Leisure Suit lorry III.£26.99 
Lemmings .....£15 99 
Logical.  £16 99 
Loam.... ... .El B 99 
Lost Patrol. £14 99 
Lord Of The Ring*.£15 99 
lotus Esprit II* .£15 99 
Ml Tank Hatoon £19 99 
Maddog William* £2199 

Magic Pocket* £16-99 

Magic Story Book £19.99 
Manchester Ufa Europe £ 15 99 
Maupiti Island* £16 99 
Mega Lo Mama* .£19 99 
Mega Twins.£16 99 
Mercs .. £16 99 
Mig 29.  £21 99 
Midwinter II £23 99 

Might 6 Magic 111- £2199 
Monkey islond .£16,99 
Monkey Island I*., £1799 
Moonstone- £19 99 
Narc.  £15 99 
Navy Seals  .,... .£15.99 
Nightbreed ..£15 99 
Nightshih £16 99 

hhtro. £15 99 
Outrun Europe * £16 99 
Pang 15-99 
Penza Kick Boxing ..£ 16 99 

PGA Tour Golf.£16 99 
Pit Fghier.....£15 99 
Plotting .   £15 99 

Popufous/Sim City.. £21 99 
Powermong* . £18.99 
Predator II £15 99 
Prehi stork.....£ 16 99 
Prince of Persia , £15 99 

COMBAT ACES 
Fighter Bomber, Gunship, 

Falcon 

119.99 

POWER UP 
Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X 

Out, Chase HQ, Turnean 

£17.99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS 
Robocop, Ghostbusters II, 

In di aria Jones. Batman 

£17.99 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manager 11. Gczzc. Micro 

Soccer, Football Manager World Cup 

£9.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble, 

New Zealand Story 

£12.99 

WHEELS OF FIRE 
Hard Privin, Chase HQ, Power 

Drift, Turbo Outrun £ 10.99 

2 HOT 2 HANDLE 
Shadow Warriors, Golden Axe, 

Super Off Rood Racer, 
Total Recoil £ 17.99 

CHALLENGERS 
Kick Off, Super Ski, Fighter Bomber. 

Great Court, Stunt Car Racer 

£17.99 

MAGNUM 4 
Afterburner, Double Dragon, 

Operation Wolf, 
Batman Coped Crusader 

£16.99 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 

TV Sports Football, Lords Of The 

Rising Sun, TV Sports Basketball, 

Wings £20.99 

POWER PACK 
Xenon II, TV Sports Football, 
Bloodwych, Lombard Roily 

£14.99 

MIND GAMES 
Austenitz, Waterloo, 

Conflict In Europe 

£14.99 

CAPC0M COLLECTION 
Strider, UN Squadron, Lost Duel, 

Forgotten Worlds, Ghouls & 
Ghosts, Dynasty Wars, Led 

Storm, Strider 2 £18*99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier, 
Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky Chase 

£12.99 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOL 2 
Virus, Sentinal, Weird Gomes, 
Resolution 101 & Thunderstrike 

£17.99 

COMPUTER HITS VOLUME II 
Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden Path, 

Block Shadow 

£6.99 

CHART ATTACK 
Lotus Esprit, Venus, James Pond, 

Ghouls & Ghosts 

£18.99 

TOP LEAGUE 
Speed ball II, Rick Dangerous II, 
TV Sports Football, Midwinter, 

Falcon £19.99 

NINJA COLLECTION 
Shadow Warriors, 

Dragon Ninja, Double Dragon 

£14.99 

BOARD GENIUS 
Monopoly, Scrabble, Ouedo 

Master Detective, Risk The Worid 

Conquest Game £16.99 

4 WHEEL DRIVE 
Lotus Esprit, Celico Gl Roily- 
Combo Racer, Team Suzuki 

£18.99 

BIG BOX 
Captain Bbod, Satan Guns, Teenage 

Queen, Bubble Pius, Tin fin, Purple 
Saturn Day. Krypton Egg, Jumputa 

Jackson, Bo Bo, Hostages £16.99 

FULL BUST 
Chtcogo 00. Rick Dangerous, Highway 

Patrol, P47, Com** Command, 

Ferrari Fewmgla On* £ 1 7.99 

FOOTBALL CRAZY 
Kick Off 2, Final Whistle, 

Player Manager, Also includes 1 

Italy 1990 FREE' £14.99 

Putin ic...£15.99 
Railroad Tycoon. £23 ,99 
R B I. Baseball II.. £17.99 
Reoch Fa# The Skies* £23.99 
Robin Hood.£16 99 

Robocop II.£13 99 
Robocop HI*...£14 99 
Rolling Ronnie.£15,99 
Rugby World Cup.£36 99 
Sovoge Empire .£19 99 
Search For The King £19 99 
Shadow of the Beast It £15 99 
Shadow Dancer.£16 99 
Shadow Warrior.£15 99 
Sim Earth* .. £16 99 
Simpsons ..,..£15 99 
Smash TV.£15 99 

Space Ace.£26 99 
SpeedboliH ..£15 99 
Star Flight II .....£15 99 

Stride# II......,£15 99 
Super Cars II _T£ 15,99 

Super Monaco GP.£16 99 
Super Space Invaders £15 99 
Supremacy ,£ 19.99 
Swiv...  £15 99 

team Yankee ..£19 99 
Terminator II*...£14 99 
Their Finest Hour.£19.99 
Their Finest Hour 
Mission Disk* .£12 99 
Tipp Off.  £16.99 
Tokl.£15 99 
Total Recall...£15 99 
Turrican.£9.99 

Turdcan II..£15 99 
Turtles Arcade* ... £18 99 
Ultimate Ride..£16.99 
Ultimo V...  £18 99 
Ultima VI*.£19 99 
UMS1I..£19.99 
Utopia.£18 99 
UN Squadron * .£15 09 
VI*....£15,99 
Vroom*.....«*...£ 16 09 
Wfngs (half Mb] £10 09 
Wild Wheels £15 99 
White Death 11 Mb] £19 90 
WbHPack.........£19 90 
Wolf Child*.......£17.99 
Wonderland...£18 99 
World at Wbr. £16 99 
World CbssCrickel.£19.99 
World Class Rugby.£16 99 
Wrath of the Demon . . ,£18 99 
W.WJF..£14 99 
Zew*... £16 99 

BUDGET TITLES 
3-0 Pool....£7,99 
ATF N...£ 7 99 
After Burner..  £6.99 

Arkonord II...£6 99 
Axel's Mogtc Hammer.£6 99 
Borbaron 11 [Palace] £699 

Batman Coped 
Crusader.£6.99 
Bbod Money.£8.99 
Centrefold Square*.£6.99 

Chose HQ .  £6.99 
Chuckie Egg ......£8 99 
ChuckieEgg II...£8 99 
Cobssus Chess ..... . £6 99 
Continental Circus.£6 99 
Crazy Cor* . £6-99 
D Dbl Hors* Racing.£6-99 
D Thompson Otym.Chafl. ..£6-99 
Def of the Crown..£8 99 

Deluxe Ship Poker.£6 99 
Double Drogon.£6.99 
Dragon Ninja.....*...£6 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy.£6 99 
Forgotten Worlds.£6.99 
Gauntlet II..£6 99 
Herd Dr win' „„.£6.00 
Hero Of The Lance.,,£7,99 
H, H.'i Gudb to the Galaxy £8 99 
tvonhoe.......£6.99 
Kick Off - Extra Time.£6 99 
King Of Chicago ..£6.99 

IK+ ......£6 99 
Indiana Jones 

lost Crusade...£7,99 
Iron Lord . .*...,.£7 99 
Lost Ninja II,...£6.99 
Leather Goddesi..£8 99 
Licence to Kill.£6-99 
Moonwolker.£6-99 
North 6 South.£6 99 
Operation Thunderbolt £6 99 
Operation Wolf.£6.99 
Predolor.£6 09 

RAC lombard Rally .....£6.99 
Renegade ......£6 99 
Return Of The 
Witch Lords...£9.90 

Rick Dangerous...,....£7.99 
Road Blaster..£6.99 
Robocop ..  £6.99 
R4ype.....£6 99 
Run The Gountiet .£6.99 
Shadow of the Beast.£8 99 
Silk Worm..  £6.99 

SpeedboB ..  £7.99 
Storglider 2*..  £7.99 
Sunt Car Racer .£7.99 
Super Hang On ..£6.99 
Swtohbbde.£6,99 

Tin Tin On The Moon £6 99 
Treasure Island Dizzy.£4.99 

Turbo Outrun ..£7.99 
Tuaicon ..  £7.99 

TV Sports Football..£7 99 
Untouchables.£699 
Vigilant*.............. ,,+,..,.£6.99 
Voyager ....... .£6.99 
W C ieoderboard , , .£6 99 
Wlzbal ..£6 99 
Tenon 2..£7 99 
X Out......£7 99 

At the time of printing these gomes were not available, but will 
be despatched to you on release date. 

Please charge my Access/Visa cofd no: 

Computer Titles Price 

Total 

Expiry Data;., 

Amiga Format March 92 

Name 1411 

Address . 

Dale. 

Post Code ...... Tel: 

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to; lazer Software 
Credit card orders laken, 75p postage and packing. EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non EEC countries add £3,00 per item. 

All items subject to availability. E. & O. E. 
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FIRST CHOICE 

LEEDS TEL: 0532 637988 
“ FAX: 0532 637689 

NEW OPENING HOURS west Yorkshires premiere 
OPEN MON - SAT 9.30AM-5.30PM AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 
SUNDAY OPENING 11.00AM-3.00PM 4UTHOR/SED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN, 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9.30AM-7.30PM COMMODORE, ACORN, ROMBO & PHOENIX 

VfSA 

MrnHr 
Now complete with: 
* One Mb of chip RAM expendible to 10 Mb of RAM in total 
* The new Kickstart 2,04 
* Workbench 2 04 
* Built in battery backed real time dock 
* New improved user friendly manuals 
This pack also comes with Lemmings, (the only game ever to get a 100% 
rating!) The Simpsons, Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 the incredible 
paint and animation package plus mouse, modulator 

now only 
£339.99// 

or £384.99 for 2Mb version 

NEW A 
The New 1500 Plus 

Base pack 
nowcomplete with the latest 2.04 Kickstart 
chip and Workbench 2.04 the 1500 Plus!! 

The Base pack is the idea! upgrade machine for those 
wanting to upgrade from their present Amiga 500 

only £499.99 

‘l- 
Amiga 1500 Plus Business & 
Entertainment Software pack 

The same spec, as the base pack but with Deluxe Paint 3, Platin urn Works 

(the best integrated package available for the Amiga), Home Accounts. 

PUzznic Elf, Told plus the latest Amtga Format Tips book (2.04 compatible) 
and Joystick 

now only £549.99 

or £779.99 
with 1084SDI colour monitor (UK Spec*) 

The ASOO Deluxe is an uprated version of the ASOO Plus 
I Incorporating the Phoenix ROM sharer with 1,3 chip because some older 

I software will not run on the new A50O Plus. The ASOO Deluxe has been 

I developed with a built in ROM sharer so you can choose to run either Kickstart 

1 1,3 or 2.04 miking incompatibility problems a thing of the past f The 

Deluxe also Comes complete with the Cartoon Classics software pack. 

only £419.99 

or £465.99 far 2 Mb version 

The Ar^f1 500 Deluxe is an advanced version 
of the standard Amiga 1500 Plus 

incorporating the Famous Phoenix ROM sharer and 1,3 Kickstart ROM chip. As 

with the ASOO Deluxe, this enables you to switch between the old and new 

operating system to accomodate older software that can only run on the 1,3 

operating system. 

only £559.99 for base pack version 

£609.99 for the 1500 software pack 

or 

version 

Phoenix ASOO Plus 
RAM Expansions Phoenix ROM Sharer 

We stock the belt mmem ASOO Pui RAM expansions These high quality RAM modules will take your 

ASOO Plus up to 2 Mb of chip RAM without invalidating your warranty. 

Unpopulated.only £19.99 
Populated to 512K..only £34.99 
Populated to 1 Mb....only £49.99 

Because some older software will not run on the new 2,04 operating system Phoenix 

have designed a high quality ROM sharer, Recognised as being die best on the market, 

this ROM sharer features t flexible ribbon connection so that it can be positioned 

anywhere within your ASOO Pius. 

Don't be fooled by cheap low quality alternatives 
to Phoenix, treat your Amiga to the best!! 

only £24.99 

All Phoenix products come complete with a full 2 year replacement warranty 
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FIRST CHOICE 
I FEM TEL: 0532 637988 
Lccu“ FAX: 0532 637689 

Nearly all the products we sell are on demo at our show room. At First Choice we 
make a point of knowing our products before putting them on sale. Although, due to 
time constraints and the shear volume of new products this is not always possible! 

Access 
m • 

| 

D g" 

Commodore Dynamic Total Vision 
I Complete with Hutch in so ns Encyclopedia, Lem- 

I ming* and Welcome CD disk CD TV is a powerful 

I media for both entertainment and education Capa- 

Ibie of handling up to S40 Mb of data, whole entydo- 

Ipedias cm be stored on first one compact disc. The 

ICDTV isilsoa high quaky audio CD player We also 

I stock i large range of CD TV software all at discount 

I prices 

now only £449.99 
ui^ 

siai: mwuiul 
Ail Star printers *nc ribbons* free 

std printer cable and 12 month 
guarantee 

New CD Rom for the Amiga A500 
now available /// 

The addon that every one has been waiting for. This high quality CD 
ROM turns your amiga into a CDTV 

only £279.99 

New CDTV 
Trackerball 

compete with 2 jfiysucfc 

pons. th» is a must for 

CDTV owners 

only £74.99 

The Star LC20 
I Replacing the famous LOG, the LC20 is faster 

at ISOcps draft and 45 cps NLQ. It's also qui¬ 

eter. The front panel now has push button 

operation replacing the old LOO membrane 

| panel, Other spec is similar to LC10. 

now only £139.99// 
Star printer accessories 

ciib !3BIB 
All Citizen printers inc free printer cable 

and come with a full 2 year warranty/ 

New CDTV 
keyboard 

Effectively transforms yOur CDTV *ntb an Amiga 

to you can get even more out of CDTV. With the 

nd of 1 standard 3-5" disc drive the CDTV wi il akf mow 

of the normal Amiga software from word processing to 

—onlyM^^ 

Star LC200 
Colour 9 pin printer With 8 resident font! and 3 high 
ipced of 2 2 Sc pi drift and 45 cps m NLQ. A4 Landscape 
printing 

now only £199.99 

Star LC24-200 
Mono *nd colour, 222 cps draft and 67 cp*LQ. 10 resident 
fonts. A4 Landscape printing 

only £229.99 mono 
or £289.99 colour 

Putt coven from £09 Pnnter stand |U« £7.99 when purchasing printer. Mono ribbons from only £3,69 

I Take the headache out of buying a computer this Christmas | 
I with our ever popular FIRST CHOICE Pack. All the essen- 
I tials required for the first time buyer. Ideal for any Amiga and I 

I great value too! 

| Comprises: 
|* Top quality rnicroswitched 

Powerplay Cruiser joystick 
I* Mouse Mat 
I* Dust Cover 
I* 10 Blank Disks 

I* Plus 3 

onlv 
Extra games/.1 

Star XB24-10 
Professional Series 

Colour 
The choice of many profctiHxial organisations, tha primer 

comes wrth one year qcvjx* ma>m*nwKC 240 cps draft, | 

60 cps NLQ. 27k buffer exp to 187k. 4 super IQ fonts 

and 25 LQ fonts 

now only £339.99 

Star LC24-10 
24 pin quality at the price of many 9 pmi. 180 epi 
draft 60 cps in NLQ. 8k buffer expandable 10 J7k 

now only £189.99 

■ 

The Citizen Swift 9 
Colour 

Unbeatable value colour printer 4 resident fonts. 

192 cps draft and 48 cps in NLQ Highly recom¬ 

mended, This printer is abo available In a wide 

carnage (136 column) version 

only £199.99 (80 col) 
or £319.99 (136 col) 

The New 
Citizen 224 

A replacement for the famous 124D. the 224 now 

comes with the option to upgrade to a high 

resolution colour printer. If you want 24 pin 

quality, you want to print in colour if necessary and 

you don't want to spend a fortune, the new 224 is 

an ideal solution Using the same technology as the 

Swift 24, the 224 is basically a cut down version. 

192 cpi draft and 64 cpi letter quality with 3 built 

in fonts. 

only £219.99 (mono) 
or £249.99 (colour) 

The New Citizen 
Swift 24e and 24x 
(What Micro Best Buy) 

The best budget 24 pin printer 
has just got better! 

Thu mutt b* the ben 24 pin colour pnm*r fat l*u than 
£300 Bk buffer expandable to 40k. 216 cps draff. 72 cpi 
LQ rnd multilingual too * 

only £279.99 (80 col) 
or £419.99 (136 col) 

I With Ipton IQ and IBM Propnmef emuliuon. The J 
I 5)48 i* * revolution in prawn technology. The quality ] 
I it almost as good a* ah expensive laser pnnter yet j 
I costs less than many 24 pin printers Portable m sue. I 
I very quiet, and faster than most dbc matrix printers at | 
] 100 Cps in LQ, Printer cable included 

only £229.99 
I Auto sheetfeeder £52.991 

With 512k of RAM as standard from First 
Choice, expandable to 6 meg. 6 pages per minute. 
HP2. FX. LQ. GQ compatible. 150 autosheet 
feeder. 12 months on-iite maintenance and 

| printer cable 

only £719.99 
Toner cartridge £59.99 

The HP DeskJet 500 prmter allows 
you to create laser [et quality without the cost with ' 

100 page auto sheet feeder, printer cable, 3 page f 

mmute speed and 

l yw UlLwirrinty 

only £359.99 
The HP DeskJet 500C 

The famous deskjM 500 u now available as a colour I 

printer. With this pnnter you cm get surnnmg | 

colour output at laser quality 

rj j * ■ 1 | H », ft q i % ^ monitors come WARNING: Before you purchase a monitor make sure it has a full UK specification. You might be 
Vl L ' V 11 1 ' 1 l complete with a free buying what you think is a similar monitor at a lower price but It Is likely to be a "GREY" import. These 

| 1V l V 1 \ 1 1 V 11V Amiga lead monitors do not comply with British safety standards and are not covered by an official warranty 

New Protar 
Stereo colour 

monitor 
1 Thu monitor uses the same tube ai the Philips 8B33 

MK2 and has die same specification The Prour comes 

1 with i full 11 month replac ement guarantee. This 

1 must be the best value medium rti monitor on the 

market Amiga e*b±e included Tilt and swivel 

stand only tl 1 when purchased with this 

1 monitor. Cover only £$.90 

only £199.99 UKSpec. 

Commodore 
I084SDI Stereo 
Colour monhx>r 

The perfect complemeni to your Amiga, system. This 

Colour stereo monitor feature* 640*254 Ime rwoiu- 

bon and green screen facility. Amiga, cable included. 

Tilt and swivel stand only £11,99 when pur¬ 
chased with this monitor Cover for monitor 

only £5.99 

only £239.99 uk Spec. 

CM7 SuperVGA 
Colour monitor 

The CF7 monitor it a high quality VGA monitor ideal 

for making your AMIGA into a professional system 

0,18 dot paechi. Comm complete with oli and twwei 

Hand Monitor cover only £5,91 if purchased at the 

same cimc 

ism version £369.99 
with Flicker Free Video card 

A500 VERSION £499.99 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
stereo colour monitor 

Colour s(tr<o rron.tor 640*200 line res option, g'ftn icrsen facility, one 

yean on site maintenance. table for Amiga included. Tilt md swivel 

stand only tM 91 when purchased with monitor. Cover only (S.M- 

only £239.99 UK Spec. 
with F19 Flight Simulator 

Goldstar remote control TV/monitor superior 
to a standard TV set,....only £189.99 
AQC Multisync.......only £299.99 
Commodore 1900 multisync*,,,.only £436.99 



The Complete 
Colour Solution Take 2 

Aa official dealers for ftombo, we art able to offer 
tins exceftent package at a jftat price The 
complete colour whriwfi comet with RGft 
spkttsr. Vki Amiga. V*t Chroma, power mppty 

amt Phgto<n ftimt 

only £134.99 

Designed to be used m conturrcfnn with the 
complete colour solution l+i«s n latest irumaoon 
package for the Amiga from RombO Features 
include load and save from D Pare ammaoom 
and IFF Supports HAM graphics 

only £69.99 

VIDI AMIGA RGB SPLITTER 
Frame grabber* 

High quality digitizing Inc Vkji chroma 
eelcuming software 

only £84.99 

Enables you to Colour Digiuzein a second 
Replaces red green blue filter set be 
used with Din view or ftombo products 

only £54.99 

The VXL is an advanced 68030 accelerator for 
the Amiga 500/1500/2000 with space for an 
optional co-processor (CP) 
VXL30 25Mhz EC..*.*only £234.44 
VXL 30 40Mhz EC. ...only £369.99 
68881 co-pro for above....only £ I 34.99 
The VXL 30 25Mhi EC+FPU differs from the 
others in Having Fast Page Mode. This allows it to 
accept an optional superfast 32 bit 2 to 8 meg 
RAM board running at 60ns 

2 Mb of 32 Bit HAM (60rvs)**only £214.99 
S Mb of 32 Bit RAM (60ns)..only £41 9.99 

On test this scanner has proved to be the easiest and most 
effective scanner that we have used to date having compared rt 
to most of the other major hand scanners on the market. We 
are sWe to offer this high quaky scanner at a fraction of the 
normal cost. Complete with the latest unproved version of 
Daaa-son software this scanner c$ able to pick out text and 
graphics at up to400d.p.i kraal time. Daata-scan enables you to 
easily manipulate the image. Scans In real time up to M grey 
scales. Ideal for desk top publishing and presentation. 

now only £109.99 
or £ 124.99 with 2 way 
parallel switcher box 

FINAL COPY WORD PUBLISHER I wordworth 
HARD DRIVES AND RAM 

Superb new easy to us# word publisher from the writers of Fenftl. With 
built in outline fonts for top quality output, full graphics import capability 
(IFF and HAM) Features include Thesaurus, spelling checker and detector, automatic 
hyphenation, insert date. ume, and page number, scale graphics to any size, crop 
graphics, multiple columns layout, magnified and reduced page view, 
full post script support and much more Require 2 disk drives or a hard drive. 

Highly Recommended only £39.99 
Of £95.99 with Cumana 3.5M external drive 

RLATIIMUIVI 
WORKS 

Special offer U 
AH' witk Home Accounts 

I A* i^tQmmefKicd by Commodore irtd talc60 from tt>C Amiga IS00 Rui pack, W* 
I be!*#® das to be or* of d* best aK round integrated burc» packages on tf*e Amqp. K 
I comes With PUtxwjm Scribble Hp. ipd) checker, dwsauruj, Analyse ( a *t«m 123” 
| compatible $priodsh*ct with 3D graphics). a database, sideways pointing utility and 

the best | communication i software plus 

only £49.99” 
limited stocks 

selling Digits Home Accounts package 

DIGI-VIEW 
MEDIA STATION 

I The new complete graphics creation 
I presentation package for your Amiga 
I Comes complete with the famous D<gi* 

I View Gold. Digi’Piim and EUn Performer 

only £109.99 

IMAGINE 
I Imagine, the ultimate 3D animation reh- 
I dering system 

now only £ 144.99/ 

This best sdlm* word publisher incorporate* 
many features found only m a desk top pub¬ 

lisher Abo nebde an easy to use database 

Highly recommended 

now only £54.99 
/ risitff 1 

PAGESTREAM V2.2 
A powerful DTP package that we recom¬ 
mend Better than any DTP package on 

a PC md better than most on a Mac 

only £124.99 

The blest version of this highly acclaimed 
WYSIWYG word publisher. Comes with 
muliipl# foots, powerful thesaurus, targe 
spellchecker, speech synthesis 

only £76.99 

OTHER SOFTWARE 
ID Text Animate..,„,,.,**..****...£ 19.99 

Aegis Son!**.**£39*99 

Art Department Pro*. *„£??. 9 9 
Amos Creator.,,.„„„„*****£ 17.99 
Amo * C om p IIw..  .***£22*49 
Amos ID*.*M,*„,***.*„„£tT.4f 
Audio Engineer, ...*.*.**...*.**,*....1 1*9.99 

Audio Master version 4_£39*99 
Broadcast Titier.*.only£ I 59.99 
C rotsDos,. .,**„„, „„**„**.„„,,„**, £19,94 
Dekixe Paint 3...now only £19*99 

Deluxe P»nt 4_jiow only £57*99 
Digi View Gold 4......,.£<9 99 
Excellence word publisher V2__.ciit.f4 
Flexidump printer utillty.......£l 1.49 
GB Route Planner*.................£29,44 
Gold Disk Office.„*■*****. 04*44 
Page set ter 2 DTP...—.£4544 
Pro Page professional DTP.**.£114.49 
Pro Video Plus.™..,.*—1144.44 
Quarterback hd backup utfL.only £ 29.99 
Seq u enter One  .****.. .**.*{ 7 4,99 
SuperPEan Spreadsheet.*£24.44 

Vtata-09.99 

V«* Pro(l Mb required)—£69.99 
Walt Disney Animator...,***,—£41,44 

XcopyProinc, Hardware—£33*99 

GVP Hard Drives for the 
AMIGA 500, 1500 or 2000 series 

Recognised at being probably the best h*nj drives for the AMIGA, GVP drives come fitted 

wnh fist accesi Quantum drives and 8 Mb of unpopulated HAM GVP drives use inexpensive 

t Mb by 9 StHH modules at only £37.49 per Mb 

AMIGA 1500/2000 VERSION 

52 meg.£289.99 105 meg.£475.99 
AMIGA S00 VERSION 

52 meg.£374.99 105 meg.£569.99 

Supra 52 Mb Hard Drive for the A500 
Using the super fast Quantum drive, these drives also come with Express 

copy hard drive backup software now Qn|y £329.99 

Amiga A590 20 Meg 
for the A5O0 ex 7 meg of unpopulated RAM only £274.99 

■ populated to 2 meg of RAM nOW Only £329.99 

RAM CHIPS 
256 * 4 kieal for A590 & I Meg by I chips 

suitable for 6 up boards and others: 

QTY 

4+ (512K)****now only £3.99 

8+ (I Mb),,.now only £3.79 

f6+ (2 Mb)*,*now only £3,49 

I Mb by 8 or 9 SIMM 
boards ai used m GVP and Cortex 
boards as well it most l&H 
compatibles 

only £37.99 
I Mb by 4 ZIPS 
as used in Supra boards. 

2 I Mb by 4 ZIPS equal I Mb 

only £38.99 per Mb 

DISKDRIVES NAKSHA MOUSE 
New Rocfite 

3.5" Disk drive 

This famous Hi-re* mouse now cOmei wiih Qpertuoo 
Stealth, mouse mat, holder and 2 year warranty 

only £24.99 

The new super slim Roclite has 

recently received the best review 

for disk drives in Amiga Format 

(although many of these reviews 

are totally misleading) 

SQUIK MOUSE 
Virtually the same as the Naksha but without the mouse 
mat. holder or game extras. Excellent value 

only £18.99 

double sided, double density disks are recognised as 

being of the highest quality in magnetic media and are 

extensively used by duplicating houses 

Sahara I QTY» OR 
Branded 

only £59.99 EMULATORS 

Cumana 3.5" 
Disk drive 

1 meg external drive. The best I 
name in disc drives now at a [ 
super low price 

only £57.99 

KCS Power board PC/XT 

emulator comes with Dos 4,01.** 

now only E199.99 
Amiga I 500 adaptor only £64*44 

New AT Once emulator turns 

your Amiga into an ISM AT compatible 

now with 16 Mhz clock speed/ 

only £189*99 

10.£4.99.£6.99 

25.£1 1.99.£13.99 

50_£21.99..£25.99 

100.£39.99..£44.99 

200.. ....£72.99..£84.99 

500.£169.99.......n/a.... 

1000.. .£339.99.n/a... 

Disk Labels....SOO.now only £6.99 
Disk Labels... 1000.now only £9.99 

to 9 Mb (10 Mb with the ASOG Plus). Fits onto the side 
expansion port Auto configured, no software patching. 

Piease note that when 256*4 ZIPS are used, the Supra 
RAM can only be populated to a maxi mum of 2 Mb. If you 
use this configuration and want to further increase your 
capacity you must replace the 256*4 ZIPS with I Mb by 
4 ZIPS. 

8 Mb pop to I Mb.£99.99 

8 Mb pop to 2 Mb using 

256*4 zips.£124.99 

8 Mb pop to 2 Mb using 

I Mb*4 zips.£169.99 

8 Mb pop to 4 Mb....£224.99 

8 Mb pop to 8 Mb....£369.99 

MAIL ORDER ? WHY FIRST CHOICE ? 
512K RAM EXPANSIONS 

Order by telephone quoting your credit card 

number. If paying by cheque please make payable 

to FIRST CHOICE In any correspondance please 

| quote a contact phone number and post code 

Mail order Hotline 

Top quality RAM expansions for the A500 I 
complete with battery backed clock and on/off I 
switch. This RAM expansion will not in any [ 
way m vaJ id ate you r Am iga warranty!! 

0532 637988 
6 Lines 

Prices are subject to change without notice. E60E* 

* All prices include VAT and Standard Delivery 
* All hardware/computers are genuine UK spec. 

Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day Delivery 
* Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery only £2.00 
* Guaranteed Next Day Delivery only £4.50 
* Open seven days a week for your convenience 

only £29.99 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL 
CORRESPONDANCE TO : 

DEPTAF, UNIT8ARMLEY 
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL 

STREET; LEEDS, LS122AE 
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SOUND SAMPLING (Tp 

Music for the masses: once you learn how 

to sample (Page 144} you'll want to get 

yourself a sampler. Microdeaf try to get your 

attention with their update of the AMAS 

system. Maff Evans looks at the new baby. 

AMAS 2 
Sampling package ■ £99.95 ■ Microdeal 

132 

THREE YEARS AGO, Microdeal released 

a sampling package called AMAS - Advanced 

MIDI Amiga Sampler, As well as being a full 

function sampling package, the hardware had a 

built-in MIDI interface, which along with the 

MIDI controllable software made it one of the 

most comprehensive sampling systems avail¬ 

able, However, three years is a lung time in ihc 

world of computer technology, so Microdeal 

have updated the package and called it. 

strangely enough. AMAS 2. 

The sampling hardware itself is very similar 

to the original version. The unit is a wedge- 

shaped device with two ribbon connectors 

attached to its right-hand edge. These connect 

to the Amiga's parallel (for sampling) and 

serial (for MIDI) ports, The hack of the unit 

contains six sockets. As well as phone sockets 

for left and right line inputs, there is a mini- 

jack socket for a microphone and MIDI in. out 

ami thru connectors. This allows the unit to 

function as a full MIDI interface as well as a 

sampling module. Anyway, enough of the 

peripherals - on with the software. 

When the program loads, a disconcerting 

fact becomes apparent. The program is virtu¬ 

ally the same as Microdears other sampling 

package - Stereo Master! Although this may 

seem a bit off, if you think about it there aren't 

too many people likely to buy both packages, 

and since the hardware is the main issue here it 

seems logical for Micrtideal to package their 

hardware units with the same software. 

Most of I ho sampling 

and editing functions 
are on the main page. 

The edil huttom are at 
the bottom of the 

screen. The retarding 
and monitoring con¬ 

trols have their awn 
box in the centre. 

AMAS 2 
is available from 
Mfcrodeal 

0762 69692 

On first appearance the program's user inter¬ 

face looks similar to MicrodeaTs last sampling 

product, Musiersound, but the display has been 

rejigged to make the whole system more logi¬ 

cal. The icons that were on the earlier program 

are still evident. All the editing controls, 

though, have been placed in a block at the bot¬ 

tom of the screen with the pointer, monitoring 

and recording controls placed in a box in the 

middle of the screen. 

At the lop of the screen are pull-down 

menus, echoing some of the editing icons as 

well us giving access to selling options and 

displays (such as the new 3D waveform dis¬ 

play, which is very flash, but not a lot of use). 

On either side of the screen, two oscilloscopes 

have been placed for monitoring the input 

level, but these only operate when you're not 

recording or monitoring a sound, so that you 

don't know what sound they’re displaying! 

By dipping tec lions of 

your sample, you ran 
program the Amiga's 

keypad to store them. 

These stored sounds 

can then lie used to 
create simple 
sequences. All you 

have to do is cell up a 

sample and ploy a tune 
either using the Amiga 
keyboard or an exter¬ 

nal MIDI device {such 

as a keyboard or elec¬ 

tronic drum pads), 

The editing system has been improved since 

Mastersound. with a more flexible loom sys¬ 

tem and easy to move pointers. The only 

drawback is that there is only one set of start 

and end markers (you can’t highlight a range 

by clicking and dragging). This means that 

The 3D FFT display gives a solid rep re seal alto it of 
the sample currently in memory. The mounlaiti- 

ssape is nice to look a I, but is funtlionloss. 

cutting, pasting, looping and playing samples 

is all carried out within these two markers, 

which makes editing a fairly laborious process. 

A1 though there was a 'rhythm sequencer on 

Masiersound and a sample playback option on 

AMAS, the new software combines these two 

to produce a more powerful system. You can 

now assign up to 1H samples to the Amiga’s 

keypad and record sequences by playing notes 

on the Amiga’s keys or on a MIDI keyboard 

(connected via AMAS's MIDI pons). The pro¬ 

gramming system is extensive for a built-in 

sequencer, but the recording method makes 

life tricky. The lack of a metronome makes h 

difficult to get the notes right, because the 

sequencer just puts the note on the nearest 

available beat. This makes a messy result 

w hich takes a lot of correcting. 

The AMAS hardware is very good and there 

have been improvements made la the software, 

the whole thing, though, still has a limited feel. 

The sound quality is good at high frequencies, 

but the software has difficulty with predomi¬ 

nantly bass samples, introducing distortion 

at even low-level inputs. The presence of a 

sequencer is a moot point, because most peo¬ 

ple who use Amiga samplers will be loading 

sounds into dedicated music packages anyway; 

A built-in sequencer like this eun’t hope to 

compete w ith Atusic-X or even OctaMED. 

AMAS 2 could be worth investigating for the 

hardware alone. The cartridge performs very 

well with software like Audiomaster Ilf and 

the inclusion of a combined sampler/MIDI 

interface is very interesting. The only problem 

is it’s ioo expensive. Sure, the hardware is 

nice, but serious samplers will want to upgrade 

the software at some point, and adding this 

onto £99,95 could be a little hard to swallow, 

especially when the Sound Master package 

only costs £30 more. O 

Am as 2 

SPEED nil 
On the whole quick to respond, but some ofthe 
editing functions tend to toko their time 

DOCUMENTATION • • • 
Mostly good, with a few (very patchy) tutorials, 
but locking in information in tome areas. 

ACCESSIBILITY t i_f 
Menus are easy to use, but some pictures could 

be anything: so you need to read the manual, 

FEATURES 
A standard helping of edit controls, a sequencer 

and a redundant, but very pretty. 3D display. 

VALUE i • 
At almost £100, this is a bit over priced, seeing 
as an extra £30 will get you Sound Master. 

fmmmm . 

(ferdici 78% 
Lyiftur 



ALL PRICES C 
ARE FOR 

i MAIL ORDER ^ . 

A/V^ 

VISIT OUR SHOPS! 

MAIL ORDER 
61 Gainsborough Rd, Finchley, London, N12 8AA 

Power Station Computers, 14 Station Road, Finchley, London N3 2RY 
It'S right In Finchley Central Tulx- Station so now you can try our products before 
buying! - our trained and friendly staff will be pleased to demonstrate any product 

VI Ettglt Slur Complex, 299-301 High Street, Sutton, SURREY 
TEL: 081 643 7078 
IMPORTANT All machines are tested prior to shipping 

ZZZ' POWER PACK I Its your CHOICE! 
®CARTOON CLASSICS 

AS00 Plus 
11Mb built-in} nKt 
Including 

1 Mb desk drive, ]/\f 
TV modulator. 
4096 colours. 
mulo-LLsking. speech 
vyrahesis. 4 channel 
stereo, mouse, 
2 operation manuals, 
Workbench 2,04, 
all cables, 
built-in battery, real rime 
dotk- 
PLL'S 
The Simpsons 
i apiain Pbnet 
Lemming 
HvLuxc Paint III 

£itf*P0WEIl PRICE 

only £349 

MEGA PACKS 

® (ARTOON CLASSICS 1Mb. includes: 

Pack A PLUS [he follow ing: 
Good quality joystick 

Dust cover 
Mouse mat 
The following games (all tested to work cm the 
A 500 Plus) Rick Dangerous II, Test Drive 11, Gazza 

It. Gunship, Days of Thunder. 

Total Package worth over £550.00 

POWER PRICE only £385.99 

You 
CHOOSE 
your own 
chart hit 

© 
Pack B with 
chan game of 
your choice 
(up to £26) 
e.g. PGA Tour Golf, 
F19, R-Type 2, F15 
etc. 

4 Jff« 
POWER PRICE 

only £399 

1>\+ SWOP! MONITOR POWER 
COMMODORE 1084SD 

Including FRhT dust cover and 
FREE leads 

at the mXZ'jrwjj/ 
POWtR PRICE of only 

E239.99 ini. VAT 

PHILIPS 8833 MK11 
UK VERSION 

Including FRE1 lead plus FREE dust cover 
plus FREE F19 Stealth Fighter plus FREE 1 
vear on-site maintenance 

ttfSccer! POWtR PRICE 
only £239.99 inc. vat 

A500 HARD DRIVE PROMOTION POWER 
I PROTAR Germany'* leading drive nvitiufae- 
I tuier * now you can have German icchnoJogy 
land reliability at the very best price1 vvi(h I year 
IrcpUccnHtn warranty • SfO QUIBBLE' 

external SCSI imcrfacc ■ transfer nic greater 
than l Mb/second 
Protar A500 MD 20Mb.JL269.00 

Protar A500 HI> 40Mb.£539.00 

PRICED 
mm < 

V V ^ 

With Pack (u) 

ARtTOWER PRICE 

only £589 

UfM,POWER PACK 2 SMASHED 
PRICES 

a-WVF PHILIPS 8833 MKII COLOUR MONITOR 

With Pack (5) W’iih Pack (k) 

iWff* POWER PRICE gjft* POWER PRICE 

only £619.99 only £633.99 

POWER PACK 3 ITS COT THE POWER 

From £559.99 with software 
Z year warranty on our 

Quantum Drive* 

AMIGA 1500 COM PITER PACK WORKBENCH 2.(H 
BRAND NEW 1500Pack ihat's ideal for 
both home and business?!! 
Central Processing In it (CPI 
I mb. RAM. 2, 3 5' Floppy Disk Drives 
Sight expansion slots to lake all Amiga 
2000 peripherals 
Keyboard and Mouse 
Plug-in keyboard w ith Numeric key 
pad. 4 cursor keys. 2 button Amiga 

w ithout monitor..£559.99 52Mb Quantum V t*dwm 

THE ULTIMATE RACK with Philips 8833 Mk II..£7999? -INk ' "nn 
oAiint MBiri iup u» with Commodore 10S4S,£839.99 i";vi' a ... 
rUWRK rKIU INC VAT )^OMh GYP Quantum dm e 1450.00 ,*)hr^ > Tiirulki 1 ai 

'PLATINUM works 

HOME ACCOUNTS 

DELUXE PAINT III 

ELF - MAGIC GAME 

TOKI - ANIMATED FUN 

AMIGA GUIDE BOOK 

GVP SERII 52MB (TAKES 8MB RAM) £379 

PRINTER POWER 
Hi*. 

> products 
'•'tt 

All priMCfs come with a FREE printer pack containing 200 sheets of 
cont. A4 paper - 5 coni envelopes 100 corn, address labels - Amiga 

cable - dust cover - 1 printer driver 
All Citizen printers cam' a full 2 VFAR WARRANTY 

Citizen 120D 9 pin. 120 cps, NLQ, 80 col...1149.99 
Citizen 124D - 24 Pin Mono...X209.99 
Citizen SW9 Colour. £220.00 
Citizen SW24E Colour (NEW). £289.99 
6LQ Fonts. 180 cps DR 
Star LC24/200 Colour.£289.99 
Hewlett Packard Desk jet 500.£359.99 
Hewlett Packard Paint Jet.  £69999 

EXPANSION POWtR 
I Mb AWO plus tfJtfkuukm..... £59,99 
< 5- external drive*....... *.5499 
Vef>- uuirt. slimline de>i^p1 - idiLi Any Amiga On/off Ywfech, 
MR)K fonnaBHl capacity - extra long enisle AL**« durAhlc 
r*HUi c^Jte 

iwiwi1 eirxm-sion with dock only iJ999 
CBM A501 official 512K tm I 512K expansion £44.99 

Includes CD player with full IM KA kl l i iTjnjrtjl PUN 
k-ad'i iti TV and audio system PU N tfLtnodutlcey disk 
PLt S FREE voucher for Lemmings and Ht*chln*X» 
Encyclopaedia 

.... POWtR PRICE £469.00 
l“* CD ROM avaibhfe won 

PERIPHERAL POWER 
Ccsmmodcwe A590 20Mb hard drive LOW PRKF ...... £279 99 
Plus extra 2Mb fitted - does NOT affctl warranty...........£369.99 
AT Once for A500 - PC Emulator JMIIlant),.............£189.99 
■Astra Pack Hu grew games).............£29.99 
Unbranded disks 40 plus 40 cap lockable storage box.......£24.99 
KCS Board,,........„.£219.99 
Sony branded 20 * 3.5" with Sony box * very compact.£19.99 
Control centre aluminium - space for drive - monitor pLuform NEE' ..£39.99 
Kent Li k" Genlock H802 Willi FREE >wiich box  ........,£1B4.99 
Replacement power supply......................£39.99 
Quickjoy TOP5TAR (for professionals) - micToswilches. autoftre.£21,99 
Quickjoy JET71GHTEK ■ ft tnkroswHches * aulofire * speed coni ml - snHXgh..£15-99 
Konix Speedking - brilliant - autoflre - The Best. ...... £12 99 
Nintendo Super Famlcom Scan Version.......£199.99 
Sega, nwgadris e - English tsr Japanese - plus great games from.. £129-99 
Dust cover for 15(10, Covers monitor, CPF & keyboard £13.99 
Till 'ft* Swivel muouor stand with position locking.......,..,£17.99 

Authorised dealers for Commodore, Atari, Amstrad, Citizen, Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard 

ORDERING POWER It's so easy! 
24 HOUR SALES POWER HOTLINES 

081 343 0419 (6 lints)1 

a 

Name (Mr, Mrs, Msi*. 

Address —- 

HOW TO ORDER 

72 By phone 
Oft] 543 0419 

(6 linos} 

DELIVERY: UK MAINLAND ONLY 

THE MF POWER SERVICE 

Postcode 

By fax h's fasl 
081 446 6422 

po« make ■ ^lPV poM maie 
[cheques, bankers 
draks. poAtxl 

<ders or building society 
duques pai^Ne io 

Duecl lid 

Allow 5 working days for 
pcr^ooal cheque t.leari 

Next day ddiv^ry only 110.00 ine. VAT 
J-5 day nnlv £6.00 

under £100 00 orilv £2 50 
Pi4P over £100.00 only £4.00 

SPECIAL. WEEKEND 
DFIIVEKV 

WITHIN M25 ONXY 
£15.00 

Credit Card ■'lease circle Card No,_ , , _/ 

Please have your credit card enefty when 
oedenng for easy refereiwe Thank >-ou 

OPENING HOURS: 
Mofl-M 8.50am -730pm 
Saiunby: 9-0()afti - 6.00pm 
Sunday: (^hop) open 10.00am-1.00pm 

PRICE...POWER. 

E tt OF Price* are crioeei as 
lime uf g«>ing id press, and 
include VAT but ^wbsed iri 
dunp. jw we ire co«Hiimei 
let down by Hippikra Call 

.PERFORMANCE 

PLEASE SEND ME PRODUCT PRICE QUANTITY PORT'S PRICE 

All products are sourced from the UK - no grey Carriage 
imparls - SO rest easy wiih your official UK 
warranties, Toial Power I nee 
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! New CD ROM Drive for your 

A500/A500 Plus with 2 Free 
CD’s ONLY £299.00 

DIAMOND TV Monitor 
The best available £249 INC VAT! 
OR ONLY £229 when purchased 
with a computer! 

D I A M O N 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

Pack:™ 
RAM RAM 

THE CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings. 
Captain Planet. 
Bart Simpson 

+Deluxe Paint III 
+ All AMIGA standard 
features* Mouse ere. 

ONLY £329.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Mo nit or 
+ FI 9 Pmmoiion 

ONLY £549.00 inc 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

1Mb pA*r|/ 1Mb 
RAM ram 

HOME OFFICE PACK 

9 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

9 

Lemmings* Captain Planet, Bert Simpson. 
♦ Deluxe Paint III. + Ail AMIGA standard features, 

Meuse etc, 
+ 

The Home Office Kit 
4 

Seikosha 9 Pin printer 

ONLY £499.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 m II Monitor 
+ FI 9 Promotion 

ONLY £699-00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

Add £75 00 lor a colour printer I 

2Mb PacK 2Mb 
RAM diamond RAM 

CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings, Bart Simpson, 
Captain Planet, DPeintHI, 

aH AMIGA standard features. 

only £374.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+ FI 9 Promotion 

ONLY £599.00 INC "VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

1Mb 
RAM 

PacK 
BUSINESS PACK 

1Mb 
RAM 

. AMIGA 500 PLUS 
?A <V? 
otfi COMPRISING 

Lemmings, Captain Pianet, Ban Simpson v 
* Deluxe Paint Ml. + All AMiGA standard features, 

Mouse etc. 
+ 

The Home Office Kil 
+ 

High Quality OKI 24 Pm printer 

ONLY £599.00 INC VAT 

Or wtth 8633 Mk II Monitor 
4 F19 Promotion 

ONLY £799-00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

Add £75.00 for a colour printer] 

1Mb 

RAM everything i 
KITCHEN SINK PACK 

PacK^S 
RYTHING BUT THE 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings. Captain Planet, Ban Simpson 
♦Deluxe Paint III. 

4 Ail AMIGA standard features, Mouse etc, 
4 

Mousemai, Oust Cover, Joystick, 
10x3.5" Disks, 1 Disk storage box, 

Speed Da ii It. Shadow Of The Beast II * Car Vup 
Corporation, Xenon El. Back To The Future II, 
Cadaver, Line Of Fire, Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles, St Dragon, 

ONLY £375.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+ FI 9 Promotion 

ONLY £599-00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

1Mb 
RAM 

PacK 
CAPTAIN DIAMOND'S 

D.I.Y. PACK 

1Mb 
RAM 

Comprises the Cartoon Classic Pack and 
a choice of 10 games from the following list. 

Dalastorm, Grand Monster Slam, Kid Gloves, 
Powerpiay, RVF Honda, Shufflepuck Cafe, 
Soccer, Tower Of Babel. Dungeon Quest, 

Emotion, Speedbafl If. Shadow Of The Beast II, 
Carv Up, Corporation, Xenon II, Back To The 

Future II, Cadaver. Line Of Fire. Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles, ST, Dragon, Gazza II. Gunship, 

Judge Dredd. Man United, Netherworld. Predator if, 
Double Dragon II, Toyota Ceiica GT Rally, 

Rick Dangerous II. Ultimate Goil, 

ONLY £375.00 ING VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk It Monitor 

ONLY £599 INC VAT 

Personal Callers ONLY 
Not Available lor Mai! Order 
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P/X Your old 500 
for a new Amiga 1500 

for only £379.95 

DIAMOND 
ROCTEC Slimline 

External Drive 
For The AMIGA 

ONLY £49,95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

ROCTEC PRODUCTS 

Hard Drive For A500. 
simply the best in our opinion 
External hard drive with streamline plastic casing for perfect fit to 
A50Q. Autoboot + Autoconfig with Kickstart 1.3 and above. 
Supports up to 2 IDE Hard Drives + 7 SCSI Drives or devices with 
the SCSI External Port. Expandable to 8Mb SIMMs memory with 
2Mb, 4Mb increments. External power adaptor unit included. 
Games Switch to disable HDD and memory or disable HDD only 
for full games compatibly. Quiet + reliable operation with cooling 
fan. User friendly installation + easy upgrade. 

ROCHARD HARD DRIVES FOR YOUR AMIGA 

0Mb Rochard IDE Card Ok £199 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 2Mb £249 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 4Mb £299 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 6Mb £349 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 8Mb £399 

52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 0k £349 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 2Mb £399 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 4Mb £449 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 6Mb £499 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 8Mb £549 

105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 0k £449 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 2Mb E499 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 4Mb £549 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 6Mb £599 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 8Mb £649 

All Rochard drives and controller cards 
come with a 2 year warranty 

GENLOCKS EXTERNAL FLOPPY 
ROCTEC DISK DRIVES 

Rocgen £89.95 UltraSlim Roclite £54.95 
Rocgen + £124.95 Slimline Roctec £49.95 
Rendaie 8802 £119.95 CDTV DRIVE £64,95 
G2 £575.00 AMIGA internal floppy 
G2+ £999,00 £39.95 

GVP SERIES 2 HARD DISKS 

52Mb ONLY £369.00 
105Mb ONLY £529.00 
Perfectly matched in colour + style to the AMIGA 
500p. 11 ms access drive, V high drive by 
Quantum. Room for up to 8Mb of RAM / 
expansion. Cut Off switch for games 
Expansion Mini 5lot\ External SCSI port 
Dedicated PSU and fan. 2 years free 
warranty. Add £65*00 per extra 2Mb RAM 

52Mb Ok £369,00 
2Mb £434,00 
4Mb £499,00 
6Mb £564.00 
8Mb £629,00 

105Mb Ok £529,00 
2Mb £594,00 
4Mb £659,00 
6Mb £724.00 
8Mb £789.00 

MONITORS 

High Res 14" colour £349 High Res 21" colour £1599 
Microway Flicker Fixer £149 CBM Flicker Fixer £199 
PHILIPS 8833 Mkll colour monitor 
+F19 promo and free lead & Dust cover only £229 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 
Did you get F19 with your 8833 Mkll monitor this 
Christmas? It not, you may have got an imported 

monitor, which does not conform to the U.K. 
electrical safety standards. Captain DIAMOND, in his 
enormous generosity, advises you to take back your 

monitor to the unscrupulous dealer who grey 
imported It and either insist on a sate model or come 
to a retail Diamond store, with a photocopy of your 
original purchase and until Feb 29th 1992 we will let 

you have a genuine U.K. monitor with F19 for the 
same price • 

because we love our customers! 
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ALL OUR PRICES 
INCLUDE VAT 

ALL OUR PRICES 
INCLUDE VAT 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND’S 500’s SPECIAL PAGE 

IVS TRUMPCARDS 

only £79.95 
The IVS Trumpcard is the top selling SCSI hard drive controller. 
Representing the latest in technology directly from the USA, it is 
the only controller to support IBM. Amiga and Apple MAC partitions 
on one hard disk. This allows you to run software for the three 
main hardware platforms on one machine. Only one computer can 
do this. 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

Faster Drives forLlower Prices 
QUANTUM IDE SCSI 
52Mb £169.95 £179.95 
105Mb £269.95 £279.95 
2 Year Warranty 

SYQUEST 
removeable cartridge drive 

44Mb 28ms £299.00 

| TRUMPCARD FOR ABOVE add £69.95 

CAPTAIN S CHIP SHOP 

4 x 256k DRAMS for A59Q s etc £3.99 
1x1Mb DRAMS for 8up/Supra etc £3.99 
1 x 9Mb SIMMS NexusA3.V,P,/Rochard etc £34.99 
4 x 9Mb SIMMS G.V,P./Nexus £159.95 
CIA CHIPS £14.95 
1.3 ROM £2999 
2.0 ROM P*O.A, 
ROM Sharer £24.99 

These prices do not include fitting; however if you don't want to fit 
them yourself then this can be performed by one of our Qualified 
Engineers at any of our branches. 

SPARES AND REPAIR 

Internal A500 Disk Drive £41.95 
Fatter Agnus £74.95 fitted by one of our qualified engineers 
C.I.A. chips £14.95. A500 fixed repair cost £44.95 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

STAR LC 20 £124.95 ZA 200 COLOUR £299.95 
CITIZEN 124D £179.95 ZA 250 COL £379.95 
STAR LC 24/10 £179.95 NEW SP2400 SEIKOSHA £129*95 
STAR LC 200 £173.90 PANASONIC KXP 1123 £159*95 
STAR LC 24/200 COL £269.95 OKI 380 £199.95 
SWIFT 9 COLOUR £179*95 SWIFT 9X £259.95 
SWIFT 9 £169.95 SWIFT 24X £379.95 
NEW SWIFT 24E COL £269.95 NEW SWIFT 224 £229.00 
XB 24 - 200 COL £379.95 NEW SWIFT 224 colour £239.95 
XB 24 - 250 COL £469*95 

INK JET PRINTERS 

HP PAINTJET £529.95 CANON BJ10EX £229.95 
HP DESKJET £349*95 CITIZEN PN48 £269.95 
HP DESKJET COLOUR £579.95 STAR SJ48 £229.95 

LASER PRINTERS 

OKI 400 
HP HI P 
Toner if purchesed with above 1 only 
OKI LASER 800 0.5MB 
OKI LASER 800 Dual Bin 0.5MB 
OKI USER 830 Postscript 2MB 
OKI USER 840 Postscript 2MB 

£569.95 
£784.95 
£59.95 
£999.95 
£1199.95 
£1099.95 
£1399.95 

DATA/PRINTER ETC CABLES 

Parallel Printer Leads 
1.8M Printer Cable 
2.0M Printer Cable 
3.0M Printer Cable 
5.0M Printer Cable 
10M Printer Cable 
Centronics to Centronics 
cable for data boxes etc 

Monitor Cables 
£9*95 AMIGA > CBM 1084/S £9*95 
£11.95 AMIGA > Philips 8833 MK 1 £14.95 
£14.95 AMIGA > Philips 8833 MK 11 £9.95 
£19.95 AMIGA > MULTISYNC £9.95 
£29.95 AMIGA > TV 

Please state TV make &. model 
£14.95 

£9.95 

PRINTER PAPER 

High Quality Micro Perforated 
60 gsm 1000 sheets of tractor feed 
90 gsm 1000 sheets of tractor feed 

£9.95 
£14.95 

PRINTER RIBBONS & ACCESSORIES 

Unlike some of our competitors, DIAMOND guarantee that all our ribbons and 
accessories ere genuine manufacturer's products and not out of seme dreary. inferior 
Taiwanese sweat shop We could import that sort oi pike of poo. but then you'd only bring 
it back as unsatisfactory and we d spend all our time burning it, So we might as weH just 
sell the best and be done with It. It s cheaper in the long run to use the appropriate tool for 
the job, Write to Capt DIAMOND at Southampton and tell film what you think about u1 

PRINTER PRINTER BLACK BLACK COLOUR COLOUR 
MODEL TYPE RIBBON RIBBON* pm RIBBON RIBBON * paj 

CITIZEN 120D* BLACK £4.95 £24.95 * . 
CITIZEN 124 BLACK £4,95 £24.95 - . 
citizen SWIFT 9 BLACKCOL £4.95 £24.95 £16,95 £99.95 
SWIFT 24/Z4E/&4 BLACKCOL £4.95 £24,95 £18.95 £99.95 
STAR LC1CV2Q BLACKCOL £4.95 £24,95 £6.90 £36.5 
STAR LC200 BLACKCOL £6.95 m £36.95 au £12.95 zjocl £69.95 ixk\ 
STAR 10247200 BLACKCOL £6,95 224 £49,95 m £14.95 emcl £74.95 a«L 

STAR XB RANGE BLACKCOL £8.95 za £49.95 in £14,95 z?4CL £74.951340. 

CITIZEN PRfNTER ACCESSORIES 
124P 32k buffer £13.95 
124D semi auto sheet feeder £39.95 
124D automatic sheet feeder £79.95 
124D printer stand £24.95 
SWIFT 9 semi auto sheet feeder £39.95 
SWIFT 9 automatic sheet feeder £79.95 
SWIFT 9 printer stand £24.95 
SWIFT 9X printer stand £34,95 
SWIFT 9X automatic sheet feeder £139.95 
SWIFT 24 32k buffer £13.95 
SWIFT 24 semi auto sheet feeder £39.95 
SWIFT 24 automatic sheet leeder £79.95 

SWIFT 24 printer stand £24,95 
SWIFT 24X automatic sheet teener £139,95 
SWIFT 24 X printer stand £34,95 

STAR PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
LC20 mono printer auto sheet feeder £74.95 
LC24 mono printer 32k buffer £67.95 
LC24/10 mono printer auto sheet leeder £74 95 
LC20Q colour printer auto sheet feeder £74.95 
LC24J2QG mono printer 32k buffer £34.95 
LG24/200 mono printer auto sheet feeder £74.95 
LC24.200 odour printer 32k buffer £34,95 
XB24 200 colour printer pull tractor £34,95 

XB24-200 odour printer 126k Centronics buffer £89 95 
XB24200 cotour printer auto Sheet feeder £114 95 
XB24 200 colour printer dual bin sheet feeder £429 95 
XB24.-250 colour printer pull tractor £34.95 
XB24/250 colour pnnter 128k Centronics bolter £89.95 
XB24/2SO colour printer auto sheet feeder £174.95 
XB24/250 colour printer dual bln sheet feeder £489.95 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET ACCESSORIES 
Black ink cartridges £25.95 
Colour ink cartridges £31.49 
Transparency paper 50 sheet pack £52.95 



WANT A 1500 
With Workbench 2.04? 

GOT A 500? 

SWAP IT FOR 
ONLY £379.95 

ALU PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

AMIGA 1500 0Mb P/X 2Mb P/X 4Mb P/X 6Mb P/X 3Mb P/X 

Specials 
A1500 GVP 52Mb £839 £669 £899 £729 £959 £789 £1019 £849 £1079 £909 

+ 8833 Mk II Monitor £1039 £869 £1099 £929 £1159 £989 £1219 £1049 £ 1279 £1109 

At500 GVP 105Mb £978 eeoa £1038 £868 £1098 £928 £1158 £988 £1218 £1048 

+ 8833 Mk II Monitor £1178 £1008 £1233 £1068 £1298 £1128 £1358 £1188 £1418 £1240 

ail MK II Monitors come with F19 promotion PX= Part Exchange From Amiga 500 to Amga 1S0O 

AMIGA 3000 
The NEW 

Commodore AMIGA 3000 

25Mhz processoMOOMb hard disk, 
4Mb Fast RAM, 2Mb Chip RAM, 

+ SCALA + Deluxe Paint IV 

£3295.00 inc vat 

AMIGA 1500 SPECIAL PROMOTION 
Comprising RHE NEW AMIGA 1500 PACK 
Amiga 1500 52Mb 9ms access hard disk driven by the NEXUS SCSI bard disk controller with 
2Mb of RAM which can be expanded in 2mb steps up to a maximum of 8Mb. The NEXUS also 
comes with a suite of storage software utilities: Flashback, Powerbench, SmartCache, Spoolrf, 
DiskSurgeon. InstantFormat MemoryOoctor, Utilities to enhance the control of your SCSI hard 

ALL DIAMOND 1500*3 COME WITH NEW WORKBENCH 2.04 

Software with the machine comprises OeluxePaint III, The Works. Home Accounts, 3 Games 
(Puzznic, Toki and Elf), and a book entitled "Get The Most Out Of Your AMIGA", 

ONLY £099 
Or with 8833 MKII Monitor + FI 9 Promotion ONLY £1099 

Or with Multisync Monitor and CBM Video Card (Flicker Fixer) ONLY £1349 

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 
68040 Board for your A1500/2000 

50 MHz Clock speed 

0Mb RAM £1499 

4Mb RAM £1599 
8Mb RAM £1699 

FUSION 40 68040 
The Leader In Accelerator Cards 
with 4Mb on board RAM £1299 

IIIIIIIIUIIIIIUIIl GVP PRODUCTS FOR THE AMIGA 1500 &2000 \V\\\\\Um\\U\\\\ 

IMPACT 
II HC8 

150Mb 
STREAMER 

IMPACT 
VISION 24 

22MKz 
ACCELERATOR 

22MHz 68030 CPU 
68882 22MHz maths co-pro 
1Mb 32-bit RAM installed 
Expands t© 13Mb 32-bii 
RAM. 32 bit SCSI HO 
board controller 

This low-cosi, quality 68030 
accelerator, memory 
upgrade, SCSI devtco and 
68882 mams co-processor 
board offers the period 
introduction to low cost 
upgrades tor the Amiga. It is 
suppled with 1 Mb 32-bit 
RAM, upgradeable to 13Mb 
32-bit RAM This card runs 
approximately 7 times faster 
than a standard Amiga 
1500*2000. 

ONLY £585 

33MHz 
ACCELERATOR 

33MHz 68030 CPU 
66882 33MHz maths co-pro 
4Mb 32-bit RAM Installed 
Expands to 16Mb 32-bit 
RAM 32 bit on-board SCSI 
controller 

This fast 63030 acceieraior. 
memory upgrade SCSI 
device interface board 
delivers uncompromising 
speed and performance 
without a high price It can 
lake 16Mb 32-bit HAM and Is 
supplied with 4mb of 32-bft 
RAM installed along with a 
68832 maths co* processor 
Runs approximately 11 5 
times faster than a standard 
Amiga 15DQ2000. 

only:. 1289 

50MHz 
ACCELERATOR 

50MHz 66030 CPU 
6&B62 50MHz moths co-pr© 
4Mb 32-bit RAM Installed 
Expands to 32Mb 32-bU 
RAM 
32 bit AT HD controller 

The fastest eoceferator card 
and memory upgrade 
available from GVP, 
Featuring a 66O30 CPU 
running at 50MHz, on-card 
expansion to 32Mb o( 32-bit 
RAM and an IDE hard disk 
Interface at! on one card 
Makes your Amiga run 
approximately 13 times faster 
(ban a standard Amiga 
150Ck2OOO. 

onlyL I /oy 

Wide range of drive sizes 
52Mb end 105Mb options 
Sockets for BMb RAM 
Uses easy to Install SIMMs 
Supports virtually any 
SCSI device. 

This is the equivalent of the 
HD6* hard drive, but for the 
Amiga 15O0 and 2000 

! models, It features the same 
unmatched ladiides and 
performance giving 
unrivalled power, With 
GVF's Innovative custom 
chip design, easy and user 

| friendly installation and 
software, the HC8 is both 
powerful and simple to use. 

52Mb version !95 

105Mb version 

Over 6Mb per min, backup 
Conies with GVP 
TapeS tore software 
Mounts In th# 5.25" drive 
bay Optional external 
casing Includes 1 DC ISO 
cartridge 

This high-performance 
media back up tape 
streamer device for the 
Amiga uses industry 
standard 150Mb OC15Q 
cartridges, Wilh backup 
speeds in excess of 6Mb per 
rmnute, the GVP WT150 is a 
fast and efficient back-up 
method to offer peace of 
mind for serious users. The 
WT150 tape streamer 
requires SCSI interface such 

***»(**« 0NLYC739 

768x580 PAL resolution 
Support! composite 
video, 5-VKS and RGB 
signals 
Broadcast quality genlock 
Software Included 

This is the very latest 24 m 

Profe&ional Video Adapter If 
features 16 million colours, 
built-in genlock, flicker fixer, 
frame buffer, frame grabber 
and digital koyer. Supplied 
with Calgari 3D modelling 
and rendering software, 
Scaia FV24 vide© tiding 
software, plus Macro Paint 
24-bit paint package. 

qnly£1 785 

SUPRA 8Mb BOARD 
FOR 1500/2000 

Bareboard £89 
Add £69 for 2Mb 
Add £138 for 4Mb 

Add £207 for 6Mb 

Add £275 for 8Mb 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND 3000 
"BASHER"PACK 

The New Commodore Amiga A1500 with twin 
3.5" floppy drives, Multisync Colour Monitor, 

CBM Flicker Fixer (video card), 
68030 33MHz Processor, 105Mb hard drive 

with 4Mb RAM and s/w. Deluxe Paint III, 

The Works, Home Accounts 

+ 3 Games Puzznic, Toki and Elf. 

ONLY £2595 INC VAT_ 

NEXUS BOARD 
Bareboard 0Mb HD Ok RAM 

ONLY £149 

Prices lor Nexus Board options 

RAM 0Mb 2Mb 4Mb 6Mb 8Mb 
No HD £149 £199 £249 £299 C349 
52Mb HD £299 £349 £399 £449 £499 
105MbHD£399 £449 £499 £549 £599 



DIAMOND HIGH QUALITY DISKS 
WE SELL IN EXCESS OF 1 MILLION A YEAH 

1 -50 £0.40 EACH 
50-100 £0.39 EACH 

100-200 £0.38 EACH 
500+ £0.37 EACH 

we CAN ACHIEVE THIS INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE 
THROUGH BULK BUYING FROM SONY ANO OTHER 
TOP MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH QUALITY DISKS! 

DIAMOND OVER 100,000 
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 

EVERY YEAR! 
You’ve seen the rest 
now meet the best! 

THE CAPTAIN DIAMOND PRICE SAVERS CLUB 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

DIAMOND TOP TEN TITLES 
1 Populous II £19.49. 2 WWF Wrestle Mania £16.89, 3 Birds Of Prey £22.74, 4 Robocop 3 £16.89 

5 Lotus Turbo Challenge £16.89, 6 Robocod £16.89. 7 Jimmy White's Snooker £19.49. 
8 Heimdall £22.74, 9 Another World £16.89, 10 The Godfather £20,14 

DIAMOND FAMOUS £5 BARGAINS 
Predator 2. Shadow Of The Beast II, Back To The Future 3, St. Dragon. Line of Fire, Teenage Muiant 

Turtles, Final Battle, Netherworlds, Daiastorm, Grand Monster Slam, Kid Gloves, RVF Honda, Shufflepuck 
Cafe, Soccer, Tower Of Babel, Dungeon Quest, Emotion, Powerpiay, Speedbatl II, Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles, Carv^Up, Corporation, Xenon II, Cadaver, St. Dragon, Gazza II, Gunship, Judge Dredd. Man United, 
Toyota Celica GT Rally, Double Dragon II, Rick Dangerous II, Ultimate Golf. 

DIAMOND NEW RELEASE TITLES 
40 BOXING £16.89 GAME PACK III £32 49 RBI 2 £19 49 
7 COLOURS £12,99 GATEWAY FRONTIER £20.14 REALMS £19.49 
A10 TANK KILLER ENH £22.74 GAUNTLET III £16.89 RED BARON £22.74 
ACTION PACK £17.54 GODFATHER £20.14 RISE OF DRAGON £22.74 
AD 5 D ACTION COMP £19.50 GOLDRUSH COLLECTION £16 89 ROBOCOD £16.69 
addicted to fun £12.99 GRAND PRIX £22.74 ROBOCOP III 06-99 
agony £16 69 GRANDSTAND £19.49 ROBO ZONE 06.69 
AIR COMBAT ACES £20.14 GUY SPY £19 49 ROLLING RONNIE 06.24 
AIR SEA LAND £22.74 HAND OF ST JAMES £19 49 ROUND THEBEND 06 69 
AIR SEA SUPREMACY £20.14 HANNA BARBA COLL £12 99 RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 06 69 
AIR SUPPLY £12 99 HARD NOVA £16.99 SCENERY DISK 12 01.69 
ALIEN BREED £16.24 HARLEQUIN £16.09 SECOND WORLD 06.89 
ALIEN STORM £16 69 HEIMDELL £22.74 SEXY DROIDS £12.99 
ALTERED DESTINY £19 49 HEROQUEST WITCHLORD £9.74 SHADOW SORCERER 00.19 
ANOTHER WORLD ti6 m HOME ALONE £16.24 SHANGHAI 11 09.49 
BARBARIEN If £16.89 HUDSON HAWK £16.09 SHOE PEOPLE 06.69 
BATTLE ISLE £20.14 III? CHAMP ATHLETICS £16.09 SILLY PUTTY 06.69 
BEAST BUSTERS £16,89 INT SPORTS CHALLENGE £19.49 SIMPSONS 06.69 
BIG BUSINESS £16.89 JAMES BOND COLL £16.24 SLOT MACHINES 1*74 
BILL ELLIOT £16.89 JIMMY WHITE SNOOKER £19.49 SMASH TV 06.89 
BILLY THE KID £16.89 KAISER £16.89 SOCCER COMPILATION 06.09 
BIRDS OF PREY £22,74 KAWASAKI TEAM GREEN £16.89 SON OF ZEUS 06,09 
BLUES BROTHERS £16.89 KEN WRIGHT GETTYSBURG £19.49 SOUND FX £32.49 
BONANZA BROS £16.89 KEYS TO MARATHON £16.89 SPACE ACE 2 BORFERS 122.74 
BREACH II ENHANCED £19.49 KINGS BOUNTY £20 14 SPACE CRUESADE MS 89 
BRIGADE COMANDER £16.89 KINGS QUEST V £25.99 SPACE GUN £16.09 
BUSHBUCK £19 49 KNIGHTMARE £19.49 SPOT £12.99 
CAPCOM COLLECTION £19 49 KNIGHTS OF THE SKY £22.74 STAR COLLECTION 02,99 
CAPTAIN PLANET £16.69 LAST BATTLE £16.89 STARFLIGHT II 06.89 
CARDIAXX £16.89 LAST NINJA III £16.89 STRATEGO £16 24 
CASINOjTRUMP II) £16-24 LEANOER 116.89 STRIKE FLEET £16.89 
CASTLES £16.69 LOGICAL £12,99 SUPER HEROES 09.49 
CELTIC LEGENDS £20.14 MADDOG WILLIAMS £19.49 SUPER SEGA £19 49 
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF £22.74 MAGIC GARDEN £16.89 SUPER SIM PACK 09.49 
CHART ATTACK £19.49 MAGIC POCKETS £16.89 SUPER SPACE INVADERS 0624 
CISCO HEAT £16.69 MAGNETIC SCR COLL £19.49 SUSPICIOUS CARGO 06.89 
CONAN £19.49 MAX PACK COMP £19.49 SWAP £16-89 
COOL CROC TWINS £16.69 MEDIEVIL WARRIORS £16.89 TEAM YANKEE II 09 49 
CRIME CITY £19.49 MEGA LO MANIA £20.14 TERMINATOR ll 06 99 
DAEMONSGATE £22.74 MEGA TWINS £16.89 THUNDERHAWKS £20.14 
DARK SPYRE £19-49 MEGATRAVELLER H £23 39 TILT £13,64 
OEATHBRINGER £16.69 MIDWINTER II £22.74 TOP LEAGE £20.14 
DEUTEROS £16-69 MIG 29 SUPER FALCRUM £25 *9 TOP WRESTLING £16 89 
DEVIOUS DESIGNS £16.69 MINI GOLF SUPER EDIT £16.69 TRADERS £16 89 
DINO WARS £16-69 MOONFALL £16 69 TURBO CHARGE £12,99 
DIZZY COLLECTION £16.24 moonstone £19 49 TURTLES II £16.89 
DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL £23.39 MR BACKUP PROFF £19.49 TWILIGHT 2000 £22.74 
DOUBLE DRAGON III £16.89 MYTH £16 89 ULTIMA 6 £20.14 
ELF £16.24 NAPOLEON £19.49 UMS 2 PLANET EDITOR £10 39 
ELVIRA II £22.74 NAPOLEONIC BATTLE £19.49 UNDER PRESSURE £16.89 
ELVIRA ARCADE £16.89 NEBULUS M £16.69 UNREAL £12 99 
EPIDEMIC(ENEMY WITHIN) £13.64 ECRONOM £16 89 UTOPIA £19,49 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER £21.44 NEIGHBOURS £16,89 VENGEANCE OF EXCAL £19.49 
EYE OF THE STORM £19.49 NEVERENDING STORY If £16.89 VIDEO KID £16.89 
FACE OFF £16.09 NO GREATER GLORY £20.14 VIRTUAL REALITY £22.74 
F ALCON CLASSSIC COLL £23.39 ORK £16.69 VIRTUAL REALITY 1! £19.49 
FIGHTER COMMAND £19.49 outrun europa £16 89 VOLF1EQ £16.09 
FINAL BLOW £16.09 PAPERBOY II £16.69 VROOM £16.89 
FIRE FORCE £16.09 PILOTS m PARADISE £16.69 WARM UP £1609 
FIRST SAMURAI £16.09 PIT FIGHTER £16 24 WESTERN FRONT £20 14 
FORT APACHE £19.49 POOL OF DARKNESS £20 14 WILD WHEELS £16,24 
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE £19.4* POPULOUS II £19.49 WOLF CHILD £16 69 
FUZZBALL £12.99 QUEST FOR GLORY £20 1* WORLD AT WAR 06 24 
G LOC £16.89 QUEST FOR ADVENTURE £22.74 WWF wrestlemania £16 69 
GAME PACK t £32.49 R TYPE 2 £16 69 ZONE WARRIOR £16.69 
GAME PACK II £32.49 RACE DRIVIN £16.24 

»N A RECENT SURVEY wft lound that 
over 40% of our business is coming 
from personal reccommandation and 
this proportion e$ growing daily. The 
only reason for this must be that we are 
providing 
you with 
what you 
want. We 
always try 
to offer the 
best 
service 
and prices because 
at DIAMOND we love our customers. 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE NOTE THAT PRICES ON THIS 
PAGE ARE TO CLUB MEMBERS ONLY ADD 
£10 TO JOIN THE CLUB AS YOU ORDER, 

NAME...... 
ADDRESS,*....... 

POSTCODE. 
TEL..,.... 
COMPUTER.,,,.. 
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER 
please send me 

item 

item 

item 

item 

item 

£ 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - 
Cheque P.Q. Access Mastercard Visa 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 
Credit card Expiry date ....... 
All Mail Order To ROWFOflD BRANCH! 
1045 High Rd , Chidwtii H#*iti Romford 
Phone Orders Ml 597 6*51 
Please add £i for postage Cheques payable 
to Diamond Computer Systems Ltd. For EEC 
orders please add £1. Overseas orders by 
Credit Card only please. 



£449.95 

With Encyclopaedia 
& Lemmings 

£479.95 

With Normal Titles 
& Starter Pack 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND’S CDTV PAGE 

Imagine, if you can, the concept 
of a new , more powerful Amiga... 

. With i Megabyte of memory and a compact disk drive of almost infinite size A disk so vast, it can store 
hundreds of millions of digits of data This data could be speech, animated pictures, digitised stereo sound, 
computer images or whole encyclopaedias and more. 

Imagine This and you can start to grasp the concept of CDTV 
The iniegral compact disk drive is the key to the power of CDTV. Its storage capacity is equivalent to around a 
quarter ol a million full pages of text This, when integrated with the 1Mb of Interna! RAM, creates a system, 
which, from a CD disk, can give you access to an unimaginable spectrum of real world images, never seen 
combined before. These vivid images, with words and sounds, give you a whole new dimension in home 
education, entertainment 8 information technology. 

Don t forget that CDTV can play, in superb quality, any normal audio music CO It can also play the new CD*G 
disks, which give digital sound and on-screen graphics 
On CD Disks now available, there are educational packages, encyclopaedias packed with reference information, 
stunning games, music systems and many other new and varied subjects including whole world atlases or even 
the complete works oi Shakespeare, each one on CD Disk. COTV - Nothing less than revolutionary 

CDTV STARTER PACK 

When you choose your CDTV from DIAMOND, no! only do you get our legendary service, but for only an extra 
£30 you get the CDTV Starter pack to get you exploring your new world straightaway. 
This includes a superb selection ol CD Disk titles including the Welcome Tutorial & Huichmsons Encyclopaedia 
and Lemmings plus four more games; worth in total almost £200, In addition is the infrared remote controller and 
ail the hardware you need to gat you connected. 

CDTV with Starter Pack Only £479*95 

CDTV is ihe same sue and style as most video recorders, so it can sit unobtrusively above or below your home 
TV and/or Mi Ft. With its infrared controller it can be operated from your armchair But. perhaps more importantly, 
if you are a computer enthusiast, remember that inside every CDTV there is an AMIGA just waiting to be used 
So Later on you'll be able to buy Ihe optional keyboard and disk drive to get you into the world of AMIGA 
computing Printers, digitisers, genlocks and other accessories can all be connected to give access to many 
other exciting facilities and also many of the existing software packages available for the AMIGA computer. 
Never before has there been so much potential from one stunning system, packed with today's technology. 

Call in to your nearest branch and have a personal demonstration, or phone for your fully detailed CDTV 
information pack. 

CDTV ACCESSORIES 
Due to be re leased soon 
Please call for availability 
C0122Q Keyboard An 89 key QWERTY 

Keyboard 
CDi252 Mouse infrared mouse with 

battery saver 
CD 1200 Track ha 11 I nf rared trackball with 

the option of direct connection to 
extendbattery life Duplicates 
functions of two button mouse 
and includes two 9 pin ports for 
standard joysticks 

CDi JOO Caddy For holding CD 
within drive 

CD 1401 Memory Card Personal RAM 
card containing 64k of memory 
for storing data or as ■ bookmark 
facility within CDTV 

C01#00 Floppy Drive Rack mo uni able 
floppy drive wiih 800k capacity 
Casing allows room for additional 
hard drives or modems etc 

GDI 301 Genlock PAL based video 
interlace card for superimposing 

CDTV Images over a video signal 
provided by any PAL standard 
video source 

CD1321 Video Card PAL based video 
interlace card to allow connection 
to TVs. videos etc requiring UBF. 
SVHS or composite inputs 

Matching External Disk Drive 

£49,95 

£49,95 

£79.95 

£9.95 

£99.95 

£149.95 

P.O.A, 

£64.95 

Many AMIGA accessories and peripherals 
{printers, disk drives, soltware etc) are 
compatible with CDTV 
Please phone for information. 

MULTIMEDIA IN YOUR OWN HOME 
Advanced Military £22.47 Moving Gives Mu Shakespeare 

CDTV brings information and entertainment into your Fred Fish Collection £37,47 A Stomach Ache £26.25 Complete Works £27.99 
home in a way that has never been possible belore II is Snoopy £26,25 Mud Puddle £26.25 musirated Holy Bible £27.99 
based around ihe familiar compact disc player combined Battle si orm £29.99 Cinderella £26.25 Music Maker £23.99 
with a computer which simply connects to your television American Visla £41,25 Scary Poems Rotten Kids £29,99 Barney Goes To School £23.99 
and combines still and moving pictures with sound and Sim City £37.50 Long Hard Day Af The Ranch £26.25 My Paint £27.99 
thus offers a whole new world of possibility Hound ol the Baskervilles £22.50 Wrath O Demon £22,50 A Bun For Barney £23.99 

Time Table Science £29.99 Super Games Pack £2350 Defender Of Crown £27.99 
Whether you want to improve the quality of reference CD Remix £22.50 Psycho Killer £23,99 Garden Plants £27.99 

material available to your studies or to enhance your World Vista £41 25 Classic Board Games £26.24 Trees And Shrubs £27.99 
hobbies CDTV has the mlormaiiori at your fingertips The Eyes of the Eagle £26.25 Time Table Business £29.99 Fruit Veg And Herbs £19.99 
clever design of ihe hardware and software means that Peter Rabbi £29,99 science And innovation £31.99 Funschool 3{5-7) £19.99 
you pick the information you want in the way that you Benjamin Bunny £29,99 Business Politics £31.99 Mind Run £23.99 

warn (1. Paper Bag PnnceSS £26 25 Dr Wellman £43.99 Timetable Of History £31,99 
Heather Hit Home Run £26.25 Electric Cookbook £31.99 
Thomas Snowsuit £26.25 All Dogs Go To Heaven £27.99 



THE CAPTAIN DIAMOND APPLICATIONS PAGE 

THE U.K.’s MOST COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF SERIOUS AMIGA APPLICATION SOFTWARE 

DIGITISERS 
Old VIEW V4 £109.08 
DNSIVCW V4 * ELAN PERF £109.80 
OdDROiD £47.00 
OfGIVIEW FILTER WHEEL £10.50 
ViOl AMIGA El 19.99 
VlDICHROME £1*99 
VIDl COLOUR SOLUTION £164.00 

SOUND 
AW AS £72.50 
AUDIO ENGINEER ll £179 00 
PERFECT SOUND £4695 
AEGIS SOUNOMASTER £92.40 
STE BCD MASTER £34.4* 

DATABASES 
INFOFlLf £37,99 
ORGANISE £45-99 
SUFERflASE PRO V4 £299.00 
SUPER BASE PERSONAL 2 £76.49 

COMM S 
A TALK III £26 99 
BBS PC BULLETIN BQARD{AM} £58-99 
GP1ERM £53.99 
online £30,50 

BUNDLES 
KINOWORDORGANIZER £48.90 
SYSTEMS £3849 
WORKS PLATINUM £68.99 
HOME OFFICE KIT 
KlNDWORDINFOflLE/CLIPART 
MAX IPL AN. PAG ESETTE R £69-95 

DTP 
AWARD MAKER PLUS £10,59 
COMIC SETTER £27.49 
C SETTER SUPER HEROES £13.70 
C SETTER SCI FI £13 70 
C SETTER FUN FIGURES £13-70 
CLASSIC Clip art £3i 39 
GOLD disk DECORATE ra.49 

GOLD DISK DESIGN £30.50 
GOLD DISK PUBLISH 00-50 
GOLD DISK VIDEO £30.50 
masterpiece fonts £97.84 
OUTLINE FONTS £78,49 
PAGE SETTER 11 £45.79 
PAGE STREAM V2 1 £132.49 
PEOPLE CLIP ART £31.39 
PRO PAGE V2 0I £116.49 
RHOCLIP £18.69 
PRODRAW £78,49 
PROVECTOR V2 £132-39 
SAXON PUBLISHER £117.69 
STRUCTURED CLIPART £23-50 
TEMPLATES m.so 

DESKTOP VIDEO 
AMIGA VISION £41.10 
BROADCAST TITLER £15299 
home titler 
INVISION PLUSLIVE £625-90 
PHOTON TRhtSRRT CONT £82.29 
PRO VIDEO POST £117.60 
PRO VIDEO PLUS £117.60 
PRO VtO - FONT SET 1 £2495 
PRO VID, FONT SET 2 £24 95 
PRO VlD - FONT SET 3 £24,95 
PRO VlD * FONT SET 4 £24 05 
PRO VIO , FONT SET 5 £24,95 
TV SHOW £34 20 
TV TEXT £34,29 

TV TEXT PRO £56.69 
VIDEO EFFECTS 3D £94.09 
VI0E0T1TLERV1 5 3D £66,79 

CAD * 

30 CONSTRUCTION KIT £37 ,50 
3D PRO £132 50 
DRAW 4D Cl 36 99 
DRAW 4D PRO C201 00 
IMAGINE CT 37 49 
INTRO CAD £1960 
INTERCHANGE £1960 
INTERIOR DESdN DISK £20.59 
interfont £47 00 
INTRQCAD PLUS £39-50 
INT DESIGN DISK SCPT £20.50 
PIXEL 3D £50-99 
REAL 30 BEGINNERS £76 50 
REAL3DPROTUR90 £195-99 
SCULPT4D £243,00 
SCULPT 4 D JNR £104.09 
SCULPT 3D XL £114.40 
SPACE DESIGN DISK VD £22 99 
TURBO SILVER £23.59 
U LTRA DESIGN £70.95 

EDUCATIONAL 
ANSWER BACK JNR QUIZ £15.25 
ANSWER BACK SNR QUIZ £15.25 
DATA DISK FOR ANSWER BACK 
ARITHMETIC £7,69 
20TH C HISTORY £7.69 
SPELLING £7 60 
WORD GEOGRAPHY £7,69 
ENGLISH WORDS E7.E9 
FIRST AID £7 69 
FOOTBALL £7.69 
KNOW ENGLAND £7,69 
KNOW SCOTLAND £7 69 
GENERAL SCIENCE £7 69 
SPORT £7 69 
DONALDS ALPHABET C6J9 
DINOSAURS DISCOVERY KR £1769 
DESIGNASAURUS £15 69 
DISTANT SUNS £27,49 
DEEP SKY OBJECTS £14.90 
SKYMAP EXPANSION £14,00 
YALE BRIGHT STAR £11-49 
FAMILY TREE V2 £31 40 
FUNSCHOOL 2 UNDER 6 £1*69 
F UN SCHOOL 2 6-8 £1*69 
FUN SCHOOL 2OVER* £1660 
FUNSCHOO 3 UNDERS CIS, 69 
FUNSCHOOL 3 5 7 £1*69 
FUN SCHOOL 3 OVER 7 £18.69 
FUN SCHOOL 4 UNDER5 £1*69 
FUN SCHOOL 4 S.7 £18.69 
FUN SCHOOL 4 7-11 £1*69 
FRENCH £13.00 
THE FRENCH MISTRESS £15.49 
GERMAN £13 00 
GERMAN MASTER £1*49 
GOOFY $ RAILWAY £10.00 
GREEK £1399 
ITALIAN £13.90 
THE ITALIAN TUTOR £15.49 
LETS SPELL AT HOME £15.49 
LETS SPELL OUT* ABOUT £1540 
LETS SPELL AT THE SHOPS £15-49 
MICKEY S RUNAWAY 200 £6.90 
MICRO ENGLISH £19.09 
MICRO FRENCH £10,00 
MICRO MICRO MATHS £1989 
MEGA MEGA MATHS £19.00 
MATCH PAIRS £15,29 
math* magician £30-59 
MAVIS BEACON TYPING £22 99 
THINGS TO DO £15-29 

PLAY READ C19.00 
PRIMARY COURSE £19» 
PUZZLE BOOK £15 2$ 
READING WRITING COURSE Cl9M 
RUSSIAN £13.99 
SPANISH £13.99 
SPANISH TUTOR Cl3-99 
SPELL BOOK £5,99 
world atlas tn. W 
THINGS TO DO WITH WORDS 0529 
WEATHER WATCHER Clft.09 

GRAPHICS 
& ANIMATION 
AN I'M FONtl 
ANiM FONT2 
ANHM FONT 3 
ANIMATION STATION 
BIRDS IW 
DIGEPAINT III 
DISNEY ANIMATION studio 
DELUXE PAINT III 
HORSES 
HUMANS 
KARA FONTS 1 
KARA FONTS 2 
KARA FONTS SUB HEADLINE 
MACRO PAINT 
MEGA PAINT 
MY PAINT 
MY PAINT CLfl DISK t 
MY PAINT CLR DISK 2 
RASE 
PHOTON CELL ANIMATION 
PHOTON PAINT V2 
PLXMATE 
SCEN0E GENERATOR 
SPECTRA COLOUR 
STARflELDS 
TAD THE ART DEPT 
DPILE MOO FOR ART DEPT 
GIF MOO FOR ART DEPT 
PCX MOO FOR ART DEPT 
ART DEPT 
ART DEPT PRO 
TIFF MOO FOR ART DEPT 
VISTA 
VIS1APRO 

09 59 
£19 59 

£19 59 
£19 59 
£22 89 
£39.19 
£57 
£61,10 
E19M 

£22.99 
£5349 
£45.79 
£27 49 
£149.49 
£69 59 
£14.95 

£57-29 
£76 39 
£66 70 
£27 49 
£1959 
£57 39 
£23-59 
£52.29 
£14.95 
0055 
£29 69 
£52 29 
£117.60 
£29 69 
£23-50 
£58 79 

MUSIC 
AD COMPANION £74.75 
ALTER AUDIO £7Mt 
AUDIOMASTER 3 £44.09 
AUDIOMASTER 4 £44.28 
BARS A PIPES £175.69 
BARS 5 PIPES PRO £156 89 
COMPANION £74.75 
DELUX E MUSIC CONST SE T C3i .05 
DR T COPIE ST A PPRE NT ICE £56.85 
DR T COPYST DTP £137-25 
DR T Dll0ut310EDITOR £58.89 
DR T KC5 LEVEL IIV3 £l47,09 
DRTKORGM1 E5C.99 
DR T KEY0D CONT SYS £152.75 
DR T M-IOI REC STUDIO £27.45 
DR T TIGER CUB £54 89 
DR T V2 RIDER £55.85 
MUSIC XVI I £*7 79 
QUARTET £26.45 
SEQUENCER ONE £6729 
SONIX £35.27 
SYNTMLA2 £78.35 

FINANCIAL 
CASH BOOK. F INAL ACC TS £53.49 
HOME ACCOUNTS £22 *9 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 £4l.lS 

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER £30.50 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER £22 89 

PROGRAMMING 
AGSOFT AC FORTRAN cm.i* 
AMOS £2985 
A VOS COMPILER £20 66 
ARE XX £10 79 
AZTEC C PROFESSIONAL £78.40 
AZTEC C DEV 50 £118.45 
8SC EMULATOR GAMBLE £7.05 
sac emulator £29 *9 
BLITZEASC £95.00 
BENCHMARK MOO 2 £129 80 
CAN DO VI 5 £86 09 
CYGNUSE D PRO £41*0 
THE DIRECTOR 2 0 £50.99 
DIRECTORS TOOUUT £15 69 
EXTEND £15 69 
GFA BASIC COMPILER £22 99 
GFABASIC INTERPRETER £37.36 
HiSOf T BASIC £81 09 
HYPER BOOK £39-1B 
LATTIC-* £146 99 
LATTICE CV5.1 DEV SYS £171.10 
LOGO £39,25 
RESOURCE DISASSEMBLER £53.45 
WSHELL £30.50 

SPREADSHEETS 
ADVANTAGE £76,35 
ANALYSE 2 £53.45 
DGCALC £30-55 

UTILITIES 
AMI ALIGNMENT SYST £30 55 
MMT £26 89 
8 A 0 V4 £22.05 
BOARD MASTER £3919 
0YT£ hBACK Cl 7.65 
CROSS DOS V* £17,65 
day 0Y day £22*0 
DOCTOR AMIGA £19.59 
DOS2DOS £21 19 
DISK DISK LABELLER £22 80 
DISK MASTER £26.95 
DISK MAST ER 2 £59.79 
flow £43,15 
GB ROUTE PLUS £59 70 
ICON PAINT C7.W 
IMAGE FINDER £2*65 
IMAGE LINK £7*40 
MAC 2 DOS £35,29 
MAILSHOT PLUS £37 29 
QUARTERBACK £27.45 
QUARTERBACK TOOLS £35 29 
X-COPY PRO £30.39 

WORD PROCESSING 
0ABv £14.89 
ELECTRIC THESAURUS £14*9 
excellence V2 £70.59 
KIDS TYPE £18 65 
KIND WORD £38 1 * 
PENPAL £58,75 
PROTEXT V*3 £74.7* 
PRO WRITE V3 1 £68 00 
QUlCKWRITE £381* 
SCRISSlE platinum £3i 35 
TRANSWHITE £27.4* 
WORDSWORTH £60 89 
WORD PERFECT V4 1 £122 55 

FLAMINGO AMIGA PD & SHAREWARE 
EACH PACK ONLY £5.00 

PACK 1 - MUSIC EDITOR 
Disk 1 - Mod 2.13 
Disk 2 - Instruments 
Disk 3 - More Instruments 

PACK 2 * INSTRUMENTS 
Disk 1 ■ Additional Instruments 
Disk 2 - Instruments 
Disk 3 * Various modules 

PACK 3 - HOME BUSINESS 
Disk 1 Wordwoght 62 
Disk 2 ’ Amibase Version 376 
Disk 3 ■ ProcalcVGCalkey, Calc 

PACK 4 PROGRAMWING 

Disk 1 ’ Archive of a 3 disk 
manual - Needs 3 disks 

Disk 2 - North C the program 
Disk 3 - North C examples 

PACK 5 - UTILITIES #1 
Disk 1 - Var/popdi/quadpnnt 

virus*/noclick 
Disk 2 ■ Looktor ■ atree crossdos 

powpack,machll/keyrrac 
Disk 3 ■ Lafaelpnnt/password 

pcopy ^mgB/kwkbackup 

PACK 6 - UTILITIES # 2 
Disk 1 ■ More useful utilities 
Disk 2 ■ tfskx memopadt.l /dcafl 

dirm star smandk wttaoe 
Disk 3 ' mymenu' |azzbench ' az 

alarming doA / vBwboot 

PACK 7 - STARTREK GAME 
Disk i - This is a 3 disk game 
Disk 2 - written lor Startrek tans 
Disk 3 - greal sound and pics! 

PACK 8 - GAMES # 1 
Disk 1 - ZomVl 
Disk 2 Batlieforce 
Disk 3 - Mechfight 

PACK 9-GAMES#2 
Disk 1 ■ Breaker (breakout game) 
Disk 2 - Flaschbier (balderdash} 
Disk 3 - Dnp Game 

PACK 10 - RAYTRACING 
Disk 1 - C-Light Rendering 

Disk 2 * C-Light Animate 
Disk3 - D.B.W Render 

PACK 11 - CLIPART 
Disk 1'3 disks of clip art 
Disk 2- animals, cartoons. 
Disk 3 - Christmas & teddys 

PACK 12-EDUCATION 
Disk 1 - Talking coloring book 
Disk 2 ■ Blackboard maths 

games, colorpad 
Disk 3 - Flower garden , stepstone 

tugp puppy, spellquiz 

PACK 13 - ANIMATIONS 1 MB 
Disk i Puggs in Space demo 
Disk 2 ■ Stealthy anims 
Disk 3 W^demobylmaerBKs 

PACK 14 - MUSIC DEMOS 
Disk i -Taipan24trkco«ec.dski 
Disk 2 ■ second disk for disk 1 
Disk 3 - Zarch music collection 

PACK 15•DEMOS 
Disk 1 ■ Defjam demo - music 

and nice graphics 
Disk 2 ■ Pure Metal Coders 

High speed fractals 
Disk 3 - Phenomena Enigma 

PACK 16-VIDEO TV GFX 
Disk 1 ■ Lacer, stillstore. vpgen 

Jogtape 
Disk 2 ■ Sportstext. tittogen. vtot 

anim tools, text<ksptay 
Disk 3 - Iconed, DOS, dpaim. 

io*res, disk-stuff 

PACK 17- VIRUS KILLERS 
Disk 1 - Vscan, Zero Virus. 

BootX, Vcheck 
Disk 2 - MVK Master Virus 

Killer V2.1 
Disk 3 - KiiiaDaViris, Nuke 

Immune, Virus Expert 

PACK 18- GAMES 3# 
Disk 1 - Megaball 
Disk 2 - Super Quiz 
Disk 3 - Cubulus 

PACK 19- GAMES 4# 
Disk 1 - Dynamite Dick 
Disk 2 - Empire 
Disk 3 - Marble Slide 

PACK 20- UTILITIES 3# 
Disk 1 ■ Amiga Real Time 

Monitor. Auto Centre. 
BTMTape. + more 

Disk 2 - Right Button Mouse 
Shift, Add Menu, 
System Info, Auto CLI+ 

Disk 3 Much more, 
Toofmanager VI. 5h 
Addresser, flash Copy, 
+ more 

PACK 21-HOME HELP 
Disk 1 - Text Engine, Flexihase, 

Ledger 
Disk 2 ■ Amiga Cash 
DiSk3 AMIGA FOX(DTP), 

Cheque Book 
Accountant 

Star Buy at £5.00 



DO NOT FORGET CAPTAIN DIAMOND’S PRICE PLEDGE! 

D501 SI 2k RAM card + clock 

ONLY £19.95 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

We are now open 7 days a week! 

0501 512k RAM card + 

Disk Drive ONLY £74.95 

DIAMOND JOYSTICK DEALS 

SPEEDKfNG STANDARD £995 JOYSTICK TESTER £12-99 
WITH 4 GAMES £14,95 MANTA-RAY AUTOFIRE £13.99 
SPEEDKING AUTOFIRE £10,95 MEGA JET £19.95 
NAVIGATOR £13-95 MEGADRIVE JOYPAD £12.99 
STINGRAY STANDARD £14.95 MISTER CRYSTAL STD £13,99 
stingray AUTOFIRE £15-95 MISTER CRYSTAL TURBO £14.99 
ZIPSTICK STANDARD £11-95 MISTER CRYSTAL SEGA £1499 
zipstickautgfire £13-95 NAVIGATOR AUTOFIRE £15.32 
COMPETITION PRG5Q00 BLACK £11-95 NAVIGATOR HOTSHOT RED £15-32 
COMPETITION PR05QQQ CLEAR £11,95 NAVIGATOR LTD ED GREY £15.32 
COMPETITION PRO GLO EXTRA £13,95 GUICKJOY 2 PILOT £6.95 
COMPETITION PRO STAR £13.95 QUICKJOY 2 TURBO £0.95 
PYTHON 1 TURBO Ml QS137F £9.95 QUICKJOY 3 S/CHARGER £9.95 
APACHE 1 QS131 £6.95 QUICKJOY 5 SUPERBOARD £17.95 
FtGHTGRIP 1 OS129F £8.95 STAR NINTENDO £20.36 
MAVERICK 1 QS139F £13.95 STAR SEGA £10,34 
ALPHA-RAY AUTOFiRE £11.99 SUNCOM VALUE PACK 1 £49.99 
CONVERTA £9.99 SUNCOM VALUE PACK 2 £69.99 
CRUISER BLACK £10.99 SHURESHOT SEGA SUPREME £17.31 
CRUISER CLEAR £1327 SHURESHQT STANDARD £10.99 
CRUISER MULTICOLOURED £10.99 SHURESHOTSUPREME £14.99 
DELTA 2000 £9.95 TERMINATOR £15.99 
DELTA 3A ANALOGUE AMIGA £16.95 TURBO BLASTER £10.99 
FREEDOM CONN INFRA-RED £19,95 TURBO PRO £13.99 
GAMMA-RAY AUTOFIRE £22.99 WARP 1 SEGA £17.99 
GUNSHOT GS2 £6-95 WICO BOSS £14,99 
GUNSHOT NINTENDO 228N £9.95 WCQ ERGOSTICK £10,99 
GUNSHOT SEGA 228S £7.95 WICO RED BALL £19,99 
(CONTROLLER DESKTOP £5999 WINNER 2000 FLIGHT YOKE £59.95 
ICONTROLLER LAPTOP £69 99 WINNER PISTOL STICK £29.95 

HOME OFFICE KIT ONLY £69.95 Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database. 

^ABACUS BOOKS - WITH 40% OF^ee/fs 
ONiy 

ADVANCED SYSTEM PROG. AMIGA DISK DRIVES INSIDE 
GUIDE AMIGA £32*5 £19,47 & OUT £27:95 £16.77 

AMIGA 3D GRAPHICS PROG AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS 

BASIC £11.07 AMIGA GRAPHICS INSIDE & £1295 £7,77 

AMIGA BASIC INSIDE & OUT £1*9& £11,37 OUT £32.45 £19,47 

AMIGA C ADVANCED AMIGA MACHINE LANGUAGE 
£14.95 PROGRAMMERS £3**5 £19,47 AMIGA PRINTERS INSIDE & £6.97 

AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS £1107 QUT(tVAT) £32.95 £19,77 

AMIGA DOS INSIDE 5 OUT £11,07 AMIGA SYSTEMS PROG 

AMIGA DOS QUICK GUIDE £32.95 £19,77 

REFERENCE £&95 £537 BEST AMIGA TRICKS & 

AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO TlPSl+VAT] £27,95 £16.47 

GUIDE Etr<5 £1107 MAKING MUSIC ON THE 
AMlGA{+VAT| £32,95 £19.77 

DATA SWITCHES 
Parallel Serial 

2 Way Parallel Data Switch £14,95 2 Way Serial Daia Switch £14.95 
3 Way Parallel Data Switch El7,95 
4 Way Parallel Data Switch £22 95 

ACCESSORIES 
Mcusemat Red'Blue/Grey £4.95 2 piece pnniar stand £5.95 
Mouse House £4.95 YU Printer aland £29.95 
3,5" disk drive cleaner £0.99 Philips Ml and turn 
5,25" disk drive cleaner £1.95 Monitor stand £14.95 
Amiga dust cover £4.95 TV lunar lor PHILIPS 
Printer cover 8833 5 CBM 1Q04S etc £79,95 

Please specify £7.95 Premier Micros Console £39,95 

MISCELLANEOUS H 
AMIGA 4 Player Adapter £6.95 Mouse/Joystick Extender 
Mo use- Joy slack Switch. £12,95 Cable £5.95 

FLOPPY DISKS 
DlAN MONO sail in excess ol 1,000.900 ol our own high quality branded 
diskettes. Because our name goes on the disks we ensure that the qualily 
meets our exacting standards. We normally source Sony Bulk because ol 
tfieir high clip rale* 
Due to occasional shortages we have lo use other manufacturers but we do 
make sure thal ihey meet our exacting sta ndards - our reputation is on the 
line alter all, 
' Clip Rate is the amount of oxide coating that a disk cart loose before d 
becomes unuseabfe. ft is usually expressed as a percentage Most high 
quahty disks have a chp rate of 60% or higher 

DIAMOND DS D D 135 T.P.I. 3-5” 

1-49 50 99 100-199 200 500 500 + 
£0.40 £0.39 £0,30 £037 £0.36 

50 disks in 100 capacity lockable box £22.95 

DIAMOND HD 3,5“ 

149 50 99 100-199 200 500 500 + 
£0.59 £0.58 £0.57 £0.56 £0.55 

Storage Boxes 3.5" 5,25" 
100 capacity £4,95 £4.95 
150 capacity Passe slacking box £15.99 - 

Cleaning Kits (Limited Offer) 3.5" 526- 
Disk drive cleaning kits £0-99 El.99 

DwetoflwwortdBhsrtieeof A** W*i ovtiurt wc mtfferag 
3 V dWMPfl k** lor Jim COW. 

Diamond Computers 
v 121 Regents Street 

Leamington Spa * Warks 
TEL 0926 312155 
FAX 0926 883432 

rjy-p-zj Diamond Computers 
144 Ferry Road 
EDINBURGH-Scotland 
TEL 031 554 3557 
FAX 031 554 3557 

oasa Diamond Computers 
1022 Stockport Road 
MANCHESTER 
TEL 061 257 3999 
FAX 061 257 3997 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply telephone through your order, giving your Access or 
Visa card Number or send a cheque or postal order to your 

Local Dealer. All prices include VAT unless otherwise stated. 
Courier Service Delivery £11.75 

Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance. 
Bankers drafts clear on the same day 
ALL POSTAL ORDERS TO OUR 

ROMFORD BRANCH ONLY PLEASE, 
AM price* nregong Ji time gf going lo pre^ hua may dafjjB wuhnut noik-e. 

1 
THE 

Diamond 
PRICE PLEDGE 

^ tf, zvhdst buying goods from us, you con shout us a Better price 

on the some goods from one of our V.% compeiiors then 

^Diamondm((match that price. 

(S5jga Diamond Computers 
Hi/ 84 Lodge Road 

SOUTHAMPTON 
TEL 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232679 

fagg=& Diamond Computers 
406 Ashley Road 
POOLE - Dorset 
TEL 0202 716226 
FAX 0202 716160 

Diamond Computers 
xsj/ 443 Gloucester Rd 

BRISTOL (EXPORT) 
TEL 0272 522044 
FAX 0272 521738 

Diamond Computers 
V 232 Tottenham Ct Rd 

LONDON W1 
TEL 071 5804355 
FAX 071 580 4399 

(RETAIL ONLY this branch) 

J£i*en if our prices hapt increased, wc itrifthonour 

the prices in this advertisment on items in stod£. 

fJhis applies only to customers producing or relying on this 

adiiertisment Be fore the end of the month of puSfkatim- 

It dots run apply to competitors prices offered in dosing doum 

or stod^ dearance ia£sj® 

Diamond Computers 
1045 High Road 
Chadwell Heath - 
ROMFORD 
TEL 081 597 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 



SOUND SAMPLING 

New sounds from old 
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All those people who have been using 

Sequencer One, given away with issue 30, may 

now be getting a little tired of using the samples 

given away with the program. Maff Evans 

helps you out by giving you some hints on how 

to get some new sounds. 

MANY OF you non-MIDI users may have 

noticed that Sequencer One allows you to play 

music without using a single MIDI keyboard 

or sound unit. This is due to the fact that you 

can use Amiga samples to play sound directly 

from your computer. Although it’s easy to use 

Amiga samples, the limited range included 

w ith the problem could be stifling your musi- 

cal expression. So what can you do lo 

overcome this problem? Well, there arc a cou¬ 

ple of options. You could buy some more 

sample disks from Gajits. or even buy a sam¬ 

pling package and grab your ow n new sounds. 

There are three basic levels of Amiga 

sampler, and each one corresponds to two 

main criteria: how much experience you have 

in the field of sampling and how much money 

you want to spend. 

For the beginner who is only on a limited 

budget, a system sudi as Teehnosound Turbo 

(which is available via Amiga Format 

mail order on Page 193> may be the best 

choice. For £ AO. you get a basic stereo sam¬ 

pling cartridge along with an easy-to-use 

sampling and editing program. The whole 

package is designed for the sampling novice, 

with examples to help you quickly leant how 

to record and edit waveforms. 

The original sample 

has a lot of sounds 

□round the one which 

Is needed. What needs 

to he done now is to 

isolate the section you 
wan I to use. 

Listen to the sound a 

few limes and when 
you've found the right 

part zoom in. Mark out 

on urea directly before 

and after the required 
section and blank them 

using the delete or 

zero function. 

can, of course, record samples of any musical 

instruments you might have King around, but 

the main use is to lift sounds from records or 

CDs. This isn't just a case of plugging in the 

leads, loading up the software and hitting 

record, you have to follow some basic rules. 
The first thing to do is listen. This may 

sound rather obvious, but you have to use your 

ears before you even start sampling to find 

sounds that can be used. Many people snatch 

entire riffs (usually drum patternsi from 

records to pnniuce what are called breakbeats. 

This is simply a matter of recording the sec¬ 

tion you want and trimming the start and end 

points so that it fits in a loop (see later for tips 

on editing and looping>. If you want to record 

particular sounds or instruments tsay a bass 

sound or a snare drum) then you have to 

be more careful. 

Listen to your musical source for sections 

where there are as few instruments being 

played together as possible. It is on these 

sections where your sound is likely to be 

played on its own - so don't try and record a 

snare drum while the vocalist is singing! This 

takes some patience, because you have to lis¬ 

ten for when instruments stand out on iheir 

own. with no other sounds on a particular beat! 

Once you think you have found a section 

where the sound is being played on its own, 

rewind to a few seconds earlier, play then hit 

the record button on your sampler. Stop 

recording when you think the sound has been 

recorded, then you can start editing. 

Flay the sound that you have recorded a cou¬ 

ple of times (making sure you use a function 

where a pointer or bar traces across the screen) 

to find out where on the waveform the 

required sound starts and stops. Once you have 

a rough idea, mark an area slightly bigger than 

the sound and zoom in. Move the start and end 

pointers on the zoomed view and keep playing 

the sound until you think you've located the 

If you know some of the basic ideas for sam¬ 

pling, then the middle ground is filled w ith a 

number of samplers. Stereo Master and 

AMAS2. both from Microdeal, (reviewed on 

Pages 126 and 132) have a more serious 

approach than Teehnosound, giving more flex¬ 

ibility and control, but they are a little more 

complex than the beginner systems. 

At the top of the scale are Aegis Sound 

Master and Audio Engineer, These two cost 

£130 and £200 respectively, which may be out 

of range for many newcomers. It has to be 

said, however, that these are the best packages 

you can buy. with superb hardware and the 

excellent Audiomaster /It software. On the 

other hand, you cun actually buy a cheaper 

system until you find your feet, then upgrade 

the software to the new Audiomaster IV, This 

boasts the same powerful editing and crystal- 

clear sound quality that is found in the two 

expensive packages, but u iih even more tools 

for you to work w iih. 

In order u> create music using samples, 

you first have to find some sounds to use. You 

loam out to view the 

whale sample and 

using the new blank 
areas os a reference 

point, clip off the parts 

not required. 

C*pv C 
Pm to p 
Cl*** Suf fvr nv 
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After a bit of trimming 

to get rid of the sur¬ 

plus blank sec lions, 

you should then be left 
with a useable sound. 

Be sure to set the type 

of waveform lor your 

music package before 
you save! Sequencer 

One works best with 

multi-octave IFF 

sounds. These take up 
more memory, bat 

they give you a wider 

range of notes. 



SOUND SAMPLING 

The first example shows a waveform with the loop points badly set. The difference in 

levels on either end of (he loop will produce an audible click... 

...whereas the second version has the levels properly matched on zero. This will produce 

a smoother transition between (he loop start and end points. 

exact si art-and-cik! points of the required 

sound. Still working on the zoomed view, 

mark out an area just before the sound starts 

(that is with the end marker JUST at the start 

of the sound! and select the option which 

deletes a sample leaving a gap (usually called 

a Zero function). Move to the end of the 

required sound and repeat the process for an 

area just AFTER the sound. This will 'frame' 

the sound you want, allowing you to easily see 

where you should cut. 

Zoom back out to the main view and mark 

from the start of the entire sample, to some¬ 

where in the gap before your required sound. 

Once the area has been marked, select the 

CUT option to get rid of the unwanted lead in. 

Mark from the gap after your sample to the 

end of the waveform and repeat the process. 

You can now zoom in to dip off the gap at the 

start of your sound. 

If the sound is to be used as a 'one-shot' 

sample (such as a bass, a snare or a kick 

drum I. then try and make sure that the sam¬ 

pler's loop mode is turned off before you save, 

otherwise it will sound very odd when played 

back in a sequencer! 

If the sound you want is a more sustained 

instrument (such as a siring sound, an organ or 

a choir) then it may be an idea to set up a loop. 

This will make the sound hold* when you 

play long notes on a sequencer. 

Looping a sound isn't just a matter of 

sticking loop markers at the start and end of a 

sound, you have to look for suitable "loop 

points'. If you look at a sound's waveform, it's 

level oscillates up and down rapidly. If the 

start point of your loop is at a different height 

to end loop point, then you will hear a distinct 

'click1. To avoid this, try and move the points 

very slightly to keep the start-and-end points at 

ihe same level I preferably zero). 

Again, saving sounds isn't as simple as it 

may appear. To save a useable sound you have 

to make sure it's in the right format. Most 

music packages require you to save in straight 

IFF format (usually the default on a sampler)* 

whereas others need to he saved in a particular 

way. For example, Aegis Sonix will only 

allow y ou to use samples in its own formal. To 

use sounds in Sequencer One. you w ill need to 

save them in multi-octave IFF format. Make 

sure that you select the three or five octave 

option on your sampling program before you 

save the sound, otherwise you will only be 

able to play a v ery limited range of notes. You 

can then load them into Sequencer One via 

the Sample Palette. 

Although creating songs using the samples 

supplied with Sequencer One can be great fun. 

if you use them all the time it can make your 

music sound a bit staid. Using your own sound 

samples gives you almost infinite scope for 

creating much more impressive tunes - so 

you'd better start saving for a package now ! ^ 

Zero-G Datafile 1 and 
Sample CDs £49 95 ■ Time and Space ■ 0442 870681 

Have you ever tried ploughing through your record 
and CD collection trying to spot the right sounds? 
I have and believe me. It can be a real bind. So 
what would be dead useful is a series of isolated 
sounds ready for you to record Into your sampler. 
And that's exactly what Time and Space have done 
with their Zero-G Datafiles. 

So far, Zero-G have released two CDs each 
containing over 1,000 samples which cover a wide 
range of different noises'. What they've included 
on the disks are individual Instruments, various 
vocal snatches, electronic effects and a selection 
of drum patterns or breakbeats'. The sounds have 
been arranged In groups (each taking up one of 99 
tracks), depending on what type of sound they are. 
Both discs start by presenting you with a collec¬ 
tion of breakbeats, some programmed on a drum 
machine and others played live. Most of these are 
taken from dance and techno records. (There are 
quite a few Kraftwerk passages to he heard!) 

After this, there are a series of electronic 
bleeps and noises, including orchestra stabs, bass 
sounds and sci-fi sound effects. 

Both discs contain whole banks of sounds from 
well-established and respected drum machines, 
such as the Alesls HR16 and Roland s TR series 
(the TR808 was instrumental in developing the cur¬ 
rent dance style, hence the name 808 State!). The 
discs are mostly taken up by vocal samples, rang¬ 
ing from the normal dance and rap phrases 
through to electronic robot lines and even vocal 
snippets from cartoons. 

Both discs are geared towards those inter¬ 
ested In producing dance music, but there Is a 
wide enough range to make them extremely useful 
to anyone Interested In producing sequenced 
electronic tracks, All the sounds have been level- 
matched to make sampling relatively simple 

(saving you the trouble of having to adjust the 
input every time you sample). The instruments 
have also been tuned so that they can be played 
together without sounding like a cronky old out-of- 
tune organ. The main drawback to the series is the 
price. Each disc costs almost £50, but when you 
consider the fact that each one contains over 
1.000 sounds, that works out at less than five 

pence per sound. If you're Interested In producing 
songs on your Amiga using samples, then the Ini¬ 
tial outlay could Justify itself, simply because they 
are Incredibly diverse and extremely useful collec¬ 
tions. Stop those sounds being the restricted tools 
of fop producers and send off now! 
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MAIL ORDER 
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Sequencer One: the 
On the second C overdisk of the Christmas special issue we brought you the best special offer 

you could have: the complete Sequencer One music package, RRP £89, for next to nothing. 

If you missed out, you can get your copy from Back Issues for only £5. But it doesn't stop 

there! Make the most of Sequencer One by taking advantage of the host of extras which 

build up the most powerful easy-to-use music-making system there is! 
J Guiij IWl H Oil 
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1 tm -Vwif SAVE £5! 

THE HIT KIT! 

5#qruc/tc#r Or»er the excellent beginner*' music program we 

gave away with Issue 30- If you missed out. get it now from 

i department on Page 1M1 

A music composition system to use with 

both Sequencer One and Sequencer One Pius. 

It can help you to create professional- 

sounding drum tracks, bass lines and other 

accompaniments in a wide range of musical 

styles (eg ballad, blues, house, disco, tuiiru reggae 

or techno). Very little previous musical knowledge, 

is needed to obtain frighteningly rapid results! Can 

you write a number one hit? Here’s the kit to help 

you, only £24.95 (RRP £29,95)! 

Description 
The Hit Kit! 

SAVE £90! 

Price 
£24. 

Order No 
AM237 

o**1' 

m 

SEQUENCER ONE PLUS 
UPGRADE KIT 

SEQUENCER ONE 
USER GUIDE 

Don’t miss out on this incredible offer! Upgrade to Sequencer One Plus to 

take advantage of a host of extra features including the unique Juke Box 

screen and Gajiis’ new ’Diamond Drag* note editing system. Also includes: 

tempo maps, auto count in. MIDI sys ex handling, track solo, extra quantize 

options* and much more! All of this will sell for i 129.95 (RRP). For a short 

time only, Sequencer One Plus is available as an upgrade kit for Sequencer 

One owners l and that includes everyone who has the program from Amiga 

Format Coverdisk 30) at just £49,95 (RRP). But we’re offering it to you at 

a mere £39,95 for an amazing total saving of £90! 

Price Order No 
£39.95 AM235 

Contains not only the full 

program User Guide but 

also a personal User 

Registration Card, The User 

Guide includes a beginners’ introduction m sequencing ant! MIDI, lots of 

helpful illustrations and examples, and a full index. The User Registration 

Card entitles you to free update information and the Gajits Telephone 

Helpline support serv ice. You can benefit from all of this for the special 

price of only £6.95! 

Description 

Sequencer One Plus 

Description Price 
Sequencer One User Guide £6.95 

Order No 
AM236 
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very special offers 

THE SAMPLE SERIES 
A collection of five volumes of IFF format 

digital sound samples for use with Sequencer 

One and Sequent'!?* One Plus (as well as other 

programs using IFF samples). Each volume 

contains up to SO high-quality samples and 

includes a speciallv-wTitien demo song to 

demonstrate the capabilities of the samples. 

There arc five volumes to collect: 

L Percussion and Effects 

2. Guitars and Strings 

3. Brass and Woodwind 

4. Synth and Vocals 

5. Piano and Keyboards 

Each volume costs just £9.95 here (RRP £12.95). 

The complete set can he bought for only £39.95* 

saving you nearly £25! 

Description _Price Order No 

Sample Series 1: Percussion £9.95 AM238 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 2: Guitars £9.95 AM239 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 3: Brass £9.95 AM240 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 4: Synth £9 95 AM241 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 5: Piano £9.95 AM242 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series Complete Set 
—— -—— 

£39.95 AM243 

All prices include postage, packing and VAT 

A Mo Hidden Extras 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

Sequencer One order form 
Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No. 

Description Price Order No. 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle) Access # Visa • Cheque • PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited. 

Credit Card No. 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Island or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Expiry Date 
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ASHCOM 
iDEStGN & DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED 

PRESENTS 

FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
INC. VAT & P/P 

THE MOST POWERFUL SOFTWARE BACKUP SYSTEM EVER PRODUCED FOR THE A500/A500 PLUS 
THERE IS NO SOFTWARE YET PRODUCED THAT CANNOT BE BACKED UP USING THE MAC II SYSTEM 

FEATURES: • The most comprehensive back-up utility ever’ • Menu dnven options which make it easy to use • backs up 
other formats: IBM. Atan etc. • Quick and easy to install (second drive required) • Also available for A1500/A2000 

ORDER MACH BACK-UP NOW AND YOU WILL NEVER HAVE TO PURCHASE ANOTHER BACK-UP UTILITY AGAIN 

9SS COPYRIGHT ACT. ASHCOM neither condones or authorises Ihe use of this package 
for the reproduction of copyrighted material- The facilities ollered by MAC If are designed to 
reproduce users own software, FD software & other such programs where permission has 
been dearly given, it is illegal to make copies of copyrighted material without the permission 
of the copyright holder or the licenced thereof. 

THE ULTIMATE AMIGA RAM EXPANSION 
AX502 2MEG £169. 

AX504 4MEG £235. 

AX508 8MEG £369. 

INC VAT 

INC VAT 

INC VAT 

NEW 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES: * External Fitting {just plug's in!!) • Auto-configuration for 2MB, 
4MB or 8MB * Bus through port, fully compatible with external hard drives, SCSI etc. * Ultra low power 
no external PSU required * Fully buffered data A address bus • Latest technofogy high density dram • 
zero wait states - Guru free!! • Slimline attractive case • Allows creation of very large & fast RAM Disc’s 
• Ram Test software * Will not invalidate warranty 

A501 PLUS RAM EXPANSION 

Developed specifically for the A500 ptus take your Amiga up to 2MB of 
chip RAM using latest DRAM technology. Simply fits in trapdoor, 
WILL NOT INVALIDATE YOUR WARRANTY. £44.95 

TAKE YOUR AMIGA A500 PLUS UP T01.5MB -£29.95 OR TAKE YOUR AMIGA A500 PLUS UP TO 2.0MB - £49.95 

ASHCOM KICKSTART ROM 1.3/Z.04 SHARER 

SWITCHABLE BETWEEN 1.3 & 2.4 ROM. 

GET ALL THE BENEFITS OF THE A500 PLUS 

WITHOUT SOFTWARE INCOMPATABILITY!! 

WILL WORK WITH OLDER 1.3 COMPUTERS 

INCLUDING A1500/A2000 - ONLY £19.95 
KICKSTART ROM 1 3 £34.95 

KICKSTART ROM 2.04 CALL 

BEELINE 

Y\ 

J 

n HIGH QUALITY STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 

r WORKS WITH ALL SOFTWARE 1 

SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

ONLY £29.95 

7)7 

ASHCOM MEGA UTILS DISC £ 2.95 
1 MEG' 9 SIMMS £33.00 
Z56K* 1 DRAM EVM 
256K' 4 ORAM £4 50 

SQUIK MOUSE ZHM 

AUTOMATIC MOUSE/ 
JOYSTICK SWITCHER 

ONLY £14.95 
+ SQUIK MOUSE £24.95 

ROCTEC 

SLIMLINE DISC DRIVE 
ONLY £59.95 

NEW LOW PRICE 512K RAM EXPANSION 

WITH CLOCK ONLY £21.95 WITHOUT CLOCK ONLY £19.95 

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT t PIP ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED IN 24 HRS. REGISTERED COMMODORE DEVELOPER. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANY PRODUCT PLEASE TELEPHONE OR SEND A S A E TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 

Only from ASHCOM, DEPT AF4,10 The Green, Ashby-De-La-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 
MON-FRI 9.00-5.30 Telephone: (0530) 411485 (24 hrs) Fax: (0530) 414433 SAT 9.30-4.00 



SPECIAL OFFERS SPECIAL OFFERS 

Specialists (or over 3 years supplying Education, Government, home user, 
quality, reliability, value for money. 

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BUY BETTER 

3.5 DOUBLE SIDED 
DOUBLE 
DENSITY 

50 DSDD 3.5 Plus deluxe storage box only.£29.95 
100 DSDD 3.5 Plus deluxe storage box only.£44.95 

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL 
200 DSDD 3.5 Plus 2 deluxe storage boxes only ...£74.95 

MD Office Supplies 
18 Crescent Way. Parnboroueh. 

Kent BR6 9LS Tel: 0689 861400 

mo 00% OFF YOUU GORKI in eiBPON ntKF* 
n b wy fffsupn tyfupiifis Upww mwmy pvor idm 

million pmMr ittov. Thiy woaghad over 9.000 tonnet 
to totai and would reach riflht round «fwW rf tori 

•ndbnd 
A usttl itton csVXlgi >s being Ttu w i may 
somewhere n the UK every tKond dT every day. 
Yog can pm an end to environmental waste and 
save some money at the same time thanks to INK, a 
revolutionary new spray which brings, new Me to 
exhausted fabric printer rtbons 
RE INK is cost affective and simple to use Simply open 
up your plastic rfcbon cartridge, spray a few squats of RE-iNk special ink and lubricant formula 
and your ribbon is as good as n*w - sometimes even batter* 

* «■ saw up to !l% on wtirt you currefitly spend on new nbtHKis 

* F: JUi - treated rttons gw? tinw. Birtu pmn than nei nbtoons 

* s a itff (nifty M - nc btofcfy or ptftfryrt 

* -it ai ttfm rsbHXKts 

* Af-WITcar tjoend Cw lff« of your pnmer with its sj»ecia.i Ivbhcaal ads 

AffAiuiftu from m office somiis 

BEST OF ALL, 
RE-INK IS 

AVAILABLE IN 
THIS SPECIAL 

READER OFFER 
FOR ONLY 

£12.95 

Educational & Government orders welcome 

THIS MONTHS MAD, MAD OFFERS 

3.S External DS DD Drive 
Fetfms ndude 
• Vfcry hi^i quality depp 
• QtHcnftony ckwt mech 
* QnOff switch 
♦ M S80fc formUtfed cwwbWry 
♦ Very qtatt smooth operation- 

EXCEFTKMAL PRICE UU5 INCLUSIVE 

Philips CM8833 Monitor 
toducing Cable. Stereo Colots Monrtor, f 19 Seakh 

Fighter FREE 
5*my TT< BEST available 

HURRY, HURRY, HURRY £239.95 
JOYSTICKS 

apart AuUFk £1S« StxnfcrqAdtofn £1G« 
Ma^ncitl £19% Pyfon 1 fifbo II £995 

From 1 sf January all orders below £20.00 are subject to £2.95 P/P Charge 



Make child's play 
of programming 

your video... 
That's right! If you' ve ever made a mistake with your video 
then Merlin have the perfect answer! No more taping the 

wrong channel, no more taping at the wrong time. Because, 
with the new VideoPlus+ , programming your video is as 

easy as making a phone call*, even if you're an adult! 
& kleo programming is a ■ matures available with 

u\ 

(Inc! 

really simple operation 

w ith VideoPlus+ ™. just 

look in a host of public¬ 

ations from December 6th 

(including all your favourite 

publications*) that will be priming all 

the important Video Plicwode™ numbers 

you can easily tap into your 

own Video Plu>* handset, f 
VideoPlus+TW will do the rest, 

automatically by infra-red, 

li will turn your video rr 

on, set the channel, ! \ 

set the length of * 

time to record, and 

when your selection 

has finished, it will 

switch your video 

off! And all from 

just one number1 

What you ntxnl . 

V*deoPlus+w works 

w ith most popular 

makes of video 

recorders that have 

infra-red remote 
control and. for the 

first time, virtually 

al! satellite receivers' 

Video PflusCode™ 
Numbers... 

You’ll soon see 

these Numbers next 

to prog, listings in 

around 78 million 

issues of national 

papers & TV guides 

VideoPlus+rM are endless: 

An LCD Display Panel that 

shows date. time, rape length 

required for programmes entered 

(for the next 24hrs). low battery level 

indicator and internal backup memory . 

4 
>■ 

O & 

VIDEO^f- 
INSTANT V I D I C PIQOUM MI(,f 

Easy to use number keypad to 

enter up TV listing Plus Codes™. 

3 recording options 

for’Gnce’ (single 

programme setting), 

'Weekly1 (tape every 

week at scheduled 

times). Daily'(for 

taping every week 

day. from Monday 

to Friday, all at the 

same lime). 

LED Indicator thai 

flashes al the start 

of recording. 

Easy 'one time' set 

up feature facility. 

Verification of all 

programme info 

including 'time 

dash’ display. 

Review of stored 

settings in date 

and time order. 

SUku do you gel Hi your ne* V*jroP3u>+* P*V 

You receiv e a COMPLETE pack „ even dow n to the batteries, which Is mstamfy ready 

to use and supplied already set up to Greenwich Mean Time... 

* One Handset with batteries fitted, set to GMT and ready to use straightaway, 

* One detailed easy to follow ‘Getting Started’ manual and one Trouhleshooting Guide'. 

* One watch and wipe tutorial video featuring Mil haela Strachan; to help you make 
the best of your new VideoPlu s+1v. 

What .iflcr sales support do you get when you buy your VideoHtus+ 

Should you experience difficulties in setting up your video or satellite, VkteoPlus*™ will 

be there to help with a customer service helpline including free exchange systems and 

full money-back warranties too! All this for your total peace of mind in VideoPlus+T>l. 
iim«n Ttatt, thaioi TV. but* mm* “vudlff Urnw. Fhf Nml V** d* 

W«Mk TV frop* Tefat. TV ram TV in T'nwv tmh UwL md hpwimm Ufr ■ 

To make YOU video programming as 
simple m making a phone call... simply 
make a phone calLJO Merlin Express! 
A revolutionary product for |usi... 

Vidrtiflin Vldni iVd (mIt™1 umI INSTANT H-HH[N PmRiJUMMHt™ UT trwfcmriaOf LfTffiHU l^rLifMLMTj.l f Jirplimkw 

*59.99 
f (nchiwiiv of fj& amI deIHyr+4 thyme dot*) 

To order... 

jmt phone our teietaUt office tm 

0602 441442 uwtmg jW AttW*. 
l iu or SinfrA card or. tend 

a chtfat/poUal ardrr to ikf 

addreu thavn he Inn. 

MERLIN EXPRESS 
UNIT C7, thi ropewalk industrial centre, 
STATION ROAD. HJCESTQN. MtSYSHWC. M7 5 MX. 

Your goods, wiU he deipotthed u* the 

day of ctearattf * vf payment by 
recorded deliver*. Or a mur\rr 

smite ii avodoM* at either 

Uii meeting day* i or 
£73B (newt vorkmg dost 

- 
LIMITED VfU7\% TELEPHONE: QAQ 

mmm\ 

Why buy an ordinary sound sampler 

- when you can buy a recording studio? 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 
SOUND SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR 
THE AMIGA + AUDIO LEADS 

it SONG SEQUENCER 
it MIDI SEQUENCER 
* VARIABLE DIGITAL DELAY 

* VARIABLE CUT BUFFER 
* FLU MULTITASKING 

it 57 RECORDED SAMPLES 

it SAMPLE LIBRARY 
BROCHURE 

* STA1V OF THE ART TRt E STEREO CARTRIDGE 
* Ot ER I00 INTERACTIVE FL’NOTIONS 
* siMm: 70 use n toriai and user guide 
* SAT 'WING REAL TIME EFFECTS INCLUDE- Echo - Reverb - Hail - 
Voice Synthesis - Phaser ami Vibrato. 
* EXTENSA F. EDITING AND LOOPING FACILITIES 

DIMENSIONS 

£39.99 
+ £1. SO POST AND PACKING 

^ FLEEBYTES 
AMIGA $00/500 plus 

We Bring You The Best In Free Software 

U'»RT¥J' Disks Crammed With Interesting 
» • ▼ Programs 

BROOKUNDS HOUSE 
BRYNGWYN, RAGLAN 
GWENT NP5 2AA 
029} -690933/690901 

SOFTWARE UPGRADE 
AVAILABLE TO EXISTING 

USERS FOR ONLY 
£6.00 + £1.00 P&P 

DISK I AND 2 GOOD QUALITY GAMES 

DISK 3 AND 4 SOUNDTRACKER MODULES & 

PLAYERS 

DISK 5 USEFUL UTILITIES INCLUDING: 

Flashdisk (the best disk 
optimiser), and the latest 
version of MED. Also SHELL/ 
CLI tutorial and game cheats. 

ONLY £4.50 + 50p P&P. 

CHEQLES/PO's PAYABLE TO: 

S. N. LEIGH 
255 OLD ROAD, ASHTON-IN- 

MAKERFIELD, WIGAN, 
LANCASHIRE WN4 SQP 



THE GALLERY 

ARNDALE CENTRE 
LUTON, BEDS LU1 2PG 

TEL (0582) 457195/411281 

10 MARKETPLACE 

ST, ALBANS 
HERTS AL3 5DG 

TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
FuH Imtgg 500 pock. WITHOUT Cartoon Clone;. BUI WITH; 

35 Prognamme Hoitye PD foots pock, taking Yiitf Kiflett, the Best 

Star hk Ood alher tog tea games, Arcade Clams, Board Classics, 

Bess a* the UNities, Horn* peek me Wing 'Word pRKesS0r/5p«i 
Chert, Spreadsheet, OaiabcR*, 

PIUS: JOYSTICK 
1 MB AMIGA...£325 
2 MB AMIGA...£3/5 
WHh PhSps 8833 Mk II Mon^or + Leods.£524 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 5G0 PACK, PLUS: 

rANY 2 FROM: FLIP IT + MAG NOS Er THUNDERGIRDS OR 
MATCH!D PAIRS 

PUIS 
FUN SCHOOL 2 + FUN SCHOOL 3 OP FUN SCHOOL 4 

{‘SfnyifflW &pt, (sadYiAdvSfW, 
Sto/floy®?* Sin f p*s>ef 7* jw*l 

112 tuning UK educational gome* with beoersiu* pictures, extrtng amim and 
mm fhpl Mipto develop number, #ord ortra iJufcUp to 6 skJ 
Ctmfixm to Notonal (umtuium le^remeflH. 

HOBBYTI EDUCATIONAL PACK, Featuring up JO 12 Tarn wtiibo you (toyF 
games {wanes occwefeRfl to 09® group) 

HOBBYTf 3D EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 10 disc pad me; lain Set 
Game, Ftoshbiet. 
PIUS: JOYSTICK + DELUXE PAINT II + 10 

1M B Amigo.... 

Absolute Beginners s/w pack 

With Philips 8833 Mk II Monitor + 

A5QO PROFESSIONAL 

FAMILY PACK 

FULL AMIGA 500 PACK 
PIUS: Camm Ctesia includes lemmings, The Simpsons, Captain 

Flora!, Debxe Pont III 

PLUS: The Works Platinum, WP4 Spreadsheet, Datotese 
PIUS: Their finest Hour Flight Simulator AND Borrlechess 
OR ANY Fun School OR Digito Home Accounts 
PLUS: 10 Blank Discs, Disc Box, Mouse Mot, Dust Cm Joystick + 
15 disc Hobbyte PD Greats Pod (see The tof) 

1MB Amigo Pock......£439 

1MB Amigo Pock PLUS Monitor...£628 

As above PLUS Stor LC 200 
Colour Printer + Leads ....£8 1 9 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES NO: (0727] 56005 
Next day delivery for credit card orders plated 
before 4.00pm subject ?o cvoilabilly. Alter natively 

send cheque, postal order, bankers dr oft or offici-al order 

(Pits, Education and Government bodies only) lo; Dept, 
AF, Hobbyte Computer Centre, 10 Market Flote, 
$t. Athens, Notts AL3 5DG, allow 1 iwxkiftg<kr^for 

cheque ctennnce. Subject to availability despatch is nmnwlly 

within 24 hours of receipt ol denied payment. Pikes ore coned 

at time of going to press, however, we ore sometimes forced lo 
change them, either up or down. Flense check before ordering. 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland (rut Highlands;, 

Small consumables £ Despatched .by post, please check 

software items charges when ordering 

Other items, except lasers Next day courier service, £ 10 per box 
Next day courier wnwer£ 17.50 
Norrnd rate plus £20 4 VAT per box 

Loser punters 

Offshore and Highlands 

In addition we offer the fallowing express semes 

Saturday dekvenes tormd ratepluj^O + VAT per box 
7cm 10 9am opt doy Normd rate plus £10 + VAT per box 
Am next day Normal rote plus £.5 + VAf pet box 

AMIGA GAMES PACKS ^ 
CARTOON CLASSICS 
Ful Amigo 500 pack, PHIS: Lemmngs, The Simpsons - Bait v The Spots 

Mutants. Captor Pbtef ond the Ptanete&s, Deteste Paint III. 

P LU S: Home pock including Wad Ptacasor/Spel Check, 
pate, taller 

1MB AMIGA.£345 
2MB AMIGA. £399 
CABTOOK CLASSICS S/W Gan*« wily.£19 
1 MB with Plifips 8833 Mk II Monitor - Leads.£544 

AMIGA FIRST STEPS 
CLASS OF THE 90'S PACK 

FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: A5EH 517* RAM egew Lets 
Spei at Home, Muu Mouse. Piwnte WP Ldof^e spfeoesye: Mji* Pent 
1, Deluxe Print, Mow Mouse, LOGO, feting Irie, BBC trobtor, 5 BBC 
programmes. 10 dsa, DOs Ond DONTs poster. Resource Re. fc Pod Video, 
NAPE Bookie1 PL|tS:HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, faring up io 
12 Learn while you play games (varies otcordmf to age group) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 
int, fewi Set Gome, Ftehbe’ PLUS JOYSTICK 

1MB AMIGA.. .£449 
2MB AMIGA. .£499 
DP III instead of DPII ADD..£29 
With PMps 8833 Mk II Monitor + Leads.-..£648 
First Steps Software Upgrade Pock..£ 149 

* SOFTWARE * 
ALL LATCST GAMES AVAILABLE AT BEST PRICK: EG. 

RRPE1S.W 
RRP CtV.M 
RRP C24.99 
RRP C2S.W 
RRP £29,99 
RRP £30.99 

Hflbbyl* Prat £10,29 
Habfaylt Price £12.89 
Hobbyic Priit £16.19 
Hobbylt Prat £14.79 
Hobbyi* Prat £19,39 
Hebbyit Price £20.09 

* ALL OTHER GAMES TITUS 35% OFF • 
• £4 SOFTWARE SPECIALS: Phone far our fetes! hi of £4 TITUS. | 

Current lisl mdudes: Corrier Command Fkght Svn. Bort to live 
Future III, Fontavryon POmimg podoge Colossus Chess. Sim City. 
Fast Break Boskerbdl foolw" Water Sports San + LOTS MORE 

THIS MONTH'S BARGAINS: 
Deteie Point III SJ*9T £39.99 
Platinum Wedti XIW £49,99 
Amos XIMf £29.99 
Fin5<M4 xz+rr £14,99 
Sim Gty * Papntat jaw? £12.99 

’HOBBYTE EXCLUSIVE’ 
Hobbyte 52 MB, A590 Hard Drive for Amiga 500 

Reviewed BEST BUY by Amigo Computing Dw 91 £399 «t 

extra 2 MB RAM £70 

A3000 - NEW PACK 
DETAILS JUST RELEASED 

ATOM 3S/100 WITH 6 MB RAM. SCAIA 0 PAINT IV. AMIGA VISION 

£2795+VAT 

CBM CDTV 
WITH THEE LEMMINGS. HUTCHISONS r,,A 
ENCYCLOPEDIA, WELCOME DISH AND DISK CADDY 144V 

AU CDTV TITLES AT 25% OFF 
FULL RANGE OF ACCESSORIES AND TITLES AVAILABLE 

PHILIPS 8833 COLOUR MONITOR LEADS 
mum mi) 
GOLDSTAR TV/MONITOR 
fflTttKMH<0KT«ft4!*K 

AMIGA THE LOT! I 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEED!! 

CARTOON CLASSICS GAMES PACK AS LEFT, 
PLUS: 10 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES 
previous RRPs £199H3? 99 Both, phene lo chouse from ament fer of! 5, or 

l«vt it to us! GMdrtn’s gomes ovoddsfe 
35 Programme Hobbyte PD GtnIi pock, jndubng Virus Kifers, rhe BIST 
Stoi Hk Computer Coidkt. Breakout and constwtiw £rt. Bk77od ond other 
gomes, Af<ode Oosks, Goad Ctesks, CteiiG, Best ^ the 
■UtibhB, Home pock including Word Processor/Spel Check, Spneudsheet, Dcmbcse 
DUST COVER, 10 BLANK DISCS, DISC BOX, MOUSE MAI 
MICROSWITCH TURBO JOYSTICK 

IMS AMIGA.£389 
7MB AMIGA...£439 

l With PFips 8833 Mk II Morikr + loo* ______£588 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
1FJ UK spec btest wtsw wrth 1MB RAM. mouse, exporaor os 
IB2000, rrmuab and opeeminq docs, indidng Warkbendi V2, Hnd 

ckst cor^gumfions indboe >be Morrnonce 6VP Ikontml^ + RAW 
(an), expendable to8MB.NErreHteQu^ 
Al systems indude 35 Programrne Hobbyle PD Greats Pock 
ndumg Virus Wen, ihe BEST Sta M.Computef farfki, Bredouf tn) 
(cronjcnon u nzztn ora otner gaw>. wooe ueesc, dooq uesks, 

I ShaMiTKto Oossics, Best of Utirtes, Home flock indicfing Itod 
Fteessqr/Spel Check, Spreadsheet, Debase. 
AVAILABU WITH OR WITHOUT THE Al 500 SOFTWARE 
PACK ^dudng The Ptatrum doioborse, WF; Spreodsheel, Dduxe 
Pant III, PLUS OTHER: S«m Otyf Populous, Their Finest Hour, 
Bdltectes, H or iomm jagor, GetdierTwsi outdyoui Ar^1, 

| OR: Pirmik, Toki. Digita Home Accounts, Amiga Book 

Without Al 500 With Al 500 
Software Pack Software Pock 

I DUAL DRIVE 545 w 379* 595 
DD + 6VP + 20MBHD 699 759 
DO + GVP + 52 MB HD 845 
DD + 6VP + 52 MB + 2MB RAM 915 or 799* 
DD + 6VP+ 105 MB HD 999 

1 + GVP+105MB+4MBRAM 1099 
EXTRA RAM [FITTED IF REQUIRED) £70 PER2MB 

SPECIAL MONITOR DEALS WITH Al 500/2000 

I Philips 8833/CBM Coteur Monftof ond lends.. ADD £195 
I High Res Colour MotmUk CBM 1950 and fkker fixer . ADD £545 

4 These prices when you trade in your ownold A500. 
| Additional trade in oltawoncei for most A500 peripherals. 

Trade-ins available on other configurations. 
PHONE FOR DETAILS 

EXTRAS iraVAi 
StaLQOOcfibitpiMMwriibariL .£179 
5»nr LC24 790 totev pvto twdi £249 
t/titift Wi 9 p* tm> prttt with teodi cm 
.... . .r_ .* mli Mi__■ _CM! 
r*jjM Mi »J(M ftiita* £139 
bmmodon vww ttbm mqnrtor. * taxk ____£229 
Sntand ixkcMtnal 3 S' riftvt vniti ctaiythotn ikrougb pofi ondi dnohle wild) £42 

I ASOIThe Oftri Ctri 5121IW <ip ... £39 
517K WH hpomon t (tak...-...- Of 
1 MB IUM I.MMOXT foi Am^o SOD PVt £55 

i GWAsmmHb.iui.™___ 
Alwt4HffiutawlwAS0#__  £199 
m TOMB M drrrt .     064 
AS90?0MlhmJdrivM nirg?MB £319 
A>90 5?U Hard drivt.    £399 
10 btaik 100V guwonifd wiih PIN no io boie £6,99 I 
50 btaik di»i 100' guaranteed w,rhPitt k El 6.99 | 

a m n m Sam uprioo, <o Ml cm StipmAHKIM 
G2 Genlrah Ira m/m 
A?300 inieiwl gpitak fw 700Q/1SDO 

£670 
£99 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES (UK mainland] 
Credit terms ot 34.5‘t APR (vooable) con be arrun^ecl for puchcees over £150, 
subyect to smtns. CompeJitiw teasing schemes ate also avdabte for businesses, 

nduding idle irortas end partnerships lusr tefephone Foe wntten details and 

apolkohon form. 

42038 XI Briikf Board 640K MS DOS 33 * 5 24' <W, lor 2000/1500 £ It 9 
7766 kl Irkta Ssvd £349 
AH5B MWWLmp board. popSidta ?MB.‘lor 2NAl504^_£199 
IUP 8MB RAM m board pop to 6MB far 2000/1SOO . £399 
*263068030(md, popUld*db ?M&lor 2000/1500 .. £999 
mmtifWta flierl&r TW>999 r , fig Mkiowt Frame* fiar lor 2000/1500.. 
GVP/20MB auontwn HD (for A2000/1SOO rata up id BMB RAM),£1B9 
&VP/52M6 Owmiun HO flw 42000/1500 loir, if to BMB m\.£329 
GVP/100MB Duflfliun HD (ta *2000/1500 taei f K» 8M8 RAMI £449 
CBM 1950 Monitor ♦ Mjcfowdy fhta ft»4f f54^ 

CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR BRANCHES OPEN 9*5.30. Mondov to Saturday 



JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

THE WORLD: 
CARTRIDGE I 

NOW WITH 
A 

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK 
Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs to fit on 
one disk. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos - reloads 
independently of the cartridge - even transfer to hard drivel Works 
with up to 2 Megs of Ram - even 1 Meg Chip Mem (Fatter Agnus}. 

• SLOW MOTION MODE 
Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 
adjustable from full speed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you through 
the tricky parts! 

SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE - 
now with DEEP trainer. Even better than before 

to generate more or even infinite lives, fuel, ammo, 
a Trainer Mode to get you past that "impossible' level. 

- allows you 
Perfect as 
Easy to use. 

• RESTART THE PROGRAM 

Simply press a key and the program wilt continue where you left off* 

• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 
The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 
including any "attached'' sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED 

FEATURES. 

• FULL STATUS REPORTING 
At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 
including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, Ram Disk, Drive Status, etc. 

• VIRUS DETECTION 
Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 
software investment. Works with all presently known viruses. 

# POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 

Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 
memory. Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on 
screen status "overlay1' shows all the information you could ever ^ 

need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering 
such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

tssA, BURST NIBBIER. 
Now this super disk copier program is built into Action 

Replay Mk III. Just imagine a superfast, efficient disk copier 

program at the press of a key * no more waiting. 

JOYSTICK HANDLER * 

allows the user to select Joystick instead of Keypresses - 
very useful for many keyboard programs. 

• SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 
Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files are saved 
directly in IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and 
music packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

• MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 

With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 
demos,etc. and save them to disk. Saves in format suitable for 

most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

” (V 

PAL or NTSC MODES SELECTABLE - 
Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC software. 

(Works only with newer Agnus chips). 

# AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay III preference screen you can now set up 
autofire from 0 to 100%, Just imagine continuous fire power? 

Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

MANY MORE INSTANT CLI COMMANDS - 

like Rename, Relabel, Copy, etc. Act 

IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT. 

Now many more external Ram Expansions will work with all 
Action Replay III commands. 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] Jr : CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hr*, ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO... 

UA-HTL £LGLWff(WeS LW. 
GOVAN ROAD. FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON. STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

FAX 0702 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



MOST POWERFUL FREEZER-UTILITY 
NOW EVEN BETTER!! still omly 

MASSIVE 256K OPERATING SYSTEM IN ROM OFFERING 
A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF MK III FEATURES 

AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE EXPANSION PORT OF 
YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES YOU THE POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM 

* DOS COMMANDS 
Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all 

times - DIR, FORMAT, COPY* DEVICE, etc. 

& FILE REQUESTOR - 
if you enter a command without a filename, then a file 

requestor is displayed. 

• DISK COPY 
Disk Copy at the press of a button - faster than Dos Copy. 

No need to load Workbench - available at all times. 

• BOOT SELECTOR 
Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when 

working with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to 

boot from your external drive. 

PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS - 
including Mem Watch Points and Trace. 

• DtSKCODER 
With the new ~Dfskcoderu option you can now tag1 your 

disks with a unique code that will prevent the disk from 

being loaded by anyone else. Tagged" disks will only 

reload when you enter the code. Very useful for security. 

SET MAP - 

allows you to Load/Save/Edit a Key map. 

• PREFERENCES 
Action Replay III now has screen colour preferences with 

menu setup. Customise your screens to suit your taste. 

Very simple to use. 

• DISK MONITOR 
Invaluable disk monitor - displays disk information in easy to 

understand format. Full modify/save options. 

IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT - 
including compressed/small character command. 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!! 

MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 

• Full M68000 Assembler/Disassembler • Full screen editor • Load/Save block • Write String to memory 
• Jump to specific address • Show Ram as text • Show frozen picture • Play resident sample 
• Show and edit all CPU registers and flag • Calculator • Help command • Full search feature 
• Unique Custom Chip Editor allows you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers! • Notepad 
• Disk handling - show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. • Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
• Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler, Decimal • Copper Assemble Disassemble - now with suffix names 

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT S 
"FROZEN1 STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT 
. INVALUABLE FOR DE-BUGGING OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 



• Completely newly designed interface that plugs into the 
expansion connector of the Amiga 500 or internal connector of the 
Amiga 2000. 
t Standard phono video input 0.5 to 2.0 volts to take signals from 
TV, video or camera. 
• Control brightness, contrast and throughporl on A500 version. 
• Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per 
second. 
• Single or continuous update in 4, 8 or 16 grey levels. 
• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second. 
• Save Raw, IFF or sequence files* 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according 
to memory available. 

• Display 255 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. 
Screen editing features Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo. Effects 
menu to reverse pos neg, compress, etc. 
• Second display editor controls sequence production: Record, 
Play, Insert, Clear, Delete Frames. 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number 
frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time lapse feature 
adjustable in 1 second increments to 1 hour between each frame. 
Ideal for capturing flowers opening, sky movements, special effects, 
etc, 
• Separate player programs Included to insert Into your own 
program disks. Hard disk transfer program. 
• Please state A5O0 or 2000 version when ordering. 

1 

4 
4 
4 
4 
I 
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ONLY 17«).!)!( 

ONLY 

WITH THE ADDITION OF THE RGB SPLITTER, 
TO THE VIDEO DIGITISER II YOU CAN OBTAIN 

COLOUR IMAGES IN ONLY 1 SECOND!! 

• The Splitter unit plugs alongside the Digitiser and a lead is supplied to couple the two units together 
• Full adjustment of Red. Green and Blue signals together with a saturation control enabling you to 
take full control over any image. 
• The Splitter is switched in software and comes complete with Digitiser Colour Software. 
• You can select single continuous colour or B/W input. Files can be saved in Raw 4096 colour 
format. 8 or 32 colour IFF files or 16 shade B/W IFF. 
• Features include full pallette control editing of frame and colour retouch calculator. 
• Input from camera, camcoder or video recorder (paused). No more messing with colour filters. 

K0 W TO GET VGCfK GEE EE EA&TS 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 43 Hr. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

OOEL £Z£n770MCg£m 
GOV AN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS. ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICALCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

i 



AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

• New design hardware now plugs into expansion socket of A500 completely freeing the 
parallel porL • Save files in Raw or single, mulll-ftctave IFF format. 
• Surface mount technology, twin A/D converters for realtime stereo sampling. 
• Extensive filters for extremely clean and noise-free sampling, 
• Through bus allows existing add ons. e.g. hard drive. 
• The NEW Sampler 11 software has been completely re*written in 100% Machine Code 
and incorporates faster routines, bigger displays and many new editing features such as 
Cut, Copy. Insert. Replace* Mix. Erase, etc. • Stereo lock control. 

Separate zoom windows and controls for left and right channels. 
Multi-bank facilities for l Meg users. 
Adjustable trig record level and sound monitor. 
Separate buffer for editing waveforms and improved wave-editor with instant update. 
Envelope control panel for ramping up and down re-scale amplitude, noise filter and 

scan waveform. • On screen display of filenames sample rate, length, elc. 
• Inputs for microphone or Hue 1 /4' jack and DIN connections at rear of unit. 

NOW ONLY £49.99 
INTERNAL 2000,1500 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

COMPLETE (A500) 

CUMANA 

ONLY £59.99 
IF NEXT DAY COURIER DELIVERY IS 

REQUIRED THEN PLEASE ADD C5 

CUMANA CAX 
354 3.5” DISK 

DRIVE 
• Legendary Cumana quality now at an 
extremely low price! 
• Through port allows daisy-chaining with other 
disk drives, 
• A full 1 meg of unformatted capacity (880K 
fully formatted). 
• A good length of cable is provided for 
convenient positioning on your desk etc, 
• High precision head positioning. 
• On/Off switch. 
• Extremely quiet and click free operation. 

NEW MINI SAMPLER 

ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE PLEASE STATE 

A500/1000/2000/1500 

• A lop quality 8 bit mono sampler 
complete with 
Pro Sampler and 
Jammer software. 

• Also compatible with most other 
PD Sampler software. 

• Inputs Tor microphone or line 
3.5mm jack and din connections. 

• Utilises Latest surface mount 
technology and incorporates all the 
features found on bigger, more 
expensive samplers, 

• Easy to use * just plug in and 
start sampling! 

LC 200 OLOUR PRINTER 
MIDIMASTER 
• Midi In - 
3 x Midi Out 
& Midi Thru, 
• Full Midi 
Interface for 
A50G/1000/ 
2000 (please 
state which model req.), 

• Compatible with all I ratting 
Midi packages (In D/Music). 
• Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £19.99 
INCLUDING 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

NOW YOU CAN PRINT 

OUT YOUR PICTURES 

IN FULL COLOUR! 

• The Star LC200 
Colour Printer not only 
prims in Near bettor 
Quality for your regular 
Jobs but also prints out 
your pictures In genuine 
colour! 

• No more to buy - Just 
plug In and print!! 

• Comes complete with 
printer lead. 

NOW ONLY £229.00 

• If you can obtain your own Ram chips* 
we can supply the card. 
• Accepts 16 x 41256 D Rams. 

• Available With/without clock option, 

• Switch disable feature. 

NOW ONLY £9.99 
CLOCK VERSION £14.99 

M.B. THESE PRICES DO HQT INCLUDE RAM CHIPS. 

INTERNAL MIDI 
INTERFACE 

FOR 2000,1500 

• Now an internal interface for the Amiga 
2000 and 1500. 

9 Easily fitted In minutes. 
• Leaves serial port free for other uses. 
• Midi In* 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru. 
• Fully compatible * Opto Isolated. 

ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

GENIUS MOUSE 
• High quality direct replacement for 
mouse on all Amigas. 
• Teflon glides for smoother 
movement. 

• Rubber coated ball for minimum 
slip* 

• Optical system counting - 500/mm 

Spatial eft®r - FREE Mouse Mat + Moui« Houttt {worth £7*99) 

NOW ONLY £19.99 COMPLETE 

£tectioHiC4 

MOW TO GET YOU Ft OFtOEFt FAST! 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] tft-HiM CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hr*. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO. .. 

tk. DAT ML KLMCTB ON ICS S 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS. ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

Irrr^i 1 rrriH 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RO, 
LONDON. W1. Tel 071 580 6460 

A/F AMO 12 
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STILL ONLY 

£129.99 
COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE NEW 

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER.. 

IFF Buffer Save 1600 x 1024 pixels, dual 

buffer, scan matching and view Buffer. 

• U nma t cbed rangt6 of edl t / rapt u r e 
facilities and keyboard control simply not 

offered by other scanners at this unbeatable price. 
Full keyboard control of most functions, 

• An easy to handle Handy Scanner 
featuring 105 mm scanning width and 

^^^^400dpi resolution enables you to scan graphics 
and text Into your Amiga. 

Includes hard disk transfer to run under 

Workbench. 

• Adjustable switches for 
brightness/contrast levels. 

Screen grid overlay and configure menu 
to save parameters. 

off. 

PA1 

\3S*I 
*** soi 

«ss* 

Full sizing menu of scan area. 

• Gerdscan gives you the ability to easily 
scan images, text and graphics and even 

offers 200Dpi Dual Scan Mode. 
X. Y position readout and metric sizes. 
• Save Images In suitable formal for most 
leading packages including PHOTON 

PAINT. DELUXE PAINT, etc, 
View window and position control panel. 

• Package Includes Handy Scanner, 
Interface. Power Pack and Scan Edit IV 

software. 
Icon menu to select functions. 

* Powerful partner for DTP that allows for 
cut and paste editing of Images etc. 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 
... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL 
MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 
• YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

• Incorporating full optical lracking and counting no ball so 
no problems with clogging, slipping, etc. 

• High count output for very fine movement, 
• Two button micros witch action. 
Direct replacement for all Amigas. ' 

Comes complete wtih special "Optical Pad*. 

styled supersmooth shape moulded to 111 the hand, 
Jh moulded 9 pin connector. 

VERSION IV 
SOFTWARE 

COMES WITH 
FREE 

PHOTON PAINT 

• Comes complete with Photon 
Paint Illustrator Software. 
• 1 luge range of features. 
• Top selling graphics package. 

No more to buy!! 

COMPLETE 

ONLY £39.99 

UR ORDER FAST? 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

ECTRONtCS 
U3TRIAL ESTATE. FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

744292 TECHNICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744* 
A. F SCAN 2 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

1 —ssasg- 1 
- - 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON. W1. Tel 07? 580 6460 



• Full easy to follow instructions. 

• This is the input method used on professional systems - now 

you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD. 

• Fast input of drawing by "tracing" is made easy - plus 

'absolute reference" means you can move around the screen 
many times faster than by a mouse. 

• The Genitizer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 

500/1000/2000 and "co-exists" with mouse. 
• Unlike a mouse, the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so 

• With the Amiga Genitizer Graphics 

Tablet you can streamline the operation 
of most graphic or CAD programs. 
• The Genitizer Graphics Tablet utilises 

latest technology to offer up to 100 dpi 
resolution at the tip of a stylus. 

• Complete 9" x 6" digitizing area plus 

super accurate stylus combine to enable 
fast, accurate and easy control. 

• Works by "mouse emulation" so the 

Genitizer will work with most packages 

where mouse input is the usual method - 
Deluxe Paint, Photon Paint, CAD 

Packages, etc. etc. 

• Supplied with a template for Deluxe 

Paint. 
that tracking and menu selections are possible from the tablet 

face. 

• A pressure sensitive switch built into the stylus tip activates 

the Tablet overriding the normal mouse input. When you are 
not using the Tablet, you have normal mouse control. 

• Complete system - Graphics Digitizer Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe 

Paint Template, Power Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit, 
plus Driver Program - no more to buy! 

OPTIONAL PUCK 
As an Alternative to the 

I O o stylus input the Genius 

Tablet also has an 

optional four button puck. 

Ideal for tracing etc, 

ONLY £29.99 

* M 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hf*. ALL CHEQUES--POST At ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

rn r?f 77=rTTr nr 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

104 TEL LONDON SHOP] 

9 
222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 

LONDON. W1P9AF. 



PHOENIX 

RAM expansions made lor the 

older A500 will not work with the 

new A500 Plus if they are populated 

to more than 512k. Phoenix have 

developed a range of RAM 

expansion units specifically for the 

EXPAND 
your ~AMIGA A500 Plus 

with the 

A500 Plus 1Mb RAM modules 

The Phoenix Imb RAM expansion is available either unpopulated, 
populated to 512K or fully populated to tMb. All boards use industry 
standard 256 by 4 DRAMs. The Phoenix Ram will fit simply into 
the trap door expansion port without any modification and 
Will Not invalidate your warranty. 

new ASOOPIus. 
M 

WHY DO YOU NEED 
PHOENIX RAM 

EXPANSIONS? 

Phoenix RAM Modules can 

expand your chip RAM up to 2Mb 

using the trap door expansion port. 

<*■ 

The A5G0 Plus can only be 

expanded to 2 Mb of chip RAM 

using the trap door expansion port 

4 

Chip Ram is required to 
unleash the full graphics 

capabilities of the 

Amiga 500 Plus 

< 

Phoenix Ram expansion modules 

are built to the highest possible 

standards in the U.K. 
4 

■ Each unit is individually 

inspected and tested 

before release. 

Phoenix 1 Mb RAM modules 

come in either 512K, 1Mb or 

unpopulated configurations. 
4 

All Phoenix product is backed 

by a full 2 year replacement 

guarantee. 

Unpopulated 

only £19.99 

512K populated 

only £34.99 

1Mb fully populated 

only £49.99 

Kickstart ROM 1.3/2.04 sharer 

Because some older Games and Business software will not run 
on the new Kickstart 2.04 ROM Phoenix have designed a sharer 
for both ROM chip sets. 

Switchable between 1.3 and 2.04 you can get all the benefits of 
the latest A500 P/us without the drawback of losing some of 
your 

Kickstart ROM 1.3/2.04 sharer 
only £24.99 (ROM chip not included) 

Kickstart ROM 1.3 chip 

only £29.99 

Kickstart ROM 2.04 chip 

only £39.99 

Order Hotline 

TEL. 0532 311932 
FCC Distribution, Unit 8, Armley, Park Court, Stanningley Road, 

Leeds LS12 2AE TeK0532)311932 Fax 637689 

Phoenix products ere solely distributed in the UK by FCC Distribution Ltd. 

TRAOE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 



PH
O

TO
 PL

U
S 

Will you be the PHOTOMUS/Ektar 

Photographer of the Year? 

TESTS 

TIPS 

Reviewed and Rated: 
7 tele zooms PLUS 5 sub-£300 AF SLRs 

Take Winning Shots 
3 prize-winning amateurs reveal their secrets 

Problems Solved 
Tricky questions answered by the experts 

TECHNIQUES 21 Top Tips for Landscapes 
All you need to know to take great shots 

Darkroom Plus 
How to process your first black and white film 

OUT 
NOW! 

from 

I 

uiure 
I PUBLISHING 

The hottest 

PHOTO 
magazine 
to appear 
for years 

Packed with 
ideas 

inspiration 

information 

All you need to 

become a better 

photographer 

PLUS 

A FREE 
KODAK FILM! 

Ask your newsagent for 

a copy, or in case of 

difficulty call our 

subscription 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 



Credit Card Hotline —XfjrQO“ 
Tel: 0276 676308 ~ 5 DEVELUPMENTS 

Innovation House, 
Albany Park, Frimley, 
Surrey, GU 15 2PL. 
Fax: 0276 676309 

3V4" LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 
40 Capacity £5.62 
80 Capacity £6.99 
100 Capacity £8.34 
120 Capacity £9.52 

Amiga A500 
RAM CARDS 

V500: Vi Mbyte expansion. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 1Mb. 
Chip/fast ram compatible, gold plated 
connector, On/Off switch. 

V501: '/^Mbyte expansion + Clock. 
As V500 + Battery backed real time 
clock 

V1500: 1.5Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Fully CHIP ram compatible, 
expandable in '/• Mb stages, complete 
with GARY connector & full 
instructions. 

V2000: 2Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 2.5Mb. 
Expandable in '/iMeg stages, 
compatible with Kickstart 1.2 & 1.3, 
On/Off switch, gives 1Mb of CHIP 
ram + 1.5 Mb fast ram if required. 
Comes complete with Gary connector 
& full installation instructions. 

V4000: 4Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 4.5 Mb. 
Same as V2000 but gives an additional 
4Mb of fast ram or 3.5Mb fast + 
1Mb CHIP ram 

H 

VI500 1.5Mb 
ONLY 
£69.99 

V2000 bare board 

£37.95 
V2000 + 2Mbyte 

ONLY 
£104.95 

V4000 bare board 
£63.00 

V4000 + 4Mbyte 
ONLY 
£198.00 

Kickstart Swapper 

Kickstart 1.3 ROM 
Swapper + 1.3ROM 

3V4" DSDD Disks 
2 for 1 guarantee 

including disk labels 

£5.45 for 10 

BRANDED Disks 
Vh" DSDD 

ONLY £7.80 
FOR 10 

Upgrade Your A500 Plus 
Realise the full potential of your Amiga A500 Plus 
with one of Virgos range of memory expansions. 

VI000 The memory expansion that grows with your 
requirements. The V1000 is available in three configurations, 
bare board, '/2Mb & 1Mb. This expansion will take your 
A500 plus to its full 2Mb CHIP ram capability in affordable 
stages. A fully compatible trap door expansion which will not 
invalidate your guarantee. Built in the UK complete with gold 
plated connector & socketted D-rams. 

V1000 bare board 1.0Mb 

£16.99 £42.99 

Kickstart ROM swapper 
Maintain software compatibility on your A500 plus with 
standard 1.3 Kickstart A500 machines using the Virgo 
Kickstart swapper. Switching, from the keyboard, between 
1.3 & 2.04 ROMs giving you all the benifits of the A500 plus 
without the anoying inconvenience of software 
incompatibility. This board can also be used to upgrade 
standard A500s to 2.04. 

£24.99 
£29.95 

£49.99 

External V/2" Disk Drive 
Top quality, low noise, high 
reliability Imeg drive. Very 
quiet, Slimline design, 
Sony/Citizen drive mechanism, 
Through port, on/off switch. 

only £54.95 

Ram chips 256Kx4, V1000, V2000, V4000 & 
A590 compatible. ONLY £17.59 for '/2Mbyte 

NEW! NEWINEW! 
Now available for both the A500 
& A500plus the V8000 8.0Mb 

external memory expansion 
Features:- 
External fitting, will not invalidate your 
guarantee - Full through port expansion - 
fully compatible with external hard drives - 
latest technology - Auto configuring - low 
power, no external PSU required - Provides 
all the Fast ram you will ever need. 

V8000 2.0Mb £169.00 

V8000 4.0Mb £235.00 

V8000 8.0Mb £369.00 

Joystick 
QuickShot MAVERICK 1 

Compatible with Atari, Commodore, Sega & 
Amstrad game systems - 8 direction control 
stick - 2 fire buttons - Player 1/player 2 
selector - long cables - Autofire - 
Revolutionary high stability design. 

£13.95 

Technical Support 
0276 676308 

Monday - Friday 10.30-3 00 

Dispatch within 24 hours 
1-years guarantee. 

Cheques, Postal orders lo Virgo 
Developments at above address. 

Prices may change without notice 
Express Courier delivery 
(UK mainland only) £6.50 

Call 24 hours 7 days a week 

i 
A UK COMPANY 

All prices 
include VAT, 

postage & 
packaging. No 
hidden charges 



Eagle 
Software 

'-to MYSTERY T 
0 GAME 
* WITH ORDERS 

>«ERIMU-V {27; 

t't s 

118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1SL 
(10 m - 6pm 6 days) 

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730 
(2733 Faxline after 6pm] 

tWTTlE!- 
Ha« Meg Upgrade. Oort 
1 Mag GnrtN ..... 
3D Consrurtcn Krl ___ 
4D Sport B«teg 
AlOTankUfer_ 

A320Artui. 
AdonSU*ons . 

*9^.—- 
A* Support __„ 
Alen ^Ortfl __ 

AlfteWauta.... 
ATN/4d Dutny 
AniURf Sfkdarman 
Anna 
towe 30.. 
Amoi Compder. 
Amo* The Creator- 
Mncxrgeddon.. 
Bart to toe Future n _ 
Bart b tot Gotten Age 
Barbarian II (Pe^gpowJ.. 
Bertfa Tale HI ..._ 
BAT, U . 
BanieChen . 
Bade Chou I t. 
Battle Commend . 
0aMeM*»**iW£«™, 

&g toi 
&l and Ted* Advtrrtum 
Biterd &mut*tor H ™ 
BllytoelW,,,,,,,.. 
BtnhpfPrty 
EM toi__ 

Banian flomd Qtjfc „.,__ 

BurtRogtfl ...™^ 
Ctdeto ,w— 
Cadtver - toe pay oil 
C*pM . 
Canfctu 
Carthage ___ 
Cerv* Up,-- 
CerAnon_ 

ftmSrte&art __ 
ChamponotfieRsi 

Ch»*HG __ 
OwmHQM-- 
Oirto'i tortig*..™, 
OpeOatonga 
CJewOweetu^™ 
fru* tort* 
CM* Yeager* AFT 
CecoHeai __ 
QTi Ar Combi. 

IT srasr 
H/A S2999 
N/A £1299 

12999 £3699 
11699 £1699 
12199 62139 
£1639 £1639 
m £17 39 

£1699 £1699 
£1699 61699 
61699 £1639 
£1699 £1699 

NLA £2139 
11599 £1699 
116 99 £1699 

N/A £2399 
N/A £19,99 
N/A £3699 

£16 99 £1699 
£1099 £1039 
£1699 £1699 
11699 £1639 

N/A £1639 
£2299 £22 99 
11599 £15 99 
£16 99 £1699 
£1599 £1599 
110.99 m 
£1999 £1999 
£19 99 £1939 

N/A £1139 
£16 99 £16 99 
116 99 616 99 
11699 £1699 
615 99 61599 

£2399 £2399 
11999 119 99 
£1699 11699 
£1639 £1699 

£16 99 £16 99 
11999 11999 
61699 £16 99 
£1399 11099 
11599 £1599 
£17 99 11799 
£1699 £1639 
11599 11599 
£1699 £1599 
£1699 £1699 
£1699 112.90 
£699 £699 

£14 99 £14 99 
£16 39 £16 99 
£1639 11699 

N/A 1799 

£1699 £1639 
£1699 (1699 
£1539 11439 
£2030 12039 

mWirm-1!—Aiisr 
Oode tone kaman 1 Meg £14 90 £2639 
Code tone Wheeled £2399 £2399 
CdW .  12039 (2099 
Ctffcft _ 11999 (1939 
Conan the Crrrrwnan , ... |21.99 (2199 
Corpcraifln..    (10.99 £1039 
Coven Aden .  £2399 £2399 

Crary Can VI... £21 99 £2t 99 
QimeWsrt .  (1690 £1099 
OuMtartCorpe _ 11799 £1799 
CytoCon M___ £1699 £1639 
Den™ . £1599 £1599 
Dee Bex*... 12199 £2190 
Deyeot TlvinOer.. £15 99 (H99 

Demon* .. (19.99 £1999 
Deo*** ....... £2099 £2099 
Devout Designs .. £1699 61699 
Dacipies at Steel .......... £17 99 £1799 
Doutee Dragon It MM M699 
Or Oocrw Rev**_£3 99 WA 
ELF .. 11599 £1599 
BwittttwtfDaik £2199 62199 
BwaiUarAOiCwIwua £2399 £2399 
Epic . £1599 11590 
lye of the Beholder..,..,,. N/A £1930 
EytOfto* Btftottw II ..., N/A £2090 
FMTotCH.. £1699 61899 
Ft5 Strike Eape H .. £2399 62399 
FlfiCfmbtefNat . £6 99 £699 
F117A SteNto fighter £2190 12190 

FI 9 Stealth Filler .. H999 H999 
F29 Retailor. £1599 H5 99 
F*»Oft ■ ice Hockey .... £1599 11599 
Feted Alert* (AiMu«) N/A 11799 
Fate d Aianu (Arcade} N/A H7 99 
FtdvrtoidFree Trader* £6 99 £699 
Feudal LonJl..._— £i6»£i699 
Fnai Blow___  £1699 11699 
finteFtfl _   11699 11699 
final Wtiefe .. £3 99 £999 
first Sarrura . 11699 £1699 
fight cf tie Intruder . £1699 12299 
Root 13 ..  11999 11999 

Ned Heal £699 ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10 ^1L l lftt 
He$wi0rt 101 

£699 Dragon Spat......___1599 Road Blester 
£699 FentatyWaklDiar ...._£5 90 Nortel toper 
£699 QttfWW.,, . ££99 flTrti___1699 
£699 Ghotihusmii    . £699 Run The Gutol..1699 
£450 todOrwiV „... £639 ^tedrtrdtieB*•* (Artga) £690 
£699 Head aw Heel! .. £699 German M4 ._ £699 

3 Stooge* 
30 Pad... 
Wtertxm«r 

Altered Bead 

£699 
£699 
£899 
£699 

tetrad (tenga only} 
ArtoKJd ____I HH.__r„. . 
But ....£590 hi* HfcertG** to Salary 1739 Shnpp £690 
Bertaden (STarty). £599 Hong KangPhoey ...'.. £6 99 ShufltePurtCete ..£699 
totanan ll . £699 Hatege*...£639 Sikwwrn .  1699 
Beteen Caped CnAader (699 IK* .     £639 Speedbal ..£730 
Sateen The Mo*te __ £699 kupoutte Mwm M . £699 3te*e Forca Hemer ..£630 
Beart Vciey ..£699 Jemet Fend... £639 9k*t Cm ftecte .   £639 
Hood Money . £699 KidGJcw.. 1599 Supo-totgOn .  £639 
CeDeMAntga -- £6 99 Lap teqe ll.. £699 9mMUM.£639 
Crtivmi Gama*...£639 UraatoKi ... £539 Teenage hMent Tirtea...£639 
Camff Command ...£639 Lombard RACNaHy. 1699 ThunderWrte...£639 
OemretaMSrtm.—„ £699 Mtfted Jattow Mantok* £639 T«*n ......   ..,(639 
Cloud Kingdom. £639 New Zeeland Story . £699 Topehob («ca on - tmiml £599 

WFTTLEl- £TT 
Gun bod --  £2139 £2139 
GunjTip ?000 .. £2139 £2199 
Hard Omend. £1539 £1590 
Hard Novi. £1639 £1639 
topoendMeg).- £1939 (1990 
torrtei. £2339 £2390 
Herd3Que*1(GMm £1639 £1639 
Nil SmaeiBhjo* ..* £16.99 £1639 
Home Alone .. N/A £2399 
Horror Zariba £16.99 £1699 
ttedwi Hawk_£1539 £1539 
toto .  £2039 £2099 
i Borwm Ortal.......... £1639 £1639 
HtmonN* . £(539 £1539 
rtpnrm . £1639 11639 
htoiapda 500 . £1639 £1696 
Meropter... £26.99(26.99 
Narttoe . £6,99 £699 
Jart untemtad Chptft .... WA £1039 
Jahangr KhanY Squart £1699 11639 
JmnyWitetWwteind £199911399 
Jupam UuHrdm* £1639 £16 90 
KirtOAMi Meg!. £1599 £1539 

Gotottu!eras. £6 99 Nmitobbfe 
Coriid n Europe . £739 Nero lAmge oityl 
CaraaiCroji £699 NcmiSauti_ 
CroyCtel .. £639 OMfen™™ 
Defender a< he CSroai £739 Oftetoon wot 
Def 41 fte Earft_£639 Paung 9h*. 
DtfuRftSktpPM __ £6 99 Rteom .. 
Douhte Oregon I or II .. £639 Predteor . 
frapqn WiTi .. £639 Rimta II . 

AliOA TOPTrOEf 

£539 TV Sport Footrti_...... 1719 
.... 1730 VtgtoTK..,,..   £639 

£639 War Zona ....(339 
1699 Waterloo.....1619 
£639 Wing* pi Fury..£699 

ST AUOA 
£1599 £1539 

£7.36 Wlital „ 
£599 WC Leadertipard 
£639 Xerxnll... 
£699 Zort I (Amgiorty).. 

— 1439 
£699 

.1739 
1539 

TOP TITLES AUOA 

Kek Cm IH5 Mm) 
Kjrt Oh Winnwig Tj 
KNngCfcud 
Kjllng Game Show 
Kinga Bounty . 
ftngsOuBtlV . 
King* Quaal V 
KrtgN Man? 

N/A £13.99 
£399 £339 

£1139 11139 
£1539 £15 30 

N/A 11139 
£14 99 N/A 
£2639 12690 
£1639 11699 

Rtfbai Crazy,. 
FuteteBaeabal . 
Fuizbai .. 
&LPCW60 .. 
Gaufteet HI- 
Gasha (X-oart) .. 
GangpiKhan 1H,„ 
Ge9y*burg 
Ghoute n Ghocfe 

Gate 

£1639 (16 30 
£1630 £1690 

N/A £1399 
£1630 11699 
£1630 11639 
£1639 £1699 
£2i 39 £2199 
£1830 £1839 
1699 £630 

£1630 11699 
£1690 (1699 

£1690 £1639 

Krvghratie&Y. £2339 £2399 
U* ten* m ..   £1630 11699 
Leander.. £1630 116 99 
Lefeure Suti Uny II £14.99 £2596 
Lenure Sum Larry HI . £2539 £2599 
LeeureSuHUryV. £2639 12699 
.. £1630 £16 99 
DteiQsfc,,,. £1399 11399 
Siandtew 11639 11699 

UfelDah .. £2090 £20 99 
.  £16.99 £16 99 

Lord d r* frig* . N/A £2039 
UtelPard .  £1599 £1599 
U*»6spnl.... 115 99 £1599 
loiuBTirto Challenge II 11639 HE 99 
Mi Tar* Rrtwn _ H9 99 £19 99 
Mad Prrtanor Monarfy £1639 H599 
MagcGerdtei .  £1639 H699 
Mage Port* .  £1539 £1539 
Magnrto Suol .  £19.99 (13 39 
ManUid.Ejope . £15.99 (15 30 
Maupt island . £i93S (1399 
M. MaLMmteeFoMbal I183S £1830 

Grtden Aie 
GddvtStol    . 11639 11639 
Graham GoochCrtrtat |2l|9 (2t 99 
Grand Pin (Formula 1) £2339 £2399 

Mega l&Mwm 
Megrt«Wteri 
Megrtanaier ll 

Mstham Colony 
too , . . 

n tororaeGoti. 

£2099 £20 39 
£2099 £2039 
£20.99 £2090 
£16 99 £1630 
£2039 £2030 
£1639 11639 

|.P3»igtL 

Mrtnrtoll 123,90 £2590 
Ug29Fufcrun 
Mg29MSuptefiAium 
Nhght a* Mage Rl . 
ManhreRitm 
Moonstone ... 
Mertey bland .. 
Mortfly Wand M ............ 
Mysftcj* . 

.. £2139 £2139 
£2539 12590 

.. N/A £1939 
£1530 £15 90 

-12139 £2130 
£15.99 £15 39 

. .£1639 £16 39 

. .£1530 (1530 
Wyli ... . £1530 £1590 
toe ... 
Navy Seat*.. 

.11530 £1590 

..£1590 £1530 
N«tukj* ll... £ 15:90 £15 99 

NaSwSgSferyll. 
Nghtshifi 

£1690 £16 90 
..£1539 11390 

£16.99 £1690 
Nnp Rermt £1490 £1490 
OrtSia ... 
Operskon Thuxtertoi 
OufeulEtfOpi -- 
Pang ....... 

.(1630(1230 
£699 £690 

£1699 £1609 
£1590 £1590 

Penza Krttoirt. 
PapvtoyiE 

11696 £1690 
£1690 £1690 

Pegauis ..£1690 (1690 
PGAGoHTour N/A 11690 
PifftctilBr ..£1690 (1690 
Pfebr^ 11590(1594 
Pofuku^Sn Crty. 
PbpuloufN. 
Frt*flrtiaM .. 
Predator 1= 

£2130 £2190 
£209012094 
(169011834 
£999 £990 

P P Hammer ... £1639 £1639 
PreruMor* .(1639 £1639 
Rmc*a( Pania £1539 (1599 
Puzmc . 1153911539 
Quest and G*#y _.1204013039 
toroad Tycoon £24 99 £24 99 
R 0.1 2 Baaabal ..12099 12039 
ReNnu . . £2030 £20 99 
RedBaron £2330 123.90 
Ffenegade iCcBn-ogHte) 
Ftek Dargarout II . 

£690 £690 
MG 90 MG 90 

tot o*tie Ongo 
totenHood.... 

N/A £2490 
(1630 £1630 

. .£1530 £15 90 
Rooooog . £630 £690 

£1400 £1490 

ftoooccdn..£1590 £1539 
toiDnd .™.|i63iii030 
RcJtfi' Rcmy...£1539 £1539 
R-Type ll .£1630(1639 
fagty World Cup £1530 £1530 

£1330 £18.99 
Stcrti cH fa Siv«r Btee* £2l90£2l39 
SecrN Weadon i. Jlwalfe £1099 £1939 

ol tv Beast ll ....11599 £1299 
Spterv . £193011939 
Warn a ... £ 1599 11590 

Surat toe £2999 £29 90 
Siam Service It.,.,. . £2190 (2390 

&ng*(tfs __ (1530 £1530 
Sta&rDte (1690 £339 
&ntoiTV._ __ M530 £1530 
Space 1889 
Space Gin 
SpaceOjesiiV 

£2039 12099 
£1539 £1539 
£2639 12639 

Spaedtftlii .- £1539 (1539 
Sgraol Excel bur .. £2099 12099 
Soot 
SterCorard 

£1399 £1399 
N/A £1739 
££39 £699 

£1639 £1639 
m 11639 

Stef TreAV 
Steftyon) 
Sateiigo .. 11730 £1739 
Shdartl .... (1539 11530 
Sm fleet...£1739 (1739 
SupapKu .. £1639 H639 
Super Car* M... £15.99 £1539 
SuparMoneoeGP.. £1639 £i639 
Super Space rtndar* £2099 £2039 
Supremacy ...£2039 11839 
Suspccus Cargo.. (1639 H639 
Swap. . £1639 £1639 
SwrtthflUkrll . (15-99 £1539 
Temwaiorll .£1S39 £1639 
Teel Orta III. £1539 £1539 
TTtar Ftneel Hour.. £1939 11939 
DtterFfteMUateon . £1039 H099 
TtovteitoifcAH-7314.£213912139 
TTundarJaw*__£1699 £1630 
Tip Of---(1639 £1630 
Tote.. £1439 £1439 
Torva* tie Warner .£1530 £i£ M 
Total Real ... £1539 £1539 
Tumcan ll 
TV Sports Beubal 

i V 
UNmiVT-„ 
UfemateRide _ 
KMS it ... 
Uhber Fvaauro . .. 
LteRear.. 
UN Sque* on . 
Untourtattat _ 
JSS Jotei Young_ £1639 11639 
Utepa.  £20.99 £20 » 
ventote . £1639 £1639 
vengeance creator N/A £1999 

I153S £1599 
N/A £2139 

12039 (2039 
£1939 £1939 
£20.39 £2039 
£1039 £1039 
£23.99 £2339 
£17.99 £1739 
£1639 £16 39 
£1539 £1539 

£6-99 £630 

VoUteJ.. 
Vroom..... 
WNIe Deadh (t Mag} 
Wkf Wieefe . 
Wing Commander R.., 
WtzlGd 
WoROted 

W.WF. . 

. £2030 £2090 
£1639 £1630 
(1990 £1939 
£14 90 £14 90 
£1939 £1990 
£1539 £1599 
£1630 11630 
£1630 £1990 
£19 39 £19 39 
£1599 £1530 

SI** .. 11639 £1699 

HAK EXTRA ortfy (1739 

Tufflcy A si rtipon, swte md Nitfii 

EDITION ONE vtfy £1191 

OouM* Ovggi. iian, Gwtwi armpate Sinwrfp 

MHJA COLLECTION Oftytatt 

D ^~*gon Vtyryy, D Hnp 

VRTUAL WORLDS oriy (20.99 

Pto TflW bn PM. Ml gw, Ts> CrytK 

UNO OAMESGNy (1499 

teiMwn-j *nr«. r^CarSc: f 

BOARD GENIUS AAflGA orty (17.91 
pfty4 pffcjif Scwae. 

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE onfy £23.90 
Ouw^vcv Swaf. Mri i Lua Cruudunl 

 itew^ Sy—ftfi 

Ail: COMBAT ACES Off I11J0 

Faw. 5wirehfrtrt* 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION xr+f it Ml 
Hop^Oca. frntiiin 2. hban* vrm. 

BST OF FURY only H&J9 
Of'Arn* bn, Sm* hkj Wn-wri, 

I>Mm [Vigpr I 

SOCCER MANIA crtydUl 
f ock&W! M v*gw H Gum &d»T. 

Ifentpa - W,C Editor, tecrnproM SdffW 

FALCON CLASSIC COLLECTION 

only £1630 

Friom. tewmrtw. BndUib<(r l*e 

SUPER HEROES onty (17.91 
Shaw a. Mn jofwi lui i*^a a 

tna S(n rtv torwd ma 

aUUOSTANOofdy 11730 
Guu Sow Sooow. Pro Imrii Taj'. 

Norid Out LwSirbowe indCamnvre Ocui 

t HOT 2 HANDLE orty (1414 
Gaon Ai* iaa nm* $w* *vrv, 

Super On R oad tomg 

POWER PACK only I14J0 

Nricr J. TV Sport hwtii, teooteycn h 
Ur*artiH*y 

SUPER $U PACK only (21,90 
HlTDTanmOiiy Cfer* (. 

UHfIO me A iftfn* flngr 

HEROES ST only (S.B9 

NWr t fljnrr^fl Ur. &*r W*ri 
ted LWHIU 

RJOHT COMMAND only (1LQ9 

&mn*w. Stwa fira rtm# 

Urtmar. Sry Ni jne Cto 

4 WHEEL DftfVE Only £20-90 

Lm tv. o#<* GT4 Ray la*4 Suiww, ate 
Oarwotow. 

SUPER SEGA 

oniy £2139 

Stip# laruto GP. G<*an Ajw. Cracneom. 

fcSwAT, ma 

BIG BOX ar4y 11L99 

Ciptiv' Note, in Tn ai rw Mw.Sstan (km. 
T**n*p«Ou**\ Bum* Rut, Purta Sawn Ow. 

KryPfen Fgp. temping Jttfcuri. Bpflo. HpfUpi 

TEST DRIVE N COLLECTION 

AfciGA only (2CL90 

Mjkh Cam, CaMtrru Oitenpa. 

ELrtpMn Oiiimp*. Du*, Supw Cam 

OOl^E DOUBLE BLL 
AMGA only £22J| 

tv Spcrn f-wtwii Lora at fa R ^[ S«n. 
lv Soon* w^gi 

ACTION PACK ordy (15.99 

Ctwrnr fvam Hour, itey* O SrV, Bvrwaor 
Fa Lim Srtrmift ik Twpte, 

RAINBOWCOLLECnON Bf^IlUV 
tor /(tend toy. 0u»a teattr*. 

magnum 4 oteyliLM 

Afiartwmw. Oeutea Otgcn, Owikt won. 

_*10 tomyi Cmte OuVteW 

Pteaso mako cheques and P.O:$ payable 10 Etgto Soft*art. P&P ist 1.00 per ofbenn iht UK. Odets 

under £10 please add 50p per rtem. Europe: add £3.50 per item. Elsewhere add £4.50 per itom. II the title 

CHALLENGE Sumy 11739 

Ken 01. bm Sm, f^-Wf torntw. 

OwK Cam mfl $urntirH«ar 

POWER UP only £1431 
KxMh.nS.HCU 

r>*M Ki. Tuw 

AIR, LAND, SEA arty t2XM 

FAI» Hiwupter. m SuO. 

Name: _ 

Address; 

Member No: 
Title_ 

Computer: 

50 Mail Order only 

Date 
Price 

rn 
_l_l 1 

Price Postcode: Tel: | 

Price Card No: | 
Price Exp Date j 
P&P 
Total 

Access [~| Visa |~~| Cheque Q P.O's 



FED UP WAITING? op— 

JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL 
ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

('ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding Weekends) 

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 
^ Fastest ^ 
- Mail Order Company 

_ on Earth t 
^ CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 
Is* COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 

PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH 
BUCKS, SLO ONH 

TEL: 0753 553535 (3 Lines) FAX: 0753 553530 

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T & DELIVERY 

+ MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER 

5.25 5.25 1.6 Meg 1 MEG 2 MEG 
BOX/10 M-2D M-2HD MF-2DD MF-2HD 

1-5 5.00 7.00 7.00 14.00 
6-10 4.50 6.50 6.50 13.00 

FREE GIFTS 
when you buy MITSUBISHI BRANDED 

1 BOX - MOUSE MAT — 5 BOXES - 
50 CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 

mB(kMG0LD MASTER branded 
^ *0 \2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

$ w 1 MEG 1 MEG 2 MEG 2 MEG 
MF2DD MF2DD MF2HD MF2HD 

RAINBOW RAINBOW 
6.50 7.50 13.00 14,00 
6,00 7.00 12.50 13,50 
5,50 6.75 12.00 13.00 

1 BOX 
2-5 BOXES 
6-10 BOXES 
Rainbow Colours — White, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow 

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

3.5" DSDD DSHD 
50 Disks £1850 £32 50 
100 Disks £35.50 £63 50 
200 Disks £68 50 £125.50 
500 Disks £152.50 £295.50 
1000 Disks £295.50 £580.50 

INCLUDING labels 

5.25" BULK DISKS 
Packed in 25’s with Envelopes, 

Labels, Lifetime Warranty 

48tpi 
25 Disks £8.50 
50 Disks £16.00 
100 Disks £28.00 
1000+ PLEASE CALL 

96tpi 
£8.75 

£16.25 
£27.25 

HD 
£12.00 
£23.00 
£36.00 

COLOURED DISKS 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

5.25" 
48 961 pi 1.6 Meg - 1 Meg 

3.5 DSDD 
2 Meg 

DSDD DSHD DSHD 

25 Disks £9 00 £16 00 £1200 £20 00 
50 Disks £1750 £30 00 £2000 £35 00 
100 Disks £31 00 £5100 £39 00 £60 00 

includes labels. lor available colours please call 
Normally Red Green yellow While A Orange 

NEW NEW NEW NEW MICE/TRACKERBALLS STORAGE BOXES 
COMPUTER MATES 

BRANDED DISKS 
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

3.5” DISKS 
DSDD DSHD 

COLOURED 
DSDD DSHD 

50 Disks £2100 £3500 £24.00 £38.00 
100 Disks £4100 £6900 £43,00 £75.00 
200 Disks £8000 £13700 £6300 £14300 
500 Disks £18200 £32500 I £81500 £33100 

PC/XT/AT MOUSE..£20.00 
PS2 MOUSE.£21.00 
AMIGA/COMMODORE......£19.00 
ATARI MOUSE.. .£19.00 
ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL... £22.00 
PC/XT/AT TRACKBALI_ ^ ...£22.00 
MOUSE MAT. Jy  £2.50 
MOUSE POCKET.,$J  £2.50 
MOUSE STAGE. £10.00 
MOUSE MAT HARD..£3.50 
PAPER TRIMMER..£5.00 

3.5“ 5.25" 
120 Cap £9.50 140 Cap £8,75 
100 Cap £7.90 120 Cap £8.25 
80 Cap £7.50 100 Cap £7.50 
50 Cap £6.50 50 Cap £6.50 
40 Cap £6.00 20 Cap 3.5’ £4.00 

ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS. 
E2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 DISKS OR MORE 

10 Cap £1.50 10 Cap £1.50 
5 Cap £1.15 5 Cap £100 
1 Cap £0.50  

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH COMPUTER DESK £90.00 
DUST COVERS 

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES 
12' or 14' COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN 
SAVE YOUR EYES.Only £13.99 
12' or 14- TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB 
MONITOR STAND.£15.95 
A4 DESK TOP COPY HOLDER.£8.00 

PRINTER STANDS 5 DIFFERENT TYPES 
PRINTER STAND (Feet) 
80 OR 132 COLUMN....£8.00 
IBM PRINTER LEADS ..£5.00 
..JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C 

LABELS 5.25' OR 3.5' (5.25 WITH W/P) 
100 £1.00, 1000 £8.00 
SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE 

PC XT. AT+ MONITOR..£6.00 
12- or 14- MONITOR..£6.00 
SO or 132 PRINTER.£6.00 
LAZER PRINTER.£6 00 
64 OR 102 KEYBOARD....£6.00 
TOWER CPU......£6.00 

CLEANING ACCESSORIES 
MINI VACUUM CLEANER.£7.00 
HEAD CLEANER 3.5‘ OR 5.25'.£2.50 
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION...£3.00 
ALL THE ABOVE & MORE.£11.00 
3“ CLEANING KIT.£3 00 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL 
2 WAY...15.00 
4 WAY.20.00 
DATA SWITCH LEADS.8.00 each 

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY! 
WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO 
GIVE QUANTITY DISCOUNT, WITH SER¬ 
VICE, QUALITY AND BACKING FROM 
THE LARGEST DISK MANUFACTURERS 
IN THE WORLD IN ADDITION OVER 200 
LINESOF PERIPHERALS INSTOCK ASK 
FOR OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE 
LIST WITH YOUR ORDER OR SEND 24p 
S.A.E 

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! 
ON 0753 553535 

BLUE BOX PRODUCTS 
ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN 

PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED 
BAMBI-2DD 1 MEG 

2b DSOO 3 V‘ IN 2b 
CAP STORAGE BOX 
i BOX £14 00 
2* £13 00 
b' £1100 

MF-2DO 30 s 1 MEG 

30 DSDD V 
1 BOX £14 00 
2* £13 00 
5* £1100 

MF-2DO ID'S 1 MEG 

10 3V OS DO 
1 BOX £600 
2* £500 
5' £4 50 

M-2D48TPM0s 
10 DSDD Sy 
1 BOX £4 25 
2‘ £3 75 

£3 25 

M-2DD96TPI IDs 

BAMBI-2HD 2 MEG 

25 DSHD 3y IN 25 
CAP STORAGE BOX 
1 BOX £21 00 
2* £2000 
5* £18 50 

MF-2HD 30 s 2 MEG 

30 DSHD 3y 
i BOX £21 00 
2* £2000 
5* £1800 

MF-2HD 10 *2 MEG 

10 sy DSHD 
1 box £8 50 
2* £800 
5* £7 00 

M-2HD IQ'j 1.6 MEG 

10 DSHD 5 V 
t BOX £6 50 
2* £6 00 

5* £500 

10 DSDD sy 
1 BOX 
2* 

5* 

£4 75 
£4 25 
£3 75 

DATA CARTRIDGES 
DC 2000 £1800 
DC 300 XLP £1800 
DC60QA £1950 

DC 6150 £2000 

DC 6250 £21 00 

ppn I IP WAITING? B ll 1 rn > ■ V ■ lift ■ ^ A ■■***>* n A 



You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
A superb package, with immense |wmer, to fulfil all your 
word pnxwiing requirements and*** it includes a Database! 
It s ail so easy to use, you probably won't need to refer to 
the extensive 250 pug£ manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut, 
copy and paste; check your spelling with a HKUXMH- word 
dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 
graphics, from programs such as DPaini II or Clip Art files 
in various sizes and colours* You can auto¬ 
matically flow text around graphics in any 
Workbench compatible font (there are over 
200 available styles), in different sizes and 
colours to suit your design.** even as you 
type* AN this from a word processor 
and.*. Much, Much, More! 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 
processor! Full Page View with position, edit and creation 
of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into which the database can be merged. 
Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records 

#per database with a fas! sort of KMX) records in less 
than 5 seconds this is a real database* 

taM 

u 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2000 
or 3000 with a minimum of I megabyte 

of available memory* 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve the best! 

£79.95 

."*„jt5 handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 

Pen Pal is the only program I tested that will 

automatically wrap text around graphics..." 
Amiga World.. Jut. ‘90 

."..without healing around the bush Pen Pal is very 

special*." - "There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 

deserves to do well.11 imiga Format,. Jht\ 90 

■- J am cxircmcly pleased with your product especially 
the Graphic Capabilities wiihin the Word Processor. Having 
the Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL (be best 

program I have..." DS£.r Plumsttad, IMNDON 

"...Please lei me fell you how amazed 1 am at bow EASY 

TT IS TO USE PEN PAL The manuals supplied arc 

very informative and very clear. 

PSS., Clifton, NOTTINGHAM 

"...A mosi exec lien i piece of software..." 

Strathclyde, SCOTLAND 

Trade Distributors.. 

Ss ramson 
Tin |^| HB MARKETING 

* «* tn 

Min t (am woman a) M Fhrrtd 

Pen Pal Order Line 
0773 836781 

Ptn Pal is also available fh wn gt*xJ 
computer stores everywhere! 

Pen Pal is supplied into the UK through. , 

Gordon Harwood Computers New Street Alfrcion Derbyshire DE5 7BP 
Telephone: 0773 8367KI Facsimile: 0773 831040 

&2P 
© Pi 

GORDON 
HARWOOD 
HARWOOD 
HAR 
Q0wplrfers 



Vortex ATonce-Plus 

The 16 MHz PC/AT-Emulator For £ 248 
For Amiga 500, A 500 plus, A 2000 

vortex Albnce-Plus is the high 
performance 16 Bit CMOS 
80286 AT emulator for the 
Amiga 500, A500 plus and 
A2000. It converts your Amiga 
into an AT compatible 
computer with multi-processor 
and multi-operating system 
facilities. It provides a 16 MHz 
clock frequency and offers a 
Norton SI of 16,2. 
Each ATonce-Plus is supplied 
with 512 KB vortex FAST-RAM 
and a socket for an optional 
80C287-12 arithmetic co¬ 
processor. Without any further 
RAM you get full 640 KB DOS 
memory. Memory above 1 MB 
can be used as Extended or 
Expanded Memory. Windows 
3.0 runs unrestrictedly in the 
Protected Mode. 

ATonce-Plus runs as a task 
within AmigaDOS. It does not 
affect the normal operation of 
your Amiga and is totally 
transparent when not in use. 
You may work with PC/AT 
programs under MS-DOS or 
DR-DOS as well as with your 
Amiga under AmigaDOS. 
ATonce-Plus accesses the 
entire environment of your 
Amiga: Commodore compatible 
hard disk systems as well as 
internal and external disk 
drives, the serial (mouse) and 
parallel interface, sound, RTC 
and CMOS RAM. 
Video emulations such as EGA 
and VGA in a monochrome 
graphic mode, CGA with 16 
colors, Hercules, Olivetti and 
Toshiba3100 are available. 

The ATonce-Plus Gate Array, 
the Chip-Level Emulation and 
the ATonce-Plus AT-BIOS 
guarantee an AT emulation 
with the utmost degree of 
compatibilty and provide your 
Amiga with full system 
reliability. 
ATonce-Plus is delivered with 
installation and emulation 
software (no DOS) and a 
detailed users manual. 
The compact SMT-PCB plugs 
directly into the socket of the 
68000 CPU without any 
soldering, so all expansion 
slots remain free. 0 0 A 0 
Albnce-Plus for only X Z4o. 
For further information please 
contact your local Amiga 
dealer or call CompuServe at 
100015,330. 

vortex Computersysteme GmbH. FalterstraBe 51-53. D-7101 Flein. Tfel. +49-7131-59720. Fax. +49-7131-55063 

AU company nr product, name* are trademarks or registered trademarks of thtor respBctiw^ holders. ATbnee is the registered German trademark of vortex 



SKATE TRIBE 
17 BIT 1548 

Whining down the screen at speed, il fakes both skill and 

luck to get very far on Skate Tribe. 

How many skateboarding games can you actually buy 

these days, without scouring the bargain buckets of 

computer shops? Three years ago you were spoiled for 

choice, now they seem to have died the death, 

Which is why it's good to see a fun, simple, addic¬ 

tive and fasi skateboarding game become available 

through the Public Domain. Skate Tribe was originally 

an Atari ST game, written by Jim Wood using STOS. 

Gary Symons took the code and tweaked it with AMOS 

to produce this little number, 

All you have to do is skate down the screen as it 

scrolls, avoiding various obstacles and collecting the 

odd dollar bill for bonus points. Nice and simple, but 

the speed is set high to make it more tricky. 

If s neat twisting and turning through ihe courses - 

the game needs a fair amount of skill to even complete 

the first level. Three difficulty levels help, but ifs still 

tough - which is what brought me back for more! 

Ifs nut all rosy. The scrolling lends inwards the 

glitchy. and when you hit something all that happens is 

a big ‘BANG!* graphic gets primed on the screen. The 

sound is appalling, which is understandable consider* 

mg the game's origins. But it plays very well, 

Ifs a shame that I haven't got a lime-machine, If I 

had, I could take this game back a couple of years and 

happily make a fast buck by releasing it through a soft* 

ware house. These days, it looks out of step with 

current fashion - but the PD sets its own trends, 

PERM CHECK VO.Ol 
SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS U1 22 

Actually [licking on the gadgets on Perm Checker h easy 

enough, but typing in all the (fata that you'll need before 
you can win the pools is mudi more lobauriav*. 

Checking soccer pools permutations can be tedious. 

One guy pesiered me for months to write a program for 

this Ihe has since died, which goes to show that some 

people have no patience). Anyway, if you have hun¬ 

dreds of different combinations lo check, this could 

sort you out. 

A lot of libraries will say this program is easy to 

use. and they’re right, to a point. The point being that 

you have to enter permutations into a word processor 

Here are the best form the latest Public Domain utilities and games, 

the ones that really stand out from the crowd, hand picked from the 

ranks, especially for you, by Pat McDonald. 

or text edifor first. Typing 600 lines of numbers and 

commas is a tedious task, and for beginners it will lake 

a degree of trial and error to understand just what the 

program needs. 

The program can cross reference ihe data with the 

number of no-score draws, score draws and home 

w'ins. Hours to type all ihe data in, seconds to use. Paul 

Morley - the author - knows about presentation. 

SHADOW UTILITIES 
1 7 BIT 1 530 

Those Belgian ‘Shadow1 people have been busy. Here 

are three utilities aimed at people who write Public 

Domain demos (coders). RasrerBhmr If is used for 

designing copper lists: the series of numbers used to 

create the subtly coloured bars on many PD releases. 

Although it’s easy to paint a copper list on the 

screen with this program, you can only save them in 

RAW' binary formal or assembler data lists. The latter 

is easier to incorparatc in assembly language programs. 

SimpteSinus if is aimed at machine coders. It pro¬ 

vides a set of rcadv-made routines to spin and sweep 

eight sprites around the screen - tame stuff for the 

Ait hough no! quite at goad at Deju Vu's Rainbow Warrior 

program, Rat ter Blaster 11 provides easier data for assem¬ 
bly language programmers. 

audience it addresses. However, it is easy to use. and 

could help novice programmers I cam more. 

Text Writer is a much simpler program. It lets you 

design text screens of up to 40 columns wide and 255 

lines deep. The data from this can only be saved as 

RAW (binary) files. Maybe there are much more pow¬ 

erful versions of these* but the presentation is good and 

they work competently. 

RECOMMENDED: 

BATTLE OF BRITAIN 

and THE WARGAME 
Pt> SOFT 2162 

This is the main map If ram which you make decisions in 

the wargame Bailie of Britain, Exactly where da you pul 

your plants ta have Ihe best effect? 

If you've ever wondered if there are any original 
PD war-games. Ihe answer is yes - an Aussie 
named Bill Jordan regularly releases them through 
the Australian Mega Disk PD library. 

Battle of Britain Is a simple, fast war-game 
where you control the fighters and bombers of Ihe 
Luftwaffe or (he air defences of southern England. 

The computer makes a mean opponent, a human 
one is more fun. 

Purisl war-gamers may not like it because it 
simplifies many different parts of the scenario 
(Ihe forces are spilt Into 10 or less squadrons each 
and (he map lacks detail). Hardened gamers won't 
like it because the graphics are appalling. So why 
do I like It? Because H's easy lo pick up. quick to 
play and reasonably challenging. 

The Wargame is even betler in some respects. 
The scenario is early-to-mid-twentieth century 
Europe. Up lo six players (human or computer) 
compete against each other. 

All three services are represented (land, sea 
and air) with three different types of unit. For 
instance, in Ihe sea department you can build mer* 
chant ships, to boost your economy; submarines, 
to attack your enemies' merchant convoys; and 
surface vessels, to blockade the merchants and 
attack other surface ships. 

This game Is like the classic board-game Risk. 
The map is simple, and the battles are usually 
decided by attrition. Unlike Risk, different tech¬ 

nologies become available. For instance, at ihe 
beginning bombers have tittle impact, but later on 
they can do real damage to a country's economy. 

This version of The Wargame lets you play for 
a limited number of moves, but il is possible to fin¬ 
ish a game If only two people are playing. The 
unlimited version (plus a more up-to-date version 
of Battle of Britain) Is available direct from the 
author, for the princely sum of S25 (Australian), 
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BLITTERCHIPS 
UPD/F3, CUFFE HOUSE, 

PRIMROSE ST, KEIGHLEY, BD21 4NN 

0535667469 UNITED PUBLIC DC 

LPD 47 DiRTY CASH I 

MANGA DEMO SUPERB 
MUSIC & GRAPHICS 

THE SOUND OF SILENTS 

DRAGONS LAIR ■ SOME 
IMPRESSIVE DEMOS 

\hJtt 
hifr m hSixv, — 

T IMF.' 

110044 iSCUMT 

ANYONE FORA GAME 
OF SUPER TWINTRIS ? 

MED MUSIC EDITOR 
ONE OF THE BEST I 

■ F™ T—~"T~‘""T*“ -7 

MED MUSIC EDITOR ■ 
ONE OF THE BEST I 

GERMAN RAY TRACED 
SLIDESHOW 

PRETTY IMPRESSIVE STUFF 
ON REAL 3D 

GAMES 
PGJW1 ■? ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS 2 dte** lull fff Ktrenlur* mlulidrts1-12|- 
PG0&3 AIR WAHFHOH This 1$ a Ifighl simulitoi program * 
TOOtM 5 ALL NEW STAR TREK Gteil game from Tobias Rfehler! (2) * 
PGOOS 4WTEP & SLOT CAR'S A ^rapfwrai rote playing asm* 4 a car gamp * 

PG007 APlDYA Srilhanl demo ol a areal new game. Get >1 ? 
PGOOB ASSASSINS l Tam. Rqlterpede. Arelrte. Cairwumw & AmigoM*. * 
PGD09 ASSASSINS Z Gkrl action, Missile command Invaders A 1 more? * 
PGO ifl ASSASSINS 1 Ifepaball l Drip' Superb breakout game 4 platform game + 
PGQ11 ASSASSINS a Jumper, Gomoku. Cracker. Jumpy. Turbo duel 4 Klondike! ■«■ 
PGQ12 ASSASSINS § Fta id. Go Lwly & Retflutor, 3 UtoOt em ups * 
PGQ11 ASSASSINS 6 Downhill challenge, Patman S7. Mela Llamas A ftdllrM 
TOP U ASSASSINS 7 DesImBlian Mwnbflw, Tm, Uightwgrk? A Clauds rottor 
PG015 ASSASSINS 8 Air ace M. Hball. Number Fumbler A Snakepir * 
PG0 IS ASSASSINS 9 Bailie pong 4 Blizzard 
PG017 ASSASSINS 10 Escape. ftpilto. Pfctout 4 $ya! 
PGO1 ft ASSASSINS 11 Dad, Cannei. Towers of Hind, Reverai 4 Trippm1 
PG019 ASSASSINS 12 Uomatron. Cir. Pgwerpenq 4 X F 1! 
PG02O ASSASSINS 13Bali.Asieraids.Twmn-s.Black n.Squwibte4 Amlgatration 
PGffil ATlC ATAC A conversion gf to old cMwlC Spectrum game + 
PG022 AWESOME PREVIEW Fantastic preview sri a great game1 
P&D23 BATTLEFOPOE A strategy war game ■similar Id Mecnfoieo 
PG03A BLACKJACK A wily gocd version of to gam*! * 
PQ055 BUCK ROGERS A nitty h He sheotemup horn the C4* days 1 
PGDtt CASTLE Of DOOM An easy graphs adventure game’ 4 
PGD27 CHINESE CHECKERS Computer version ol lhe populoi board game *. 
PG023 COLOSSUS 4 WORLD Two very good adventures from Software distillery 4 
PODS CROSSWORD COMPILER Nice program tor making crosswords! ♦ 
PGQJl UAHKSTAFF A spedrum emulated tort adventure dame 4 
PGD32 DRAGONS CAVE great Dungeons game, nice graphics! * 
POOLS EO 209 Rotwcop style shoot em up! (Language may ottend) + 
PC0H ETERNAL POME 4 DOMINOES 2 nj» gimrs on this disk ♦ 
POOLS EHSKSNIA MAZE Nice little mate game allows 4 views of maze at ante 
PGDLS FLASHBtEfi Over 200 levels tn this beukleidstii type game 
PG057 FRANTIC FREDDIE Classic pWorm type Inn with good music 
PGDSfl GALACTIC FOOD FIGHT Fight through i« cream cones fnjll etc * 
POOLS'GAMES GALORE 1 Drip files Quit 041 invaders Chess Yaifte Othello 
PGtWtf GAMES GALORE 2 WeWrl* Skylight Bouncer Jocktilnd Lam BluennHn 
PGQ.ii GAMES GALORE 3 Gravaltaek Asteroids Pingpong Mlmbtost Orbft 3d 
PG04? GAMES GALORE 4 Mr Hunk Diplomacy Car Mutant CheflS Egyptian run 
PG043 GAMES GALORE 5 Cosmo Cal 4 mgu« MAntfttfl RgEtgn IrTvi* Pharqah 
PG044 GAMES GALORE 6 TUN Jumpy D?f ATC ^Robots StnUn# King rails SB 
PG045 GROWTH Brilliant gan» where you must shoot lhe brain! + 
POOLS HACK Onto! tart adrenlure in the Airwom llyi*! * 
PGM7 HOLLYWOOD TRIVIA Nice Irtws game w*lh loi* of questltrol * 
PG046 HOLY GRAH A nice ten adveniure, dm Of the besl * 
PGft*Si JETMAN remember the ow game jetpac Well hem ft la ! Moga! 
PGQ40 JEOPARDY Version or the (ward pme Risk! 
PG051 KILLER CARS Aureal tar game w<1h Fuleo vector graphics! 4 
PGM2 LAMER GAME Similar Ip operation woll ahooi pm up. * 
PGQ53 LARN Another very wen regarded text adventure game 4 
PGOSASS LEARN A PLAY Great Fun for the Ms on tvra disks fZT v 
PGD5& LA5ERZONE Greai Did H classic shooL em up! 
PGOS7 LEAPING LARRY Simple pMHonn game done In Am&s 
PG05H LETTHIK Nice puzzle games similar to Tetris? 
PQW9 LORE OF CONQUEST Eiellent space trading game DAD style' 
PGMO MARBLE SLIM Puzzle oeme. build ilrdetup' 
PG9S1 MASTER OF THE TOWN Shoot the signposts m this game 
FGK2 mental IMAGE PACK 3 great games Grttrumir Invaden ft Rebound ♦ 
PGD63 UQRIA peit adventure based around Dungeons 4 Dragons theme' 
PG064 NAPOLEONIC WAR SIMULATOR A n*i SSrategy type game! 
PGDS5 NE$TOR CARD GAME Anofiier card game looks qude good'» 
PG«S 67 NETHACK Dvnnqn 4 Dragon adventure style game, very popular M2| 
PGG60 NO MANS LAND Hr tech war games shool em up * 
PGS69 m GAME Shwi cm up with good graphics, guile difNcuH! 
PGDTti PETERS. QUEST Rescue the maiden in this fun platform game * 
PG071 POM POM GUNNER Slasl menemy aircraft in this Beachead clone * 
PGDT2 PROPERTY MARKET Become ■ millionaire before you retire al 6S 
PG073 RAPHAE L S RE V| NGE A ranks game done m $EUCN! + 
PGD74 RETURN TO EARTH Eke Type space trading game! ♦ 
PG075 RINGS OF ZON Interesting shareware advenimre strategy game 
PGD76 SEVEN TILES Superb luturesports speclhfll type geriw.Gteal! 
PGQ73 SCUM HATERS SNmi em up done by Brazzle Atkins m SEUCK + 
PG07S SEALAHCE a mbmarine strategy game seems very involved * 
PGQSa SERENE SHOOT UP Another good quality Shwt um up * 
PG0S1 SERENE ■ Fotlow up to the above game ♦ 
PG062 SIMPSONS GAME ^mcally scrolling *hwt m updone in $EUCK! 4 
PG0B5 STARFLEET Nice little game dene m SEUCK' + 
PG0tt<7 STAR TREK The US vereion by Jim Barber, very good |Z) 
PQOBB STAR TREK NEXT GENERATION Strelegy game rums In Hir« I mg 4 
PGOSg STAR TREK THE SWDQT EM UP Yes a SEUCK ven*on Of game. * 
PG09C SUBCULTURE Playable 1st level of a good ahoot cm up! + 
PG09? SW1V DEMO Superb demo pt an eieiheni thoot em up1 
PGCBl TENNIS A good shareware tennis gvnek treg 
PG094 TRAIN CONSTRUCTION KIT make ybor Own truth MyWttl t 
PG094 TREK TRIVIA For you Star Trek freaks, loads of queshonsl 
PG096'97 TRUCK IN QN A ir«Jing game based around ituck haulage (2 disk*} 4 
PGCBB TuftftlCAN i PREVIEW Gttat demo ol supwb sh«L em upl 
PG0$9 THE EVIL DEAD GAME Bbjsr the gool*« m Uus crazy game 
PG1D0 THE JAR Very mce little jump 4 run gam*. 
PG101 THE INSIDERS CLUB Slocks 4 shares game, see how far you gel 
PG10Z WATERMtNES Nice boofderdash type game! 
PGlOl WET &EAVEH GAMES Vera*on of the oM pong gam 
RG1M WONDERSOfT GAMES Gdir, Congi. Ua»lo. fnlton 
PG109 WLZZYS QUEST A very good arcade a 
PG10G YELP Nice link painter type game! < 
PG1Q7 ZEUS A very good 4 popular block puzzle game 4 
PCI06 ASSASSINS U New fKk. Chma Challenge ll 4 Amiga ColumMi 
PG109 TOMCAT Nm vertical icrolbng ihoot am upl 4 
PGtiDSUPEH SKODA CHALLENGE Nice new tar racegame! * 
PG111 MIDNIGHT THIEF A nice (erf adventure game! 
PGti? ULTIMATE CARD GAMES Crifibage.Hearts.Bluemooh.PaUence 4 Soltlalw! 
PG113 WASTELANDS Superb 3d rector gome, you musl get (htf, brilliant! - 
PGi u CHINA SHOP Grant bull in china shop gome, smeah everyining in tight! 
PG114114 NEXT GENERATION TRIVIA Edlfk game wfth 1wd? of queslW(j>* 
PG120 MISSION X Snoot em up gome, very good graphic*. 4 
PG121 AS»4 GAMES PACK 21 games 10 run on lhe AMD* 
PGtlZ STQRylaND 2 firlfllanl Aida game great tun, 4 

niton. Wind-mill efC! 
e adventure game (roro Germany 4 

UTILITIES & SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
PU001 AMICASH Brjnd new bank mpnagemenl prdgranh. vHy ihy (0 u*b- 4 
PUOOZ A-GENE Good geneology program, to fraee your family name, imeg 4 
PU003 A&* 44000 A$$ember program for the Amiga rather dltficutl to use. 
Pltaor AH EMULATOR Commodore 44 emulator program * acme bask iistmgsl 
PU00& AMATEUR RACHQ1 Som* program* at inseresi fa the radio turn! * 
RU006 ANIMATED POINTER PACK Disk full ol animated pointers' 
PU007 AMI BASE 376 One ol the beal Amiga database* Search bcililm * 
PUO06 9 ANALYTICAlC Now unpacked and raady to w*l ffdiik verstoni 4 
PU01O ARP 1,3 Amigados replMteiwit project, contains new libraries 4 more! 
PU011 A$J LABEL PRINTERS Alt the best label printing program.* on 1 disk 4 
PU012 ASSASSINS GHAFFII utils Great disk lull 01 graphic* conrertor* e*c * 
PUtH 3 ASSASSINS BOOT UTILITIES Loads of boolblock utilities on here. 4 
PU914 BANKIN Acompleie cheque book analysis program. Keep tstn on cash + 
PlKHS etORYTHMS 4 5TARCHART Check yOur Bjoryihm* 4 examine the raght sky! 4 
Ptw 16 BUSINESS CARD MAILER Make yoor awn wtlh thk uidui utility 4 

PO017Z0 C MANUAL H £*> New and belter! Version 2 now comet on 4 disks! * 
PU0J1 C-UGHTRAY TRACER A dorw*rdial rty tracing packet. Now PD lltl 4 
PU02Z CHEMESTNETtCS Chemistry program tor motocuk display eld - 
PUDZ3 CHET SOLACE UTtLS 26 btiHIliea on this dish. 
PU024 CLERK Another program similar Ip Journal, manages your bant aCCOunl. 
PU02612 CLIPART 0 disks dammed full of some ol the best clipart around1 * 
PUD3335 CQUNTACN CUP ART (3) 3 disks packed luH pi tliparl! Vrtou* * 
PUD36 CURSE R BASrC COMPILER Ju*l what you need to speed up basic programs * 
PU03T D-CQPY One pi lire best PO copy urMihes avealibke. easy to uae. * 
PU0S6 DARK STAR UTlUTES 3 A dish lull of assorled useful utHIlies 
PU03I DBW Good PD ray tracing program inc some picture* I CU Knowkedge.« 
PliOSD DEMQLISHER UTtLTlES 16B easy to use utils something for everyone * 
PU041 13 DESK BENCH N>w aH*mpliw wortbench.lCDra * base* (3) 
Ptxm DESKTOP PUBLISHER From Germany. English translation now are liable 4 
PU0A& DIRECT ACTION A useful Utility tor editing animation sequences. 
PUW6 DISKM ASTER 3,0 CU UtMIty program, copy files, delete, formal disks. 
PU047 DOPE INTHOMAKER Make your Own inlrps. With this utility. 
PU04B DYNAMITE FONT II Another pgputM desk. Stacks of IFF lonlscrews. 
PUW9 DYNAMITE FONTS EkdJtent fgfty disk for UK in Dpaml eft 
PLXrBO 64 EDUCATION SET (6) Fire disks full of educational programs, good 4 
PUDSS ELECTROCAD PREVIEW IF your'e into circuit design try (fty now VIA! * 
PU056 EKILE FONTS More Ol theses superb tbntscreens. fw use wish OPaml * 
PU057 FLEXIBABE DATABASE A simple tou*edatabase for the beginner. - 
PU0M FONTS AND RAM MANAGER Lots of fonts plus a Software ram switch ! 
PUB5B FONTS 4 SURFACES Lots of useful lonls brushes etc far me m DpMU 
PU061 GENEStS DEMO Su»ft Iractal generator, really good' 
PUK2 GRAPHICS UTILITIES Load of osefur graphically wlentated programs * 
PU063 HAMLAB Convert VGA PC picture* Id Amiga ham mode with this utility. # 
PuDba HARDDRiVE UTILS Some good utilmn for hard drive owners 4 
PU065 ICQNHANtA Loads of program* foe toon oreafion 4 many Icon*! 4 
PUOfifi ICONS This disk rejujt crammed with useful 4 varied icons. 4 
RUO&71MPLODER V40 Very good cronchlnq program, very efficient! 4 
PU06S INTERFERON PRO Create paotecBkun bwiblocks against viruses. 
PUWS JAZZBE NCH A greai alternative warkbontb much preteroed by many! 
PU070 JOURNAL A nice program d«»qn«J to tf«p track on your ftnancej 
PU071 JR COMM 1.02 Latesl version or another superb comm* package! * 
PU072 KEFRENS METAL LION UTILITIES Great util disk lull of fonts 4 more! 4 
PU07376 KING JAMES BIBLE Old testament 4 New lesiament 4 teil reader J4i- 
PU07T LANGUAGES DISK «l vow ever n«*d * Foreh, Modula 2, X-Ltop4 Logo* 
RU07S M-CAO Computet aided design package uses hi res mode. Good, l Meg.* 
RU07S1 MACVIEW.DHAW,ROTATE Calledim Of three unusual piograms Good! 
PUOBO HESSY-SIO Easy to uh PC ■ Amiga file Uamler .proqrtm.lrilllant 
PUQBt MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS PROGRAMS -Geofrme, Grocery list, Calculator «c 
PU08? MOBED A rere useful program for editing sprite* and bobs.!* 
PU063 MORSE PROGRAMS Disk toll of Utnse code program* for radio tarns. 
PU0B4 MYSTIX HARDWARE MODS Documenfs disk for hardware modifications, 
PUQG6 NCQMM v 1.921 Latest 4 be$l rtraipn qf this ezeflonl comma package! * 
PU0S67 NORTH C 1.312) A two disk unpacked rersfon of above program. U 
PUO06 NORTH C 1.3 {Patted! The complete C compiler by Slew Hawfin !* 
PU089 PASCAL COMPILER Nm bnoming 1 popular language, now availibteon PO 
PUW0 PC EMULATOR Software PComutelor rreed* MS 00$ Ip tuTv! CGAgraphic*!- 
PUtfii PEHDLE EUROPA MEGAUT1LIT1ES1 An «sential ulleetionol over 2001 * 
PU092 PEHDLE EURQPA UTILITIES 5 Another gnof compact ty me Red Devil. 
PUM3 PENDLE EUROPA UTILITIES5 mctudeicopieri and more util-lres 
P 115*94 PENDLE EURQPA UTILITIES 7 A very Rppul*r ylilty eoll«1iim Tty « ! 

PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR Design yow own printer driver with Rin.* 
pm?96 PRINTER DRIVER UTILITIES Vartou* bon-syodaid primer drirera. 
PLiMT PRINT STUDIO Y1J5 Great uldty for accurate pfimwt ql pic* text * 
PUC03 G6ASE Database program, simple to vte wnn toll search Ferity 
PU099 QED A nice easy to use ierl editor program ! Load, save. prmt. * 
PU10O OUiCK BASE A small database program, also Yspefl 4 Ten ed on disk« 
PUT01 OLUCKBEHCH Aether abemafrvt workbench system, very ctevfr iftis! 
PUlOO RAZOR 1011 Graphics rippers. Vina ItMton. MbNv. powerpocker 
PU107 RIM DATABASE Very Mmprehensrve retaironal dalabaw system. Poweriiil. 
PU109 ROT Aumpl* 3D drawing package tor your Amiga. Very popular.* 
push SCOPE 114 Structured diparl for deskop publrshing efc! Ppaoe etc!« 
PU110 SCOPE ITS Structured cfipul tor use in Prefwsloml page ETC,* 
PU111 StD VIS Newest version p! the easy to o« CU utility Essenfai1 
PU112 3 SOMETHING FOR NOTHING 2 disk set full of video utils, ton's elc ft 
PUIUSOZOSAN c Another very popular c envtoroweftt. Timito 10 Nofth C 
PUlliST EMULATOR Run Alan Sty software on your Amiga, funds 2 drive*. 
PU116 SUPER c DISK A* wear to a hud drive as mere modal * gel! 
PU117 SURE RKIU EPS Kins *90 viruses, mart than Master Vuui2J. A mart! 
Puns SUPER WORKBENCH Yet another ahemalhre workbench disk! 
py ISflTErrPLQS V3 00 One Of Vhp bnf wo*dproc05»rs, inctodw AmigaspeN. * 
PU 1 ?i 2 TV GRAPHICS Superb Dpamt luckdropi md some great fonts <?i * 
BUI21 UEDlT LATEST RELEASE [Word processing shareware program. * 
PU124 ULTIMATE ICON DISK Contains IcOnmetJterJcerrlab.toafimaster 4 fttons! * 
T012% ULTRAPAINT *3 A run pa.nl package for IFF pictures* * 
PU12B UTILmES COLLECTION Arwlhw great (toJfctlron Of utihtle* about 100! 
PU127 UTILT1ES DISK 1 Arwitiw one tor the collection Aboul 60 or more, 
PU 128 VECTOR DESIGNER A very comprehensive bal diiticijt to me (soggy 
T012930 VIDEO APPLICATIONS ja] Program* lor use with genlocks 4 vtoeas! * 
T0131 VlSlCALC SPREADSHEET Simple u> use spreadsheef program bated on VC.* 
TO 1323 WtNDOWSBENCH A Windows 3Workbench? loakjhke, wy met. (2 disks! 
T0134 WORKBENCH hack$ Disk toll ui amusing wo*kJ>e*tb hacks! 
TO13S WOflDWRITE WORDPROCESSOJf Comprehensive wordpreeiur with spellcheck- 
« 
TO136 ZX SPECTRUM EMULATOR Latest reraron nowwrth sound loo! * 
TO137 6W BUSINESS LETTERS-contrscli, lehere, alturti included ! * 
W13B LAST HOPE Priceless whets you've (ust erased a valuable tile! * 
TO139 GRAPHICS CONVERTERS Conven graphics, formal PC disk* etc! 
TO! 40 LITTLE BE NCH Ai Iasi a file copier Me Tor ASM* {Dos ? ONLY)! * 
TO14S 2 TAROT ll A better version than the tost oneron idisk*! ♦ 
TO143 OPTIUTILS1 Dvsk cramnipd wfth superb utilities' * 
TOM44 OPTIUTILS 2 A second disk toll of utilities! 4 
TOT45 OPTICOMMS 1 Contains Ncomm uM i Lharea. Z» Arc etc with dual * 
FHJ146 TEXT ENGINE 2.1 Superb guBiny wordpro. Get It! 4 
PU147 BEATRIX POTTER Cliwrl Ccmrefted from the PC- U*ty. * 
--[SSIOMALN P014S AMIBASE PROFES1 L Nw TO! !1 Groat new version ol Ihit Diiabasc 4 

ANIMATIONS 
luggltr Plane 4 F, 

PAM? AGATRON 2 Mist - |et Irahtpr landing’, basic * 
PAD03 AGATRON 3 Star Trek - Shull* tty patf 1 m 4 
PA004 AGATRON 5 Star Trek Klmgon tires torpedoes 1m 4 
PAD05 aGaIRON 7 Star Wars Fighter doing loops etc 1 m 4 
FAO06 AGATRON 3 Star Wars - fighter Hy by. Impressive 1m * 
PA0O7 AGATRON 10 Star Trek - Enterprise m dry dort Good iM * 
PA008 AGATRON 11 Titirt - Tank v DMCttotef- GWd veertprs 4 
PA009 AGATRON 12 Tran inimilion Not an# of the best 4 
PAO10 AGATRON 13 Mtsc - Rtibd 1A rcrtroi waving Im * 
PAD 11 AGATRON 14 Star Trek Workbee 4 Reftont, 3 shaft * 
PAO IJ AGATRON to Lotos car. Billiards. 4 Jet Fmhler iremaiKtotr * 
PAOU AGATRON 17 Star Trek TWQK an,mati&a Shod but o*ay * 
PA014 AGATRON 1| Star Trek - Enterprise fly by. Sborl Obim 4 
PAO f S AGATRON 20 Huey 2 A neficopter leaving • lending pod. Neal 1 M*g * 
PAO to AGATRON 23 Star Trek ll#et mtnbfvre Im 4 
PAO 17 AGATRON 24 Hull pen animation 4 Pmg pong. Greet! Im 4 
PAD to AGATRON 2S The run, a subetb car ctiese Img at over lm * 

PAO 1 & AGATRON 26 A ship rbcKrog *t «&. fmtefpn'M Naves dock, 1 m * 
PA020 AGATRON 30 Contains Hyperapace animation 4 Landing aramation im 4 
PAQ2 s AGATRON 31 Amm of > Porch# rising out of > tabic l mg. 4 
PAJE32Z AGATRON 32 Space - Sp«e proiM flying away tm 4 
PA023 AGATRON 33 Probe animitton Bird pi piey animation 4 Klmgorihll! Im 4 
PAJ024 AGATRON 34 Bur trek lh« space p'tice - a tut shorf 4 
PA025 AGATRON 35 Space- space probe Jtymg iway im * 

fepplecus??) + 

PADZfi AGATRON 36 Star trek Bird ol prey, top in# top, 1 m 4 
PA077 AGATRON 37 Uisc - Tobias goes knockers! lm + 
PA0?4 AGATRON AwMB & great shorl toped animates! 4 
PAD73 APPLECUS ANIMATION Great anlm pi an a 
PAOM BAD BIRD ANIMATION Not 1« Cud this on 
PA031 BASKETBALL A basketball player shooting a ball Into the net. 1 Meg + 
PADJZ BONGO ANIMATION Animation tri i man playing lhe bongo drums. - 
PADS! BUSY BEE Cute animation of 3 freaky bee. almosi looks wooden. 1 Meg * 
PA014 CLOTHES PEG Bouncing tloihes pegs ami more. Nor Pad. 1 Meg 
PAD35- COOL CQtlGAft A carton style snim, tell* lhe story of coof CougaM M 4 
PAOW CXT SPACESHIP A cool sculpt 4D amm of a stop circling i glut* 4 
PADS? DART ANIMATION Good animation pi a dart passing through an egg' 
PAQ36 DRAGONS LAIR TIME WARP Animation or the cartoon game tM * 
PA03& ERIC S AMY VS WALKER Cute and seny(7) squirrel chasing a Walker. 1 5M 
PA040 ERICAS BATMAN A great anlmotstin featuring batman and the |o*tr.1 M*g+ 
PA041 ERIC-S CDTOTE 2 This ones a corker.coyote up to this tricks 1.5 Meg 
PA042 ERIC'S COYOTE STRIKES BACK Not loo good to is time but poputer.lmg 
PAQ43 ERICAS MORE AEROTOONS More humorous carton capers, Great stuff.IM 4 
PAOU ERIC-S SHUTTLECOCK Two Space Shuflta playing with a sautliie. 1 Meg 
PA045 EFTIC-S STEALTHY II The Mig-29 and Stealthy twmber cariMh.lM + 
PA046 FRANKLYN THE FLY Great atom of a day m the kte to a housefly! 4 
PAQ47 GHOST BUSTER ANIMATION Anim an the popular ghostbuslers them#, 
PA040 GYMNAST ANIMATION Animofion of 3 gymnasl awifipifip Qfi the barS.IM 4 
PA049 HAPPY ANIMATIONS Happy Man, TreeFTog. Windownun and Mammei. Alt 512K 
PA050 HKjICANDER SWORD ANIMATION Amm ql 3 Scotsmsn dancmg on swords. 
PA052 LAUREL ANU HAHQY Braizen Atkins, setoi youv Him rrom th# vittevs.lM 
PAO-j.5 4 LIGHT CYCLES (2; Huge iRinulren from the Trgn him. Fsb, 1 mg! * 
pad55 llhcq teenager Father 4 un lamp animation converiKi to in# amigatyM 4 
PA056 MAGKHAW II ttotOPHl bit twier, mate glossier this time round-III* 
PAB57 MAGICIAN Similar to the iuggkef anim. but not quit#as giosiy IM * 
PA5 58 MINE R A miner truck loading ovate into 11 buggy to b# taken away, f U 
PAM9 MR POTATO HEAD Watch the potato man in cabaret! 4 
PAO60 NEWTONS CRADLE ray traced animation, plus F-1S and Rowing Chur t 
PAW1 PHAftOAH ANIMATION An animation tit a RHtNh k ings mask, * 
PAW7 Pt AND ANIM AHQN Ttos .* an amautto to a canuwy ptod! 4 
PADS! PROBE SEQUENCE Probe mrestiuleslife formt on distant flteML ttf 4 
PA0B5- 48 HEAL 3D (4@uf«b demo of etiects possibi# with Real 3D-img14 
PADfS Real thing horses demo of the animation package lotdciu te p*mi. * 
PA07O SHUHLECOCK AQUATION 2 shdftes pitying wrifi a saiethrel 
PA071 The BOlNGS Greai atiim to 2 Zebwtee characters on. sonngsh{i,SmgiOn *) 
Pact? The JUGGLER the oki classic onlniation tint said lOWte of JMntaaV 4 
PA073 THE KNIGHT DEUQ Animation ol a knighi climbing out dr a boot. 1H * 
PA074 THE WALKER DEMO Hetjcopter allocking Hw waiter. Film style, IM - 
PA075 THE WALKER DEMO tl walker Aliatkmg me A2000. Not bad.''1 M« , 
PA07E UGLY HUG ANIMATION The ugly mug, goes for 1 spin1 + 
PA077 UfKYC LE ANIMATION Lceltenl aumairan ol a uncycle 4 a car! ■ 
PA074 WINGS Superb quality red heron biptoeiHiimotion, Very rac#.lM * 
PA07J ZEUS BUST ANIMAT1QH Ammainn to a goton bust routingl 4 
PA079 MR POTATO HEAD 2 Another areal Chris Mil animation dtekl + 
PA080 LEMMINGS ANIMATION Greai lemmingaanimation. Chock It put. 1 Meg 

POWER ANIMATIONS! 
PPdOl 2 ANTI LEMMINGS !?) Abstoutley brilliant animation! Gel this now Oil 
PP003 AT THE MOVIES Cuie amm trom Mr Stihwprlx featuring Amy squirrel 1 .S 
PPIKM7 AUTOMATED LIGHT (4|Fab battlester galacUce type animation. 3 Meg 
PPW8 10 BUSED f3f Great ammalkHi to a wasp crashing into thing*. 3 Meg 
PPOIt 1? DATING GAME (Z) Superb new demo horn Eric Schwartz, Get ft, 3,5mg! 
PW>13-IS DRAGONS LAJR (3) Tsiree m#g pew&r demo with sound toleds. Great! 
PPOlQGULf WAR ANIM Find, 

meg power demo with sound effects Greai! 
Our what happens to Hussem* Brilliant Jmg1 

PTO17 JUGGLER II Juggler meets Ms.Juggler, Great foBowup 1 Slteg 
ppfll 0 20 LOST IN SPACE (3) Renumber to did TV series 1 This is ft !! Meg 
PP0Q1 24 LANDING <41 tows Richte* Pawefsnlm 1 Superb ray traced stuff.4M 
PP025 27 STATION AT KHARH131 Animation to a a spacestal:ein.nicely done. 2M 
PPD2B 33 UPGRADE (6) Wrjw ! Camberwlck Grew meets the Amiga ! GREAT ! 5 Mog 
PP034 35 VAUX KILLERS An old but quite good 2mg damp 2mg. 
niwif — j2) The 2 disk 2mg verstim to *"J- -J—J--- 

;2)A;- ' PP03B39 WAVE SAILING 12[ A nice animation pi a wave geiter' I.Smg 

DEMOS 

POOOi AGONY DEMO Brillanl graphics m ihisoome demojhow ll la-ST own«*. 
PD002 ALARM MEGA DEMO to# n#wd«nto with 4 ftood sdhd type vtoo pari ri 
POOOS AMOS ID DEMO Shows you stone effects that are pnssibte with 3d! * 
PDOO? ANARCHY INSPIRATION IS NONE Brilliant demo with some superb ray trace 
PtXJCB ANARCHY MADNESS II D*m# with Bobs and Filed Vectors, superb music!. 
PM09 ANARCHY SYSTEM VIOLATION CtySy demg tearing VTctwSobGH CtoH ! 
PObl 0 ANARCHY DIGITAL INNOVATION Thftf JalMt and best demo, superb! 
PWl 1 ANIMATORS MEGAOEMO A n»c# new megademo hum to Animators 
PtKH3 BASS MEGADEMO Great megodem# with some hOtiiey hdUS* mutic. 
PW16 BlfDBRAiN tt ttorious me^odemo. house musk video 4 carl0*341 sketches 
PDOl 7 CASCADE MEGA DEMO Cwitote demo with a punte and on ac*d pari1 
P»i0 CHAOS ROCK A fantastic fight show based on Fractal patterns * 
ran 9 COOL F RIDGE A pinto meapfcmo. if you tike time FX get this one. 
TO&20 CRIOF#ICS MEGADEMO Includes the superb todftna cteto and more 1 
PO02I CRiONiCB NEVERWHERE ^iperb demo with a Real world denw and Madonna 
PD023 C RIONiC S TOTAL DESTFlUCtOH Very nice plasma Fi plus I kiekin music t 
PW?3 2S ALCATRAZ MEG ADEMD Eaellent. 3 huge demp. Cdmes Dh 3 ttitklf 4 (3j 
PD020 CRUSADERS SPACE DELIRIA FanfastiC music by Dr.Awe So me A to tofects1 
PD027 CRYPTO&URNERS HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER Lovely Idled rector demo. Great! 
PDD2S DARKNESS MEGADEMO tl Another unlimited bobs demo - Do they ever stop! 
PD029 DANISH KNOW HOW A classic demo ! well worth getting! 
PD03C DEAD DANCE THRASH Amumg Ihtoah metal soundtrack A some wierd pin! 
RM31 DEFJAtt PIKEL NATIONS Nice multipart temp wftft plasto.bofrs etc. 
PD032 DEVILS LAB YRINTH Great new d«mb with tom# lab etfecis.FlGB ham plasma 
PDG13 DEVILS NO REAUTy Another areaf rrultipart demg from Devils! * 
PD03A DRAGD«S MEGADfMO An demo but Still one of 1ft# CtatSlCi1 
PD015 ELVIRA DEMO An txeltefif dent# ol a very $oOd game' 
RD036 EPIC tonedble preview ig a new gome by Ocean. Filled vactof a, l M 
PD0J7 33 ERPLAND (2f Brill kalldescnp# patterns on this eicellenc demo! « 
PD039 FILLET THE FISH Similar to puggs, but not quite as gtood, * 
PD040 FHAXION ‘REVENGE" Cartoon style horror vide* recorder! Very funny! * 
pDO-51 FHAXION FUTURE VISIONS Superb Alwtetyp# Infra plus great pictures 4 
PD042 GOLOFfRE OBLfOUE IHRHITY Nice megademo with an Kd style video! 
PDM3 GOLDF1RE ULTIMATE FK Another good megademo from GoWflre. y 
PD04J HORIZEN SLEEPING BAG Great multipart, demo with vectors £ timky music, 
focus INDIANA JONEB DEMO Nice dip gl lhe movie! 
RDCUi IRAQ DEMO Amusing demo of Saddam meeting President Bush.... KatwoeT 
PD04? INTUITION MEGADEMO includes a very good add type section! 
PDtW KATHAHSIS MEGADEMO This is the famous Kcopy demo from Poland! * 
PDQ4B 50 KEFRENS MEGADEMO VIN LwdS gl lifted vectors and bnli mu3K.|'2i 
PDOSr 52 KGfl MEGADEMO (2) A great house music video A vector drummers. 
P0053-5J LAUREL 5 HARDY Good demd leatorirg The lonesome p-ns wng i?i * 
PD055 MAGNETIC FIELDS HYSTERESIS Eroeltol vector graphics, plus music E 
P005t5f MAGNETIC FIELDS SPACED OUT [?ttemo disk with greet music tracts 
PDQ» 59 MAXIMUM OVERRIDE {2) Very nicely (ton# filled vector Amo by ISB. 
P006f 62 MONTY PYTHON ■;2i Brdlrant demo featuring the lumberjack song ! 
PD0B3 MONTY PYTHON NUDGE NUDGE Angitieir amusing sketch on 2 disks! f2] 
P00&4 NEWTEK 0€M0 3 An ereitont d#m*,take your machine to to limit! f2) * 
PD064 not THE nine 0 CLOCK NEWS Some amusing sketches on these disks 
TO0&6 PHENOMENA EC£S A very good demo with a light sourced Tilted vector! t 
PD067 PHE NOM ENA INTERSPACE te time Unear 7 gel l«* demo and tind wt! 
PD068 PHE NOM ENA EMGH A Atrtbtutety briitint. one #f to ail time greats! * 
TOQ6S PHENOMENA JOYFBDE Anottw absdulecorker of a Amo! 
PO07&75 PINK FLOYD THE WALL f6] Oft yeah ! A huge demo based On film! 
TO076 PLASMUTEX Kickm SOuHISoul music beats A wild topper Snd pteimal 4 
TOO "7 PMC ALPHA OMEGA An absolutely superb Filled vector demo Levety! 4 

Vally PD 
UPD/F3, PO BOX 15, PETERLEE, 

CO. DURHAM, SR8 1NZ 

091 587 1195 

PD * 1-19 DISKS EL25 EACH * 20+DISKS 99p EACH 
DEJA VU LICENSE WARE £3.50 

UK - PLEASE ADD SOP P81P 
EC+2SP PER DISK > NON EC +&0P PER DISK 

Mosf orders dispatched some day ! 

ORDER BY POST: Send your order detaite together 
with cheque/PO to any of the four UPD Distributors. 
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yoyr goods bp credit card Most major cards 
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MAIN DISTRIBUTORS 
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UPD/F3. 1 CHAIN LANE, NEWPORT. 
ISLE OF WIGHT, PO30 5QA 

0983 529 594 

PDCT PUGGS IN SPACE A dm d*m A* klfemU lOv* t 
POOft PWSOWER DEMO Sememe** to# ou «0t rone*7 hem the Amiga damp! * 
POOS) P1AUHG THE TRKJGER Welt laid Out 1*1 Oedema* * 
PW8i Pufli METAL CODERS Ptwroi tract* derm ***. «ry race. 
POMS REBELS MEG-AMMO 1 An Ml CMC W*H From in* past * 
TOB6 REBELS COUA TM one i* • ctottt ' the S**£ And «yfc video on AlNu 
PD0f7 REBELS SNAP A me* demo tm WWJky »tyl* nw frac*. PUpul# fljlT 
*0068 REBELS TRSPL E TROUBLE Son* bntlanr pfetma effects ***! * 
PtfflB? RED SECTOR CeBIT 90 An M ClattlC MM rtCtor demo. l&vely mut* 
PDnOli RED SECTOR HEGADCUO Qi Suit iigwt the mi OF time, very good* * 
PDWJ SCOOPEX Chromium Supecb damo w«fr greet graphics, end music * 
PESOS* SCOOREX MENTAL HANGOVER On# a* ill* beat deffidi of all time get il! * 
Pm* SHADOW Of THE BEAST OEUO Superkdrota ol a classic gamil * 
pdwt SILENTS GLOBAL TRASH Tlw* >i i MUST Jar *Jtdamo freaks. Ifeoa INI * 
PHfl« SHENTS ICE Late* dema from to* Sttmfo ftriMart music Irak** * 
ftJiOO SIMPSONS BV decay With *u»rb antmatwn ml a grtti tartiy music teal 
PD101 SIMPSONS EOU*«OX R*mn of |h* rong « pm C< our fre here Part* * 
POl03 4 ST PEPPERS LONE U HEARTS Greet 6©i tyta «flw from Bratrt* i ft * 
TO1« TECHHOfUGNT UEGADFtfO Not a bad mu megadroic 
POT06 TECHNOTOGHT A *poo> demo with good muuc I e««ts' 

P01» TOMSORTTRrPTD BARS OW hit very good 30 tJl*drtCtort*V l» "»« 
PTH m ICMSOFT VIRTUAL WORLDS An aferotote Ep< 1 Bert dema gf the year m 

# fined iwcr ocwiQ m ifnct 
I eupedi colour trtaa graphic5 imp * 

P0114 VECTRA SINKING MUANO Real* good mm *eel« demo 
PDTI5 WAHFALCONS PURPLE llEGADEMO Ancnner good class* demo * 
PDl IS WITH VECTORS TO HEAVtH New demo ju*f m cPicck n out! * 
P0117 WRATH OF THE DEMON DEMO Another Id ifrflW fid Jh* machine* graphic* 4 
POl ifl REBELS {JUTLAND L&le*r demo Iron a prolific owtfn! Eiwlleni 
PQ120 KEFRENS GUARDIAN DRAGON A vary nice new demo from Kelrenf 
POl2' DIYIKA TECHNO FRIGHT Vector* In IrOnr el Him pits? Good! 4 
POl32 AC DC MONEY TALKS Amuiing anlmaled cartoon of Angus A co! + 
PTM23 ITALIAN BAD BOYS MANGAD J»p*n*M tty* cartoons 1 techno mu**’ 
POl 2* ANDROMEDA DECAYING PARADISE Very good vtelo* dene l superb rmitte', 
POl 2S RAY Of NOPE 2 Gnat meudtmo. good music A graphic*! 
POi» LEROY t Great packtoe. SuManc*. Sfwing vector A im! ♦ 
POir BASS SUBLUNAL VISION 'Hr, heavy IV* mu** J graphic*’ 
POt2| DfVME INSPIRATION New hiW *fA by GoUdfrt. Very good 

MUSIC DISKS 
PMWt iog GREATEST Si TuhESOmt lM da*uc M tuna* tmorlairwd ! * 
PMOOt ALCATRAZ THE POWER EicdMI runt, of [h* song by Ihe bind Sn»p1 + 
PMOCtJ ALCATRAZ MORE THAN MUS^C A iuporo muJie dm v«ry w*N presented 14 
PM006 ALCATRAZ SOUNOS Of ENERGY Four Gf**t house music Inch GET rT * 
PM0C7SS AMAZING TUNES H (3ji Thu one* a hdflY Muds ol great music I 
P4KM5 AMEC A PARTY WINNERS fdw EXCELLENT WH»gs lh?t won lh* Am*g* parly 4) 
Pm 11 QUEEN - THE INVISIBLE MAN AUo mdudaia rtnu el nd« on time 
PM012 AMIGADE US CLASSIC * L Su«r0 r*ndH«na ol Em* Kleiner rtc 4 
PMC 13 ANARCHY CAPTURED HI AGINATION $«n* nat*ty pHSaMHl mu*JC hy 4-Hat 4 
PtKOU BANGING RAVES Yeah f Pimp up in# nw. kidun remn of some hOOW 
PMOU Mast S0Mi5ewp#ipmamtiHffxu*c Nora B«« L a« tom 
PAW 16 BE ATLES SOWK Loti of BeatM* mutJC don* m Sonu f ■ 
PMCMT BEATUASTER BOB STATE GwhA ahd molt d M type a-’ musac 
PliSTE BE ATI! ASTER 1 LOVE TECHttLOG Y do* rM jyp* rrvs*. Gmd‘ * 
PMQ11! BRUNO S MUStCBOX n TM 4 great Funky NiK Mh ■ 
PMOmZl BRUNOS MUSC BOX M Some *wp#*b (UlTunA mustc tin i J difA W » 
PU022 CLASSICAL MUSIC &eat mjw 0i Cacti Hand* etc from Rob Barer * 
PMQ23- CLASSICAL MUSIC « Aether greti cutiioal muw dtsk. * 
PM02* CRUSADERS 6 ACTE RIA Great nrni* mu one of ih* beti nerl * 
PW325 CRUSADERS AUDIO* Anoihr clii»*c munc dnh. great frurbe 
PAW2fi DEPECHE MODE MOS*C‘ N.c* tpwimtractred disk ot Ihew muMe! * 
PM0J7 D-MOB MUSIC 3 A G»eat guHlly hhiM ffluttf tO-dlft. Reilly good ! > 
PMOffl 29 O-MOB MUSIC 412) PopUdKC. PgmpUpThUim and into* great house ! 
PMbna DIGITAL CONCERT 1 Thrrtien mmulei of mueic. Doclor m 1 be house 
PM031 OtGITAL CONCERT 3 Another house m„w re-nur Grwl gutldy - Uvt 1 
PAIC33 OtGITAL CONCERT 4 F<hi* songs mduhng Gol to keep on - fiNNem" * 
PM013 OOTAl CONCERT S The Po*«r Keo*. Kiep Bustm. and Towch He Bnil* 
PMC3J DIGITAL concert fl UrtasF m the leriM. very good Qualify House muw 
PH035 DIGITAL DEBUSSY Greet classical muve from Mr Baiter Clair a* tone, 
PM036 DIGITAL DEBUSSY ] More great OehrHy MeAl on Vm 2nd *tk • 
PIW37 73 DO THE BAFTTMAH ()| The ChjrT topping long urn** 0« 3 *1*1“ - 
PU041 EOUAMANIA1 Dno Mh t great dance hum tree* and fab equamrt 
3M042 *3 EVIL FORCES fl-md niw megi Kto houM demo 1 some sneanng'sJt, 
PMGW 45 MELLOYYEEH DEMO Gnat Krt*m.ng rock MLv [tort*)1 UdmAir * 
^ GENESIS LAND OF CONFUSION A samp* ol Ihe Nfll tno*n track * 
PM047 4| G0LDF1RE CEREBRAL DCLMjHTS 1 diski op music wfth tape select 4 
EM050 JARRE DOCKLANDS The keybderd Mmard. sampled arid on your jmlg* t 
fstoSi JUSTIFY Ilf LOVE R*mii at Madonna song plus mwe rmted in! 
PMD32 KEFRENS JUKEBOX Thu one* super! Lovely music with a Juke bos * * 
PNDS3 LSD DOtfT Panic Superb new music duk. ereliantqualsty rnuito 
PM054 57 MADONNA VOGUE Hi Sampled femn Of Lt» song, good quaflty Umpte f 
PU05S MAGNETIC FIELDS CHIP FESTIVAL. Cf *mm*d; fudf of gnat chip muMc* * 
PUW9 MAMACS OF WISE TW* 4 ' GrMl 5Mm* »0nder Ifpt mvtf * 
PMOM MIAMI VICE REMl* Sempiad muiic • a dtgrtried pic! + 
PM(Bi NEWTHONS MUSIC BOX Heedbangtr demo ! Beals in time to the nunc ! * 
-i*362 PAT MUSIC iCoMcfron of tantasbc npped nunc by virtovf artuti 
PM»3 Mr MUSIC I Another pn*t epRattibn ot nppeu musje here. 
PM0B4 PAT MUSC n Another greet coaectun of »n« by Pn Wta cod 

PHENOMENA MUSIC DREAJCSi Tnenty wiChM ungt by tw*4 Of ^enonwu 4 
PM0« PHENOMENA Muse DREAMS ■ Second #1 frw i«net Un *uprt nuile 1 + 
mm POPfTi MEETS the BEACMBO VSGre*! demo Mf toMt * 
PMD&9 R1ZOR FACE ANOTHER DAY Tht* 4 an .^ledtoM m«M tract cm 22 mhul 
mm RMAPSDDY IN BLUE Great conaernon pi Gerthw* mufic by Rob Baiter' iy 
PMBTI 72 SILENTS BLUES WUSi f2| Tengs»Jn* Dr«m style muw. With game’ , 
>uzn SILENTS FULL POWER Home n up muiic Inc Ramnt or tretydneo * 
m 7i SOUND OF SILENTS Thl* 4 • mull! Great UmoApherrc Jeappr Kyd mtllK' 
: M37S 76 STAR DREK SAMPLE D (2} Amu imp mickey late ol Star Trek Good laugh ' 
mt7 TALK TO THE TREES ArtOlh*r v#fy fynny lampled music Comedy Mitt 
*Md79 TECHNOTRONIC REMIXES Pump Up the Jam end Gel Up ■ they even vng A ■ 

Jl of INur tonga ramned mto one great tuck ! 

ryWKi ‘ “ _ 

PM079 TECHNOTRGNIX REMIX A 
5MCM the SOU WS Of GNOME Mahoney rod Kaktue music d»sA. M great tgnee 
mm T1MECIRCLE MUSE Mqr. Commodwa U Myf* immc. Very good 
mmt.Bft VIVALDI • four SEASONS f2j Superb i Se**o*4 by Hr BtHef1 * 
mm ZARCH t firfeai mu** natke me. It a* htiy.bh w Timmy liaaetARGHHHH 
mm lARCH 2 Another greet pact of eie4«t ttm1 
PM0BSZARCH 3 More good puaaiy tunei on Ifwi compAatHti 
^WSC ZAHCH 4 Thi* 1* lh# tftnt 0<-U good quiNty as utulL - 

MS MASTERS NOtSE Mega me nnc dm by Maftonry rod tMdui f iZf 
mm IH TOO SEXY Great 2 let a< w<a r*ce«| tuna1 (ft * 
PMOBI THE SHAMEN MOVE ANY MOUNTAIN Another greer 2 disk i*t> (ft 
mm »J MOZART HORN CONCERTO S i Mmb contend s from Hug* Gi™' - 

PIANO TUNES 9 great Ptotrackarad fracki from Andy Chillon1, 
mm UTAH SAMTS REMIX WhMean you So f<N remurfbv Tony Hlliw! - 
mm GUNS H ROSES Superb muuc demo by the rock band 
mm HARDCORE ■ Btifianl iKlmp dance irachl 
=M»6 LED ZEPPLiN Red-lton of Stairway to heaven. Gr#alf 
mt? GRAPVINE MEG ami* Ready me* muirc dnh Worth liitroing to. 
mm ERASURE WX Rem.I! of erawrtt top tonga 
mm D-MQB MUSIC G Stiruam houat music ramu 

SLIDESHOWS 
>9001 ADDAMS family The Addam* Irotsy started when Unde Fester 

»x: advance hAll A toftfct-on ol fern >f* tkgrfraed petm* *mrnm 
creeled by TMmu 

PSHH AGATRGH G K^ib4e 4WWNri|| frWbd iBBUAbw; Get Wl 0*»t1 * 
PS005 AGATRON 8 Enctsent HAM pchm. w*fh wm good muie too Mega ' 
PSCOS AGATRON I More □< fhc+Heri euparb worka *gam based on Star Iff* * 
PSOT AGATRON 12 Some mof great ptetores on W14 new P4t * 
PSOOB AIRCRAFT SLIDE Lot* ot peivtn ot frghfcr awafr * 
PS009 ASTRONOMY SLOE N*(* pas dt constetiatKjni gaiavm nebular 0C^ * 
PSOll i? BORIS VAJEDO i2i Prcfum dorfried from wortti by the Atm * 
PS013 BOftN TO BE FREf Acltf* 0' knamaH this time. Very good quakty* 
PSGM 1S BUTTERFLIES |2| High guatoy MldlhM Of PufreHfre*. by WS - 
PS016 CM ART Lot* of p*clorf ween* from the good old Commodore &4 
PSD IT CHAINSAW SLIPPERS TNt one n Gnal. the p*clirrei ate nan but Mad! * 
P$0lfl CHRIS HILL Great pica from a g ifta! irirtt1 
PWI9 COLDURCVCLES A slide ol colour cycled ptclmvt Wry rnipwaive. t 
PSDW CREEP SHOW iron maiden type pica. Eddie and mot*. Noi muiic tod. + 
PSJ321 DAHKLGHD SUDESHOW LMB MptOtut*! In the Darktordl llyle 
PSD» DEB BY HARRY SLIDESHOW Some ntc* ptctuFM of 7ft popster 1? 
P$D23 DEMONS HI A guilhy jfid«how from C Lfryk d* D#n»on*. with mvtN 
PS024 DESERT ISLAND SLIDE SHOW Lott ol met picture* on th -s dt*k 4 
PS0I5 25 DvtNE VISIONS iZf A utonhoar ot Mylhytogrcii gods mfri mutic * 
P$B27 OR YYHO SLIDESHOW fhccW* ot Dr Whp pnd Ae aYMmoui Da4k 1', 
PS029 FEHN TAST1C vQl 1 Picfrjre We ol T*w pea#* *tar She*^ * 
P2m FORBIDDEN PL ANET Kbc# «*0e wtlh way Mil Of CUR 50* Sc» H 1ft * 
PS030 FRAKION FUTURE VTSlON Greet lanttay *MJeTOth* «Mb »Of to to* , 
PS0D1 GARFIELD Digafraed Ntowho# of toe cartoon herb by Jroftam , 
PS032 GENOCIDE greM faoiety *laM w* umii«*« IWtoi I wsm | *oundlrKt 

PS033 GERMAN RAY TRACE High qutifly ray traced po by a permn artiti . 
PSD34 GRUSEL SLIDE Eerie Jsntny UxM from Germany. uhuSu*! a 
PS055 HARRY ENFIELD SLIDESHOW Ailidtthow Ol Harry EnfreW A Smith | jorvn 
PS03E HEROIC DREAMS SLIDESHOW 1 Great lantaty art pie* from PendN Eiropa * 
PS037 HEROIC DREAMS SLIDESHOW 2 More gw! tantity art p^ium * 
PSOM) HEROIC DREAMS SLIDESHOW 3 And yil more great lantny picture* * 
PSDM INVISIBLE WORLD Hot grw tg* peopM icared of creepy crf*i»i' * 
PS040 IRON MAIDEN SLIDESHOW Digitfud' pkn of Iron maiden l more' * 
R5W1 42 JIM* HENDRIX ttmmi ptcahow 0* lM «J* r«t legend' (ft * 
R5043 JOE SLIDESHOW t very good gutniy tNMihoar* drawn n Dpa^t Joe *ci 
<PSW* JOE SLIDESHOW 2 Mom ucah wi by Joe Check them oul tor youneP 
PSflai KELLY SLIDESHOW Some cicedent qmtdy HAM pctut«* * 
P3046 KIM WILDE SLOESMOW Loti of pm hit manly #1 C4c* l wh4t * 
PSW7 4s MADONNA SLIDESHOW Lot* Ot peture* hit need* t ma i 2drtvC* 12 
PStMf U MiDO+fHA DICK TRACY SUJE QuAf me* Mtonhoai (ft 
P90H NAGEL WCTURtS Great hi r» p^lvre* Irom 1 t*movt *rt4l * 
PS053 NAPALM DEATH SuDE Thn one 1* tor over the top mosher* am*'. 
PSOSi NASA SLIDES i Picture tfl the apace *M«f landing etc. Mpr bad 
PSfflH NASA SLIDES t Morepiclut**. thl* Urn* viewed from tpace good j, 
PSDSi NEWTEK DYNAMIC hAu A ylidfthpw pi Newtek) ne» Wi Jl 2 W6 cototo - 
PSD5T NEXT RfXlLlDM Very mte picture* all done m Dpamt pkn *arne mul*c. 
PS05a NIGHTTBREED Yukky *lide*hqo from the film MuMe Mtiti the picture* 
PS0S5 m NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET SLIDE SHOW great lor all rt«ddy rroi |2i. 

■PSOB1 HIK WILLIAMS Some very welt digiti*ed purtotof from She * 
PS062 NW DYNAMIC HAM More from the Nik William* **14*.Superb quality . 
PSDM PENTAGON 5 DRIFTERS Very high qualify Hi-re* B W (ant*fy eKtum 
PStBA PHOtMOffTAGE I SlKtofhOw W rirtou* iu&pftct* i*fy rVcefy dm. 4 
PSD55 PHOTOMONTAGE n Another great Mtoe of nrkwi wbfecti * 
PSffi* POP STAR PICS Fheciw.* Mel 1 Kim. Martom**. Cirtity 1 PSB * 
PSW7 RICK PARK S ART Dpemt ityM ^pictufe* Ml dm m M RfMA^^. - 
PStee ROGER DEAN Dvrrwd pctore* by the art*t aft m HAM mode Gd« * 
PS»9 ^0 SILENTS CH *2,?. Th4 4*ypt»b tkdet pAw * great rw frac* 
PSOTt SPACE BUBBLES Greet tamely art petum m wtertaced hem * 
PSOT2 SUPER HAM CARS Subfrfrfy (hgrutfd titonhg* to Interlaced HAM Mega , 
PS073 SUN CONNECTION SuDE Gmet try tmeed picture* or mn dm . 
PSBXS TOTAL RECALL btout amt ptetutte from me Arm* 1 Seif ton GrWt - 
PSB7CT7 TERMINATOR H SLIDE Gre*i *itoe of a greet film' eft, 
PSOT9 VAX SLIDESHOW Purturvi downloaded from a mi system very n. 
PSM1 WATERSHfP DOWN Cut* aide of tho*e rabbit*, groat lot the td* , 
PSM2 S3 WRESTLE MANIA (ft QoHedton ol picture and amwatioftt Good 1 
P5W4 WWF WRESTLERS ftdorei ol tor* Hogan rod the r«i pi Em Greet % 
PS46& YABSA DaBBA DOG Hey Hey Hey ti* Ihe tonfetone* ' WDrna fred , 
PS0B6 SONIC DYNAMIC HIRES S Superb 4096 colour pc* bn tm* d.*a' . 
PS067 ALTERED DECEPTIONS SubirtJ On* of pMWH from Chn* Wl' * 
P50B4 EVOLUTION SLIDE Pk* from one celled Mb to humanity^ , 
PSdffJ rainbow slides Zippy A Buernt A ih* theme adk' 
PS09C- FRACTALGEN Great fractal Mndeope* I fur f iuooed AfH music1 * 

MUSIC UTILITIES & MIDI 
PTOTl A L GORVT MBS Midi prpn«n lot ayMTietw 
PTOOil ART OF MED Dnk Jui of Med rnu*c score 

AGATRON 5 Sotneurprob HAM pcfrirta ( 0 by T«Cn*» Rrchlff , 

PT0O3 ASSASSINS AUDIO MAGIC Collect .on of SOmdfrWAeri and rippng pogj' 
PT0W ASSASSINS A UCW MACiC 2 Lain! coJiecftoii of Mundfracker mm*' 
PtffiH, CASIOC2 EDITOR Superb program » prithei lot Calra CZ 1 
PTWE DELUXE MUSIC DATA Some wort* need *n«fi synth*, (need* 0ehine muMc) 
PTMT FUTURE COMPOSER A chip muuc baquencae Comptex lo use. bol good 
PTWfi GAMES MUSIC CREATOR A mm* iequ»n«r. 9,mHar to MwndlmdUf 
PTQ09 IFF SAMPLES Great sample* taken from the Kaw*. t dgtiii tyblh! 
PT010 JAHCHACKER Four channel chip mule aequancef. Alu handle* tampieS 
PT011 KAWAIK1 Edtiof lor changing your patch** on your keyboard 
PTDl 2 KAWAI K4 Thi* 4 eimitir to abort a petth fddor tor K* Synth* 
PTQUUfO 3 2 Very laiHt ¥*r*ion art tm* tupert **Ouent*r. Gryit 1 + 
PTflH MED MUSIC DISK Some met m#d *vm en m dm * 
PTDi S HO 06K Control* tota of ueeim nedk program* to# aynthow 
FTDH HOSETRACKER Mmc roguere** mad by the pro* Stock* 0 
PT017 HOtSE TRACKER EXECUTE ABLE Corwl module* 10 a itotid *K>h* program 
RTRl 9 PEFlFECTSOUND SAMPLER Nits* temple edfl prik^roi wfrh *om* aample*' 
PTD19 ROLAND DnD * S320 Comrtrter program convert Rolrod lemplei to FF 
PTLbo SAMPLES DtSKS St-01 TO ST-tq Yroow duk* tratiabN ring tor detaito* 
PTOJi SOUNDTRACK ER 2 6 New retoaaeof lh* popular program, nen edklor 
RTDS2 SOllNDTRACKER A euperb four channel i*qu#ncer ewerybody ueea thi* ant 
P7023 SOUNDTRACK EH COMPILATION Compilation ol tracker typeprogrmK 
PT024 ST.00 BEAST SAMPLES Lovely panfruM round* from Beast. Beast H 
PT025 67.9 9T-B04S SAMPLES DI&K& Stuffro queliiy eampln. EaceHrol Ell * 
PTfiM YAMAHA DX7 VOICE FILE R Program tor DX? tertt* lynlhetllHl 
PTdJO YAMAHA Dtf VOCE SORTER For aha above program. 
PT03T 2 3 ST-87 - 89 3 d-sM toll of v Ml templet! ♦ 
PTBJ4 5 ST-9T A 2 W gread 6nkt frjW & **mpl«! * 

UTILITIES 
APDQQ2 + TREASURE SEARCH Fmd the bM treature mdui ton game 
APOOS2 « FORMS REALLY UNLIMITED a Great lorm dengner program 
APD06? - ARCADIA A n*« verwi 0! ihe popotor bftakwi game 
APO07t * RAINBOW WARRIOR Pj.nl with copper* rod save them out' 
APD083 4 AMOS PAWT Vl 7 Nice pami package in 244 rolout* 
APDOifh« RE VERST • SNAKES A LADDERS 2 well known gam« 
APD096 ♦ PA>R IT Hatch HM card* to make a pan eaty to play ifrib 
APD097 DYNAMITE DICK Nice little imoa game* living alidHhOw 
APD1D34 * PICK UP A PUZZLE Sotve jigvan purilet.J d-Hicully level* 
APDtM 4 WEIRD SCIENCE DEMO H BIRDS OF PREY Nice tlrdeihow 
APD11D - CROSSFIRE Nice game. keep Hm kida occupred lor agn 
APDI15 * BALLOONACY Good viralon ofUia claaarc Bomber' game 
APD13Q * THE WOODEN BAU A ihpreware gam* Imb 
APD 132 * FAMILY toSTORY DATABASE Nice geneology program! mb 
A POl 35 4 SIMON A SPACE MATHS 2 educational game* on thi dak 
APOU7 ■ TtU TRIAL Slating tile suit** to wtve vtlhm a tone ImA 
APOia , SPANISH TUTOR Good rf you need to irorr. Spannh 
APD3H 4 DEMOLITION MISSION another rernro or popular u 
APD151 . MfSSlLE COMMAND Mew wrW" d tha oto cMwc11 
APD1M ^ PICK UP A PUZZLE Data*** 3 

ro,UCDOMAmD««°»tr • [4 W? 

RAY OF HOPf 2 - PRITTY 
OfCfAfZDfMO / 

PER DISK < 

rsss&^ss! 
A PDl 67 * jiGMANiADatedifh t i nteda LPOtJl 
APDi 76 . DATABASE MASTER V2.g N»te daiabew yoonm. need* l mb 
* PD 1HJ t. DUMGEON del YER Roam round mate* cofct key* He (2 dnk*) 
APDl 823 * PfXfE KINGDOM Another good tiplorafron gam* on ? duks 
* P0i SC. BL ACKBELT Chop Ihe Wotu m tfru rrurbal art* pane 
apd’M. bombs from Bagdad prodigal son 
APD2» * H-DRAtt t 44 Another Mil lid Out <frnmg pKkage 
APD22' - AMOS Baaoo CR ACK THE CODE 2 grow on ir^sk 
APD229 * AMOS MULTWAjNT Another Anw* pron program^ 
APDI3C - AMOS ASTEROaDS Forfr Men* frf me aMroMli grov 
JkPDZJt * aaiOK Ylwr i&fl * happed m a afrangt world img 
Mlnrr * SHARES Vry imee pui/fr game 
APD&? * CASSETTE LABELLER * MU ED SOURCE U»* yo«f Own dairofle Mbeta 
APDr' - WIZARDS DOMAIN Mc#ty dom graptoui adventure g»m 
APD264 . AMOSAGR4JI Ht« *na«m program 
APD2W ■ WAR Oc THE FOUR 4 t * w *»r* Q^frhif fedYtrttor* gam* 
APDI93 1 GRAND Pftl* SfMULATOR Mot | race game.more 01 a imiuWton 
APD314 * BLACKJACK TRAINER An*e new MKk|Jtk gam*' 
APD3H . eOtWG Gef Herbert back heme to Ml mHage1 
APD 325 - HANGMAN V? H*ngm*- game mto#d*err 

AP03?E > hyPE0$all Utotf venron of wobdenpefl. an eieflent game' 
APDrn * FRUIT MACHINE fen* i n*e unit hurt machine program' 
APD333 a AMERICAN FOOTlAli RADIO VERSON You are a tootoa-4 co«h' 
APD3S4» ®iAre n Tic GRASS Cd»*tl my^hrbdmi, avod loaAtoof*' 
1PD340 * KAftATE WORM Very n*f piattorm grotov Jumpmg M worm) M> 

'He J/o ‘Vu Liccnseuwe £3.50‘Lack 
LPtXrt * COLOURING BOOK Cofrwr fri tot ntnery rfrytne pictmt* 
vPW21 ARC ANGEL MAThS An edutatiprtii game to help ktfi wm main* 
LPtttf - GALLEONS Fo%w up to tot popular dogl^ht R game 
iw r ThingAMAjKj Superb piguw vyfr game lor fcidTaeay to u» 
LPDdS * JUNGLE BUNGLE icon driven acNenSure game lorth# kid* 
LPD06 ♦ PUKADA & SPRITES Avoid all Ihe baddies a* you remove Ihe frln 
LPMT * FOUR WAV LYNX A 22 level puffle lotile* lo* main eroler hie 
LPD0B ♦ WORK 6 PLAY 3 rroHy oamfedyeatieftllganw on IhH di»k 
LP010 * THE WORD FACTORTf Great program help* toe kids lo-speM 

LPDi 1 * GOGETTER A card game where you have to pn* go 
LP01J 4 HYPNOTIC LANDS catch bath* com mg tarn tour iMewit larw 
LPD13 , J&M1WAA itorow Khrog puijie l ■ f^atv anabvdton ka 
LP014 * PLAY IT SAFE For toe f*ry young help* to UK* catty M horn* 
LP0I5 4 ARC ANGEL SHAPES Make pciwi from a virirly o#Mwpf* 
LPD16 - RFvEft$l * N*n tnprwed venton d flev*r*» 
LPOl’ 4 DOGFIGHT I Up to rol p*r* vtoottnjp game GiW 
LPDit< touchstones An btodetypa ----- - “ - 
LTOl* * XTT-Sp Shwr ohecti 

rcimo 

tMPLOD{R4 0A POWtft 
FUL CRUNCHING UTILITY 

MtGABAU • ONt OF THI 
SUPfRB PD GAMS 

TFXmttt 
WORDPROCFSSOR 

MFSSYSIO IS » Sf£> 
THF PfRFFCT UTILITY t 

0 type game piiyed wflfr tin 

LPOM - wordy A beat Amoewert wordprooeaior pragrtm. gune good 
LP02I - OLRNGO &r#ai gutr game m which you play Rmgo 

LPD22*LC1D FONTS New lonfl fw your Star LClO LCSfi printer 
LPD23 * ESP Collect the ttiera ESP 
LPD24 , SHINING WAY OF KUWG FU 2 di*k gam* with good WM» (OH) 
LPD25 4 THE MiSSkON A greet toil adventure written in Huon biiic 
LPD26 4 CYAD Cdlttl ihe dlemond* m thn puiife gemt 
L PD?7 * FLOWER POWER grow frowert before bug* munch them away 
LPOZS * BUDOB ASC Sump** to u« detabaie with tutonu 
LPD29 * BIG TOP Puna grear educai«nal game* lor younger chdtfm 
LPD30 4 SKYMEN Nurwr rfrym* edYTOlurt gam* tor ybung or old 

LPTOt-CU PRINTER DUMP Pr.ntt a ecrero stomp ol ihe screen *«. 
LP032 * HARD DRIVE MENU SYSTEM Ha* menu ol ttm 
LPDJ3 4 CREATIVE ADVENTURE TOOLKIT Produce tdM Monr adventure* 
LPDH* INVOICE PRINTER quick production Of mirwcei on paper 
L P0» 4 T-TECDRAW Techmcal draerlng program into pom fadartn 
L PD36 * FRACGENII Girept IraeMI program generator 
LPD17 * ROCKET MAThS Help chtfcn In matfra wfto ito* game 
LPD38 + AMOS ART Cdffljm* ion o« lonri.bcb* spnle* t eceneny btocA* 
LPD3* 4 MAGIC FOREST ft Greet aUeway* scrolling ptorloemgamt 
LPD40 * SPRITE BANK EDITOR HM*I fprll** realty easy Ip vU 
LPTMI * RESCUE A 3D adveniuie gam* dune with 3D Donifruction set 
LPD42 « X'STITCH Prmt out pita Im embroidering with dOCumenl* 
LPDI3 * LAZER20NE A wy nice *Km1 fnm up game 
LPD44 4 FORMULA ONE CHALLENGE Mce road racing gam*. 
LPD*5 4 MUSIC BOX A muWc program for cNt^ro ol f upward* 
LPD47 4 DIRTY CASH An eiedenlfrurt machme program. 
LPOad 4 MARVIN THE MARTIAN A man type game, collect 
LPD5T 4 MAGIC AL y OUHG ARTIST Crotame Fitfrcfr ip 

LPDS2 - L02* 200 FONTS Stow l* LPD22 bul tt 24 pat prmten’ 
LPD55 4 SPWTEX Vt J2 Me* tprie eddor lupertv to cmg^i ednpr 
LPDM 4 CTEXT vi 23 and 1.3 w pro^roroera use icon bank bated frrt*' 
LP0S7 . KIDOES CLIPART Another me* dNMrt tot*- 
LPD» 4 LOCKS KEYS A ENEMIES New gam' 
LPKri 4 THE PREHISTORIC FUN PACK SnM dOA tor tot ktd*1 
LPDW 4 TECHNO SNAIL Good new game' 
LPD61 * THE FINAL CMA.PTEH Very good' 
LPD62. REVOLUTION Vm ruce dia*' 
LPD63 ♦ WILBERTS WINTER WONDERLAND Superb Ml* (Sattorm gam#1 
LPD6J 4 re SCUE P Follow up to t good edaenlure game! 
LPD65 4 POWER PLANNER N«w program1 
LPDSS 4 HOTEL MANAGER Great board lype game, eery good1 
LPD6T 4 CYADONtA iCYAD Mi New toltow up to Cyad gam*1 

PLEASE NOTE DUE TO THE CURRENT DISK SHORTAGE WE MAY BE FORCED TO 
CHANGE PRICES if YOU ARE IN DOUBT PLEASE CAU F0« CURRENT PWCES EAOE 

PROTRACKFR THF BfST 
SEQUENCER AROUND I 

BRUNOS MUSIC BOX I 
GREAT INTRO I 

: key* ett 
wtouffr 

kVNEft OF FORTUNE ON 
LEARN B PLAY I 

ALCATRAZ MEGA DEMO (5 DISKS) 
A FOfeTY MINUTE $8 EPIC. THIS IS AISOIUTUY SUPERS f 

CHICIC OUT THI REVIEWS ON THIS ONE I 

BART SIMPSON 
IN FUU EFFEC7 I 

IMPORTANT: ASQO PLUS* OWNERS 
Aa OUJ? LISTS A CATALOGUES NOW CONTAIN THE t SIGN 

FOR FULL COMPATIBILITY WITH THE NEW ASOO HUS f 

UNITED PUBLIC DOMAIN DISTRIBUTORS 
The No. I Choice I 

CATALOGUES AVAILABLE FOR FfSH DISKS I - 570. t BAG 

DISKS 160. SCOPE AMIGOS AMtCUS. SNAG SMAUG 
Plmat* call frv p/fcmt on Blank OHky fte. 

START 
UPD F3. 20 HOLMESIDE 
SUNDERLAND SRI 3JE 

091 565 2506 WO BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM UNITED PD DISTRIBUTORS I 
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RECOMMENDED: POWER UTILITIES 
AMIGAN UTS BAB 

This disk is not aimed at pure programmers, but 
rather those who want to set up their own disks 
and systems to look snazzy without learning about 
all those hldeosuly complex programmer-type 
things such as hexadecimal numbers and machine 
code mnemonics. The mighty Metallion of the 
Kefrens PD coding group Is the responsible party. 

That's not to say that they re a piece ol cake to 
use - but If you can copy files from one place to 
another with Shell and edit a startup sequence, this 
disk provides the toots for setting up tight, profes¬ 
sional-looking disks. 

First up is New Topaz. The Amiga defaults to 
the Topaz 8 tont - that s why 98 percent of 
Workbench screens use exactly the same font. A 
font, for those not in the know, is simply a style of 
type. Although you can change the font used for 
printing text using a program like FastFonts or 
SetFont, an awful lot of software gets very con¬ 

fused with different fonts. 
This program doesn't set up the Amiga to use 

a different font: Instead, you can load an 8 x 9 size 
font which masquerades as Topaz. The Amiga 
thinks it's using the standard Topaz font (as do 
font-fussy programs) and so you can use the font 
you want without causing incompatibility prob¬ 
lems, However. New Topaz will only load fonts 
saved in RAW (pure binary) form. It cannot use 

Standard AmigaDOS fonts. Which does make the 
whole process slightly more complex. 

The good news is that also on the disk are the 
PowerFonts 8 and PowerFonts 16 programs (the 
two versions are for editing fonts of 8 X 8 or 16 X 
IS size). The PowerFonts programs can load In 
AmigaDOS fonts, although they can only save RAW 
or assembler data files. 

Also on the disk is PowerBoot for creating 
custom boot btock menus. Up to 10 programs can 
be launched through such a menu, although they 
must be named as the numbers (MJ, 

DOS Windows is darn handy for customising 
the AmigaDOS/Workbench window, letting you 
resize the window and use up to 16 colours (of 
course, you can do that anyway with Workbench 2). 

QuickRAM sets up 14 of the more commonly 
used commands in the RAM disk, to save disk 
accesses to Workbench, Sure, you can do this 
manually - except that using QuickRAM Is much 
faster, because ait the commands are compressed 
Inside one program, rather than being a set of sep¬ 
arate. standard Shell commands copied one-by-one 
to the RAM disk. 

Finally comes PowerMenu, an excellent pro* 
gram which can run menus designed with a text 
editor or word processor program. The resulting 
menus took very good and work quickly. 

Making a custom boot block to run up to 10 progroitti 

quickly and efficiently hot never been easier, although 
there i* a danger ihot a virus-checker program will 

mistake your custom boat block for o virus. 

BATTLE CARS 
MBS G192 

This is played in a simple 3D maze, you have to out- 

race and oui-chool your opponent (computer, or a 

human on a different Amiga wired to your own with an 

NMC Null Modem Cable), 

The maze in Bottle Con is very simple - two square blocks 

in the middle with a solid wall to limit the movement. If 
only the computer's movement wos as predictable! 

The 3D view moves very fast, and the movement is 

very responsive. However the game lacks long-term 

interest. David Jameson's next release should he much 

hetlcr - although he'd better work on the depth sorting. 

One of the most important decisions when you're manag¬ 

ing a racing team in f I Challenge is which engine to buy, 

A good driver is important, but he needs the hardware, 

OEJA VU LPD44 

This is not a racing game m the same xein as Indy $00. 

Instead, it’s a management game - choose a team to 

manage, buy a car. engine, tyres and driver* and off 

you go on a world Grand Pm season. 

Many factors conspire to prevent you from winning 

- factors >ueh as changeable weather during races, 

smashes, and miscellaneous costs can put your team's 

finances in the red and y ou out of a job. 

FI Challenge lacks a lot in terms of presentation 

tyour first few games are spent just working out the 

correct methods for starting a race). 

I like it though, because it's got one thing that few 

other pp releases have got - a certain depth. Once you 

know how to race, the real challenge is in learning how 

to win, It gives a few insights imo the problems of run¬ 

ning a Formula One team. For hardened management 

sim players every where. Well done. Stuart Rennocks. 

TOP TEN UTILITIES 
OF THE MONTH 

Every month, we look at the best-selling utility 
and game PD disks from a particular library, bo 

you can see what's popular... 

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS 

0 All New Star Trek 
@ Messy si d 
© Viz Clip Art 
0 Survivor 

© Golf Recorder 
© Megaball 
& Word wright 
© Cartoon Brushes 
© Amibase version 3.76 

TAP Utilities 

CONTACT LIST: 

All five Public Domain programs and utilities reviewed Iwi e can be 

obtained from the following PO libraries. 

AMIGANUTS PD: 169 Dale Valley Road, Holtybrook, 

Southampton, SOI 6QX 

DIRECT ACCESS: 6 Stubbing Brink, Hebden Bridge 

West Yorkshire, HX7 6LR. 0442 844215 

1 7 BIT: PO Bax 97, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, 

WF1 1XX 0924 366982 

DEJA VU: 25 Park Road, Wigan, Lancashire, WTM6 7AA, 0942 495261 

MBS: 1 Chain Lane, Newport, Isle of Wight, P030 SQA 

PD SOFT: 1 Bryant Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, 

Essex SSI 2YD, 0702 466933 

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS: Studio 4, Hebr on House, Sion Road, 

Bedminster, Bristol, BS3 3BD, 0272 637634 
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VARIOUS UnUTIES 
j VO 14 HJH TANK SIMULATOR A that 
simulates an ajuarxim Vtsuafty pteawng 
j VO?I SPBJ.CHCOB? QjFur Qte>r- (OnWl OwV 
9 OOC wcrch vcu«r oMrr,ye*g#(h®ii^gp (*!F^e 
j V0*9 HOUSE HOLD INVENTORY M«m 1 
momia.ftflg a* you* House hold pas&ess^ns 
j Vt)41 OPAlNT ART ^Jftatns toads <rf Dto.-JreS tor 
you to mess wound wrth. Loads into raur Dprnni 
j VWft TV 4 VIDEO GRAPHICS |6; : ..dvfi'' 
background screens lor your video producfcons. 
DilWrtl types d1 graphic styles, W tokos an IFF 
Picture and peels H down the sc rwn, 4 more 
J Vtte6 Vt«Q PfiOOoCTlON (3] Both disks are 
Pocked with yideo A ger.lixk unities 
J VTOfl PRINT STUDIO Excefent for mnitngptctor« 
Of led Far Printer users. An emcellenf program tor ai 
pnntef owners me gttwjf yfts 
j VWl MASTER VIRUS KillER Wu OwM &Or 
Wfe (xtBteni apSoOi r-dudes search dnk 
j VN3 TH£ EMULATORS Cows . j (B 
‘am** whKh -i. jdetCPWL «M-PC 4 ST SM & 
ST Programs redoes MfO Ctefc drv@$ 
J VH4 M R BACKUP HO in®*»«r* -Q-s V - ■ 
jO puCT ut look up at or orryp^dlht dn«e 
J V»s graphic CHANGE l-.clw.oc jnjf/ i 
ifTw^en Atari 3/PC Graphics to the Am 130 

VJtS DlSKMASTER Vft.3 Copw lilm. tram one 
sk So arwlhc- DlSKSALV t orreds 41 epoirs 

j VJ61 T1KTPLUS VERSION 3.0 This disk i& ftOlhJiS 
an update butcompfeilv New Word processor 
J VJ63 DUPLICATION A BACKUP: Viper 
Quper,Turbo copy. Sonny copy & PCopy four n*w copies 
to backup you orntols. tor save keeping 
j Y277 FORTRAN -77 VI 3c Compile* linear & run 
rim* support kfcxtry T*70 
j V2?9 CROSSWORD CREATOR A prayon Ihql 
q<Wtos trauweyds UPQATEO VERSION 
j V3W MCAD PROGRAM The QtMCt Drawlg 
ffogrom tor me Anwa * CAD 
j VJ45 EDUCATIONALTVPtoG TUTOR A Snpfe 
iu*y whch measures speed 
j V29I POSTSCRIPT NTCRPRCSTIS V1.9 An 
eutceiknr Post script interpreter ter the Amigo 
j vj9fl north C vu m Unpacked version, at h* 
b*sf C programming prdgim 
j V301 m Of THE BEHOLDER MINT BOOK ihC 
Maps, Strategy & Solution 
j V3Q4 CHAOS STRIKES BACK HWT BOOK ln< 
Maps Strategy 4 Solution 
j ¥204 A--GENE vu.tas LoSfesf Mur gl me 
Edmity HUBinom renewed n CU Amiga 
j VJ07 VIDEO TAPE DATABASE PRORAM 
Catetooue ai your wdeo tapes on a databas* 
j vjn jack waaus course wsks w 
Vwkws N*w tovses tor th* God Gome. 
j VIII PRO TRACKR Vt IB A SOUND TRAOCER V? A 
Tht Lmtvst A tws? iwpgn& tf^ese i arogrom-, 
j VIJ 2 ANALTICALC SPREAD Sh£ET Af laSta 
new veriian then vrate Eniefiiffl ddk 
j V2J7 SOUND TRACKER CONVERTER grafts 
music modules *n execuidWes 
j V329 MESSY SlO Gorwerft/Tranilirt Amga Ted 
to and hewn any IBM PC diskVAmiga 
j V112 AMIGA PUNT PROGRAM Hot w 
predicMjn proof om tor thetfnigd 
j V222 KING JAMES VERSON Of THE BALE 
Pocked on tour amige d:SK5 Ht 
J V32B TRANSFORMER V3.3 Tws rs me Loins? 
wrston of toe Emutotor CH* 
j V339 SPECTRUM EMULATOR DATA DISK 1 
Adventure Oo$$<s meeds v?)6 or VA*3 
j VJ41 CUP ART COLLECTION 1 mo* 0,^45 

toidhr pocked wifti etceAent dip art m 
j V3A9 SID (VT.064 R«lQti!StheCUf0rma4lM« 
mgkm HI* every eosy recgrnmendtd tor Qi 
j V3S0 BUSINESS CARO MAKER Drvygn nrur awh 
Busmess cards cm the Amigo 
j VISA RDS UTUTSES No 13 fn* Copy flisnoves 
prgledod gomes copy protection w ihal Iheusor 
can irmoii them on hiiyhor hard dtsl vmk uxj*h@ 
new -.mgs killer DisA-Cat Con creaky’ your mn dst 
catalogu# Seenary creoiK soma eHcelleflt hocai 
boats ond tc tt> ■■ Nufca * ,i •• .-•h-m w 
j VSSB GENESIS LANDSCAPE Sculpl or mould o*y 
tondscapetrocRji wnous types 0*301] 
^ v1*l PDS LfTR’S M ,tosc hH«j totodwn m w 
it* *de$r mafl ca^vw* pcaorrt fheNnv mmPtop, 
(yoyoT, the lc«h.' tM» Ptow cragrom 
iwiocdmocMB nd iuS ore type ^qty^ Modules to 
most mu« pfflgroms S ton* nmunvn 
j viA4 600 Business Lrrrais cm* 60 
Standard bu&ness totos on ih* dBfc Can be used oi 
ihey or# or nwtrt some pons into your own leflers/iext 
j V1R0 DESK TOP PUBuSHlNO PROGRAM The 
wsl amigo PD Desk Top PuWshlhg program 
Erdudes various e*hD teaturas owr itie okj lAiod 
pracoMor, Tosi Editor. Grapks editor 4 boods mere 
j V29J AMICA5H t*si bdNjn (Wagnjr- (hok 
haw ever used on the ammo easy eantTOta 
J V293 PUS un NO IS: loot Garnet i'he on a to 
-^til gn« N<i ijsjn«. qtJC' rtH/ lJosli t-iOorb 
argeouranfiyegwr vr. s-"-cw ■•- .y ImAm - rv' 
c-joy* mi pogrnr Bodtoc Ihs orogror- <g4 
- pArtiyac Hjja^aBoatoOck Tw* Motor 
J V394 CHEMESTme s opfogromlhardidw 
moMciAK uiwg Ihe cotote m«W THomeon^htf 
atoms ore drawn cs howls usrftg ton model. Ren 
o*tTemery dangerous molecules tike dtowne 
j VJ9S UEDTT WORD PROCESSOR VJ *h ' hd iSa 
shareware word processor editor with various toon 
modes, a command language, moivu cunamija- 
■ion. hypedeid. cm line help, a teach mode split 
windows, copy 4 poste. undo, feature* 
J V39d PM, un No 16 Datoeoiy reoManl 
database program which needs NO Qi knownop 
louse nice menu^weosystem, Landscape 
drawryng program nosed around a landscape 
_| V397 MANDELBROT ADVENTUB KIT 4 n*^ 
dNnne mandetoto generator weh M source code 
aitous '4.000 knea d C code includes some 
sample images otongwrih toe paromeiers used | 
genarato mem. and tots ol bunB-m help screens 
j V399 POS Util No 17 SWehery *s a paden 
pragrom \ iMov* 3 >itfeoproduCliahsCrOllr 
j V4O0 RAV TRACER CONSTRUCTION WT Sfei 
iMjcer lor me amiga computer Load Workbonh 
j V401WNDOW8ENCM tfl.0 W This an 
excelleni w^kbench repigee an is styled in Antga 
Workbench e lorm. PKomMondcd 
j VMJ AMOS UPDATE VI 33 The lOlsif uPdiV fw 
Ihe progfom Amos 
j veto PDS Uft'S NO 1 PRINTING UtlUTlIS - 
unities lor any pr-rs?r user, iheres some emetfeni 
programs Iter* *e PPfype ^PShdw A|#D Vmw TWy 
RiM Takes a *&.' lie «Pd -eher pnmed wvougp +<\ 
program tie tec comes cm? wry mol To to# prnw. 
PHwt *cr,‘ .5" EjSsi? Prerforr FgfUel A pragrom k 
:*TV|f# SCO users *K WJN to use ** -esc*L?on 

narcedgraphic set Gwfnrei 

CUT, TICK & POST.....CUT, TICK & POST 
^Credit Card Hotline (0702) 466933 
EIPD Soft (AF32) 1 Bryant Ave, Southend-on-Sea, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

MORE LmUOES 
J V411 HCOMM VI 9?1 The fetevl iterStoft af tool 
anc-eftent Modem program OnoUhe best 
Modem prorevnms on Ihe Amiga 
J ¥412 WORKBENCH 2 & WORK STATION Thee 
ncriustrTiotoefwoi^erKhcktoe isaniaeciffipl 
uttkKwitotieWodiberichtoente {2) 
J V41S VIDEO SCREENS 1 AAOt* dok. pocked 
wfi excel lem back graitod ptctoresi tor wdeo 
praduclKWi wort or ktod them intoOftoml 
_j V417 SUPERBENCH 4, EXTRAS ,r ei w repJ-. 
□cement dsi Wtfi mom >.-’it'nn thpr. ili« txiginOl Wb (2) 
j V420 CURSOR BASK COMPILER Compile any 
Ain tag &4$ic pfogf 4m with thi$ utolrty cfeek 
j V423 C: COMMANDS Nl disk is tilled wtih u*Ns 
which ant* usedr,any StorKg-Mouehce 
j V4i4 pus umums no i4 Anciher coitertwr ol 
uRHes by us here LMRea indude. AnNkker 
program, srad to stot' v-- *■ ,,t.- ,n tregn 9e- A ton 
Emulator AnoRtef cwognjn to r jh ypgr arrega r,to¬ 
on Smart icon ' "ws c^tvyaim change 
wort^ench & smart 141 tie window system 
j V429 OCTAL MARKETING DEMO MAKER A 
new demo creator and no* by Red Sector 0 Deal 
j V433 ANIMATION STUMO Aft t^efien- 
Animdhoft creator tor you la mate yaw own 
J V439 OPT! umurnes vi 0 bw a it « packed 
with some KtcoAcnt hard dmt ufertie* 
_l V439 AMIGA C. MANUAL N !M --r .0 fllhe 
ctompIflteC ingrKiollvlh?>Vh9a4a^npeicpenS 
rtcrt w9i at cotts. tkl he c 1 lOKm irtw(OTtora wrvau& 
dompies some smoli 4icn* iw«e»itoiei<Ritoww 
■hrough fie daks oUcra. T*w*k> vc rtuajf |4) 
j V443 SPECTRUM EMULATOR VI 3 By KGB 
various new features, but tie man updated 
feature a tnH 4 mow has sound otnirfy 
j V444 P9JNTtR DtoVft UPDATE DftK N Now 
COrAfftS nSTUNXtori haw Ip ihsJUt Item AI 
previous drwen nctoded on fha Dsk Over 90 

V«5 JRCOMM VI02 lafeST i«rv«i 
the exceflen? modem baaed computer program 

J V4S5 LAND bukoer a tr«ioi gtv^aiirig 
program ro generote landscapes 
j ¥456 PRINTING UTHJTIE5 No t\ LABE LEASE 
V3.D An E*«ltenNjarQ tw.* program irv* r=, ,*ry easy 
to use Recomended Varuaui nm** gooduiline* 
j V456 NIB COPIER Another toping progrorTi 
Rease ch«t the copyhflhr pi the program mat you 
intend 1o copy Very gx*d new vernon 
j V4*3 SUPER C COMMAND5 « disk .S notffl 
lull at tome ofhers bui comes wkh insrusnofi 
j V465 WOO UTtmtS Mutt Ptar mum draw Mum 
Mead &VT-lQ0v4 026 
j V44H OCTAL ADflESS BOOK Cc**0 1SBW 
VCtor OOt^ess Itstsaa computer. By Mark Jarwt 
j V470 CUP AFT Artolh-f .wtNwr.i collector! af 
t&p an ip ipwJ ma gry DTP program |4J 
j V47S P.SUITE Vt 4 A < rrlkx 1 -tr cl progroms 
called PWr4e, dimple word bfoceticr P-Draw. 
P-ftender and much much more f*ce1le«tr disk 
j V477 THE SUPER KILLERS M BOOT X v*43 Tht* i 
the besr *1 kiH» disk to date kills om 100 wus A may 
be more, includes venous txcMenr Ufers such as Bool 
X. v4-13 can task* toads 0^ act tec*; prutodiara, S more 
An excefer-- pfooram ter hqfd disk uSWS Recomended 
J V479 CHESS & CHESS UTlUTTES A coHecttn af 
chess reSaied Puizi». Programs 4 utfAes 
j V4B4 ADvfTuRE SOLUTION [2| Annr^r good 
coieifrh aitntora $c*j*ere fr 
_1 V44e OWB RENDER Anor*^ ray iroc^ig prog 
j V4B7 HACKS 4 POKES u!* —1 new CbfectCto 
J v4« A REfOEfi irj 0 neater ray hoeing prog 
_l V4B9 AMBASI ■ V h* klk&iJ pS&ta 
■verson of Fie excef«n< datetooie pragowi (tow 
mckrdH Wtous exceApnl new tenures 
j V4« MESSY SB I IT i ite kKfeP vWHJn lw 
reod MS-Ckw d«s*5 and tram* any tea files in 4 lnom 
ihePCdtekrYoaf Amigo 5a you can do work on art 
"ifrM os an Amgo and swap ten befwoeh ihem 
_j V491 TEXT Engine vl.l An^e-: r-^m word 
processor program that WOffeF Oh Ihe ASDO Pfert. 
j V4R2 mm Ripper vi 7 4 jam cracker vi o a 
mwpc editor 4 mofuior Mi«ch atjoconfcwBon 
excetem muiic npper program 
j V473 DESKB^ICH V tf lT«i 4 Oh excetenr 
Vtoiteentfif«i*acriwrfwteYi|ieQtaulW^ 131 
j V494 ELKTROCAD VIJ A omw Up<K*W on 
thecoddrtwwigpfewew wrRten ntow 
j V497 BEATRIX POTTER CLIP ART An ext*##* 
CCAecfKto dp Oil lor any DTP program or Dpord 
j V49B THHEF SOUND RIPPER V3 6 -ftdi Samon 
l. 2 K'toto. JHom cracker More Compoter. Sound 
montor. Nwse/Proirockiit. Siartrekker. DMo. 
toundsysfem. dand Whokor & Nawpacitef 
j V499 STAR CHART Vt.l Th..^ it ^ i*celtenl SlOf 
[pMtirrg pnoraamwdh Some infrestirto feaM^t 
j VMQ FAULTY TOWERS SAMPLES IWh these 
somes yoo ctm creofe some weard muaxc 
j VS01 NEWSFLASH SI Sydwn into update, mego 
man V30. *PF con. Mom. Na Dvectory. Last hap^ 
tmpioder \r4 0 Oeftkxfe III 
j V503 SOUM3 4 MUSK BAGS Wt The* OaM 
-are pocked wth sampfeA modLikM & iNesffi 
J VS» MED V3 3 TNs aroftei update to ite 
Ufemate sound muK program 
j VSIO UTTLB04CH TM ’wartbench reptocem^.i 
s ihe fest arte fer the new Amtgo 5G0p campuiHr 
_j VS11 THE SUPER KILLERS Vl 1 BOOT X v4 30 
This is ihe best wvs killer disk ig date lulls ewer 200 wm 
& may be more mdudei Various excMer/ luters An 
excellenr program fee hard ctek users ffecctwidea 
j V51S THE A64 PACKAGE V2.D A very compete 
C 64 Emulator Actually runs tosier ihqt 64 121 
_i V517 VIDEO 4 IMAGES PACK I TooBOnTop, 
Dgrs tewtes. cdkwrbors 4 ftray bar oerwcijwn h 

credri- SNpwe, 

MEGA DEMOS 

WIN do erawig o ACneMSbiV 
Ihe should^ graphics risers like tie 9 o calck news p| 
_j Y520 GRAPHICS AGraph Creates cotourytpie, 
bar and tine grabhs PKbate shows r#auc«a 
rtfwnsafblyourw Ktures on ttek / hvdfSlW 
j V521 PLOTTWG 4 GRAPHICS PtotXT a 
pawerM Ml featured planing package (tons a 
well done computer wfeJ vtfhng program 
j. V522 ARP Vl> Conmori vl.A Makes mony en- 
prenementito Armgaltoa ana motes you system 
etxver ip use tncivoes TuR users dmetopers auxie 
j W23 DICE C Comptfer M mewCMons UW- 
L-red powertutl c compdiy god efwrgrteni system tH 
j V525 LABEL MAKER VI .3 An excellBhl d*Sk 
pnnhng program with various new (ealurei 
j V526 DRAW MAP v3 l W now generate any 
16 cotour pofeife with user contra. Itew features 
mdude larger maps with nctooal boundaries, 
norwwl help cted printing H) ftequires 1 2Mb 

TBM TBAG DtSK Of THE MONTH 
bBcsce An enceAert DalabaM program StvA 
cpmpeie systems rAarmoAon on your compuier 
iKtjeen jeoger. CjxAd, One*:*-( Graphic " 
mpker Word Search. Conr>**4CI 4 Anwrol 

j T9W RAY Of HOPE M Tins ts Oft* of the b«Wl 
graphical mego damasw* haw sewt he at 9Di'Sot 
j ms KffRIENS GUAJSMON DRAGON The ftknt 
produKHon tom Rh gwX group 
_j 2024 U ■ MANGAD TM praouden Nb been 
wok - DEMO OF THE MONTH MOV/91 by a* hare Ol 
PO'SoB LuNtem fesvnd mutsK & Grpbhcs 
j 2043 PHENOMENA OBVIOUS DISASTER Mcxe 
j 2120 DMOB - ITS A LAME D-MO Thfll rrf’i nV 
mony ol mentht there bock wrth a enceHeni VlCTC* 
PROD, x Tier- vi-,'1,1 MmO DF THE MONTH W09I 
J 2124 SHADOWS MEGA DEMO Thu rvapvr v.'w- 
pcKi^ritegad(fTtotoke^iO wdlornusadfefhour» |2l 
j 2142 IMRaQISE ■ NFWTE DREAMS CfecS CWTO 
produdfin Mrflh ptohly of mewatrve pam 
j 2150 KEFREhlS MUSIC MEGA MJX An e»c«A«W 
new tiwa mego mix tom ketens 
_ 2151 BLOODSUCKERS - NAKKfiORMIS MEGA 
DEMO 3d GrapEji N!«r?5, . 
j 11 IHiPtMAIIl Mllll Ill Ml A Grear 
loctong cokxirtul rMoThf demo 
j 2174 HYRNAUTiC hammer A FantosAc tost 
mowio ArwnoAria Mega Demo wBh great Nfech 
j 2202 RAM MM t ft* GROVE Aft odton po(MXt 

ja Demo credted by Ram Jam very Good 
j 2200 MAGIC / MIGA DEMO ^ n-eu -vj 1^-’ 
j 2211 TRaCkRO i vECTRa A New styte nteaa d*ma 
wih raw Great Grotvxs s. fx demo of 
THE MONTH JAHT92 &, Ol here at PO Soh 
j 2216 UNKNOWN TWlffTORV / AXfS A Brand ftew 
demo lhaia out alite world, Recomended by us 
j 3217 TRACKMO / RfDMIX Aft 'Krad w V.-i j 
demo with faniasAc CrgphK^ effects 4 sound 

STAR TREK SECTION 
JAW Ncc U*« fekw V -eety by F1J fet fete 
Sr A mosJ'-.” NCC-6UrNeteOft 
j ATDS Kblaon D7 Ciuw r« teraedHSwnA> poswg 
NCC-1W4 retyi^jogj 
j A1T0 ENTIRPRtCES . >mm$ the Star atodan dock 
NCC 170V-A The classic an,manor: 
j AT14 GRABBER WORK BE E lands On Ihe imt -pft» 
Sha Arim A anoirw riCC 1864 getton' 
j AT16 THE STAR TREK Ar.manor af m# Cxdge A 
TOitousjHCMCs Injm IhefervSSfor Irpk 
j ATI? THE IWOK NCC-IS60 Rehonf 4 the NCC 
1701 A Enterprise MInSCH ROBOTS 
j A TIB TWOK 0 4n.m NCC 1&W Ayengv 4 NCC 
1701 A Enterprise NCC !089Gnssom 
j AI22 APPROACHING VESSELS AnifhCHton. Brftoy 
flight Wireframe landscape by T Richter 
j AT33 STAR TW FLEET MA«UVBf ', X-tMO'N 
ovw 6 bv anendton mctfeii dose 
j AT26 THE SHIP roftong at MO Star Trek 

NCC 1701-A 
_j AT23 THI PROW ■ Arwmaeoft 4 MK> Of PRfY 
Animation from Star Trek kungonhit 
j AT34 leaving SPACE OfHCE Animation 
DQCKHG Aftimalion trom star trak. ATTACK MODE 
Bjh3 of Prey Seoul hip m anack mode 
j 10b0 STAR TREK THE NEXT GENERATION lr-s 
gome K by Terry A Me intosh vl 47 * 
J 10B1 THE URT1MATE STAR TREK Gome by Tabtoi 
Elehtw v10,12 Drtksi 
J l m Sfetr Trek The Shool m Up game 
J 1694 fh* Stef Trek trivia quu game 
j 20W STAR TREK MIGA DEMO T piertp 
pr«enH a Mega <tento ol Stef Tf e«. pdteres 
j SMAUG12G to Star 'rw “^gome by i/< 
Gostoboft us itoort tegras Imd ordO>drskj 
J-SMAUG1S6 '* Skk 'm~-e J^nebi V-*c larbwi 
AmerKtr wrucf TW> and 2, dsks 
j AMUSE 19 TTOC73 A “ ^ Irek laA»Ste%k-Otor 
Where you con fllloci dmaora & Romulorw. 
j V367 STAR TREK INFORMATTON A >7(0 tiOW ^ a 
Btoorortol UteyCtetoileQ 
_l V447 STAR TREK SAMPLES VartouS tornd from Itw 
CoS of Stef Trok ononol 
j V4B0 WHOM I ■ THE NEXT GENERATION 

GAMES SELECTION 
| j 1073 TTTFI5 ORIGINAL Thrs k c irweS gam^ io 

| the oroftoteiris computer game AQossic 
j 1410 PTHS "-ns s Ne best 2 noyer Tee»game 
'J V454 MEGA BALL Ht 61$^ AfiKANO© 
GAM£ Better that any Ml hxe Gomes! 
j 1446 SOUTAKE 4 SOUTAJRf ROYAL Two *y 
eitceBsrt 4 adekuye candoomes 
j 1S34 THE HOLY GRAIL Tfxl otj^i-'fiirr1 umulV m 
jjyfeto the rnkwgcm games 
j 1561 TRrTWiS *1 us'* the best vr^ion of Tett is on 
me anmga with a 3 pfey option 
j 1665 BATTLE FORCE ROU PLAYING ■ .gnr m robot 
form wdhin this BKcettena game 
j 1707 1MPIR1UM .v other e»r i>:om srehegy game 
Based open ftomcn time 
j T73S ASTBOOOT ^ CWK^ i 
dossK RemerTiber ihattfcKS-r 
j 1747 LLAMATRON GAME 2001 By JeP JWnter 
WBti 3Ajt_6 tiedfent praducBon 
J1749 SCRAMBLE The ■> ■; - • >d 
EiaiAK Ml & now on the Amga Thi Shoot em up 
j 1616 SUPER TWWTOS Toto&y p■■ 
up game with an armed Teenage ’ . me 
J1670 PATIENCE S 4 DOMWdS .i ;crd 
game tm a me best mcr to dote 
j 1964 AMIGA COLUMNS ; v x rfnm c -f 

I onainj game columns Teeavananr 
j 1977 POM POM GUNNER 5h» A \ ^ r t< 
Woriuna world wor ■ or ptanes 
j 19*1 TRUCKING ON A hjck RCtvr* tote 
I'fodnagome An encetfew smvkjhY w 
j. 1944 AW WARRIOR r :J" v fat 
an Ihe omga with venous Air ptores to F> 
Q20-16 jCfHWkMjfetetWSpKPu^ ^wvfed 

DEMOS 
J1762 TERMINATOR M SUGE SHOW Theft s same 
ew; p‘«h pci'Jtos from toe Em © 
j 1667 TK< KU EXTERNAL STEREO «MU -Hd 
Ihe beBer houicrTtosic csms Stereo 
J WSI CRISTAS STMPHOHES BY PhQFOMDM 

j 2004 TECHHQTftQMC MIX flMb) Th* Beat 
factory Presents toa tecettenrAtegama 
J 2037 ENIGMA - SADNESS 1 A™m« cover 
version of a specRxiAar music donee Track 
2066 BU22ARD ANIMATION m 
j 2099 PSYGNOSiS - HISTORY TRIP Stores trom 
gil <4 there imc niieni f amputor games 
J 2105 OUAD DEATH BY SHflO Excetfenf Iwfeng 
rdvw disk from me group Quod 
j 2110 TASSOT A £) ExcelfenP prahr^n 2 t*sk*. 
_L 2126 fRACTALf MOUNTAPtS 4 SfrdeshOw d 
vcrtouT trOCtote cofevtoted kyidScopte f2 Ctokj* 
J 2137 CENTURY AUOO DEMO O^na new 
nvK d» wth an mi etfenr ^apNc bonus 
j 21*1 5HAMEH Aft enCHteni SQmpfe (ram fte 
eKCetferi InJek Move any mpunloin 
j 2212 PLAY StO V3.0 'he &«t Commodore 64 
mustc on the Amiga to date On Three dftfcs Pt 
ji SMAUG149 mORiA . 3 0 Ekceifem rote utowng 
gome with new improved graphics 

HOT NEW AMOS 
APDT51 UNDERSTANDING AMOS Fhe Altlos 
Iorlal Progtam Chile A mult 

_j APDJJ9 AMOS FRUIT MACHINE I StygSVrt^ hiis 
emgrofti & on near« poabki te to* type of Ihifl machre you can 
frndnam UTcnte NHOf Aub; Ar£0« tWkirft nckd* HlSkl 
iSuTCeri rtWd ywtspni lupewts 3rsruer Swer.1 gold Sots 
SUShufe topawr Casftpff Oars*St-jftc 
_i AP033T AMERICAN FOOTBALL RADK3 VERSION 
You oteo coach d Lcmoon ora you how 5 seasons 
to wti Pte Mxnhmi 
_j AP0240 KARATE WORM -, Mart: Potter rarouS 
lewn wrth |umpng. lOcfcihfl & Ihrewng Weapons. 
Another cute 4 unusual game 
_j APD341 SAVE THI TREES f. Mafk Potter Mtm- 
around the screen m your tank rolling avp ar^ body 
hving to chap 1M wohdi trees down 
j APD347 THI JOTTER smoij CbEfeClMn Of Utiilfkn 
NOTEBOOK A toryygrd 6 easy to u» naif 
books progron* SHOPPtt. Enter pfKes. Quonttes to 
bmto up oltst. Aba ones to a ranrung total 
J APD330 STORY BoOK2 ts cute ocRWy odverturt 
vHtefeyou have to blithe Lvil weeh 
j AFD354 POWIRfiASE V2.0 Tha non easy 
F#vtfy and PowwMty database w+vch con hand* 
upR> 36.000 recrydi  

lotieamga Rstoem 
J 20M JEOPARDY [HtSIQ 4 cor ,>-v ^ , 
bofYd acme r««J shSK 
j 2022 SEA LANCE The * rlt Stent serve* type sub 
war game wrttovn aor omigo PC CbteUton ffisT 
oM Of 1991 er AMGA ftRMAT 6SUI 30 
j 2054 ATIt ATAC A teftd ‘ ■ -10< - ■ ttom Ihe 
onginol Spectrum compute* 
j 2124 DUNGEON MASTER EXSTRAVAGANZ wl 
ons save each fevel you wish m goto 
J 2161 ETHOS GAME An excei'fnl r-,*w roll' p .n'r.g 
Sftaterygame load through workbench 
j 2162 Battle of ofitnAN war game 
war games wNch both need loading through Wti 
j 2164 DUNGEON ON NADROJ ^ •*, thfl M 
Dungeons & Dragons Put^c daman type game we 
ftawpieyeij n a long ime game Of twi month 
jAv9? Recommended tor o» Hack 4 mono ptoyrs 
J 2170 NU GAME a scraBag Shoot m up 
where ygu rnuj poefe torau^ ranoue mothersfeps 
j 2171 WiSTlAhCS n emigame nevwd n 
mass Magajifw- wdh ivy good 
□ 2173 CARD GAMES I rtoui card games Died 
trifcbage Blue moan Kna 6ofe*nci4 Hearts 
J 2176 CAW* RLAMER Antfher s-mpfe but 
addtctve version of the ongma1 gome Boulderddsh 
J 2177 MISSION X RtUO I Thu a a nhoor nm up 
gome m the sJyte of 4 >943 Very good gome 
j J174 SURVFVC* An e*celleftl space lased 
odwtore game so the Aliens iheme Ntoa eotourlutt 
graphics f recomended by all here ert P0- Salt 
j 2179 ADVENTURES IN HELL A caBecnon erf w 
gomes. Jett Stef trek, Atiania, Bing 4 hdicattoft 
j 2160 SKOO* CHALLENGE Aft «uuHwi4 twyer 
hcXRod garvewnaen m Amos Smote bul good fen 
j 21*3 Battlecars TT 11 one oTlhe berRO 
Games on the Amiga to date Sofel 2d gropnes 
■rateoraund track down toe aiher cars and desecpy 
j 21+9 PARACHUTE JOUST . pm etenl game 
whm yCtoi^lgflirigdcNVft to eanh you muP tote ihe 
Porothufe tram the ether ptowr by hteg turn (hereon 

ttefignqpMcd end*® tor ih« boung ptoyer 
216 THE BEAST Smufoi gam? p.ir;r to me dassK 

cheu lake yeur^depftd trap the Boom wry goad 
j 2219 NAPOLEteC WAR SIMULATORvJ.0 
lveeterti program sent dtretl by the wtooi 
j 2210 SWORD OF THE WARlOCK |3 A fiords 
Wtef iye of toe Sehotoe* adwniure gome pocked 
w twee dsks The ben Shareware rde ptoveg 
game on toe amigo Evcetfew Adveiure gome 

LICENCE WARE £3.00 
j L4 IJZIYS FUNTkME ihbre futures Kw 

tey. seanoni Mouse f3 dnkU 
j 111 IRON DIMENSION X I.TMBJ flftfeoni UQN 
Cycles Game ft or 2 ptayl 
j L12 IHE ULTIMATE GRABBER » IKtm*4 t**lw 
mat Iho Amos Spnto grabber program 
j. m bolnty hunter - ugh mm1 •** w* i*m 
hruujp g Gopfic UtNrruff. qrtwte Vtoaf ouh rtkete 
lOuCDNolfieGun renrte’rAirhcritfilokiourifebddgM 
j L14 CLASSROOM MATHS IdKtfxrd programs 'or !tte 
agegroup 6-12 TheOmaroom, i,Mf fncu# BGoaf 
j LIS SPACE BLOB 11 THE CJTTSTAl CAVWNS * 

:eira totow up to Space Sob amed <* 9* wm* o« 
njrae * ixMatb coteG *ens w#te rawing fYouto Ms 
J L14 TANK BATTLE . THE COMBAT . ia 

e onverAon of toe Jfenafe cto»*c gome Bom toe 
AJan VCScated combat Two Player 
_* UO AYNA BLUE a udewovs ihocn em up in me 

■strotJie syle Smple bui very adtw to play 
j Lit Challenge Of THI MAmx The idea at Ihe 
gome «tumpfe Smufen m stye to bouncer 

RED SECTOR Inc SECTION 
2J VD43 - RID SECTOR DEMO CREATOR ; The Man 
pra^rari used to create o@m» Required i you wish 
to run any af me programs under tuDHieni program 
j V320 - RED 5*CT0R EXTRAS EKSK1; On *i,5 «3rsk 
ore 33 pant Forth, 16 Pamf tend., rector sals, Star fretds 4 
muse ^poce Jaumev luma fiy f degdifone Trooper^ 
j V331 - RED SICTDfi EXTRAS DISK 2 : On this disk 
are Big logos, line logos. Vector Stars. Siorbelds, Bob 
Animsv Vectof Otaioch Vector Boll Ob|ecl?, 32.16 4 0 
Point Fonts. Also fee only Full Docurnems on the 
demo maker af presenf 
J V340 - T5B VECTOR DESIGNER PROGRAM ’he 
speoa Bothers presneis The TSB Vector desgnar 

! Vtl, tos program wrfi create Med sector objects hne 
vectors 4 bob Coordltabte 
j V365 (HD SECTOR MODULES (MUSIQ : Vgr x,y 
exc^feni musK module* tor use wito ihe cfeme 
mater iol by red sector! modutes nducte Laser wro. 
Loading, kuzy House 2 6 More 
Q V274 ■ RED StOOH BOBS HXTG* VmulaMo fee 
vector editor as an idea » wtfl easyfe create Bab 
rewitnes lor fee Red Sectoi Dema PAoker endudes 
various Bobs to lYNp you skut 
^ U7 - DtANETlK RED SECTOR EXTRA DISK 1; the 
fF Convert er ifes you cohwfrt iff Pictures mto vartouj 
fermais Including sprrie 4 Spnle 16. topper. HBM 
Sow Norm, Row BH & Outtew This rsn Poitysoll 
keneewofe program cmd couis £3 00 
j L16 EXAKtTlx WD SECTOR EXTRA DISK 2 : 
£4 cantons fee bed Senw VeCtordesoTer program yes 
fee fled Sector verson Ahc canons tA rsTusscnsto use 
t The*, ^ q PoBysofr kerv twarr program and cpsi f 3 00 
j LT9 DUNET1X HD SECTOR EXTRA DISK 3 
fONT EDITOR . r* you can create 4 fdf qny fent 
Abo comas wto M documpffvts 6 netp fete Thaaa 

|Pc#ySiCrf feeftewrae prayam grd £3 00 

ERIC SCHWARTZ 
jf*23 V A Si- Ftoga 
j 0961STEALTY MANOEUVRES & flyby 
_l W34 AT THE MOVIES f. .mcjhonn SMC 
j 1085 SW15 ARMY ON .VonorhMBi * 
J1367 ARMY vi THE WALKER ■ 
j 1609 THREE Wore STE ALTY .jvns 
j t70O ANTI LEMMW5 An.m Regwes 7Mb 12 Oskii 
j 1703 THE DATING GAME Vtfft reaurres 3-Mfi-2i 
_l 1716 VARIOUS AM MS AMY JOES 
j 1794 VTCX CONTEST edues a ttecdpier 4 fee 
teiRy pf plane Het rrmteepep 
_l 1642 SHE/mi COCK Arwrtf^i * 
j 1650 L*TE MGHT S TERMINAL Vwn ■ 
J 2012 AGBJJTY Arvmar • 1-.lt * 
J 2021VTTNAM CONflJtt .'.-ivnaBbft ‘ 
J am GULF WAR CONFLICT \n E^cefent 2 meg 
ammaffton &v far h« aesi work to date recommend • 
ed by all PO-SaN Thonks «ch: tor itw above disks 

LATEST FRED FISH 
_3 f 361 SUPCRSPELL A jtobcb spelling checkw feat 
checks vour 5peiing! no mailer what program you 
ore typmg under Can be used to cnee* speAng when 
typing on a BBS, terf editor word processor or 
onyrrf-ereerte Cam« *ife a 9 HOC word dCtiOnany 
whicn mj edf add or comcPtey replace 
□ F545 RAYtMNCE hvs * a tolytohOteuainn 
««n. An eutem’ ray Young pockoga wih boil 
wfeMPe 6 hardware Boaltng pemf versions 
Espies a rmramunof 1Mb of mentory version vl 0 
J F56* CONTOUR 4d 4 TRIE 4d Bcrih create otp-ccls 
tor use with your st uipi 4d program ire* 4d Will 
create 3d branching Hoes complete with leaves 
j f 390 SUPER DUWff B vl QI A Very tost disk copier 
4 torniqtier Cory* wifurd disks from rom in 67s 

THE COMPLETE FRED FISH 
The Fred Fish Bookie! has changed it is now 
professional panted, bound 4 mtiudes a sorted 
in<ies ol oil the daks n now stands ai over 134 
Ftoges 'he Campkrt* Frudi Frsh also comes with 
Iree ijpdote page* a* the new desks ore released 
Please note tool Ihe* i* now Pvatebto from PD-Soft 

PO-SOfT STOCKS ALL THf RSH DISKS 
cfiED FGH a a cadeclhoft ol Arrraa Games, unites & 
Much Much more Eocnaiirw) 39Cpiu*d.'Sksaretoiaiy 
pacLea vwh programs AB Trod F<sh dsks come wife 
lull tntfiuctaniE thare ore Peer 7.000 programs with 
fee Fred Rsh cofteuao Only £4 99 

THE PD DATABASE SET 
Tired ol boring coMogue Ortks7 Get toe unique, easy 
tou»W50Fl;DaktoaseCdalogue[^ TlteycanCTs 
defers of over 4,500 ddfcl avatebie drertyfrom stock 

sus A rmtetodeof opkon* tocAning$eanTt4 Prm 

£1.50 (2 Disks) 
Goftar* dtetete on ft*d Fesdv TBAG. Amo* FAUG. 
SMAuG. Scope. Agolron APDC Panorama. Aihcia, 
5Sp ded: 4 Uencewore Coomng Soon TCUG 4 
Larson Arams Over * 5G0 CHks in Stock or FYl-^oh 

MONTLY UPDATE SHEETS SENT TO 
_REOUAl customers 

EXTRA BITS 
j the MOUSE PAD used to protect mouse vs dust 4 
helps mcrvmerii £2 99 
J A500 AMIGA OUST COVER iud to protect va. - 

loard from dual £2 99 
_J IS NCH Desk CLEAHNG vm rowg ratxtew^ 
Xtejt tooting th|r h (tovu yger int . £2 99 
J L ) CM4K LABELS SOLD SteGU |dlp EACH! 
j ROLL Of KOO DISK LABI Li 15 £40 99 
j 2M PRINTER LEADS £6 49 
j tHSK BOX (409 2.3 INCH £4 99 
j DISK BOX nOO| 1 5 INCH £7 99 
J 512K UPGRADES Inc a Clock £34 99 

EASY ORDERING INFORMATION 
ORDERING BY POST. CAUERS COLLECTING YOUR DISKS 

When ordering drsks please bc k fee bewes to the feff af You con nowcolfecl any disks of our New aUtce address 
Ihe disk numbers Wry coloured pen Hi Lighter or lust e-B DURHAM ROAD, KUThEnd-ON-SEA. SSE 2YD 
iu*i outline fee disks! After chasing the disks toqt you EuROPfAN ORDERS 
rec^e.CiAoutorFhtAxopvIhsodwrt HandwriBen whenordw.rtgfrDmwife^riEurciper«^^ 
orders we greeted 4 Pg*i to few odde» Atxm a a mm order a« 3 desk* buf wtet art orders toere a noi 
Cheque* A Ro^ orders tfwuU be radkepoirtibiB lo edra poskne charge MoksOah wRcfcc now be sent 
PD-SOFT AF32i4Pfeaseencloseyo^iddttS&IR VESTtUArt VAMJT NEDERLAND, 
Number on fee ocKktf fee chegues- ftwdortlvi kn^naardifodres EurabDH(A>rd Schtftten&uia S*. 

OBOBtMGlrlBEFMONl 2661 Mj taonsv ;-,o wjiiand H-jiianp Tfe *0.49: 
The Tetephone a open $ix days a week frorTii 44366 Dak Prtofl*- 
bom- JpmrWwskdovS' ftlrom'lOom ipmISoliWtoyS! INTERNATtDN NO EUROPEAN ORDERS ONLY 
J|US quote your Credit cord number. Name, Adr^ss, ft All orders ore sem by air nvrf F4#asepflcl7D:L irv.in.-mun 
ypuhavepiderecibdftTe. Daytmeietophow Number. £2001' to the total ol the order towards postage 
Dble, Dak number 4 Where you are ordering framl* intemolian Cheques musf be drown an a UK, bank 
the Magafinel F>feose ring if you would like to transfer Money/funs 

direci into your act aurrl tor liisHlespolch ol any goods 

AMO PUA ■ special NOTICE ; when orders any 
daks Eomtkd Soil PfeoseskAe your mochne 6 we 
wrfl lest od daks before feey feove fee office 

PRICES ARE PER DISK 

1 -5 Disks £2.50.6-10 Disks £2.25 
11-20 Disks £2.00. 21-49 Disks £1.75 

50+ Disks £1.50 
AU ORDERS ARE DISPATCHED WITHIN 4ft HOURS 

CHARED FUNDS Only_ 

msggm 
£15 00 PER PACK : 6 D6*3 

$« asks packed wfe a vmed oMOftnem 
</ fokxred tons r.manrcotours iftapes 
A um For u» web Opart pragata or 
•te* vVfeopraducra-Alecs hy&paci hat 
jBimtgi^oiJtiionOinalTO 
£13 fe*i /ncfr mt ?oiort5.io pic* 
fied produced 4Tfeioiy s*unfwig 



SOFTWARE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 

' 

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 jsa, S E 

AMIGA SELLERS COMPILATIONS 
1 st Divis ion Manager .. New 7 99 
3D Construction Kit 34.99 
4D Sports Boxing . 17.50 
1943. .......... 7,99 
A.M.O.5 3-D . 94.99 
AM O.5 The Creator. 34.99' 
A.M.O.S.Compiler ... 91 50 
Advanced Fruit Machine 6.99 
Ad/antage Tenni % New 17 50 
After Burner 7 99 
Alien Breed. 17 50 
Altered Beast . 7 99 
Another World New 17 50 
Sards Tate 3.  17.50 
Batman The Mcwe 7 99 
Battle Chess 1 or 2 . . 1750 
Battle tele .....SI 50 
Battle of Bntain 
Ohe»f Finest Hour) 21 50 

Birds Cf 'Prey New 24 99 
Blood Money ....   7 99 
Blues Brothers 17 50 
Bomb Jack Special Offer 5 50 
Boulderdash . 4 99 
Breach $ Enhanced 2150 
Bndge Player 2150 21 50 
Bngade Commander 17 SO 
Bubble Bobble. 7 99 
Budotan .  9.99 
California Games 7 99 
Captain Planet.17.50 
CardiaxK.New 17.50 
Carrier Command.9 .99 
Celtic Legends New 21 50 
Centurian, .17 50 
Chase HQ .7 99 
Chess Champion 2175. 21 50 
Chuck Pock ....  ..17.50 
Chuckle Egg 1 or 2 9.99 
Cricket Captain.17.50 
Cruise For A Corpse - 19.99 
Daley Thompsons Olympic 
Challenge.  .7.99 

Death Knights of Krynn. . 2150 
Defender of the Crown ,.9.99 
Deluxe Pamt 4.62.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker 
2{lMeg).  17 50 
Deuteros 2150 
Disney Animation Studio .69 99 
Double Dragon.. New price 9.99 
Double Dragon 3..  17.50 
Duck Tates.  17.50 
Dungeon Master 17 .50 
Elf.  17.50 
One ...17 50 
Efwa Arcade...17,50 
Emtyn Hughes int Soccer 
..Special Offer 9 99 

Euppean Super League 
.. -Special Offer 9 99 
Eye of the Beholder 2150 
F15 Stnke Eagte 2 Cl Meg) 24 99 
FI 6 Combat Pitot 17 50 
F19 Stealth Fighter 21 50 
F29 Retailor .17 50 
Face Off (Ice Hockey 

Management)........ .17.50 
Fantastic Voyage... .New 17 50 
Fantasy Wxtd Dizzy.7 99 
Fast Food.6 99 
Final Blow Boxing .... .17.50 
Final Frght .17 50 
Final Whistle. B.99 
First Samurai. ... ..21.50 
Flight of the Intruder.24 99 
Football Manager.2 99 
Football Director 2 
(New Version 1 Meg).17.50 
Football Manager £ * 
Expansion Kit.. 9 99 

Footballer of the Year 2.7.99 
Formula 1 Grand Prw 
(Microprose).. ..New £4.99 
Fun School 4 (Under 5), .. 17.50 
Fun School 4 (5-7).17 50 
Fun School 4(7-11) .. 17.50 
Future Basketball 
....Special Offer 9.99 

Games Summer Edition 7 99 
Gaunttet2.....7.99 
Gauntlet 3. New 17 50 
Geisha.17 50 
Godfather ..New 21 50 
Gods.17,50 
Head Over Heels 7 99 
Heart Of China New 24 99 
HeimdaH . 24 99 
Hero Quest 17 50 
Hero Quest Data Disk .1099 

Hero Quest + Data 
Disk ..New 91 50 
Heroes of the Lance . . .7 99 
Hollywood Poker 4.99 
Home Alone .17.50 
Horse Racing 

Ommplay Spec ioI Offer 12 99 
Hudson Hawk 17 50 
Hunter .... 21 50 
immortal,  .9,99 
Indiana Jones Last Crusade .7.99 
Indianapolis 500 .17.50 
int Championship Athletics 17 50 
International Karate+ 7 99 
International Ninja 
Rabbits New 7 99 
Nanhoe New Price 7 99 
Jock NickJaus Golf 17 50 
jack Niddaus Unlimited 

Courses (1 Meg) 2150 
Jack Nfoldaus Unlimited 
Clip Art...1099 

jimmy Wife's Whurhwind 
Snooker . 2150 
Jocky Wilson's Darts 9 99 
Kick Off + Extra Time 7 99 
Kick Off 2(1 Meg) 

Special Offer 1299 
Kick Off 2 Return To 
Europe ... .799 

Kick Off 2 The Final Whistle S 99 
Kick Off 2 Winning Tactics 7 99 
Kid Gloves . 7m 
Kmdwords 2 
(Wordprocessor) 34 99 
Kings Quest 5 £7 99 
Knrghtmare. 21 50 
Knights of the Sky 24 99 
last Ninja 2.7.99 
Last Ninja 3.17.50 
lazer Squad. ..Special Offer 9 99 
Leander ... 1750 
lemmings.17.50 
Lemmings Date Disk 13-99 
Lite and Death 17 50 
little Puff  7 99 
Lombard RAC Rally.7 99 
Lord of the Rings. .....,21,50 
Lords of Chaos 
. Special Offer 9 99 

Lotus Esprit Turbo 
Challenge 2 ..17 50 

M l Tank Platoon 21 50 
Magic Pockets .17,50 
Man Unt Europe 17 50 
Mega Twins 17 50 
Megalo-Mania 21 50 
Mercenary 3 2150 
Micioprose Golf 24 99 
MdwinteJ 2 24 99 
Mig 29 Super Fulcrum 2799 
Monopoly Deluxe .1399 
Moonstone 21 50 
Moorrwalker ,7 99 
Multi Player Soccer 
Manager .  ,,.-17 50 
Napoleon 1 .....2150 
Nebuius 2.      ,*...17 50 
Neighbour .New 17 50 
New Zealand Story .. 7 99 
North and South , . 7 99 
Outrun 7 99 
Outrun Europa 17 50 
P.G.A Tour Golf. 17 50 
Pegasus. .    17.50 
Pit Fighter.17 50 
Player Managei .Special Offer 9.99 
Populous.....9.99 
PopulousGim Grty .21 50 
Populous Editor.New 10.99 
Populous New Worlds . 5.99 
Populous 2.  ..New 21 50 
Powerdrift ...  7.99 
Powermonger... .21,50 
Powermqnger 
Data Disk New 10.99 
Pro Tennis Tour £.17.50 
Profligbt ,...,  27.99 
RBI 2.   £1 50 
R*Type.7.99 
R-Type 2 17 50 
Railroad Tycoon 24 99 
Realms,,...,,... 21 50 
Renegade New Price 7 99 
Renegade Legion {1 Meg) 24 99 
Rise of the Dragon 24 99 
Robin Hood s Adventures 17 50 
Robotod 17 50 
Robocop New Price 7 99 
Robocop 3 New 17 50 
Rodlands ...,,.,,.,1750 

Rorfees Drift.17.50 
Rugby Coach. 17.50 
Rugby World Cup.17.50 
Scooby Doo and Scrappy 
Doo.   7.99 
Secret of Monkey Island 
(1 Meg).17.50 
Shadow of the Beast.7.99 
Shadow Of The Beast 2 
.....Special Offer 7,99 
Shadow Sorceror 1999 
Shmobr . New Pnce 9 99 
Shoe Peopte.New 17 50 
Shuff lepack Cafe .7,99 
Sitent Service 2 24 99 
Silkworm New Price 9.99 
Sim Csty/Poputous £1.50 
Sim City/Arctutecture 1 ~.11 99 
Sim City/AcMeaure 2.1199 
Simpsons ..  ,17.50 
Smash TV 17.50 
Space Ace 2 New 24.99 
Speedbali 2 Speoai Offer 9 99 
Sporting Triangles..13 99 
Steve Daws Snooker. .9 99 
Strike Fleet 17 50 
Stnker Manager .1750 
Stunt Car Racer.7.99 
Suspicious Cargo 17 50 
Switchblade  7 99 
Switchblade 2 -....   17,50 
Team Yankee..  21.50 
Terminator 2 ,1750 
Their finest Hour.21.50 
Their Finest Missions 10 99 
Thunder Hawk .21.50 
Tip Off .17.50 
Tok.  17.50 
Treasure island Dizzy.4.99 
Treb’e Champions.7.99 
Trivial Pursuit .13.99 
Turbo Outrun...7,99 
Turf Form^ystem 8 

(Racing &■ Pools) .9.99 
Turricon...  7.99 
T V Sports Football,.,,,,...,9.99 
Ufa mate Golf New Price 9.99 
Utopia.21.50 
WWF Wrestling ..New17.S0 
Wacky Races .799 
Waterloo .  9.99 
Wrngs of Fury.7.99 
Winning Tactics___ .7.99 
Wortd Cass Leaderboard ... 7.99 
Wbrtd Class Rugby ,,.,.17,50 
WorldCncket ...... , ..,.„New7 99 

3.5* Double Sided, 
Double Density wrth labels 

1 £0 59 10 L5S0 25 £12 50 

40 Piece 3 1/2Dtsk Box ......£699 
B0 Piece 3 1/2 Disk Bo* £7 99 
120 Piece 3 1/2 Disk Box £9 99 
Midi Connector + £ Midi 
tables £14 99 
Mouse Mats. .£299 
ST £ AG Extension leads £5.99 
Amiga V2 Meg Expansion 
with of without dock £29 99 

HINT BOOKS 
Bards tale 1 or 2 or 3... S CO 
Buck Rogers.7,99 
Champions Of Krynn.7.99 
Colonels Bequest . B.99 
Conquest of Camelot .B.99 
Curse Of Azure Bonds .7.99 
Death Knights Of Krynn ...7.99 
Dragons of Flame.4,00 
Elvira .  4.99 
Eye of the Beholder , 7.99 
Heroes of the Lance ..4.00 
Heroes Quest ...6.99 
HIHsfor 7 99 
Immortal.New 7.50 
Indiana Jones the Adventure 4.99 
Kings Quest 1 Or 2 Or 3 
or 4 or 5    .£.99 
lewesuit Larry 1 or 2 or 3 .. .8.99 
Loom . .. 5.00 
Manhuncer in San Francisco 8 99 
Might and Mag ic £.  ,5.99 
Police Quest 2 S-99 
Pod of Radiance .,7.99 
Powermonger , New 7 50 
Quest for Gtory 2 7 99 
Savage Empire.. 5.99 
Secret of the Silver Slades 7.99 
Shadow Sorceror New 7.99 
Space Quest 1 or 2 or 3 B 99 
Starflight 1 or £  5 00 
Ultima 5 or 6 5 99 

Nim COLLECTION 
Double Dragon, Double Ninja A Shadow/ 

Wamor 13 99 

WINNING I IVK 
Iron Lord, Sir Fred, Twin World, Puffy’S Sega 

& Night Hunter Special Offer 9 99 

POUR WHEEL DRIVE 
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge, Team SuzUki, 

Toyota Cel ice & Combo Racer 2150 

FOOTBALL CRAZY 
Kick Off 2 World Cup, Final Whistle & 

Player Manager 17.50 

mzzYcoujcnoft 
Fast food. Kw* Snax, Magic tend Dizzy Fantasy 

WxkJ Dizzy & Treasure Istend Dizzy 17 50 

MAX PACK COMPILATION 
Tumcan 2, ST Dragon, Swiv & 

NrghtShift 21 50 

AIR LAND AND SEA 
Interceptor, Indianapolis 500 & 68B 

Attack Sub 24 .99 

ACTION MASTERS 
F-16 Combat Pilot, Turbo Outrun. 

Welitns, Italy 1990 & Double Dragon 2 
21 50 

SOCCER COMPILATIONS 
Kick Off 2, Gazza % Microprose 

Soccer & Emfyn Hugnes Int Soccer 
17.50 

CHART ATTACK 
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge, James Pond, 
Venus Flytrap & Ghouls and Ghosts 21 50 

SUPER SEGA 
Gdden Axe, E.S WAT, Shinobi, Super 

Monaco G P A Crackdown 21.50 

AIR AND SEA SUPREMACY 
Silent Serwce, Gunship, Wings, Carrier 
Command & P47 Thundefbolt 21 50 

QUEST AND GLORY 
Mictwinter, Cadaver, BAT, Iron Lord 

& Bloodvvych 21 50 

THE TOP LEAGUE 
Speedbai! 2, Rick Dangerous 9, Falcon, 
Midwinter & T V. Sports Football 21.50 

CAPOOM COlXECnON 
Strider 1 and 2r Ghods 'N5 Ghosts, Forgotten 
Worlds, U N Squadron, Dynasty Wars, Led 

Storm & Last Due l 21.50 

BOARD GENIUS 
Scrabble Deluxe, Deluxe Monopoly, Risk & 

Guedo Master Detective 21.50 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
T V Sports Footbaff, Wings, Lords Of The 
Rising Sen & TV. Sports Basketball 24.99 

FINALE 
Paperboy, Ghosts and Goblins, Overander & 

Space Hamer 17 50 

HANNA BARBERA CARTOON G0U2SCTI0N 
Yogi’S &C3t Escape. Hong Kong Phooey, Ruff 

and Ready A Beveiley Hills Cats 13.99 

ADDICTED TO FUN 
Bubble Bobble, Rainbow Islands A New 

Zealand Story 13 99 

TEST DRIVE 2 COUJECI10N 
Test Drive 2 (The Dud), Musctecars, F uropean 

Chaffenge, Super Cm & California Challenge 21 50 

CLASSIC 4 (RENAISSANCE) 
Invaders, Asteroids, Gatexion & Centipede 

7.99 

SPORTING WINNERS 
Daily Double Horse Racing, Steve Davis 

Snooker & Brian Clough's Football Fortunes 
17.50 

SPORTING GOLD 
California Games, The Games Winter 4 Summer 

Editions 21.50 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manage* 2, Microprase Soccer, Football 

Manager World Cue Edition & Gazza‘s Super 
Socce 17 50 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
Rcbocop . Batman The toe, Ghostbusters 2 £■ Indiana 

Jones Ihe Last Crusade 2150 

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION 
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subjeci lo availability. Just fill in the 

coupon and send il to ■ Software City 
Unit 4. BDC, 21 Temple Street. Wolverhampton WV2 4AN, 

-- ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)- 

Name 

Address 

Postcode..... Tel No 

Name of game 

POSTAGE RATES 

Computer Value 

Postage 

TOTAL 
add 50o fa* m and oxfcapng on an *0*3 und^ £5 EEC oounjn^s add Ei &r t*n Nan 

EEC CountnM add E? 50 per riwn 
Paying By Crwgy* Ctiaouw payawa'c Softw*rt City 

EXPIRY DATE AMF2 CARD TYPE 

SIGNATURE DATE 

EUROPEAN 
ORDERS 

ACCEPTED 



COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 

ONLY £219.00 i 
. j 

n 

i PHILIPS 8833 MK H 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including Free Lead 

ONLY £219.00 

i 

^CC 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am -6pm 

Callers and Mall 
Order welcome 

Easy parking 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC Emulator 

For Amiga A500 
C/W MSDOS 

AT ONCE AMIGA 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FOR THE A500 

ONLY £159.00 

r- -- HARD DRIVES 
1__ J 

-1 

i GVF SERIES H 
1500/2000 

1 52Mb Quantum 
1 Space for 8Mb RAM 
■ £265.00 
1_ 

GVP SERIES H 
1500/2000 

105Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£419.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 

52Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£359.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 

105Mb Quantum 
Soace for 8Mb RAM 

£495.00 

SUPRA 500XP 
52Mb Quantum 

Space for 8 Mb RAM 
with 1Mb free 

£329.00 

SUPRA 500XP i 
105Mb Quantum | 

Space for 8 Mb RAM j 
with 1Mb free 

£479.00 

AMIGA A500 FUN PACK '—i 

i Amiga A500 Plus. Mouse. Modulator Manuals. Workbench, Joystick. Disk Box 10 , 
Blank Disks, Dust Cover. Dpaun HI, 1Mb RAM* PLUS 13 GREAT GAMES 

| Lemmings. Simpsons, Captain Planet. Safari Guns. Bubble Ghost, Tin Tin. Purple | 
I Saturn Day. Jumping Jackson* Hostages, Bobo, Krypton Egg. Shuffle Puck Cafe* i 

. J^LY_£399.OOmc VAT_ 

A500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS*."”*.*!!.....Only £349.00 

AMIGA A5QO MAX PACK 
Amiga A500 Plus. Mouse. Modulator. Manuals, Workbench* Joystick. Disk Box. 

10 Blank Disks Dust Cover, Dpaint Ill I Ml? RAM PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES 
Safari Gun*. Bubble Ghost. Tin Tin. Purple Saturn Day. Jumping Jackson. Hostages, Bobo. 

Krypton Egg. Shuffle Puck Cafe* 

ONLY £379.00 inc VAT_ 

Please phone for other Amiga Packs 

SOFTWARE 
DELUXE PAINT m....£17.00 PIXEL 3D V2....£79.00 
AMOS ♦ EXTRAS DISK.£32.00 QUARTERBACK.£3300 
BROADCAST TITLES II...£149.00 PRO-WRITE V3.2.£75.00 
TV SHOW.£35.00 X CAD 3D ... £269.00 
DKHVBWGOLD.£87.00 PHOTON PAINT 2.£25.00 
LATTICE C V5.10. £149.00 FINAL COPY (NEW).....£39.00 
PAGESETTER V2.£42.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D..£109.00 
PAGESTREAM V2.1.£117.00 DRAW 4D PRO.£109.00 
PAGESTREAM FONTS.£49.00 O/BACK TOOLS.£49.00 
TV TEXT PRO.£79.00 WORDWORTH.£75.00 
CROSS-DOS V4, Multi-format tile transfer...£19.00 
HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA Ideal for use with DigiView..£199.00 
PEN PAL. Excellent easy to use Wend Processor.£49.00 
IMAGINE 3D Animations & ray tracing..—..£139 00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL V2.0S....£119 00 
ALL IN ONE, Word Pro. Midi Music. Paint. 3 games C/w video.-.£11500 
VIDEO EASE. Video titling package...—.£35.00 
BARS * PIPES PROFESSIONAL.-.£18900 
AMOS COMPILER. Compile your Amos programs.£23.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package.£49 00 
AUDIOMASTER 4 Sampling Software.£49.00 
DOS 2 DOS Multi format file transfer software..........£28.00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO.£66 00 
REAL 3D BEGINNERS....£99 00 
REAL 3D TURBO/PROFESSIONAL.£269.00 

^PROFESSIONAL PAGE 2.1 (new) with tutorial video .. £129 00 ^ 

HARDWARE 
j COMMODORE ASM 20Mb hard disk + 2Mb RAM  ... ■..£335j00 
, FRAMEGRABBER PAL real time colour frame grabber .«.£4S0 00 

AUDIO ENGINEER 2 PLUS sampling hardware & software 
I SGFHUS S5 Stereo sound sampling hardw&n&toftware...*....,...£49*00 
I AMIGA COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE on/off & through port----*...£57.50 
| N AKSHA CLONE MOUSE high quality replacement mouse..£19.50 
I SOUND MASTER Stereo sound sampling hardware/software..... .£105 00 
IICD Flicker Fixer for A500/A1500/B2000 [need multisync men).....£229.00 
[TV TUNER for Philips and Commodore monitors .,...£79.00J 

PRINTERS 
j STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR inc. free lead...........,.£269.00 
I STAR LC200 9 pin colour free lead .... £185 00 
[ STAR LASER 4 high quality laser printer me. free lead.... . . .£679.00 
[ CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 24 pin colour printer me free lead.. *£269.00 
1 CITIZEN 224 COLOUR 24 pin colour printer inc free lead.....£239.00 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead.189 *00 
| CANON BJ1Q E/EX bubble jet printer me free lead *.   £229.00 
i STARJET bubble jet printer inc free lead...   **£225*00 
J HP DESKJET 500 inkjet inc free lead......£339,00 
^CITIZEN 224 MONO 24 pin mono printer inc free lead..*....£209.00 

MEMORY 

AMIGA Aisoo 
The A1500 inc. Philips or CBM 1084s monitor* Twin drives, DpamtO, 

The Works Platinum, Home Accounts. 3 Games + Joystick ONLY £759*00 
AMIGA A500 pan exchange available - please phone 

ACCELERATORS 

1 

i 

i 

i 

I 

I SUPRA RX500, 8Mb board for A500 inc 1Mb....£95.00 
SUPRA RX500* 8Mb board for A500 inc 2Mb-......, £119 00 

1 SUPRA RX500. 8Mb board for A500 inc 4Mb....£219 00 
I SUPRA RXS00. 8Mb board for A500 me 8Mb......£309.00 
I MICROBOTICS 8M Ram Board for A1500/B2000 with 2 Mb...£155,00 
1 EXTRA 2 Mb OF RAM FOR MICROBOTICS.......£75.00 
| A500 512K RAM WITH CLOCK AND SWITCH..**.„,..£29 00 

1 Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30. 25MHz .*—...£222*00 I 
I Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30. 40MHz___£351.00 i 

68882 Floating Point Co-processor for VXL-30.*....—*.£132.00 . 
[_GVP 68030 22MHZ WITH 1 MEG RAM . . £519.00j 

A500 PLUS 1MB RAM UPGRADE. ..£39.00 
ROM L3/2,0 Sharer..,*,..........£12.00 

- MODEMS & FAX 

l Baud Bandit 2400 Modem, V21* V22Bis 8t MNP 5...£139*00 • 
Supra 2400 Plus. MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600)  .£165*00 ! 
Supra 9600 Modem. Speed up to 38000  ...£399.00 , 

[_Supra 2400 Plus Internal Modemjor A1500/B2000. .. £159.00 J 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either cell our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address* Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Price* subject to ebufe without 

All prices Include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15-17f 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 

AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS 

Access 

V/SA 
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OMEGA PROJECTS (EUROPE) LTD 
14 Derwent Close 
Culcheth, Warrington 

wusdy Enfl,and TEL: 0925-763946 
ACCELERATORS 
GVP 1500/2000 COMBO CARD 
Complete 6B030 Accelerator System lor the Amiga 
22Mhz 68030 + 68682 + 1 Meg + SCSI 593.95 
33Mhz 68030 + 68862 + 4Meg + SCSI 999.95 
50Mhz 68030 + 68882 + 4Meg + AT 1499.95 

Expandable to i3Meg (22Mhz) or l6Meg 33/50Mhz] 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. 
WE TAKE ACCESS. VISA. 
SWITCH. CHEQUES, P.0. 
4 WE EVEN TAKE CASH. 

MICROBOTICS VXL-30 
The low cost alternative for all Amigas this card has 
provision on the board for a 68881/2 and can take up to 
8 Meg ot RAM 
25Mhz 68030 289.95 
40Mhz 68030 389-95 
25Mhz 66030+68662 439.95 
40Mhz 66030+68882 569.95 

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS OF 
CSA MEGA-MIDGET RACER 
The Mega-Midget Racer is the most established 
accelerator card for the A5Q0/1500/2000. The beauty of 
this product above all the others is that you can upgrade it 
as your pocket can afford to, letting you use these power 
cards yourself at a price that you can afford. 
This card will also allow the use of 512K of static RAM 
giving you the option to put your kickstart into the super 
fast 32 bit memory 
We also offer a 50% buy back policy if you upgrade this 

| card later. 
349.95 
449.95 
149.95 
229.95 
299.95 
219=95 
449.95 
699.95 

99.95 

25Mhz EC68030 
33Mhz EC6S030 
25Mhz 88882 
33Mhz 68882 

I SOMhz 68882 
2Meg 32 Bit RAM 
4Meg 32 Bit RAM 
8Meg 32 Bit RAM 
SRAM 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
I 33Mhz Board + 33Mhz 88882 4 4 jn nn 
| + 512K SRAM + 4 Meg 32 Bit RAM H / 3+UU 

HARD DRIVIN' 
A1500/2000 CARDS 
GVP Series II no drive 
GVP Series 11+52 Meg 
GVP Series II + 105 Meg 
GVP Series II + 210 Meg 
GVP Series II + 400 meg 
Nexus Card no drive 
Nexus Card + 52 Meg 
Nexus Card + 105 Meg 
Nexus Card + 210 Meg 
Nexus Card + 400 Meg 
ICO Adidi-40 
1QD Adidi-44 + 40 Meg OV 
ICD ADSCSI 2080 
Oataflyer 2000 
Spirit Inmate 

A500 
GVP Impact + 52 meg 
GVP Impact +105 Meg 
GVP Impact + 210 Meg 
GVP Impact + 400 Meg 
Supra XP no drive 
Supra XP + 52 Meg 
Supra XP + 105 Meg 
Supra XP + 210 Meg 
ICD Internal 40 Meg 

BARE DRIVES 
Quantum 52 Meg 
Quantum 105 Meg 
Quantum 210 Meg 
Quantum 400 Meg 
Quantum 40 Meg Go-Drive 
Syquest 44 Meg removable 
Syquest 88 Meg removable 
Seagate 49 Meg 

MEMORY & CHIPS 
GVP 3 Meg inc, 2 Meg 
Supra RAM RX-5QQ + TM 
Supra HAM RX-500 + 2M 
1 x 9 SIMMS per 2 Meg 
4x9 SIMMs per 8 Meg 
41256{256 x 1) 
44256 (256 x 4) 
1 Meg GVP SIMM for Combo 
4 Meg GVP SIMM lor Combo 

O-i^ 

3S| 
1|5 gs! 

SSo 
Z 

CO 
179.95 
299.95 
449.95 
899.95 
999.95 
189.95 
389.95 
54995 
749.95 
999.95 
129.95 
399.95 
179.95 
89.95 

189.95 

399 95 
599 95 
799.95 
999.95 
189.95 
349.95 
499.95 
649.95 
399.95 

209.95 
324:95 
624 96 
824.95 
299.95 
379.95 
479.95 
175.00 

179.95 
139.95 
159.95 
6995 

29995 
1.00 
3.95 

69.95 
249=95 
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AMIGANUTS UNITED 
169 DALE VALLEY ROAD, HOUYBROOK, SOUTHAMPTON SOI 6QX ENGLAND 
WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE DEDICATED AMIGA CODERS CLUB DISKS 

EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE T+BAG DISKS. Numbers 1 to 61 NOW AVAILABLE 

BUG-BASH: Zap the bugs, clean up the garden. Great 
game by Mutation Software...*...£3,50 

1212: GULF CONFLICT AMIM BY ERIC SCHWARTZ, New 2 
Meg version, excellent....£2.50 

1214: 5CRA22LE. Enjoy playing the game with a similar 
name? You'll love it!—,*.....£4,00 

1226: PETERS QUEST, An excellent 1 Mb game with 
many levels to clear.*...+.*,+,,£2.50 

PAINT FUN: A good painting program for youngsters up to 
8 years okJ= Nice! ......£4.00 

1068: MOD PROCESSOR VI.92 MAKE PICTURE AND/OR 
MUSIC PROGRAMS, adjust picture height/width. This 
version will load the 8 channel Octamed music and rt 
is excellent!......*....£3,50 
1199: AMNUTS TEXT/VIDEO DISPLAYED A brilliant new 
way to display your text! It displays different fonts in the 
size you choose, control colours and presentation of the 
display search for a given word, print out the whole file or 

just the screen etc etc,,It will even load crunched 
powerpacked files!........ £8.00 
877: 1 across 2 down* a fully fledged crossword 
program, (Data disk no:I is supplied free!), for only .£5,00 
Data Disks 2,3,4 and 5 now ready at++,+.each„+,.£2,50 
1161: Intuimenu V3+ The easy way to execute your 
programs. Treat yourself........£5.00 
DISKL0CK: This excellent program by Leclercq Xavier will 
turn your disks into Non-Dos format. They will boot & run 
but cannot be altered. Very useful,,. ..£10.00 
{When ordering Disklock, state which chip version you 
have, ie Vl.3orV2.04) 
MIKE SIMPSON'S A-GENE V3.29 (full two disk version) 
available directly from us. Price: Europe. .£15.00 
Rest of the world . ...,.£20,00 
+ Postage, The best genealogy program. 
WORDS V3. By ACC Editor Mark Meany. Enter those 
anagram contests, see how many words a given phrase 
will make etc. It contains a massive glossary of 
over75,000 words, which you can also add to. An 
excellent easy to use program..£15+00 

ORDERING: Please add the following to your order to cover return post & packing: 
All EC Countries, (inc U.K.I, add 50p ■ non EC £1.00 - Rest of world add £2.00. 
The new 1992 catalogue is available now!!! £2.00 (This includes return postage) 

SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE 

SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE 

If you would like to get hold of the Amiga Coders 
Club disks as soon as they are published, why not 
send £44,00 and ask to go on the ACC mailing list 

now? 
We will send you each issue as soon as it's ready, 

(applies to issue 14 onwards). 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ISSUES RELEASED PRIOR TO ACC 
14 MUST BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY. 

(Subscriptions from outside the European Community, 
please add an extra £6.00 for postage costs). 

The Amigas Coders Club Special is a low priced 
assembler package for all you coders out there in 

Amigaland. (Instructions on disk,) 
Received good review: £6.00 

VERY IMPORTANT! 
From Feb 28th to March 15th, we will be dosed for 
refurbishment. Orders received during above dates 

will not be posted back before March 18th. 
So please send no orders during this time as 

otherwise it means delays for all. 



MJC COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Software since IVH4 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome European orders please call or write for a 

quotation. All goods subject to availability, prices subject 
to change without notice. E&OE 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on request. 

Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance. 

TO ORDER: Credit card orders can be 
placed by calling the telephone number 
below - or send a cheque/PO's made 

out to MJC Supplies to: 

MJC SUPPLIES {AF) 
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 

Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

A1500/2000 MEMORY EXPANSIONS 1 

SUPRARAM memory cards with space for up to 8 Mb 

SUPRARAM with 2Mb fitted. ..£149,95 

SUPRARAM with 4Mb fitted. .£199.95 

SUPRARAM with 6Mb fitted. .£259,95 

SUPRARAM with 8Mb fitted. .£299.95 

meg internal (trapdoor) expansion, latest 4 chip 
design with battery backed clock 

MJC PRICE €25.95 

NEW • A500 PLUS 1Mb Expansion Epansion for the A500 Plus - fits in the trapdoor 

ng your memory to 2Mb * no internal fitting 
MJC PRICE €44.95 

GVP SERIES II A1500 HARD DRIVES 

Quality GVP controllers with Quantum drives plus the 

ability to add up to 8Mb memory (Simms) 

52 Meg (11ms} version .£289.95 

105 Meg a 1ms) version....™... £479.95 

SIMMS Modules - £69.95 per 2 Meg 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

280 DPI quality replacement mouse - pack includes 
Mouse House. Mat and Operation Stealth game. 

MJC PRICE £21.95 

□EZBZ&SZSIIItiE 
Kind Words 2 (not A5Q0 Plus)...£29.95 

PenPal......,...,...,.....154,95 
WQRDWQRTH Vi .1 - SPECIAL OFFER  .£75.95 

VIDI AMIGA 
NEW - TAKE 2 

New Animation package from Rombo 
MJC PRICE £79.95 

VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 
Vidi Colour package * including Vidi Digitiser, Vidichrome 

software and free Photon Paint 
MJC PRICE €84.95 

RGB SPLITTER ■ for use with Vidichrome 
or Digiview. (includes PSU) 

MJC PRICE CSS.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 

Package includes Vidi Amiga, Vidichrome and the RGB 
Splitter for a complete cotour digitising outfit. 

NOTE: For best colour pictures you require a video 
camera or perfect stiH frame VCR 

MJC PRICE €129.95 

Complete Col Solution + Take 2 £179.95 

DIGIVIEW 4 GOLD 
Excellent results ■ but a bit slow! 

MJC PRICE £99.95 

SUPRA SOORX EXPANSIONS 

New memory expansion for the A500 ■ 
plugs directly into the HD expansion port • 

NO INTERNAL CONNECTOR REQUIRED 
SUPRA SOORXIMt (expand teZMtil £99.95 

SUPRA 500 RX 2Mb (expand (D BMb| £159.95 

SUPRA 500 RX 4Mb (expand to SMb) £219.95 

SUPRA 500 RX BMh (expand Id BMbj £349.95 

PROTEXT - VERSION 5.5 
Latest version of this best selling word processor for 

those wanting serious processing power, includes 

new 110 000 word dictionary and Thesaurus (1 meg) 
MJC PRICE £99.95 

PR0TEXTV4.3 half price „. ..,£49.95 
PRODATA VI.2 Amina ___ __ru.os 

VIDEO TITLING/PRESENTATION 

Big Alternative Scroller.,...£42,95 

Broadcast Titler If,.,.........£159.95 
Broadcast Font Pack...£89.95 

Broadcast Font Enhancer Pack.£89 95 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
Great Video Production package 

(! Meg + 2 drives) 
MJC PRICE €89.95 

RENDALE 8802 GENLOCK 
Quality Genlock offering both Foreground 

and Background modes, 
MJC PRICE €159.95 

8802 MODE SWITCH BOX * £29.95 

CUMANA CAX 354 DISK DRIVE 

Quality brand name 3.5‘ second drive includes thru 
port, disable switch and FREE Virus X Utility 

MJC PRICE €54.95 

PROTAR VISTO MONITOR 

Based on the Phillips CM8833 the Visto has improved 
interference suppression and comes 

complete with all leads. 
NEW LOW PRICE £219.95 

Free Courier delivery on Protar Monitor. 

AMOS • The Creator 

AMOS VI.2 ■ The Language...£32.95 
AMOS COMPILER .......,..,,.£19.95 
AMOS 3D ......£21.95 

NEW ROCLITE RF382C DISK DRIVE 

New super slimline, super quiet second drive. 
MJC PRICE £54.95 

PROTAR A500 HARD DRIVES 

Features optional Ram expansion to 8Mb, drrve disable 

swrtch and SPEED (transfer rate >1 Mb/second) 

PHQTAR A500 HD 20Mb version...........£279,00 

PROTAR A500 HO 50Mb version.........*,£369,00 

Free courier delivery on Protar Hard Drives 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Deluxe Paint 3 Video Tutorial... ..£17,95 
Stereo Master.......... ,.£29.95 
Techno Sound Turbo_____.... ,£29.95 
Personal Finance Manager .,. .. ..£22.95 
Maxiplan Plus, .134.95 
Home Accounts 2...... 
DELUXE PAINT 4....... 

,136,95 
159,95 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 
K0SM0S Answerback Junior Quiz - FUN SCHOOL 

probably the best selling Educational Software for the 
Amiga ■ great sound and graphics and now conforms 
to the National Curriculum (FS3 & FS4) 

Fun School 2 - B programs per pack 

Fun School 2 under 6.....,......,£12.95 
Fun School 2 6 to 8.. ....,,,.£12.95 
Fun School 2 over 8,.....  £12.95 

Fun School 3 - 6 programs per pack 

Fun School 3 under 5...  £15,95 
Fun School 3 5 to 7....£15.95 
Fun School 3 over 7....£15.95 

NEW - Fun School 4 - S programs per pack 

Fun School 4 under 5....  ,,..£16.95 
Fun School 4 5 to 7..............—..£16.95 
Fun School 4 7 to 11.  £16.95 

All Fun School programs wilt work with a standard 
512k Amiga and the new A500 Plus. 

includes 750 general knowledge questions 
and game reward ..... ,£14,95 

Answerback Senior Quiz ■ 
as above but for age 12+....£14.95 

Facrifles ■ add-on question packs for the Answerback 
Quiz: 
Factfile Spelling (6-11)........,..,,,,£7,95 
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11} ..£7.95 

2500 words + the ability to add your own up to GCSE 
level: 
French Mistress___ ,.,.£14.95 
German Master...  £14,95 
Spanish Tutor... .......£14.95 
Italian Tutor....  £14,95 

KOSM0S Maths Adventure: The latest offering from 
Kosmos covers the National Curriculum maths using a 
series of four games, There are four difficulty levels 
and a record cl performance can be kept 
and printed out (644)...£17,95 

LCL SOFTWARE 
Primary Maths Course (3-12)...,.,.,..£19,95 
Micro Maths (GCSE level)  £19.95 
Micro French (GCSE level)..£19.95 
Micro English (GCSE level).... .£19.95 
Reading and Writing Course,,,.,..,.,£19,95 

PRISMA Prof Plays A New Game (4*9) 
Designed to teach youngsters a sight vocabulary of 63 
words, the pack includes 5 easy reading books and an 
audio cassette...  £19.95 

SOFT STUFF Magic Storybook (5-14) 
Five animated stories featuring great sound and 
graphics plus the ability for chikJren to *edit' the stories 
adding different sounds and graphics - even make up 
their very own story! (1 meg)____ .£23.95 

HOP RAY FOR HENRIETTA (age 5-12} 
Making maths fun - covering the four basic maths 
operations with 8 skill levels and a parent section 
for customisation.......£17,95 

Further information on our Educational range is available in our Educat 

HENRIETTA'S BOOK OF SPELLS....£17.95 

onal Supplement - on request 

VISA - prices include VAT & delivery 
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ALL DISKS 
STILL ONLY 

99p EACH 

172 

dnglia PD 
(*) = I Meg N—* (P) = Works on A500 and A5Q0 Plus 

Catalogue Disk I Pi 
only 7% - Includes 

ii superb Scenery 

DESKTOP V[DEO PACK tPl 4 DISKS 0.96 
Outstanding collection lor video producers. metrics 
Rotkng Croats Skfeshow YMmj Backgrounds 
Special Effects. Pattern Generator mod nm"' 

HOME MANAGEMENT PACK JDKXSlPt 0*7 
Calender. Mortgage Spreadsheet. Gramma/ Mileage. 
Worri Tune, Budget Chequebook. Database. Typing 
Tutor, Typewrite*. Grocery. Lot Maker Home Banking 

IT1PA m PACKS 1,3 OS i E AC H PACK * $ DISKS f Aff 
3 different packs of 5 disks, ail M of the very best 
clipart for UPami etc (P) 

FONTS PACK I OK 2 EACH PACK - f DISKS S £4.95 
2 different packs of 5 disks, pock T ccnfams Publisher 
fonts, various fonts, fonts disk 2, Cosmopolitan fonts, 
large fanfs (toads of great fonts for DPamt etc} (P) 

ANGLIA COLOl M-ONTS (Pi 5 DISKS £4.95 
Contains 5 disks foil of original cofouftonts produced 
here iit Angka, ideal for captions titles, etc Use with 
DPaint IIS 

CARD A BOARD GAMES 4 DISKS E.L96 
Chietfo Cnbtoage. Monopoly tEngksh versan'f 
Mastermind and much more1 

GAMES GALORE PACK < DISKS 14*5 
CVe< 30 Games on 5 b*sk<> tn&udet great games 
such as Sky FyM Dad Trek Trrvia. fn^tnbne. 
Diplomacy. Chess Monopoly Qtbeto. Space Age Ait 
Traffic Control, and loads more* 

ITILmES PACKS UJ Ok 4 
EACH PACK - 5 DISKS £4 *5 

4 different pack*t wtfh off the Utils you twff »\m 
Pack t contains Chet Solace disk (26 utris). 
Dtskmasiet v3.0. Darkstar (jukties2.384 

EDUCATION PACK l <Pl 5 DLSKS 14,95 
German, Globe, Geotime Drawmap, Evolution, 
Clouds Formula. Airfoil. Gravity Sim, Weather, Wave 
Maker, Wond Date Bank and morel* {This mg* is one 
of our pest sellers and is incredible value for money). 

ASTRONOMY PACK <P> 4 DISKS £196 
Star Chart. Amigazer. Deepsky, Gravity Well, Grav 
Sim, Orbit, Planet 

NUN1EK lJSER PACK i Pi 4 DISKS 0,96 
FswftflfraJ for an printer owners' Includes. Label 
Designer, Label Printer, Printer Driver Generator 
Phnt Studv. Plus More’ 

14,95 
image 

ARTISTS PACK iPl 5 DISKS 
Specbapairn. C Ughf. image lad. Filter Pics. 
Toots. Dvect Action, Ckp/i. Auto Picr, View ttf. 

NEW1MUSOANS PACK 5 DLSKS £4.95 
Metf V3. Soundtrack# P'0 Qkridzer (8 Channel'), 
Games MuS* Creator and Loads Of Samples11 

FRACTALS PACK I* i (Pi 4 DISKS 0,96 
If you want to explore fractals then here's everything 
youtt need* CPbt ■ SMan Mandotpaug Potysys 
CPM - ZPlot - Fractal L ap M/mOanm ■ Mandefolitz - 
Polysysexamples - Julia ■ FCS Mandetmouhtams 

FI ZZLES PACK IH*HPl 2 DISKS £1.9* 
Superb new peck tor font of crossword type puzzles 
MKkries Wordsearch Reacto Wcvdhat ■ mrdgm - 
Crosswords CWP Scrazhe Dtsearch 

ERIC SCHWARTZ CARTOON PACK 1*1 iP» 
5 DISKS £4 95 

Bnikant cartoons/U5T dKk and run1 The History of 
Amy Aggressor Batman Skydive - 7fwmiu\3i 
Amy Jogs Amy HrttKs The 8g Sneeze - Coyote 2 

" e Ip Run Wall 

SIMULATIONS PAt Kl»HPl 5 DISKS £4.95 
AH of the best PO smrfafons in one pack* Metro ■ Be a 
cny piano#, King Of you ate J ft.f Nuke - Nucteat arms 
race, Imperium wc>rn{inLr,m - Grab anoem Mediterranean 
power. Seatoxx - the world wifb your nudes* sub, 
ftucfcifi ■ Run your own trucks company, DC1G - Learn to 
tty a DC rtf ter. Lom of Conquest ■ Two players take om 
toe galaxy*. insiders Club ■ Superb stockmarket 
Sf-rnylarion Air Warrior - Take yew PK* from a huge range 
of avtxaft with this excellent tight simulator1 

EAST BUSIN ES* PACK I Pi 5 DIS KS £4.95 
Mprograms included art powerful but easy* includes 
Text Engine V3 (The very latest wordprocessorl, Spread 
Vi (Spreadsheet DBase iSmpte DatabaseJ. SSa.se II 
(‘Good database! Bankfi (Great oeaxans package!, X 
Spei (Spea checker) Pmt Stubs Bustos card maker 

IMISADEHkU BL SIVESS tU K IP> 5 D1SKS 1495 
iVorchm^bf {Wondpfocessof mckrimg Matt Merge 
and Macros'), S Cak: (Good Spreadsheet). Aimbase 
Pro 2 (Stunning PD Database No#'). Arntgaspek 
(Sped Checker) L$ LaboH,lnfmrie label control). 
Messysri V2 (Amiga File Management * PC File 

'-^ ^ •(top PuiXishi 

14.95 
this 

1V2 (Amiga 
Transfer,! Amiga fox iDeskiopPublishtng) 

DlSK EXPEKT PACK (Pi 5 D1 SKS 
if you want to team more about your Amiga, get th 
pack1 ■ Youll be a dtsk expert tn no time1 includes 
Power Packer (Easy tile compactor), $xt (BnHiant CLI 
Replacement Toon), icownanitt (Change any icon m 
seconds). Pixdisk. Viruschecker v$.j. D Copy 
(Copies, Repairs. Formats and morel CLI Tutorial 
(AH you need to know) and 202 other utilities ttf 

*C" PROGRAMMERS PACK (Rl6 DISKS £5.44 
A complete ~Cm language and superb mstructidn 
manual provide all you need to Seam the "C language. 
uidude$ North C (2rm&J and(fw C Manual(4&sks) 

ME D V3J MUSIC PAt K I Pi 4 DISKS £J.W 
MED is widely recognised « fNe Cwsf mysc package PQ 
or otherwise" TTm&pack ootfamt V32. the latest v&&on 
ccm&ete wan toads of dgAb samples, a rkskt\AiofMED 
mu$c scores and some great MED music to iPad and 
piay1 Listen to what your madumecapabterd' 

Plriv niKt #11 pacA nui hr tHW[ht ungk «l 99p' 

SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY «pt 

BUSINESS 
&301 Bankn (Excellent home banking package) (P) 

B303 FSexdase (Good DBase mth form designer) fP) 
832J Amgafox (Engksh Desk Top Pubkshmg) (P) 
8322 60Q 8v$me$s Letters (Superb* Ready to use) (P) 
B3I3 AmbaseV3 7B(Th$bestPQDitabasea*atiifej.‘Pt 
B324 Q Base (The perted database t<v begnners) (P) 
B314 Business Card Make* (Design Tom Own) 
B330Amcash (Pi (Superb new hank account manager) 
BJ3> OED (P) (Very good wordprocessor fr begmner$) 
B332 U-Edit V2 6H (P) (Latest and greatest word pm) 
B333 Amibase Professional 2 (P) (Now PD* 

Superb database) 

ITILIT1ES 
U402 Master Vims KtHer v2.t (The best Virus Kilter) 
U4f3 Sid vl.8 (makes you a nrasfar of CLI) (P) 
U4 f$ CH Tutorial (Learn all about it) (P) 
U427 Demolish# tMties (over 200 uti^tes on one <*5*J (P) 
U437 D-Copy (P) (As good as X Ccpy) 
0471 XCopy til (PD vewi ol commerc 
U47B “ ^- *- ■ 
0*751 ^ 
U415 Hard Disk Utilities (Wonderful for HD Users) (i 
U414 Easy Backup * Vew&CtGcxxi HD bebop to Happy) 
U494 Pascal (2 disks txkkent language.) (P) 
U4$5 Vwschecker VS 3 (P) (The tales! * For the plus too*} 
U496 Messysri V2(P) (Reads and writes PC tfetej 
U497A5O0* UbHies (P) (for the ASCO* oriyf) 
U498 Turbotitle (P) (Add subMtes to your videos*) 
U499S Mom (h (Smooth --- 
U400t Gr<*W; (P) “ 

pnnf 

f v-cooy tn <*$ pwo asx CrQpy} 
'1 X Copy til (PD version ot commercial prog: Save 230**} 
S Typing Tutor (New* Great features }{P) 
5 MessfSri tRead * wme MSDOS disks-stmpfe!} (Pi 

scrotting video Mlert 
(Several programs to produce * 

U4002 Crossffi?aood crossword maker) 
0*003 Drawmap vj ) fUfesf version save and pm1 maps! 

GAMES *l*E|MHO 
G6Q12 Backgammon rPJ iGnuf versionota great game) 
G6013 Chess Tutor (P) (Improve your $kil) 
G6014 uurmate Card Games (Pi (Crtbbage. hearts, 

Biuemoon. Patience and Somite) 
G60 IS Super Skoda Challenge (P) (New car race game) 
G6Q17 Star Trek Next Generation (P) (Strategy Game! 
G6Q18 Dominos and Conned 4 (P) (Good versions 

of the orgm^) 
G6Q19 ASOO* Games (P) (21 Games for the PHtef) 
G€T7Armgoris (The best Asteroids Game} (P) 
G625 Onp* O (You must get ixw classic game') (P) 
G624 Blizzard CffPD s best Shoot em w) (P) 

“ “ “ m Gunner V2 (Latest ■ New levels) 

CHILDRENS 
C70f team - Play (2dek$ supt* education to *-iQyrt) (P) 
C7Q* Sr.mon Says Space Maths (P) 
CTOS Treasure island x martc* the spof - with speech*) 
C706 Snakes * Ladders (Ctassk board game fun) 
CT07 Pair ft n (Match ttv cards-great fun1) (P) 
C?OB Crossfire (7 (Meet* arcade game) (Pi 
CT09 Pine Kingdom (2 disks save trie pities) (P) 
C71Q Numbter Fumbfer ishdrng block puzzle) (P) 
C712 Colour Pets (New wtomng txx* to youngsters) (P) 
CTtj Peters Quest (Pi (Lois ot funpiattom gome) 
C714 StoytMfldU (Btmnt kids game) 

Simply phonr your order through or send a chequeipostal order. Please add 60p to cover post and packing. 

PUBLIC 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
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(Xj PD MUSIC & GFX DEMOS 

4TH DIMENSION PD 

REQUIRES 1 jMiB 

The dynamic curves of I he Reliant Robin Turbo Challenge 

demo. Don't you want to ruth out and buy one right now? 

This is an amusing little spoof based on the attractive 

intro sequence of Gremlin's Lotus Turbo Challenge 2. 

However, the sleek, high-powered and extremely 

desirable vehicle found in the original has been 

replaced by another ear: cue fanfare! Da-da-daaa... the 

Reliant Robin! Don't be too concerned though, this 

doesn’t mean that there's someone out there who 

thinks that the three*wheeled chariot is as beefy as a 

Lotus! The whole thing is based around the animations 

found on the Lotus 2 game disk, except that alt the 

specifications point out how had the programmer 

thinks the Reliant is! 

The animation is pretty gmid, mimicking the origi¬ 

nal very well, and the injection of humour into the 

whole affair makes it worth looking at. Unfortunately, 

the disk is license ware, which makes it a tad expen¬ 

sive, since the programmer gets a cut of all the money 

Still, if you can afford to shell out £3.50 on an amusing 

little demo then have a look. 

SADENESS PART ONE 
VIRUS FREE PD, DISK 21 32 

~nr\r? r—y fi n) / / \ V // r ~ a m mm n nffji $ m \ v t / \ ttff/t/f/ft **j 
/ im_. A U \ rtf A \ t / t ft / 1 f / tf t\ 
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CW MfftIH it I Iptttwil* <»(# 'f>0 - 

—- mow wE*m mi i — 

Not much in the way of graphics for this, but the remixed 
version of fnigmq's Sadness' is rather impressive. 

There are quite a few resampled and re-edited versions 

of pop hits in the PD demo zone these days, and 

Hxcalibur have come up with another one. This time 

Enigma’s "Sadcness’ lor simply Sadness* for the Top 

of the Pops viewers out therel comes under scrutiny. 

Two versions have been included on the disk, so 

that both half meg and memory expansion users can 

Listen. The sample quality is very good, w ith some long 

sections being lifted from the original to capture its 

ethereal atmosphere- Unfortunately, the visuals are 

pretty weak, simply a black screen with a bit of text 

Despite this, the audio track is strong enough to stand 

up for itself. If you like the song, but still don't have 

the single or album, then get thU for a taster, 

As the cold grip of winter threatens to tighten its hold on the 

freezing public, only the bravest dare frolic outside. What you want 

to do is stay in, where it's nice and warm. Ah, yes... curled up cosy in 

front of your Amiga with a hot beverage and a few PD demos to 

keep you entertained. That's how to keep out the winter chill. So 

here is your guide to the latest warming releases - Maff Evans. 

RECOMMENDED: ODYSSEY mbs 

Putting together a PD demo which would unfold 
Into a full-blown science-fiction saga would be 
quite an achievement, since this would normally 
take an entire book, a TV series or a movie with a 
megabucks budget. Despite these limitations, 
Alcatraz have managed to do exactly this with 
the Odyssey demo 

The plot tells of an evil interplanetary tyrant 
who, with his race of soldiers called the 
Kryllions, Is intent on bringing the entire solar 
system to its knees. The government of the solar 
system has been pushed to Its limits, reaching a 
point where they either have to fight back or be 
crushed forever. Only one man can stop the 
megalomaniac plans of the Krylllons - a hot pilot 
by the name Of Zork. After a Short briefing, Zork 
is purposely captured by the enemy, allowing 
him to make contact with a government spy. The 
spy gives him information along with a list of 
planets he must visit in order to build a weapon 
to destroy the Kryllion's prison base of Zool. 
After a quick jalibreak and the purloining of a 
handy spacecraft, Zork manages to make a break 
for Itl 

After a frantic space battle and a trip to a 
visit a strange creature (who is basically a giant 
brain with an eye in the middle), Zork starts his 
quest to destroy the enemy. A bomb must be 
constructed and dropped on the enemy base to 
destroy the evil megalomaniac for good. To build 
the necessary weaponry. Zork must first get the 
plans and the materials to make it, then ship the 
equipment out to a race of monks with the tech- 
nological know-how necessary to build the 
massive bomb. Can Zork succeed? You'll have 
to watch the demo and find out? 

All the techniques used in Odyssey are fairly 
straightforward, they have appeared In demos 
and games a few times in the past. The flight 
scenes are vector shapes, the floors are fractal 
based and the explosions ore digitised anima¬ 
tions. However, where this five-disk package 
scores Is in Its atmosphere. The whole thing is 
very polished, with all the styles and sections 
knitting together well to produce an Impressive 
science fiction feet. The graphics are superb, 
ranging from mood-setting pictures to out end 
out action as the ships spit laser death at each 
other. The film-score type music adds further 
depth to the demo, emphasising the epic feel- If 
you're a fan of sci-fi films, TV programmes or 
books, then you will find Odyssey one of the 
most interesting demos available. 

As the Odyssey demo starts, Zork it transported to the 
Krylltoiis prison complex of Zool. Con he escape? 

As Zork launches from the prison complex In a stolen ship, 

a space battle with some whfity 3D graphics begins,,. 

The convoy beads for a landing on a Kryllton base! 

But Zork ts on his way with a massRe nuclear device. 
Better get those shelters swept dean pretty soon. 
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FREE CATALOGUE WITH ORDER 
UTILITIES 
U212 Text Engine 3,0 
U211 Land Builder 
U210 Puma Tracker 
U209 Insanity Tools Disk 
U208 Graphics Construction Kit 
U2G7 Easy Print 2 
U206 Digital Address Book 
U205 Petes Utility Disk 
U204 Workmate Utilities 
U203 Pools Checker 
U202 Amiga Plus Utilities 
U201 The Bible (3 disks) 
U2Q0 Messy Sid 2 

1 U199 Amiga Fox 
U167 IBEM 
U192 Med 311 
U114 Amiga Tools (1) 
U193 Deluxe RSI 

GAMES 
G082 Bionix 2 Gam© 
G083 Simpsons Game 
GO84 Ghostship Game 
G079 Blackjack Lab 
G075 Super Skoda Challenge 
G073 Games Galore 
G057 TrucKhn'1 On (2) 
G052 Megaball 

MUSIC 
MOSS Utah Saints - 

"Wtial Can You Do For Me" 

MQ87 Shadow Music Disk 
M086 Rhapsody In Blue 
M085 Move Any Mountain (2) 
M084 Digital Disco 
M083 Vogue Music Disk 
M082 Aspect Music Disk 
M081 Lemming Curd! 
MO80 Funky Footy Mega-Mix 

SLIDESHOWS 
$054 Flatliners Slideshow 
S053 Phil Collins Slideshow 
$052 Highlander Slideshow 
S007 Reichter Slideshow (2) 

DEMOS 
D138 Bruce Lee Animations 
D139 AT,F. Agility Animation 
D140 Madonna Animations 
D141 In Bed With Madonna 
D142 Gulf Conflict (2 Meg) 
D143 Vtol Animation (2 Meg) 

PRICE QE DISKS 

1 -19„.£1.25 
20+ El .00 

Catalogue Disk.£0.50 
Minimum Order 2 Disks 

Fred Fish I - 520 
T-Bag I - 56 

Amos 1 - 293 
Deja Vo 1 ■ 47 

JHimmirm order 2 disks+ 
We welcome international orders. 

Til: 0236 737901 

our collection. Please call for new arrivals, or |TiJ } B 
! . , why not call into our showroom. 

Prices include postage and packing. Payment by 
Access Visa or make your cheques or P.O. s payable to 

Office Choice:- Suite 14, Avon House, Town Centre. Cumbernauld G671EJ 
Our fult range of software is also available from our computer centre 

”Micro Choice" 30. Townhead, Kirkintilloch. 

Swift Microcomputers Ltd 
84 High Street North, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU6 3HP 

Tel: (0562) 476257 Fox: (0582) 478258 

COMPUTERS 

COMMODORE CDTV 
£446 

AMIGA A50G + 
CARTOON 
CLASSICS 

£349 

AMIGA A5QQ + 2Mb 
RAM CARTOON 

CLASSICS 
£399 

ASOG WITH 
1Mb RAM EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 
£369 

SUPRA 52Mb HD 

3.5" DS/DD DISKS ; 

50.., .£21.00 
100... ..£33.00 
250.., .,£77.00 

] 500+Cail for best price | 

UPGRADING 

Internal drive. ..£48 
External drive ..£49 
Cumana drive £59 
.5Mb RAM.£21 
1Mb RAM (+) . £41 

3.5" DS/HD DISKS 

10.. 
50. ..£28.00 

100.. .£54.00 

PHILIPS 
CM8833 Mk2 

£215 
inc. lead 

2.04 K/Stort.£49 
Hi-res S/Denise. £36 
Fatter Agnus ,..,£49 
ROM Sharer.£29 

PRINTERS 

Canon BJlOe.£239 
Star 1C2G.£150 
Star LC24-10.£219 
Star LC200.£209 
Star LC24-2QQ £269 

£375 

SUPRA 105Mb HD 

£475 

GVP S2Mb HD 

£375 

KAO BRANDED 

3.5" DS/DD 

Sox of 10 DS/DD 

£6.50 

HOW TO ORDER 
Visit our showroom 

wtth easy parking or 
send cheque/postal 
order to the above 
address. Visa and 
Access accepted. 

PENTIRE PD 
10a Hag Hill Lane, Taplow, Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 OJH 

(0628) 666641 
99p per disk. 5 or more 85p each. P&P 90p per order 
European add 25p per disk. Worldwide odd 50p per disk. 

THE TOP 50 PD CHART AS COMPILED BY PENTIRE 
PD: Our best selling titles 

1. Madonna Nude <x) 
2. Madonna Slides 111 (3) 
3. Iraq Demo 
4. Drip 
5. Madonna Puzzle 

26. RSI Demo Maker 
27. Tetra Copy 
28 Marla Whittaker (x) (2) 
29 Uedit 
30. Total Recall Demo 

6. Fiashbier 
7. Megaboll 
8. Startrek (Richter) (2) 
9. Jazzbench 
10. GU Tutorial 

31 > Learn And Play (2) 
32. Quick Copy 
33. Games Music Creator 
34. Visicaic 
35. Spectrapaint 

11. RIM 
12. Text Plus 
13. C rlonlcs Total Destruction 
14. Stealth Bomber Anlm 
15. Frantic Freddie 

36. Dome Intro Maker 
37. Messysid 
38. Ghostwriter 
39. RSI Vector Editor 
40 Slide Show Const. Kit 

16. Pipeline 
17. Pam Pom Gunner 
18. Icon Mania 
19. Quick Bench 
20 C64 Emulator (2) 

41, 100 Utilities Disk 
42, Clip Art C4) 
43, Text Engine 
44 Play boy Slidesh ow (x) 
45. Talking Colouring Book ' 

21- Menu Maker 
22 Zeuz 
23. Sound Tracker Utilities 
24. Madonna Rescue Me 
25. Flexlbose 

46. 7 Tiles 
47. Darkstar Utilities Vol 2 
48 RSI Font Editor 
49 ESA Utilities 
50. Spectrum Emulator 

ADULT PACK 1,2 + 3 

Available at £4.25 each 
I (5 disks packs) state over 16 

We also stock Fred Fish 
and T-Bag collections. 

i Catalogue Disk 75p 
Constantly updated 

Blank Disks 
£4.99 for 10 inc. labels 

Phantasie Software 
(DEPT AF), 27 COSTAIN GROVE. 

STOCKTON. CLEVELAND TS20 1JW 

TEL: (0642) 360596 

We Specialise in Quality PD And Shareware Games! 
* = 1 Meg, () = Number of Disks, 2D = 2 Drives 

(P) = New Version A500 Plus Compatible 

148. 2 PLAYER SOCCER LEAGUE (P) 143. MAYHEM (P) 
125. AIR WAR. JACK LA NO. COBRA 105, MECH FIGHT 
053. AMIOMEGA" (P) 080. MEGABALL (P) 
145 BIPLANE DUEL 130, MIDNIGHT THIEF 
111. BULLRUN(P) 010, MORIA* (P) 
002, CASTLE OF ODOM (P) 107. NAKAMOTG, DIPLOMACY (P) 
104. CONQUEST (P) 149. NAPOLEONIC WARFARE SIM (P) 
108. CRYSTAL CAVERNS (P) 052. NETHACK (2) (P) 2D 
085. DARKSTAFF(P) 131. NO MANS LAND' (P) 
096 DEMOLITION MISSION- 095. PIXIE KINGDOM* (2) {P} 
140. DOWNHILL CHALLENGE 141* POM POM GUNNER- 
009. DRAGON CAVE (P) 005. RETURN TO EARTH <P) 
076. DRIP. MUTANTS, ATC{P) 008. RINGS OF ZON' 
093, DUNGEON DELVER • (2) (P) 114. ROBOCOP GOES TO IRAQ (P) 
139. GALACTIC FOOD FIGHT 137. SEALANCE' {P) 
004, GOLDEN FLEECE' (P) 065. SEVEN TILES 
048, HACK LITE (P) 116. SNAKEPIT(P) 
003. HOLY GRAIL* (P) 083. STAR TREK BY T. RICHTER (2) (P> 
088 INSIDERS CLUB {P) 097. SURVIVOR (P) 
109, JEOPARD, PIPELINE (P) 126. THE LOST ORCREST (P) 
121. JUMPY, TINYBALL, DEATH (P) 087. TRUCKIN' ON (P) 2D 
007. LARN ADVENTURE (P) 063. WIZZY S QUEST* 
134, LUNAR CAPERS'(P) 078. ZERG. CALLlSTO{P) 
077 MASTER OF THE TOWN 086. ZEUS [P] 

MOST ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 24 HOURS 

Catalogue Disk is 70p or FREE with orders over £5, 
P&P is 65p per order in the ILK. Europe add £1.75. R.O W. add £2,50, 

Please make cheques, P.O‘s etc. (£ Sterling) 
payable to: PHANTASIE SOFTWARE. (Mail Order Only) 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY 

ADD £9 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 



WHY PAY FOR 
SOFTWARE? 

GET IT YOU CAN 
FOR 
FREE! 

0 For only £2.95 you could save yourself hundreds. 

0 We have a packed cover disk of 
the latest programs for your 
machine, a magazine with over 
200 programs reviewed and 
rated every month. 

0 Hardware and peripherals 
taken through their paces to 
see if they match up to the 
tough requirements of Public 
Domain users. 

0 Public Domain- 

the monthly guide to the world of free 
software and shareware. We show 
you the best software around from 
the PD and Shareware libraries. 

DONT MISS THE NEXT ISSUE, ON SALE 6TH FEBRUARY 



BYTEBACK 
Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

....and the keenest prices 

BEST OF THE AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN 
DISK PRICES 

I to 9 disks.£1.25 
10 disks plus file box.£9.99 

II and over.99p 

Prices per disk! 20 = 2 disks elc, 
* * NOT Amiga Plus! MB= Megabyte 

To order any of our PD disks simply quote 
the required disk numbers 

Minimum Order 3 Disks! 
Catalogue disk.*,„,99p 

GAMES 
AOOI Star Irak; Classic! {3D Mb) 
AG-03 Star Trek (Agatron); (2D Mb) 
AG.05 Pacman 67; Multi level classic 
AfU7* Board and Card games; Ciuedo etc 
AG. 10 Space I nvaders; Arcade Classic 
AG.111 Tennis; great simulation. {Mb) 
AG. 14" Fleachei ber; Bou iderdash Style 
AG.l6 Castle of Doom; Graphic Adv. 
AG,22 Return to Earth; Elite style 
AG .24 Drip & China Challenge, Frogger 
AG.27* Star Trek (USA); Great! (2D-Mb) 
AG.29 Chees * Tiles, Tetrii Two. etc 
AG-30* TWlntrl*; Better than Tetns! 
AG .31 S i m p so n s; shoot - e m -u p style . 
AG.32 Legott Is; another Tetns game 
AG.36* Wlzzy* Quest; Arcade puzzling. 
AG, 3d Star Trek;The Arcade game. 
AG.39 Wacko In Wonderland; Platform. 
AG. 40* Me tag a la die Llamas; Classic! 
AG,42‘ Gamas Galore; Star Trek. Trivia. 

Pharoahs Curse, Monopoly, 
Mazeman, „ 

AG, 43* Grid runner + Rebound. Invaders 
AG.44* Sorry * Missile Blackjack etc 
AG.45* Seven Til**; Speedbaii style 
AG 46' Mega ball; Arkanod Style 
AG,48 Diplomacy; War Strategy game 
AG 49' Eat Mine; Emerald Mine copy 
AG.514 Frantic Freddy; Platlorm game 
AG 52 Block It; Superb Puzzle game1 
AG.54* Downhill Skiing; Classic game 
AG.55 Amoa-Defence; ShooFerrvup 
AG.56 Assassins Games II; Invaders, 

Girl Action, Missile Command elc 
AG.57* Batlleforce; Fantasy Action. 
AG .58 Ba l loonacy; Great Bomber done 
AG.59 Squaruble; Scramble version 
AG .60 Asteroids; Arcade Classic! 
AG.61 3 Player Tetris; Triple the fun! 
AG.62 Patience & Dominoes; As titled 
AG.63* Jetman; Spectrum Jetpac copy! 
AG.64* Assassins 1: Roilerpede. Tanx, 

Caverunner, Amigoids. Avatris, 
AG,65* Skate Tribe; Skateboarding fun. 
AG-66 Super Twintris, MEGA Tetns! 
AG.67 Assassins 4; Jumper. Klondike. 

Go-moku, Jumpy. Turbo Duel. 
Cracker. 

AG.63* Assassins 4; Go Looly. Raid and 
Retaliate* Great SEUCK games4 

AG.69 Marble Slide; Pipe Panic style 
AG,70 Columns; Tetn$/Klax variation 
AG.72 Air Warrior; Right Simulator! 
AG.73* Battle Pong; Updated Pong game 
AG,74* Monopoly; English game version! 
AG.75 Wastelands; Great 3D adventure 
AG,76* Lady bug; Pacman variation. 
AG77 Cardsharp; Klondike, Castle, 

King Albert; Calculation. Demon 
AG.78 Survivor; Excellent Role Play 
AG,79* U*matron; Jeff Mmter Classic 
AG.80 Atic Atac; Spectrum game copy. 

UTILITIES 
AU.01 * Jazz bench; Workbench upgrade 
AU.02 UEdit; Excellent file editor 
AU.D3* QL Emulator; + data disks (3D) 
AU. 11 Starchart; Gives positions and 

movements of ait major constella¬ 
tions 

Ail. 13 Vlsicafc; Superb Spreadsheet 
AU, 15* Dope Intro Maker; Create demos. 
ALU3 North C; Complete C Language! 
AIM 9* SIO; Workbench replacement 
A 11,21 Avoiding CLl; useful utilities. 
AO,22 Text Plus; Word Processor (v2 2) 
AU.23 Word Wright; Word Processor. Plus: 

Amiga Spell; Spell Checker1 
AU.24* Spectrum Emulator; Run some 

Spectrum games on your Amiga! 
AU.26 Complete C Manual; 11 chapters 

plus 70 executable examples! (3 
disks) 

A U .27 Am i base; P rot ess ional database! 
AU.31 Ghostwriter; Demo Maker (Mb) 
AU.32* Label Designer; Design and print, 
AU.35 Quickbase; Easy io use Database 
AU.36 Rainbow Writer; Demo Maker. 
AU.37 mCAD; Professional CAD package. 
AU.38 Ultimate icon Disk; Great Icon ere 

ator. nice and easy to use1 
AU.40* Red Sector Demo Maker: Powerful 

program for creation of Demos (Mb) 
AU .41 * Ma ndel brat Generator; Supe rb<11 
AU.42* Rippers; Music Graphic Rippers. 
AU.43* Master Virus Killer; Excellent Virus 

killer, delects over 124 
AU.46 Home Utilities; Wordwright, SCalc 

(Spreadsheet), Label print. 
AU.49 Ripped Fonts 3 Logos; Character 

sets extracted from various demos* 
AU .50 Picturesque: G reat Art package. 
AU,51 Business Letters; 600 plus to adapt 

and use in your word processor! 
AU.52* C64 Emulator: Latest version, hard 

ware available separately1 
ALL53* Speedbench; load in 15 secs 
Ali.54 Printer Drivers; 30 different 
AU.55 Bible; King James version. (4D) 
AU.56 Fox DTP; Desktop Publisher! 
AU.57 Budget Finance; Personal use. 
AU,5S Messy SID; PC to Amiga files 
AU.59 Typing Tutor; Master those keys 
AU.60" Opti Utilities; Virus killers. 

PD Copy 3, Fixdisk, Text Engine,,. 
AU.61 Spectra paint 3: Paint program 
AU.62 Tarot; Astrological Horoscopes 
AU.63 Lend Builder; Vtsia style 
AU.64 Punt Prediction; Win on Horses1 
AU.65 Mandelbrot Adventure Kil; Great 
AU-66 Business Card Maker; As titled. 
AU.67 Disk Print; Disk label pnnier 
AU.66 Spectrum Adventures; Need AU 24 

HELP! 
AH.01 Adventure Game Solutions; More 

than TOO complete solutions! {2D) 
AH.02 Eye of Beholder; Maps Hints... 
AH.03 Chaos, O. Master; Maps, Hints... 

FONTS 
AF,01 CosmopoIlian; Rangers, Peignei 

Avani Guard, Akdous, Celtic etc... 
AF.02 Fancy; Hollywood, Park Avenue, 

Broadway, Cameloi. Courier. Ham,.. 
AF.03 Publishers; Helvetica, Akashi, 

Andover, Bookman, Boxie, Times,., 
AF.04 Various; Unusual, Videofonts, Large 

6 Small fonts. ..Utilities 

DEMOS 
AD,01 Walker 1; Classic animation (Mb) 
AD 02 Walker 2; Classic animation (Mb) 
AD.04 Probe Sequence; Award winner1 
AD. 16* Puggs in Space; Funny cartoon' 
AD.21* Busy Bee; Sculpt 3D anim (Mb) 
AD.23 Ship and Sphere: Ray Trace (Mb) 
AD.24 NewTek Demo; Incredible (Mb 2D) 
AD.25 The Run; Lolus Car Chase! (Mb) 
AD.36 Kefrens Megademo fl; Ace1 {2D) 
AO.39 Agatron animations; 3D lilm ol USS 

Enterprise attacking USS Reliant 
AD.44 Laurel arid Hardy; Films {2D) 
AD-45 Star Trek, Dry Dock demo; The 

highly praised Ray Trace 
masterpiece! 

AD.46 Stealthy Manoeuvre II; Cartoon 
AD,50 Bud brain Demo 2; A Classic’ 
AD,53* Iraq demo; Saddam and John Major! 
AD.54 Simpsons; Digitised; Do the 

Bartman plus great Bad slideshow! 
AD,56 Phenomena Megademo, Trip ro 

Ma-rs. Ray-Tface Fractals, Lighl 
Sou reed World animation 
GET IT! (Mb) 

AD.58 Applecus: Ray Traced. (Mb) 
AD,59 Plasmutex 91; Truly Amazing1 
A061 Franklin Fly; Very amusing. (Mb) 
AD.62 Dating Game; by Enc Shwartz, very 

amusing animation (3Mb 2D) 
AD.63 Batman. Terminal & late night; Three 

great Enc Shwartz arums. (Mb) 
AD.64 Shuttlecock; E, Shwartz {Mb) 
AD.65 Stealthy Animations; 3 greal Enc 

Shwartz animations, (Mb> 
AD.66 Substance by Quartex; Fractals. 3D 

animal ions. Ray Trace Bubbles 
AD-69 Universal Intensity Demo, 
AD.69 Decaying Paradise Demo, (Mb) 
AD ,70 Global Trash by Silents; Ray 

Traced Space Ship, Plazma effects.. 
AD.71 Ice Megademo by Silents. 
AD.72 Simpsons; Best Bart one yet1 
AD.73 Sickness Simulator; Rude noises 
AD.74 WWFWrestlemania: Hulk Hogan 

Ultimate Warnor, Hitman 8 
many more. 

AD. 77 Digital I n novation; 3D minuies! 
AD,73 Fillet the Fish; Great cartoon 
AD.79 Clockwork Orange; Digitised 
AD.BO Light Animation; MEGA1 {3Mb-2D) 
AD 83 Anti Lemmln Demo; Superb! {2D) 
AD.85 Mars Flight; Excellent' (Mb) 
AD-88 Alpha Omega; Stunning animated 

Ray Traced Fractals! GET THIS! 
(Mb) 

AD 09 <b1) Eau Madonna; 3 dig^sed 
animations from the In Bed film. 

CLIP ART 
AC.01 Deluxe Paint; quality pictures 
AC.02 Pageseiter Art; Ready to load! 
AC,04 IFF Alphabets; Over 30 screens. 
AC.05 Animals. Anatomy, Buildings 
AC.06 Cartoons; People. Animals. . 
AC,Q7 Holidays, Flags. Flowers etc 
AC .08 Music, People. School etc 
AC.09 Signs; Titles. Logos. Headings. 
AC, 10 Teddy Bears; use on Labels etc 
AC.11 Nightclub, Vintage Cars, Bikes 
AC.12 Colour; Occasions, Transport, Sgns. 

Electrical, Architecture. 
AC,13 Fruit Vegetables, Kitchen... 
AC-14 Women, Men. Boys, Girls. Babies, 
AC. 15 Cartoon*, Anatomy, People... 
AC.16 Alphabets; 52different1 
AC. 17 Arrows, Borders. Stars. Humour. 
AC.13 Seasonal, Occasions elc. 
AC.19 B ua I ness. Cars, Sport Trade 
AC.20 Art Deco, Headings, Herbs.,. 

SOUNDTRACKER 
SND.01 
SND.02 

SN0.05 
SND.06 
SND.07 

Soundiracker; Music creation . 
Sound tracker 4; alternative 
version * instruments disk (2 disks) 
Soundiracket 3 Track; Superb! 
Noisettacker; Enhanced version. 
Soundtracker Ripper*; + Tunes! 

ST1.01 Digital Soundtracker samples! 
to 8 disks with 100's ol files! 
STL 06 (Buy on© or all 8 for £7.99) 

STS .01 Soundtracker Samples 
STS ,02 More Soundtracker Samples. 

| EDUCATIONAL 
AE,01 Blackboard Maths. Concentration 

Coioufpad. Cat 8 Mouse etc, (Age 5+) 
AE-02 Spellquiz, Maihs Test etc (5+) 
AE.03 Fractals. Evolution etc. (11+) 
AE.04 Weatherman, Airfoil elc. (11+) 
AE.05 World Data; 3D Plot etc. (11+) 
AE.06 Talking Spelling Tutor, Speech Toy, 

German, E laments etc (2D) (11 +) 
AE 07 Educational graphics; Technical 

illustrations. Needs Dxe Paint! (9+) 
AE.OB Kid* Paint; Art program {5+) 

DEJA VU LICENSEWARE 
Only £3,50 each! 

LPD 
01 Colouring Book; Fun lor kids, 
02 Arc A nge I Math s; Educational tu n 
Q5 Jungle Bungle; Adventure (Mb) 
OS Work & Play; 3 Educational games for 

children Very Good! (Mb) 
10 Word Factory; Educational tun. 
17 Dogfight 2; Airborne Arcade. (Mb) 
18 Touchstones: Board game. (Mb) 
20 Wordy; Word Processor! Good1 
21 Quingo; Terrific Trivia Guiz. (Mb) 
27 Flower Power; Great game1 (Mb) 
29 Big Top Fun; Educational fun. (Mb) 
30 Shymer; Kids Adventure game. (Mb) 
35 T-Tecdraw; CAD package 
36 Fracgen II; Fractal designer. 
37 Rocket Maihs; Educational Fun! 
39 Magic Forest 2; Great game. (Mb) 
41 Rescue: Virtual reality 3D. (Mb) 
42 X-Stitch; Embroidery aid. (Mb) 
43 Lazerzone; Good shoot-em up. (Mb) 
45 Music Box; Music utility (Mb) 
46 Magpies Clip Art; 300+ pictures1 
47 Dirty Cash; Fruit machine $im. 
49 Marvin Martian; Maze Game. (Mb) 
50 Magpies Clip Art 2; Lots of ptes. 
52 LC24 200 Fonts: for most printers. 
53 Magpies Clip Art 3; tots of pics. 
54 Magpies Clip Art 4; 189 pictures. 
55 Sprite x: Excellent Sprite Editor 
59 Prehistoric Fun Pack; Fun School 

type games collection... (Mb) 
60 Techno Snail; Original Arcade fun, 
61 Final Chapter; Original 3D game. 
62 Revolution; Great Platform game 
64 Rescue 2; Another great 3D game, 
67 CYADonla; Devious puzzling (Mb) 
88 Virus Busier 2.1; Virus killer1 
69 Magical Mix Up; Jigsaw fun. 

To order, quote: LPD.nn 
(nn is number of disk, eg LPD.01) 

We have ALL the Deja Vu disks 
NEW ones available as released1 

GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT AF, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 



IHteOS 

The Perfect 
K General 

From the writer of EMPIRE this is a game of 
strategy and tactics based on a 12 year oid 
series of tournaments. Featuring a highly 
refined yet simple playing system, two 
difficulty levels, various scenarios, one or two 
players and modem play, amksa £35 99 

HARPOON X\ 

Sc #2 £31.99 Harpoon + Batdeset #1 
Battlcset #2 "North Atlantic Convoys" £14.99 

Battleset #3 'The Med Conflict” £14.99 
and a Scenario Editor Amiga £19.99 

SAT7Z£B00K (d*mp0*t i*U,J £ 16.99 

Flight Simulations - Strategy - Sports Simulations 
Role Playing - Wargames - Adventures 

VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill 
or send for our 7th Edition CATALOGUE 

Mail Order and Overseas orders welcome. 

Phone 081 977 8088 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 D&E The Courtyard. High Street, Hampton Hi. Middx TW12 1PD. 

' ' 

a r k 
Switchable 

voice fax line 0983 551496 
Open I0am*7pm 

Monday to Saturday 

+99 64 
ACCOUNTS 
Arena Idegfated 
CEhboofcCgTftnihon 54 99 
EssyUdpen* 1*8*6 
Horn# Aco&jfrts 2 '33 95 
^ersoca 2515 
System 3 Mapstoti 39 95 
BOOKS 4Q uw Slockad 
M9Q0 Asm ban prgwQ ?i *5 
Assembly Larsg Prjrmij 14 95 
Amiga Bus* inOul 1195 
Amiga C Beo-raier* 1 % 45 
Amiga For BfHJ*irwnjrs, IS 95 
fengaDOg 2 CtfriPatwn 23 *5 
Amiga DOS iiwfe A dull a 45 
CSMDevtws flOMMf?9 95 
CBM Ha/tiware He* M' ?i 95 
C0W Incs 3 Docs BOW 2995 
C&M LrtKarwt ROM "29 95 
CBM Style Gun* 
Desktop VKfeo 
Osk Dn*a* kvOut 

irrtroductort To T#X 
Kids And The Amga 
Mapo*ng Ihp Amg.i 
Sy^prnt, Pragma*! Gu0t 3? 95 
Ut np AFtex* AnTAD "32 45 
CABLES 109 Lmn Stocked 
D£5P C36P 2M PrMpr 6 59 
D25P-025P 9W ?M Mod 11.2ft 
M5F-DP5P 25W ?M 13 16 
M3S-D15PNECMS»14 ’9 

‘21 95 
1545 
ZT9S 

‘24 95 
21 96 
14 95 
20 95 

5 IT 
1222 
799 

3572 
517 

1974 

OW5P-OIN5P MtP 
Mutt Modem Cable 
Gender Changer* 
Fast F* Tranal* 
Socket D23S 4 Mood 
Switch Soi D25S r 2 
COMPUTE H AIDE 0 DESIGN 
Design 3D 5922 
Draw *0 Protwwr**! 229W 
ProfeesoMl Dim 2 89 77 
X CAD 20003000 Query 
DATABASE MANAGERS 
imaoe Frndw 45 B2 
tniofie 4606 
Mailshol Plus 39.01 
Prodala i .2m 69 56 
Superftata Persona) 26 79 
SupertwEfl Persona) 2 59 69 
Supertsase Pro * *199 88 
DESKTOP PU0USHIWG 
Amiga Tex TVMMWng 1t1 39 
Am^TeX Drown (I) 
*■- An pg is atm 
got 
SK rt» Dew 
GOType VOeo 
GDType Pj3*sh#f 
OufrnoFw 
PageSede* 2. 
Pagestreamj 
Pro Ob* Sir, Art, 
Pra Page 2 ? 2Mb 
Saxon 2ft* 

52 64 
2941 
3290 
32 90 
32 90 
32 90 
99M 
45 50 

138 65 
2397 

149 67 
199 75 

Structured Op Art 34 54 
DUST COVERS Deluxe Butt 
Amiga 500 DSknt 7 99 
Itavkrc 1044S9833 9 87 

EDUCATION 
DrsUrti $ur^ A 59 99 
Mega Maths A Lmi 24 44 
Mem English (GCSEI 23 97 
UmPwtch^CSEl 23 97 
Urn Mate |GCSE) 23 97 
My PfflrH 2...24 ,91 
Primary Mate 24 44 
EDITORS 
CygnusEtf pro 2 5949 
GRAPHICS 
Animator Stude 79 90 
Art Department Pro 2 149 93 
Deluxe Photon 56 40 
Deluxe Pamrt 3. 49® 
Deluxe Pant 4 04 » 
Deluxe Videc 3 . 69 56 
Of Perm 3 54 05 
FanttV*«v 35 7? 
imegne 3D UsO*» *ig 169 67 
NaKshJ Scanner 109 90 
Pitman* 39 95 
Rea)30i3 11965 
Rea) 3D Turto 2Mb 329 94 
Scene Generator 35 72 
Scenery Ammator ."69 56 
ScuW Animals 4D 2Mb 337 23 
Sharp Colour Scanner 599-72 
Vifta Pie 3Mb 79 *0 
hardware 
1Mb A500 Phe RAM 49 82 
ZOECSflOMGh* "34 78 
20 ECS Dense Ch* ‘39 95 
3 5“ Extern* Dm* 59 66 
3 5" bit *2000 Dme 59 69 
5t2* A50Q HAMCoct 24 61 
AMO 20MJ Kard Dr* 286 23 
A590 With 21* RAM 3*9 66 
Armga Spare? PhOne 
Amiga 500 Onty 299 B6 
Amiga HOP only .329 9* 
Amiga 50QP CC Bundle 379 76 
Amiga ISOQfl Dro« 449 79 
Amiga iSQG? Dews *99 fin 
Amiga 1500 6 SW 579 96 
Amiga 1500 Mon * SW52S 55 
Amiga 3000 l$4g 199955 
CHi«fl124D2lPm 189 08 
Fatter Agnus 61.10 
GVP 24 Bit Gfx card 1599 88 
GVP M030 £2MHj 

1 i3*fc .538 58 
GVP 80286 i6l*tz PC'289 99 
GVP A500 52** DMH* 89 
GVP A500 1054* 081*539 77 
GVP A2TOD SCSI 0-8** 1CT 6? 
GVP A2000 521* O-81*279 65 
GVF A2000 105Mi 
0-flMb ..... 409,53 

GVP A200U 2-8*» R*M m 67 
GVP XCSCSI lap Caseiesw 
f44k»ha Moose * Game 296i 
Ouanbm 521* SCSI HD199 75 
RAM SIMM's For GVP”S _54 78 
SCSI HO Case 8 PSU 109 98 
SwaRAM A500 l 61*139 59 
Supra RAM A500 D 5-6*129 72 
INTEGRATED PACKAGES 
Appetuer.„--_30.$5 
Graphia SlMier IM 56 40 
0*8» By GtM OtA 69.77 
Trie Works Platinum 69 56 
MULTIMEDIA 
AmgaViswi fCBMi .95 66 
Mypertjook ...40 62 
PROGRAMMING 
AMOS ConTMer..24^1 
AMOS Creator .„3* 78 
ARexx 3364 
CPthSdsksi 967 
PevpK 2 Assembler 43 71 
DevpK 3 Assembler ^ 89 
GFA B*K CompA* 23 97 
GFA Base Imetp 39 95 
Hufl Bus Compter 57 B1 
Hiwfi Pascal .—*69.77 
LatteoCSI .159.90 
Pascal PD .2 92 
RIBBONS 
6 CBM MPS1230 .25 36 
6CBMMPS1500 ..3102 
3 CBM MPS1500 Colour. 36.86 
SOUND Alto we Hardware 
Aix*omast*r 3 se-39 95 
B**t 6 Pipes P«J J19W 
Detune Mus< 54 99 
GVP D Sound Suita ‘59.69 

2961 
25 38 
6627 
49 62 

^34 95 
109 66 
3055 
34 76 

SPREADSHEETS 
Advantage 69 56 
PfO*e«»onaf CMC 'Query 
Suwnjian 49 62 
UTHJT1E$ 
Arm Beck SCSI BacM* 49 82 
BAD Opbrneer 34 78 
BBC ErnyUlp. 35 72 
By* V B*C* 19 74 
Cr»$00$ Trenster . 24 91 
Directory Ofxn ‘35 72 
Doaof Arr* 40 89 
GB Route Raw 33 64 
GBRdUltfPki? 64 B6 

Typwo 27 73 
t Maker 49 82 

M©l Plug interlace 
UukKAiw 
SonuZ 
Sbung Enhancer.. 
StHmomafi.frr Bundle 
Sound Trap 3 Sampler 
Stereo Mailer 

Quarterback HD Backup 39 95 
Quaflattech Toft 59 69 
S4* i^SCre* Pro) '9*^* 
VIOCO Alio eee Hardware 

T«er 164 01 
Dip View Ge*d 4 v»96 
heacti Cemwutiens 20* 45 
K>meT**f J4 76 
Rendate 6602 GemscA 16988 
HocCen GenHodr 9962 
Scat! 500.„_*78.80 
ShewMaker GoW Disk '229.63 
Vxlto Eaae Truer . 37 » 
Vdeo Quttne Fom* "59 80 
Vx* Cemptete Salmon. 159.80 
Vrd Taka 2 Arvmalor "69 77 
WOROPROCESSORS 
E*c#ttence2 69 56 
Pmal copy dM*ne$ "79 90 
Kj«jwmt> a 3$ to 
W8U ■■■**** 59 69 

"29.61 
101.99 
99 64 
39 95 
42 77 
32 90 

*m&6 
07.69 

* ± new. of down In price. 
Please check bub liability 

Prc*trtS5 
PnjWri* 3.7 
QtPCAWnie 
Scnbt* PMBfMfh 
Tran^Wnte 

Richard 4 A ngeH. 
API* Corv* Farmhauee, Cocu* Lana. 

rch Kama) 
Depl APlC Corv* Fat 
Chafe Green, Nr, VBnlnor, POM 2 LA, U K, 

11Kg) POTT 6 PACKING 3T term *v*'eong MM H 
U K, £0, Soeoal Orttvefy ft ftlnnw C9 67 

BFPO 4 CHANNEL ISLANDS CO. Sped* Dd-tery C3 29 
EUROPE £5 i sa 8am * C3 fox each adddlonM 4am 
WOALD £15 t*£ Mm * £8 for each addhonb tem. 

CHEQUES London SMduig MARK Cmay daw 
NORMAL DESPATCH GhOC* 24 hr* SyMBi^ 4® hr* 

EXPORT 4 BFPO Remove UK VAT (LI )H) (Mb! 
V.AT Frees eicJuda VA T Books art zero fitted 

PRICES Are necaaaanfy aubed lb daw 
MEMORY Assurne 1Mb RAM ld ^wi unte? $Wm 

Vialtors era always watoome by appointment 
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Teh (0455) 8509B4 
OPENING TIMES: 10*00 til 19*00 Mon to Sat 

H H SLIDESHOWS rni r-^mm c —1 1— UTILITIES 
{M6 - 
052 am) 
053 <2Mb) 
057 (IMO) 
058 (3Mb) 
076 (IMb) 
129 (IMD) 
144 (1Mb) 
148 (IMb) 
185 <!Mb) 
221 (1Mb) 
293 (1Mb) 
295 (1Mb) 
309 (2Mb) 
314 (IMb) 
316 (1Mb) 
354 (1Mb) 
356 
367 O M b) 
056 - 
168 - 
127 (IMb) 
229 (IMb) 
294 (IMb) 
356 (IMb) 
357 (IMb) 
409 (1Mb) 
435 OMb) 
054 (2Mb) 
126 (2Mb) 
291 (2Mb) 
415 (2Mb) 
439 (2 Mb) 
292 (3Mb) 

Puggs In 
wo it<e< i (id) 
Walker 2(2d> 
Dfogons La* 
Otogons lair 2 (2d) 
Education Of Cool Cougcr 
koq 
Iron Light CycfB8(2d) 
Amy vs Waft er 
StorWors 
Tbe Bo#>gs 
Basketball 
Super Woman 
Wav© Sailing (2d) 
Fractal Flight 
Fighter Plane 
Bugs Bunny 
Donald Duck 
Buzzed (3d) <2 drives) 
Eric S arum "Stealthy T 
Erie S anims '3 Stealthy Aerotoons’ 
Eric S anim "Coyotee 2" 
Eric S arim SJhutttecoek* 
Erie S anim Batman 
EftcSartm Juggene?" 
fine S anim ‘TefirtnaT 
Eric S anim ‘Agity' 
Eric S anim "Vielnom Conflict* 
Eric S anJm ‘At the Movies" 
Eric S anim +Mte5 Mom'selte- 
Eric S onfm "Anti LemmkV (2d) 
Eric S anim ‘VIOL Contost1 
Eric S anim "Gulf Conflict" 
Eric S anim ‘Dating Game* (2d) 

005 NASA slides by Kerry Lancaster 
‘ ' ' J Bo 016 Space Bubbles by Boris Volejo 

022 Mirage by Boris vpiejo 
029 Demons sJrdeshow #2 
071 Dlvme Visions (2d) 
072 Diggy Pigays (2d) 
078 Fogottan Realms by Fraxton 
157 If on Maiden slideshow 
186 Psygnoss screenshots 
364 images Rom Aquarius 
307 Weird Science "WWF Wrestlers" 
382 Weird Science "Barn To Be Free’ 
383 Weird Science ‘ftloodsport1 
384 weird Science ‘Astrononny’ 

062-069 Agoiron slidesnows 1-8 
194-199 FenntdstlC volumes 1 -6 

GAMES mm 
001 Emerald Mme 2 
aid Bisard snoot-errHjp 

1 is Seven lies (Speedbai done) 
120 Drip (IMP) 
122 Pseudo Cop shoof-efTHjp 
167 Seoksnce submarine jinxAJflon 
168 Battiepong bar & be* gome 
237 ST Bosh shoot-em-up 
327 Snakepit (Centipede clone) 
333 Bolloonocy 
334 CrOS$flte 
336 PUde Kingdom (2d) 
34? Ppm Pom Gumei shoet-em-up 
343 Jetman shoat-em-up 
344 Excaibu shoat-errhup 

024 Crusaders presents Freekd Out1 
060 DMob 3 
061 DMob 4 (2d) 
337 Black Ba* - Ride On Time 
144 ByteRaper Mussafc disk 6 
092 Hpcktrick Crew present J M 3arre 
345 Hpcktrick Crew present The Model 
149 SAE Amazing Tunes 2 (3d) 
359 SAE Megatorce Mi^c 
160 Sounds of Knome by Mohony 8 Kcfttus 
040 Jeon Michelle Jarre - Equinoxe 
147 Debbie Gi^ Electric >buth (2d) 
038 Kylle Mmogue - 5 samples + pics C2d) 
175 Kyle Mnogue - Made In Heaven (2d) 
330 Kvlie Minogue - Locomotion 
361 Madonna sample ■ Cherish (3d) 
362 Tiffany sample -1 Think We re Alone Now 
179 vangeiis sample 
363 Ciossix 1 (Bach on rhe Amiga f) 
379 Ful Moon SoundTrocker modules # 3 
381 Technotionics samples 

138-142 Digital Concert 2-6 
151 155 Studio Music 1-5 
368-377 SoundTrocker modules HO 

003 Wordwright word processor 
173 Npiseplayer v3.0 module pioyet 
174 Red Devil disk 8 file crunchers 
189 ST-00 Soundtracker v2 4 
225 ST-00Protrocker vT,0 
282 MEDv3 Hb 
200 Amibase v3.76 ddiobase 
201 Fle»basev20 database 
340 Rtm database 
366 Database Master v20 
202 Module To Executable utitty 
203 Master Virus Ki(ierv2 1 
156 GFX graphics utility compilation 
205 Hamlab imoge processing utility 
240 Picture format convertors 
207 Fprttss disk & Me crunchers 
20® Fortiss icon toob/utiirties 
209 Forttss preference toofe/utiHttes 
231 MessySlD v2 
289 Printer Driver Generatar + drivers 
290 Assassins Label Printer utilities 
417 SlDbench(2d> 
420 impioder v4.0 me ertneher 

DEMOS 
036 (1Mb) 
039 (1Mb) 
060 - 
081 - 
125 (1Mb) 
126 - 
306 (1Mb) 
222 - 

441 (IMb) 
442 (1Mb) 
443 (1Mb) 
346 (1Mb) 
347 (1Mb) 
34® (1Mb) 
349 (1Mb) 

Cnonlcs 
tor megodemo ( 
megodemo 

Dehorn & Red Sector megodemo 
Dofte demo compilation 
Bud brain (2d) 
Bud brain 2 
Phenomena Enigo demo 
Predators megodemo (2d) 
Vision megodemo #2 (2d) 
Deaitiiiar megodemo (2d) 
RAF megodemo (2d) 
SAE compilation f 50 
SAE compilation # 52 
SAE compilation # 53 
SAE compilation # 54 

101 Xenon 2 playable shexjt-em-up 
130 Pipe Marvo piayobe 
267 Tumcan 2 poyabe 
268 Goda playable 
269 Brat playable 
270 Supercoh 2 playable 
387 NebuMs 2 playable 
388 pPhammer playoble 
395 Magic Pockets playable 
403 Eif playable 
404 Pegasus pksyohte 
405 Prehistoric playable 
406 8k3oomoney prayabie 
407 Lotus Challenge 2 piavabie 
406 R Type 2 playable 

HARDWARE SPECIALS 
GVP Impact Senes 2 Hard Drive tor A500 

• 52Mb storage capacity ft 2 year warranty 

ft Separate power supply ft External SCSI port 
ft Space for up to ®Mb ram ft Super fast 11 rrn access time 

onboard 

We stack a wide selection of Amigos, printers, external drives, memorv expansions, disk 
boxes, dtsk (abets, etc Please phone fof details A pnee tot is included on our fstovember 
issue catalogue desk Please note That delivery charges are not included on hardware items 

HOW TO ORDER 
Disk Pile es: 

Price for up to iSdttki £1.25 eoch 
Price for lew more unto £1.00 each 
Puce for catalogue' 0*4 £1.00 wen 

Ciedit cord otd&r* pJeone odd 5Qp to toiofl. 
Prices JflCKida d#h&iy by fW ckM posi. 
We take access V8o and JC6 cords 

Qjdeiipgbv Post 

Plaai# writs down The catalogue number* or the 
disks you require, and send trsem with your name, 
address, and paymem made out to Fonts PpH to. 

Forms PD. PO Box 2, Eorl Shilton. Leicester. l£9 fllU 

Ordering by Phone: 
Phone our credrt caia order line between 10 00am and 7.00pm Monday to Saturday on: 

| {0455)850984 
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PD MUSIC & GFX DEMOS fTp 

RECOMMENDED: HARDWIRED mbs 

Hovering in a 3D spaceship is juft the place for looking 
at these nicely drawn tomk-slyle robot*. Altentofivelr, 
you could watch the end of the Hardwired me god e mo. 

Megademos with loads of sections are aft very well but 
they can be tedious il they don't actually have anything 
new to offer. Fortunately. Hardwired doesn't fail Into this 
trap. It s got the usual vector shapes and scroll effects, 
but there is much more. 

The demo starts off with a very impressive 
movie-style opening sequence, showing an attack on a 
lookout by a strange alien creature hiding in the shad* 
ows. After this piece of cinematic violence. It s on with 
the demo proper. After the expected (but technically 
impressive) vectors and scrolls, a rather nice vectcrdots 
section appears. This consists of a myriad of tiny dots 
making up a series of ghosMike wireframe pictures. 

The demo is finished off with a section that fol¬ 
lows a spaceship from its launch to its landing in a city 
in the middle of a desolate desert plane. As far as 
megademos go. there aren't very many which can reach 
the lofty heights achieved by Hardwired. Without a doubt 
megademo of the month! 

Surprised? Welt I'm net surprised!! New Daz Ultra 
cleans a lot better than your old powder, Mrs Johnson. 
What? I didn't see an alien* As I was saying*.* 
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PD SOFT DISK 2206 

Tucky tackiness abounds with these loveable' mutts in 
The Christmas Demo* Pass the sick bag! 

CDTV ATTACK 
V ARK SOFT PD 

REQUIRES 1 MB 

Yes, I know we haven't gat a* much memory as on a 
CDTV, but this is CDTV Attack, so fust fly straight ahead! 

THEY WON'T PLAY 
THIS ON THE RADIO 
1 7 BIT DISK 1 S28 

Presents 
Monty Python's 

”1 Bet Vnu They IJJnrCf Play This Vww| 
On The Radio" 

A simple logo Introduces this sampled version of *\ Bet You 
They Won'! Play**/ 1 still think that title’s too long! 

It seems as if the sole purpose of this demo is to 

assemble as many tacky Christmas card pictures in one 

place a* possible. The pictures have been digitised 

from pencil drawings* all of which feature two terriers 

cavorting about with various Amiga packages. The 

demo is backed up by a medley of modem versions of 

Christmas carols* and a message at ihe start of the 

demo tells you to crank the volume up to max. If any¬ 

one does then t can imagine that serious psychological 

problems will occur! The whole thing is just so tacky! 

1 can think that the people who put this together are 

either incredibly naive ora bunch of sick mothers! 

TOP TEN DEMOS 
OF THE MONTH 

Every month, we look at the best-selling music 
and graphics demo disks from a particular library, 
so you can see what's popular,,. 

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS 

© Virtual World 
@ Animations 1991 
© Invisible World 
© Mr Potato Head (Chips) 
© Reincarnation of Sgt Pepper 
© Another 5 ways to kilt a mote 
Q Quartz: Expressions 
© Sickness and Warzone sim 
© Fillet the Fish 
0 SCO Things Comeback demo 

If there are any bods out there who are extremely jeal¬ 

ous of the power offered by the massive demos and 

animations possible on the CDTV, ihanks to its mas¬ 

sive optical disc storage* then you w ill just have to wait 

until you can afford one of the spiffy new Commodore 

A690 optical drives won't you. Haha! Only joking*** or 

am I? Som . that's enough catch phrases for now . 

CDT\' Attack allows you to take a peek into the 

world of the CDTV by bringing a couple of stripped 
dow n versions of CD demos onto your Amiga* 

The first is a small flight animation based on the 

Planemde anim found on the CD version of 

Psygnosis' Lemmings. Unfortunately, it doesn't fea¬ 

ture the whole plot, with the lighter plane hunting 

down an enemy missile, Instead it's simply a straight 

first-person flight across a rocky terrain. Impressive for 

what it is... but that isn't much! 

Next is another one of those wild image-pul sat mg 

techno demos in the form of Hypnauiic Hammer //, 

The tune is a fairly short, but still quite powerful, 

techno thrash, which is accompanied by a strange 

series of flashing images with a very industrial feel. 

The idea is nothing new. but Hvpnauric Hammer still 

works to good effect* 

The other (quite novel) thing in the demo is a sam¬ 

pled version of Bernard Cribbins singing Hole in the 

Ground', introduced by, of all people, Neil from The 

Young Ones* who actually apologises for asking you to 

swfap the disks. 

Apart from the weak Planet side link, this disk 

doesn't seem to he much to do with the CDTV. but it’s 

not a bad selection of demos, covering decent techno 

music, good fractal flight and a link hit of humour. 

Yet another sampled PD demo paying homage to 

Monty Python! This lime the demo features one of the 

more obscure songs from their collection, with the 

rather lengthy title of ‘I Bet They Won't Play This 

Song on the Radio'. The track itself isn't that rude* hut 

it hints at vulgarity by introducing a host of censored 

noises at key points. That's the idea of the joke, you 

see. The fact that the song's too rude so ihey've had to 

bleep out,** oh. never mind! For Python funs who don't 

have a copy of this song (myself included), then this 

may be interesting. If. however, y ou don't care for Eric 

Idle's comic ditties then it will seem pretty boring. 

CONTACTS 

PD SOFT: 1 Bryant Avenue, 

Southend on-Sca, Essex SSI 2YD 

1 7 BTF SOFTWARE: PO Box 97, 

Wakefield WF1 1 XX. 

0924 366982 

4TH DIMENSION PD: 94 

Breeden Street, Long Eaton, 

Nottinghamshire NGIO 4FE 

NBS: 1 Chain Lane, Newport, 

Isle of Wight P030 SOA. 0983 

529594 

VARKSOFT PD: 45 Maplecroft 

Crescent, Sheffield S9 1 DN 

VIRUS FREE PO: 23 Elborough 

Road, Swindon, SN2 2LS 
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LISTED BELOW IS JUST A SMALL 
SELECTION OF OUR VAS T LIBRARY. 
WE ALSO STOCK FRED FISH. AMOS. 

DEJA VU. TBAG AND SCI IEME 17. 
OUR MM IS SIMPLE 

TO BRING YOU THE PUBLIC THE 
VERY BEST IN PD AT Wl IAT WE FEEL 

IS THE BEST PRICE. MAYBE YOU 
CAN BUY CHEAPER BUT CAN YOU 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM 
OTHER LIBRARIES? 

WE ARE HERE TILL THE END 
OF TIME 

YOUR ORDER IS GUARANTEED A 

Demo of the month....HARDWIRED, ON 2 DISKS 
CRIONICS + SILENTS TOGETHER BRING YOU 
ONE OF THE BEST MEGA DEMO’S EVER!!!!!! 

AND YOU CAN TAKE THAT TO THE BANK!!!!!!! 
ONLY £2.00 MISS THIS AT YOUR PERIL. 1562A+B 

SAFE 24 TO 48 IIOUR TURNAROUND. 
OUR FRIENDLY TELEPHONE STAFF 

WILL GLADLY POINT YOU IN T! IE 
RIGHT DIRECTION IF YOU ARE NOT 

SURE WHICH KIND OF PD WILL MOST 
SUIT YOUR NEEDS. 

GIVE US A CALL ON 0924-366982 

LATEST PD.. 

1563 - Anarchy Mega Demo 
1562A * Hardwired Great 
1562B - 2 Disk Demo... 
1561 - Nemesis Music Disk 
1560 - Limelight Music 
1559 -21 Games (+Compat) 
1558 - Reversi + Mouse 
1557 - Music Disk 
1556 - D Homfray Music 
1555 - Shamen Remix 
1554 - Skid Row Demo 
1553 - Hypnotic Hammer 
1552 - Wizzcat Intro's 
1551 - As Above 
1550 - As Above 
1549 - The Hidden Demo 
1548 - Skate Tribe (Game) 
1547 - Marble Slides 
1546 - Business Card Maker 
1545 - Hard Drive Utils 
1544 - Jeopard (Game. Risk) 
1543 - Print Studio (Great) 
1542 - Watermine (Game) 
1541 - Business Letters 
1540 - Spectrum Emulator 
with Sound (New version) 
1539 - Infinite Dreams 
1538 - Card Sharp (Games) 
1537 - Cult TV Data Base 
1536 - Gulf Conflict (2Meg) 
1535 - ATF Agility (IMeg) 
1534 - VTOLAnim (2Meg) 
1533 - Vietnam Conflict 

(IMeg) 
1532 - Amiga + Utils 
1531 - Shadow Music 
1530 - Text Writer 
1529 - Digital Disco 
1528 - Radio Song 

{Monty Python) 
1527 - Text Ed Colour Data 
1522 - Pools Forcasterf! 

AMOS DISKS 

Al - Treasure Search 
A21 * Word Square 
A31 - Screen Designer 
A52 - Forms Unlimited 
A54 - Amos Programs 
A59 - Quiz game 
A62 - Arcadia (Breakout) 
A83 - Amos Paint V3.7 
A85 - Snakes + Ladders 
A96 - Pair It (Cards) 
A97 - Dynamite Dick 
A102 - Chainsaw Death 
A110 - Cross Fire (Game) 
AI15 - Baloonacy (Game) 
A132 - Family Hisloiy 
A133 Mandelbrot Gen 
A135 - Simon Says (Game) 
A137 - Tile Trial (Game) 
A141 - Amos Games 1 
A144 - Zen Sound Box 
A146 - Fruit Machine 
A147 - Spinvaders (Game) 
A205 - R-Draw 
A221 - Amos Bingo 
A230 - Asteroids 

DISK MAG 

24 OUT NOW 
CRAMMED FULL OF ALL 

THE LATEST PD AND 

NEWS.£1.50 

OR SUBSCRIBE TO 5 

ISSUES FOR ONLY £4.95 

DEJA VU (£3.50) 

LPD56 - L TEXT 
LPD55 - SPRITEX 
LPD54 - CLIPART 
LPD53 - CLIPART 
LPD52 - LC 200 FONT 
LPD51 * MAGIC ART 
LPD50 - CLIPART 
LPD49 - MARVIN 
LPD48 - FILLERS 
LPD47 - DIRTY CASH 
LPD46 - CLIPART 
LPD45 - MUSIC BOX 
LPD44 - FORMULA 1 
LPD43 - LAZERZONE 
LPD42 - X-STITCH 
LPD41 - RESCUE 
LPD40 - SPRITE S 

iks® mmm 

*Hk dso have T-'Bag to 59 

fish to 580, Scheme 17,1 to 12 

HAVING TROUBLE 
WITH THE RSI DEMO 

MAKER??? 
Then look no further, a disk 

DISKS YOU SHOULDN’T BE WITHOUT crammed with fonts, bobs. 

1353 ■ The latest version of MED, probably the best music sequencer around. 
1498 ■ Text Engine v3.0« superb word processor with spelt checker (amazing) 
1462 - Uriicopy, great copier disk, fast and reliable, with nibble option 
1468 - Printer Utils, everything you need to get most from your printer 
1369 - Opti U tUs 2 over 20 awesome utilities, file handlers, boot block utils ETC 
3275 - GptJ Comma, the very comma disk available. 
1417 ■ Graphics Construction disk, everything you need to create your own pics. 
1046 * Shapes, a game by Mike Archer. In the style of Tetrts with a few twists. 
1240 - A superb arcade perfect Asteroids, get hooked and play it forever 
1420 ■ The latest Games comp from Gary Henderson* top PD games (about 10) 
1119 - Pixel led pleasure, stunning demo that will amaze no end. 
1477 - A superb platforms game of very high standard, addiettve beyond belief 

graphics, and lull instructions 
all compiled and written by 

our resident expert and 
technical wfzzkid 

Chris Trickell,,.,.Only £1.50 
RSI pack is sfill available only 

£4.95 (5 disks) 

If you want a PD disk not shown, we probably have it anyway. If not we will obtain it for yon In a few day*.... 

PLEASE HELP US TO HELP YOU. PLEASE 9U0TE YOUR MEMBER NUMBER. [IF YOU HAVE ONE}.... 

WARNING IF YOU HAVE JUST 
GOT A NEW AMIGA 500+ BE 

WARNED SOME PD DISKS 
WILL NOT RUNttt ALL NEW PD 
WILL BE TESTED FROM NOW 

ON. TEL FOR DETAILS. 

AM/FM 
THE RADICAL NEW 

DISK MAG BY 
BJORN LYNN 

IS NOW ON DISK 3. 

Priced at only 
£2.50 a disk or £5.00 
with 2 special samples 

disks. If you're into 
Amiga music then this is 

the disk for you. 

ISSUE 1+2 IS STILL AVAIL¬ 

ABLE AT THE SAME PRICE. 

ORDERING DISKS 
All major credit cards arc 
taken, opening times are 
MON THURS9am - 8pm 
FRl - SAT 9am 5.30pm 

Please make cheques and 
postal Orders payable to 

17-BIT SOFTWARE 

Our address is 
PO BOX 97, WAKEFIELD, 

WFt 1XX (Dept Cumfy Ken) 

TELEPHONE - (0924) 366982 

If nobody Is there our answer 
phone will gladly lake your 

order 

NEWSFLASH 22 (3 DISKS) 

AVAILABLE NOW ONLY 
£6.95. EUROPE'S LEADING 

DISK MAGAZINE IS 
BRISTLING WITH THE 

LATEST HOT UTIL S AND 
DEMO S. NORMAL ISSUES 

ARE £4.95 FOR 2 DISKS. 

17 BIT PD - £1.00 

SCHEME 17 - £1.50 

DEJA VU - £3.50 
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“'XT’OFF THE WALL P.D. 
Gwent 1 1 ' 1 _] i 

NP90CW Tel: 0633 273494 
THE EDUCATIONAL PD LIBRARY, BRINCS DIRECT TO YOU:- 

DEMOCREATER II 

Now with Genlock on/off. 
new pattern editor screen, 

load next demo, new 
scrolling routines, 

Protracker music modules, 
new text effects film logos, 
lines 1,2 and 3 and loads 

more,,,, 

ONLY £1,50 inc. P&P 

DEMOCREATOR 
PACK 

Democreator II 
Music Vol 1,2 and 3 
Utils. 
RSI Vector Editor, 
RSI Font Maker, 
RSI Balls Editor 

£10.00 per pack or 
£1.50 per item 

P&P inc 

OUR TOP 10 
Democreator 
RSt Vector Editor 
Virtual Worlds 
Flash (2 disks) 
Database Wizard 
202 Utils 
Source Utilities 
Simpsons Demo 
Enigma Demo 
TSR Vector Designer 

Amiga 
Public Domain 

Software 
CRAZY JOE'S, DEPT. AF 
145 EFFINGHAM STREET 

ROTHERHAM 
SOUTH YORKSHIRE S65 1BL 

GAMES PACK 2 
(1 MEG ONLY - NOT ASOO*) 
BALLOONACY, CROSSFIRE. 

TWINTRIS. ARCADIA. 
WIZZY-S QUEST 

5 DISK SET ONLY£4.951 

GAMES PACK 4 
(NOTASOO* COMPATIBLE) 

CARD A BOARD GAMES. SHAPES, 
FRANTIC FREDDIE. SERENE II, 

MENTAL IMAGE GAMES 

5 DISK SET ONLY £4.951 

PLUS A WIDE RANGE OF 
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE. 
JOYSTICKS, DISK BOXES. 

ACCESSORIES. BLANK DISKS AND 
MUCH MORE IN OUR 

FREE CATALOGUE! 

HOW TO ORDER 
SEND CHEQUE t P.0, PAYABLE 

TO 'CRAZY JOE'S' 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

(0709) 829286 
FAX YOUR ORDER ON 

(0709) 878308 

GAMES PACK 1 
(SOME 1 MEG - NOT ASOO*) 

37 TITLES INCLUDING INVADERS. 
TETRIS, ASTEROIDS. MISSILE 
COMMAND, ANO MANY MORE! 

8 DISK SET ONLY£7.951 

GAMES PACK 3 
(ANY AMIGA - ASOO* COMPATIBLE) 

DRAGON CAVE, DRIPI, ZEUS. 
MEGABALL, AIR ACE II 

5 DISK SET ONLY £4.951 

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE IN UK 

REST OF EUROPE. EIRE... AODE2.SO 
REST OF WORLD... ADD E4.00 

OVERSEAS ORDERS SENT AIR MAIL 
PAYMENT IN STERUNG PLEASEl 

SEND A STAMPED ADDRESSED 
ENVELOPE (9‘ x 6*) FOR OUR 

FREE CATALOGUE) 
THOUSANDS OF TITLES 

FROM ONLY *** 

I 
/ 
✓ 

OVER 100 PD 
GAMES FOR: 

14.99!!!! 
INCLUDES P&P 

HOW TO ORDER: 

BELIEVE IT OR NOT! 
THIS IS A GENUINE 
OFFER!!!! WE BELIEVE 
THE IDEA OF PD & 
SHAREWARE IS TO 
DISTRIBUTE AS MUCH 
AS POSSIBLE FOR THE 
LEAST AMOUNT. THIS 
PACKAGE OF DISKS 
CONTAINS EXACTLY 
WHAT IS SAYS! 

WITH THE DISKS YOU 
WILL RECEIVE FULL 
EASY TO FOLLOW- 
INSTRUCTIONS ON 
HOW TO GET 
STARTED AND 
UTILITIES TO HELP 
YOU SAVE AS MUCH 
DISK SPACE AS 
POSSIBLE’!! TRY US. 
WE PROMISE YOU 

WILL BE VERY 
SATISFIED WITH 
THIS PACKAGE, IT 
WILL GIVE YOU 
MONTHS OF FUN, IF 
NOT YEARS!!! OUR 
CUSTOMERS WILL BE 
KEPT UP TO DATE 
ON OTHER AMAZING 
OFFERS WE ARE 
PLANNING. THIS 

WILL INCLUDE OTHER 
100 PROGRAM 
OFFERS, SUCH AS 
OVER 100 UTILITIES. 
OVER 1(X) DEMOS. 
REMEMBER, DURING 
TIMES WHEN MONEY 
IS SCARCE YOU 
MUST SPIN!) IT 
WISELY! ORDER 
NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

BY FAX 

24 HOURS 
051-931 3857 
(CREDIT CARDS) 

By Freepost 
Cheques & P.O.'s to: 

UNBEATABLE PRICES 
FREEPOST 
LIVERPOOL 
L23 0XH 

Please note: Goods are 
despatched within 7 days of 
ordering, credit cards are 
not debited until despatch 
Allow 4 more working days 
for cheque and P.O. orders. 
Thank you. 



Colour Scanning Service 
Pictures scanned in colour or grey scale and saved in any of the 
Amiga's screen modes for use with painting/word processor/DTP 
software such as Deluxe Paint, Pagesetter ere... 

Quantity 1-4 5+ 
Cost / scan £l.00p £0.85p 

P+P XI on all orders. Prices cover the number of disks required. 
Send your pictures with the following details: 

* screen mode required e.g. lores, med-res 
- number of colours e.g. 32* 64, HAM 
- softw are you will be using the scans with. 

Please print your name and address on the backs of all pictures, 
which wall be returned. 

Cheques/PO's payable to: Uskvale Computer Services. 
P.O. Box 14, Caldicot, Gwent NP6 3YJ. Tel (0633) 880889 

PROFESSIONAL T.V-VIDEO 
GRAPHICS SYSTEMS ON-LINE 
Amigas/genlocks/software/training 

ON-LINE COMPUTERS 
Tel: 071 284 1366 

Amiga REPAIRS 
competitive rates-no fixed charge 

GREENWICH COMPUTERS 
Tel: 071 284 4030 

44 Malden Rd, London NW5 (Camden Town) 

DIRECT FROM AMERICA 
= LOW PRICE AMIGA CHIPS _ 

& UPGRADES 
B372A (PAL) I Meg Agnus.........01.30 5719 Gan-...    ,.£10.44 
8372B (PAL) 2 Meg Agnus..£46.40 *362 Denise bright.£13.90 
1.3 Kitkstan ROM ...........    £19,70 1 x 4/80 Sink Column Zip.*.£15.60 
A50G Keyboard-factory new.......£40.60 8520A CIA (2MHz) Great price..£6.35 
A500PC Modwfbosrd-PAL, populated & tested - complete.....W,.„IW£1IS40 
A2000 PC Motherboard-PAL. populated & tested - Includes the 1.3 Rom. *372A 1 Meg 

Agnus & Super Denise 8373 installed (factory new).  ...£301 60 

UPGRADE YOl R ASOO TO THE A5G0 PLUS 
8371 SUPER DENISE - £24,90 

Add productivev mode. supcrfai-ms mode, scan mode. genlock upahibiy & superhi res capahililies 

2.61 pgryde Kit; Jus( released, Contains ROM. 1,000 page manual and diskettes.£50.75 
STL' iSvslem Test Tidily I: Very popular complete diagnostic trouble-shooting program 

for all Amiga computer.......**„..*.......£19,20 
Amiga Diagnostician: Diagnose up lo 28 common problems. Comes sisith diagnostic software 

and booklet. Save lime & money by locating faulty chips yourself..............£9.86 
The Final Test: Diagnostic diskette tests keyboard, display, graphics. Workbench, 

sound, liming, realtime clock, RAM. etc (]2 diagnostic programs in alh...£6,95 
Printer Purl Adaptor: Runs any CBM C64/128 printer to PC compatible ( great seller) . .£20.30 
Mega Chip 2(KM) b\ DKB: Upgrade your A500/AI500/A2000 to 2Mb 

of chip RAM. Includes 2 meg Agnus, chip puller & "Final Test 
diagnostic diskette (no soldering). Same H372B chip used in A3000...£173.40 
Buy the MegaChip from us and well give you the new Super Denise for... ,.,£17.00 

Sw itch'll! by Global Upgrades Inc. Electronic ROM selector sw itch for 3.3 or 2.0. Makes all 
your software compatible. Keyboard or mouse controlled. Docs not overlap the 68000 - allows 
for accelerator, etc.., „ ............ .„„...£26.50' 

ASOO PLUS RAM EXPANSION 
AdRAM 510 bv ICD; Take your A5U0 Plus up lo 2Mb of fasl RAM (irtc battery ) 

Newly designed just for the NEW 500 PLUS.,.,...**.£47,50 

AdRAM 540 fur V5O0 by ICD: Add up to 4 megs of RAM with battery backup 
internal I v inyourA500, 1 Meg/2 Megs,.,,........£74.20/£95.l5 

Ad Speed hv ICD: Best accelerator in its price range..„£118.90 
Flicker Free Video by ICD: Eliminates interlace Dicker...,„*„„*.£I6?.50 
Flicker Fixer by Mierowav (PAL)......,.,.,,.,..,,..£130.50 

» DO NOT FEAR! « 
Busing directJy from the U.S wirh your credit card oilers sou ihc same proteciion as it does in the U K 
«)th the added benefit of saving lots of monev Deal directly with North America's largcsi distributor of 
cuucmn Comimxkwe & Amiga parts ami chips. The Grapevine Group has been successfully servicing 
the U K and the Conlinenl lor 12 years. All our pans and chips are new and guaranteed for 90 days. 

SEND FOR (H R FREE 36 PAGE CATALOGUE 

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 
3 Chestnut Street, SufTern* New York 10901 U5.A, 

International Fas: 0101-914-357-6243 
Customer Order Line: 0101 -914-357 2424 

Telephone Hours: I pm lo 11 pm Mon-Fri British time 
Prices subject lo change International Orders: If vour order is over £4(1 scud nr las from of 

credit card. Fantrel Charges: All chips. £5.36 Keyboard & PCBoanl ■ £8.40 20 Kit ■ £22.62 

uiEcca lor wi uays. 

SOUTH LINCS PD 
75p per disk, large selection of Amiga PD, including. Games, Graphics and Animation, 
Aduh Only, utilities. Music, Demos, Fred Fish Disks, T-Bag Disks 1 59 ' - i Meg 
Below is a small selection ol titles available. 

1040 Bionix (Game) 
1050 Pipeline (Game) 
1059 Tile Trial (Game) 
1093 Downhill Challenge (Game) 
1094 Games 12 (Air Ace Etc) 
2031 Elgato* (Cal Amm) 
2040 Iron'(2 disks) 
2069 Real Things Birds * 
2083 Life's A Bitch (18} 

2109 Juggler II (1.5 Mb Anim) 
2111 AnULemmins (2 Mb, 2 disks) 
2113 Pogo" (Anim) 
4001 UEdit (Word Processor} 
4070 Amibase 3,76 
5044 LauralS Hardy (2 disks) 
5050 Guns & Roses' i You're Crazy) 
6041 Phenomena Demo 
6059 Indianapolis 500 Demo 

Blank Disks DD/DS, 10 for £4,80, 50 for £22.00, 100 for £42.00 (PAP inclusive) 

Send S.A.E. lor list of titles or 50p for catalogue disk. Please add 50p for PSP to total 
for orders of P0 Cheques/postal orders made payable to South Lines PD. 

10 Linden Rise, Bourne, Lines, PE10 9TD 
TEL: 0778 393470 

36p For 3.5” 
135 TPf/DS/DD hid. labels and VAT 

Postage and packaging 0.50 100% guaranteed 

I FREE yesFREEU 
Send a stamped addressed envelope for a sample 

disk wilh information on our disks and other 
products including the new Meg A Chip for 2 Meg 

of chip in your 1.2 1.3 A500 or A2000 

AQUARIAN PUBLIC DOMAIN. Phone (0703) 685006 
L S.A.E. & cheques to: 78 Merridale Road. Southampton, SQ2 7AD j 

M uA be 
n 

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising we 
ran offer you The Best Disks at most Competitive Prices 

181 

|| DSDD 
DISKS 
FROM 

INC VAT 
♦ LABELS 
For Qty's 
of 100+ 

Qty's below 100 @38p each; 250+£34p eoch;500+@33p each. 

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

SONY 35" 38p 
3*5" DSHD ,.65p 
5*25" DSDD,24p 
5,25" DSHD 36p 

100 Capacity Disk Box.4,25 

Mouse Pockets.,.*.,.......1.75 

Printer Stand *,*.„■■..1H..A2S 

Posso Box*..*. 15.95 

SO Capacity Disk Box.3*50 

Mouse Mot........,,.**.*2*25 

Amiga/Atari Oust cover....2.50 

3*5"/5.2S" Cleaning Kit. ,1,95 

Amigo 512K RAM Expansion with clock....,..,.,*.....24*95 

Amigo/Atari External Drive-----...54.95 

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER 
2DO 3.5"DSDD Disks 
+ 2x1 OO Cap Boxes 

Please add £3.35 pAp/next day £3.50. Chequei/POt H> PIC COMPUTER SUPPUiS 

PIC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept* AFT) 
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton. Newcastle, 
Staffs. STS 4EY. 

TELESALES HOTLINE 
0782 212970 
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AOC MULTISYNC MONITOR only £299.99^ 
The AOC Cm32G Multisync High resolution colour monitor hot a dot pilch ot jutl 

0 26mm lor ultimate ihorpneu & superb clarity, giving reduced eye Tatigoe 
Compendia with all Amigos with or without flicker fixer/pic lure enhancer* Also 
works wilh PC* from CGA to Super VGA (1024*764) ftulIMn IIH/twIvel base. No bulfl 
in speakers, so for the ultimate in picture ft sound, we suggest Ihl* monitor + our 
Super-fi One or Super-fl Two stereo systems. A sultoble RGB Tv Tuner It available 
giving amaain-g Tv pic lure duality. 

Please odd £10 for Amigo lead & carnage 

MONITOR & SUPER-FI One Stereo system only £329-99 
MONITOR & SUPER-FI Two Stereo system only £349.99 

—* 

r LOW COST TV TUNER 
Use your Monitor ae a excettenl quality tv for only £69.90. These tv tuner*. feature rotary 

tuning control, contrast, colour ft volume contio* buBt h speaker. A socket toi tv aerial ■ hi 
gain set lop lype Included Fully compatible wHh ihe Phiips CM8833, Mkl ft2. Commodoie 
1044/s monitors A Amaitiad CPC monitors. RGB Multisync monitor version available 
Deduct £6 60 it aeriol not required. Slate m on lor when ordering to ensure correct lead. 

PH 1U PS/COM MODOR EJA MSTRAD VERSION £59*99 
Multisync monitor version with RGB output £79.99 

DESK TOP VIDEO PERIPHERALS 
VIDU KGB Splitter A Vidkhmn* £13*99 
VIOL 4 VID1CI{ROME sprciil prire LU.99 

RGB SPLITTER Roirt» Electronic type £59.99 
ROUGHS) GENLOCK SA VE£££» £9939 

ROCCEN PLUS GENLOCK £l*?.9? 
SUPE R PTC* Colour Dig User 4 Genlock £46 4.9? 
COLOUKP1C colour digitiser £MW9 

DIGl VIEW GOLD the best with icimcn £9939 

HITACHI MONOCAMERA.LOW PRICE £li?.?9 
VIDEO RECORDING ENHANCER £37.99 

HI TECH UPGRADES & SPARES 
KICKS! A RT1J ROM £39.99 

KICKSTAR! 2 ROM PDA 
FATTER AGNUS 8372A £69.9? 
0S2OA I/O chip £15.9? 
A520 MODULATOR 04.9? 
UPRATED AMO POWER PACK £449? 
AT ONCE A50IV PLUS PC CARD £169,99 
»6*4 CMOS D RAMS «ch £4-25 or £3Vimg 
imtg * ? SIMMS 70 or IQ n* £37.99 

23 WAV PLUG or SOCKET with cover £2.9? 
BUDGET REPLACEMENT MOUSE £1499 
CYCLONE COPIER ADAPTOR £1199 
AMIGA INTERNAL repUremrnt drive £69.99 
AMI ALIGNMENT PROGRAM £419? 

4 JOYSTICK ADAPTOR £7.9? 
AMIGA 500 ROM SWITCH romsexlf* £24-99 
M Al NS SUPPRESSOR BLOCK 4WAY £1199 
33' DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANER £4.99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
AMIGA WO ANTISTATIC DUST CO\TR£499 
QUICKS HOT PYTHON JOYSTICK £11.9? 
SPST1CK AUTOFIRE JOYSTICK £10,9? 
COM P PRO COM BAT JOYSTICK £9.9? 
J ETF1GHTER JOYSTICK £7.9? 
QUICKJQY MAVERICK JOYSTICK £13.9? 
SPEEDING AUTOF1RE JOYSTICK £11.9? 
NAVJ GATOR JOYSTICK £119? 
TOP5TAR JOYSTICK £19.?? 
DELTA 3A ANA LOGUE JOYSTICK £ 14.49 
MOUSE MAT soft felt type £3.9? 
MOUSE HOLDER £L9? 
GOLDEN I MAGE OPTICAL MOUSE £36.99 
60 SIZE DISK BOX - LOCKABLE £6.9? 
60 SIZE DISK BOX - LOCKABLE £7*9? 

^100 SIZE DISK BOX - HXKABLE£$39^ 

AMIGA BOOKS 
- - WORKBENCH TWO VERSION, 
* - INCLUDES 33' DISK 
AM IGA FOR BBC INNERS* £ 16.46 
AMIGA BASIC INSIDE 4 OUTX1M5 
AMIGA DISK DRIVES 140 £27.95 
AMIGA DOS INSIDE OUT* £3735* 

AMIGA PRINTERS I 4 O £31.95 
AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO £17,95 
AMIGA 3D GRAPHICS £17.95 
MAKING MUSIC ON AMIGA £27.95 
AMIGA GRAH1CS 14 0 £31.95 
AMIGA MACHINE LANCUA £1445 
AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS £17,95 
AMIGA DOS MANUAL £19.95 
KIDS 4 THE AMIGA £15,95 
BEST AMIGA TRICKS 4 TIPS £27.46" 
MAPPING THE AMIGA £2495 
MACHINE LANGUAGE FOR 
BEGINNERS £19.96 
USING DELUXE PAINT £19.95 
PRO WRITE 26 GUIDE £9,95 
DISKS FOR OTHER ABACUS BOOKS 
where noi already led uded £11,99 
AMIGA HARDWARE REFERENCE 
MANUAL- NEW £it.9$ 
ROM KERNEL REFERENCE GUIDES - 3 
A V AI LA BLE loc WKB 2j0 exh £26.95 

140-ABACUS INSIDE4OUT 
SERIES. MANY OTHER BOOKS 
STOCKED - PLEASE ENQUIRE 

INKJET 
QUAIJTY 

PRINTING 
FOR £399.99 

The tamow HP Dmkje, 500 

inKM printer has a later- Ike 
300dpi resolution * very last 
240cpt.< vituaity ulenl & hot 

0 button sheet feeder 
Amiga driver included 

Low running cost*, 

^CarTi*ffe^Md£l<Mj<^ 

^ COLOUR STEREO MONITOR £179.99 "\ 
Pheo*e add £10 for Amigo lead & comoge 

•AMSTRAD CM14-14'SCREEN 
* MEDIUM RBOLUTION LI Ml TED STOCKS, 
- COMPATIBLE WITH OUR RGB TV TUNER (See beluw J 
* SUITABLE FOR ALL AMJGAS - DISPLAYS ALL 40% COLOURS 

- A MOUSE/JOYSTICK PORT 1 
SWITCH 

Has fcckett far mouse A a Joystick 
Push button operation - uses no 

power unlike other type* 
Saves wear 4 tear On mouse port, 

NOW ONLY £1199 j 
\ — 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE A 
MANY LOWER PRI CES FOR 92 
ADVANTAGE £74.99 
AMI ALIGNMENT £42.99 
AMOS latest version £34.99 
AMOS 3D £25.99 
AMOS COMPUER £22.99 
ASSSEMPRO £59.99 
AUDITION 4 £37.49 
AUDIOMASTER 4 £54.99 
BARS & PIPES £169.99 
BROADCAST TITLER £179.99 
CAN DO IS £74.99 
CASH BOOK CONTR + FINAL £52.99 
CROSS DOS 

c KCSPCCARD 
NOW ONLY £204. 

>\ 
.99 J 

(r 
SEAL n TYPE AMIGA 500 

TYPE THRU WATERPROOF 
KEYBOARD COVER £1149 V 
fTCOPY PROFESSIONAL sN 

Latest (DEC91) version. 
Including Cyclone adaptor 

Without cyclone adaptor 
£27,99 

SUPER-VI ONE 
STEREO SYSTEM 

POWERFUL 12 wains/ CHANNEL 
* COMPACT BOOKSHELF CABINET 
* 3“ WOOFER * V TWEETER 
* BASS REFLEX PORT 
- 30Hi JOkHx RESPONSE 
* BUILT-IN MAINS POWER UNIT 
* REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL * 

NOW ONLY £3499 

SUPER-FI TWO 
STEREO SYSTEM 

* MASSIVE 20 wins /channel. 
* BASS 4 TREBLE CONTROLS 
- 4* WOOFER, r TWEETER 
* BASS REFLEX PORT 
- BUILT IN MAINS POWER UNIT 
- THE ULTIMATE SOUND SYSTEM 
FOR COM PITERS, N1CAM VCR*, 
SAmUTE SYSTEMS ETC 

ONLY £59.99 

DAYBYDAY 
'DELUXE PAINT 4 

DELUXE MUSIC 
DELUXE PRI NT 2 
DELUXE VIDEOS 
DEVPAC 3 new version 
DC CALC 
DIG I PAINT 3 
DISK MASTER Limited stocks 
DISK MASTER 2 

SOUNDBLASTER 

J: 

£39.99 

£25.99 
£2149 
£67,49 
£5149 
£37.49 
£74.99 
£51.99 
£29,99 
£49,99 
£37.49 
£49.99 

DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO£97.49 

C ommodtxt dsalef wnc • 1 *94 

Direction* 
Leave M62 at Junction 26, 
take A638 to BraforeL uphill, 
after about 15 miles, turn 
left over railway bridge. 
After l/4mile, look for our 
sign near lellerbot on right 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

TRILOGIC, Dept AF3, 

UNIT I, 
253 NEW WORKS RD, 

BRADFORD, BD12 OQP 
Sales: 0274 691115 
FAX: 0274 600160 

HOW TO ORDER. 
BY PHONE Srmply phow utwfchyouf Acew*« Vha number (he Conned & roosi bank detail card*) lor 

samaday daapateh [t 9004* are in dock 3 orders are received beiore 3pm j Yog Are not charged uflitl the 
gcK*H*r* deapethed. 

BY MAIL Bend cheque, (made payable to TRIL0GC). POi. or your dead nun bat 6 expiry date, order 
driafe* 3 name & address to the address below 

POSTAGE Rm*b add npmnal pod 4 packing charged jvMEi Id wton voder ttOOior£2 to wdetf 
aver HOT ur»i«* ofrorui Express ddimy t requred, then add onfy tie *«o«t showrv beb* ■ per order 

OFTlOfUL EXPRESS DELIVERY - Recommendedfgr order*<w£»00ft v#kr* 
For order* upto £Kg. lit das registered post - (ust £3 50 erin 
For orders over 2kj *8rr Parcetofce ■ just £3 50 extra (Weekday detery only) 
For order* over 2X4 next working day earner - £7.50 eft* (allow 24 day* tor re mote area* (ilk 

naniandody) Weekday detory onY mggandeed n«i day Datapod *vii*ba 
CAUERS MOST WELCOME Open mon-tri 6 til6, (M 8.pm mi Diyrs). ut 84pm 

DOCTOR AMI 
DRTsTlCER CUB 
ELAN PERFORMER 2 
E TYPE 
EXCELLENCE 
FINAL COPY 
GB ROUTE PLUS 
GFA BASIC Special offer 
GOLD DISK OFFICE 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 
IMAGINE 
KINDWORDS 
MACRO 68000 ASSEMBLER 
MAILSHOT PLUS 
MUSIC Xvl.I 
ONUNEPLATINUM 

ixnxDCArcTN ORGANISE 
ITV. 1 LKLACh 2 1PAGESTEAM 2.1 

PAGE SETTER 2 
PCM pi! 

PERFECT SOUND 
PERSONAL TAX PLANNER 
PIXMATE 
PROFESSIONAL DRAW 2 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 
PROTEXT v 55 
PROWRITE v 3.2 
QUARTERBACK 
QUARTERBACK TOOLS 
QUARTET 
SCRIBBLE PLATINUM 

SAMPLER 2 ^stereo master 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 
SUPERBASE PERSON AL 2 
SUPERBASE PROF 4 
SUPERPLAN 
SYSTEM 3 
THE WORKS PLATINUM 
TRANSWRITE 
VIDEO EFFECTS 3D 
VIDEO TITLER 3D 
WORDPERFECT 
WORDWORTH 
XCAD DESIGNER 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 

MIDI 
Our unique & port Midi interface 

2 has In, Qul Mhru lock el* plus 
two additional twtfehable out/ihru 
socket*lor Ingenious vertalittly 
Complete with tree rrndi lead Fully 
compatible with Sequencer One, 
Mutlc X. Deluxe Mutic. Tiger Cub 
Ban It Pipe* etc eta 

ONLY £26,99. 
Special limited offer. 

MIDI 2 + MUSIC X £99.99 
Extra Midi leaditi 1.99 each 

Our Superb founding tomplet 2 
own □ state of the art A/D chip 
which sample* to fait, it captuiei 
every detal of the sound. EafHy 
odiuited level control, connecting 
lead ft free stereo sampling 
software FuUy compatble with all 
popular sampling software 

NOW ONLY £37.99 

Special offer. 
Sampler 2 fic Audition 4169.99 

QAKSHA MOUSE + N 
STICKS: STEALTH£24.99 J 

£29,99 
£57.49 
£44.99 
£29.99 
£59.99 
£59.99 
£59.99 
£9.99 
£99.99 
£40.99 
£189.99 
07.49 
£39.99 
£37.49 
£74.99 
£34.99 
£45.49 
£147,99 
£44.99 
£54.99 
£57.99 
£29.99 
£34.99 
£97.49 
£169.99 
£109,99 
£106.99 
£44.99 
£5199 
£37.49 
£37.49 
£33.99 
£29,99 
£29,99 
£74.99 
£289.99 
£74.99 
£37.49 
£67.49 
£29.99 
£119.99 
£67.49 
£159,99 
£89.99 
£84,99 
£37,49 

Most educational software in stock at 
discoii nt prices^. 



SUPERB 10 STAR PACK AMIGA 500 
PLUS RVF HONDA 

POWER PLAY 
SHUFFLE PUCK CAFE 
TOWER OF BASEL 
DATASfORW 
E MOTION 
GRAND MONSTER SLAM 

DUNGEON QUEST 
SOCCER 
KID GLOVES 
JOYSTICK 
10 DISKS. LA ILLS * I OX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 

ALL FOR JUST£39.9? 

WITH ANY AMIGA PACK. <Or *55,99 separately. 
10 Star Game* only - no joystick or accessories * 

Total value over £275 

LEMMINGS 

THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 

DELUXE PAINT 3 
3 & 5 YEAR EXTENDED 

WARRANTIES available. 
PLEASE SEE BELOW, 

BUILT-IN DISK DRIVE 

1 MEG RAM 
MOUSE 
TV MODULATOR 
WORKBENCH 2. 

BUILT-IN CLOCK 

only £359*99 
£399*98 with in 

STAR PACK 

f COLOUR MONITORS ^ r PRINTERS 
CITIZEN 120D* now down In price £129.99 
CITIZEN 124D - best budget 24 pin b/w £199.99 
CITIZEN 224D (24pin - colour version ) £269,99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR * superb £199.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT9X B/W wide carriage £259.99 
C IT!ZEN SWIFT 24E COLOU R £299,99 

5 year extended warranty £29.99 extra, 
STAR LC20 b/w now down in price £144.99 
STAR LC200 colour £209.99 
STAR LC24*2O0 b/w £239.99 
STAR LC24~2QG colour £299.99 

FREE PRINTER CABLE A DRIVER DISK WITH ALL PRINTERS 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND - open Inme type with 
paper holder for all M column primers £12.44 
TWO PIECE PRINTER STANDfbr any printer £7,44 
#0CQLUMSPRINTER DUST COVER state pri nter £7.94 
COPY HOLD - FREESTANDING OR CLAMP £16.49 
fcOgrm Ian fold 11*4.5’ paper in box of 20M sheets £21.44 
A4 M]pm while paper in packs of 504 sheets £5.44 
AMIGA PRINTER PORT SWITCH -1VVAY £14.44 
AMIGA PRINTER PORT SWITCH * JWA Y £27.44 

AMIGA PRINTER PORT SWITCH - 4WAY £33.44 

Above Primer port switch priced include cable worth £10,44 Id 
conned switch Id Amiga. These switches are lit led with 
sockets identical lo the Amiga'* printer port - so your printer 

cablet it peripherals just plug straight in. 

AMIGA PRINTER LEADS 
AMPl 1 Jm long for all parallel printer* £4.44 
AMP 2 3m longforall parallel printer* £12,44 
AMP 3 5m long for all parallel printers £16,44 
PRI NTER PORT EXTENSION LEA D (M-F) £10.44 

PRINTER PORT TO SWITCH LEAD (M-M) £10.44 

PRINTER RIBBONS (Compatible types) 
4 PIN B/W SO column ribbon - state printer * available Lor 
popular Amatrad, Citiaen, Panasonic, & Star £444 
24 PI N B/W ri bbon for LC24-10 & 24-200 £6.44 
Swift fit 24 Colour ribbon (Citizen brand} £15.44 
Star LC300 & I.OJ-2Q0 Colour ribbon fSlar brand) £15.44 
RIBBON RE-INKING SPRAY- BLACK ONLY £11.44 

fAMIGA 500 1.3 PHILIPS CMB833 mk 2 with FREE F19 & ON 

SITE WARRANTY. Uk model £234.99 

8S33mk2 r F19 , TV TUNER 4. AERIAL £239,99 

BB33 mk2 - no Fl9or on site warranty £219.99 

COMMODORE 1084Sdi - new model £254.99 

AS ABOVE + TV TUNER U AERIAL £299.99 

AOC CM 326 MULTI SYNC HI RES £299.99 

TV TUNER 4c AERIAL £59.99 

MULTISYNC RGB TV TUNER £79-99 
NB VGA monitor* art NOT Amiga compatible unit** they art 
true multisync type (iSAKtii approx troriz frtq capability), 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES 
MONITOR PLINTH 1 * fit* over Amiga 500 £25.44 
MONITOR PLINTH 2 WITH SHELF £35.49 
14’ MONITOR TILT/ SWIVEL BASE £12.44 
MONITOR DUST COVER state momlfor £7,94 
SCART SWITCH - effectively give* your tv or monitor two 

Bam Model 

Amiga 500 , 512k ram, workbench 1-3, psu. 

mouse, tv modulator & instruction manuals. 

No extra software. Add £20 for extra 1/2 meg 

(without clock) ONLY £289.99 

EXTERNAL DRIVES 
ROCLITE RF382C £59.9S 
ROCTEC RF332C £54.99 
ROCTEC 51/4" DRIVE £79.99 
CUMANA CAX 354 £59.99 

Amiga PLUS&.CDTV compatible. 

1/2 MEG UPGRADES, 
No dock £26.99 
With dock £29.99 on/offsw 

1 MEG AMIGA PLUS^) 
UPGRADE-£49.99 

Just plugs nto 1/2 megttol. No 
soldering .Warranty unaffected 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
MEMORY EXPANSION 

The Data liver ram cord sim ply pfogs Info a 
vacant dot in youf Amiga 1600 ot 2000.1 con be 
populated with common lmeg * 9 timmt In stages 

of 24,6 or 6 megs. 

Birieg (unpop) MEMORY CARD £79.99 

SIMMS 1 meg x 9 7G/B0n» £37.99 

^IJmlnng. Add£l Aq per metre for longer lead*. 

DATAFLYER HARD DRIVES - BIG REDUCTIONS 
DATAFLYER 500 52/56 £299.99 Mve £50 tf,eM prices, there"* never been a better 

DATAFLYER 500 120/130 £449.99 save £50 ^uy a hard drive for your Amiga. The Data 

DATAFLYER 2000 52/56meg £229.99 save £70 ;s suiiible for the Amiga 1500. All Dal 

DATAFLYER 2000 1 20/130meg £379.99 save £70 COmc ready formatted - just connect up, pli 

AV AILABLE NOW (In stock at timt of going lo pr***) switch on. Supplied with Scsi 5b f 130mee 
DATAFLYER 500 HOUSING* INTERFACE £124.49 j j:„0 m|Ukifis 
DATAFLYER 2000 SCSI INTERFACE £54,99 120meg drives depending upon ivilli bill t 

AMIGA 500 4 MEG MEMORY A 
EXPANSION 

The Baseboard memory e upon iron system lliiri trie 1/2 
meg not. with on adaptor m trio Gary socket (ftequiret 
internal firing. some technical obtity & wri Vivakdote 
the warranty.) Upgradable m 1/2 meg itep* from 0 to 4 
megs, uing 256*4 emot a rami. On board battery 
backed clack Compatible with kfototart 1,2/1.3 Si tot A 
falter Agnus. Soldering not utuoiy needed 

BASEBOARD unpopulated £89.99 

BASEBOARD 512K special price£99.99 

BASEBOARD lmeg £119.99 

BASEBOARD 2meg £149.99 

BASEBOARD 3meg £179.99 

ROC HARD AMIGA 500 HARD DRIVES at LOW PRICES 
Thru* superb nrw Amiga Ar Amiga Flu* compatible hard drive* are similar in concept, fa the Commodore A 590, bur are superior In 
every way * appearance, aped flea limn A performance. They come with external power unit, it sockets for upfo 6 mega of ram. They 
are available without a drive, or we supply with Fast Quantum IDE drive* Fitted. Unlike GVP the ROC Hard accept cither ide or 
SCSI drive* (IDE filled, SCSI optional at extra tt»l)r They use only popular lmeg *8 or 1 meg*9 Simm memory module* In 0r2,L or 5 

meg steps (GVP requires expensive 4mrgiEmm* for more than A megs). 

ALL PRICESINCLUDE VAT 

CARTOON CLASSICS 

SALES HOT LINES: 0274 - 691115 

ROC HARD 52 £389.99 A590 DRIVE UPGRADES. Simple to fit 

ROC HARD 120 £569.99 Sbmeg NEC SCSI 25mft access lime £199.99 

130meg NEC SCSI 25 ms access timr £329.99 

We could save you ££s on accident & repair bills... pie*« *n opposite pigr fci how to order. 
When you buy any computer, printer or monitor from m, we can offer you the extra peace of mind that com#* from knowing that should a fault develop, or on accldonf happen within 

three or five year* of purchase, you won'! hove to foot the fold. Our low coif Extended Warrantee* Including Accidental Damage insurance have been specially arranged by our customer 
i#rvlc#t deportment tor the benefit of all our customer*, with on* of the UKi lead foe Insurance companies Example - your Amiga 500 can be covered iot three yean tram date of 
purchase for only £44.99, or £64 99 for five yean from date of purchase Cover* all repain A occidental damage, with very few exclusions Muet be taken out within 30 day* of purchase 
Even one minor repair could cod more than the coat of 3yeor cover Hems over£400 - pleoae enquire FuH written detoUt on request Avoliable on most hardware Items 

C TRILOGIC 1442. F4tOE Price* charged are those curTrrH on I hr day you order - orcuiorujly, eumr may change either way since this advertisement was completed [ S/1,92) 
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BACK ISSUES 0 

ISSUE 27 
True C olour graphio 

arrive: expensive, 

m* but looks ureal! 

Amiga Format back issues 

Hun the empties fur 

games like Firsl 

Samurai are made. 

ISSUE 14 
The world of Tree4 

Public Domain soft¬ 

ware i* \ pi u red 

ISSUE 14 
The first exciting 
look at the CDTV 

ISSUE 17 
True colour: set (tt 

change the world? 

ISSUE 19 
Beginners: bow to 

get your rights! 

ISSUE 
How you can make a 

start In games pro¬ 

gramming! 

ISSUE 20 
How to get startl'd 

in seven major 

Amiga areas. 

ISSUE 25 
DTP: what it is and 

how you can do if 

ton! 

AMIGA 

ISSUE 22 
Sampling, scanning 

and digitising made 

easy. 

Amiga Format back issues with complete... 

184 

...full-price games 
ISSUE 23 

ISSUE 24 
TWO COMPLETE GAMES! 

BALANCE OF POWER 1991 

An all-time clas¬ 

sic strategy 

game in which 

you control one 

of the super¬ 

powers aiming 

to avoid all-out 

nuclear war! 

; me ncw a mu. a 

VAXINE 

Amazing 3D 

exploration and 

shooting game; 

weirder than weird! 

IN YOUg HAND* ARCHIPELAGOS 

Another 3D classic, 

with 10,000 levels 

and a fascinating 

challenge! 

...creativity packages 

GRAPHICS 
WORKSHOP 

A world-beating art and 

animation package, 

packed with features. 

I Mb only. 

ISSUE 29 
WORTH £ 1 Of 

OCTAMED VI 

One of the best 

low-cost sample 

sequencing systems 

there is. with the ability 

u> use eight tracks in 

one song! 

ISSUE 30 

WORTH £ 1 TO 
COMPLETE GRAPHICS AND 

MUSIC SOFTWARE! 

SEQUENCER 

ONE 

Superb entry-level music 

sequencer: make your 

own tunes! 

Amiga Power back issues with complete games 
f ; . , \C>Sj 

ft 

ISSUE 1: BOMBUZAL 

.oSwiSSSsl 

A marvellously silly puzzle game packed 
with fun, frolics and large explosions! 

4 It's an all-time classic of its kind. 

SSr-sk r‘v 4 

ISSUE 2: KID GLOVES 

m This classic platform game has just seen 
r its sequel released, which just goes to 
2 show its timelessness! 



SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Let us come and knock on your 
front door every month... 

...or well come 
round your house 
and have a quiet ►. 
word with you! f 

All right, so It won't be us in person! But having the magazine pop through your letter box 
every month is like having an old friend come to visit. You're saved the hassle of the weary 
trek to the newsagent, you get the magazine before it officially goes on sale and now, for the 
first time, you'll also get a unique newsletter sent only to subscribers, revealing the action 
that went on behind the scenes as the month's issue took shape. 

And be warned: the price of subscriptions is about to go up! So take the plunge now... 
185 

Oh No! More Lemmings 
Follow op to the moil success¬ 

ful Amiga gome of oM time odds 

tOO new levels. 

Battle Isles 
“A war game that breaks the 

mould and sets a new standard11 

90% Amiga Format Issue 29 

James Pond Robocod 
"On* of the best cutesy plat¬ 

form games ever to appear" 

91 % Amigo Format issue 29 

Home Accounts 
Digita's 01Y domestic budgeting 

system is $|3I one of the most 

papular programs there id 

Subscribe and 
get one of 
these fine 
examples of 
sofware, free 
and for no 

money at all! 

Amiga Format Subscription Order Form 
Yes! Please enter/renew my subscription to Amiga Format and send me the software of my choice 

ttick as appropriate UK £38.40 Europe £67.20 Rest of the World £97.45 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 

Amiga Format Subscriptions, 

Future Publishing Ltd, 

Freepost, Somerton, 

Somerset, TA! 1 7BR 

No stamp required 

if posted In the United 

Kingdom, Channel Islands or 

the Isle of Man 

More Lemmings! □ Battle Isles James Pond 2: Robocod Home Accounts 

Amiga Format back Issues, £4 each. Issues 23, 24, 29 and 30, £5 each 

iplease indicate the issues you require )_____ 

Amiga Power back issues dick as approprialc) 1 □ 2 £5 each 

Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No, 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO ^ Order 

Credit Card No, ___ _. __ Expiry dale 

Please make all cheques payable to 

Future Publishing Limited. 

This coupon valid until end March 1992 AF/MAG 9392 
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LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 
imimummim 

till: ;| 

;* , . - *1 

CORTEX V2 Mb RAM 
expansion 

tor the Amiga A500 
p .pnnai A500 upgrade - "'Mb Amiga ,s 
S f uncwnal equivalent to 
^01-Lwer power 1Mbit DRAM • Late* 
tecbnology h^h-quality components . 

'Falter Agnus' compatible for 1Mb CHIP 
mem • LOW protile enablerbisable switch- 
Available with ot without battery-bached 

ciocie calendar module. 
CLOCK £24.95 

£19.95 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the Amiga A500/A1000 

The ONLY RAM upgrade approved by Commodore UK • 
Fully compatible with A500 plus for 10Mb maximum RAM • 
External fitting (Warranty remains intact) • Through port 
(covered by blanking plate) • Fully implemented auto- 
configirre • Zero wait states • Compatible with A590 and all 
major hard disks • UsesIM x 8bit or 1M x 9bit SIMMs * 
Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, US. or 
EURO) • FullyAI000 compatible • RAM test software. 

CORTEX 1 Mb 
MODULE 

FOR A500 plus 
Gives 2Mb CHIP MEM • 

S;cC ?qulvalent 1° A501 
plus • Ultra low power design • 
Low component count for 
maximum reliability • Available 
populated to VjMB orlMB 

8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the 

Amiga A1500/A2000 
Fully implemented auto-configwe 

. Zero wait states • Uses 1M * s“l 
SIMMs 2,4, orSMbconfigurBtions^ 

2Mb 4Mb 8Mb 

£199.00 £399.00 
GVP IMPACT SERIES 2 
HARD DISK WITH RAM 
(A500HD8+) 
52Mb Hard disk system with up to 
6Mb of RAM * Factory-fitted 
Quantum Pro-drive, 11ms access 
Uses 1M x 6bit SIMMs (see RAM 
CHIPS section for prices) * Game 
switch {hard drive disable) and power 

4 Mb 

U« 52Mb 
M7Q nn 

105Mb 
fecQ nn IV K UrtfiUU ODOiUU \ \ 

ENHANCED chipset 
(E.C.S.) UPGRADES 

Other GVP products availbie: call for prices 

EXTERNAL FLOPPY-DRIVE 
High-quality silent mechanism * 
Through-port • Enable/tiisable 

switch. 

8372A 
Fatter Agnus 
8373 
Super Denise 

£4 5. 

£45. 

£49. .11 

Agnus (allows 2Mb to be 

ROMS' for ROM 
upgrade. 

ROM SHARERS 
1 ail AS5Q Plus owners^ nSfesssnsss 

controlled switching * ; 
to allow for future M ALILfM 

expansion. “JjjJfSSS 
As above but with 
3-pOS^lliOf^ Slide SWilCn 

kickstartroms 

VI .3 Kicksiart ROM fST^TTJl 

V2.04 KicKsiart ROM fTTTTl 

IN STOCK 

XETEC HARD DISKS 
Systems available for all Amigas 

INCLUDING AIOOO call for prices 

PRICE PROMISE 
Cortex will match any genuine price offered by one oi our UK. competitors on 
goods that are in stock on a iike-foHike basis. This offer applies at the time ol 

purchase only and does not apply to prices offered in sales ot bankrupt stock, 

clearance or ctosing down sales. 

2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
All product bearing the Cortex brand name carries a 2*year guarantee. Other 

products in this advemsment carry a i year guarantee, 

Alt prices include VAT and postage & packaging. All products shipped same day 

where possible. Allow 14 days tor delivery i! ordering by cheque. Make cheques. 

P.O.'s payable to CORTEX.. 

- w/ t DUU/ifOOO) 

£75. 

ram chips 
1M * 8bit SIMMs 
(for Cortex. GVP 
etc. 2Mb. 

256K x 4brt DIPs 
(lor A590, 2091 
ICO etc) each 

1M * 1 bit OIPs 
(for older A2000 
cards) each 

IM * 4bit Static- 
Column Mode ZIPs 
(for A3000) 4Mb 

m 

£4.00 

£4.00 

£199. 

DEPT AS, CORTEX DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY LTD, BRITANNIA BUILDINGS, 
46 FENWICK STREET, LIVERPOOL L2 7NB. . 24 HOUR SALES 

TELEPHONE: 051-236 0480 24 HOUR FAX: 051-227 2482 
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY Evcslum Micros ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 9 

High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 
Amiga 500 at REALISTICALLY LOW PRICES! 

Specially designed for the 

A500, our new Reference SCSI 
Hard Drive Systems offer 

exceptional value for money, 
incorporating top brand, high 
performance NEC hard disks ! 

O NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms for optimum performance, 
25ms Average Access time, with Autoparking 

O Includes its own Dedicated PSU. Commodore recommends 
against use of peripherals without independent power supply. 

O COOL! due to popular demand, we have now fitted a cooling fan 

O Option for up to 4MB of additional RAM Expansion, made 
simple through the use of SIMMS - the modem way to upgrade 

O Includes SCSI Throughport at rear for further expansion 

£> High quality metal casing, colour matched to the Amiga 500 

O Includes Configuration/Format Software, plus 'MRBackup Pro' 

MRBackup Professional 
FREE with every hard drive! 

Included with every hard drive is MRBackup Pro 

offering hard drive owners full dala security and 

peace of mind, MRBackup can backup files to floppy 

disk or SCSI tape streamer, with or without its own 

*1asf lormat feature. Features indude intuitive user 

interface, pfus Data Compression options which 

help reduce the quantity of backup media required- 

MRBACKUP PROFESSIONAL 
Available Separately for Only £29.95 

REFERENCE-40 : £299 
REFERENCE-100 : £449 
2MB RAM VERSION: ADD £80 • 4MB RAM VERSION: ADD £160 

Prices include VAT and delivery 

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR FURTHER OFFERS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
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NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) * 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAYj 

JOINT WINNER OF 
COMPUTER SHOPPER’S 

‘Best Customer 
Service’ 

AWARD FOR mi- 

PRICES INC,DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 
Express Courier Mi very : 

(UK Mainland Only} £6 50 Extra 

HI RE TODAY - HERE TO STAY 
£«¥9h*ni Mfrrtii Frftf, T* M tot Chotcr Jnrf 

fw uvri r.qjnt MHth # tlffjnfl lifi.irMTi.il *rrd «4*vff luluTr 

Our Coripuinurd T ******* Or dr* Pfocr*mmq inypilmem m**m f**1. 

rltic#(il wtvut rttll Appornlrd Hrtwl ShwriwiM Hh Iw^r pimlurt 

idnqr on diipLiy Out huq* Cuilcmv* datafratt* hrqh ptictnlJi|t ul 

f*p**1 ciHKjm jnd pvtaotuvl irlfiitli urtdr-fl.i^ri out fkopulw ity 

R(Iff Mflf ff whrn ftm nttd u* nr wiM tlill bf hut Our tilrrivivf 

(iptnipon pfOflram mtaii it# could ntlllUtNf bf Ihfft « 

HOW TO ORDER 
Call us now on 

0386 765500 
TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 

9am-7pm Monday-Friday 

9am • 5.30pm Saturday 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham. Worcs. WR11 6XJ 

Send Cheque. Postal Order or 
ACC ESS/VISA card details to: 

ACCESS /VISA 
Cards Welcome ?Ssi 

Government, Education A PLC order* welcome 

Seme day despatch whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only} C 6.50 extra 

Pleas* not* that 5 banking dtyt mutt be allowed tor 
cheque clearance, immediate clearance on Building 
_Society cheques or Bank Drafts._ 

Mali OrOei Fax} 03B6-7653S4~j 

UnW 9 51 Richard* Road, Evesham 
Worcestershire WR11 6X1 

Tf 0366 765180 
ran 76536* 

Open MorvSat . 9 00 ■ 5 30 

5 Gtitton Rd. Cambridge CS1 2HA 
If 0223 323898 

ttn 0223 322813 
Open Morvlit 9 30 6 00 A Sot. 9 30-5 30 

Corporate Dopr "• IBM dealer 

251-255 Moseley Rood. 
Highgate, Birmingham B12 OEA 

Tf 021 446 5050 
ten &1446±01G 

Open MorvSat. 9.005.30 * Easy Pprfrrmg 

320 Win AN GATE 
r MILTON KEYNES MK9 2MP 

ff 0908 230 898 
to* 0*082308*5 

Open Mon-Sat .9 005 30 

•B 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday. 10.00 - 5:00 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

A» drtaft cornet a ton* otgomgio prm$ » AM goods sufyKl Io mWry 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

RAM/CLOCK 
UPGRADE 512K 

ONLY £24.99 
including VAT and delivery 

512K 
RAM/CLOCK 
EXPANSION 

I FEATURES: 

■> Direct replacement for the A501 expansion 
Convenient On / Oft Memory Switch 

^ Auto-recharging battery backed Real-Time Clock 
"> Compact Unit Size : Advanced, ultra-neat design 
t> Low power consumption RAM 1C* 

512K RAM EXPANSION 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
WITHOUT CLOCK 

ONLYE 19.99 

NEW - NEW - NEW - NEW - NEW 

'A500 PLUS' 
1MB RAM 
UPGRADE 

NEW * NEW • NEW • NEW * NEW 

THE FASTEST m 
MOST SIMPLE WAY TO 

UPGRADE YOUR 
A500+ TO 2MB RAM! 

Simply Plugs into trapdoor expansion area > Increases 
total RAM capacity in 'Amiga 500 Plus' to 2Mb ChipRAM' 
'> Convenient RAM OrVOff Switch & Compact unit size 

'Jr Only 8 low power RAM !Cs > High reliability ONLY £44.99 

A500 1.5MB 
RAM BOARD 

$ Fully populated board Inert**** tolal RAM in A500 lo 2MB f 

-> Plthg# inlo ih* Trapdoor aiparvalon. and contact* lo CARY chip 

> InCludvt AutO-racharQlng B*n»ry-b*Ckad 0**1 Urn* Clock 

-> Sock*1*d HAM ICi on 512X7 1Mb for Titling up to 15MB HAM 

NB 
f*qun*a Koum l 3 to 

op*'*!? feuiun i 3 
upgrado «v«rtnfr« liom 

u* lort 29 n 

A500 'MEGABOARD' 

372" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

£49.99 
including VAT & delivery 

ONLY 
£54.99 

MEGABOARD not*0% Kicktlan 13 
lo operate Ittickitarl 1.3 

available from ui tor f 28 9>5) 
1mstall*lion requires connection lo 

ihe GARY chip Easy lo follow 

instructions provided 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock...*****.*.,..£ 34.95 
With 512K installed. ..,..,E 54.95 With 1Mb Installed,.*<„„£ 69.95 
RAM Board full populated with 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed ...£ 79.00 
************.. . »: 

Comwtli to your 512K RAM 
<tpgrod« to giv* 1,5MB 

With our MEGABOARD, you can further expand 
your A50Q‘s memory to a total of 2Mb without 

of your existing 512K upgrade {musl be 
4 x RAM-chip type, or not exceeding 9cm in length) 

• Very quiet 

• Slimline design 

• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling Vents 
• Sleek, high quality metal casing 

• Quality CitizerVSony drive mechanise 

• On / Off switch on rear of drive 

• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 
Long reach connection cable 

« 



NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY) 

tv pi amplified stereo 
& ITI speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE 
SOUND POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR AMIGA 
WITH THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS! 

Y«ir educes fn* OuAMy •'►N Herwo sound 
UuaWy Meno sound reeradurian W fcm fuff 

»xh tb* speciaiy deseed great no* t»m spm*#r 

aysum1 Futurts ported tpHU' dwfp w*h3 
**CNir«t» dmrtn T< *Ofh kW* end iwporvNf * 
bu4-*i ampW+r **h adfutfat1* voMn* control Run* 
from PSU twjpefcedJ pf horn hiHettis <not XKkXJadt 

SpHltr Omwntiom ?*B*93w P-iPSrwm (HxWnOf 

ONLY 
£39.95 

NEW! TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING - AT 
THE RIGHT PRICE ! 
Representing outstanding value 
lot money, thil package combines 
top quality scanning hardware with 
the distinctively powerful DAATASCAN^ 
PROFESSIONAL software 
At t WYT OCOtip IC*nrunfl •VH'vW w* n#» «a"nw ^ 
£S#«J04* tiHON* KC#n* N*» 4 tui KBmin 
tce^w-V^W1 com-cr #ndHJO MO 300 
40©OC* *e*pi(/ton ftaataeearv PieleMkHiaf waning #ntf WH.-g *'Ow* 

K*nniep « *4h* !Ti1(( ■■* ^ptc 6i s-. spa g'e* VC4WS P^hr-des 
/ erj*ng haws fftf 

•FceiWn; crmpot-b-l y larfh 
me*! DTP «"d Pa-n: Package* 
tg Oftose Pm-nl 4 Tovc^-US 

ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this Is the 

smoothest, most responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy for the Amiga Excellent 
performance now with a 300dpi 
resolution Amaimg new price t 

satisfaction £16.99 GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Am ga ST compatible 
exceiiehi Iravekaccuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE! £ 29 DO 

ROCGEN GENLOCK MK. 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 

FOR MONEY this fully 
CompaliPt GENLOCK 

adaptor offers levels of 
quality, function and 

sophistication not normally 
available in this price category 
Special tealu'K include me abH'fy 

to record gr-ap^cs & immattona on 
video recorders and overlay graph* 

and text onto v»dao Cwstfe of smooth 
end slat** lading a«d wrliymg effects 

snth special lumng knob 

ONLY £99.99 

NEW! ’ROCGEN PLUS' 
Compatible to any Amiga Of Commodore CDTV, this HEW 

Genlock Adapter provides Advanced Special Effects and 

Performance Features wit ho ul sacrificing user-friendliness’ 
Ngw Special Features include: Duel Dissolve coniroi krtot* providing rtwiy 

ediustaEAe degrees oi overlay or invert 
(kpyholei effects, Auto Video- pass-thru: 

extra Video Jhroggftport tor separate 
m* mondonng. RGB pass-thru tor 

Teal-tim* Mbting of Amrga 
graphics, plus KeyTn pen lor use 

with an external krymg device 

ONLY £129.95 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
Wft ill dwfcetPd non nor mam. W* mod* 

oxnphts The adwv^gei of a htgn qutlfey m*dMn 

monitor wax mwiitar with th* con r*n lane* d 
rwnolt control Tttottrt TV. n m • ictltool tow pries1 

Failure* dark glai* scrwri tor improved contrail 

plus Nil r sr5* Vway tpaaktr sound output 

£269.00 delivery I cable] 
j Philip* CMB833 Mh.ll including cable . ...... £ 239 001 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
ASM OWNERS' Eipand ymir hmnt dsk storage lUnher wrrh one at our add-on 

« ritmaffy cased SCSI Hard OhM wtlh 2 5ms autocariung Nf C mactwisma. and 
secwreRi power sun*> Piug* -nto the socket prewded on n* r*er oi the *590 uni 

External *OMb SC5TDrive cased win PSU 
ip directly add-on to tte Comnuxtore A590 t 249 00 

External tOOMb SCSI Dn« cased with PSU C 3M.OO 

Ck AMIGA 500± SPECIAL OFFERS 

<»s&wr 

A500+ CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
TOP VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES ; 
* NEW AMIGA 500 PLUS' witfi 1 Mb HAM 

1Mb Drive, Kickstaii 2„ Workbench 2t 
TV Modulator, Mouse, etc. 

V » DELUXE PAINT l||% PLUS: 

/ LEMMINGS’ (top seller!) 
CAPTAIN PLANET 

BART SIMPSON va 

£349.99 
2MB CHIPRAM 

version £ 379.99 
THE SPACE MUTANTS 

GAZZA 

Classics Ertrs rx* 

CARTOON CLASSICS EXTRA’ PACK 
TOTAL OF 22 
MEG* GAMES! 

Features Amiga S004 Csrtoon Classics Pack as detailed above, 
plus Virus Protector. Mouse Mai. Top Quality Joystick plus 19 

FABULOUS GAMES inc'uding t - 

TrackauH Manager 90 

20,000 Laagun Under The Sea 

Better Deed Than Allen' 

TanA Battle 

GAZZA T 

Betti* Squadron 

Germ Crazy' 

CHei Riot 

Treasure Trap 

UNDER PRESSURE SUBBUTEO 

NfGEL MANSELL ASttfllX’ 

High Sieei The Ban Gam*' 

Night Wil k‘ 1 Block Alanche 

■ Loaf N' Maze' 'DtehMan' 

- W ordwngh i' word pr« aeaor a n d ‘Sea 1 e 1 prwdi heel 

£369.99 
2MB CHIPRAM 

vfRSfON £399.99 
C *55 (TPV40I Peer 

C»U I'w Ms fVuB 1 4" fl-*Ve 
Crvwnedsr* AS* K«Ei Hire DfV* 

r-MOO AW$J2KFLAMUpg^q* 
£ M3 V 14* life Oam 
t!MN as* jut* ram upgrade 

r»» 
t 4*94 
TP9 9S 

gm '4G0Sra4t*f>»c4UUti RAM 5i3 5’ Cahr 
Wff"’?' DP*— 3 PWKvnWvkl Ho-* 
Aceou^a 3 ■ Gi-ea net c 97?* 

REPLACEMENT AMIGA 500 
INTERNAL 3.5” DRIVE KIT 

FgfFy compa**fc^ wth 1 gfdom,aflt<f C^04C»ty 
Srnghdonaard njta’iitcn g-oceduff K1 

rridudei fuf1 Wmg 'bsinictRjns 

ONLY £41.99 

TRACKBALL 
etoKPjrewWMato 

ry Amga 5' At r< ST Pkg 1*1* ntjje » 
i«yrc* eet Sjp*j tnofla 1^3 accu'ate you 

Shifty wo**'’ wim to use i mouae #g*:n 

iA*r u*mg Ttick&*ii' FlH? &fle*irtded 
coritoji Tppqjulny ppre-machinctl 

design g^yt'vg Agh speed ar>d acturicy 
every fny Nq >v*- w?nwrf needed ’ 

ONLY £29.95 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 

Unit. Good quality swrtchmode 

type Super low price’ 

ONLY £39.95 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 
Ofenng tutl conciifsily aln'Olt iny A"Mga H'd^o dtg"'Wr DKkigc flui Sow"3 

Sa^w NanMUM escew-it cmitry veto-g D'cr«j wutl Tm man M> 
G©nv*i4i# g**ft a digcemg ■ewkCfl'' tf up to 40*CHf a fiil tew *»!• T wo pn*ee 

VX**'i **f 0»pvd« ’O' 1>"*C MW I'pJ' put *1 op pt For MKnXJ'.or* **.-*+*• 
ji' -1 k?-wvea we* pyWrA 
wrrrp*' knea C-CTet* m*.* pyt>*« 
4fxi" d4k tow'd 
tinting BpO CHloni. f Utllfl WS 

ONLY £29.95 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 

*Z(2M Registered 
g/§ic©r Dealer 

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTT 

STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer 

ONLY £139.99 

NEW SUCCESSOR TO 

THE STAR lC-10, WITH 
MANY fEATURES AND 

A FASTER PRINT SPEED 

Providing superlative 
paper handling, four 
excellent NLG fom$ 

and a new super-fast 
print speed of 180cp$ 
in draft and 44 cps in 

NLO the LC20 
appropriately 

supercedes the 
phenomenally 

successful LC10 < 

star LC 200 9-Pm Colour. 4 lont$. 100 I5c* 

St*f LC 24-10 24 Pin 4 i<m. l &O 60tp$ 

St*r LC 24-200 24 Pm 5 toms 300/67cw 

Stw LC 24-200C 7 cotout version above 

£ 199.99 

£ T9999 

£ 239 99 

£26999 
Automatic 5h«t Feeder lex LC 10* centers rgd stale modeD £ H95 
NEW Star XB24-290 COLOUR 24-gn W Ml P0"*< pnnle* E 399 99 

NEW Star 3tB24-2M 132 column version al X024=2OO £ *79 99 

MIDI INTERFACE 
Our fully eonTwitoh high quality MID! rr*rf*ce corwwcH dif«tiy wflh ih# Amga 
»rui port and provid** IN OUT 4 THRU parti tof good f**ru,« 
LED ndCAlori on MCti port tor 
Ot*grK»ic purpoMis 
SuoertJ compact drs«gn' ONLY £19.95 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
Our compact v-rus Prp1#clDT Irt* eas-ly 10 Ih* Pori Of l*i* IasC disk (Jnve tfi 
you' Amrg* syttom. proE*cl>rvg all ifil*frial and #m*rnal ^04 from boot 

block viruses Incorpormi*^ a 
Switch 10 emibi* pr o <»£>)* 

m» prcnectuxi laciiny ONLY £6.95 

AMIGA 1500/2000 UPGRADES 

Out hard dnve k4s metoda full nze hard d>sk conimflar cards with 
unpopulated SIMMS RAM upgrade sockets lor Irttmg up to flMb 

HAM. plus htgh speed new lechnotogy NEC Hard disk* 

40Mb HARD DRIVE A INTERFACE ( RAM CARD ...... I 349.00 

100Mb HARD DRIVE & INTERFACE / RAM CARD.... £ 499.00 

PLEASE NOTE These are empiy Flam sockets - Add C» DO wv 2**> RAM reqj.r«j 

vn> Amiga video d*m»T package me VO-Chiom* E 110 00 

VlOf-Chrom* Amiga colour lr*m* generahon kE Irom B*W kmag*i E 19 95 

VIQMtGB colour ham* generalicm kl hom B4W .mage* E M 95 

K It kata rt l 3 U pgrade E 29 95 

Amiga MO Oust Cwr £ 4,95 

NEW! CITIZEN 224 
Excellent 24-Pin COLOUR Printer 

VOU DON! NEED TO SPEND A FORTUNE % 
TO GET A GOOD QUAUTT 24-PIN 

PRINTER WITH COLOUR CAPABILITY. 

THE NEW CITIZEN 224 GIVES YOU 

OUAinV YOU CAN AFFORD I 
J Tough. Versatile 24 pm Colour Prinnar 

J £«c*llam Cotour Presentation Results 

ji 5 Superb Leiler OuaUty Fonts Bwlt-<n 

^ Fast i9?cps in Drift. Wcp» m Latter Quality 

J Etsy-TchLlseMijiti-FunciiOfi Control Panel 

j Backed by Manufacturer si-Yaar Wintniy 

j Cut Stveel Feeder available tor only £79 95 

bn**n 5wlft 2iE including COLOUR kll 

Qtlvem JP-150 fnkfat good quaiity - encopfional vaki* 

Olive til JP-3S0 1nk|*l »k.c*h«nl h+gh 300** prnlar 
Ktwwlwlt Pac kard Oeskfat 500 

Hewlett-Packard D*«k}*t 4O0C (Cotour) 
Epson LX400 budget tot cernog* 9-p*1 i&Q-?Sepi 

Epson LOsto ?anp<h le&eocpi fik butter 
NECP20 
Pen*sonic KXP1124I uprated 24-f*n model 3* tOOcps 
Panasonic KxPl 1 ?] good vatu* 2*-pm mod*! 

Only 
£249.99 
Me,VAT, dttivery * tab** 

Palm# Pains 4 

enow 
C 2*0 W 
E3JV9Q 
E JM 00 

r see 00 
t mm 
C3AB00 
C 779 00 

C 279 00 
[ 71 4 00 

f ®4» 
£29 95 
£ 3? 40 

t moo 
£ 19 ft 

£J*» 
F 44 K 

£ 79 99 Daney Anmelion Studio F 69 96 

Sped4f* D'gft* Wprdwtxth [ 99 00 
Kind Words 2 £ 37 94 GFA BASIC V3 

Prolert V4 £ 119 95 GFA BAS«C Cflr^tor 
Ogee Horn* *«oirti Vi C 49 00 Devpac 7 15 

Dekjji* Vtoeo 3 
MR Backr« 
AMOS 
HiSoft Latte* c 
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SPECIAL OFFER 

DO IT BY THE BOOK! 
The Graphics Workshop, which we gave you for practically nothing on the Coverdisk of our 
Christmas Special issue, is a powerful paint and animation program. In no time, you'll discover 

what an excellent package it is, and want to use it more. 

Why not get the most out of it by buying the full 

instruction book and tutorial guide, 

specially rewritten by 
Amiga Format! 

AND REMEMBER! 
If you missed out on 

Issue 30 and your 

copy of Graphics 

Workshop, you 
can order the 

magazine from 

our back issues 
for only £5! 

The Amiga Format 
le to getting the 

Graphics 

full 

explanations of all the 

I advanced paint and 

animation features 

IN ASSOCIATION WkTlgftDLOSOf ” 

ORDER FORM 

I would like to order_copy/copies of 

Graphics Workshop iincluding tutorial disk} 

at the price of II 4.95 (+1.45 per copy P&P) 

Please send payment with this order form in a 

sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT Graphics Workshop Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TAT I 7BR 

no if posted in the U x 

Please alio* 28 days for dcfivery 

Address 

^Post €ode_ 

Telephone, 

I enclose cheque/PO for £ . 

Pfease debit my AccessA/rsa card ioe*ete«a«^opfw!ei 

My card no. is _ 

Expiry date 

Signature __ 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 
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MAIL ORDER 

AMOS 
They call it The Creator! A superb easy-to-use 

programming language for creating games, educational 

programs * a]most anything! Comes complete with 

AMOS Sprites 600, LATEST VERSION! 

Description Price Order No 

AMOS 05-95 AMI 68 

Stereo Master AF T-shirt 
This updated version of MicrodcaTs MastcrSottnd is an 

ideal entry level sound sampler, its numerous features 

and improved easy-to-use graphic interface make this 

an excellent bargain for budding music freaks. 

Description Price Order No 

Sttreo Master £29.99 AM234 

The new exclusive limited-edit ion Amiga Format 

T-shirt is now available to Amiga Format readers, 

tt features the 4Lichtenstein* pop-an cover of Issue 20 

in a large four-colour hack prim, new logo on the front 

Description Price Order No 
Amiga Format T-shirt £8.99 AM225 

Amiga Format 
We've picked out the 

best and we bring it to 

you at a bargain price! Mail Order 
Home Accounts 2 

9m ODigital brand-new upgrade of their ever-popular home finance 

system is further evidence of their commitment to quality in both 

i presentation and functionality. Extensive features keep track of all 

l your financial affairs, even if you run a small business. It was 

described b> Amiga Format is ”a package which will suit any 

household" and is set to be as popular as iis successful predecessor. 

Description Price Order No 
Home Accounts 2 £44.99 AM229 

Fun School 4 

OThe latest versions of the lop-selling home educational programs arc 

here! The Fiut Schtwl series aims to teach basic skills to children 

l via enjoyable games. The new series comes in three different 

‘ flavours, aimed at three age groups; Teddy looks after the under 

fives. Freddie the Frog caters for the five-to-seven year olds, while 

Sammy the Spy is there for cight-to-elcvens. Each age level has six 

different games, which teaches and tests different facts and concepts. 

Description Price Order No 
Teddy Disk £17.99 AM231 
Frog Disk £17.99 AM232 

Spy Disk £17.99 AM233 



rrD MAIL ORDER 

Oh No! More Lemmings 
Who could complain about gelling more of the top 

game of 1991! This adds another 100 levels to the orig¬ 

inal, and we're offering you the stand-alone version, so 

you don l need the original Lemmings to play it? 

Description Price Order No 
Oh No! More Lemmings £19.99 AM236 

Back Issues 
Why miss out on invaluable information just 

because you didn’t buy an issue when it went on 

sale? Back issues even come complete with the 

original Covcrdisk: see Pages 184-5 to find out 

what was in each issue. While you're about it, 

why not gel a binder to collect your new issues? 

ISSUE Price Order No 

Issue 14 £4.00 AMFI4 

Issue Jf» £4,00 AMFIh 

Issue 17 £4.00 AMFI7 

Issue 19 £4.00 AMF19 

Issue 21 £4.00 AMF2I 

Issue 22 £4.00 AMF22 

Issue 23 £5.00 AMF23 

Issue 24 £5,00 AMF24 

Issue 2> £4,00 AMF25 

Issue 27 £4.00 AMF27 

Issue 28 £4.00 AMF28 

Issue 29 £5.00 AMF29 

Issue 30 £5.00 AMF30 

Issue 31 £4.00 AMF3I 

One binder £4.95 AMI OK 

Two binders £9.00 AM 109 

AH prices include postage, packing and VAT 

No Hidden Extras 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

Celtic Legends 
Huge, beautifully-presented and intriguing game based 

around a board-game style hex system, with the 

emphasis on combat. Absorbing and intelligent: rated 

85% in Amiga Format Issue 30, 

Description Price Order No 
Celtic Legem** £23.99 AM23S 

Jimmy White's Snooker 
The Amiga Formal Gold snooker game, with an 

amazingly playable 3D system conceived by master 

programmer Archer McClean. Widely voted the top 

computer game of 199 \ 

Description Price Order No 
Jimmy White's Snooker £22.99 AM228 

Naksha Mouse & Tracey 
Improve your mouse control with this high-quality 

replacement mouse. It comes with Tracey, a special 

tool (RRP £7.99 but free to you!) which will allow you 

to trace pictures with the aid of your mouse. 

Description Price Order No 
Naksha Mouse and Tracey £28.99 AM191 

Technosound Turbo 
The updated sampler from New Dimensions will not 

only grab digitised sounds but also allows you to 

sequence them into full compositions, It even features 

MIDI linking, so you can use it with MIDI instruments. 

Description Price Order No 
Technosound Turbo £27.99 AMI 99 

See our remarkable Subscription offer on Page 184! 
r 

Amiga Format Mail Order 
Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No. 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format. 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Description Price Order No. 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa # Cheque * PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited, 

Credit Card No. _ 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Islands or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Expiry Date 
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W AMIGA PACKS ^ 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT ALL ORDERS OVER Cl00 ARE SURJBCT TO £5 UK DELIVERY CHARGE ORDERS OVER £100 RECEIVED BEFORE 2PM ARE USUALLY 
DESPATCHED THE SAME DAY FOR DELIVERY ON THE NEXT WEEK DAY ORDERS UNDER £100 ARE SENT 1ST CLASS RECORDED POST ALL PRODUCTS ARE UK 
STOCK AND CARRY A KILL 12 MONTH COMMODORE WARRANTY PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT HHCE& 

iiu sEistea Ifl-ataite QGa© ■J&'ijo jhllfo. 
AMIGA ASOO* 1MB BASE A500 conputer ajppied with MB ram butt n Kick start V2, expansion to 2MB ram poasibte 
via "trap door*. mouse, tv modiiator, mantala Workbench V2 software. etc a»f)pfed bare with no games software. £325.00 

AMIOA ASOO* SMB BASE A500 computer suppled with MB ram butt in and an extra MB expansion board (giving a 
total of 2 megabytes of ranti Kickatart VZ mouse, tv modilator manuala Workbench V2 software ete aroied with no gpmes 
software 
AMIGA ASOO* 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS Amiga ASOO computer, anipfed *ath Ik® ram txJt in, Kickstart 
V2. expanaon to 2MB ram possible via "trap door" mouse, tv modiiator. mamaJa Workbench V2 etc d&A plus the fdtowng top seling 
software trtJes Lemmnga The Smpsons, Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 

AMIGA ASOO+ 2MB CARTOON CLASSICS Amiga ASOO computer, siupied with MB ram bull n and an 
extra MB expenson board Cgving a total of 2 megabytes of ram). Kickstart VZ mouse tv moddator. mantis* Workbench V2 etc deka 
plus the foiowng top seiing software tides Uemnmgs, The SkifjBOna. Captain Planet and Dekjxe Paint 3 

AMIOA A1SOO BASE A1500 corrputer with 1MB ram detachable keyboard 2 x 35" 880k risk ttives butt in. mouse and 
all mamaia The Amiga A15O0 accepts A2O00 peripherals The A15O0 base pack is adapted with no software Please note that the 
A1500 does NOT have a mediator. 

AMIOA A1SOO PACK A consists of A1500 base pack and the fotowing software Plabnum Worka Deluxe Paint Version 
3. Popiioua Simm City. Battle Chasa, Their Fnest Hour (Battle of Britain) and 2 books 

AMIGA A1500 PACK B consists of A15Q0 base pack and the fdtowiog software Plabnum Wprka Deluxe Patot Versiop 
a Home Acoounta Of. Pucznic, Toty and Getting the Most Out Of Yoir Airtga book 

£500.00 

£500.00 

Hard Disk Drives 

A500 HARD DISKS 

GVP Series 152Mb Hard Disk E389 00 
GVP Series! K)4Mb Hard Disk C58900 

Protar 20Mb htard Disk C27S.00 
Protar 50Mb Hard Dn* £309.00 
Protar 80Mb Hard Disk £596.00 
PHONE FOR OTHER PROTAR StZES 

A1500 HARD DISKS 

GVP 52Mb Hard Card £28900 
GVP 105Mb Hard Card £48900 
GVP 200Mb Hard Card £84900 

PI FAS F PHONE FOR PRICES ON RAM 
UPGRADES ETC FOR ANY OF THE 

ABOVE HARD DISK DRIVES. 

ROM Switcher 
Some older software wi not nn on the new 

i ASOO Plus with KSckstart V2-04 Rom 
but they do nr on the older V13 A50G& 
We a now stocking the Phoenix Horn 
Switcher which means, once nstaled you 
can switch between Kickstart 13 and 2.04 
giving you al the benefits of both Amigas 

I sofrtig those incompetfciity probtoma It 
con be eaaly nstaled to the A500 Plus and 
comes suppled with Kickstart VI3 Roma 
hctoded h the kit is a rrtcroewrtch whktfr 
can be moulted virtialy anywhere to 

togging between the two Rom 

PRINTERS 
ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS f 

We ere offering to ell buyers of Citizen printers some very special 
offers: 
t. cm 
35' die 

tenfold tractor teed paper. 
5 tractor feed envelopes all for only £1299. 
2. CITIZEN COLOUR PRUfTIMQ KIT. This kit enables you to 
upgrade either the Swift a Swrff 24E or 224 to a fiA colour prrttec 
The kit comes with a colour ribbon. NormaMy retesting at around 
£40.00, we are offerrtg. while stocks last the chance to buy tNs 
cototw kit for only £19.99 
Citizen 1200 + &-p*% U4 cps draft 30 cps hLO) E *3900 
Citizen Swift 9 (9pin 192 cps draft 48 cps ALG ) £199.00 
Citizen 1240 (24-pin. HA cps rkaft 48 cps LQ) £199.00 
Citizen Swift 224 (24-pni92 cps draft 34 cps LQ) C 22900 
Citizen Swift 24E (24-pkt 216 cps cka/t 72 cps LQ) £299.00 
Citizen Swift 24X (24-pin carriage) £399.00 

IMS Ram Upgrade 
to expand you Amiga 

A500 Rus to a total of 2MB then why 
not fit the new Mb Ram Board ? This 
extra ram wii \Mimsh the M graphics 
capabiities of the A500 Plus and is 
ideal for may other appfications such 
as soind aamping, date storage etc... 
It’s simple to fit without any I 
modficaticn. and will root invaJkteto f 
your computers warranty, 

£49.99 

Sbir LC20 Mono (9-pin 180 cps draft 44 cps 
Stef LC200 Cotou {9-pin 186 cps draft 45 cps NLQ) 
Star LC24 200 Mono 124-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ) 
Star LC24-200 Cofcxr (24-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ) 

£159.00 
£22000 
£26000 
£296.00 

£26500 Canon BJ10EX Bctobte Jet (ink jet now EPSON compatible) 
Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500 fink jet 3 pagesper minute) £39900 
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 Colour (hEWl fuf zoiour inkjet) CAJ L 

^1* 

LEMMINGS 
THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 
D PAINT 3 

£7.09 
£7.09 
£7.99 

£00.00 

FOR USF WITH THE ASOO HUS OM.Y 

Colour Monitors 
PROTAA V11TO C44M 

* V4‘ Colour monitor 
* Stereo speakers 
* 600x285pixeiresolution 
* RGB / Composite nputs 
* Green screen switch 
* Free with An^ lead 
* Improved veraon of 8833 I 
* 1 year REPLAC&CNT warranty 

only t 239.99 

Accessories 
5 t2K ram expanson * dock £29,99 
External dsk drive £65.00 
Squck repiocement mouse £14.99 
Amiga A500 dust cover £6,99 
Mouse MM £350 
Cruser Joystick £8 99 
“ . ' £9.99 

IF YOU WISH TO OROBt WITH U% THBJ Pl£A5F SfND TOUR CHEQUES. BANKETS DRAFTS, POSlAL CASH ETC TO Oilft MAIL ORDER ADDRESS { 

PAWBIE TO BBT OR RING OUR MAR ORDER HOtUNE ANY TIME BETWEEN IOOQAM AND 13 MIDNIGHT, J DAYS A WEEK. (OU# UNIS A TER 

This IS NO! AN ANSWERTHONI) and USE YOUR CftS>IT CARD ALL ORDERS OYER £IOO SUBJEa to £5 DEiVKY CHARGE 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 
chips comrm com. S3 msy mm. 

WOPJHHS. WEST SUSSiX BHtt SUB. 

WML * ithutijj yyy-iiw. 
OPENING MON ID FRI IGAM ID 6PM SAT 930AM K> 530PM 

HNANCE / CR0>IT (ACUITIES (SHOP ONIY) 

PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED (SHOP ONLY) 

NEW AND USED SI AMIGA b PC EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY 

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS / U5UIRE / EDUCATIONAL) 
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TRAINING INSTALLATION ON-SITE WARRANTIES 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 
Bess mas (dipt m 53 rmesy koad. 

WOKTHIHG. WIST SUSSCXBHtt SMB. 

WML s lujyj) /yy/w. 
opemmo t 7 oays a week bam to bpm 

AU PRICES INCLUDE VAJ AIL ORDERS OVER £IOO ADO £5 (OR NEXT WEEKTW 
COURIER DELIVERY ORDffiS UNDER £KX? ARE SENT SPT POST. 

NOTE - CREDIT CARDS ARE SUBJECT TO V0NHCATION BY CARD ISSUERS. 
GOODS USUALEY SENT OUT THE SAME DM WHEN 

CLEARED IWMENT IS RECEIVED BEFORE 2PM. 
^ P0TSONA1 CHEQUESREQORE TOW CLEARANCE _ > 

All prlcai include 175% VAT Free delivery ONLY on orders under £IOO AH prices f specif leaf Ions / special offers subject to change without notice 
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By Using X-CAD SYMBOL 
LIBRARIES from 

COMPUTECH SERVICES. 

ARCHITECTURAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

| MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COMPLETE X-CAD SYSTEMS 

I Mi X CAD products, programs 4 penphetals based Ofl A2000 & A3000 

Before you try anyone 
else ring us for 
the best price!! 

Total of 48 library disks at present. 
We are constantly adding to these. In addition to the libraries we sell 

all X-CAD programs, products and peripherals including the latest 
Imagine 3D rendering package. Customised Digitizer Tablet menus. 
We are the sole U.K. distributors and manufacturers of the symbol 

libraries for X-CAD. "Proven experts in our field." 
We can write specialised Ex-Macro routines. 

■ X-CAD 3000 
■ X-CAD 2000 

■ Imagine v2.0 
■ X-CAD 3D 
■ Cherry A3 tablet 
■ Potscat tablet 12" x 12" 

■ Tablet files and overlays 
■ Sole UK Supplier of Symbol Libraries 

For details write or phone: 

Computech Services, 87 Victor Gardens, Hawkwell, 
Hockley, Essex SS5 4DY* 

Tel/Fax: (0702) 206165 or phone: 523966 

Have you ever wanted to show someone an image you've drawn, but there's not 

been an Amiga or colour printer at hand? Well now you can Using the latest 

Hewlett Packard 180dpi PaintJet printer I can provide you with a Colour print 

of your image Now you can build up a portfolio to help you with your job or a 

job interview or just simply to till in some space on a blank wail. 

All you have to do b : 

• Send me a COPY of four images) on a d*k{s). (IFF/HAM files}, 

a £trf* How many copies of eecH image you require, A4 or AS. 

• Wait for your colour prints to arnv*. 

Ptoase supply a COPY ot yo«f disMsI as I cannot guarantee disk safety through the post, 
fleas* make diequos/postal txd«r» payable to "flEAUTT M prices are inckisive of VAT and W 

Qritors by appoinlnwnl Only. Roam Allow ZB dlyl lor detoory. Prices Correct at time of going to press. 

REALITY 

16 Tarvin Drive, Bradbury, Stockport, SK6 2PW 
Daytime Answerphone or ring after 7pm - Tel: 061-494 8711 

a * 

* Price Busters!! * 
He 

* 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

* 

He 

Graphics & General 

Advantage.64.99 
Art Department 
Pro 2. 139.99 
Broadcast Titler 2.169.99 
Colourburst.479.99 
Deluxe Paint IV...54,99 
Digipaint III...34.99 
Disney Animation 
Studio...64.99 
Graphics Workshop....44.99 
Flow 3.0.  59.99 
Imagine.147.99 
Personal Finance 
Manager...19.99 
ProDraw 2.0.89.99 
Real 3D Beginners.99.99 
Scenery Animator ......49.99 
Spectra Colour.39.99 
Vidi Amiga.89.99 
Vidi Colour Solution..139.99 

Vista.34.99 
Vista Pro...64.99 

512K RAM with 
clock. 29.99 
1.5Mb RAM with 
clock..82.99 
Audio Engineer 
Plus.159.99 
Cameron Colour 
Scanner..349.99 

Invision Plus/Live..499.99 
Naksha Mouse.22.99 
Rendale 8802 
Genlock..149.99 
Mode Switch Box for 
8802.29.99 
RGB Splitter.59.99 
RocGen Genlock ........89.99 
RocGen Plus.134.99 
RocLite Drive.54.99 
Podscat Graphics 
Tablet.189.99 
Zydec Trackball.29.99 
Zydec Amiga Drive.49.99 

Music & Sound 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

ait Educational 

Compendium 6.26.99 
^ Distant Suns 4.0.49.99 

Fun School 4 Series...15.99 
* GB Route Plus.54.99 

Micro Series.16.99 
He 

Development & Utilities 
3|e 

AMOS.32.99 
* AMOS 3D.,....22.99 

AMOS Compiler.19.99 
jjj Can Do VI .5.  .64.99 

Cross Dos..22.99 
* Diskmaster..32.99 

Hyperbook..42.99 
* Quarterback..39.99 
^ Quarterback Tools..44.99 

* Hardware 

He A1500 CPU Case—.169.99 
A1500/2000 40Mb 

He Quantum Card.369.99 

Audition 4. 34.99 * 
Deluxe Music Const. 
Set.. ..49.99* 
Perfect Sound. ..39.99 
Sequencer One. .64.99* 
Stereo Master. .29.99 
SoundBlaster. ..84.99* 
Techno Sound Turbo ..29.99 * 

DTP & WordDrocessina * 

Excellence 2.0. ...59.99* 
Kind Words. ...29.99 
Pagesetter 2. ...39.99* 
Page Stream 2.2. .139.99 
Pen Pal. 54.99* 
Protext V5.5. ...99.99 
Professional Page.... .169.99* 
ProWrite 3.2. .89.99 
Quickwrite. ...29.99* 
Scribble. ...29.99 
Transwrite. ...29.99* 
Wordworth 1.1. ...89.99 
Works Platinum. ...59.99* 

♦FREEPOST or £5 Securicor * 
^ 48 hour despatch (cheques 7 days) 

Cheques should be made payable to Softstore * 
^ Access and VISA cards accepted - 

Softstore, 410 Bath Road, Slough, SL1 6JA 

* 0628 - 668320 * 

* CALLERS WELCOME * 
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Miles Better Software 
219/221 Cannock Road, 
Chadsmoor, Cannock, 

Staffordshire, WS11 2DD 
Telephone: (0543) 466577/8/80 

Fax: (0543) 466579 
Access & Visa orders accepted. 

Add £1.00 per item for overseas orders. 

Miles Better Software 

39 High Street, 

Brownhills, West Midlands. 

Telephone: 0543 373836 

Shop Hours 9.30am-5.30pm 

Monday to Saturday 

ARCADE 
Videokid.16.95 
Bubble Bobble. 5.99 
W.W.F. Wrestlemania.14,95 
Head Over Heels...5.99 
Mega Twins...14.95 
Yogi Bear & Greed Monster.6.99 
Tusker. 5.99 
Platinum - (Black Tiger, Ghouls & 
Ghosts. Stricter, Forgotten Worlds.. 12.95 
Flood.,.7.99 
Arkanoid II. 4.99 
Chuckie Egg II. 7.99 
Rainbow Collection - (Rainbow 
Islands, The New Zealand Story, 
Bubble Bobble).. ....14.95 
Mitro.. 6.99 
Dizzy Collection.17.95 
Wolf Child.19.95 
Pacmania... 4.99 
Pacland. 4.99 
2 Hot 2 Handle (Golden Axe etc) 19.95 
Agony...  17.99 
Jet Set Willy..7.99 
Robocop 3.....  16,95 
Myth. 17,95 
I.K. +. 6.99 
Magic Pockets.16.95 
Paperboy..,....7,99 
Count Duckula...7.99 
Scooby/Scrappy Doo.6.99 
Chuckie Egg.. 7,99 
Lemmings.,.,.,..,...16.95 
Top Cat in Beverley Hills.6.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy.4.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy..4,99 
Manic Miner.  7.99 
Edd The Duck.7.99 
C.J.'s Elephant Antics.....5.99 
Lemmings 2 (Add-on Disk).12.95 
Lemmings 2 (Stand Alone).17.95 
First Samurai................................ 16.95 
Robocod.16.95 
Paperboy 2.... 16.95 

ADVENTURE/STRATEGY 
Another World..............................19,95 
Dungeons, Amethysts. 
Alchemists etc (DAA).4.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster.4.99 
Rocket Ranger.7.99 
Might & Magic III (March 5}.22.95 
Leisure Suit Larry v (Feb 27).27.95 
Willy Beamish.24.95 
Emlyn Hughes Arcade Trivia.6.99 

ADVENTURE/STRATEGY 
Secret Of Monkey fsland II 
(March 12).19.95 
Armsds 7 99 
Eye Of The Beholder II (Feb 27).. 19.95 
Abandoned Places.....19.95 
Sim City/Populous Twin Pack_14.95 
Heimdall..22.95 
Knightmare.19.95 
Populous II.19.95 
Powermonger.14.95 
Powermonger - Data Disk.11.95 
Castles.19.95 
Celtic Legends. 19.95 
Battle Isle. 19.95 
Trivial Pursuit (Genus)......7.99 
Deuteros... 19.95 
Megalomania.19.95 
King’s Quest V..27.95 
Cruise for a Corpse.18.95 
Midwinter II.22.95 
Railroad Tycoon....22.95 
Ultima VI..22.95 
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy....7.99 
North and South. 7.99 
Eye of the Beholder.19.95 
Colossus Chess X.9.95 
Dungeon Master..14.95 
Deluxe Strip Poker.  .4.99 
The Godfather..19.95 
Board Genius (Monopoly, 
Scrabble Deluxe. Cluedo, Risk) ..19.95 

EDUCATIONAL 

Fun School 3. Ages 5 to 7 Years .16.95 
Fun School 3. Ages 7 & Over.16 95 
Fun School 4, Ages 5 to 7 Years .17.95 
Fun School 4, Ages 7 to 11 Years 17.95 
Amiga Logo....16.95 

SIMULATIONS 
Red Baron..22.95 
4D Sports Driving....17.95 
Shuttle (Feb 27). ...29.95 
Jet (Sublogic).9.95 
Birds of Prey......22.95 
A320 Airbus.  24,95 
Silent Service II.22.95 
Flight Simulator II....22.95 
Scenery Disks for Flight Sim II 
/Jet -Hawaiian Oddysey, Disk 9 
(Chicago) Western European, 
each at.....9.95 

SIMULATIONS 
Flight of the Intruder.22.95 
F15 Strike Eagle II...22.95 
FI9 Stealth Fighter.19.95 
Ml Tank Platoon...19.95 
Their Finest Hour.19.95 
Their Finest Missions.13.95 
Knights Of The Sky.22.95 
Microprose Formula 1 G.P...22.95 
"-- 

_SPORT_ 
Omniplay Horseracing...9.95 
Beach Volley.5.99 
Wacky Darts..,..,,......,.4,99 
Stunt Car Racer.5,99 
PGA Tour Golf Plus.19.95 
PGA Tour Course Disk.10.95 
Football Crazy (Kick Off 2. Player 
Manager. Final Whistle).17.95 
Lotus Turbo Challenge II.17.95 
4-Wheel Drive (Lotus, Toyota G.T., 

John Madden’s 
American Football..19.95 
Jimmy White's Snooker.19.95 
Lombard RAC Rally.6.99 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf ...19.95 
Rugby - The World Cup.16.95 
Football Manager 2..7.99 
Turf Form/System 8 Pools.7.99 
Microprose Golf.22.95 

Wordworth Word Processor 
Version 1,1..77.95 
Stereo Master....27.95 
Naksha Mouse (Incl. 
Operation Stealth).. ..24.95 
Deluxe Paint III.14.95 
Deluxe Paint IV. 54.95 
Naksha Scanner.109.95 
3D Construction Kit...29.95 
SV-129 Foot Pedal..17.95 
Megastar Joystick...19.95 
Topstar Joystick.17.95 
Voltmace Delta 
(Analogue Joystick)...14 95 
CX80 Trakbail “...14.95 
Zydec 3.5" External Disk Drive ‘*54.95 
Zydec Twin Speakers “. 32.95 
Pro Glo Pink autofire joystick.7.99 
Interword **.29.95 
Home Accounts 2 **....39.95 

** - Information readily available, ask for details. E&OE. 
Orders welcome by post, fax, telephone or in person. Access and Visa both welcome. Please make cheques/postal orders 

payable to 'Miles Better Software’ and, if possible, give your telephone number when ordering. 
All prices include V.A.T. @ 17.5% and delivery is free in the U.K. 

All goods are inspected prior to dispatch. Prices correct at lime of going to press. 
Please address any queries or enquiries f.a.o. Pete or Wayne. 



SO, WHERE 
WERE WE? 

WHAT WAS 
COVERED IN 
PART ONE 
OF THE SERIES... 

In Iasi month's tutorial we didn't do any¬ 
thing of immediate use: all we did was 
just go through the basic idea of what 
the Workbench disk actually is and what 
it does, so that you know what s going 
on In the background when you use the 
Workbench. Here's a quick run-through 
of what we know so far. 

1 What the Workbench disk is for. 
The Workbench disk provides an ‘inter¬ 
face’, a way of controlling the computer. 
This lets you do two things. First, you 
can run programs that aren't 'self-boot- 
lng\ Second, it lets you organise the 
data that is on a disk. 

2 How items on disks can be 
organised, in theory. 
There are basically three things you can 
do to organise items on a disk: you can 
delete them so they are no longer there: 
move them from one place to another; 
or duplicate them so they are accompa¬ 
nied by an identical replica. 

3 How this organisation! is done, 
In practice. 
Deleting is simple, but because of the 
way computers work, the other two are 
slightly more complicated, if you want 
to move something to a new location, 
you have to copy It to the new place, 
leaving the original behind. You can 
ihen delete the original. If you want to 
duplicate It, so that you've got the origi¬ 
nal and the copy In the same place, you 
have to give the copy a new name, 
because the computer won't let two 
things in the same place have the 
same name. 

4 Why paths are very important. 
Disks are organised like filing cabinets. 
An item on a disk Is called a file. Files 
can quite happily float around just on a 
disk, as if the filing cabinet were one big 
box. But disks can also have drawers. 
more usually referred to as directories . 
You can even have directories within 
directories. What all this means is that 
M's very important to always give the 
computer a list of exactly which disk 
and which directories it has to took 
through before it finds the file you want. 
This list is called a path'. 

If you missed out on last month's 
Amiga Format. you should still be able 
to follow this month's quite happily. But 
you may find rl useful to read the first 
part of the series to give you a better 
understanding. Copies of Issue 31 can 
still be obtained from our Back Issues 
department on Page 164. Right, let s get 
on with messing about with those files! 

Getting to grips 
with Workbench 
Part Two of the series that helps complete beginners understand the Amiga. Last 

month we described the basic principles that lie behind the Workbench disk: 

now Damien Noonan moves on to actually doing things with Workbench. 

FIRST PRINCIPLES 
When you’re working wMh the Workbench, a lot of what 
you'll be doing will entail using the mouse. There are 
standard terms for things you do with the mouse which 
will be used throughout this article and In almost any¬ 
thing else you'll ever read about the Amiga. So to make It 
quite clear, we ll explain these terms first. An icon', by 
the way, Is the little picture with a name underneath that 
represents a disk, a drawer or a program. Try these out 
as we go through them. If you ve never done it before, to 

get used to the way it works. 

DOUBLE-CLICK 
Press the left mouse button twice, rapidly in succession. 
If you do this with the mouse pointer over a disk icon It 
will open a window displaying the contents of the disk: 
this is called double-clicking on the disk icon. If you 
double-click on a drawer icon, it will open a window dis¬ 
playing the contents of that drawer. If you double-click 
on a program icon, it will run that program. 

a 
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Double-clicking on a disk icon witl open a window displaying 

the contents of the disk. 

CLICK 
Press the left mouse 
button once. Clicking 
is a common way of 
saying io the com¬ 
puter ‘go on, then, do 
something’. For 
instance, if you click 
with the mouse 
pointer over the small 
blob in the top-left 
comer of 8 window, 
the window will close. 

Clicking on the small blob in the top*left corner of □ window 

will make that window disappear, 

SELECT 

Press the left mouse button once with the mouse pointer 
over an Icon. You could also call this 'clicking on’ the 
Icon, When you do this, the colours of the icon change: it 
has become highlighted'. To de-select an Icon, simply 
click on something else: just a blank area ot the screen 
will do fine. You'll also find later on that you can select 
one file from many by clicking on Its name in a list. 

DRAG 

——— r=n a 7‘ if! liTfiTi.. Expmion ■ 
Frets Tmhttn “ 

Jk. j 

A 

Dragging moves on icon acres» the screen to o new position. 

Hold the left mouse button down, move the mouse so 
that the pointer moves across the screen, Ihen let go of 
the button. If the pointer is over a blank area of the 
screen when you start dragging, you will draw a box of 
dotted lines on the screen that vanishes when you let go. 
If the mouse pointer is over an icon when you start, the 
icon will move with the pointer and you can drop it where 
you want by letting go of the mouse button, You’ll also 
find you can drag the bottom-right corner of a window to 
change the size and shape of the window; or drag the top 
bar of the window around to move the whole window. 

SELECT A MENU OPTION 
The right mouse button is used just for menus. Hold 
down the right button with the pointer over a blank area 
of the screen, and you'll see the bar at the lop of the 
screen change to a list of words. Still holding down the 
button, move the mouse so that the pointer goes over 
one of these words, and you'll see a menu1 - a list of 
options - drop down. Still holding down the button, move 
the mouse so that the pointer goes over one ot the 
options, and it will be highlighted, If you don't want to 
select an option, simply move the mouse pointer away 
off the menus and let go of the button. It you let go of the 
button while an option is highlighted, you select It. 

Menus are referred to by the word at the top of the 
menu. Try selecting the About1 option from the 
Workbench' menu. Click on OK1 to kill the message. 
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Uorhbencitf .8 Workbench'.8 

Clicking on an icon select* it: th« colour* change to show that it 
hat boon selected. 

Selecting a menu option involves letting go of the moose bet- 

ion when the option is highlighted. 
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WORKBENCH 2 

IDEAS FOR BEGINNERS 0 

WORKBENCH 1.3 

This is probably a familiar sight to Amiga format's 

alder readers who don’t own an AS0O Plus, 

THE CLI OR SHELL 

The hidden, but probably one of the most powerful tools of 

the Amigo: the Shell or the CLI. 

w 
M !•« CJJ.17S) 
f«rrmht 9 i«S-im 
tofmaierf—Siu^i, Ik, 
At I Ifghti liitrvfl 

The new loading screen of the A500 Plus and the sign of 
. Workbench 2. Very Prince tique. 
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Firs! released about three years ago, this is ihe third 

version of Workbench, which has been regularly 

updated since ihe Amiga appeared six or seven years 

hack. To use a Workbench disk, your Amiga is also fit¬ 

ted with a matching version of the Kicks tart chip (this 

is the part of the computer that gets the thing ready to 

work when von first switch on). 

For this reason, you can tell which version of 

Workbench you have without even looking at the disk. 

When you switch on. if you get a picture of a hand 

holding a disk with the number ] .3 underneath, you've 

got this version of Workbench. If you get the same pic¬ 

ture with a lower number, you really should talk to 

your local dealer about upgrading. 

Because all of the Amigas that were Mild for the 

three years up to November last year all had 

Workbench 1.3 in. we'll treat this as the standard for all 

of our tutorials, But over the course of the next year, 

you'll see Workbench 2 taking over, so do try and fol¬ 

low how it works, ton. 

Workbench is a graphic interlace', which means 

you're supposed to be able to see everything you need 

to see laid out for you on the screen, and control the 

computer mostly using the mouse. But there's another 

interface hidden in Workbench: the Command Line 

Interface, also known as the Shell. It's there because 

you can't see everything you need lo see on the 

Workbench, so sometimes you have to use the CLI. 

Tlie (rouble with the CLI is it's all words, no pic¬ 

tures. and is closer to the way the computer works. 

This gives it a reputation for being tricky to use. It's 

not difficult once you know' how: and it's quicker io do 

some things with the CLI. So if you know how to do 

something using Workbench, try it using CLf as well. 

You open the CLI for use by double-clicking on the 

Shell icon on your Workbench screen. This opens a 

window, into which you ty pe commands. The com¬ 

puter also prints replies in the window. When you've 

finished using the CLI. you simply type endcli and 

press the Return key, and the CLI window- w ill close, 

Anyone who has bought an Amiga 500 since mid- 

October last year is more than likely to have a new 

A500 Plus, which is a bit of a mixed blessing. On the 

minus side, you may already have discovered that the 

Plus has problems running some software: but on the 

plus side it's fined with the new and very much- 

improved W ork bench 2, 

You can recognise this instantly, because when you 

switch your Amiga on you don't get the dull old picture 

of a hand holding a disk: you get a colourful purple 

screen with an animation of a disk moving into a disk 

drive, This, much like the old hand-and-disk screen, 

means that the Amiga is all ready for you to put a disk 

in the disk driv e. 

Workbench 2 is much better than Workbench L3 

because n really does show you everything you need to 

see, so you won’t need to use the CLI half so much. 

But it's still worth knowing about the CLI* so 

whichever version of Workbench you have, do follow 

the CLI w ay of doing things as well. 

Formatting a disk 
Before you can use a disk to store Amiga data on, you must prepare it so that the Amiga recognises it as 

an Amiga disk. This process is called 'formatting' or 'initialising' the disk. 

WORKBENCH 1.3 
Load Workbench and then put the new disk in the 

internal drive. You will see the icon for the disk, with 

the name of the disk as DFtkBAD. To the Amiga, if s a 

bad disk because it’s not an Amiga disk, 

One of Ihe first steps you hove to take to initialise or for¬ 

mat a disk, so that it’s Amiga compatible. 

Select the disk icon and then select the ‘initialize' 

option from the Disk' menu at the top of the screen. 

As the Amiga starts to do just w hat you'v e told it to do, 

it will put up a box on the screen. This is known as 

a ’requester" box, because it's requesting you to 

do something. 

First of all the box shows a message asking you to 

insert the disk to be initialised in drive dfT>: which is 

where it already is. So all you need to do is click on 

Continued overleaf 

THE CLI OR SHELL 
The essence of the way that the CLI works is you sim¬ 

ply type in a message telling (he computer what it is 

you want done. In many cases this message is quite 

simple English, hut in the case of formatting a disk it's 

a hit more comp liter-jargon like. 

The CLI command you need is format, but it has to 

be accompanied by other bits too. Most CLI commands 

have other bits - they are know n as parameters - which 

are usually optional. But occasionally, as in the case of 

formal, there are some parameters y ou hav e to include. 

formatting a disk the CLI or Shell way tl not com pika led 

it's just lakes a little longer. 

Type in ihe following instructions, but at all times 

remembering to be very careful about using the correct 

punctuation and only leaving spaces where there 
Continued overleaf 

WORKBENCH 2 
The process for Workbench 2 is incredibly si mi liar 10 

that for Workbench 1.3. The only major change is that 

the menu option you select is sensibly called Format 

disk’, which is what everyone calls it anyway, rather 

than the term ‘initialize'. 

Workbench 2 h remarkably similar to it's predecessor, 
only it's now called 'Format disk’, not ’initialize’. 

Once you’ve loaded Workbench, put your new disk 

in the internal drive. You will notice the disk is called 

dfD:????. The Amiga does not recognise it as an Amiga 

disk, This is a change from the dftkBAD of Workbench 

1.3, It’s probably a recognition of the fact that quite a 

few professional Amiga users now frequently use IBM 

PC disks on their Amiga systems, so □ disk the Amiga 

doesn't recognise isn't necessarily blank 

Continued overleaf 



FOOTBALL 
TACTICIAN 

FREE UPDATES OFFER! Because 
Talking Birds are committed to providing the most up-to-date 
football manager ever, purchasers of FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 
will receive free update disks for a whole yearf As players are 
transferred, injured or revalued, as managers are sacked and 
teams promoted or relegated, it is essential that up-to-date 
data disks should be made available to the serious user 
Beyond the first year period, this service will be available as 
an optional extra. 

Until now, football simulations came in two categories arcade and 
management. Few. if any, ever bothered with the all-important STRATEGY 
which a successful manager is to master, both before a match when 
deciding on squad selection, and during the match when high-drama real¬ 
time decisions must be made on tactics, substitutions, set pieces and 
player deployment. But now, for the first time on any major computer there 
is a superlative management game that encompasses all forms of soccer 
strategy: it is cailed FOOTBALL TACTICIAN. Team selection, needless to 
say, remains a critical element in any successful campaign: and here you 
will be aided with a wealth of player data, never seen in any soccer 
program before. Gone are the days when a player was given a single sk 
ievel Each player is now analysed in up to 20 different aspects, enabling 
you to select the side best suited for the match in hand. And then you 
come to the BIG innovation of FOOTBALL TACTICIAN: full on-line, real-time 
involvement during the match! For the first time ever, you will, as a manager 
be able to alter your strategy : choose a defensive or offensive system 
mark certain opponents, drop back some of your players if the pressure ts 
tough, decide exactly when substitutions should be made, play the off-side 
trap, go for quick counters, etc... With full on-screen commentary and 
minute-by-minute feed-back, you're as involved in the match as any of 
your players! When you further consider that this game is written in KX) 
machine code (unlike scores of other slow-motion offerings which are 
written in basic), that up to twenty two users can play this game at the 
same time, that accurate records are kept on all 440 players in the frst 
division, right down to their exact market valuation, that a built-in editor 
allows you to change any player's or manager’s name, you will realise tha* 
this is no ordinary soccer manager. THIS is the REAL THING Youre n 
charge. You manage your side before and during the match Nothing ts left 
to chance. Can you rise to the challenge? Try FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 
and prepare yourself for the ultimate football experience, 

Amongst the many features intelligent computer behaviour lively 
transfer market ability to replay ANY match of the week with foil 
commentary, ability to retrieve any fixture from the last 21 seasons, fop 
scorers chart friendlies, speed control, twenty player squads, 
selectable positions( and 

AMIGA and ATARI ST/STE Double-sided disk. 

P/ease rush 1 copyof FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 
Own an AMIGA □ an ATARI ST/STE □ 

Name 
Address 

I enclose cheque for £19*95 □ 
My Visa number is 
Vis a or Access orders same^doy delivery Overseas please add £1 p&p 

TALKING BIRDS 0702 523607 
5 Minster Close Rayleigh Essex SSG 8SF 

Football Masters is the very latest Multi-Manager Football Simulator for 16 

btt computers. After 4 years of development we are proud to announce the 

release of the most comprehensive football management game ever. It's 

waiting to test your skills right now ! Features Indude: 

Miiti-Manager game for 1 to 4 Players Three levels of difficulty. 

Match highlights minute by minute, make substitutions or team changes at any time Live 
injuries, yellow/red cards and named goal scorers 1MB version has extra Graphics, 

animations and realistic digitised sounds (An option can turn this feature off). 

Fall UK and European Cup itinerary. Includes FA. League. Zenith Data. Leyiand Dal. 

European, Cup Winners and UEFA Cups All cup match rules have been made as accurate 
as possible. Two Leg Ties. Extra Time. Away Goal Rule, Seeded Draw's. Byes, ele 

All 4 league divisions with play-offs and league expulsion 

Real initial, surname, league career records, heighi and age entered for all players as at 
the start of the 91 /92 Season. Five skill ratings per player, separate five for goalkeepers 

Plus 15 other special attributes like Captain. Super Subs St Mobility. 

A lively and real time transfer market, with an approach facility, negotiate wages and 
contracts Plus loans, free transfers and trainees Unique and simple training system to 

improve player skills 

High quality printer facilities to list all the vital information. Masses of historical statistics 

on past games, players and manager. Quick game data load and save 

AH screens updated quickly and displayed in a pleasant formal, which ts easy to use and 
comfortable to read. Fully mouse operated Primed instruction booklet with plenty of 

diagrams. A separate Editor is available to change saved/initial details 
-At 

There are many, many other little things that make this game the most addictive arid 

accurate interpretation of a Football Managers season It wtkttd be impossible to list ail the 
features in this advert but we assure you that this is the best We have thousends of satisfied 

customers from our previous edition of this game, many are still playing it 1S months after 

purchase. See the order form below for details on how to order this incredible game 
Available for all Atari ST s and Amiga's. PC version coming so^n 

An amazing graphical strategic simulator that s fun for all the family 0. 1 
or 2 players on keyboard, mouse or joystick Pick your moves from the 
selection available and watch your animated warrior battle it out. Watch 

the energy bar indicators and plan your moves. 

You can edit your very own new wrestler or amend a wrestler already 
created (16 are provided on the game to begin with). You can change any name, colour 

of tights, linings, flesh tone and hair together with all the fighting skill values, weight etc 

Instructions are also provided which show you how to change the way any wrestler looks 

or you can create whole new ones. Amiga 1MB RAM. Only £ 19.95 

P 
24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

(0702) 600557 Aiwxy Rinno Otisdo Office Han 
FAX (0702) 613747 

MAIL ORDERS I All the programs detailed in the advert are only available through direct mail from ESP Software ■ 
Name ..Address ® 

=] 

I have an . 

Postcode . Tel 

_ computer, please send me the following items 

Quantity Description Unit Cost Total 
Football Masters 512K 19.95 

Football Masters 1 MB 24 95 

Football Masten Editor (Not 512K Amiga) 12.00 
Wrestling Masters (AMIGA 1MB ONLY) 1995 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion 29 00 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion t Clock 34 00 

POSTAGE (Non UK add €1.00. not BFPQ1 O) 
£ra 

i oo 
TOTAL I If yCnTirutv a {h4-QLrtf quorAnlre (<vd « fTcdil c*rd [Ww urfsK ft* ngmhrt <sn lh#| 

■tvme d wdlimuredtpateh urtun4HhcMi d raewpe I_ _ II enclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to ESP SOFTWARE 

Cut out and post this form to (photocopies or written orders are acceptable) 
|KP Software (AF), 32a SaUhcFuitii Road, Sourturekon-Sea, Essex SSI ZMX LK. 
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LOWEST 
PRICES BCS Spring Offers CDTV 

£445 

★ OFFER 1 * 
Philips CM8833 Mk 11 + on-site 

marntenance + FI 9 Flight Sim + lead 

£998 

* OFFER 9 * 
A500 Plus Cartoon Classics Pack + 
Philips CM8833 MUII Lead + FI9 + 

On-site maintenance £575 

^ DISKS DISKS DISKS ^ 
100% certified error free 
50 3.5' DS/DD.£22.50 

100 3.5" DS/DD.£37.00 
ISO 3.5" DS/DD...£52.50 
200 3.5N DS/DD..£69 00 
400 3.5" DS/DD.£138.00 
500 3.5" DS/DD.£172 50 

1000 + Call for spot prices 
Prices include VAT & free 

delivery & free labels 
Please call for latest prces 

v---> 

New 100 capacity 3.5" lockable 
boxes & disks 

No quibble lifetime guarantee 
50 3.5" DS/DD + 1 oo cap foctotite box., .£25,50 

100 3,5" DS/DD + 100 cap lockable box...£40.50 
150 3,5" DS/DD + 100cap lockable bo«...£56.50 
200 3,5- DS/DD + £i00cap4chai9irbOHCs.X74.95 
400 3.5" DS/DD + * 100 cap lockawe bo*% £149 00 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5100 cap iwka&ft boxes XI 87,00 

All prices include VAT & free 
delivery & free labels 

Please call for latest prices 

PRINTERS 
Star LC - 20. ....£150 
Star LC - 200 Colour. ....£205 
Star LC - 24 200 Colour. ....£265 

AMIGAS 
A500 Plus 2Mb Cartoon Pack £405 
A5001 Mb Cartoon Pack... ..£345 
Class of the 90 s. ..£450 
A1500 . .£650 

ACCESSORIES 
New GVP Products in Stock.. .....CALL FOR PRICES 

1/2Meg + Clock.. ..,£29,00 A590 Hard Drive. ...£28000 

1000 Labels.. .£8.00 Printer Lead. .£8.00 

Cumana Drive... £58.00 A590 + 2Mb Ram.. ....£370.00 

1000 Tractor Labels. £10.00 Zipstick.. .£1100 

Amiga Mouse £1400 A500P 1Mb Upgrade .£57,00 

Mouse Mat ... X2.50 A590 Hard Drive. £265.00 

Stingray Joystick. ...£13.50 1 meg A500 Plus Upgrade.. .£59,00 

* OFFER 3 * 
A50Q Cartoon Classic Pack + Oumana 

External Drive 

£400 

★ OFFER 4 * 
A500 Basic Pack 

£999 

5.25" DS/DD Disks,..21 p each 

5,25" DS/HD Disks.39p each 

f- 3.5" DS/HD Disks 
60p each 

100 3 5" DS/HD (incl P&P)X61.00 j 

150 Cap 3 5" Posso Box.£15.50 

60 Cap 3 5l Stackable Box....£10.00 

3.5" 10 Cap boxes......XI .00 each 
3.5* 40 Cap boxes.£4.10 each 

3.5* 100 Cap boxes.£4.50 each 

5 25* 50 Cap boxes.£5.10 each 

5.25' 100 Cap boxes.£5.90 each 
<-- 

LOOK! 
NEW BANK BOXES 

80/90 Cap.£8.95 
130/150 Cap...£16.95 

ORDER HOTLINES 
0273 506269 / 0831 279084 

All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated. 
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance. 

Call or send cheques / postal orders to: 

BCS Ltd., 
349 Ditchling Road, Brighton, 

East Sussex, BN1 611 
All offers subject to availability. E&OE 

77| Due to shortages of 3." DSDD disks, prices r 
Lj may change without notice 
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Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £25.00 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit a 512K 
—I memory expansion at no extra cost. ^ r~— 

AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

★ Commodore registered 
★ Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
★ 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
★ We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

pans, labour, VAT and post & packing 
★ Most computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
★ Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
★ Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
★ All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

VISA 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 
payment and this advert and ire will do the rest. (If possible please 
include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 
* If you require 24 hour courier to your doort please add £5 else your 
computer wilt be sent back by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 
WTS rwent (he righl lo refuse machine* that in our opinion are lampeml with, to an extent bevond 

reasonable repair 
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THE CLI OR SHELL 
should be spaces, then simply press the Return key: 

WORKBENCH 1.3 
'continue', A new message will then appear asking you 

to confirm that von warn to format the disk in drive 

Select the disk icon and then select Ihe 'initialize' option 
from the 'Disk' menu. As the Amigo starts to do 

dft):. and warning you that all data w ill be erased. This 

give* you u moment to make sure that sou1 re format¬ 

ting the right disk, noi accidentally erasing one you 

want to keep. Again, click on 'continue" 10 go on. 

The window w ill now show a continually changing 

message recording the progress of the operation. You’ll 

notice that the disk is organised into Kri tracks, num¬ 

bered 0 to 79, so by the time you've reached ihe high 

seventies you know you’re nearly there. But apart from 

that little usefulness, there’s not really very much point 

in knowing how a disk is organised, so it s not some¬ 

thing we will discuss in any more detail. Beside* 

which, to be honest, i don’t know about it" 

The Amiga will now print up a message saying that 

the imtailization is complete: and there vou are w ith an 

Amiga disk, all ready to have Amiga data saved onto 

it! You’ll notice that the disk is called Empty, but we 

can change this in a minute. 

format drive dfO; name' Mydisk 

The Amiga will now continue by putting up a message 

box (a requester) on the screen, and the process contin¬ 

ues just a* it would if you were formatting your disk 

from the Workbench screen, until you are left with 

your formatted blank disk, all reads to be used. The 

only difference is that your disk will be called My disk 

rather than Empty. 

You can pul any name in instead of the word 

Msdisk. within certain limits. The name must be 32 

characters or less. You must not use a colon : or a 

backslash i and you should not use spaces until you 

know what you’re doing: we ll show you how to deal 

with a tile name or a disk name with spaces later on in 

this series, but for now just don’t use spaces. In fad* 

many experienced Amiga users use a bar like this _ 

instead of a space. So you could have: 

format drive dfO: name Damien's_Piceies 

WORKBENCH 3 
Select the disk's icon so that it is highlighted. Then 

select the 'Formal disk' option from the icons’ menu. 

You will be presented with the message box with 

which the Amiga asks you to put the disk you want to 

format into the drive and confirm that you want to 

blank this disk. The operation then proceeds much the 

same as described in the column for Workbench 1.3 

users. At the end you w ill have your blank disk. 

It’s worth pointing out that Workbench 2 also has 

an improved system for formatting disks. This is called 

Fust File System (FFS) and means that it’s quicker for 

the Amiga to read information from disks, as well as 

squeezing slightly more data onto them. A Workbench 

2 machine will happily read disk* formatted on a 1.3 

machine, hut not the other w ay round: so if you format 

You can also, if you want to be really clever* iry 

another parameter. 

format drive dfO: name Damien noicons 

Normally, when you format yourself a blank disk it 

will have a Trashcan on it. But if you use the noicons 

parameter, it won't. That’s all there is to it. Tin* saves a 

tiny bil of disk space. 

R t* r™t « 

Uri tt i «itl Sf * 
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This message is a sale guard, and that you definitely want 
to erase the disk,, ie no setand thoughts* 

a disk on your Workbench 2 system, it w ill not work on 

a Workbench 1.3 machine. 

FFS gives you another way of formatting a disk. If 

the disk is an Amiga disk. U can do a quick format’, 

much like deleting all ihe files on the disk. Select the 

'Format disk" option on an Amiga disk and you’ll be 

offered a choice of what kind of format to do. 

DISK SWARRING 

UAflrhanrh) A 

Having two disk drives is handy far playing some 
games and when you1 re far matting a disk* 

Having two disk drives is handy for playing 
some games, but it really comes Info Its own 
when you're doing anything with Workbench or 
programs that run from Workbench. 

Formatting a disk Is a typical example of 
why It s easier to do with two drives. You have to 
have the new disk in the drive, of course, 
because it s the one being formatted. But the 
computer also needs the program that formats 
the disk, and this is contained on the Workbench 
disk. So If you've only got one disk drive, the 
Amiga will occasionally ask you to put the 
Workbench disk back in. 

If you do have only one drive you may have 
to deal with several disk swaps when formatting 
a disk. The Amiga will come up with a requester 
saying Please insert disk” and naming the disk, 
and ail you have to do is take out the disk 
from the drive and put in the one it asks for. 
Unusually for a requester, you don’t then have to 
click on continue’: fust leave it atone and the 
Amiga will carry on. Also don't forget to check 
that the disk drive light Is off every time that you 
take a disk out. 

RENAMING A DISK 
When you've formatted a 
disk from Workbench, If will 
be called Empty. But it’s a 
simple job then to call it 
anything else you want. 

Just select the disk icon 
(click on it once with the left 
mouse button* remember?) 
and then select the 

A prompt will came up an screen for you to name your newly formatted disk. 'rename option from the 

'Workbench' menu if you’ve 
got Workbench 1.3, or from the Icons' menu if you've got Workbench 2, A little, long, thin box will come 
up on the screen with the name of the disk In: simply remove the letters that are already there with the 
Delete key, type in your new name and press the Return key, and your disk is renamed. 

Remember that a disk name must not contain a coton : ora backslash / or spaces. 

201 

fieri an e m 
Enter a mu n*» far 'Ehptv'. 

lEnyty " 

CK ] Cancel| 
v.- 

Harkbtnch 

YgUne 
Enptif 
is write protected 

Retry | Csfice l 

If you get this 

menage it 
means that the 
data an the 

disk cannot be 

erased and 
that nothing 
can b* added 
To the disk. 

Systm Hegugst 

Fomat failed 

Error tiuring fnrut 

K 

This could 
mean that 
your Amiga's 
having a bad 
day or that 
you've just 
given him a 
nasty old disk 
that's had it* 

If you want to make sure you don't accidentally 
blank a disk or save something on top of useful 
data on It move the write-protect tab In the cor¬ 
ner so that the hole is showing. Always do this 
with your Workbench disk. However, when you 
are formatting or renaming a disk, you will have 
to make sure that the disk you are doing this to 
is write-enabled: to do this simply move the tab 
so that It covers the hole. 

Occasionally the Amiga will sulk and decide It 
doesn’t want to format a disk for you. it wilt print 
up a message on the screen warning you about 
the problem and saying something like "initial¬ 
ization failed’'* This may be because there's 
something physically wrong with the disk, in 
which case it's no use to you, but It may just be 
that the Amiga's got confused, so you can try 
starting again and see if It works. 
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AMIGA FAULTS 
REPAIRED 

Quality work done from 

only £23*50 
A50O, 1000, 1500, 2000 & A590 

also monitors, 1084* Philips 

For peace of mind, speed & 
postage charges paid, call 

for our fixed price offer 
anywhere in the UK! 
Includes free piece 

of software! 

AMIGA NEEDS HELP?? 

STAR ASSOC. COMPUTERS 
Ring Our Engineers on 

081 ■ 961 5366/4412 

RECOMMENDED 
UPGRADES FITTED! 

(Or supplied) 

1 Mb-8Mb Mem upgrades 
Emulators 
Double sided/drives 
Hard disk drives 
+ more 

Shop 10, Bridge Park, Harrow Road, Brentfield, London NW10 0RG 

play the World's most sophisticated real time Multi User Dungeon game 

CALL: 081-478 4488 CALL: 081-553 3155 
300-1200-2400 (MNP5) 300-1200^75 

Modem Settings: 8N1 

* 24 Hours Non-Slop Adventuring? * Regular Competitions 
* Cash Prizes * Holidays ★ Free Credits 

coming soon: 
Free Night Time PSS* 

try it out as a >>mudgucst« 
{free Guest Account) 

or contact 

The Wizards* Guild Ltd 
Olt: (0268) 72688* 

YOI K AMIGA 
LIKE THIS FOR ONLY 

£34.95 including postage 
& [Kicking, 

A REAL SPACE SAVER! 
100's of satisfied customers. 

AMIGA CONSOLE UNIT 
Monitor console and keyboard unit. 
Second drive space. 
No hard drive restrictions 
Power supply or modulator space 
Keeps cables tidy, 
Non-magnetic aluminium. 
High quality texture finish. 
Plenty of ventilation. 
Installed in minutes. 
Designed specifically for the A500 
and 500+ 
Colour co-ordinated. 

hOM’W GOMPITKKS 
I la Waldeck House 

Waldeck Road 
Maidenhead. _ 

SLfi 8BR TST 
0628 773212 ““ 

PLEWK INI NOT I’llOM MTEH f>HM 

AMIGA R £ PA J Si 3 
Repairs from £23.00 inclusive. 
Free registered carrier pickup and 
return despatch for ultimate peace of 
mind, anywhere in the UK! 
Free diagnostic inspection. 
All repairs carried out are covered by 
free 90 day warranty. 

Fast efficient service, average 
turnaround 24 hours! 
Experienced, qualified engineers. 

Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 
inclusive. 

ACsA a.... 
. ELECTRONICS 

V 
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street, 
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE. 

Telephone: 091-455 4300 

Turn your mouse into a 

digitiser - for just £7.95! 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your 
DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precision- 
moulded transparent puck attaches to your Amiga's mouse 
to give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing. Fixes to 
either side of the mouse for left or right handed use* 

★ Removable when 
not in use 

it Ideal for Naksha, 
Commodore and 
all flat-sided mice 

★ Only £7*95 
including VAT 
and p&p 

“This novel little device makes copying pictures easy” - 
Amiga Format, Nov. *90 

“If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied, 
then Tracey gets the prize'* - Computer Shopper, Jan *91 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome. 

SideWise Ltd (Dept AF32), PO Box 4, 

To tries, Devon TQ9 7EN 



GET THE BEST! 

The new, updated 
complete guide to the 

Amiga 
CREATIVITY GUIDES 
Get result by roiling our advice on what software lo buy in 

graphic*. 3D. animation. DTP. digitizer*. scanners, music, 

v ideo. cducat ion * mult intedia, ^ 

PRODUCTIVITY 
GUIDES 
More buying suggestions and 

solid advice on the practical area* 

of word processing. databases, 

spreadsheets, accounts software, 

com ms, programming. 

-s 

erSk: 
fSr 

INFO FOR BEGINNERS Y 
Features to introduce the Amiga, explain how ii 

works and get you started in any area of Amiga use ' 

including Workbench and the CLI. *u ^ ^ 

HARDWARE EXPLAINED 
Overviews of hardware and its functions, including buying 

recommendations on printers, emulators, monitors and more. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
The whole world of free and next-to-nothing software explained, 

explored and elucidated. The besl in utilities targe lied and the 

demos scene exploded. 

WORKBENCH TECHNICAL TIPS 
A whole host of interesting and useful advice and information, 

front hardware to mi ft ware and back. 

GAMEBUSTERS GAMES ADVICE 
Including tips and hints for old favourites like Rainbow Islands, 

Batman. Rnk Dangerous. Dungeon Master and Shadow of the 

Beast 2 as well as some of the recent hits like the game of the year 

Lemmings and the amazing Superi ors 2. 

500 PLUS OWNERS 
PLEASE NOTE! 

Thl* book and tha disks were pro* 

ducad before tha Plus was released 

and not all items are suited to 

tha naw machine 

Costing onfy £9.95 and 

of new information, this is 

completely rewritten to include stacks 

the most comprehensive overall guide 

PLUS TWO COMPLEMENTARY 

DISKS FOR ONLY £4.00 EXTRA 

FEATURING: 

JRComm communications package • Scenery fractal 

landscape generator • Cruncher compression utility • 

ScreenX saves screens as pictures • iconmaker icon cre¬ 

ator • Syilnf02 tells you what s in your Amrga • WhereJs 

helps you find files • Border switches off screen borders • 

CfickDOS the power of CU without the hassle • 

Safeboot protects your games from viruses * viewJLBm 

displays pictures easily • Quicklem magnifies your screen! 

• WB Hacks a bit of fun # MegaWB scroll round a mas¬ 

sive screen • FuncKey customises key set-ups • 

ScreenShift adjusts screen positioning • Zero Virus virus 

killer • Zap binary file editor • Bootlntro adds intros to 

your disks • RSLCIock full toolkit • DropCtoth adds 

colourful Workbench screens • TaskControl sets your pri¬ 

orities ♦ SuperEeho real-time sound processing • FPic 

image processing • DropShadow smartens your 

Workbench • DecHexBin programmers calculator • 

MandelMountains excellent fractal creator • Spread 

simple spreadsheet program 

there is to every aspect of the Amiga and what to do with it. 

ORDER FORM 

I would like to order_copy/copies of 

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA J 992 

at the price Of £9.95 f*1,45 per copy P&Pj 

f would like to order_copy/copies of 

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 1992 

plus 2 disks for £1 3.95 f+1.45 per copy P&PJ 

: If paying by cheque please send payment with 

| this order form in a sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT GTM 1 992 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TAT 1 7BR 

Name 

Address 

__Post Code 

Telephone ____ 

I enclose cheque/PO for £ _ 

Please debit my Access/Vrsa card** woprwicj 

My card no. is 

Expirydate__ 

: Mo stamp requited if posted iri the U K 

Please aitow 28 day* for delivery Signature 
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ft LEEDS AMIGA CENTRE 

Naksha Hand Scanners.£115.00 
i Meg Without Clock.£25.95 
i Meg With Clock...£29.95 
t .5 Meg With Clock.£85.00 
1 Meg 500 Plus...£39.95 
Supra RX Rams.Call 
1500 8 Meg Boards (Pop 2) ..£169.00 
Genlocks (Rocgen).£99.95 
Microbiotics Accelerators. .....£229.00 
256 x 4 Chips (Each).£4.49 
1 Meg Simms (Each).£39.00 
4 Meg Simms.....Call 
1500 SCSI Controllers.£79.00 
Quantum 52 Meg H/D.£199.95 
Enhanced Chip Set.Call 
CD-Rom.Call 
PSU’s. £49.95 
Modulator.£29.95 
Mice, Meece, Mouses.£19.95 
ZY-FI Stereo Speakers.£39.95 
Internal Drives.£54.95 
External Drives.£59.95 
Midi Interface.£19.95 

— 

msmm 
Goldstar TV 14" with Scart 

And Remote Control • Great Picture! 
Inc Cable 

ONLY £219.95 
GVP products in stock 

Call us for great deals on 
A500 & A1500 Hard Drives & 

Accelerator Boards 
These realty are the business! 

Vortex AT Once Plus 
This best selling PC Emulator has now 

been improved! New features include 
16MHz Clock Speed, VGA Mono 

emulation and B2000/1500 
compatibility. 

£219.00 

BOOKS 
We now stock a comprehensive 

ranse, covering all aspects of 
Amiga computing. 

Call in for a browse! 

WANT MORE? 
— 

How about.Philips, Citizen, Star, 
Canon, Protar, Lynx, Miracle Teaching 

System, Serious Software, Games, 
PC Systems, Printer Supplies.... 

PLUS 
Our local price match means you 
won't have to sacrifice service to 

save a few pounds! 

Open: 

Mon-Fri 
9.30-6.00 

Sat 

a\iiiitei:h 900-530 
54 The Merriorr Centre (Balcony) 

Leeds L$2 8NG 
Tel: (0532) 446520 

MAIL ORDER 
By Phone; Quoting your Access/Visa number 
on; 0532 446520 Mon-Sat 

By Cheque - Make cheques, P/Os or 
Building Society Drafts payable to: Midi tech 
(please allow for 7 days for cheque clearance) 

Delivery: Please add £6.00 courier delivery. 
For orders under £100 please add £2 p&p. 

_ 
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Expand Your Horizons In Games Development 
... At The Leading Edge! 

Millennium is a fast-growing publisher of entertainment software. We're steadily building an international reputation for 
delivering some of the best, most original games titles around. How? Our highly professional approach focuses on 
every aspect of game design - from concept and gameplay, through development and conversion, to creative visual 
design and market positioning. And we have the best people. 

Rapid development into new technologies, new projects and new markets means that we need to expand our develop¬ 
ment team with: 

Designer/Programmers 
You must be able to demonstrate a significant track 
record and development experience, to work on: 

• Super Famicom/Gameboy/NES projects. 

• 68000/IBM development projects. 

• Megadrive development projects. 

Graphic Artists 
Creative artists with real talent for drawing & design, 
with skills & work experience in computer graphics. 

Development Managers 
Development Managers to initiate, control and drive 
forward development projects. 

You should have a highly professional approach, and 
bring significant experience of project management 
expertise, gained within the computer games industry. 

As well as the communication and organisational skills 
needed to manage development projects, you must have 
the technical ability and creative flair to actively support 
programming teams. 

To develop the best products we need the best people. For the best people, we'll offer the best packages. 
If you have the talent and commitment to excel within a small, dedicated development group, contact us now. 

Please call Ian Saunter on (0223) 421526, 
or write enclosing your cv to: MILLENNIUM Millennium, St John's Innovation Centre, 

Cowley Road, Cambridge CB4 4WS. 



AMIGA, ATARI & PC SOFTWARE 

The Tipster 
TIPSTER IS THK SO. I SELLING HORSE RACING PROGRAM \\t> 
CONTIM ES TO OUTPERFORM NOT ONLY ALL OTHER 
PROGRAMS BUT ALSO THE BOOKIES. USING DATA FROM THE 
RACING POST Ok ANY NEWSPAPER, THIS PROGRAM Mil ! 
SELECT THE BEST HORSES AND OFFER BETTING ADVKT 

The Punter 
LET YOUR COMPUTER TRY TO MAKE SENSE OF THE 
BRITISH POOLS. THIS SOFTWARE CAN BE USED EOR ANY 
POOLS COUPON. THE AUSTRALIAN LEAGUES \KI 
INCLUDED FOR NEXT SEASON. 

The Dogs 
THE DOGS USES DATA FROM THE RACING POST AND MOST 
NEWSPAPERS TO RATE GREYHOUND RACES OU R ELAT 
AND HI RDLES, THIS PROGRAM IS VERY EASY TCI USE. AN 
IDEAL GIFT FOR THE MAN WHO HAS EVERYTHING. 

League Manager 
THIS PROGRAM ENABLES YOU TO MANAGE UP TO 24 
TEAMS IN 5 LEAGUES ON ONE DISK. IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS 
AND AN Y SPORT INCLUDING: FOOTBALL. GOLF, SNOOKER. 
DARTS. BILLIARDS, POOL, SQU ASH, TABLE TENNIS etc. 

The Bookie 
THIS NEW RELEASE CALCULATES THE RETURN FROM 
MULTIPLE BETS. YANKEE, PATENTS etc. A GRAPH DISPLAYS 
YOUR DAILY BETTING PATTERN. THIS CAN BE USED TO 
INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING. A PERM CHECKER 
IS INCLUDED ON THIS DISK WHICH COVERS ALL PLANS. 

£24.95 each, or any 2 for £44.95 

SIDMOUTH SOFTWARE 
PO BOX 7, 
SIDMOUTH, 
DEVON, KXIOOTI). 
TELEPHONE: 0395 67073 

Send £4.95 
for a DEMO 
DISK. 

Matrix 

Buy Your Software From Us 
And We'll Buv It Back! v 

Forking out £25. £50 or much more when you’re not sure whai you 
want or what a program will do is risky. 

As a member of the Matrix you can choose from our extensive lists of (he latest and the 
popular with mir absolute guarantee to buy them back. 

AND you doril have to pay until you're decided, 

★ Top name games, business and utility software (sorry no PD or Shareware) 
* Great prices * No commitment to buy ★ Computer helpline * Super fast set* ice 

Matrix - established 1981 * over 2 1/2 thousand members 

To find out more about the unique Matrix money saving 
scheme call our 24 huur hotline, (09211) 444224, now! 

or. send large ULtw staling your rnacbirvr III)MAPI1 JJ", Amiga, Atari ST) to: Matrix Leisure Stfvxo. 
Dept A VIE J. I nil 4, Mill Sludb Business Centre, Craw Mead. Ware, Hertfordshire. sc,i2 m 

1/2 price first years membership subscription! 

KICKSTART 

NOW 
1.3 

Now includes a 12 month rapid 
replacement warranty. ickSwitch 

SMtcnes *0 Moles VO Soldering 

N2 $64,03- Shipping NZ $15 
AMIGA KICKSTART 
ROM SWITCHER 
a number of popular programs don t work 
with Kickstan version z 
Our solution t& tfjdtswucfi a device #tucn allows 
vou to select between two versions of 
ktckStartflOM Dv hendfr>g down me left mouse 
cutton at powerup 

For standard Amiga 500 50C :<ui - 5GC 2DX 2500 

■ aodtox F20 us S55 aus $47 Exchange rates mjy 
benefit you, cfteck your local paper for today V rate 
we accept Vtw X Mxterura mmm 

m 
Rp Vutrsi) 

% 
PrufettKYul M>9c*97S7 hewmartfit 

Auckland- uewZWKi 
Phone toh2iO&3 6»^BJ7 

’ STOP PRESS - CEMTACT U5 FOR OUR DOWN UNDER KICKSTART ROM PRICES 

\NXX\\\\\\NNN\\\NVNVVVVNVVVV.VV\VV\\ 

BULK DISKS 
>t CRAZY PRICES 

i 

I 

3.5 DSDD AT UNBEATABLE PRICES 
50 for only £22.00 200 for only £69.95 

100 for only £37.50 250 for only £85.00 
500 for only £170.00 

All certified 100% error free supplied with labels 

100 3.5H DSDD Disks 
r STAR * +100 Cap Box 

OFFER 200 3.5M DSDD Disks 
+ 2 100 Cap Boxes 

.00 £41 

£77 » 

Banx boxes 80 capacity....£9.95 
Universal printer stands..£7.95 
Re-Ink the wonder product..£12.95 
Amiga/Atari dust cover.£3.95 
3.5" cleaning kit.£2.95 
Mouse mats.£2.95 

3.5" HD 60p* 
5.25" DD 23p* 
5.25" HD 38p* 

* each 

REMEMBER ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P 

100% PRODUCT SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK 

Callers welcome by arrangement 
DIAL A DISC 

6 Walsingham Road, 
St. Pauls Cray, Kent, BR5 3BW 

Tel & Fax: 081-309 5556 — 
vl'WWWWWWWWWVWWWWW 

Reach the top LOU' 
with  L—J 

Self-Tuition Courses 
World leaders • Hons graduate/teacher authors • In educational software 
ham. • Excellent reviews • £5 off total for 2* £10 off for 

[^ItlJtO^IAniS^Cl^arvGCSB 

Best selling GCSE maths course in UK. For ages 11 upwards in 24 
program opiums plus a book and manual* Games - style, graphics + 
music. £24. 

^EAl)lN<^VRITlN(JCO^S^^^earsJ 

NATIONAL CURRICULUM {AT. ]-5) 24 program course leaching 
reading, writiiig & spelling with a book, manual ami voice tape £24. 

PRIMARY V1ATHS COURSE (3 - 12 years) ^ complete 

course wiih 
full screen colour graphics, NATIONAL CURRICULUM (Levels 1- 
4), 24 programs + a book and a manual £24, 

MICRO FRENCH (Beginners - GCSE) 

Complete course with real speech & graphics adventure game, 24 
programs + a hook and a manual. Games-sivlc, graphics * music. 
£24_ 

MICRO ENGLISH 18 years - GCSE) |Complete course Also 
I n Ml I'. ' 

spelling, reading, writing and oral with real speech. 24 programs and a 
book and a manual at £24. 

MKCA MATHS (A level course) k Step-by-step come of 24 
M programs * a book and 

manual. Full screen graphics for calculus £24. 

Most LCL courses inn on most compulei's 
(PC. ST, BBC, Arc) 

C LCL courses are compatible wrth the N C in so tar as it has been finalised} 
Send coupon and chequcs/FO s (+99p P&P) or phone orders 
or requests for free colour posier/caialogue to: 

LCL (DEPT AMF) THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, 
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OX ON RG9 IQB 

A500 PLUS 
OR AMIGA 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 
Name.... 

Address 

Title ,™..„ 

Computer. 
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■ JF m ■ ■ a 
A \lr Free prize draw! 
I 9 Ui We will give away an Amiga 500 or Atari ST 
\_JS | ^ or £200 cash, Winners choice Automatic free 

entry with every order 

n ■ ■ iw f w 1 COrJGftATULf'.I I'- .-i'v.1 MRS O H AYN ES OF RE.DDITOM1 
1 THE LUCKY WINNER OF THE RUBYSOFT PRIZE DRAW 1 

YOU COULD BE NEXT 

RUBY SERIOUS 
30 Construction Kit... 
AMOS Creator 
AMOS Compiler 
AMOS 30 
Dfin-j# Pwrrt 4 f t meg reconwnended} 
Duney Animation Studc .- 
G B Ftoute PH* _*- 
Hicme Account* 2 . 
Pwa*l v5 (1 megn 
STOS 

*T Amiga 

28 99 28 99 
N/A 34 99 
U‘A 2099 
N/A 24 99 
Ul A 59.99 
f-i'A 79 9© 
NT* 54 99 

39 99 33» 
109 00 10900 
2t50 m 

STOGeoospmsi 
STOS CimpNi 
STOSMsestrg 
hn School 2 {Under 6) 

Fun School 4 (5" 7) 
Fun SettoH (7-11) 
The french Wt*ro« 

13% 
17% 

. 1750 
14 50 
14 50 
14 50 
17.50 
1750 
17% 
17% 
17 99 ,J 4$ 

NJA 
H*A 
U'A 

14 50 
14 SO 
14 50 
17.50 
17 50 
*7 99 
17% 
179© 
144$ 

RUBY CHARTBUSTERS 
40 Sports Boxing 
A »0 Tank Killer 
A32G Airbus’ 
Action Staton* i mag 
Agony' 
Alien Breed 1 meg .. 
Alien Storm .. 
Altered Destiny 
Another World’. 
ApocWyp** 
Armalyte 
Baby Jo* ... 
Barbarian ?{PSY) 
Bard* Tele 3 
BAT 
Bottle Ghees 
Bertie Ch*s* 2 
Battle Command 
Bertie \%mcr .—. 
Battle Master 
B-ti E. tots Naacar Challenge 
Bruy The K<r 
B*»tss c4 Prey i meg 
Biacr Crypti* 
fr-ede warrior’ 
But Max 
Blues Brothers The 
Bofwua Brothers' 
Breach 2 tenhenceol 
BtKJW ol DwM' 
Captain Planet 
Card mm ot the Kromkn’ 
Camtes’ 
Centurion 
Cos* Legends 
Charge » the Light Brigade 
Chase HQ 2 
Che-Quanin m Bolivia 
Chimos Revenge’ 
Chuck Yeagers ATF 
Cisco Heat 
Conan. The Cmnenan 
Crime City 
Crime for the Corpse 
Cybor Fight 
Deathbrmger' 
Detoae Strip Poker n , 
Deuterous 
Doubt* Dragon 31Rosetta) 
Dragon Wars 
Dynamite Debugger’ 

Ehnra The Arcade 
Elvira Mitfreu or the Dark 
Evtr a Mutress of the Darn T 
Ep*e’ 
Eye ot nt Behomar 
Eye ot me Storm . ........ 
nM* 
Fl5Str**E*ota 2 l meg 
F19 aemm Fighter 
F29nMahmor 
F117A 
Face Ob ice Hochey’ 
Fir* and toe’ 
Firm Serhufm 
frnalFigNl .........._.. 
Final Blow 
F light or the Intruder 
Ftror 13’ 
GUck 
Gauntlet 3' 
Thu Godfather 
Gurwhqa 2000* 
Hard Nova 
Meimdaic 
Home Atone 
Hudson Hawk’ 
Hunter 
totomaiionil ite Hockey' 
jimmy White's Snooker 
Joe Monlana FootbaP* 
Keys ot Marr arnon 
King* Quest V «.... 
Krughrs of too Sky 
KrvghEnwe 
Leander 
Lets^e Suit Larry 3 
L*4ure Sun Larry V 

Lamfiwgi Data DMi 
LenvrwgA Oh Nor Mor 
Lite and Death 
Lorb C* m* Rings 

ST 
, 17 9& 17» 

Lota Turbo ChtlNngt 2 
Msa Dog Wi«i*rf«* 

16 99 
1999 

'6 99 
1999 

. ISYA 22 99 M*gic Pbcktrts 16 99 16 99 
24 99 24 99 Magic Si cry Book 19 99 1999 

titA 21 99 Meupiii l&iano 15 99 15.99 
19 09 1999 Mt>tln-vu-WariKxs N/A 1750 
17 99 17 99 Mega Lq Mamin 19 99 .19.99 
17 99 17 99 Meg* Twins.' 16 99 16.99 

.M/A .20.99 Mercwwy 3 18 99 1699 
.16 99 .. .16.99 MierOpfOsofWhl 1 GWC! Pfm 2499 24 99 

17 99 17 99 MicrO0fOB& Golf 2299 ,2299 
16 99 1699 Mig 29 Suoer Futefum 24 99 24 99 
17 99 17 99 Mighi and Magic Of N^A . 16 99 
16 99 16 99 Midwinter 2 1 mag 

Moonoase' 
2299 22 9© 

16 99 16 99 22 99 ..22.9© 
, 23 99 23 99 Moonstone* 1999 1999 

IE 99 1699 Monkey Island 1 meg ■ S 1599 
17 99 17.99 Monkey i jiana T l meg . 1699 .1699 
16 99 16.99 Myib H*tory In The Making' 1650 ^50 
19 99 1999 Marc 1499 14 99 
16 99 1899 

17 99 
Navy Seal* 1599 1599 

tifA Nebulas 2 1699 1699 
16 99 16 99 Never ending Story 2 1699 16 9© 

WA 23 99 Ne*ghpou,lsr 16 99 1699 
17 99 1799 

1799 
Oik 1699 i6 99 

’“99 CUhui£u*upe 
Pwe k»ck Boaftig i meg 

1699 16 99 
1999 1999 1699 1699 
17 99 1799 

1799 
Pjpetxiy 2 1699 1699 

1799 PGAlneQoM USA 16 99 
20 99 20 99 nww 1699 16 99 
17 9Q 1799 

1799 
16.99 

Poo* o? Darkness 19 99 ... 1999 
17.99 IVpylDut 2 ’9 99 19 9© 
.i6.se POwrncnger i960 19 50 

.. 17.99 1799 PhM*ttt 2 1699 1699 
16 99 16 99 Prehistoric 1699 16 9© 
m 9& .20 99 FioflgN 30.S0 30 50 
19 99 1999 HailfOW Tycoon 22 99 22 99 
16 99 16 99 Reach lor me Sk*t 24 99 24 99 
16 99 16 99 RaWm 1999 19 9© 
16 99 1699 H h:1 of Eta Dragon 24 99 2499 
16 99 . 
16 99 

16 99 
16 99 

1699 16 99 
fiottocop 2 
Robocop 3' 

'6 99 16 99 
19 99 19 99 15 99 15 99 
1999 1999 

16 99 
Rouma Morwry 15 99 1599 

1699 R Type 2^ 16 99 15.99 
.16 99 .1699 RBI 2 &i!Jto Ban 17 99 1799 

. 21 99 .21.99 Rugoy The World Cup 1599 15.99 
17 99 .17 » 

17 99 
Serekcn’ . 13,99 139© 

1799 Search For The King 22 99 22 99 
1C 99 16 99 Shadow Sorcerer 1699 16 99 
16 99 16 99 Silent Service 2 1 Meg 22 99 22 9© 
16,99 1699 Simtartfi ■ 1799 - 1799 
16 99 16 99 Smpaona 1599 15 99 
17 99 1799 Smash TV 1650 16 50 
22 99 22 99 Spec* Ace 2 iories Revenge* 

Space Crusade1 
22 99 22 99 

24 99 24 99 if 99 1699 
16 99 16 99 Spew Qumi !>t 25 99 25 9© 

.ma 1999 Sck*,? or Eieauttr ’9 99 19 99 
1999 1999 StartfcgNIt 

S^rweFeoi 
NTA 1699 

1699 T6 99 16 99 1699 
23 99 23 99 Super Cvi 2 1599 15 99 
1999 19 99 

'6 99 
Super Spece mvader* 1599 1599 

16 99 Cargo 1699 16 99 
21.99 21 99 Swncrtoieoe 2 1699 16 99 
16 99 16 99 TernwWor 2 1599 1599 
1799 1799 

1599 
Test Ove 3 1999 1&99 

ifiPQ The Apvtjnlures 0^ Room Hood 1699 1699 
16 99 16 99 Tiw Fineat Hour 1999 1999 
t6 99 16 99 Their Fine*! Hour M’swon D*k’ n 99 11 99 
20 99 . 20 99 Thgnoejhipwk AH-73M 1699 16 99 
16 99 1899 Till 14 50 14 £0 
16 99 1699 Tip Of! 1699 1699 
16 9? . 16 99 Tqki 15-99 - 15 99 
1999 1999 Turttaa Arcade Com Op* 

TV Spod* BaskDl Ball 
1699 1699 

..21 99 .2199 19 99 19 99 
.16 99 1699 Uinm* 6 1999 . . 1999 
2399 23 99 Undet FvoiisLiro’ 16 99 1699 
1799 ..,.17 99 Vertgeaiicu ol Encfclibur N/A .... 1999 

.15.99 1599 vkKw K»d* 16.99 16,99 
1799 . 17 99 voif led* 16 99 1699 
1799 1799 Vroom.., 15 99 . 15.99 
1999 1999 Wo*lem Front’ Nr A ... 1999 
1799 1799 Whno Death i meg 15.99 15 99 
1699 16 89 Wild Wheel*’ 15 99 159© 
26 99 26 99 Willy Beamish’ 29 99 29 99 
22 99 2299 Wod On HP’ 16 99 *6 99 
19 99 

..1599 
19 99 won Pack 19 99 1999 
15 99 Wondoriena 16 99 1699 

26 99 26 99 w-'aih of the Demon 1999 :9 99 
26 99 26 99 WWF ' 5 >- 1599 
1699 15 99 Half Mh UuoradcvCtock SWA 29 99 
”99 

Atone 1699 
11 99 
16 99 * Please note rates not retoased at press date vns be 

16 99 16 99 desorfehed wihn 24 hr* of fetoase $ubeKT 
16 99 1699 to avafie&Hity Any tittoe not shown piease pnone 

The German Master 
The Spanish Tutor 
The Italian Tutor 
Answ Beck J^itor Quf {6 1 n 
Answer Back Sen Qua M2-Adult I 
Answer Beck Soon (An Ages) 
Fectfife 500 Speftng £6- 11) 
FecTMfr 500 MSI HS&XY (TOJ 
Fact** SCO Arttwasc (frit} 
Fac^e KC >jnGen Knowledge(frill 
Fact*** 500 Sen Gin Knowledge 112* J 
Facts* 500 £ ngfcaft Word* ti?*| 

1445 14 45 
14 45 14 4$ 
14 45 14 45 
1445 144S 
14 45 14 45 
14 45 14 45 
1016 10 '6 
1016 1© 16 
10 16 10 16 
10 16 10 16 
10 16 t0 16 
10 16 10 16 

Fact*le 600 Know England (12+) 
Facto la 500 Know Scotland (ia*> 
factfiie 500 2Cto Century History (i£*| 
Facto ie 500 Gen Science (14*) 
Facftiie 500 First Aid (12*I . 
Factfiie 500 Assoc^on Football 2+> 
Factfue MO Soon (14*) 
F*Ctoto Super Sports (14*) 

Please note you must nave an An#*er Back’ 
to use 500 wet 

IQ 16 TO 16 
10 16 10 16 
IQ 16 10 16 
10 16 10 16 
10 IE TO 16 
10 99 10 16 
10 16 IP 16 
10 16 1016 

RUBYSPECIALS 
Dpv Double hcv» Racing 
Hoyles Book Ql Garnet 
Kilhrg Cloud 
The Rubysoft *Kfll That Virus' 

6 99 599 
N/A 10 99 

10 99 10 99 
WA 2 75 

Kill (hat virus ■ Even (he dreaded 
snr ■ with our very special Rubytott Vims 

Finder-Killer. Comem with full Inatructlons on 
Sisk, price only C3.7S Id cover Our admin costs - 

please note this disk is for Amiga only 

RUBY CLASSICS UNDER £10 
Afterburner 

■T 
699 

Amiga 
69© 

Altered &&B&1 699 6 99 
Afkanotd Revenge of Due 699 69© 
Aneis Mage Hammer 699 699 
Bar barton 699 699 
Baibar-an 2 699 699 
Salman Caped Crusader 6 99 699 
Batmen The Move 699 699 
Bcrvc CcnvnandOS 699 6 9© 
Bubbe Bobbie 6 99 699 
CaiVrve Games 69© 6 ©9 
Crazy Cars 699 6 99 
Datoy Thompson Oynpc Cbaftenge 
Oagontania 

699 
699 

699 
699 

Dnder 699 £99 
Forgetien Wpnd* 69© 699 
Game* Surmr E(H<n 
Gaurmi 2 

699 
69© 

699 
699 

GhOSftEjuCers 2 699 699 
Heme* 0* the unce 699 69© 
\K* £99 699 
hi0O®W M*iSW 2 
Indiana Jones Las Cmtade 

699 
699 

699 
699 

UM N.n<aa.............. 
Jet Set Willy First iwno on Aroigall 
L eo Storm 
Lombard RAC Rally 
MoonadNr 
Operation won 
Outrun 
Pac-Land . 
Pac-Marua 
Platoon 
Pbwerdnft.—-- . 
Prwator...... 
HTyp# 

S<*« Fighter 
Super Scramble 5*n 

Thundemtaae 
Turoo Outrun 
Tur'tcan 
Vgiante 
Work) Class Leaderboard 

699 £99 
. . N/A 899 

599 699 
59© 6 99 
68© 699 
699 699 
699 699 
699 8 99 
69© 899 
6 99 699 
699 699 
69$ 699 
69© 699 
699 699 
699 699 
699 699 
6 9© 6 99 
6 99 699 
G 99 699 
6 99 699 
699 699 
699 6 90 
699 699 

COMPILATIONS 
POWER UP 

Altered Bee^t Re<nbow is ana K-Out Chase HO and 
Tu,r.i Flu# gamem only Cl T,B9 

BIG SOX 

Hdaiaoea r*n gam** only C1G.M 

FISTS OF FilRV 
Dynamijp Dun. Shincb Nmja Wnir.or and Double Dragon 2 

Four gam** only Cl 6.9© 

Gazza Super Soccer. Prd- s tour World Class 
Leader board and Corttnanta) Ocus 

Four gem** only ClB.A© 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
TV Sporw Focnoas Lord* o» Tha Rit^g St#i. 

TV Soon* Beskttb*^ snci wm 
Four great gam** £21.9© AMIGA ONLY 

AI RSI A SUPREMACY 
S«lert| Service F15 Strike EagH*. Caw Command R47 
and GunPtp Amga Vnwr. Wrgt mstaao of FIS 
&*'ke Eagle Fwitaetkc comp only Cl 9.99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
flobooop. Ghosibuater* 2 indana Jonas and Batmen 

ThoMthw Four gem** only Cl7.99 

TNI mZZV COLLECTION 
Fast Food. Kvrtx ShJW. Fantniy World OfTy. Treasure 

Island Dusry Magic land Du/y 
Five good games only Cl9.99 

RobOCdp 1. Indiana Jonys Last Wnja II. And The Spy 
Who LCWW Mu All Four gente* only Cl B.30 

TOP LEAGUE 
Soeed Bail Z Rick Dengercm 2 TV Sow is FoottNtit. Md*v«er 

and Fato Our beat teller for only C16.99 

MAGNUM 4 
Afterburner. Double Dragon. Operation wop ana Batman s 

Cape- Four gem** only £1 7.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
Butt* Bobbie Renbo* mmd and He* ZiUrq Story 

GraPttrp Wee younger wes 
Three Fantaatlc game* Only £13.99 

CHALLENGERS 
Kick Off. Super Sfa. Fighter Somber Greai Courts 
ang Stunt Car Race Five garnet only C1B.99 

AIR LAND AND SEA 
3 Sub Anack, tndy 500. FAiB Inteiceptor 

Owe Great Comp only £22.99 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manager 2 Gazzas Soccer. Microproae 

Soccer and Football Manager 2 World Cup Edition 
Four game* only C9.99 AMIGA ONLY 

AIR COMBAT ACES 
Fightor Semper, Gunship and Falcon 

Four great Sima only CIS.99 

QUEST AND GLORY 
Cadaver, bfidwmier * Bat and Bujodwyeti. * . 

Version, iron Lord Instead o! Bat 
All Four garnet only £18.99 

TEST DRIVE || COLLECTION 
Musdecar*. Cafcfcvma Oeflenge European Chawenge. 

Duel Supercarr Famaetld Comp lor th* 
Driving fanatic* only Cl9.99 Amiga Only 

BOARD GENIUS 
/ Delude *. Scrabble Deluxe, Ciuedo 

and Risk Four gam** only C 16.99 
* ST version no Monopoly only £15.99 

Monopoly C 
and Ais 

SUPER SEGA 
Super Monaco GP, Golden Axe, Crackdown and 

Eswai All Four gam** only Cl 9.99 

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE 
Operation Stealth, Indiana Jones Th* Adventure 

and Mean Streets Thr** g*m*t only £21.99 

MIND GAMES 
Austerlitz. Waterloo and Conflict m Europe 

Throe tarloui gam** only £14.99 

FULL BLAST 
) 90. Hick Dangerous. Highway Palrol 2. 

P47, Cerwer Command and Ferrari Formula l 
All til game* only £17.99 

(Dept AMF), 3 Crefeld Close, London, W6 BEL (No callers) Tel: 071 381 8998/071 610 1703 Fax: 071 610 1703 

Please charge my Access/Visa Mo:.... Valid from:. . Expiry date:., 

ORDER FORM 2S O £ SS £ 
Please supply me with the following for 
Computer... 

Date: Switch Issue No;- 

Titles Price 

hl Business hours 
Name:.... Warn - 6.00pm 

Monday to Saturday 
Address: Atter hours + 

..Sundays Ansaphone 
order hotline: 

...-.*.. 071 B10 1703 
9 This number is a 

# Postcode fax. tel switch 
*M***‘"system. Listen to the 

announcement 
..... and wait Tel:. 

Please make cheques & PO payable to Ruby*oft. 

Credit card orders cashed only on despatch (Please 
note we do not make arty charge for credit card orders) 

Piease add 7$p p&p per item for ait UK orders. EEC 
countries add £2.50 per item. non EEC add £350 per 
item, ait other countries add £4 50 per item. AH items 
are subject to avaiiabtiity, ai( prices subject to change 
without notice. E&OE. Piease note mail Order compa¬ 

nies may take up to 28 days to deliver goods from 
receipt of orders. Piease allow for cheQue clearance 

(Dept AMF March 92) Export orders welcomed 
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CAUTIOUS CHECKING 
FROM: RAMON GERRITSEN, HOLLAND 

Last week I checked all my disks for viruses, and 

found th.it about HO per cent of them were nut DOS 

disks. The computer pave a message of "880 

Checksum error", 

i | Whal does RKU Checksum error mean? 

Workbench 
Pat McDonald flashes his knowledge and gets shot down in flames. 

Find the right answers to some of the toughest Amiga problems. 

The First thing that AmigaDOS (disk operating system) 

does when you put a disk in is to look at key 880. This 

is where a catalogue of the disk's contents is stored* If 

the disk is written in a custom format (typically game 

disks are protected against casual copying) then that 

particular area will not contain the directory. 

The reason why "checksum error" comes up is a bit 

harder to explain. A checksum is a number which can 

be checked against a series of other numbers (usually 

it’s the total of all the numbers added together). Now, 

if the checksum is not the total of all the numbers in a 

particular disk area, then the checksum is wrong, so 

AmigaDOS thinks that the disk is corrupt. 

The reason that these disks do not work properly 

with AmigaDOS is because they're not supposed to - 

if you could look at them with Workbench then it 

would be easier to copy them, 

2) How is it possible for these games lo work if they 

are not DOS disks? If they really are not DOS 

disks, what are they? 

What the game's authors have done is write their own 

custom operating system. When you switch on your 

machine and put a floppy disk in, the computer reads 

the boot block (the first two blocks of a disk). It then 

runs this as machine code. Normal AmigaDOS disks 

usually just say 'load DOS as normal". 

Games disks are not laid out on the disk at all like 

normal Workbench-friendly disks. They don't have 

directories which tell the machine where all the files 

are - and the computer data is scrambled up and 

encoded to prevent casual browsing. 1 hat's why a lot 

of games make strange, unusual grinding noises, as 

they push the disk drive to its limits. However, some 

games do use AmigaDOS properly, 

3) Ls it impossible to transfer games from such disks 

unto a hard disk? 

Yes it is impossible (well, beyond the abilities of all 

except hardened hackers). Hard drives need to be 

AmigaDOS friendly and lei you use Workbench - 

Powermonger, one of the most fascinating and tapMitkated 'God' games evei released. But W\ fust a heap of junk 
without Its custom bool block. If you get the message displayed on the right, and the gome works, leave it alone! 

games generally turn AmigaDOS off straightaway and non-standard bool block" and you thought, "Aha! A 

continue with their own loading procedures, looking at virus!” and zapped it. V-Check 5.26 does not wipe 

particular parts of (he floppy disk they're on. bool blocks unless you tell it to. 

4) 1 have a Public Domain program that looks a kit 

like SID, but when I load it and put certain disks in 

a message appears saying ”CarTt get Lock", What 

does Ihis mean? 

Essentially, the disk is noi in fact a DOS disk. What 

your program is probably doing is turning off 

AmigaDOS (or at least the Workbench) and using its 

own custom-written, fast-as-lightning machine code. 

Same problem, different message, 

UIM CAUTIOUS 
CHECKING 

FROM: S M SMITH, LLANDRINDOD WELLS 

W hen 1 bought Amiga Format 31 I was pleased 

to find a virus checker on the Coverdisk. I would he 

grateful, (hough, if you could suggest why the disks 

I placed in rny internal floppy disk drive (while rum 

ning E-C'/tee* SJ6 from my external drive) now 

have C hecksum 880 errors and won't run. 

What I assume has happened is that the virus checker 

program put up a message saying "This disk has a 

The disks in question are Fowrrmongtr> 

Corporation and Dragon** Hreath* As you can 

appreciate this has caused me a considerable loss 

because each of these games retails for £19*99 or 

more. How do I get my games hack again? 

There are two ways. There are programs in the Public 

Domain (BoutX and Virus Expert 1.4 come to mind) 

which you can use io record fhe boot blocks of games 

onto blank disks (about 30-40 per diski Then if you 

(or a virus) wipe the boot block* you can use (he pro¬ 

gram to copy the correct bool block back onto the disk. 

Hey-presto, it works again. 

In your case* the damage has already been done. 

Most, if not all. software houses will replace damaged 

disks for a charge ranging from £3 to £5 (to cover 

losses on the disk, posiagc and packing and (he time it 

lakes to do). 

If you had of course got around to reading (he 

instructions on Page six. "Never wipe the boot block 

from a games disk - that will probably kill the game 

forever", you might not have done something so rash. 

Just remember for next time - if a disk works, then 

don't wipe the boot block* I hope that's been a help. 
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NEW MU5IC-X USER CLUB 
FROM: DAVID ROTH AN, S WINCOTE DRIVE. 

TETTENHALL, WOLVERHAMPTON, 
WEST MIDLANDS WV6 HLR 

I read with great interest the letter from EH Tatton ("Angry and Annoyed*) 

in Amfga Format 29* I too had a great deal of trouble with Monumental 

Music* This was probably due to the unavailability of a printer I asked Tor. 

rather than them being "‘rip-off merchants". After l wailed seven weeks, 
though, 1 had a frantic telephone call and they sent me a cheque which 

cleared straightaway. 

In the middle of a recession I feel that small companies do not deserve this 

sort of bad press from Amiga Format w ithout a full investigation or the 

facts. If il was not an isolated incident then fair enough* 

Supposing Monumental Music no longer exist, there Is a bit of a gap for 

Music-X support. As a semi-professional user of (his software in my exten¬ 

sively equipped multi-track studio, and having worked with (he program for 

about a year, ] feel I may he able to help other people to get the best out of it. 

While not being an absolute expert in areas such ax producing protocols 

for various MIDI gear, I would be prepared to form a user dub and try to 

gain access to information from other experienced users in order lo give a full 

service to everybody. 

If anybody can help me at all (samples, sequences, protocols) then please 

do not hesitate to get in touch* 

Just a few comments; we do permit readers to express themselves freely within 

reason; it was noi an isolated case (quite the reverse I assure you); the company in 

question had gone out of business and finally, allowing a reader who lost out to 

voice his opinion is surely not too upsetting * 

Thanks for opening the service, and I wish you every success in your endeav¬ 

ours. Remember give tips to David - don't just ask for (hem! And do enclose a 

stamped, addressed envelope for your first enquiries. 
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PHONE NOW FOR FREE ( VI Al.Olil K 
\U II vV 1 4IV I i; l r.(Mi Mil iNthlth 

I, . I lllllta Mil It V it nil- 4 lull imt III Hit HUM ‘ 

it i v * uis/'i 

GAMES DEMOS 
0670 Monopoly 111? Budbrain Megademo 

0395 Civerunner 0439 Fantastic Demos 

0843 Metigililic Glints 0387 Brainwave 

1043 LetrU 0359 Deadly Pursuit* 

1020 Muter of Town 0993 Hellish Megademo 

0849 Holy Orail 1337 Sam Fo* 

1382 Terror Line* 1 1 (18) 0933 Mike Tyson 1 meg 
0126 Star Trek A t me* 1335 Techno Right 
0127 Star Trek B 2 drives 1142 Amaze 
0128 Star Trek C Game 1460 Do The Bart Man 

1389 Star Trek Neat Oen 0591 Fltmbos Quest Demo 
1446 Return To Earth 0454 Dragons Megademo 

0833 Golden Fleece 0469 Beutie Boys Demo 

0836 Xenon 3 0593 Thunder Birds Demo 

0936 Auto Bahn 3000 ANIMATIONS 
UTILITIES 0014 Walker Anim L meg 

0671 Rim Database 0013 Walker 2 Anim 1 meg 

063 L 202 Utilities 0538 Dragons Lair l meg 
1208 D.B Wii 1103 Iraq Demo 

0333 Voice* 8 1095 Batman Movie t meg 

0065 Demo Maker 0133 Space Ace Demo 
0634 Video Applicationt A 0196 Puggs in Space Demo 

0633 Video Application* B 0524 Juggler Etc 
1308 Ami Base 0927 Swinging Frog Anim 

1162 Home Utilities 1079 3 Ways TO Kill A Mole 
0837 Clip An noo Bruce Lee Demo 

1078 Essentia) Util* 2 1201 Another 5 Ways TaKUla Mole 
0639 Essential Util* I 1214 Madonna Anim t meg 
1146 Icon Magic 1123 Roboe op Digi Movie 

1151 C - Light 1169 Millenium Animation 

(iftino Galore 1 * < (4 DlaJu Set) M OO. Hut* VUnft of Adult) StJactien on Cstsfofw*. 

FSu tijut* selection of our nn«t All P.D. ii £1,25 per dilk. Buy 10 pick 2 FREE 

Send POi « Om|ttei » PM Rowe Ad4£l Over £30 FREE 

--- 

RING NOW FOR OUR FREE 1MW TITLE CATALOGUE. ALSO IN CATALOGUE JOYSTICKS, 

DISKS, STORAGE BOXES. EXPANSIONS. EXTERNAL DRIVES + MUCK MORE. 003 34t§7*. 

34 Horn dtipelc h on cleared fundi. 

YOU WON'T FIND A BETTER OFFER FOR AMIGA PD 

ANYWHERE ELSE,..GUARANTEED!! 

* Over 1000 disks at an amazing 39p each + p&p! 

* Once only small fee and you're a member for life! 

* Free games! Free PD programs! Free £24.99 gift! 

Free adverts! Free magazines! Free CD updates! 

Send SOp for sample disk, full details & freebies! 

P.A.S. Enterprises, Amiga PD Club, 3 St. Johns Walk, 
St. Ives, Cornwall TR26 2JJ, England. 

Multimedia Opportunities 
On-line Entertainment is State of the Art in CD 

development and publishing. 

We are looking for the next generation of 

designers and artists. Submissions are invited 

from anyone with interesting work. 

Contact Michael Hodges on 081-558-6114 or w rite 
to: On-line Entertainment Ltd., 

642a Lea Bridge Road, London E10 6AP 

HITS THE JACKPOT 
FROM: DAVE HADLEY, OCKFIELD 

There were a couple of deliberate (?) mistakes in Workbench in Amiga 

Format 31, The first was that* fur A500 Plus owners, you said Mini to edit 

the start up-sequence of Ociomed* you had to type this from Ihe Shell: 

ed Octamed:s/st art up-sequence 

That Isn't right. For an unmodified Coverdisk, you should in fael type 

this from the Shell; 

ed OctaMedl.0IB:s/startup-sequence 

Or, if you have renamed the disk to OetaMedl.OO (which is what it should be) 

then use this instead: 

ed OctaMedl.00:s/startup~sequence 

Guilty as charged. 

The PC' joystick connections also didn't work (a bit dangerous as the plug has 

a live +5v). Well, all right, you only got one pin wrong, pin 2 on the PC 15 

wav connector should go to pin 6 at Ihe Amiga end, not pin $ as you say. 1 

have done my own list of connections. Note that this is different to the one you 

printed, hut that's just so it looks a hit tidier - the only wrong one is pin 2-6 

as opposed to 2*3, 

1S Way Connector__ 
1 +5V 

2 Fire 

3 Pot Y 

4GN1> 

5 Not used 
f> Pol \ 
7 Fire [Link to pin 2 on 15 Way ] 

K Not used 

9 Not used__ 

10 Not used 

11 Not used 

12 Not used 

13 Not used 

14 Not used 

15 Not used 

9 Way Connector 
7 
6 

9 

8 

5 

Erm... OK. I should have checked thai one more thoroughly. I've checked yours 

and have to admit I was w rong again. 

I was very disappointed to find that despite no indication on the front cover 

of Amiga Format 31, the Knightmare demo doesn't work on the A500 Plus. 

II does put up a message when it actually loads the menu, hut that didn't help 

me when buying the magazine from a shop. 

1 would have put up with a non-compatible disk way hack in October or 

November, when the machine was new. Hut even with your lead time of a 

couple of months, surely you could have made it compatible or at least 

advised us that it didn't work' 

This is an explanation of what happened, not an excuse. We+re sorry that we put 

so many A5G0 Plus owners down in the doldrums, and we'll make sure that you 

get a ‘clear buying decision' on whether the Coverdisk is Plus compatible (it 

should he always, but you never know)„. 

When the magazine was being printed, we learned that the Knightmare demo 

wasn't going to work on the Plus, Now. Tony Crawther (the programmer behind 

Knightmare) did offer to work through Ihe Christmas break on a fix. 

Unfortunately, the people who mount the Coverdisks onto the magazines were not 

so easily persuaded so... 

We put a Fix on this month’s disk! Only fix the Knighmtare demo once, 

because repealing the process messes up the disk. Oh yes, and of course it still 

w'orks on other Ami gas. And please accept the £50 softwrare voucher for your 

research into a) OctoMed and b) the PC joystick adaptor. 



MORE SPEED 
FROM: F SCOTT. TYNE AND WEAR 

VistaPro eon produce stunning images, but without Qti 
accelerator card it literally takes hours to generate scenes. 

After buying a cops of VistaPro 1 have come to the 

conclusion that either a) I'll have to spend mans 

long hours studying the wallpaper or h) invest in an 

accelerator card, 

1) Can you recommend an accelerator for my A500, 

at about the £250 mark* 

Solid Slate Leisure's A5G0Q would give about the best 

performance for this price. It costs £199 for the basic 

1Mb version - you could spend the extra on a 68881 

maths FPU (Floating Point Unit) which would consid¬ 

erably enhance it 

1) With regards to performance (that is speed at 

rendering images! what can I expect? 

With an A5000, about four or five times as fast 

assuming that you gel a 68881 chip as mentioned in 

my previous paragraph. 

3) Does it make a difference to have an unpopulated 

accelerator or one with maybe I or 2Mb of extra 

RAM on them? 

Yes it does. RAM fitted to an accelerator allows you to 

run your programs from the accelerated RAM (it's 

called 32-bii memory for the curious) which starts off 

twice as fast as ordinary 16-bit fast RAM on a standard 

Amiga. However, VistaPro takes up quite huge chunks 

of memory, so I'm afraid that youTJ need at least 4Mb 

to do this - which pushes the price probahly beyond 

the limit you specified. 

Even on a I Mh accelerator you can still boost the 

processing speed of your computer. It's a little trick 

called ‘ROM Shadowing1, The basic theory is that the 

computer copies the built-in ROM chip to the acceler* 

ated 32-bit memory1. The figure mentioned above 

assumes that you will do this anyway. 

Every time a program uses a ROM routine (for 

standard routines like printing text on the screen, 

checking a disk directory or calculating a number) the 

machine will use ihe accelerated copy of the ROM, 

rather than the ROM chip itself, 

4) Is it possible to render my own landscapes 

(rather than using random ones) making up the 

data from maps? How do I find out how to input 

this information? 

Yes it is, but to gel that information you will have to 

write to the authors (HyperCube) in the States. While 

you're at it. send the registration form - this is worth 

doing with all software, not just VistaPro. 

0 AMIGA ADVICE 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES 
FROM: SAM! AVI BI. ITALY 

Super KiRcs gives you an unrivalled view of Workbench, If 
you're skk of opening and dosing windows, it's brilliant. 

I have an A500 and an AIOOOi and 1 am considering 

the pros and cons of the CDTV, 

L) Could I use my AIOOO's keyboard with a CDTV? 

Not without an adapior - the connectors arc different. I 

don't know of anyone who supplies such items. 

2) When Commodore release the CD-ROM drive 

(the box that lets you use CDTV titles tin an Amiga) 

will it work with mv A2000? 

No. Ai least not for six months, and possibly never. If 

they don't, it's likely a third party developer will pro¬ 

duce one though. 

3) Will it look like a Commodore external drive (off 

while and ugly) or will it be black and have an 

extension cable so it can sit with my hi-fi? 

Off white and ugly, ti would look silly plugged into an 

A5O0 if it was black, wouldn't it? As for an extension 

cable - an 86-w ay rihbon cable would do, except that it 

would be six inches wide! 

4) How much will it cost? 

That depends on the final design. Commodore UK arc 

still deciding whether to pul a through port onto it (so 

that you can use the A590 hard drive and the A690 

CD-ROM drive at the same time). Such a set-up would 

be about a metre wide though (over a yard for you 

imperialists), so it could well be dropped. 

With a through port, 1 can’t see Commodore selling 

it for much less ihan 099. Without, £350 seems like a 

more reasonable figure, 1 must make it clear that this is 

an educated guess rather ihan being inside information 

(not that Commodore give us any). 

5) Is il possible to gel Kickstart 2 for my A2CMM)? 

If it is not by the time you read this, it will be a couple 

of weeks away. The demand for ihcm is quite high, so 

you may have to order them and wail. If you just want 

the ROM chip (not too fussed about getting manuals 

and disks) then Ace Repairs (0503 220282) sometimes 

have them for about £60. 

61 Is it possible for Workbench 2 to be used without 

the Enhanced Chip Set? 

It can, although it cannot use any of the extra screen 

modes. If you have a flicker fixer and a multisync 

monitor wired to your A2Q00, the difference has to be 

seen to be believed - Workbench screens four times 

the area of earlier versions! 

7) Is it any faster? 

Yes. it's much faster. An A500 Plus only has chip 

memory, which makes it run at 95 per cent of the 

speed of an A50O with some fast memory. Yet 

Workbench is about twice as fast! This is due lo 

Commodore abandoning all the old C and BCPL 

development systems, and using machine code. 

8l I have noliced, from various advertisements, that 

CDTV titles are really expensive. Theoretically, 

though, Ihey should be cheap to make - I read in 

Which? magazine I hat a compact disc costs about 

90p ii» produce and the box itself only another 9flp, 

The apparent reason for standard computer soft¬ 

ware being so expensive is "having to research 

many new methods of copy protection'* 

The wonderful thing about CD-ROMs is that 

they are uncopy able* unless or course you have 

quite a lot of DAT gear or a CD pressing plant, 

both of which are very expensive. By the linie you 

account for I hub surely about £10 could be knocked 

off Ihe price, allow ing for the royalty money? 

Oh no. no. no! For one thing, CDs are twice as expen¬ 

sive to produce in the UK as they are in the USA (I put 

this down to greed). The cost is more like £1.50-£2. 

Then you have to consider Very Aw ful Tax. which is 

about a fifth of the price of anything these days. 

The guy who sells it from a shop has to make his 

£3 or £4, After the royalties have been paid to the 

designer, the people who actually pul ii together and 

tested it have to be paid. Thai leaves about £5 or less 

pure profit on a £25 CD title, bearing in mind that the 

only people buying them now arc obviously CDTV 

owners and there's only about 20.000 of ihem in the 

UK at Ihe moment. 

Your points about piracy arc quite valid - but when 

you consider the sheer size and complexity of testing a 

CD title, then the price seems quite reasonable. Also, 

bear in mind 1 hat just because pirates can't copy the 

whole CD, ihey can still steal parts of it, 

l doubt ihat CD title prices will drop. What will 

happen when Amiga owners arc able to buy CD-ROM 

drives is that sales wilt increase. The theory is that this 

boost will be reinvested in CD development, which 

means better qualtiy, which means non-computerate 

Joe Bloggs might be tempted to buy a CDTV. It's quite 

a gamble, but let’s hope it’s worth it, 

WANTED: YOUR QUESTIONS! 
We still think (here's plenty of questions that 
people haven't asked. Got a tricky puzzler or 
something more simple? We read every single 
one, and even if we don't answer straightaway, 
your ignorance Is how we judge what to Include. 
Please, please send all of your queries lo; 
Workbench Questions* Amiga Format. 30 
Monmouth Street. Bath, 6A1 2BW. 

WANTED: YOUR ANSWERS! 
So, you think you're smart? Qur audience Is Ihe 
most critical and demanding, these people want 
Ihe right answers RIGHT NOW! If you know the 
solutions that we don't, we warn to hear them. 
£50 malt order vouchers lo be won every single 
month. Send in your lips, hints, advice and 
timesavers to: Workbench Answers, Amiga 
Format 30 Monmouth Street* Bath BA1 2BW. 
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DEVEL OPMENTS 

A500 + Expansion Stand 
Only £34.99 

including VAT & delivery 
★ Trade enquiries Mrs Leigh L Sharif 
★ Delivery 5 days 
★ Colour coded to your Amiga 
★ Fitted in seconds 
★ Shelf for disk drives 

LEADS £7.99 PER PAIR 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 
0908 262137 VISA 

ORDER FORM 

Name. 
I 

AriHroftg....... I Cheques payable to: 
l AVA Developments Ltd 

— ..,.........( 58 Burners Lane South 
■ Kiln Farm 

- .—-...Postcode.. j Milton Keynes 
MK11 3HD 

Tei No.AFii'92 <0908> 262137 

35" DISKS / 
Benchmark yf 

Brand DSDD 
25 50 100 

£18.00 £31.00 £45.00 

200 500 1000 
£80.00 £173.00 £329.00 

31" DISKS 
Unbranded DSDD 

25 50 100 
_£1_2.80 __£21_.00_£39.00 

"’20b 566 Todo” 
£73.50 £166.50 £313.50 

SPECIAL OFFER 

BRAND 

BLACK 

10,000 AVAILABLE." DON'T 

IHL VI ■ ^1 1 M _I 

Nejwt.O' 
:KWTbM£M 

ESTERN DIGITAL 

BJWfffHr AVAILABLE IN 

HJUljlEW LABEL. ONLY 

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED 

DISK STORAGE BOXES_ 

31X2" 10 capacity (5 boxes).. ...£4.50 

3^/2" 50 capacity lockable. ...£3.70 

31/2" 100 capacity lockable. ...£4.70 

31/2" 240 capacity stackable. .£15.00 

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS 

C 
s 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY 

Cheques and 
Postal Orders to: 

VISA S3 24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 8517S4 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 

Telephone: 0597 851792 Fax No: 0597 851416 

[ AF03, Glen Celyn House. Penybcnl. Llandrindod Wells. Powys. LD1 5SY 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME | 

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
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Ql'm very tiapp) with my A500 Plus, except 

for one fhinf*. I du not understand how lo 

blank a disk and creak* tats of drawers within 

drawers for names, addresses, telephone numbers 

and so on. What I don't know, though, is how lo 

aclUidI) put the information onto a disk, or create it 

in the first place. Help! 

The A3G0 Phis is o superior kind of Amigo, hut you still 

need to buy extras to use it os o computer rather than just 

o games machine* 

What you need is either a word processor, or a 

text editor (the difference is that WPs are 

designed for writing English, while text editors are for 

writing code for programs). There is a text editor 

included with Workbench called Ed. You'll find it in 

the C directory and the instructions are in the manual. 

And you'll find it's diabolical. 

Commercial alternatives are; KindWords 2 (not 

very compatible with the Plus, slow): QukkWrite (very 

fast, ideal starter pack); ProWtite (bit slower* couple of 

trivial incompatibility); Protect 5-5 (very fast but 

expensive, English Collins dictionary); Wordw&rth (bit 

slow, same dictionary as Pretext, very friendly). 

If you want something cheap and simple, the Public 

Domain program TexrEngine 2.1 is very good. Phone a 

local PD library (they advertise extensively - see if 

there's a local one) and ask them if they have it. 

Ql've seen the ARexx programming language 

mentioned a few limes in Amiga Format. 

and 1 just wondered if it had anything to do with 

Rm on the IBM PC, Is it the same? Because Row 

was really, really good. 

Jjft Yes. it Is much ihe same, only better 

QMy Amiga's picture is distorted on my TV, 1 

can use Preferences to move it around, but 

it's just loo big to all fit at Ihe same lime! What can 

] do to rectify this? 

It's not your Amiga - it’s your TV i would 

W^k recommend you gel a TV repair man round to 

fiddle with the internal settings of your TV and take 

the picture down a bit in terms of overall si/e, 

QJust a quickie * are internal I trap-door I 

memory expansions on Ihe A500 Plus con¬ 

figured as chip or fast memory? 

A Always chip. You can use any 512K trap-door 

expansion on a Plus, hut a 1Mb expansion 

should he labelled as compatible with the Plus. 

Answerfile 
And now for a little fight reading on some of the more basic Q and As 

about Your Amiga's bits, yet again skillfully managed by Pat McDonald. 

QVVhen I copy disks to RAM:, I often get Ihe 

following error message “R AM disk is full"* 

Why? I have I Mb. 

A Amiga flrvppy disks can have more stored on 

them than the PC or ST equivalents - about 

880K. If you check your memory meter you will find 

ihat about only 8K7K is free* 

Seeing as the Amiga needs some memory to copy 

information from one place to another. U s understand¬ 

able. However, if you use the Shell copying method as 

del a iled on the Coverdisk pages, you should have no 

problems with copying disks. 

Q After having modified m> A500 to get I Mb 

of chip R AM as detailed in the last issue of 

Amiga Format. E was disappointed that 15-20 

per cent of my software didn'1 work anymore (it 

needed some fast memory ). I know I tan splash out 

lor a Cortex. SupraR AM 500RX or Ashram AX50K 

lo get up lo KMb or fast RAM, Couldn't E just fit a 

switch to choose whether I have 512K fast 512K 

chip or 1 Mb chip? 

JP2 Sui veto .Jf"VA o Hui connected 

^ X» Cut tr*Afce 

O 6 O 
o U o 

Switch Up = IHtf Chip IVH 

Switch Down *.3HB Chip/*.5MB 

Here's the iwttdi wiring diagram. Make the loads long 

enough to reach the trapdoor* and keep the twitcli in there, 

A Yes, you can. Thanks to Neville Tanner for this 

information - you need a dual position dual 

throw (DPDTi sw itch and some w ire* Wire it up as per 

the diagram. Only switch when the machine is off. For 

confused people, as to what to cut and solder on JP2... 

,**Cut the trace between the outer and middle pad, 

and solder between the other outer and middle pad - so 

break the connection that's there* and make one 

between the opposite pad and the middle, 

Neville also pointed out that I hadn't mentioned 

that the speed of the chips on your trap-door memory 

expansion is quite important. Some older Commodore 

ASCIIs (the ones that used to cosi £150 lor 0.5Mb!) 

operate too slowly. Look at the last couple of digits on 

the number printed on the chip. 

It should be as low as possible, specifically OS or 

10. If it's 15 then it's too slow to keep up with the 

internal chip memory, and you need a new expansion 

board (or some faster chips at any rale). 

What is a bool block? 

A A boot block is the first couple of tracks on a 

disk. All programs that start on their own 

( Workbench* games and serious software) have it* 

What happens is your Amiga displays a picture 

saying “Insert a disk", You pul the disk in. The Amiga 

reads the boot block in and thus it (it's really a pro¬ 

gram. although a very special one). 

Usually, wiih Work bench and serious software* the 

hoot block just tells the Amiga to start working nor¬ 

mally* displaying a Commodore Amiga copyright 

message and executing the startup-sequence file in the 

S directory. Most games are different though. 

Games don't bother using the standard way of 

doing things (the disk operating system, or AmigalXJS 

for short)* Instead, they all have their own custom 

methods of doing things* which means ihat most game 

disks are a) individual one-offs and b) totally incom¬ 

patible w ith AmigaDOS* 

The problem is that some boot blocks ate really 

viruses {programs which knacker other disks, and can 

copy themselves to other disks without you being 

aware of it)* People who use virus checking programs 

are often spooked by the virus checker saying 

“Unknown Boot block" when they check a game disk. 

For 99 per cent of the time it isn't a virus! If you 

pui a normal boot block onto a games disk, the old cus¬ 

tom boot block is gone forever and the game doesn't 

work anymore. You ihcn have to get a replacement 

from the software house that wrote the game, which 

costs a few quid. 

a While digging about inside my A50Q, 1 

noticed the words ‘B52 Rock Lobster' on 

the circuit board, What does it mean? 

A There is a band called the B52s. They had a 

recent hit called Love Shack, A few years 

before that* when the Amiga was gcstaling* they had 

another hit called Rock Lobster. 

B52 Rock Lobster is the technical name for the 

A5QQ circuit board - whether it's a revision 3 (which 

doesn't have revision 3 written on it), 5, 6A, 7 or 8 (the 

A5U0 Plus). They're all B52 Rock Lobsters* in other 

words the domestic ’home' version of the Amiga. It 

just goes to show^ you that Commodore do in fact have 

a sense of humour, 

QDoes it matter if my monitor or TV is too 

close to my computer or disks? 

All doesn't matter if it's dose to your computer. 

But don't pui disks on anything magnetic 

(which includes TVs and monitors and also loudspeak¬ 

ers), This can corrupt them. 

Your Shell hack-up procedure doesn't work 

- the only thing that I keep getting is the 

message: “Insert volume DFO in any drive'1* Why, 

huwr do 1 get it working? 
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A Simple, and a very common mistake. It should 

be *DF0:\ as in zero, noi 'DFO:\ as in the 

letter. It just stands for disk, floppy, zero (most com¬ 

puter numbers start at zero). So if you get another 

drive, it would be: 

Diskcppy from DFG: to DFli 

Ql’vt noticed my drive light slays on, even 

when a program has finished loading. Now 1 

don'I w ant to switch off the computer with a disk in 

the drive* because I understand that ( can damage 

the disk. Why does it happen, and whal do I do? 

A The most common cause is programmer error; 

the person who wrote the program forgot to 

turn the drive light off! You're right to avoid turning 

the machine off with a disk in the drive - instead, you 

should do a soft reset (press Control and the two keys 

either side of the space-ban 

Do not do this if the computer is saving anything to 

disk (if you are saving a picture from Deluxe Faint* for 

instance). Although it may look like the computer has 

finished, the disk drive may not have. 

If you?re saving information, cheek that the drive 

light has gone out before proceeding - if the computer 

stops working (crashes) at this point, you have to reset 

as above and hope that your file was saved properly, 

This is rare though. 

QHuw do I gel Doody from Cover disk 31 lu 

work on my Amiga? ) have 1Mb. 

Be warned that Doody may or may not work with older 

Amiga* (2 years or more), due to the old $370 Agnes chip. 

Easy! Make sure all external disk drives are discon¬ 

nected first. Click on quit from the Console menu, then 

type this (always press the Return key after each line): 

Mesne lear 

Then type: 

Doody/Doody 

Remember, to turn the machine off to gel rid of il. 

Thanks to all the people who wrote in. 

QHow do E get Doadv from Coverdisk 31 to 

work on my Amiga? I have 512K. 

A You can't. But there is an easy way to get ibe 

Knightmare demo to ran on a 512K machine 

by clicking on Quit from the Console menu by typing: 

Memo1ear 

And then typing: 

Knightmare 

a Sequencer One* Graphics Workshop and the 

Deluxe Paint JV demo do not work. Is it 

because my 0.5Mb A500 doesn't have enough mem¬ 

ory (the error code is 10317 If so what is the best 

512K expansion: 1 suppose I have to upgrade 

sooner or taler. 

To iise creative software like (kopbkt Workshop or 
Sequencer One, you really do need 1 Mb or more of RAM. 

A Yes* it is due lo a lack of memory. 1 will be 

endeavouring to make the Coverdisk as 512K- 

friendly as possible, but if s not really up to me. With 

the release of boih Ihe standard 1 Mb A5G0 early last 

year and now the Plus. I Mb looks set to become the 

new, basic model for the whole Amiga industry'. The 

D Paint IV demo didn't work because DP aim IV needs 

1 MB - the other cases are similar. 

As for what is the best expansion to buy, the 

Ashcom (0530 411485) one came lops in the last sur¬ 

vey that we did. It doesn't really malter utiich one you 

actually gel (though avoid the Trilogic - if s a bit sen¬ 

sitive to sialic), because they all cost about the same 

and do the same job. 

The ones from Date! (0782 744707) with a 

Fasimem/Chipmcm switch built in are the most conve¬ 

nient if you want 1Mb of chip RAM, Finally, gel one 

with a clock if you want to date-stamp your files in 

future (make the computer remember when the files 

were created). 

QDo you need 1Mb of chip RAM and the ECS 

to use VYB2? 

No. 

QDoes a kick start switcher invalidate I he 

warranty on an A500 Plus? 

A Yes, but only if you try and have a go at fitting 

il, as opposed to taking it to a licensed 

Commodore dealer. 

QWhy is the mouse pointer so slow on the 

CDTY w hen you are using Workbench from 

a floppy drive? Is the frame Brick worth £70? 

A Because the infra-red link that is used by the 

CDTV’s controller is slow (well, they all arc - 

check your TV remote if you don't believe me). The 

Game Brick is quite excellent (the trackball fits well in 

the hand, and the joystick/mouse connectors let you 

plug in normal joysticks and mice which work at 

normal, fast speeds). 

Personally, 1 don't think it's worth £70 (£50 

maybe). But then, I’m not responsible for selling the 

price, and I’m not an avid games player who needs the 

most responsive controllers, 

QDoes the Workbench 2 disk work with 1.3 

Amiga** like the U disk worked (sort of I 

w ith 1.2 machines? 

A No, h just says "You need a Kickstart 2 ROM 

to use this disk". 

1.1 fi«ra (31.175) 
CupyriflM S IWHIll 
(BiwdofHtoifi, 1st. 
Ill SifMs Iturvfl 

You really need a Kkfcstart 2 ROM chip fitted lo see this 
* tot ting screen and to use Workbench 2. 

Can 1 expand my A500 beyond 1Mb? How? 

A Yes. There are a large number of boards which 

fit into the trap-door. They’re cheap, give you 

between T8 and bMbs and invalidate your warranty. 

Avoid them like the plague, because you need to run a 

disk before your Amiga will recognise them. And ihcy 

need to be connected to the Gary chip inside your 

machine. (Sounds dodgy? It is!) 

If you want to keep your warranty , there are three 

different makes of memory' expansion which fit on the 

left-hand side of the machine for about £15(T£2QQ 

(Cortex, SupraRAM 5O0RX and Ashcom AX508). 

There are also sundry' hard drives with similar capabili¬ 

ties. All such devices are Plus compatible. 

The Amiga recognises the memory from when you 

turn on* and you can expand them from between 

0.5Mb (Supra) or 2Mb (Concx, Ashcom) all the way 

up to 8Mb. That ’s the limit unless you gel an accelera¬ 

tor card that is. 

QHow do 1 connect a MIDI keyboard or two 

lo my Amiga? There are no MIDI ports on 

I he back of I he machine* unlike tut the ST. 

Yes. that’s true, but what about the people who 

have no intention of using MIDI? Should we 

pay for a port that we never, ever intend to use? What 

you want is a MIDI interface. These are widely avail¬ 

able (Date! do several different versions* depending on 

how much you w ant to spend). 

If you’re wise and purchase for the future, get one 

with MIDI In, Out and Thru. Oh. and they always plug 

into the serial port - bad news if you have a serial 

printer or a modem, because you have to unplug some¬ 

thing every so often. Beware of buying a switchbox to 

choose between different serial devices, as these often 

don't work with Amiga peripherals, 



BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT 

with the NEW AMIGA INPUT/OUTPUT PORT 
Now you can u« your Amigit lu control 
decinc motors, scummy, anything, 

■ Cheapest I/O poet available, 
* 6 i mi i puts, up to 13 mput s,. 
* Includes fuH tnsmKtlora 

nJKI 

7 used it to control a time lapse cine camera so 
simple to operate from a bask program* G. H. Tamer. | 

AMAZING SENSOR & CONTROL EXPERIMENTERS KIT £24 95 
SPECIAL OFFER f 3 OFF IF Pi RCHASED WITH I/O PORT 
0 Electronic project* which plug into the I/O port. No soldering required. Includes softvi are und 
FREE "Guide to Amiga Inicrfftcing^. Prnjccls include motor, light F»ilh. rcht\ & much nnic 

'Bought for mv son. it has enabled him to gpin rm understanding of the intemettem I 
bctuYcn computers and the outside world. * P,H, Afcn^an | 

UNCONDITIONAL 
GUARANTEE. 
IT not completely 

satisfied, you may 
return any product 

wilhin todays 
fora full refund, 

By mall: please send cheque payable to Swilchsofl 
By phone ring Switchsoft mail order line on 5525 464423. 
Prices: include P&P in UK, Overseas: please add £3. 

SWITCH SOFT 

Depl AF0392, 
26 Ridgeway, Darlington. 
Co. Durham DL3 OSF 

MR WARRIOR. 

a nemuvoN 

VTA 

JS. 

*v 

Multi-player Flight Simulator 
£1.50/hr + Vat 

AMIGA, PC. ST & MAC 
Call the Game on: 081 539 6763, 8-1-N 

Em inquiries on: 081 558 6114. 

AIRCRAFT QUALITY CONTROLS 
from /£. & Simulations 

New Flight Pedals 
DesFgned to use in conjunction with the brilliant Gravis 

Mo uses t<ck$, ihe pedals are supplied with custom 

software to interface with Flight Simulator 2® dramatp 

cally increasing the realism and allowing the use of a 

second joystick for throttle control Flight pedals also 

perform with Fl6 Combat Pilot and alt car racing 

games 

Only £34,95 + p&p Including FS2 software patch 

GOLD AWARD 
The Gravis MouseStick® 

BetterthantheBEST AnalogueStick 

GOLD AWARD 

For sophisticated simulation enthusiasts, who 

demand PERFECT control, with programs such 

as Prof light, FI 9. Mig29. etc A professional 

quality, programmable optical joystick C/W 16k 

microprocessor and L C D, screen offering 

1200 hne count resolution Works perfectly with 

all simulations with sensible mouse routines 

and any others in its programmable joystick 

mode No other joystick comes even close to 

the Mouse Stick for perfomanee, reliability and pleasure in use £69.00 p&p 

Full technical support and 1 year 
guarantee. 

S.A.E. or telephone for full details 
Telephone: 

Fa 
(0272)550900 

;ax: (0272) 411052 

^ (L S*rt*dntion* 
Unit tb Beehive Trading Estate 

Crews Hole Road 
St. Geori 

Bristol BS5 ;98AY. 

SPECIAL PRICE £99.00 per SET 
RING US ABOUT AIRBU r 

DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road, 19 High Street. 

B»e. O,dT0’™' 
SL1 3UW 

Tel: 0753 535557 

Prices excluding VAT 

Swindon, Wilts 
Tel: 0793 488448 

SHOWROOM 
open: 

Mon * Fri 
9.30 - 5.30 
Saturday 

9.30 - 4,30 

MAILORDER 
Consumable* 

add £3 50 

Hardware 
add £9.00 
(courier) 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
{CARTOON CLASSIC PACK) 

Includes new A500 Plus with 
1Mb RAM. Lemmings. The 
Simpsons, Captain Planet, 

Deluxe Paint III 

£290 + vat 

ACCESSORIES 
512K Ram * ctoe*... 
Inwchrt 

10 Blank tis&$ in Nbrary bo* .. 
Mows* Mat.. 
Naksha Amiga Atan Mouse 
i Meg Ram * Clock 
A5O0 Power Supply U«| .... 
I9ak$ha Moute plus Operation SloaUh. 

£30 
. CIO 

£9 

C24 
£99 00 
£34 00 
£24 00 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Screen Fitter for your monitors 

Protect those precious eyes CIS 

AMIGA A500 (first steps) 
{Woven nylon fibre, flare reduction 90%, 

carts unro-vioM reflection by S5%i 

Amiga A500 

Plus educational software 

£369 + vat 

MONITORS 
Philip* CMW33 MK ll Colour Monitor + FREE lead 

£175 + VAT 

PRINTERS 
AMIGA A1500 Star LC?D Mono 

St* LC200 t4*X#r p*),.  £160 
Star LC24 200(24 pvt monoi CiBQ 
Stir 102* too CokAA |24 pin)   C220 
P«n«ortac KKP1124i £l99 
Panasonic KXP 1123 £155 
Pan*«rmc KXP1624 £299 
Cfltfwn 1200 * .. £ig5 
0**n Swrft 4 Colour Upgrade £249 
Citizen SMt 9 + Cotour Upgrade £t60 
Siar^ei BuDtwiei pnr«er. £i» 
Canon BJ10EX   __£t99 
HP LVsk^i 5W - Leads £299 
HP Dmkjel 500 icotourt £499 
Snwn*#d*f...   mm 

Af above come cwrpiw w*h leads 

A1500 Accounts Plus pack 

including Puzznick, Toki, Elf, 

Operating Systems Software, 

Home Accounts, 

Platinum Works. 

Deluxe Paint III + manual 

£479 + vat 
LASER 

OKI Laser 4 £439 

AMIGA DRIVES AMIGA HARD DRIVES 
1 Mpn ? S" internal PdQ (DATAPLEX) 

1 Meg 3.5" external (Cumana).^£50 
69Mb Hard Disk tor Ihe Amm 500, upgradable 
to BMb. Onboard drive £299 
69Mb Hard Card lor Amiga 1500 .. £299 

ESSiMGB i use yoor 

VOICE 
TO 

OUT DRAW 

DEAD GUNFIGHTER 

OR * WIN BIG* 

ALIVE CASH PRIZES 

313577 
If you ore under 18 yean of ooe please obtain petmksioff of wbwvw pavs fh* pnon# bit, 
IMFODIAL POBox 36 LSI 4TN C<M cN^rget 36p Per Min Cneop 4ftp Per Min, ai Other TJm« 

* ★ 
Can You Kill 

The ALIENS 

* For * 

CASH PRIZES 

VIDEC C F \I I u s 
Created by WEIRD SCIENCE 

Photorealistic Images available in either 24 Bit or HAM format. 
Ideal for use in D.T.P., D.T.V., Presentations or just to admire. 

Each disk contains 10 images 
ONLY £4.99 per disk (fully inclusive) 

This represents a cost of less than 50p per picture. 
DISKS SELECTION 

Wildlife in Motion Birds of Prey 
Big Cats Landscapes 
R.A.F. Paintings (4 Disks) Astronauts 
Wrestlemania (3 Disks) Batman 
Music Album Covers Super Cars 

FREE INFORMATION PACK A IMAGES AVAILABLE 

O CREDIT CARD ORDERS TEl. 0455 850954 3£ 
MAIL ORDER • WEIRD SCIENCE. 59 UPLANDS DRIVE, MARKFIELD. LEICS LE6 OWF 
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P®ST 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

SOFTWARE 
Some of the following 

games titles are limited 
offers at the time of going 

to press. Order early to 
avoid disappointment. 

We stock elf the latest and 
currently available titles 

which we offer at 
30% OFF 

ffocemmgndAtf Retail Prices 

Mi0M j BorrtyKt 
Monn^jmijr 
Wm Sidy 
NigHbiwd {Action Gvm) 
Ninja Rahbii 
Nmji WlMtOft 
Wtio 
North i South 
pKiind 
pKituma 

GAMES 

Populous PioiTHted L*ndt 
Pww Or it 
Fred* 01 
Pro Simulator 
Fiunifc 
H'TlP* 

7 09 
0® 
aw 
iw 
sue 
iw 
aw 
aw 
I, 
1 
l 
0 00 4 DO 
a bo 
aw 
aw 
7 
aw 

30 Pod 
Advanced Fruft MicNra Sim 
ATIerEwr^r 
AH«i«d Be-ant 
Anarchy 
Armjlyfo 
Bat bar Ian (Palace) 
Batman the Movin 
Betray al 
Bevei fey wife Cop 
Blitzkrieg {1 Mb) 

Bulan Clough* EodlbaO Fortum 
Bubbte flobfe+t 
Oudokan 
Cabal 
Carrier Command 
Centrefold Squam 
ChwHO 
Chuck la f pg 
Chuck la fog it 
G»fic a 
Oofoisuv Chan X 
Ccn-i#r.?i 
Daily Double Mono Racing 
Deluie SI rip Fok*r 
Doubfe Dragon 
Double Dragon ID 
Of agon Ninja 
Dun peon Mailer 
F d-d The Duel 
Enchanter 
Envrf 
turgp#an Supaiitaoua Socnr 
FA- tb i rflorc epTnr 
Faton Mimam Yol t 
lantaiy WmM Ddiry 
fact Food Dll it 
Fernanda! Mud Ola 
fire I Brlmttone 
fooiballai of The You II 
Fun Conlicl 
Gaunflet I I 
Gtofftuitifi II 
GhOUH o Ghfrflf 
Head Dm Ffetfe 
Her ota (comnNition) 
Hflchh*tn Guide 10 I he Gal try 
Hong Kong Phooty 
ifnmwtM 
Impoittmole 
Impoffible MitHon II 
indy Jom»La*1 Gwuda Action 
lnt«i*lwi 
Irdeinational Karate ♦ 
Jockey Wilvon Oadc 
M 
jMSet WPyll 
Kick Oft II 
KCk OtF II Ftf®* 
Mu 
lad Nlntall 
i eaihei bodettei oi Phmbw 
Uni of fir* 
•lombard RAC Rally 
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Buggy Boy, Bombjack, 
Spice Harrier, Live & 
Let Die, Thundercats, 
Beyond the Ice Palace, 

Battleships and 
lhari Warriors. 

All tor only £9.99 
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EDUCATIONAL 
Anfwerbick Junta 

Arawerback Senior 
ArNhrtWtig (inner bid lactl) 

Am Football (A men tuck f acli) 

Spelling (Anmrffeaet tacit) 

Better Mifhf(IMd) 

Setter Speiing (awl) 

Counl anil Add 

Data World 
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CAD 
I CAO 3D 
Mgii Dr a* ?000 
ACC DUNT I 
Home Aocnmtt 7 
CaihboOK'Fmai aocaunti 
Per ton* T av Plmnei 
PtfiORN fmarx* Meager 
Smaa BuHWi Attfit Cavil 
Small Budneti Accra t Xtra 
GRAPH IC| 
[feline Paint IY 
[feline Palm 3 
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Specific dor 
EAtiwf Animjtion Sirta 
Ren ftringi Bkdt 

Real iNngtHpttet 
He* Thmgi Seal If 
Heal Fhmgi Satan 
Pi OF Als 
Pljrmale 

BE AMONG JHE FIBMJILELAUIi 
PRE BOOKED SOFTWARE 

We accept advanced orders for all forthcoming 
software titles and your order will be despatched 
on the day of release Your credit card will be debited 

also on the same day as despatch !H 

1QP TITLES SPECIALS 

Lotus Turbo Esprit 2. Tirminitor 2, Lemmings, 
Robocod. Simpsons. Leander, Another World, 
WWF Wrastling.Monkey Island. PGA Tour Golf, 
Gauntlet 3, Rodiind, Hero Quest,,.fjf.ff EACH 

Jimmy While's Snooker, Realms. Thunderhawk. 
Mega-Lo Minia, KnigtumaFe, Populous II. Battle Isle, 
Moonstone, Utopia, Monkey Island II.ftl.fi EACH 

Knights of the Sky. Flight of the Intruder. F-15 Strike 
Eagle II, Silent Service II Heart of China, Red Baron, 
Microprose Grand Prijc. Flight Sim II. Space Ace II. 
Willy Beamish.........t&M EACH 

nm jam 
Turbo Outrun 

Chase HQ 
Hard Drivin" 
Powerdrift 

All car action tor only 
£9.98 

mm® nm 
Iron Lord, 

Night Hunter, 
Sir Fred, 

Twin o World 
Puffyhs Saga 

Value at only E9.99 the Lot! 
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HARDWARE 
Amiga 50fl BaaK {1.3} 
AMO Piut Cirtflon ClMlKl 
A500 Ojimf ® * Pack 

A 1M».M«M« *«?Mb H/f)1tk 

Atb® Including Montt or 

A1M0 No Monflw 

ATOM 4DMb HiTlrfk 

A 3000 

CDT1 
10% OFF ailCOTV loltware 
Awo ?oMb Hue Drive 

A590 70 Mb H/Drlve+TMb RA M 

GYP A WO STMh.BMbRAMfOkl 

GYP A WO l«Mt*eMM1AMl0kl 

CYF SCSI Co*«Tga*<-WN<Ok) 

GYP SCSI 57M^8MbRAM(0k) 

GYP SCSI tOSMb*BMbRAM{0k) 
GYP SCSI 700Mb*BMbRAM(0k) 

4SMb I* 570Mb Bara hard dltki 
A7D7C IftMnj Acceferaror CHd 

Cumana 3 5’ f ncrnal Dilv* 
IjWt 3 5* f ktanal Drive 
Hf STS-EutaniaOiiva 
A5M ) Iblainri Dtlv* 

CBM 3 5* Ifftant! Floppy Df Iw 
AMO 5t?k Ram Upgiadtano clock) 75 

AWO 517k Ram Fkpanttav clock ® 
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AMIGA 500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
Lit«tt tptetfaftlefi iMb RAM, WerldtRah 2 with 

Mhinee4 eMfsit [Uy to 2 Hi Chip RAM] 
Pint utuil Cirteen Clitflet Softwire Pieltilf 

Only £369 
One Meg Upgrade for A500 Plus 
Enables 2Mb CHIP RAM.S49.99 

Yivtj Pufleidonal 
SC4nery Gfllfel**! 
Scenery Animator 
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Word Parted 1 fairy 
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Supra 5QQRX BMh RAM (7Mb Pop)?tP 

Supra 500RXBMb RAM (iMb Pop) M 

ATOOCVlWO (MbRamcard l® 
7Wki4 HAM chip* p^r Mb 

tMbv i DRAM cmpi per Mb 

At-Dm PC m FmufUoi 

Coloui S cMutlonfVidl i RG Biplffl) 

Sharp JX100 A* Col Scannti 

Gnlden Imago Hand Scanner 

Genftimr Graphict TabW 

/ydtc Mkrowltched Moum 

Haktba Mou*i*0f)*i *1* n Sl*aNh73 ® 

Mew MM 
50 Blank Ottki 

MOmtOBI 
rhmpf HIXMI VHig (Inc LeadJ 

PMUpi mn n (inc Lead) 

Commodore idem* 
Copimodofi 1050 Mullltync 
PRINTFBI 

(If* KnJi-Amiga PTinfei Drtfwi) 

Star I CTOO Colour 

Star FH-10 Colo t* 

Stu LC74.700 Mono 

Bt* L C74 TOO Colour 
Btai it r I pi Poftttrlpl l tin i l 

Swift 0 Colour 

cxttm Swrti 74* coiom 

Canon Bubbtaei PoriaWe 
FPPUrtJfl Colour InkJet 

HNiw 

You name it... We do it... Just phone and we'll quote... We are faster and cheaper! 
PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

Cheques/PO Orders to 11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH 

TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 
(Answerphone outside normal hours) 

VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 
Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 

Please allow up to 4 working days tor cheques to clear. Overseas orders add E2.00 postage. 
MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.... NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASE! 



UlGServe of Hampshire 
Best for service 

Visit our showrooms. See before you buy. High quality products. Full technical support. 

New 24pin Colour* 

Citizen 224 
Enhanced 24pin printer, *optional colour 

with easy to use control panel 
2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

New hp 
Deskjet 500 Colour 

300dpi colour inkjet printer. 
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost. 

3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

inc VAT 

Optional Colour kit £26.00 with printer 
Amiga printer driver £5,00 

£579 inc VAT 

Replacement Cartridges £29.00 
Amiga printer driver £9.95 (free with printer) 

All Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Swift 24E 
nhanced 24pin. Colour pri 

with cable & pe 

£275 inc VAT 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable & paper 

£ 1 7 5 inc VAT 

Citizen 1 20D + 
with cable & paper 

£ 1 1 9 inc VAT 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available. With cable & paper 

£179 inc VAT 

Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 9pin. 134 
KXP1124i 24pin. 227 
KXP4420 Laser. 761 
Epson LX400 9pin. 135 
Epson LQ450 24pin. 239 
Epson LQ570 24pin. 281 
Epson 4100 Laser. 839 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Printer Drivers 
Citizen Swift Colour . 5.00 
Canon BJ-lOe .4.95 
Deskjet 500 Colour .9.95 
Deskjet 500 Mono .4.95 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 me vat 

Philips 
CM8833 mki 
Refurbished Colour Monitor 
1 full years warranty with cable 

£169 inc VAT 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 year warranty. With cable & paper 

£359 inc VAT 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
Colour monitor with cable 

£21 9 inc VAT 

Canon BJ-IOex 
360dpi Inkjet primer 

with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 

1 /2 Meg Ram + Clock 
£24.95 inc VAT 

Cumana CAX354 
External 1M Drive 

£54.95 inc VAT 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 

GVP Series 2 52M 
for A500 £379 tnc VAT 

Star 
LC10 Mono 9pin. 135 
LC200 Colour 9pin. 189 
LC2410 Mono 24pin. 182 
LC24200 Mono 24pin ....219 
LC242O0 Colour 24pin ..275 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Accessories 
Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead **,, 3.75 
A500 Printer cable.  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension ..... 10.95 
23way Plug or socket ... 2,95 
A5QG Dust Cover.. 4.70 
A501 1/2M Memory + Clock 29.00 
Mouse Mat Ithick soft type) .. 4.95 
Mouse House.'.2.95 
1M internal 3.5" drive «**«****. 57.50 
A500 replacement PSU .. 39.00 
1/2Meg Ram NO Clock .. 23.90 
GVP Senes2 52M tAI 500) 289 00 

Amiga 1 500 
with full software pack 

£549 inc VAT 

CBM 1084SD 
Colour monitor with cable 

£229 inc VAT 

1M Cartoon Classics + 
full software pack 

£349 inc VAT 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 

lOx 3.5’ DS/DD 135tpi. 7.50 
50x 3.5’ DS/DD 135tpi. 32.30 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi. 59.93 
250x3.5' OS/DD 135tpi. 141.00 
Ikx 3.5’ DS/DD 135tpi. 540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 
(100% certified error free) 

lOx 3.6" DS/DD 135tpi. 5.95 
50x 3.5’ OS/DD 135tpi. 19.80 
100x3.5’ DS/DD 135tpi. 37.95 
250x3.5- DS/DD 135tpi. 88.42 
Ikx 3.5* OS/DO 135tpi ..... 339.58 
50 x 3.5* Disk box with lock 5.99 
100 x 3.5’ Disk box with lock 7.50 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

£21 .50 inc VAT 

Naksha Scanner 
200 to 400dpi, 105mm width 

with expre$$~iT software 

£1 09 inc VAT 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

£ 1 3.90 inc VAT 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

£ 1 5.90 inc VAT 

Phone for our 60 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & \2 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Established 6 years- 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11* 

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 
Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.46 (£5,50 + VAT) 

Amiga/Format Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hams 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

UJeServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 



RocLite The World s slimmest external drive for Amiga or CDTV 

RAM Cards Available in 512KB, 1MB and 2MB versions for A500 and A500 Plus 

Roctec Mouse Hi-resolution replacement mouse 

RocGen A full-featured, budget-priced hobbyist s genlock with adjustable fade and overlay effects 

RocGen Plus This high-specification, semi-professional genlock sports extra features for the discerning film-maker: 
• adjustable overlay, dissolve and keyhole effects 
• video and RGB pass-thru 
• dual-controls for pin-point accuracy and support for external keying 

RocHard A new concept in hard disks means you will never get left behind: 
• supports SCSI or IDE hard drives (40MB up) • safe and efficient switched-mode power supply 
* expandable to 8MB of RAM in 4 easy stages • can be used solely as an 8MB RAM expansion 
* compatible with A500 and A500 Plus • game switch ensures complete compatibility 
• autoboot and Autoconfig compatible 

Hong Kong Office Trade Inquiries 
ROCTEC ELECTRONICS LTD. ZYE Tel: 0293 538 666 
9/F Win Win Ind. Bldg,, Fax: 0293 538 414 
18 Lee Chung Street, Chai Wan, 
Hong Kong. 
Tel: (852) 897 3869 Fax: (852) 558 8099 

r\ 
ROCTEC 

12^ 



HOW TO CONTACT 
AMIGA FORMAT 

READERS' LETTERS 

You can be certain of getting your enquiry to the mag¬ 

azine dealt with only If you make quite sure you re 
addressing your letter to the right person or place. 

* We can never give personal replies by mall so don't 
send us a slamped-addressed envelope. 

* We can under ng circumstances give personal 
replies by fax, so please don t ask us to. 

< We are available for enquiries by telephone every 
Tuesday between 10am and 6pm, and we'll be happy 
to talk to you then. 

■ Our advertising department can help with problems 
with companies who advertise in the magazine if you 
phone during normal office hours. 

■ Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Format 

mail-order department are not in the same building 
and can be contacted on 0456 74023. 

Letters 
Once again, our postbag has been bursting at the seams, and this 

month it seems that the quality is higher than ever. Keep writing, 

you literate lot, but for now pause and see what others have on 

their minds as editor Damien Noonan peruses your offerings. 

WORKBENCH 

It you have any problems with the technical side of 
your Amiga, with hardware or with serious software, 
Pat will try to answer you in the mag. Alternatively, if 
you have any advice for others or any handy tips to 
share, send It in and you could win a prize. 
WORKBENCH, 
AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BAl 2BW. 

GAMEBUSTERS 
If you ve just found the cheat mode, mapped out the 
levels or found alt the passwords for the latest game, 
send It In to Matt and you could win a prize. Or if 
you're stuck, ask Helping Hand for advice - or solve 
someone else s problem and win a prize! 
MAFF EVANS, GAMEBUSTERS 
AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BA1 2BW. 

The Letters pages are for you to air your views and 
share your opinions: please remember not to ask 
questions that should be in Workbench! Damien is 
looking for thought-provoking or entertaining letters, 
the shorter the better. Prizes (or the best two. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BAl 2BW 

COMPETITIONS 
To enter a competition, write the answers and your 
name, address and phone number on the back of a 
postcard or a stuck-down envelope and send it In. 
You can enter as many times as you wish, but all 
entries must be posted separately: don't put several 
entries in one envelope together, or Include entries 
with letters to any other part of the mag. 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
29 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BAl 2DL. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
If you've ordered anything from the Amiga Format 

Mail Order section and you've got a problem, please 
remember that we on the magazine don't deal with It 
at all. Write to them at our Somerton address or 
phone 0456 74011. 
AMIGA FORMAT MAtL ORDER, 
THE OLD BARN, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY, 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Similarly, if you move house and want to make sure 
your copy of the mag catches up with you, then send 
the new address to 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, THE OLD BARN, 
SOMERTON, SOMEHSET TA11 7PY. 

FAULTY COVERDISKS 
The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine 
by a firm who we employ tor that specific purpose. H 
you have a faulty disk, send It to them enclosing an 
SAE. We don't keep stocks of disks, so we can’t help. 
DISKCOPY LABS. UNtT A, WESTMAHCH, LONDON 
ROAD. DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS, NN11 4SA. 

WE ARE AMUSED! 
] have been thinking of getting a 

better monitor, so when l saw 

UUUmJ that my local branch of Dixons 

had a Philips CM8H33 set up on 

an Amiga l took in a disk with some of my own graph¬ 

ics on it and asked if it would he OK to run them, so I 

could see what they looked like on the monitor. 

The assistant said this would be line, and reset the 

Amiga. 1 asked if he had a Workbench I could use, lo 

which he replied “That’s OK, sir, il will work fine on 

the shelf! 1 do like well drained staff, don't you? 

Bruce S Hinder, Dorking 

Excellent! if there's any one out there who doesn't get 

the joke, you need to turn to the beginners' series on 

Page 197 this instant. 

BASIC CONCEPT t 
Much has been said about the arrival of the A5QG Plus, 

but one point which occurred to me is that the com¬ 

puter is now selling wiiluun any form of programming 

language included. Many people rimy not think this is a 

bad thing: with the incredible amount of good software 

available, why should anyone want to spend their time 

writing mote? 

However. I feel that program writing is a useful 

way of gaining insight imo the workings of a computer 

and is probably one of the most creative aspects of 

owning a computer. 

Having used AmigaBasic but abandoned it for 

AMOS 1 myself do not mourn the demise of this out¬ 

dated language. For many years Commodore have 

been supplying the A500 with a version of Deluxe 

Pa ini, giving people access to the best in paint pack* 

ages. Surely now is the time to do ihc same for 

programming and make a deal with Mandarin. 

E Dewhurst, Longridgc 

Tech Ed Pat tells me that the original AmigaBasic was 

written by Microsoft, and the theory runs that the 

major American firm would not now have the time or 

the inclination to write a new version. nor could 

Commodore afford to have it done. Id he glad to hear 

from anyone who knows more. 

Whatever the case♦ and however much you person¬ 

ally appreciate AmigaBasic. it's always been true that 

this has been criticised by the experts as difficult to use 

and ineffective As such, no one misses it greatly. We*d 

advise anyone making a start in programming to wait 

for Easy AMOS from Europress, which wilt he arriving 

next month and takes beginners step by step through 

learning to program, restoring some of the fun people 

used to have learning to program on older machines 

like the Commodore h4 

BASIC CONCEPT 2 
All home computers (except the Amiga) have a Basic 

programming language on ROM to appeal to the keen 

computer user. Until the A5GG Plus, Commodore pro¬ 

vided the user with AmigaBasic as software and also 

with an AmigaBasic manual. Many excellent programs 

have been written in AmigaBasic - E have four books 

of such programs, including disks. 

But why has Commodore not supported a language 

on the A5G0 Plus? They have put AREXX in ROM. 

with rexxsupport.library in the LIBS directory, its own 

directory containing nine programs and REX X Mast in 

the System directory, Yei there is nothing in the man¬ 

ual on how to write in AREXX. 1 have never even seen 

a REXX program apart from AREXX! It must be a 

powerful language for Commixture to put so much on 

ROM. 1 believe it has something to do with Unix. 

Douglas V Uriflllhs, Saxilhv 

AREXX is a marvellous inclusion by Commodore, 

because it is going to be important in all serious* 

applications in the future. Already. AREXX support is 

included in numerous creativity programs. Essentially 

what it does is let you create a script to tell any nunc 

her of programs what to do; so once your script is 

written, you press the button and sit hack and watch 

while all the processing is done for you. 

However, you can also use AREXX as a program- 

ming language in its own right, even though it was 

never really intended for so base a purpose. Well be 

taking a closer look at what AREXX is, /row it works 

and how to create simple programs with it very soon. 

Continued overleaf 

WRITE A LETTER, WIN A 
PRIZE - MAYBE! 

Has it ever occurred lo you to wonder why news¬ 
papers and magazines offer prizes lo people who 
write them letters? Generally, I've always 
assumed, It's because they're desperately short 
of letters to print. We don't have any such prob¬ 
lem. We always get stacks of letters: but we keep 
on giving Ihe best most interesting, thought-pro¬ 
voking or amusing a prize of an Amiga Format 
T-shirt and binder, partly because we re such 
generous souls, but also because we think your 
efforts deserve reward. 

Write to... lAtteri’, Amiga Format, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BAl 2BW, Oh, and 

while you’re reading these pages, IPs worth 
remembering that one letter printed often repre¬ 
sents about 50 we've received saying Ihe same 
thing, so if you've ever thought “Quite right too!” 
when you read someone's opinions, you're very 
likely tar from being on your own! 
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VOLTMACE 

ANALOGUE JOYSTICKS 
Almost all the top flight sims now have Analogue joystick routines, but make 

V. The i sure before you buy. The main ones are: F I 9, Fl 17A, FI 511, MKJ29. MIG29 Super, 
Knights of the Sky, Pro Flight (Tornado), Flight of the Intruder, Birds of Prey, Chuck 
Yeager, Right Sim II. 

THKZOOMEK YOKE{ANALOGUE! sprung return, is 11” tall and IF wide 
wiih suciwfi feet, it can also work as a digital yoke.....159.95 
ZOOMER digital yoke for Amiga of Atan....09.95 
THE DELTA ^A analogue joystick, a light, fast hand held sprung return to centre 

vstick for the faster combat flight sims..„.......ili95 
--- 04,95 m DELTABASE A yoke joystick tanalogue not wrung.04 

Joystick port splitter tall 9 pins) £4.95 or 0.00 with joystick. The above splitter 
js needed to plug a Delta 3A into an A1500 or A2000 AMI-Cat mouse i plug t 

el i minator joystick, —     ------£34,95 
Right Sim II (Sub Logic,129.95 
Scenery Disks ( Western European, Hawaiian Odyssey etc).....£16.95 
Aimars P D. .................*.....,,£1,50 
Amiga Boot Virus Protector (disk drive throughpon) .£4.95 
0.5 meg plug-in memory upgrade...£27.95 or with dock ..129.95 

Flight Sim programs stocked. Prices include VAT & UK P&P, 
Delta 3A joysticks should be available through your local dealers. 

Unit 9. Bondor Bustness Centre. London Road 
Baldock. Herts. SG7 6HP Telephone (0462) 894410 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
orfera you the beat In quality service and prices. 

AH our diskettes are of high quality Japanese media. 

*** THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS *** 
10 DS/DD Hkta 4 (00 Cap Lockable ftoxtt .,,, ,02,99 200 DS/DD Disks -1 \ 300 LwtaMc Boxes. ..„„ £KV99 

300 Cap Lockable Bootes.£36,50 300 D5DD Disks * 3 s 100 LockaWc Boxes £126.99 
.£19.99 400 DS/DD Disks * 41100 Lockable Bows.£ 167,50 

£2.199 500 DS/DD Diib 4 5 n 100 Lockable Boses.£20199 
.£27,99 I Bam 4 50 DSDD Disks......£30.99 

L...— ,....tstm 
-4114,99 

20 DS/DD Disks 
10 DS/DD Disks + 300 Cap Lockable Boxes 
40 DS/DD Disks + 100 Op Lockable Boxes 
50 DS/DD Disks 4 300 Cap Locbbk: Bc-ws 
100 DS/DD Disks 4 100 Cap Lockable Bows... £41 99 2 8ms * 100 DSDD Disks 
150 DSDD Disks * U I® Lockable Boxes £62.99 3 Bam * 250 DSDD Disks 

WE ONLY STOCK THE BEST QUALITY DISKS 
SO WHY BUY FROM ANYWHERE ELSE 

PA MASONIC SONY BULK TDK 31 DS/DD 
BULK 3 DS/DD 3 ds/dd branded 

10 4.99 S .99 7.99 

20 9.75 i 0,99 14,99 

30 14.50 15 99 20,99 

40 18,49 19.49 27.99 

50 21.99 24.99 33.99 

100 40.99 45.99 64.99 
ISO 58.99 63.99 95.99 

200 75.99 89.99 12 5.99 

1 250 94.99 109.99 P.O-A 

100 113.99 P.O A P.O.A 

400 149.99 P-O, A P.O. A 

500 184-99 P.O,A P-O. A 

1000 365.99 P.O. A, P.O.A 

Includes Labels and Lifetime guarantee. 

1 Ban* Stackable Boxes 90. .£9.99 2 Bans Stackable Boxes 90 ,....£17-99 
3 Ban* Stackable Boxes 90.. ..,..£2599 4 Him* Stackable Boxes 90 .133.99 
^ Ekinx, Sutduihlc Boxtfs 90 .£39,99 40 Cap Lcxbblr Bn*e%. .£5.99 
Mil fun Ijnr»tnhL“ RnTiK .£7.99 100 Cap Lockable Boxes ... .£899 
U *VI ILi« Fkjl 'll £2 99 Disk Labels 100. ..£2,50 
Disk Uibcl* 200 .£3 50 Disk Labels 500. ..£7.50 

i ntwiU inrm 3 99 Kev Board Cover_ __ .£4.99 
M*rtiili»i ( , an .£h.SN LiMtiitt.hMtrt.i-ve.. .£19.99 
SO li DS/H D £29.99 I00 3 DS-HD —...,£5799 

All prim include VAT. p™i and packing In UK, over**** order* 
r writ* or telephone. To order pica** send thique/P.O. made payable to 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
101 Clifton Road, South Norwood, London SE25 6QA 

Teh 08 i 633 9094 (24 HRS ORDER UNE) ACCESS/VIS A ACCEPTED. 
Government and Educational order* quoted at very 
competitive prices. Prlcea can be subject to change. 

FOUR GREAT GAMES 
and all this Maths revision... 

Times Tables 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Fractions 
Decimals 
Using calculators 
Shape & Space 
Money problems 
Measurements 
Number patterns 

MATHS, 
ADVENTURE > 
MaMCiMTtakjnUari*tor4gM«-14 . 

rsrTnO 

8(9 

4 
SUPER FREE GIFT* 

CASIO SOLARX 
CALCULA TORI 

AMIGA MATHS ADVENTURE 
For ages 6-14 Price £25.99 inc. VAT 
Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos. 

Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of 
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type) 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875408 

E3 kasmosr 
* o —»=—y * * e * 

analog:: 
ANALOGIC 
I LOGIC 

Analogic Computers Telephone 
(UK) Ltd Mon-Sal 9am-7pm 

159 Latchmere Road 0ii-5M 9575 
Kinsston-upon-Thames Tel/Fax: 

Surrey KT9 5TU 081-541 4571 

COMPUTERS 
Amiga ASOO Plus Cartoon Classics Pock (1Mb). 
Amiga ASOO 1Mb Class of the 90‘s Pock. 
Amiga ASOO 1 Mb Class of the 90's (The First Steps) 

£356.00 
£499.00 
£499.00 

DISK DRIVES 
Internal Sony 3,5P Disk Drive...... £49-95 
External 3,5" Disk Drive...... £59.95 

PROTAR HARD DRIVES 

MONITORS 

Please phone for prices 

Protar Visto C14M colour monitor and cable and 1 year replacement warranty.£320.00 
Philips 15“ TV,monitor (model 2331), remote control + teletext + scart cable £269.00 
Philips 15“ TV,monitor (model 3332), remote control + scart cable . £239,00 

MEMORY FOR A500 AND A500 PLUS 
a MEG 

4 MEG 

9 MEG 

External RAM Expansion 
for A500 

and ASOO plus 

£399.00 

£279,00 

£179,00 

RAM Expansion for ASOO Pius 
51 VK 

1 MEG | 
SICK RAM Expansion for ASOO witH clock £29.95 

£34.95 

£34.95 

ACCESSORIES 
Amiga/Atari mouse (290 dpt). . .£14.95 
Mouse mat,,,...    £4.95 
Dust cover.-.......... £4.95 
Beeline High Quality Stereo Sampler. £24.95 

Anti-Click/Boot Selector.,,..    £19.95 
Mouse/Joystick Switcher. £i 4.95 
Software/HarcJware Copier.. £39.95 
Software/Hardware Copier + Utilities.,,...... £49.95 
Super Pro Zip Stick (Joystick). £14.95 
Amiga ASOO Power Supply. £44.95 

AMIGA ASOO REPAIRS 
Without diagnostic foes 

* Fixed charges * Fast turnaround £49.95 
★ We provide pick-up service for repairs for only £5.00 + VAT 

* All prices include VAT and NEXT WEEK DAY DELIVERY subject to availability_ 

* Fixed charge for repairs does not include Disk Onve Replacement fi Keyboard mbb 



READERS' LETTERS 

CONCISE 
1 have owned my Amiga 500 far four years ajid ever 

since then computer software has been £30. Why can’t 

it be cheaper? 

Tom ftarnfather, Darlington 

Goml question, briefly put. Lei's look at it this way, A 

game will cost so many thousand poutuls to develop 

and market. There are about a million Awijja owners 

in the UK. so software companies ought to he able to 

sell about 100,000 copies of a decent game. For the 

sake of comparison, a single in the music charts may 

sell about 20,000 copies to reach number one. 

However, even very good games often sell less than 

10.000 copies. Why2 Because everyone's copying them 

off their friends. Consequently, prices have to he high 

for software houses to make any money. 

Resulting questions: if everyone started buying 

games rather than copying them, would they suddenly 

get cheaper * Or if they suddenly got cheaper, would 

people buy them rather than ropy them? I don't think 

either would happen 

My opinion: games ought to cost a tenner, the same 

as video films or music CDs. But how do we get there? 

YOU’RE WELCOME! 
Thank you for an unbeatable January issue, As I’m a 

CDTV owner 1 don’t have access to large cash reserves 

to buy a commercial paint package like Deluxe Paint. 

So Graphics Workshop. along with my external disk 

drive, has put me firmly on the road to Amiga painting. 

Now to make the most of this creativity program 

could you include a few tutorials? If my memory 

serves me well, you did something similar way back 

with Deluxe Paint III. 

And thank you for using Control Console as a 

front-end for your CoverdisL As you’ve probably 

guessed, CDTV is Keyboaidless. built with CC I can 

still use the disk. 

Just one more thing. Why is Amiga Format not 

supporting CDTV in a big way? I mean, you haven’t 

reviewed a single piece of software at all. 

Mark Smith. Liverpool 

Your wish is our command. Next issue you will see a 

special article on how to use Graphics Workshop in 

creating your own animations. But to get the fidl 

details on using the program, you'll really have to buy 

the full manual from our Mail Order department. 

It's a good point about the disk, and we're working 

on the idea of total CDTV compatibility for the 

Coverdi.sk. As for CD coverage, you can't complain 

after this issue, surely * We were waiting for the A690 

CD-ROM drive to become a reality, opening CD soft¬ 

ware to alt Amiga owners, before we kicked in our 

coverage of the subject. We do like to he fair! 

DOUBLE-ENDED 
NEEDLE 

I have two points to pul forward. 

Firstly, a complaint. Your letters 

pages ate getting smaller! 1 love 

jedding the letters pages, so 

please, please, please make them longer, (Also let’s sec 

some more Game busters!) 

Secondly, in reply to Alex Schwassman Amiga 

Format .11)1 use my Amiga mostly for games and 1 

have bought Amiga Power, but l don’t like it very 

much. 1 really love Amiga Format because it helps me 

understand more about serious side of the Amiga. 

Helen C Quinton, 

Hornsey 

Three very valuable points there, tn fact. Firstly, an 

unfitl lor of you have written in saying you want more 

letters. Fine, though to be honest f can never quite 

understand why. The person who explains it to me best 

in a letter will win a T-shirt and something nice. 

Secondly, it's our constant mission to take people 

who have bought the Amiga mainly for games and 

explain to them how much more the Amiga can do. and 

lead them towards exploring their own creative paten- 

rial. This is why wr not features explaining how you 

can get started in tricky areas like DTP and graphics, 

and why we rc\iew the hardware expansions that you 

can build on to your Amiga system to give it more 

creative power. 

It s also the inspiration behind the series for begin¬ 

ners, Getting to grips with Workbench, which gets 

going properly on Page 197. if you learn to use 

Workbench. you also learn a lot more about how the 

computer works and the logic of computer programs, 

I d be interested to hear any opinions from anyone 

who is following the series. 

Thirdly, we need your input constantly- Yes. we 

know people find tips incredibly useful: but how do we 

know exactly what games you'd like to see solved in 

Gamebusters. for instance? Mag's always keeping on 

top of new cheats and solutions for the very latest 

games, hut what about older stuff? 

Fd be happy to increase the Helping Hand section 

of Gamebusters to several pages, if only you lot would 

write in and ask more questions. And it cuts both ways: 

if we don't know the answer. we're relying on someone 

out there who does to do the decent thing and chip in! 

CHIPPING IN 
DECENTLY 
With regard to the letter from a chap who wanted a 

case to cam his Amiga around in (Amiga Format 

31). Triangle Television used to sell 'flight cases’ far 

the Amiga. Jamie Stubbs could try them on 071 874 

3418, or write to them at 130 Brentwood Road. 

London 5W18 5DD. John and David, the proprietors, 

are always very helpful and are great Amiga fans. 

Nick Allison, Kingslon-l pun-Thames 

Thanks for that one, 

PROBLEMS PLUS 
My A500 Plus cost me £500 through HP and at the 

moment 1 cannot afford full price games so I rely on 

free Coverdisks and the like for entertainment. My 

complaint is (roll fanfare!) why oh why can’t your 

magazine pul a little 500 Plus sign on the Coverdisk to 

tell you immediately if the disk or even the main fea¬ 

ture of your disk is not going to work? Look at 

Knightmare on the latest issue! 

And when reviewing software, why don't you add 

an A5Q0 Plus sign to indicate the compatibility. This 

would really help when faced with a whole shelf of 

software ranging from £8-80 where none of them say 

’Til work on an A500 Plus.’1 

Nicholas YVebster, North Berwick 

The introduction of the A500 Plus was a tricky time for 

us all. Having said that, l don't believe our record on 

Continued overleaf 

Christmas Prize 
Crossword solution 
The first correct entry out of the bag was from Miss H Dcwhury of Peterborough, so 

she’ll be the lucky one going on a sporting day out of her choice courtesy of 

Electronic Arts. For the rest of you, here’s the right answers... 
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READERS' LETTERS 0 

A500 Plus-compatible disks has been as bad as a 

couple of letters Fve read have made out. None of the 

disks up to the November 1991 issue can he guaran¬ 

teed ASOO Pitts compatible, because the machine 

didn't even exist in this country before then. Our 

December 1991 issue carried the full story of the new 

machine, including the only real investigation into 

incompatibility problems - other magazines simply fol¬ 

lowed the information we had disclosed. 

The QctaMED program on the December issue 

would not work on the A5(K) Pins at the time, and we 

did state this on the label. In the following issue we 

explained how it could easily he corrected to work fine 

on the ot1 Amiga, The Blues Brothers demo on the 

same issue, owing to poor programming by lints, did 

nor work on a variety of machines, hut we corrected 

this and all readers who hare requested it have been 

sent a corrected version. 

On the January' 1992 issue, all the programs were 

A5(X) Plus compatible - no mean feat considering that 

this included two major, complete, full-price software 

packages which we had to have reprogrammed spe¬ 

cially for the issue. 

We were surprised by the Knightmare demo on the 

February' 1992 issue not working on the ASOO Plus, 

hut it came in after the magazine's cover and disk 

labels had been primed, so there was nothing Hr could 

do to warn you. Again, this was swiftly corrected and 

new versions have been sent out to anyone who 

requested them as well as a simple correcting program 

appearing on this month's disk. 

Alt in ail, l think we've done ail nr can to ensure 

that ASOO Pius owners get disks that w ork. even if this 

has meant sending out new disks at great expense. 

“Sorry that this is such a 
long answer to a short 

letter, but I think it's an 
important issue.** 

On the Coverdisk of this very issue you w ill see the 

little symbol you asked for that reassures ASOO Plus 

owners that the items on the disk have been checked, 

and will work, on an ASOO Plus. This will continue to 

be the case until we are happy that all software you 

buy and all software we run on the Coverdisk will defi¬ 

nitely be programmed to work, and the *A5Q& Plus 

compatible* flash becomes redundant. We are commit¬ 

ted to ensuring that all disks are fully compatible w ith 

all Workbench 1J and 2 machines. 

As for the suggestion of a sign on reviews to indi¬ 

cate that a program works, this should already be 

unnecessary. All software houses are fully aw are of the 

ASOO Plus and all softw are that has gone on sale since 

December should he fully ASOO Plus compatible. 

If you discover any that aren't, you should whingc 

to the software house concerned, who should be will¬ 

ing to correct the problem. You should also write and 

inform us: Tve only had one reader mention to me that 

he had found problems with software. 

The only remaining problem for A500 Plus owners 

will be older software, released before December, 

that* s still on the shelves or advertised in magazines or 

catalogues. Here, nr can help. If you send an SAE to 

ASOO Plus Incompatibility List, Clare Hodgson, 

Amiga Format 30 Monmouth Street Bath BAl 

2BW w e will send you, free of charge, a list of softw are 

that we know has been tested and will not run on an 

ASOO Plus. And t think that's above and beyond the 

call of duty! Sorry that this is such a long answer to a 

short letter. but l think if s an important issue 

Were you a lucky one? 
Christmas compo prize winners 

SPOT THE 
SNOWFLAKE 

The winner of 

this unusual Lillie 

competition was 

Rob Shelton of 

Nottingham, who 

conrcclly found 

the myslcrious 

snowflake float * 

ing above the water in this picture from the Strike 

Fleet review on Page 136 of Issue 30. 

The Christmas card he 

sent us with his entry on 

was described by the 

judges as "very, very 

duff indeed. Probably 

the poorest we’ve ever 

seen." It wins Rob an 

Amiga Format T- 

shin. Here's that card.,. 

I KNOW 
MORE THAN PAUL 
GAMBACCINI 
The man who proved his immense musical knowl¬ 

edge is Matthew Clarke, Kingston Upon Thames* 

who'll be getting a MIDI interface and a £30 record 

token courtesy of Amiga Format Here's where 

the lilies were from... 

“loin the rhythm uf machines” 

from 'Machineries of Joy' by Die Krupps, 

“I need a unit to sample and hold" 

from 'Sample and Hold] by Neil Young, 

“Take a beat box" 

from 'Hit the Hi-tech Groove by Pop Will Eat Itself. 

DRESSING ROOM 
MIRRORSOFT 
Somewhat awkward, this* because Mirrorsoft have 

ceased trading in the wake of the Robert Maxwell 

imitates a whale but forgets to come up for air’ 

affair. As long as Sensible Software arc able to 

release the Megu-to* Mania data disks. AD Daly of 

Southampton and AG Maycll of Portland will 

appear in them as villains. 

QUOTE O’ MONTH 30 
A fine effort by Gavin Williams, Dartford* who 

identified ihe seasonal "Christmas? Bah. humbug!” 

as being from the mouth of Dickens's fictional char¬ 

acter Ebencczer Scrooge, T-shirt on the way. 

GLOCKENSPIEL 
Those Birmingham-based games guys, US Gold, 

will be presenting M Bloor of Dowriham w ith a fab¬ 

ulous Sony video walk man and runners-up Derek 

Maule of Co Durham and Stuart Orrin of 

Manningtree will get a Gamogear hand-held console 

with a US Gold game of their choice. But what you 

want to know is: what were the correct answers...? 

* G-Loc is the arcade flying follow-up to the famous 

Afterburner of three years ago. 

* James Stewart played Charles Lindbergh, making 

the first solo crossing of the Atlantic* in the film 

Spirit of St Louis. 

* The author of the book The Right Stuff was Tom 

Wolfe, who also wrote Bonfire of the Vanities. 

* The film The Blue Max gels its title from a medal 

awarded to Gcnnan pilots in WWl. 

* It's the Oblivion Boys* Mark Arden and Steven 

Frost* who appear in the Carling Black Label ads. 

* Star of 633 Squadron was the Mosquito: "I'm 

going to put you in for a medal, and when it comes 

through I'm going to pin it on your tail". 

* Tom Cruise's best buddy in Top Gun was played 

by Anthony Edwards. 

* Missing was missing from "One of our Aircraft is...” 

- The Lancaster bomber was the star oFDambusters, 

■ And Dick Dastardly and Muttley were, of course, 

irying to Catch the Pigeon! 

FOOD OF LOVE 
Zon, distributors of top sequencer Dr T's KCS, will 

be sending an amazing home studio set-up to Sieve 

Wilkes of Redd itch. Runners up Catherine Faulton 

of Blackburn and J Dewdney of Horsham win a 

copy of Dr T's Tiger Cub. Here's the answers... 

* Acker Bilk made ‘Stranger on the Shore* famous. 

* West Side Story was scored by Leonard Bernstein, 

who also pops up in REM' 'End of the World'. 

* The Seven Brothers had Seven Brides, natch. 

* In the Who song 'Free Me', it was train robber 

McVicar making the plea for release. 

* Lee Marvin was bom under a Wandering Star. 

* And of course it w as Clint Eastwood who made his 

film debut singing i Talk to the Trees' in the same 

film. Paint your Wagon. Wot a gurl! 

* Dallas star Howard Keel had previously been big 

in Hollywood musicals in the Forties and Fifties, 

■ 'Pinball Wizard’ was sung by Ellon John in the 

film Tommy* but it was Pete Townsend wrho wtoIc it. 

- Barbara Streisand was the one who directed Vend. 

■ And the director of the film A Chants Line was, of 

course* Richard Attenborough. Dear Dicky... 

Spot the shot 32 
Simply identify the game that this 

small portion of a screenshot is 

from, write it on a postcard with 

your name and address and send 

it to Spot the Shot 32. Amiga 

Format 30 Monmouth St Bath 

BAl 2BW. You could win an 

Amiga Format T-shirt! 

Winner of Spot the Shot 30 wot 

Anthony Poge of Bristol, who iden- 

fifed o sued portion of the sky 
from Cop fain Planet, An Amiga 

Format T skirl is on the way! 
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Tel 0257 276800 
Main office & 24 hour order line 

Fax 0257 274753 
Help desk 0490 3284 
Weekdays 3-4pm 

Overseas orders please add £5 00 

All prices include P+P and VAt 

with Intraset Ltd 
compendium of gaming software uses your 
puter's intelligence and logic to predict winn 

COURSEMASTER 
Our proven horse racing program 
for both FLATS or JUMPS £24.95 

TRACKMASTER 
The Greyhound Racing Tipster £19.95 

GoursemasterS Trackmaster Twin Pack £39.95 
(Saving £4.95) 

Using simple information from the racing card in daily papers 
or the racing papers, COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER 

will predict with consistent accuracy. 

The winner is predicted as well as second and third places 
for tricasts. The programs also mention attractive long shots, 
recommend types of bets and most importantly warn when 

not to bet. 

Successful betting extends beyond merely picking the 
winners andtOURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER will assist 
in managing your bets. They work out your winnings on the 

most popular types of bet including SINGLES, DOUBLES. 
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, print out your betting slips, 

and even maintain your betting bank account. 
SYSTEM BETS will regularly provide a system for MAJOR 

WINS with small stakes - try it and surprise yourself. 

COMPETITION 
Details and rules 

Our company likes to see people winning, which is why we're 
running our fabulous 'Win a pc competition'. With every 

purchase you make, you will automatically be entered into 
the draw. You can also enter for free by sending a postcard 

to INTRASET. 

1st prize - PC NT286 Colour 
2nd prize - Complete set of Intraset Business and Gaming 

Software 3rd prize - Complete set of Intraset Gaming 
Software 5 runners up will each win their choice of one 

Intraset title. 

Intraset's decision will be final on all matters. 
Send an SAE for list of winners, 

Draw dates 28/2/92 and 28/9/92 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

POOLSMASTER and COURSEMASTER 

together for £44.95 (Saving £4.95.) 

Our complete gaming suite: £110.00 

POOLSMASTER (British & Australian), 

PERM-MASTER, SPOT-THE-BALL, 

COURSEMASTER, TRACKMASTER 

Saving £22.70 

T' 
Intraset Ltd 

Our 
computer’s intemgence ana logic to preaict winners 
and advise you on strategy. Whether you’re an 
experienced punter or a novice, with a little time and 
our range of software, you can maximise your 
winning potential. 

'A licence to print money' Mr FC Hammond of Essex who won nearly 
£10,000 in 16 weeks 

'We have won many thousands ’ Mr PE Roberts of Dorset who so far has won 
more than £46,000 

'Copiesof these and other endorsements from actual customers are available on request. 

POOLSMASTER British or 
Australian £24.95 each. 
Poolsmaster British and Australian 
£44.95 (Saving £4.95) 

The Football Pools Predictors 

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95 

Developed after years of detailed study, 
POOLSMASTER uses a unique scientific 
formula to predict Home, Aways and Draws. 
The FORM PREDICTION option analyzes result 
possibilities with amazing accuracy. The 
unique indexing system allows for quick entry 
of fixtures and results, and updates itself 
season after season so there is no need to buy 
a new copy each year, Poolsmaster also 
contains a unique coupon number sequence 
predictor. 

There is no more need for counting Vs or 
using messy rubber stamps. Simply tell your 
computer where you think the ball is using the 
screen template provided. It will give you a 
prim-out of up to 540 micro-fine crosses in 
your chosen shape or it can chose at random 
for you, SPOT-THE-BALL learns week after 
week and builds up a database of results for 
the SEQUENCE PREDICTOR OPTION. 

GUIDE TO POOLS AND 
PERMS £14.95 
The definitive guide to Pools 
permutations and betting 
systems 

Together, both Poolsmaster editions cover all 
British league and cup matches and the 
Australian league. 

PERM-MASTER £19.95 
The perfect companion for 
Poolsmaster 

Written by the experts responsible for our 
successful software range, Master the fine art 
of prediction by reading this fascinating 
in-depth explanation of betting systems and 
perms. Plan a campaign for that elusive big 
win and use this books' tips on selecting the 
best matches and races and how to use perms 
to maximum effect on Pools, Horses and Dogs. 

Designed for users of PERM systems, PERM- 
MASTER ends the agony of checking by doing 
it for you. It comes complete with several of 
the top perms built in but you can also create 
your own with the unique PERM EDITOR and 
PERM CALCULATOR features. PERM-MASTER 
is fast and easy to use and can be used for 
most block and single line perms. 
Additional discs of top perms are available at 
£14.95 each. 

INTEREST-FREE CREDIT 
Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no 
extra charge! (Cheque purchases only.) 
Simply divide your order by 4 and send us 4 cheques 
each with your name and address and cheque 

guarantee number: Date the first cheque with 
today's date and post date each of the ot her 
cheques by one month ie. 1/5/91, 1/6/91 etc. 
We will then hoki each cheque until ft is due. 

All programs available for IBM/PC 8 compatibles, all Amstrad PC's, Amstrad PCWs, Atari, Amiga and 
CPC 6128. Coursemaster, Poolsmaster British and Trackmaster are also available for all Amstrad CPC's, 
all Spectrums and C64 & 128 

5pnd an 5AF fnr full rafalnnnp 

Send cheques or postal orders to INTRASET LTD (DEPT AMR FREEPOST, 

10 Woodside Avenue, Clayton-Le-Woods, Chorley, Lancs, PR6 7BR. 

Phone or Fax for lightning service. All major credit cards accepted. 



\ND YOUR AH 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 

at affordable prices 
W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD 

Latest design incorporates chipmem option at no extra cost 

Increases computer memory from Megabyte to 1 Megabyte 

Allows ail 1 Megabyte software to run 

Direct replacement for Commodore A501, 16 Chip Technology 

for complete compatibility. 

without clock 
British Made 

SUPRA RANGE 
> the most cost effective, highest quality, technologically advanced products available Sr 

Simply plugs into the side port of the Amiga 500 

Auto configures to work in conjunction with computer memory 

Easily expandable from 1Mb - 8Mb using latest Zip chips 

Proclaimed as being the best expansion available 

This neat robust unit is set to revolutionise the market. 

500RX 4Mb.. 
i ; 500RX 8Mb. 

500RX IMb 
500RX 2Mb 

SUPRA MODEM 
100% Hayes compatible 
Tone Pulse auto dial/answer 
RS232 Interface 
Internal diagnostics 
Programmable number 
storage 

Supra 2400.XI 19.00 

Supra 2400 +.XI 74.00 

Supra 9600.X499.00 

0Mb..XI 19.00 

2Mb.. XI 79.00 

4Mb..X289.00 

8Mb..X409.00 

CVP 52Mb HARD DISK CARD I-8Mb 
EXPANDABLE MEMORY..£299.00 

High quality 
High specification 
Anti click 
Long moulded cable 

■ff. 

A500 Internal replacement drive.,£59.00 
8372 Fatter Agnus Chip (allows Chipmem feature).X52.00 
1.3 Kickstart Chip..X36.00 

Allow addition of many 
peripherals without 
damage to computer 
or power supply 
Switch mode design 

British Made 

,Y All prices include P&P & VAT ,V Please add <£5.00 if you require 24 hour courier to your door or parcel post will be used -V 12 month warranty -V 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds. 
Tel: 0582 491949 



HARRIS COMPUTERS 
23 Rennishaw Way, Links View, Northampton, NN2 7NF 

AMIGA PRINTERS 
NEW A500P Cartoon Classics 1 Mb £369 
A5(W as above with 15 Mvg fitted £405 

A500P as above with 2 Meg fitted £420 
NEW CDTV price smash only £479 

CDTV Titles from as little as only £14 

A1500 with Software £589 
AI500 Software + Monitor £839 

512K Ram Upgrade Boards £25 
A500F Ram exp 1/2 Meg populated £38 
A500P Ram exp 1 Meg populated £49 

GVP 52Mb Hard Disk Drive 079 

Rodite RF382C external drive £59 

Citizen Swilt 9 pin Mono £189 

Citizen Swift 9 pin Colour £209 

Citizen 124D 24 pin Mono £205 

Citizen 224 24pin Colour New £259 

Citizen Swift 24E Colour New £299 

Star LC200 9 pin Colour £219 

Star LC200 24 pin Mono £259 

Star LC200 24 pin Colour £299 

HP Deskjet 500 inkjet 300 dpi £399 

All printers include a free cable. 

MONITORS SOFTWARE 
10845 Stereo Colour Monitor £249 
Philips CM8833 MKU Monitor 049 

Phone for best prices on serious software 

DTP, Wondprocessors, etc.... 

MUSIC ACCESSORIES 
Midi Software and Hardware 

Dr. Ts 
KCS lev 11 3.5 pro sequencer £259 

TigerCuh entry level sequencer £89 

Copyist Apprentice notation £89 

Synth Editors for Yamaha. Korg, Kawai, 

Rola nd, Casio, Proteus from £89 

Synth Sounds for above svnths bv 

SOUND SOURCE Unlimited 

Prices from £20 disk, £39 rom card 

MIDIMAN midi accessories 

ALESS1S SR 16 Drum Machine £299 

All Alessis products available 

Blue Ribbon Sound works 

The Brilliant New musk Package from 

Blue Ribbon 'Super JAM 

Music software for the tone-deaf and 
talented alike. The ability to write music 

in an unlimited number of styles- Never 

before has writing musk been soeasyl 

Using internal Amiga sounds or Midi 

All this for the amazing price of £89 

Bars and Pipes £135 

Bars and Pipes Professional £199 

Add-on modules for Bars and Pipes Pro 

various functions £49 

Prices include VAT. Postage £3.50 Courier £7.00 

O 0604 791111 H 

AMIGA BOOKS 
linQQQOSMMwwKe 
Amiga f« Begnners ......_   £12.95 
Amiga BASIC Insda £ Out.,.El 0.95 
Amiga 30 Graphics hrogiwmwtg in BASIC ..El 6.95 
Amiga Mahne Longuap - £14,95 
*nga Jfatterf Sftan fagnnrt 6*fe. £29 95 
Anugo C fa hyillKi.... IU.9S 
Amiga C in WvonceC Programmen.£29.95 
Amiga Graphics lnskk i 0m......., .£79.95 
Armja Pmteis £ <wr ..£29.95 td> 
Mating Musk, on fa lntgn....„^,.£79.95 1® 
|«mnHDrv Anson 8ASK_£17,95 
-J i^awf fi£W 

mce Pfflrrt j 

Fl S Slrie hgle imdboat 
fijkm Air Cwibffl. 
the Lmur* Suifl Lmy Shwy...„ 
Official Bwt of to Quest..^ 
H« Official Book dfuiiimq —. 
Sub Canunoidif 
MNttoCtmp^6ol 

...112.95 

...£12.95 

.,,,,.£11.95 

..,£9.95 

..,...£10.t5 

.£10.95 
Ifa Offna) H 9 Sfohh Fighter tionfeot.£12.95 

Ihvie Odu» jWt ?r>d E 6m.™...£19.9S 
Amigd MS Reference Guide lid EtitiM,.£18 95 
Mapping the Amigo...£19.95 
Ansgc User Macs Style Gunfe....£18.95 
fcnga Assembly Language Pftttisimwg .11295 
mX fa Ann 3tl JZZZ™ll9,t5 

AmigcWodd Official Am^aWS Canponon....E2?.95 
ijmiQnWQrld Official AnmqaVision Handboolc £22 95 
Becoming gn Amigo Arts!.. £14,95 

Ansga Program's hondkd Vbl 1.£2195 
l..m,u-i, ft.., nmTimriT Uruwflwdf T.WI 7 WWQ ftwlINlW s repipQoi m i 
OflWtip Video PrwJuchwi.£105 
The Amin Deskr« Hdn Warltodt.£29.95 
Sawn %...£9?5 

.£21 95 id: 
_117.95 

Mcstemg Amga C.HO 
Pturonuning fa 48000...„,£23.95 
48000 fcaroy LwrguoM Progiwirning.£21.95 
MC68000 Ptogiwmw'iwferewt Manual . 19.95 
taming ft Ry wi Ftyi Smibftr..£17-95 

<o> ■ txWes (fat. 

Iff 
tago 005 Irtae A Out tamed fi... 

fanyc topo Ftavr ■■■■■■■— 

TlielniMnfita^l%l- 
tail AH W » fa Amp__ 
- tatawi 

,11995 (* 
£24 95 if 
£2495(11 
£29 95 (# 

,..£105 
Amiga Oekiap Veto ?nd H_ 
Amqe HHI taraf Ref. Mmol 
IMmMU__- 132 95 
KiMM tafegW £2*Hli 
IrapH . -12*95 
MmpiOMMM.ffaMi 
*kblkmMU^...,£32 95 
Amiga wrtwoie Siterewe Mmol 3d Id £24 95 
Ap^OOSUkitata_12195 
tafcltafOifdltataptaHta £9 94 
tafafeatadtartagaiii*?** £1195 (i 
tomtit..  _»9S 
PNMgioen etimgm l«chmqu9%, Fgr ile- Ae*Nga. . £14 94 
InfetHHi AnflrfcdfcmjB;wgww#rjGtfdc £1495 
IheSnM&ta £1195 
tUtaAfthpitaiSpoiltoKin £1294 

SPECIAL OFFER (UK ody) for Arrugo F&tiwf reciters: 
10ft discount for orders over £35. 20% discount for 
wten over £70. Quote Kef Af392 to dm speoal 
offer Avcuir 

Dettoj (Oiok>9uc cMMoble do rw^t Aiett <wt Vim occepted 

Free postage in UK. and Europe. Airmail outside Europe add 25% 

DIBS (AF392) 
18 Norwich Avenue, Rochdale, lanes 011 1 SJZ 

Tel/Fax 0706 524304 (Customer orders ONLY) ^ 

OPEN ALL HOURS (WILL, NEARLY!) 

9am-10pm Mon-Sat 10am-6pmSun No Answerphones! 

3.5" Disks with labelsII DISK STORAGE BOXES 

Bulk Disks 
MOO.. .,38p 
100+. .36p 
500+.. .34p 
1000+. .32p 

SONY Disks 
1-100.. .45p 
100+. .42p 
500+. ..39p 
1000+. .37p 

RAINBOW Disks 
MOO. .44p 
100+. ...-.-.41 p 
500+. .. 39p 
1000+... . ..36p 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! | 

! TRACTORFEED DISK LABELS ! 
500 Labels plus FREE 

software to print your own 
professional labels!! 

★ ★ ★ ONLY £9.95 + * ★ 

10 cap.95p 
Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, 
Black. Grey - Your Choice 

50 cap*.......  £d,00 
100 cap.  £4.50 

Stackable Disk drawers 
Posso(150cap).....£15.95 
250 cap.  £18.99 

W L l 1 F~ A. I \ * * . ' l I. \ A 

5I2K Rarr (No C OC k £24 99 
512K Rom (+ Clock).£27.99 
Zydek Ext Disk Drive.£54.95 

★ ** SPECIAL OFFER*** 
Amiga 500+ Cartoon Classics 

Only £349!!! 
1.5 Meg A500 Ram Expansion 

Only £79.95!!! 
Mousehouse....,,....,£1.60 
Mousemat.£2.49 
Diskdrive Cleaner.£1.79 
Comp, Pro Autofire.£12.95 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782 642497 9am-5.30pm Week 
0782 311471 Evening/Weekend 
0630 653193 Evening/Week end 

54 Spring Road 
Longton 

Stoke-On -Trent 
Staffs ST3 2PX 

Prices Inc VAT P&P Please add £3.30 
We accept cheques/P.O s/Visa/Access 

Turn your mouse into a 

digitiser -for just £7.951 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your 
DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precision- 
moulded transparent puck attaches to your Amiga's mouse 
to give a quick visual guide of what you arc tracing. Fixes to 
either side of the mouse for left or right handed use. 

* Removable when 
not in use 

* Ideal for Naksha, 
Commodore and 
all hat-sided mice 

* Only £7^5 
including VAT 
and p&p 

“Tliis novel little device makes copying pictures easy” - 
Amiga Format* Nov. *90 

“If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied, 
then Tracey gets the prize” - Computer Shopper, Jan *91 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome. 

Side Wise Ltd (Dept AF32), PO Box 4, 
To tries, Devon TQ9 7EN 
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PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
Tirfes marked * are nof yet available and will be sent on day of release. 

Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to: 

Dept AF1, Trybridge Ltd./ 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. PAP inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Iess than £5.00 and 

Europe add £1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only* 

Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday I0am-4pm. Fax orders: 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766 

3D Construction Kit..  32,99 
3D Pod ........... 7 99 
4D Boxing „**.**.,.„„„***,..*.*, 16,99 
4D Driving * .......16,99 
688 Attack Sub,,,.*.   16.99 
Afterburner.      6,99 
Agony *..  **...24,99 
Air, Land, Sea * .   24.99 
Air Support *  ..*.*.*.««.I9.99 
Alien Storm  16 99 
Altered Beast *.    6 99 
Amos............ 29 99 
Amos 3D.,,...... 24 99 
Amos Compiler ***.  19 99 
Another World *.  ..,..,19 99 
APB,.....6.99 
Arkonoid 2.  6,99 
Armour Geddon.,..,,16.99 
Assault on Alcatraz *.16.99 
Barbarian 2 *. .*....*...******,,.-. 19.99 
Bards Tele Triple Pack *.24 99 
Batman Coped Crusader ....,, ,,,,,,6 99 
Batman the Movie......_6.99 
Battle Chess 2 ..*******„* 16.99 
Beoslbuslers...... 16 99 
Beach Volley...  6.99 
Big Run * ...**...16.99 
Billy the Kid * ...16 99 
Birds of Prey *.*.****.*,.. ,26 99 
Black Crypt *.    .19.99 
Blues Brothers *.   ,**,„. 16 99 
Blue Max...  ******* 19 99 
Bonanza Bras * .,*******.*. ,16 99 
Bubble Bobbie.  ...6 99 
Budokan**... 8.99 
Cabal...  6 99 
California Gomes. ,6 99 
Campaign *.    22 99 
Capcom Collection * .  19 99 
Captain Planet.**..*.*.***.  16.99 
Cashes * *.*,*,™*****. ....19 99 
Captive.    *....16 99 
Carrier Command.7.99 
Centurion..,..,.....***..***************. 16 99 
Chaos Engine * .*,..****...,. 16 99 
Chaos Strikes Bock {1 Meg] . 16,99 
Chase HQ.   6 99 
Cisco Heat *.16 99 
Continental Circus    6 99 
Crazy Cars 3 * ..,*,******,*,*,*.*16*99 
Cricket [1 Meg} .  17.99 
Cricket Captain.... 16.99 
Cruise For A Corpse.. 19 99 
Cyberball.******...6 99 
Daley Thompson Challenge. 6 99 

Deolhbringer.,***,.,***.*.**, 19.99 
Death Knights Of Krynn |1 Meg).19 99 
Delude Paml 4.    54,99 
Demonsgote *.  22.99 
Deuieros.*..19.99 
Disney Animation.  59 99 
Dizzy Collection..............16 99 
Double Double Bill,.....*******...24.99 
Double Drogon.*...6.99 
Double Drogon 3 * _  .......16,99 
Dragon Ninio.,.*.*.*.**.,,..6.99 
Dragons lair (1 Meg}.26.99 
Dragons Lair 2 -Singes Castle_......26 99 
Dragons Lair - Time Warp L,.,L,..26.99 
Elf.    16 99 

Epic *     ....,19 99 

Eye of the BehoSer (1 Meg ).19 99 
Eye of the Storm * . ....19 99 
FI5 Strike Eagle 2 (I Meg}. 22 99 
F16 Combat Pilot ..... ,  16 99 
F19 Stealth Fighter .19 99 
Face Off *.,*,*,*„-**.16 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy___*.6 99 
Ferrari Formula 1 ..,..*.**.*******.8 99 
Final Blow * ..   *...16.99 
Final Fight........*.16 99 
First Samoan *...16 99 
Flag V....  19.99 
Fiigfit of the Intruder....., .22 .99 
Flood...**.8 99 
Football Crazy *____16 99 
Football Director 2 |1 Meg} ....16 99 
Forgotten Worlds , ...*.6 99 
Formula One Grand Prix * ...*******.*...22.99 
Gaunflet3 * ..   16 99 
Ghostbusters 2..........6 99 
G LOG *. ,..*16*99 
Godfather Action *..... . ... 16.99 
Godfather Adventure * _  19.99 
Gods.    16,99 
Golden Axe-.,****,********.,,***,**,***,**„.. 16.99 
Grahom Gooch *......*.....,,,,19,99 

Gun Spy *-,.,**,.*„„******.**,******..**.26.99 
Hard Drivin,,..................6 99 
Hard Nova *...16.99 
Harlequin *.   16.99 
Head Over Heels *....._*.*.6,99 
Heimdall..*****..19 99 
Heroquest . ..*.16.99 
Heroquest Data...9.99 
Hitchikers Guide.....      7.99 
Home Alone * .....19.99 
Hudson Hawk * ..   16-99 
Hunter...19.99 
IK+ . ..........6.99 
Indianapolis 500.*,*.*.***„**.„.16.99 
Indy Jones - Atlantis Action *..16.99 
Indy Jones - Ariantis Adv * (1 Meg} ,,19,99 
Interceptor..*.*.,.*.8.99 
Ivanhoe.     .6.99 
Jack Nicklaus Clip Art...9.99 
Jack Nick bus Extra Courses..9 99 
Jack Nkkbus Golf. ,12,99 
jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf (1 Meg) 19.99 
James Pond_*....*.*,**,.__6.99 
Jimmy Whites Snooker .,...... 19.99 
Keys of Mcromon *.16.99 
Kick Off.  7.99 
Kick Off 2(1 Meg)......*......11.99 
Kick Off 2.     9.99 
Kings Quest 4 |1 Meg). 14.99 
Klo«... .6.99 
Knightmore *_  ....................19.99 
Knights of the Sky. 22 99 
K.O 2 Final Whistle.B 99 
K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *.7.99 
K.O 2 - Return to Europe.7.99 
K.O 2 - Super League * ..9 99 
K.O 2 ■ Winning tactics ,..„.*.*.**..,.,5,99 
Laser Squad 2 .*...16 99 
Lost Ninja 2........ 6 99 
Lost Nin^a 3 *...16.99 
Leonder "..19 99 
Leather Goddess..7.99 
Legend *       16.99 
Leisuresuil Larry----.... 14 99 
Leisuresuit Larry 2...14,99 
Leisuresuil Lorry 3 (l Meg].14 99 
Lemmings -.*,******.16.99 
Lemmings Construction Kit *.16.99 
Lemmings Data Disk *„******.*******.**,.,13,99 
Licence To Kill _.. . 6.99 
Lombord Rally..  6.99 
Lord of the Rings.19.99 
Ml Tank Pbtoon.... 19 99 
Magic Fly...  8,99 
Magic Pockets ,**«...16 99 
Magnetic Scrolls Coll [1 Meg} 19 99 
Man IM Europe ,.,.____16 99 
Max *.......19.99 
Mega Traveller 1 (iMegj.19 99 
Mega Traveller 2 (1 Meg) * 19 99 
Mega Twins * _ ._  16,99 
Mega-LoMonio..  19,99 
Miami Chose......6 99 
Microprose Gdf *----22 99 
Midwinter.......   14,99 
Midwinter 2 |1 Meg)..22.99 
Mig 29 Super Fulcrum V.....26,99 
Might & Magic 3 *.......*..,19,99 
Moonstone r ......   .19.99 
Moon Walker.*,*.,.****.**,*,****.6.99 
New Zealand Story--*.. .6,99 
Nighfchift..    9 99 
Ninja Collection.  .,16.99 
Operation Wolf.6 99 
Ork *..   *...,19 99 
Outrun.*......6.99 
Outrun Eurooo....16,99 
Pong.1699 
Paperboy 2 *.**,.............16.99 
Parasol Stars *...16.99 
Pegasus * ..,.*..****.-.****.*.****.****.***.****16 99 
PGA Tour Golf.16.99 
Pitfighter 2 *......... 16.99 
Platoon 6 99 
Player Manager.*....12.99 
Police Quest 2 11 Meg} 14 99 
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg).._...19.99 
Pools of Darkness 11 Meg] .19 99 
Populous _     8,99 
Populous 2*. 19 99 
pQwerdrift...,.*.8 99 
Pawermonger........ 1 9.99 
Power monger Data Disk 1 *. 9,99 
Powerpack... 14.99 
Power Up *.*....... 19*99 
Predator.   6.99 
Projectyle  8.99 
Quest for Adventure * .. 19 99 
RType.*.*.*.*,,,6.99 
Race Drivin ■.   16 99 

Railroad Tycoon fl Meg)..22.99 
Rainbow Collection...,*.u.*,13*99 
Romho 3.  6.99 
R.B.I. 2 Baseball*.........*19,99 
Reach for the Skies *.  ....22,99 
Realms *...........19.99 
Red Boron * (I Meg] .22.99 
Red Heal...    .6.99 
Rise of the Dragon......26.99 
Robin Hood ..     .16.99 
Robin Smith Cricket *****,*.*»,*.*..,16.99 
Robocod *.  .16.99 
Robocop ..,...,8,99 
Robocop 3 *.,„****.*19.99 
Robozone *_*..**.,*.*.16.99 
Rocket Ranger..........7.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster.****..*.,. 4.99 
Rodbnd ....................**„***.***16.99 
RType 2.,......*..16.99 
Ruff and Ready.  *...6.99 
Rugby World Cup...  16.99 
Rugby World Rugby *...16-99 
Rules of Engagement..............16.99 
Run the GounSet....*.*...*.6.99 
Search for the King. ,24.99 
Secret of Monkey Island (1 Meg)., 16.99 
Secret Monkey Island 2 (1 Meg] * 19.99 
Secrets of Luftwaffe * (1 M®g|  .19.99 
Shadow Dancer_**************..,..16.99 
Shadow Sorter or (1 Meg) 19.99 
Shinobt.......*6.99 
Shuttle * ...**,.19 99 
Silenl Serv.ce 2(1 Meg) .  22.99 
Silkworm .****.,**.„....6,99 
Sim City+Populous..   *19.99 
Sim Earth *.19.99 
Simpsons * ***.*.„.*,*.*,*,*,.,*..16.99 
Sinbod.. 7.99 
Ski or Die.... *****...........,8.99 
Skychase ..*****..7.99 
Smash TV ...*..16 99 
Space 1889(1 Meg] 19 99 
Space Ace . .   26.99 
Space Ace 2 *.. . ..26 99 
Spoce Crusode *.*...***.16.99 
Speedboll ,*.*,.*.  7,99 
Speedball 2.   ***.16,99 
Starflight 2    16 99 
Stralego...*****.16 99 
Sirikefieet.*.     16.99 
Strip Poker 2 + Doto. . 6.99 
Super Cars 2.....16 99 
Super Hang On...   6.99 
Super AAonoco GP,,*,*.   16,99 
Supremacy ..  *****.**,,19 99 
Suspicious Cargo ..,.*.,.*.*,******..19 99 
Switchblade.....*.6.99 
Switchblade 2....._*.,16,99 
Sword of Sodan.. .9,99 
Team Jaguar *.  19 99 
Teem Suzuki,..  .16.99 
Team Yankee*....*.  19,99 
Team Yankee 2 (1 Meg) " ....19,99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles.******..*9.99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles 2 * ..  16.99 
Terminator 2 ..*.  ,.,16.99 
Test Drive 2 Collection..****,***,*.*.*.*19.99 
The Immortal (I Meg)__..,.,.*.*.*.*8.99 
Their Finest Hour (1 Meg) ...,.19,99 
Their Finest Missions....   9.99 
Thunderhawk *********.*****_ .19.99 
Tip Off * ..*.16.99 
Tot.. .16,99 
Toobin.  **,*,*,***,.***6-99 
Top Cat Bev. HiHs.  6.99 
Turtta Challenge 2 * .***.16 99 
Turbo Outrun.....*.6.99 
Tufftcon 2....9,99 
TV Sports Football ...7 99 
Ultimo V.. ,,...19 99 
Ultima 6 *.—..  ,19.99 
Uk»«a..  ..19,99 
UMS 2 [1 Meg)........19 99 
Virtual Worlds...*.19 99 
Voyager...*..*..,*6,99 
Warlords |1 Meg) ..19,99 
Waterloo.*...7 99 
Wild Wheels . 16.99 
Wizball,,.*..*...6,99 
Wizkid *...*...16.99 
Wolf Pock [1 Meg]....*,19 99 
Wonderland (1 Meg).... 19 99 
World Class Leoderboard.  6.99 
World Wrestling Fed *.,.16,99 
Xenomorph 2 ***.*.**,„*,.,*,.*.  16,99 
Yogi's Great Escape ..*..6,99 
Yogi & Greed Monster. 6,99 
Zak McKraken ..  ....,,9,99 

l SPECIAL OFFERS | 

DELUXE PAINT 4 

ONLY 

£54.99 

OPTICAL MOUSE 

ONLY £34*99 

UPGRADE YOUR 

AMIGA TO 1 MEG 
1/2 Meg Upgrade - £24.99 

1/2 Meg Upgrade + dock ■ £26,99 

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 
ONLY 

£12.99 

STEREO SPEAKERS 
AMIGA 

ONLY £29.99 

3.5" EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 
ONLY £52.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheefah 1 25 + * £6*99 

Comp Pro Extra - £ 14,99 

Qutckjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickshot 3 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickjoy Jetfighter * £ 10,99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

50x3.5" DSDD - £5.99 
20x3.5" DSDD-£10.99 

50x3.5“ DSDD-£23.99 

100x3.5" DSDD-£44.99 

Branded • TDK 

3.5" DSDD-£1.25 Each 

WINGS 1/2 Meg 
Now Only 
£T 1*99 
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KINGSTON, SURREY 

Alo/or stockist for all Commodore 

products including Amiga and CVTV. 

Over 2.000 sg. feet of computer 

software and hardware for 

Commodore. Atari and PC. 

Our enthusiastic staff also insist that 
we stock a complete range of Sega. 

Nintendo and Lynx consoles. 

NEW STORE OPENING SOON! 

BARKMAN COMPUTER SERVICES 
First Floor, Cardinals Market Place, 

Kingston, Surrey. 

081-546 5941 

BUILD MUSCLES 

YOU CAN BUII 
A FANTASTIC F 
PACKED BODY 

12 WEEKS! 

NEW! FoUett and ben woy io build 
muscles and strength without weights - 
EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN. 
Just 20 minutes daily in the privacy af your 
home will develop an amozing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS h a new bodybuilding system based on 
principals developed after yean of exhaustive research. It it a total 
exercise programme involving the very latest scientific 
breakthroughs in the field of muscular development. It is the fastest, 

most effective way to build muscles in existence, 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED 

Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

^MUSCLE DYNAMICS (AF), PO BOX4oT GATESHIAD7 nTsTpD 
Yes! I wont to build muscles fast Please rush me my FREE information pacM 

Nome . 

Address ., ..... 

Postcode __ 

(A stamp far reply appreciated) 
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NEXT MONTH 

Starting on Thursday 
March 12 ... 

226 ...the surprise 
of the decade! 

Amiga Format is about to open up a whole new era in computer magazines! 

What do we mean? Well, we can't tell you. No, I'm sorry, we can't yet 

reveal the exact details - it's all top secret and immensely hush-hush. 

What we can tell you is that it will involve a magazine with 
two Coverdisks rather than one and a complete software 
package with an RRP in excess of £50 for only £3.95. That 
commitment to giving you greater value than any other 
magazine anywhere might give you just a hint of what 
we re cooking up for you. 

Meanwhile, there are certain things we can tell you. We can 
promise you another exciting issue of the most popular 
Amiga magazine in the world. You'll be able to reflect on the 
Redskins' victory in the Superbowl as you read the first reli¬ 
able review of the potentially massive John Madden's 
American Football. 

You’ll get a unique chance to pick up tips on how to create 
your own cartoons and animations from some of the most 
famous names in television and in Amiga animation. You’ll 
also find out how Amiga Format rates some big new soft¬ 
ware releases: the astonishing Take 2 animation system, 
the world-beating AudioMaster sampler in its fourth incar¬ 
nation and the video package that set new standards for 
user-friendliness, SCALA, arrives on the Amiga 500. 

There will also be clear, concise information and some excit¬ 
ing ideas for anyone considering buying a memory upgrade. 
And, of course, much more besides. But to find out exactly 
how much, you'll have to wait until March 12... 

AMIGA FORMAT ISSUE 33, APRIL 1992. 
Discover the secret of the most exciting idea in magazines ever 

at a newsagent near you on March 121 



KCS POWER PC BOARD FOR YOUR AMIGA 

O 
o 
o 
91 

CM 

ID 

Now Available 
with or without 

MS*Dos 
See Below 

The best of both worlds 

in the space of one 

HARD DISK 
Most hard disks are supported with 

version 3.0. To be sure give us a ring. 

A500P version 
now ready 

and gives you 
total 2Mb Chip 

Ram. When 
ordering state 
which one you 

require. 

The KCS Power PC Board adds 1Mb memory to your Amiga and a 
real time clock 
Think how much 1Mb memory plus a clock costs 
Think how much MS-Dos/GW-8asic/Shell/Dos-Help costs £_,. 

Which leaves the cost of an AMIGA/PC just _ 
For so little outlay the Power PC Board turns your Amiga into an up and 
running powerful PC. with no hidden costs. The cheapest PC in the world?! 

Run heavyweight professional PC software on your Amiga/PC 

EGA 
Available (Nov/91) will work from re 

full EGA colour palette. Br 
VGA will work on a standard TV or 

monitor and in most cases without 

using interlace. 

VGA 
Version 3.0 of our software (Nov/91) 
comes with VGA colour and mono 
option. EGA/VGA will work on all 

standard Amigas irrespective of which 
chip set you have. 

PRICE M ii rosoft m 'inch m <s 

Microsoft flight simulator 4.0 

Some extra Goodies: 
m FUCKER FREE FIXER in PC interlace mode WHI work 

with all Amigas Software emulated 
• PROCESSOR SPEED can be slowed down from 100% to 

as tow as 16%. so it you have never reached the highest 
level in a game, now is your chance. 

• KCS PC-MOUSE driver will work with your Amiga mouse 
• PAUSE can be actuated at any tame during a game or 

program, allowing you do continue at your leisure 
Technical Specifications: 
• Exceiteni compatibility 

• 704 Kb memory in MG A CG A mode 
• 640Kb memory in EGA.VGA mode 
• 200Kb extra memory ie: MS-DOS RAM DISK (reset proof) 
• 1/2Mb fliflra FAST Ram ptus l/2Mb Ram Disk for normal 

Amiga use plus real time dock in all modes 
• All future upgrades are software driven 
• Processor speed - i t MHz 
• Video-p 

runs taster than mosl AT 266 computers 
• Diskdrive-3 
• Fitted m seconds and does not invalidate your guarantee 
• Once lifted forget it Switch on computer you have Amiga 

Reset and load PC disk and in seconds you have a PC. 
Reset and you have Amiga again. 

• Help-Line and excellent Back-up service 

Including MS-DOS 

and on-board 

memory 

£219.95 

Inc VAT/Carr. 

Excluding MS-DOS 

but ind on-board 

memory 

£189.95 

Inc VAT/Carr. 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
8B BEWICK ROAD. GATESHEAD. TYNE & WEAR, 
NE8 I BS ENGLAND 
TEL: (091) 490 1919, HELPLINE: (091) 490 0202 
FAX: (091)490 1918 

Compel rs eicetient Out noon* can guarantee every single program available, therefore <1 ybuf purchase depends on 3 
partrcirw program please ask US first or send in a copy of the program. (With suitable S A E. it to be returned). Price svtqect to 

change without notice. 
Wholly Developed And Produced In The Netherlands 

Available from your loca comouter shop (If they haven’t got it - Ask them why not!). Or direct from Bitcon Devices Ltd. 

Acaac'1 of '500 2000 3000 
£74.95 Inc. 

: :■ V9 >sco*ef W T* ?57 47 as 38 Sweden: Detfeatess Data (T*ft 31 300560 Canary. Customs CNp* tT#l) 626 27f064 Denmark Bouton (T«t) 31 31 02 73. 

Coneuw c*r XKXXf 745550 * Patac (Taft 054 92949 Ati frade enquiries welcome UK and Overseas (PAL only) 

Ayflrffa HPD (T#U 00 349 B486 * 

Portugal So+trtub (Ttf) 01 352 64^ 



NEW FROM NEWTEK! 

NghVim MedtaStalian ghns yoa Ik lira tools you 
to use you1 Amiga h Is lest 

DIGITIZE • Bring the world into your Amiga 
with Digi-View, the best-selling, most award¬ 
winning Amiga peripheral of all time. Amiga 
World Magazine says “the best value in Amiga 
digitizers and delivers the best images”. Just 
point your camera and in seconds Digi-View 
will capture images with brilliant colour and 
stunning clarity. Whether you're creating 
graphics for video, desldop publishing, 
presentations, or just for fun, Digi-View is 
simply the best. 

PAINT - NewTek pioneered the 4096 colour 
HAM mode back in 1985. and since then no 
other program has come close to matching its 
amazing power. This all-new version. Digi- 
Paint 3. is the fastest, cleanest, most powerful 
HAM paint program ever created. As Amiga 
World Magazine says, “If you are really 
serious about owning only one paint program, 
we would have to recommend Digi-Paint 3". 

N=wT=k 
INCOHFOHATeO 

PRESENT - Elan Performer 2.0 makes 
slideshows and interactive presentations a 
snap, just click the mouse to assign pictures 
or animations to your keyboard. Performer 
will automatically sequence the images with 
precise timing, or you can tap a key to bring 
your images up instantly with this high- 
performance presentation tool. AmigaWorld 
Magazine calls Elan Performer “the finest 
display tool to date for the Amiga artist.” 

For more information contact your local Amiga dealer. Dealer enquiries contact SDL Distribution at 81 -309-5000 
Di^vifw Gold Dip-Pami 3. Dynamic Hi An art irademiffci of Urn Talk, inc HuMet requires 2 megs PAW Am*ga «s a trademark <rt Comro«*ore Amiga, me Elan Performer n a trademark of Elian Design O NewTek, Inc iMT 


